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ABSTRACT
This dissertation provides a morphophonemic analysis of possessive suffix paradigms in
the Pakin geolect of the Lukunosh dialect of Mortlockese, a minority language spoken in the
Federated States of Micronesia. Within the framework of language documentation, I incorporate
methodologies from the ethnography of communication and Interactional Sociolinguistics as
tools to analyze metalinguistic discourse that emerges from my discussions with consultants
about their perceptions of morpheme boundaries in the paradigms under investigation. Such L1
(first language)-speaker perceptions serve as external evidence to my core linguistic theorydriven analysis of the data, drawing upon principles of generative phonology. My analysis shows
that variation in inflectional suffixes is best accounted for by a conjugation solution, rather than
an economy solution. Lexical specification and processes of analogical extension play roles in
the patterning of the suffix paradigms with particular lexical items. I find extensive idiolectal
variation in these paradigms within even a relatively small geolectal population.
I frame this work as an exploration of the ethnography of the elicitation session, whereby
I investigate how linguistic “facts” about L1-speakers’ metalinguistic knowledge and
performance are products of interactive intercultural communicative events. I discuss the
interactional contexts from which the data emerge, providing a dimension of analysis that is not
commonly found in descriptions of languages, such as in sketch grammars. By bringing together
the fields of language documentation, sociolinguistics, and linguistic anthropology, I address the
need for the development of inter- and intradisciplinary approaches to the analysis of language in
fieldwork contexts. In developing this ethnography of the elicitation session, I draw attention to
topics that are under-represented in the documentary linguistics literature, such as the agency of
consultants in shaping the production of local metalinguistic knowledge in an elicitation session
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interview. I analyze realizations of certitude of emic metalinguistic analyses through the tool of
epistemic stancetaking. The afféú fangani ‘join together’ element in this dissertation title refers
to not only the morphological paradigms under investigation—in which lexical stems and
possessive suffixes are joined together—but also the joining together of structural and functional
approaches to language and culture within one work.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

September 2006. My steno pad has that distinct “new” smell, it reminds me of going
school supply shopping as a child and opening up a new notebook for the first day of
classes. This time around, even though I find myself in a classroom, my surroundings are
anything but familiar. That new notebook smell contrasts starkly with the brand new
smells. These are the kinds of smells that are so striking that they sear themselves as
sense memories—some, such as the waft of ylang-ylang or burning coconut shells, are
more welcome than others. Amidst the excitement, anxiousness, and distractions that
come with the realization that I will be living in Micronesia for the next two years, there
is something about that notebook smell that is actually comforting. It’s a reminder that
there is something that will help me focus amidst the newness of my surroundings:
linguistic discovery. Learning Mortlockese is not only something that I have to do—I
have a competency test to pass, after all, in a few weeks’ time—but also it’s certainly
something that I want to do. I have the linguistic tools and training to do so. This new
steno pad won’t be empty for long.
1.1 Introduction. This dissertation provides a morphophonemic analysis of possessive suffix
paradigms in Pakin Lukunosh Mortlockese. I frame this research within the field of language
documentation. In the broadest sense, “language documentation” has always been a part of the
scientific endeavors of describing speech systems, which encompass the observations and
analyses of linguistic phenomena, from the minute variation of individuals’ vowels to the
pragmatic cues in ritualized socio-cultural events.1 This “concern for the perspicuous
documentation and description of the world’s languages” has been realized in “the now centuryold tradition of monograph series and journals of record in which texts, dictionaries, grammars,
vocabularies, and other works have been published,” providing the empirical foundation “for the
discipline’s more theoretical endeavors since at least the time of Franz Boas” (Woodbury
I use the term “language” as a convention that broadly covers all types of speech systems used by communities
around the world—languages (both spoken and signed, and including creoles), pidgins, dialects, koinés,
communalects, geolects, sociolects, and so forth. The term “speech system” is a neutral term that denotes a
conventionalized semiotic system used for communication, an attempt to avoid the often political nature of
distinguishing a “language” from a “dialect.”

1

1

2003:35). One of the primary methods of creating a “lasting, multipurpose record of a language”
(Himmelmann 2006:1) is through documentary fieldwork (Rehg 2007).
The work of being “in the field” is a cyclic process of discovery: the detailed
observations one makes lead to analysis, then to more questions about what is still not fully
understood, which compels one to return to the field to gather more data, and so forth. This
dissertation is written as a means of guiding the reader through my own process of discovery
about specific morphophonemic phenomena in Mortlockese, a language of the Federated States
of Micronesia (FSM).2 I take an intradisciplinary approach by embedding the morphophonemic
analysis of possessive suffix paradigms in sociolinguistic context by employing the tools of
ethnography and discourse analysis. This study focuses on the speech of the residents of Pakin
Atoll,3 a diasporic Mortlockese community in Pohnpei State,4 FSM; specifically, I analyze the
speech of Pakin residents who speak the Lukunosh dialect, hence the exonym I use for this work,
“Pakin Lukunosh Mortlockese” (PLMRT).5 Through participant observation and focused
elicitation sessions, I have created a corpus of notes and recordings that serve as the primary data
Because the term “Micronesia” by itself has ambiguous interpretation, I use the following delineations: even
though the nation of the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) is sometimes abbreviated as “Micronesia,” I always
use the long name of the nation (indicated with the accompanying abbreviation); when referring to the geographic
region of Micronesia, I use the phrase “geographic Micronesia.”
3
Hereafter, I use the name “Pakin” as a shorthand for “Pakin Atoll.” Similarly, I eschew the “Atoll” component in
the names of other atolls I refer to in this work (e.g., “Pingelap” denotes “Pingelap Atoll”). Note that the proper
name of some atolls is the same as one of the islets in the atoll, such as “Satawan” denoting both “Satawan Islet” and
“Satawan Atoll.” When necessary for the purposes of emphasis/contrast/disambiguation, I include the “Atoll,”
“Island,” or “Islet” element in the proper name.
4
I consistently use contemporary place names instead of older names (e.g., “Pohnpei” instead of “Ponape,” “Chuuk”
instead of “Truk,” “Kosrae” instead of “Kusaie,” and so forth), except when it is necessary to use the older name
(e.g., “Truk District”). Most contemporary place names are endonyms that are spelled according to the official
orthographies of the corresponding locations (but certainly not all). When there is a clear difference between the
endonym and the contemporary name, the choice to use either one depends on the particular context in which I use
the name. For example, the westernmost high island of the FSM has “Wa’ab” as an endonym and “Yap” as an
exonym, and the latter is used as the official state name. Because the references to this island are restricted to
references to the state and its surrounding outer islands, I use “Yap” rather than “Wa’ab.” In other contexts, when
the contemporary name is a carry-over of colonial and/or Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands convention, then I use
a respelling that is familiar to speakers from that region (e.g., referring to the atoll to the northwest of Chuuk Lagoon
as “Nómwonweité” rather than the older “Namonuito”). The place names I use that refer to islands in the Mortlocks
and nearby places (such as in Chuuk Lagoon) reflect the PLM RT pronunciations of Pakin residents. When necessary,
after the name I give, I include other names that are commonly found in the literature in parentheses at the first
mention, for example, “Weené (Weno, Moen)”.
5
As I explicate in chapter 2, I use the language name “Mortlockese” to denote the language as a whole, without
making direct reference to specific dialects or geolects. Because this dissertation primarily draws upon the speech of
Pakin residents who speak the Lukunosh dialect of Mortlockese, I use the name “Pakin Lukunosh Mortlockese”
(PLMRT), a geolectal exonym I have coined for my descriptions of this speech system in this work and other
publications (see section 2.3.5.6). Whenever the need arises to distinguish this variety from other dialects of
Mortlockese, then I use other modifiers to make this clear (e.g., Pakin Satawan Mortlockese, or PSMRT).
2
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on which my morphophonemic, ethnographic, and discourse analyses are based. My formal
analyses of possessive suffix paradigms are supported by first language (L1) speaker intuitions,6
ascertained through metalinguistic conversations.
Apart from the presentation of primary data (i.e., paradigms and interactional discourse
presented as text and as accompanying archived recordings) and corresponding analyses, this
work demonstrates that documentary fieldwork is a multifaceted endeavor, one that compels the
researcher to engage in self-reflexivity at all parts in the process: entering the community, asking
the “right” questions, making observations, developing methodologies, corroborating linguistic
analyses with L1 speaker perspectives, and placing the work in the frames of not only the
academic audience but also the community’s expectations. Perhaps fieldworkers of all academic
disciplines already know these aspects of fieldwork intimately well, but an undercurrent in this
work is to openly discuss these issues as a way of contributing to the critical discourse on the
development of documentary fieldwork methodology. This work particularly focuses on the
elicitation session, the communicative event that many documentary linguists engage in on a
regular basis, yet one that is not often analyzed through the lenses of ethnography and discourse
analysis. Even the smallest seeds of inquiry can lead to significant observations, conclusions, and
more questions—new seeds for future discovery. Before I clarify my research questions, I
present background information to explain how the initial seeds of this particular work were
planted.
1.2 Genesis and inquiry. I served as a Peace Corps Volunteer in the FSM from 2006 to 2009,
during which I was assigned to work as an elementary school teacher on Pakin, an outer island of
Pohnpei State.7 The language I was taught during the 11 week intensive training period was not
Pohnpeian (the official language of Pohnpei State), but rather Mortlockese, since the Pakin
I follow the convention of using the term “L1 speaker” (i.e., “L1” denoting “first language”) rather than “native
speaker” (Blommaert & Rampton 2009:11–2), particularly since the term “native” has problematic connotations for
diasporic communities who are no longer part of the “native” in situ community and yet still speak a speech system
that is similar—but by no means identical—to the in situ speech system. Even the term “L1,” however, is
problematic, since I as the outside observer cannot empirically claim to know what was that individual’s first
language of interaction/production as a child, apart from what is reported by that individual (through introspection)
and/or that individual’s primary caretakers. When necessary, I use the phrase “dominant language” to refer to what
is otherwise commonly understood as the ability to fluently speak a language (i.e., without foreign accent or marked
errors, at a generally expected syllable/mora rate, etc.).
7
More detailed information about Mortlockese, the Pakin community, PLM RT, and my Peace Corps service is given
in chapter 2 and appendix A.
6
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residents are a diasporic community of descendants from the Mortlocks,8 an island chain located
to the southeast of Chuuk Lagoon. Apart from the adventures of traveling to Micronesia for the
first time and preparing for a two-year volunteer commitment, I was excited to learn a new
language, especially one that is a member of the Austronesian language family. Because Tagalog
is the language of my home domains, it was interesting to explore the similarities and differences
between a language of the Philippines and one of Micronesia. During this training period, I was
focused on the practical goals of passing competency tests in Mortlockese, a requirement for
advancing past “Trainee” status and becoming a sworn-in Volunteer; nevertheless, my instincts
for linguistic analysis persisted like undercurrents during the language learning process, as well
as throughout my Peace Corps experience.
Of all the different aspects of Mortlockese grammar I was learning, one in particular was
especially intriguing: inflectional suffix morphology. As a language learner, one of the most
accessible entry points into testing the generalizability of morphological phenomena is by
practicing inflectional morphology. Knowledge of paradigms such as that of /ŋii/ ‘tooth’9 shown
in (1)10 allowed me to take a bottom-up approach to discerning morpheme boundaries—in this
case, possessive suffixes, as given in (2).11 I could then extend the paradigm to new lexical items
I was learning during my volunteer service.
(1)

CITATION
1SG
2SG
3SG
1PL.INCL
1PL.EXCL
2PL
3PL
CONST

[ŋii]
[ŋiij]
[ŋiimw]
[ŋiin]
[ŋiiʃ]
[ŋiimam]
[ŋiimi]
[ŋiir]
[ŋiin]

‘tooth’
‘my tooth’
‘your tooth’
‘his/her/its tooth’
‘our (incl.) tooth’12
‘our (excl.) tooth’
‘your (pl.) tooth’
‘their tooth’
‘tooth of’

Common usage often shortens island groups with a pluralized version of the proper name, such as “Mortlocks”
denoting “Mortlock Islands” or “Carolines” denoting “Caroline Islands.” For consistency, I refer to island groups as
the pluralized proper name without the “Islands” component (e.g., “Mortlocks” rather than “Mortlock Islands”).
9
See section 1.5 for an introduction to the working orthography I use for PLM RT (and Mortlockese more broadly).
10
These forms were elicited from Petrus on June 8, 2014 (see section 4.3 regarding the consultants who participated
in this study).
11
Whenever I present paradigms such as the one in (2) without attribution to a specific speaker, these are to be
interpreted as generalized morphemes applicable to the speech community as a whole.
12
Plural marking on nouns in Mortlockese is indicated by separate morphemes, most often enclitics but sometimes
pre-posed elements. All free translations of isolated tokens of possessums that have plural possessors (such as (1))
will remain singular, as a way of maintaining consistency in glosses. Any example that has overt plural marking will
be glossed and translated appropriately.
8
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(2)

Mortlockese possessive suffixes
1SG
-j
2SG
-mw
3SG
-n
1PL.INCL
-ʃ
1PL.EXCL
-mam
2PL
-mi
3PL
-r
CONST
-n

Early during my training, my language instructor provided an analysis in one of our lessons in
which he identified another paradigm of possessive suffixes, as shown in figure 1 (taken from
my class notes):13

Figure 1. Personal class notes about Mortlockese possessive affixes (10/12/06)
For illustrative purposes, I present the purported suffixes in (3):14

My notes indicate that at the time, my language instructor presented an analysis in which Mortlockese pronouns
have a category for dual, which I abbreviated as “dl” in figure 1. My own subsequent analysis after the training
period revealed that there is no dual category in Mortlockese, only distinctions for singular and plural. The
individual who taught me is a speaker of the Kúttú dialect; my class notes thus represent his pronunciation.
14
These forms are given in phonetic representation.
13
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(3)

Mortlockese possessive suffixes, alternate paradigm based on figure 1
1SG
-ej
2SG
-omw
3SG
-an
1PL.INCL
-atʃ
1PL.EXCL
-ɛmɨm
2PL
-ɛmi
3PL
-ɛr
CONST
-an

During my training, I had simply assumed that there were at least two paradigms for these
possessive suffixes: one was C-initial and the other V-initial (e.g., -n and -an for third-person
singular). It was not until after my Peace Corps service when I began my graduate studies at the
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa (UHM) that I closely studied the accounts for these paradigms in
the grammars of Micronesian languages like Chuukese (Goodenough & Sugita 1980) and
Pohnpeian (Rehg 1981). The primary explanation in these works for the possessive suffixes is
that only the paradigm as shown in (2) exists, and any vowels that intervene between the lexical
base and the possessive suffix are underlying base vowels that emerge only under suffixation
(that is, no allomorphy as given in (3)).
Such is the dominant view in most Micronesian language grammars, and I had assumed
early on that the same must be uniformly true in Mortlockese, especially since no other
morphosyntactic studies were available on the language except for its closest linguistic neighbor,
Chuukese. Much later in my graduate studies I read Rehg 2001, in which the author provides a
morphophonemic account for Pohnpeian possessive suffixes: there exist two paradigms, one that
occurs after vowels, and the other after consonants, essentially reflecting what I show here for
Mortlockese as (2) and (3). Rehg claims that the second (V-initial) paradigm is based on
analogy, which he calls the “Pohnpeian solution”; this approach disrupts the generative
desideratum of the Unique Underlier Condition (Lass 1984)—that is, every morpheme has a
single underlying morphophonemic representation. The analysis I present in this work reveals
that similar kinds of reanalysis and analogical extension are observable in PLMRT possessive
suffix paradigms.
In chapter 7, I conclude that possessive suffixes are best accounted for with the
“conjugation solution,” which posits allomorphy that is not phonologically predictable in the
possessive suffixes: one must appeal to lexical specification to account for the various possessive
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suffix allomorphs—categorized by declension classes—that are being paired with any given
lexical item. I explicitly draw upon the intuitions from L1 speakers of PLMRT through
metalinguistic discussion. Rehg 2001, then, is a major driving force in the development of this
dissertation, in which I present a broad and deep analysis of an aspect of the grammar that has
interested me since the beginning of my language training in Mortlockese.15
1.3 Research questions. The primary goal of this dissertation is to provide a morphophonemic
account of possessive suffix paradigms in PLMRT in a way that frames the elicitation session as
a communicative event, one that can be analyzed via the ethnography of communication and
discourse analysis. This goal is delineated by the following research questions:
1. What is the morphophonemic account for the possessive suffix paradigms as I have
recorded from the Pakin community?
2. How does the metalinguistic analysis of L1 speakers provide external evidence for the
morphophonemic account?
3. What entails an “ethnography of the elicitation session,” and what contributions does this
make to the field of language documentation and the methods of documentary fieldwork?
The first question is worth investigating because there is a dearth of published research
on this particular topic, in Mortlockese or in any Micronesian language. Mortlockese as a whole
is an under-represented language in the linguistics literature, although there is somewhat more
coverage in the ethnobiological, anthropological, sociological, and ethnographic literature.16 The
speech of the Pakin community, in particular, has never been described at any level in any
academic publication by an author apart from myself. Such questions of morphophonemic
analysis of possessive suffix paradigms in Mortlockese have never been investigated in
publications, to my knowledge. Regarding Micronesian languages as a whole, these suffix
paradigms are indeed addressed by authors of descriptive texts, but only to the extent that a
single solution is overtly discussed. For example, the authors of grammars of Chuukese
(Goodenough & Sugita 1980:xxvi), Woleaian (Sohn 1975:105–107), and Satawalese (Roddy
15
16

I discuss the implications of Rehg 2001 on my research project in chapter 6.
Section 2.2.6 contains discussions on previous research on Mortlockese.
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2007:56–57) present the paradigms for possessive suffixes as if there was only one analysis,
essentially identical to what I give in (2). Apart from Rehg’s (2001) discussion about Pohnpeian,
no other publication about a Micronesian language explores in-depth the possibility that there
can be more than one set of suffixes for these paradigms.
A more focused phrasing of this first research question is as follows: What accounts for
the emergence of vowels between lexical bases and inflectional suffixes? Addressing this
question requires a synthesis of historical perspectives in terms of accounting for final-vowel
lenition in Micronesian languages (Bender 1969, Rehg 1991), as well as synchronic approaches
to phonology and morphology. But as my second research question indicates, there is value in
investigating how L1 speaker perceptions of these phenomena lead to insights that provide
external support to the theory-internal analyses. One component of my elicitation methodology is
engaging in discussions of morphological decomposition with L1 speakers as a non-experimental
method for eliciting metalinguistic discourse about where they perceive morpheme boundaries to
exist.17 Rehg (2001:227) anecdotally discusses this strategy in his investigations of Pohnpeian
possessive suffix paradigms, and I take it up at length for this project. L1 speaker intuitions
provide fascinating pieces of evidence that support the morphophonemic analyses I propose in
this work.
Himmelmann (2006:9) asserts that the documentation of metalinguistic knowledge is an
integral part of the corpus of primary data. In the approach I take in eliciting metalinguistic
discourse about morpheme boundaries, what is important is not just what the consultants say, but
also how they say it and in what contexts. The particular linguistic strategies a person takes when
discussing his or her perception of a rather abstract aspect of the language are phenomena that
are just as worthy of documentation and analysis as any other “piece” of propositional material.
Because one goal of my project is to assess L1 speaker intuitions of morpheme boundaries as a
way of providing supporting evidence of the morphophonemic analyses I propose, it is not
enough to simply note what the perception is (e.g., “the boundary is here, not here”). I take a
more nuanced approach using the tools of Interactional Sociolinguistics (Gumperz 1982, 1990)
to describe and analyze how the consultant discusses morpheme boundaries. Researchers across
the social sciences emphasize the elicitation session as a type of interactive event (Ensink 2003,
Lampropoulou & Meyers 2012), one in which the transmission of knowledge between “knower”
17

I discuss details about the elicitation process in chapter 6.
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and “learner”—roles that apply to both the linguist and the L1 speaker consultant—is constantly
being negotiated between interlocutors. The elicitation session is not simply an occasion for
“extracting” information from a person.
My third research question, then, is an attempt at taking a step back and considering how
information—in this case, the speaker’s intuition about morpheme boundaries—is produced,
rather than just reporting on what the information is. Working in the framework of the
ethnography of communication (Hymes 1971, 1974, 1992), I employ tools from Interactional
Sociolinguistics as a means of combining ethnographic knowledge with interactional analysis,
thus providing a way to appreciate the meanings and goals of the elicitation session (Bucholtz
2011:394). By incorporating an “ethnography of the elicitation session” into the discussion of my
data and analyses, I provide insights on documentary fieldwork methodology that are not always
overtly discussed in the language documentation literature. Furthermore, my analyses of
interactional discourse provide another dimension of documentation rarely seen for Micronesian
languages.
These three questions underscore the intradisciplinary approach I take for this dissertation
project. I do not solely rely on theory-internal morphophonemic analysis to account for the data I
have recorded from the Pakin community. By incorporating ethnographic information and
analyses of interactional discourse, I am able to contextualize the data beyond just, for example,
the expected metadata associated with archived audio recordings (see section 4.5). A guiding
principle in the writing of this dissertation is this consideration: behind every neat table or chart
of well-patterned morphemes—aligned in orderly cells, nothing missing or overly-detailed—is a
story of how those morphemes ended up in that array, a story that is often quite messy, borne
from hours of discussion and questioning with the consultants who patiently work with us, even
when we are not quite as patient. Such a story is oftentimes invisible to the reader of the end
product, and for perfectly good reason: what is of interest is not how the table or chart was made,
but what it contains. I, however, am compelled to tell the stories of how the tables and charts of
inflectional suffixes in PLMRT are made, for they are exciting stories worth telling.
1.4 Overview of the study. In chapter 2, I provide background ethnolinguistic information about
the Mortlockese language, its speakers, and the islands where they live; building upon this broad
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foundation, I then focus on Pakin, PLMRT, and my Peace Corps service on Pakin.18 Chapter 3
outlines the ideological and theoretical frameworks I employ in this work. I discuss my broad
fieldwork methodology in chapter 4. In chapter 5, I present a phonological and morphological
sketch of PLMRT as a means of introducing the specific linguistic phenomena under
investigation, which I contextualize further in my discussion of Rehg 2001 in chapter 6. I also
provide specific details of my methods for eliciting morphological paradigms and metalinguistic
discourse in chapter 6. In chapter 7, I present my data and analyses for the possessive suffix
paradigms: I observe overarching patterns, make cross-speaker comparisons, apply the
morphophonemic analyses, support those analyses with the L1 speaker perceptions, and make
necessary revisions about earlier analytic and descriptive assumptions. Chapter 8 focuses on the
ethnography of the elicitation session with discourse examples. Finally, in chapter 9, I give an
overview of this dissertation in which I summarize my findings, contributions, implications,
limitations, and directions for future research.
1.5 Orthographic conventions and linguistic representations. I discuss the technical matters
of the phoneme inventory of PLMRT and the corresponding orthographic conventions in section
5.2; nevertheless, because I incorporate extensive examples of PLMRT—and Mortlockese in
general—in chapters 2–4, it is necessary for me to provide a preliminary discussion of
orthographic conventions in this introductory chapter. My working orthography for Mortlockese
is based on the official Chuukese orthography as described by Goodenough & Sugita (1980). I
present the orthographic symbols and corresponding International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)
values I employ in my working orthography for PLMRT in (4), listed in the same order as the
Chuukese alphabet:
(4)

PLMRT working orthography symbols
SYMBOL
IPA VALUE
a
/a/
á
/æ/
e
/ɛ/
é
/ɞ/
i
/i/, /j/ before and after vowels
o
/o/

Appendix A serves as a supplement to chapter 2, providing more detailed ethnographic information related to
settlement, environmental contexts, and sociocultural practices.
18
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ó
u
ú
f
s
k
l
m
mw
n
ng
p
pw
r
sh
ch
t
w

/ɔ/
/u/, /w/ after vowels
/ʉ/
/f/
/s/
/k/
/l/
/m/
/mw/19
/n/
/ŋ/
/p/
/pw/
/r/
/ʃ/
/tʃ/
/t/
/w/ (never word-final)

In section 5.2.3, I clarify my position that the surface phenomena of long vowels and geminate
consonants are underlying sequences of identical phonemes (i.e., there is no phonemic contrast
between short and long vowels, or between singleton and geminate consonants). In this working
orthography, <VV> and <CC> indicate these sequences of “long vowels” and “geminate
consonants” (e.g., shaan [ʃaan] ‘water’ and ffat [ffat] ‘clear,’ respectively).
To clarify for the reader, I list each subsequent chapter and the primary choice in
representing PLMRT, either IPA or the working orthography:


Chapter 2 “Ethnolinguistic background”: working orthography
o Note that appendix A contains extensive ethnographic discussion, in which I
primarily use the working orthography.



Chapter 3 “Ideological and theoretical frameworks”: (not applicable)



Chapter 4 “Fieldwork methodology”: (not applicable)



Chapter 5 “Phonological and morphological sketch”: IPA



Chapter 6 “Explication of the morphophonemic analysis”: IPA



Chapter 7 “Possessive suffix paradigms”: IPA

As I explain in section 5.2.1.1, I purposefully underspecify these labio-velar consonants by the use of only the
superscript <w> in the IPA transcription.
19
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Chapter 8 “Ethnography of the elicitation session”: working orthography



Chapter 9 “Summaries, Contributions, Implications, and Directions”: working
orthography
Regarding the forms of lexical items, phrases, and clauses discussed in the text, I follow

the expected conventions in the field of linguistics: phonemic forms are enclosed in slashes (/ /),
phonetic forms are enclosed in square brackets ([ ]), and orthographic forms are enclosed in
angled brackets (< >). Unless attention to the orthographic form of a word is relevant for the
particular discussion, I present linguistic examples in italics, followed by a gloss/translation in
single quotes. When discussing phones in isolation—whereby its phonemic or phonetic status is
not directly relevant to the discussion—I present the phones with IPA symbols in italics. In
chapters 5–7, however, because of the nature of my formal morphophonemic analysis, I overtly
present phones and segments in either phonemic representation with slashes or phonetic
representation with square brackets. Any numbered example or figure that contains IPA symbols
without slashes or brackets will have an accompanying footnote that clarifies the status of the
symbols as either phonemic or phonetic.
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CHAPTER 2. ETHNOLINGUISTIC BACKGROUND

June 2012. There is an overturned boat in Kútou, on the northeastern side of the beach
facing the lagoon. Here the waves lap gently on the sand, opposed to the larger crashes
further south on the beach. At this point in the summer, everyone was saying sé ppés ‘it
doesn’t stay still’ about the wind. In the course of an hour, the wind would change
directions, from the usual southeast to the north, then the west, then back to southeast.
The winds cause the coconut leaves overhead to rustle in the background, a soft noise
occasionally punctuated by the chirps of honeycreepers and children playing in the
distance. I sit on the overturned boat with Nick, a digital recorder between us. The
microphone is trained to him. In the course of this summer of 2012, we find ourselves
back on this boat over and over again, but each time is nothing less than singular. I still
can’t believe how easily Nick is able to teleport us with his skills in tittilap ‘storytelling’;
one moment, we’re here sitting on a boat on the beach of Nikahlap, and the next we’re in
the lagoon of Lukunosh, watching a prince paddle his canoe under starlight in search of
the beautiful girl wearing the most aromatic garland he has ever smelled, whose face he
hasn’t seen yet. I have never been to the Mortlocks, and yet Nick is able to bring his
homeland hundreds of miles away to where we are on Pakin, to that very spot, that very
moment. The silence that follows the end of one story does not last long; the invocation of
a new one starts soon thereafter…passela mé passeto ‘drifting away from us and drifting
toward us’…
2.1 Introduction. In this chapter I present background ethnographic information on the
Mortlockese language, its speakers, and the islands where they live; building upon this broad
foundation, I then focus on Pakin and Pakin Lukunosh Mortlockese (PLMRT), highlighting
similarities with and differences from the in situ communities of the Mortlocks. Throughout
these sections, I incorporate relevant literature reviews. In the last section, I discuss my
background as a Peace Corps Volunteer living and working on Pakin prior to my graduate
studies, as this provides relevant context for my fieldwork methodology and later discussions.
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2.2 Fanéúan Mwoshulók ‘the islands of the Mortlocks.’20 The following sections contain
ethnographic information on the linguistic classification of Mortlockese (section 2.2.1), the
geopolitical contexts of the Mortlocks (section 2.2.2), the dialectal variation (section 2.2.3), and
the literature about the language (section 2.2.4).
2.2.1 Linguistic classification. Mortlockese—kapsen Mwoshulók as a general local endonym in
contemporary usage—is a member of the Chuukic group of Nuclear Micronesian languages
(Bender et al. 2003a, Jackson 1983, Lewis et al. 2014; see figure 2).

Figure 2. Historical relationships within the Nuclear Micronesian language family21
The languages of the Nuclear Micronesian language family are all spoken in geographic
Micronesia; this area is indicated by the trapezoid in figure 3:
In this work, all glossed Mortlockese examples in the text reflect PLM RT pronunciations, unless otherwise noted.
From Jackson (1983:433, fig. 6), adapted from Bender et al. (2003a:3). Protolanguage abbreviations: PCK, ProtoChuukic; PCCK, Proto-Central Chuukic; PCMC, Proto-Central Micronesian; PECK, Proto-Eastern Chuukic; PMC,
Proto-Micronesian; PNCK, Proto-Northern Chuukic; PPC, Proto-Pohnpeic-Chuukic; PPON, Proto-Pohnpeic; PSCK,
Proto-Southern Chuukic; PWCK, Proto-Western Chuukic; PWMC, Proto-Western Micronesian. Daughter language
abbreviations (left to right): ULI, Ulithian; PUA, Pulo Annian; MAP, Mapian; WOL, Woleaian; STW-CRL,
Satawalese-Carolinian; PUL, Polowatese; CHK, Chuukese; MRT, Mortlockese; PON, Pohnpeian; MOK, Mokilese;
MRS, Marshallese; KIR, Kiribati; KSR, Kosraean.
20
21
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Figure 3. Map of geographic Micronesia22
This map is based on the map of Oceania from the Central Intelligence Agency World Factbook, available here:
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/graphics/ref_maps/political/pdf/oceania.pdf. (8
January, 2015.)
22
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Although all of the indigenous languages of geographic Micronesia are members of the
Austronesian language family, the term “Nuclear Micronesian”23 denotes all the languages of the
region to the exclusion of Nauruan, Kapingamarangi, Nukuoro, Yapese, Palauan, and Chamorro
(Blust 2013:725–726). Membership in the Nuclear Micronesian subgroup of Oceanic languages
is determined primarily by the diagnostic tools used in the field of historical linguistics. The term
“Chuukic” denotes a subgroup of languages in the Nuclear Micronesian family that are more
closely related to each other than they are to the rest of the members of the family (viz.
Pohnpeian, Mokilese, Pingelapese, Marshallese, Kiribati, and Kosraean). The Chuukic languages
are distributed over a wide span of geographic Micronesia, from Hatohobei (Tobian) spoken on
atolls to the southwest of Palau, to Carolinian spoken in the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands, to Woleaian spoken in Yap State.24 Mortlockese is one of the easternmost
members of the Chuukic group of languages. Varieties of Mortlockese are indigenously spoken
in the Mortlocks, a chain of islands to the southwest of Chuuk Lagoon in Chuuk State located
between 5° and 7°N and 152° and 154°E. Chuuk State is one of the four states of the Federated
States of Micronesia (FSM), a nation situated in the Carolines in geographic Micronesia (see
figures 4 and 5); the other three states are Yap State, Pohnpei State, and Kosrae State.25

The term “Nuclear” is used by Micronesianists to denote “relating to or consisting of a nucleus,” that is, the
“core” of languages in geographic Micronesia that are the most alike to one another based on historical linguistic
criteria. Regardless of connotation, the term has no relation to the nuclear testing that occurred in the Marshalls.
24
Hereafter, I include the “State” component in the proper name when I refer to the administrative region;
otherwise, my use of the proper name alone denotes the high island. For example, “Pohnpei” denotes Pohnpei
Island, whereas “Pohnpei State” denotes the administrative region consisting of Pohnpei Island and its satellite atolls
(viz., Oroluk (Ocholuk), Pakin, And, Sapwuahfik (Ngatik), Nukuoro, Kapingamarangi, Mwoakilloa (Mokil), and
Pingelap). The only exception is Chuuk, which I always identify as either “Chuuk State” or “Chuuk Lagoon.” I
explicitly include the “Island” component when necessary for matters of emphasis/contrast/disambiguation.
25
To clarify the geographic terminology in this work: “atoll” denotes a circular reef on which there may exist
islands (but not necessarily so) surrounding a lagoon; “lagoon” denotes the bodies of water surrounded by atolls;
“islet” denotes very small islands, including those situated on the reef, isolated small high islands, and small
limestone islands; “low island” denotes non-volcanic islands, such as islands/islets on atolls (e.g., Pakin Atoll),
islands on top of lagoon-less coral pinnacles (e.g., Némé Island), and raised limestone islands (e.g., Fais Island);
“high island” denotes volcanic islands, such as Pohnpei; “outer island” denotes the low islands that surround the
high island in which the administrative center is located (e.g., Fais Island is an outer island of Yap, located in Yap
State); “satellite atoll” denotes the atolls that surround the high island in which the administrative center is located
(e.g., Pakin Atoll is a satellite atoll of Pohnpei, both located in Pohnpei State). I use the term “island” in a generic
sense to include both low islands (viz. islets, lagoon-less coral pinnacles, and raised limestone islands) and high
islands. I do not use “island” interchangeably with “atoll.” Furthermore, “satellite atoll” is a subset of “outer island,”
and I do not use those terms interchangeably.
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Figure 4. Map of the FSM. (Map courtesy of Dr. Danko Taboroši,
Island Research and Education Initiative)
17

Figure 5. Map of Chuuk State. (Map courtesy of Dr. Danko Taboroši,
Island Research and Education Initiative)
Before I proceed with the next section, a clarification about naming conventions in both
the literature and this work is needed here. As Buden et al. (2013:n.p.) rightfully point out,
“[o]ver the years, a confusing array of alternative names and spellings has been proposed for
different islands and island groups in the Mortlocks.” This is undoubtedly due in part to the
various pronunciations that exist for any given island, pronunciations not only from L1 speakers
of the island, but also from speakers of Chuukese, from speakers of other closely related
Micronesian languages, and (mispronunciations) from speakers of languages of various foreign
administrations (viz. Spanish, German, Japanese, and English). By way of illustrating this variety
in orthographic representation, consider figure 6, in which I provide spellings of the names of the
islands of the Mortlocks from the following sources: (1) the Chuuk State Detailed Figures of the
2000 FSM Census of Population and Housing (Chuuk Branch Statistics Office 2003); (2) Section
2 of Article XIII of the Chuuk State Constitution; (3) Bautista 2010; (4) Buden et al. 2013; and
(5) spellings that reflect the PLMRT pronunciation of Pakin residents, first given in International
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Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) representation, then in the orthographic representation I use in this
work:
2000 FSM
CENSUS
Nama
Losap
Piis-Emwar
Namoluk
Ettal
Lekinioch
Oneop
Satowan
Kuttu
Moch
Ta

CHUUK STATE
CONSTITUTION
Nema
Losap
Piis-emmwar
Namoluk
Ettal
Lukunoch
Oneop
Satowan
Kuttu
Moch
Ta

BAUTISTA 2010
Nama
Losap
Pisemwar26
Namoluk
Etal
Lukunor27
Oneop
Satowan28
Kuttu
Móch
Ta

BUDEN ET
AL. 2013
Nama
Losap
Pis
Namoluk
Ettal
Lekinioch
Oneop
Satawan
Kuttu
Moch
Ta

PLMRT
(IPA)
[nɞmɞ]
[losap]
[piisɛmwmwar]
[namwoluk]
[ɛttal]
[lukunoʃ]
[onɛop]
[satawan]
[kʉttʉ]
[mwooʃ]
[tɞ]

PLMRT
(ORTHOGRAPHIC)
Némé
Losap
Piis-Emwmwar
Namwoluk
Ettal
Lukunosh
Oneop
Satawan
Kúttú
Mwoosh
Té

Figure 6. Various orthographic representations of the island names of the Mortlocks29
A general observation about the representation of island names in academic and
government publications is that few consistently adhere to the standardized Chuukese alphabet,
which is codified in the Trukese-English Dictionary (Goodenough & Sugita 1980) and which
was ultimately based on decisions made at two orthographic conferences in Chuuk—August
1972 and January 1975 (xiv). The Chuukese orthographic system was intended to be used not
only for Chuukese but also for the other languages spoken in the Truk District of the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands (TTPI),30 which includes Mortlockese (xiv).31 The Chuukese
orthography is fairly transparent in terms of phonemic representation (i.e., each unique
orthographic symbol corresponds to a single phoneme), as well as surface sequences of identical
phones—double letters are used for long vowels, such as [saam] ‘father’ <saam>, and double
consonants for geminate consonants, such as [attaw] ‘fishing’ <attaw> (both examples are
Chuukese). While the geminate t of [ɛttal] <Ettal> and [kʉttʉ] <Kúttú> is generally represented
fairly consistently across publications, the geminate mw of [ɛmwmwar] <Emwmwar> is not as

Bautista (2010:18) notes that “Pisemwar” is also spelled “Piis-Emwaar” and also known as “Pis-Losap.”
Bautista (2010:18) notes that “Lukunor” is also spelled “Lekinioch.”
28
Bautista (2010:18) notes that “Satowan” was previously spelled as “Satawan.”
29
The islands are listed in the order given in Chuuk Branch Statistics Office 2003.
30
During the TTPI administration, district names continued to use old spellings, hence “Truk” for “Chuuk.”
31
As previously mentioned, I deal with matters of the orthographic representation of PLM RT in section 5.2.
26
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consistent.32 Nevertheless, the relatively similar spellings of these three island names across
publications suggest that there is general agreement in the pronunciation of their names.
The island that speakers of PLMRT call “Lukunosh,” in contrast, has clear differences in
spelling, as seen in the literature. The spelling <Lekinioch> can be pronounced as [lɛkinijotʃ] or
[lɛkinijoʃ], depending if the (Mortlockese) speaker interprets <ch> as [ʃ], which is often the case
in Chuuk State (i.e., Chuukese ts/tʃ <ch> corresponds to Mortlockese ʃ, but speakers/writers of
Mortlockese tend to leave the digraph <ch> as is rather than changing it to <sh>, for example).
The spelling <Lukunor> most likely represents the pronunciation [lukunoɹ], which is consistent
with a pronunciation from a Nómwonpááféng, Nómwonweité, or Nómwonpáttiw speech system
(i.e., the Chuukese ts/tʃ <ch> corresponds to ɹ in the speech system of the northern and western
atolls, for which ɹ is currently spelled as <rh> but was previously spelled simply as <r>).
Another alternative name found in the literature is <Lukuno> [lukuno]; in conversations with
speakers of the Lukunosh dialect from the Mortlocks, I have heard them refer to their speech as
[lukunoʃ] <Lukunosh> but refer to the island as [lukuno] <Lukuno>.
Most islands in the Mortlocks have endonyms that are distinct from the official
municipality name; for example, Nason (1975a:7) reports that alternate names for Ettal Island
include “Namolotou,” “Namosape,” “Namonemeir,” and “Namonesoson.”33 Some of the current
spellings of island names represent both the pronunciations of the residents of the island as well
as administrative decisions for the official spelling. Bautista (2010:18) reports that “[i]n 1990,
the previous spelling of ‘Satawan’ was changed to ‘Satowan,’ according to the Satowan
Constitution and corresponding to the original meaning.”34 Clearly there are different narratives
of the autonyms and exonyms embedded in the various spellings of the islands of the Mortlocks.
For matters of consistency in this work, I hereafter spell the island names of the Mortlocks
according to PLMRT pronunciations, as I provide in the last column of figure 6. While some of
While the official Chuukese orthography requires that doubled digraphs like <mw> be written as <mwmw>, some
spelling traditions use <mmw> (see the Chuuk State Constitution spelling <Piis-emmwar>).
33
Because these endonyms include the elements namo- or namone-, which are similar to PLMRT nóómw ‘lagoon,’ it
is most likely that these names refer to either the lagoon encompassed by the reefs/islands of Ettal or the atoll itself,
rather than just Ettal Islet.
34
In the same note, Bautista (2010:18) identifies the location in Pohnpei to which Mortlockese people were
relocated after the Good Friday Typhoon of 1907 as “Sodowan” in Sokehs; assuming that <Sodowan> corresponds
to a pronunciation of [sotowan], I can definitely claim that residents of the section in Sokehs that is known as Peidie
in Pohnpeian identify themselves as members of the “Satawan” group, pronounced [satawan] (cf. Panholzer &
Mauricio 2003:95, 99). I have not encountered the spelling <Sodowan> or the pronunciation [sotowan] during my
time in Pohnpei and on Pakin (see section 2.3.3).
32
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these PLMRT pronunciation-based spellings are either identical to other spellings in the literature
(e.g., <Losap>) or very similar (e.g., <Kúttú> versus <Kuttu>), others are very different (e.g.,
<Mwoosh> versus <Moch>). My rationale in using PLMRT pronunciation-based spellings is
grounded in the desire to maintain orthographic consistency throughout this work, since the data
I report on and present are representative of PLMRT speech. In no way do I mean to disrespect
the choices of other communities in the Mortlocks in the way they choose to spell their island
name (regardless if that spelling is a transparent phonetic representation). On the other hand, I do
wish to respect the way speakers of PLMRT talk about the world around them, including their
pronunciations of island names.
2.2.2 Geopolitical contexts. The residents of the Mortlocks are citizens of Chuuk State and of
the FSM. Along with the Republic of Palau and the Republic of the Marshall Islands, the FSM is
an independent nation in free-association with the US. The FSM negotiated this free-association
under the Compact of Free Association, first in 1986 and then again under an amended version in
2004 (CIA 2013). The country is divided into four administrative regions: Yap State, Chuuk
State, Pohnpei State, and Kosrae State, with the national capital located in Palikir in Pohnpei
Island. Prior to the FSM’s independence in 1986, the islands were part of the Trust Territory of
the Pacific Islands (TTPI) following World War II, first administered by the US Navy from 1947
to 1951, and then by the US Department of the Interior until 1986. Previously, the islands were
controlled by Japan (1914–1945), Germany (1899–1914), and Spain (~1875–1899). The 2010
FSM Census reports the national population total of 102,624 (SBOC 2010a). The information for
each state from the 2010 FSM Census is not available as of this writing, but the preliminary
pamphlets for each state are available from the Office of Statistics, Budget & Economic
Management, Overseas Development Assistance, and Compact Management (SBOC). For the
Mortlocks, they report a total population of 7,181, out of which 2,505 residents are aged 0–14,
4,185 are aged 15–59, and 491 are aged 60 or more (SBOC 2010b).35
Chuuk State consists of 40 municipalities, 11 of which are in the Mortlocks. These
municipalities correspond to the most populated islets/islands in the island chain. Figure 7
presents population data from the 2000 FSM Census, ordered from greatest to least populated
areas:
35

SBOC (2010b) reports the total population of the Mortlocks as 5,904 in 1989 and 6,471 in 1994.
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MUNICIPALITY
Némé
Satawan
Lukunosh
Kúttú
Mwoosh
Oneop
Losap
Piis-Emwmwar
Namwoluk
Ettal
Té
TOTAL

POPULATION
995
955
927
873
854
505
448
427
407
267
253
6,911

Figure 7. Populations of the Mortlocks from the 2000 FSM Census
(Chuuk Branch Statistics Office 2003)
Several hundred more Mortlockese live elsewhere in Chuuk State and throughout the FSM, and
thousands more live in diasporic communities in the Pacific—especially Guam, Hawai‘i, and the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands—on the continental US, and around the
world.36
The inhabited regions of the Mortlocks are divided into three precincts: (1) the Upper
Mortlocks (Némé, Losap, and Piis-Emwmwar); (2) the Middle Mortlocks (Namwoluk, Ettal,
Mwoosh, and Kúttú); and (3) the Lower Mortlocks (Satawan, Té, Lukunosh, and Oneop).37
Geographically, the chain is comprised of one lagoon-less non-atoll coral island (Némé) and five
atolls (Losap, Namwoluk, Ettal, Satawan, and Lukunosh) in which ten islets are the primary loci
of residences. These local endonyms denote names of both atolls and islands/islets (e.g., Satawan
Atoll consists of four main islets: Satawan, Té, Kúttú, and Mwoosh). These place names also
serve as the basis for names of the speech systems of those areas, usually in genitive form, such
as kapsen Lukunosh (speech-CONST Lukunosh) ‘speech of Lukunosh.’ There does not appear to
be a pre-colonial indigenous endonym in Mortlockese that encompasses all of these
By rough estimation, I would put the number of L1 speakers of Mortlockese worldwide at around 10,000. This is
an impressionistic estimate, as I have not gained access to census data from areas such as Guam or Hawai‘i. The
matter is complicated by the fact that most censuses report on populations of Chuukese people, such that
Mortlockese, Nómwonpááféng, Nómwonweité, and Nómwonpáttiw people are subsumed under the “Chuukese”
category.
37
Previously, the Mortlocks were divided into only two sections: the Upper Mortlocks (Némé Island, Losap Atoll,
and Namwoluk Atoll) and the Lower Mortlocks (Ettal Atoll, Lukunosh Atoll, and Satawan Atoll) (Nason 1975a:7,
Takayama & Intoh 1980:1).
36
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islands/islets,38 as the island communities referred to each other by the local endonyms,39 a
practice that still continues today. Nevertheless, the name of Captain James Mortlock40—the
explorer who sighted the Lower Mortlocks on November 23, 1795 (Krusenstern 1819:95, Hezel
1973:54, Mortlock n.d.:n.p.)—has been applied as a geographical and linguistic exonym, hence
“Mortlock Islands” (or “the Mortlocks”) and “Mortlockese,” respectively.41 In contemporary
usage, residents of the Mortlocks use the terms fanéúan Mwoshulók ‘islands of the Mortlocks,’
re Mwoshulók ‘people of the Mortlocks’ and kapsen Mwoshulók ‘speech of the Mortlocks’ as
autonyms.42
2.2.3 Dialectal variation. It is best to regard Mortlockese not as a single homogenous language,
but rather as an array of at least 11 different dialects corresponding to the municipalities of the
Mortlocks (see the discussion about dialects and mutual intelligibility in section 2.2.3.1). Even
cursory discussions with L1 speakers of Mortlockese reveal that they are able to identify clear
distinctions in the speech of residents from other islands, and even from their own islands or
villages. The dialects are all mutually intelligible with each other. To date, there are no published
studies focusing specifically on the dialectal variation of the Mortlocks region, from any
perspective (e.g., historical, typological, sociophonetic, language ideology, etc.).
Bautista (2010:7) claims that speakers of Mortlockese can “distinguish among people
from various places in the Mortlocks based on slight linguistic variations.” While I can attest to
the ability of speakers of Mortlockese to discern the island/islet a person comes from based on
speech, the degree to which linguistic variations are “slight” needs qualification. Two of the most
Tolerton & Rauch (n.d. [1949?]) use the name “Nomoi Islands” to refer to the Mortlocks, whereas Bautista
(2010:51) states that “Nomoi” applies to Satawan Atoll. The Ethnologue entry for “Mortlockese” (Lewis et al.
2014:n.p.) indicates that “Nomoi” is an alternate name for “Mortlockese.” In my own research, upon asking L1
speakers of Mortlockese about the origin of “Nomoi,” I have not yet come upon an individual who is familiar with
the term. It is possible that “Nomoi” is a spelling of [nɔmwoj], which can be parsed as [nɔmwo-j] (lagoon-1S.POSS)
‘my lagoon.’
39
Goodenough (1966:102) reports that the Chuukese exonym for the islands that comprise the Mortlocks is Fánáápi
Eér, translated as “Southern Sandy Lands” (cf. PLMRT fánáppi ‘sandy low islands’ and iéér ‘south’).
40
Captain James Mortlock originally sailed from Australia from Port Jackson—what is now known as Sydney—on
October 28, 1795 heading northwest, and on November 18 he sighted several islands, which he called “the Governor
Islands” (Mortlock n.d.). These islands are Takuu Atoll, which is situated in modern day Papua New Guinea. The
usage of James Mortlock’s name eventually became commonplace, and to this day both Takuu Atoll and the Takuu
language have “Mortlock” as an alternate name (Lewis et al. 2014:n.p.).
41
The Lower Mortlocks initially bore the name of Mortlock’s ship Young William before eventually being known by
the captain’s name (Hezel 1973:54, Krusenstern 1819:95).
42
Speakers of Mortlockese also use the endonym kapsen fanéúash (speech.CONST land.1S.POSS.INCL) ‘speech of our
(incl.) land’ when referring to their language.
38
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salient differences between dialects of Mortlockese are phonological and lexical variation;
speakers of Mortlockese often talk about these kinds of differences first when asked about
dialectal variation. Regarding phonological variation, speakers tend to give examples of
“pronunciation” differences, which essentially reflect variation across dialects in vowel quality,
vowel length, and diphthongization for a given word. Other differences are more apparent in the
lexicon, which can be quite drastic. Figure 8 provides a few examples from the dialects of PiisEmwmwar, Lukunosh, Satawan, and Té: 43

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)

GLOSS

‘chicken’
‘to go’
‘inside’
‘to sleep’
‘to go with’
‘land’
‘from’
‘large ant sp.’

PIIS-EMWMWAR
mélúk
ló
llón
méúr
eeti
fénú
sengi
uukéch

LUKUNOSH
malek
la
llan
maúr
itei
fanéú
sangei
ukash

SATAWAN
malek
ló
llón
maúr
iti, eti
fanú
sangi
ukosh

TÉ
malak
ló
llón
méúr
etei
fénú
sengei
ukésh

‘dog’
‘Monday’
‘Tuesday’
‘Saturday’
‘fly (insect)’
‘small ant sp.’

kolaak
Saranfál
Aruwou
Ammól
mechchang
lúúlú

kómwia
Mástánfal
Aruwowan
Ráán Amwól
lóóng
lengeleng

komwia
Saranfál
Aruwowan
Ráán Amwól
lóóng
likúkkútong,
lengúleng

kitti
Mistánfél
Ráán Ruwou
Ráán Ukumw
pitiring
lúlú

Figure 8. Examples of Mortlockese dialectal variation44
Rows (a–h) in figure 3 illustrate the aforementioned variation in vowel quality (e.g., (b)
‘to go,’ in which the central vowel a <a> in Lukunosh la corresponds to the back vowel ɔ <ó> in
Piis-Emwmwar, Satawan, and Té ló), vowel length (e.g., (h) ‘large ant sp.,’ in which the long
initial vowel uu <uu> in Piis-Emwmwar uukéch corresponds to the short initial vowel u <u> in
the Lukunosh, Satawan, and Té forms), and diphthongization (e.g., (f) ‘land,’ in which the final
I am especially grateful to Mr. Imauo Matthew, Sounihrek Pakin (Mr. Pius Siten), and Kidinihrek Pakin (Mrs.
Yunis Siten) for the discussions that led to these kinds of comparisons across dialects. I particularly thank Mr.
Matthew for the Piis-Emwmwar examples he provided, as he is an L1 speaker of that dialect. The examples from the
Lukunosh, Satawan, and Té dialects are drawn upon my discussions/interactions with several different individuals
from those speech systems. In the discussion in this section and hereafter, I use the island/municipality name by
itself as a shorthand to correspond to the dialect under discussion; for example, my use of the name “Lukunosh” in
this particular context denotes the dialect represented by the speech of the residents of Lukunosh Islet (not Lukunosh
Atoll).
44
The orthographic spellings reflect phonetic pronunciations as given by speakers of each dialect.
43
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diphthong ɞʉ̯ <éú> in Lukunosh fanéú corresponds to the final short vowel ʉ <ú> in the PiisEmwmwar, Satawan, and Té forms).
Rows (i–n) in figure 3 illustrate morphological variation across dialects. Some forms
have very different morphological shape, such as (i) ‘dog’: Lukunosh kómwia and Satawan
komwia are very similar,45 whereas Té kitti and Piis-Emwmwar kolaak are distinct forms.46 Other
morphologically complex forms are the same across dialects in terms of glossing, but different in
the realization of morphological elements in the complex form. To illustrate, consider (j)
‘Monday,’ in which the gloss of all four Mortlockese forms is (after-CONST-church), interpreted
as ‘the day after church’ (e.g., Piis-Emwmwar Saranfál (sara-n-fál)).47 While the ‘church’
element varies slightly across dialects only in vowel quality, and the construct element n remains
identical, the ‘after’ element varies: Lukunosh mástá- and Té mistá- contrast with PiisEmwmwar and Satawan sara-.
Rows (h) and (m) in figure 3 illustrate another salient dialectal difference: PiisEmwmwar <ch>—realized as either [ts] or [tʃ], depending on the speaker—corresponds to
Lukunosh, Satawan, and Té <sh> [ʃ]. The dialects of the Upper Mortlocks (viz. Némé, Losap,
and Piis-Emwmwar) are the only speech systems in the Mortlocks in which the reflex of ProtoChuukic *c (Bender et al. 2003a) is consistently an affricate, either ts or tʃ. The speech systems
of the Mid and Lower Mortlocks reflect Proto-Chuukic *c as ʃ, with the exception of certain
genres and speech styles in which ʃ is replaced with an affricate, usually tʃ. Two scenarios are
possible. One is that the affricate of the Upper Mortlocks dialects is a conservative holdover of
an earlier stage of Mortlockese in which all dialects of Mortlockese reflected Proto-Chuukic *c
as an affricate, and only later on did the affricate undergo lenition in the speech of the residents
of the Mid and Lower Mortlocks to become ʃ. The other scenario is that all of the dialects of the
Mortlocks consistently reflected Proto-Chuukic *c as ʃ, but because of the close proximity of the
Upper Mortlocks to Chuuk Lagoon—the islands of the former are only approximately 50 miles
away from the southeast atoll edge of the latter—this facilitated extensive contact between
The purported etymology of forms like Lukunosh kómwia ‘dog’ is that when Westerners introduced dogs to
certain islands in the Mortlocks, the residents heard the English phrase come here and interpreted it as the name of
the animal: [kɔmwija] <kómwia>.
46
The Pohnpeian term for ‘dog’ is <kidi> [kɨti]. The Piis-Emwmwar form is very similar to forms in Chuukic
speech systems to its north, such as Chuukese konaak, Pááféng koláák, and Nómwonweité koláák, all denoting
‘dog.’
47
The elements fál/fal/fél in the forms in (j) also exist as independent morphemes meaning both ‘church’ and ‘holy,
sacred,’ although with a distinction in vowel length for the noun citation form, as in PLM RT fáál [fææl] ‘church.’
45
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speakers of Upper Mortlockese dialects with the more numerous speakers of Chuukese, thus
creating a scenario in which the ʃ in the Upper Mortlocks dialects later affricated to ts/tʃ due to
contact with Chuukese, a language in which Proto-Chuukic *c is always reflected as an affricate
(again either ts or tʃ depending on regional and idiosyncratic factors within Chuuk Lagoon).
Other similarities between the Upper Mortlocks and Chuukese extend to vocabulary; for
example, Losap watte ‘big’ and Chuukese wátte ‘big,’ but Lukunosh lúkkap ‘big’ and Té likkep.
This linguistic patterning of Chuukese : Upper Mortlocks : Mid and Lower Mortlocks
demonstrates a microcosm of the Chuukic dialect chain (see section 2.2.3.1).48 Even though all
dialects of Mortlockese are mutually intelligible with each other, I do not have the data to
conclude that municipalities/islands that are geographically closer to each other exhibit higher
percentages of mutual intelligibility than those that are further apart from each other. As such, I
cannot go so far as to claim that a “dialect chain” exists within the Mortlocks; rather, it is more
accurate to describe the situation as a “dialect array.”
Speakers of Mortlockese also discuss salient dialectal differences in intonation, prosody,
and even syllable/mora rate. They point out that speakers of the Té dialect speak the fastest of all
the island communities, and they often make this comparison in relation to the Lukunosh dialect,
which they claim is one of the slowest. While I have not conducted any formal quantitative study
of syllable/mora rate of any of the dialects of Mortlockese, based on my own experience
listening to and conversing with speakers of both the Té and Lukunosh dialects, I can affirm that
speakers of the former tend to speak faster than those of the latter. Furthermore, the Lukunosh
dialect is known for having a realization of the phoneme l that is described by other Mortlockese
speakers as llól ‘deep,’ which phonetically is a velarized alveolar lateral approximant [ɫ].
Another distinction is in the intonation of yes-no questions in the Lukunosh dialect. While most
other dialects exhibit a rise-fall pattern (cf. Matsunami’s (1998:53) description of yes-no
questions in the Ettal dialect), the Lukunosh dialect is unique in exhibiting a rising intonation

The perception that Mortlockese is a dialect of Chuukese rather than a language distinct from Chuukese persists
not only among speakers of Chuukese, but also among speakers of Mortlockese, and even in some recent academic
publications. Part of this can be attributed to the similarities between Chuukese and the Upper Mortlocks dialects of
Mortlockese. I have also witnessed on several occasions conversations in which speakers of Chuukese converse with
speakers of PLMRT but without overt instances of either code-switching or language bending (see Ellis 2007), and
there is no breakdown in comprehension. However, any claim that “Mortlockese and [Chuukese] are mutually
intelligible” (Swartz 1961:77) needs to be qualitatively and quantitatively assessed. More investigations of language
ideology in Chuuk State—and the FSM, as a whole—are clearly needed.
48
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pattern, one that is common cross-linguistically (Bolinger 1978, Gussenhoven 2002, Murphy
2013) but rare in the Mortlocks.
A detailed study of the dialectal variation of the Mortlocks requires investigation not only
at the level of the municipality, but also at the level of the sóópw ‘village’ within each
municipality. Ms. Karnim Judah—a speaker of Satawan Mortlockese—explained to me that for
each of the four villages of Satawan Islet, there is a unique way of speaking that distinguishes
one village from another (pers. comm., 2013). Furthermore, linguists should not expect the
speech of any given municipality, atoll, or island/islet to be homogeneous, given the extensive
and continuous patterns of travel, intermarriage, and interculturality that characterize the
Mortlocks today. The gaps in the documentation, description, and analysis of dialects in this
region extend beyond the Mortlocks. Goodenough & Sugita (1980:l) assert that “[l]ocal dialectal
variation in [Chuukese] remains to be studied,” and even though they recognize a commonly
reported two-way dialectal distinction in Chuukese between the eastern “Nómwoneyas” and
western “Fááyichuk” varieties, they admit that “dialect variation is more complicated than this
grossly stereotypic division suggests.”
Similarly, in Quackenbush’s (1968) comparison of lexical items across 17 speech
systems in the Chuukic dialect chain, he reports that there are only two dialects of Mortlockese:
Upper and Lower. Quackenbush bases this claim on the speech of consultants from Némé Island,
Mwoosh Islet, and Satawan Islet; he classifies the former as part of the Upper Mortlocks and the
latter two part of the Lower Mortlocks, which is consistent with the TTPI divisions at the time
(cf. Nason 1975a:6–7). The two-way division in dialects is consistent with my descriptions of the
ts/tʃ versus ʃ dialects of Mortlockese, but it is a higher-level division that still does not account
for the municipality-level and village-level variations in speech.49 The same need for detailed
dialectal study beyond the level of the “big-L” language applies to all of the speech systems of
Nómwonpááféng, Nómwonweité, and Nómwonpáttiw; in my discussions with speakers from the
islets of Fanaanú (Nómwonpááféng), Mwúrillé (Nómwonpááféng), Onoun (Nómwonweité),
Piherarh (Nómwonweité), and Polowat (Nómwonpáttiw), they assert that each islet/island of
their home atolls has a distinct speech pattern. Suffice it to say, a cross-dialectal/cross-island
For example, while the speech systems of Mwoosh Islet and Satawan Islet indeed share the ʃ phoneme
characteristic in contrast to the ts/tʃ phoneme of the Upper Mortlocks speech systems, the former two speech
systems are clearly distinct in terms of the parameters I have outlined in this section. I base this on my own
conversations with L1 speakers of both dialects.
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study of the speech systems of the Mortlocks—and Chuuk State, more broadly—will likely
reveal great complexity in dialectal variation.
2.2.4 Literature about Mortlockese. The ethnographic background discussed in appendix A
contains relevant literature reviews from archaeological, (ethno)biological, anthropological,
sociological, and ethnographic perspectives.50 Several of the island communities of the
Mortlocks have been the focus of study by the social sciences, including the in situ communities
of Losap Atoll (Severance 1976), Namwoluk Atoll (Marshall 1972, 1975, 2004), Ettal Atoll
(Nason 1970, 1975a, 1975b; Peter 1996), Lukunosh Islet (Tolerton & Rauch n.d. [1949?],
Borthwick 1977), Kúttú Islet (Dernbach 2005), and Satawan Islet (Bautista 2001, 2010), as well
the diasporic communities from Losap Islet in Pohnpei (Emerick 1960), from Kúttú Islet in
Weené (Reafsnyder 1984, Dernbach 2005), and from Té Islet in Pohnpei (Oleson 2007).
The dearth of published materials on Mortlockese from a linguistics perspective, in
contrast, is striking. Older materials include wordlists from Kubary (1880) and grammar sketches
from Schmidt (1899) and Girschner (1912). Relatively recent linguistics publications on
Mortlockese include a spectrographic analysis of a consonant phoneme by Combs (1981) and a
phonetic analysis of Ettal Mortlockese pitch patterns by Matsunami (1998). While the grammar
and dictionary projects of Micronesia described in Rehg 2004 led to the eventual production of
reference materials for Chuukic languages such as Woleaian and Carolinian, none for
Mortlockese developed (Kenneth L. Rehg, pers. comm., 2012). Other linguistic fields that focus
on cross-linguistic comparisons such as historical linguistics and typology include data from
Mortlockese, usually in the form of isolated word lists and elicited sentences; examples include
Quackenbush’s (1968) cross-linguistic/dialectal study (data elicited from speakers of the Némé,
Mwoosh, and Satawan dialects), Jackson’s (1983) historical reconstructions (data elicited from a
speaker of a dialect that Jackson identifies as “Lower Mortlocks” (13)), and Hattori’s (2012)
study of preverbal elements in Pingelapese (data elicited from a speaker of Mortlockese whose
island of origin is not indicated).51
TTPI materials related to the Mortlocks are located in the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands Archive, managed
by the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa library system: http://trustterrpacific.lib.hawaii.edu/. (8 January, 2015.)
51
Several of the examples of Mortlockese sentences Hattori (2012) includes are sometimes conflated with Chuukese
sentences. For example, the diagnostic distinction of Mortlockese l corresponding to Chuukese n (< Proto-Chuukic
*l) does not appear in her example (36), in which the postverbal particle she glosses as ‘go’ is given as noo; as a
result, the Mortlockese example is identical to the Chuukese one in (35) in terms of data, glossing, and free
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Written materials in the medium of Mortlockese are quite diverse. Unpublished works
include local materials created in a wide range of public domains—including municipal
government, church, education, health awareness, and conservation—as well as private domains
(e.g., diaries and letters). Missionaries to the Mortlocks were among the first to develop printed
materials, including Bible translations such as a version of the New Testament published by the
American Bible Society in 1944. It is worth pointing out that many materials that are currently
identified as being written in Chuukese are in fact written in some version of Mortlockese,
usually characterized by the use of <l> for expected <n>, as well as by vocabulary words that are
characteristic of Mortlockese speech rather than Chuukese.52 There is also a long tradition of
language learning materials developed by Peace Corps in the Mortlocks, not only language
handbooks and manuals created by the training staff, but also dictionaries and wordlists created
by Peace Corps Volunteers (often developing as secondary projects in the course of their
service). Furtheremore, the presence of the Mortlockese language continues to grow in online
dimensions, such as the written language in social media and forums, the uploading of local
songs and videos of celebrations, and the eventual digitization of older materials with
accompanying metadata that identify the resources as Mortlockese rather than Chuukese.
2.3 Fanéúan Pakin ‘the island of Pakin.’ In the following sections, I provide ethnographic
information about Pakin, its residents, and the speech system of the atoll, following the same
outline as in the previous section about the Mortlocks. Details from those sections that are
relevant in the context of Pakin will be mentioned but not reiterated verbatim in the following
sections. The primary difference in the presentation of these sections is that in lieu of a
discussion of linguistic classification, I begin with contextualiztion of the place by sharing a
tittilap ‘story’ from Pakin.
2.3.1 Fanéúan Pa mé fanéúan Pwo ‘The islands of Pa and Pwo.’ I would like to formally
begin my discussion in this section with these words:
translation (135). In other example pairs, the distinction is there (cf. her examples (27) for Chuukese and (28) for
Mortlockese, the latter of which contains loo ‘go’ (133)). I am not aware of any dialect of Mortlockese in which the l
and n phonemes are in free variation for native vocabulary. While I have no grounds to critique Hattori’s
methodology in choosing her consultants and verifying her data, I am compelled to point out that her examples are
not characteristic of the Mortlockese speech I have encountered in my time learning and studying the language.
52
The reverse is also true—that is, works identified as being written in Mortlockese exhibit far more Chuukese
characteristics.
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Mé mwmwan meet mwonson,
iaa mwashan féérei iáái kapsen tiirou óómi,
áámi mwonson shóón Pakin,
pwal féérei iáái túngór
reen iáái ipé pwárei nganei shóón fanéúfaan
tittilap ie reen iaar repé weewetei
uruwon fanéúash we Pakin.
Iaa pwal mwashan féérei iáái kapsen kilissou
reen ióómi aua kan asukul nganeái
uruwon Pakin mi aushea,
pwe imi kai pwai ausheanei.
Kilissou shaapwúr.
Amwusaala iáái tipis.

Before all else,
I would like to ask for your pardon,
you all, the residents of Pakin,
and also to make my request
for me to show to the world
this story for them to be able to understand
the history of our island of Pakin.
I would also like to give my thanks
for your teaching me
the important history of Pakin,
because I, too, honor it.
Thank you very much.
Please forgive my mistakes.

The elements of the tittilap ‘story’ I share here were told to me in 2008 by Mr. Andolin
Bernard, one of the eldest men residing on Pakin. I know him as Pahpa Andolin—pahpa is the
Pohnpeian term of endearment for father, much like ‘daddy’ or ‘papa.’53 The story begins with
this description: mi ioor má eeu fanéú itan Pa, kan nonno mwail eliik tou sangei eeu pwal fanéú
itan Pwo ‘there once was an island called Pa, it was situated 30 miles away from another island
called Pwo.’ The basic plot of the first half of this story is as follows: people from Pwo come to
Pa to fish, but despite the warnings from the Pa residents, the Pwo visitors breaking various
taboos, and they invoke the wrath of an ocean spirit. This was one of the first stories I ever heard
from Pahpa Andolin, the beginning of my being an audience to his expansive repertoire of
stories. I remember that night: we were sitting in the fluorescent light-illuminated mósóró
‘cookhouse,’ almost everyone had finished eating by then, the embers of the fire glowing against
the backdrop of the inky darkness outside. I had specifically requested of Pahpa Andolin to share
a story that evening. I was not his sole audience member, though, for there were young children
in my host family’s household at the time; a story from Pahpa Andolin is always an experience
to look forward to for them.
At that point in my Peace Corps service in 2008, I had enough of a command of
Mortlockese to be able to follow a story told completely in their L1. However, understanding
narrative structure in a foreign language is not the same as being able to unpack the other stories
embedded in genres like uruwo ‘history.’ When I first heard this story, I thought nothing more of
I discuss matters of multilingualism on Pakin in section 2.3.5. Regarding Pohnpeian words that are presented in
this work, the standard orthographic system of Pohnpeian is very similar to the one I use for PLMRT (see footnote 8)
with the following distinctions: <oa> = [ɔ], <d> = [t], <t> = [t̻ ] (a voiceless laminal alveolar stop (Rehg 2001:218,
n.5)), and <Vh> = [VV]. Other symbols such as <s> and <o> have their expected IPA values.
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it than just that, an instance of an uruwo ‘history’ with allegorical components: in the course of
the story, Pahpa Andolin made it clear that “Pa” and “Pwo” were representations of Pakin and
Pohnpei, respectively. Pakin, like Pa, is a place where there are núúsha arames óón ‘many
people living on (the island),’ a place where people engage in lissou leeset ‘continual fishing’ as
a way of daily life. In retrospect, I can now more fully appreciate the significance of this
particular story in a variety of dimensions. This is one of the earliest instances of a Pakin resident
explicitly verbalizing the connection between usha ‘redlip parrotfish’ (Scarus rubroviolaceus)
and oos, the name of a type of spirit whose primary domain is the matau ‘deep ocean.’ The oos
appear as fearsome yet beautiful men and women, towering over even the tallest person, skin as
blue as the aquamarine waters of the lagoon, sometimes wearing an úúr ‘lobster’ as a necklace.
One of animals under the protection of oos is the usha, and it is not difficult to see the
connection: during the terminal phase of the usha, it is vibrant aquamarine in color (in its initial
phase, it is crimson with white mottling).54 The elders of Pakin say that catching usha at night is
taboo; anyone who breaks the rule will be pursued by the oos, which is manifested as a blue
glowing light that draws closer to the offender. This is one of the most widely-known instances
of local ecological knowledge of Pakin, as I have encountered several occasions throughout my
time living and working on Pakin in which different people overtly tell me about this taboo in
both narrative and non-narrative genres. The story that Pahpa Andolin told me is not just a story;
it is an example of the transmission of knowledge from a teacher to a student, a lesson that has
been repeatedly reinforced in my understanding of the paradigms of local environmental
knowledge on Pakin over time.
The other significance I glean from Pahpa Andolin’s story is that it sheds light on the
nature of the relationship between the people of Pakin and “outsiders” from other lands. In Pahpa
Andolin’s telling of the uruwo, it is the men from Pwo (i.e., Pohnpei) who come to Pa (i.e.,
Pakin) to engage in ttil, a general term for night fishing with a torch or flashlight. The people of
Pa allow them to go fishing, but with the warning ngé pii shak aupé toowu…sokkon iik we…pwe
ena epe ioor meet epé pwáátá ‘but be careful lest you spear…that kind of fish…because there
will be something that will appear.’ The reply of the people from Pwo is that resé lúkú ‘they
don’t believe,’ they say shofana! ‘not true!,’ they say that aam aisé nuweetei ii sokkon na ‘as for
This fish is also called maaraw in the Némé dialect of Mortlockese (Davis 1999:148), which is morphologically
composed of the prefix ma- denoting qualities of being and the adjective araw ‘blue.’
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us (exclusive), we (exclusive) are indeed not afraid of something like that.’ As the story reveals,
their defiance of that overt taboo—not once, but twice—leads to deadly consequences.
While it might be easy to focus on the relatively negative aspects of the depiction of the
people of Pwo—as outsiders, they willfully ignore the warnings of the people of Pa because of
the excitement that comes with the exploitation of a local resource—I prefer to focus on what
this story says about the people of Pa. The connection between usha and oos is a part of the
insider knowledge of the Pa residents, which they willingly share with outsiders who visit their
islands. Time and time again, I have seen this manifested on Pakin: the “outsiders” who come to
Pakin include Pohnpeians with family ties to Sokehs Municipality and Pakin, Japanese tourists
and pearl farmers, other Mortlockese who marry into a Pakin household, FSM citizens working
with the national government, American Peace Corps Volunteers like myself, and so on. The
atiwatiu ‘welcoming’ extends beyond overt signs of hospitality, such as applying léé ‘coconut
oil’ to the visitors’ arms, giving them nú ‘coconut’ to drink, and placing a mwaramwar ‘flower
garland’ on their heads. Over time, I realized that the welcoming includes the way they willingly
share their knowledge with those who do not yet possess that knowledge. Through story and
song, reprimand and proverb, lengthy discussions and brief jokes (often at my expense, but with
me laughing along), I have been privileged to enter into the body of knowledge that the Pakin
residents build with each other. By no means do they share everything, for some pieces and
domains of knowledge are not appropriate for outsiders to know—or, perhaps more accurately,
the outsiders are not yet qualified to learn them.
For me, the process of learning about the itiitan kapas ‘structure of language’ of
Mortlockese has been a matter of proving to myself and to the Pakin community that I am
qualified to be their student. What the Pakin residents have shared with me about their language
and culture is more than what I could ever have imagined when I started my language lessons as
a Peace Corps Trainee seven years ago; from the perspective of this dissertation project, this
includes the data I glean about morphological paradigms, the metalinguistic discourse that sheds
light on an emic understanding of abstract word divisions, and the perspectives the consultants
with whom I work share with me about their perceived value of my project. By no means am I
suggesting that the knowledge about, say, how to conjugate maas ‘eye’ for possession in PLMRT
is commensurate with the knowledge about the relationship between usha and oos on Pakin.
Rather, I insist on the reminder—to myself and to the reader—that the body of knowledge we
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wish to develop about the Lukunosh dialect of Mortlockese as spoken by Pakin residents
includes not only what the “outsiders” can observe and infer, but also what the “insiders” have to
say—knowledge that they construct, knowledge that I as an “outsider” must respect.
2.3.2 Geopolitical contexts. Pakin Atoll is located at 7° N and 157° E, situated to the northwest
of Sokehs Municipality,55 one of 11 municipalities of Pohnpei State (see figures 9 and 10).56 The
distance from the outer reef of Pohnpei to the reef of Pakin is approximately 18 miles.

Figure 9. Map of Pohnpei Island, Pakin Atoll, and And Atoll
(Map courtesy of Dr. Danko Taboroši, Island Research and Education Initiative)
Hereafter, I specify the area commonly known as just “Sokehs” as either “Sokehs Municipality” (i.e., the
administrative region that includes Pakin) or “Sokehs Island.” Sokehs Island is connected to Pohnpei Island proper
by a short causeway, several yards in length.
56
Section 1 of Article 14 of the Pohnpei State Constitution recognizes 11 local governments corresponding to 11
administrative sections, known also as “municipalities” and called wehi in Pohnpeian, listed here according to the
spellings given in the Pohnpei State Constitution: Kolonia Town (the state capital), Kitti, Madolenihmw, Net,
Sokehs, Uh, Kapingamarangi, Mwokil, Ngetik, Nukuoro, and Pingelap (note that <Nett> and <U> are common
spellings for the municipalities of Net and Uh, respectively). The former six sections are situated in Pohnpei, with
the clarification that Sokehs Island is connected to Pohnpei Island proper by a short causeway. The latter five are
outer islands surrounding Pohnpei. As previously mentioned, Pakin is subsumed under Sokehs Municipality,
whereas And is subsumed under Kitti Municipality. A 12th administrative section included in Pohnpei State is
Oroluk, under which Minto Reef is subsumed; because only a few people live on Oroluk as permanent residents,
there is no official local government recognized by the Pohnpei State Constitution.
55
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Figure 10. Map of Pakin Atoll
(Map courtesy of Dr. Danko Taboroši, Island Research and Education Initiative)
Apart from long-term visitors from the Mortlocks who visit the atoll, the residents of Pakin are
citizens of Pohnpei State and of the FSM. Pakin is one of the 22 sections of Sokehs Municipality
(Panholzer & Mauricio 2003:98). For census purposes, Pakin is subsumed under Sokehs
Municipality, and as such no separate census data are published for Pakin. According to the 2000
FSM Census, the population of Sokehs Municipality is 6,444 (Pohnpei Branch Statistics Office
2003:1). As of August 2014, I estimate that approximately 120 people consider Pakin to be their
home of permanent residence, although I do not have access to information to report on the de
jure population of the atoll.57 The de facto population increases considerably during celebrations
when extended family and visitors from Pohnpei State visit Pakin for days or even weeks at a
time, as well as during the summer months when students who attend school in Pohnpei return to
their home islands for vacation. I estimate the de facto population to vary between 80 and 150
people throughout the year, excluding exceptionally large feasts and gatherings.
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The matter of “permanent residence” is complex, as I discuss in section 2.3.4.9.
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Similar to my discussion in section 2.2.1 about the place names of the Mortlocks, I take
this opportunity to address the same issue regarding the names of Pakin and its islets as presented
in both previous literature and this work. The atoll itself is known by the following historical
names, given in (5):
(5)

NAME

Paghenema
Pagenema Islands
Paguenema
Paguenema Group
Pakeen

SOURCE(S)

Lütke 1835–1836, 2:20
Panholzer & Mauricio 2003:162
Taboroši & Martin 2011:38
Findlay [1851] 2013:1084, Panholzer & Mauricio 2003:162
Findlay [1851] 2013:1084, Panholzer & Mauricio 2003:162,
Taboroši & Martin 2011:38

In contemporary contexts, there are two pronunciations of the atoll name that are particularly
relevant due to Pakin’s place within Pohnpei State: (1) the common Pohnpeian pronunciation
/pakɛjn/, which is usually spelled <Pakein>; and (2) the Mortlockese pronunciation /pakiin/,
which is usually spelled <Pakin>.58 I discuss the details of the orthographic conventions of how I
spell PLMRT in chapter 5, although I provide introductory information in footnote 8 and other
relevant matters in section 2.2.1 regarding the spellings of place names in the Mortlocks. A
spelling of /pakiin/ that is consistent with the orthographic conventions I use in this work would
correspond to <Pakiin> rather than <Pakin>, in which the double <ii> corresponds to [ii] (cf. the
Chuukese spelling <Pakiin> as given by Goodenough & Sugita (1980:274)). In this work,
however, I respect the conventions of Pakin residents in the spelling of their atoll endonym as
<Pakin>, corresponding to their pronunciation of /pakiin/. This spelling is used, for example, in
the Pakin Community Association, Inc.’s by-laws and articles of pledge, and it is also used in
academic works such as Hanlon 1988, Panholzer & Mauricio 2003, and Rainbird 2004.
Pakin consists of four large islets where permanent residences are located, two smaller
islets that are sporadically inhabited, one uninhabited islet that is frequently visited for its natural
resources, and many more uninhabited smaller islets. It appears that the names of the islets are
Pohnpeian in origin; because the Pakin community has adopted Pohnpeian as their L2, their
pronunciations are very similar (but not identical) to Pohnpeian pronunciations (see section
2.3.5). In figure 11, I provide spellings of the named islets of Pakin from the following sources:
This pronunciation is also used by L1 speakers of Pohnpeian, orthographically represented as <Pakihn> (Kenneth
L. Rehg, pers. comm., 2014).
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(1) Findlay [1851] 2013:1084 (reporting on names given by Lütke (1835–1836, 2:20); Panholzer
& Mauricio 2003:162 (reporting on names from Bryan 1971); (2) Taboroši & Martin 2011:36
(both Mortlockese and Pohnpeian names); and (3) spellings that reflect the PLMRT
pronunciation of Pakin residents, first given in IPA representation, then in the orthographic
representation I use in this work.59
FINDLAY
[1851] 2013
(FROM LÜTKE
1835–1836,
2)60
Kapenoar,
Kapenuare
Tagaïk
Ta
Katelina

PANHOLZER &
MAURICIO
2003
(FOLLOWING
BRYAN 1971)61
Nikalap

TABOROŠI &
MARTIN 2011
(MORTLOCKESE)

TABOROŠI &
MARTIN 2011
(POHNPEIAN)

PLMRT
(IPA)

PLMRT
(ORTHOGRAPHIC)

Nikalap

Nikahlap

[nikaalap]62

Nikaalap

Tomwena
Pweilepwil
Karot
Uyetik
Wolomwin
Mant

Chemweina
Painpwel
Karoch
Osechik
Olamwin
Mwanit

Temwehina
Painpwel
Karoht
Wesetik
Olamwin
Mwanid

[tʃəmwejna]
[pajnpwəl]
[kærotʃ]
[osɛtʃɨk]
[olamwɨn]
[mwanɨt]

Chemweina
Painpwel
Károch
Osechik
Olamwin
Mwanit

Figure 11. Various orthographic representations of the islet names of Pakin
In this work, I consistently spell the names of the islets of Pakin according to the
pronunciations of the residents (i.e., as given in the last column of figure 11). The one exception
is for the largest islet, which I have always known as being represented by the Pohnpeian
spelling <Nikahlap>,63 in terms of Nikahlap residents’ spelling of their home islet name.64
2.3.3 The Pakin geolect. The following sections investigate linguistic issues that are relevant to
a general description of the everyday speech of the Pakin community. After discussing various
phenomena including dialectal representation, intergenerational transmission of language, and
linguistic identity, I conclude this section with a clarification of my use of the term “geolect.”

The islets are listed from the northernmost to southernmost.
Lütke (1835–1836, 2:20) reports the name “Katelma” in addition to “Kapenoar,” “Ta,” and “Tagaïk.” The former
is possibly a synonym or variant for “Katelina” as reported by Findlay [1851] 2013:1084.
61
I do not report the alternative Japanese names listed in Panholzer & Mauricio 2003:162.
62
Another pronunciation I have heard from elders on Pakin is [likaalap].
63
The islet name <Nikahlap> is parsable in Pohnpeian as ni- ‘at’ and kahlap ‘main part.’ The latter element is seen
in place names in other atolls in Pohnpei State, such as Kahlap Islet in Mwoakilloa, the larget islet in the atoll (on
which the airstrip is located).
64
I discuss in detail in section A.4 the historical movement of Mortlockese people from the Mortlocks to Pohnpei
and the subsequently to Pakin.
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2.3.3.1 Dialectal representation. The residents of Pakin—both the people who came to Pakin
from elsewhere, and the people who were born and raised on the atoll—share their linguistic
repertoires in ways that defy simple pigeonholing. At a relatively superficial level, one can
observe that for almost all Pakin residents, some dialect of Mortlockese is their L1, and they
acquire fluency in Pohnpeian as their L2 by virtue of their extensive interaction with other
Pohnpeians throughout their adolescent and adult lives. Pohnpeian is the lingua franca of
Pohnpei State, the language of interaction between Pohnpeians and the diasporic communities of
speakers whose L1s include Mortlockese, Mokilese, Pingelapese, Kapingamarangi, Nukuoro,
and many others. English, as the national language, is used as the lingua franca with other
linguistic groups. Because the use of English on Pakin is restricted to educational domains and
sporadic interactions with people outside of Pohnpei State who visit the atoll, it is not a language
that is part of the everyday speech of Pakin residents; Mortlockese and Pohnpeian are the two
most relevant speech systems to their daily lives. Closer investigation reveals subtle details in
both their Mortlockese and Pohnpeian speech that mark the speech of Pakin residents as unique
from people outside of Pakin—and even unique amongst each other.
A primary qualification of the Mortlockese speech of Pakin residents is that the dialectal
representation reflects the origin of most adults who moved to Pakin from Pohnpei before the
1960s: those from Peidie speak the Satawan dialect, and those from Soledi and Likie speak the
Lukunosh dialect. While I have not conducted a formal survey to quantitatively assess the
numbers of speakers of the Satawan and Lukunosh dialects on Pakin (either by linguistics-based
criteria or self-identification), I estimate that the majority of adults are speakers of the Lukunosh
dialect. From an outsider’s perspective, I base this estimate on two diagnostic criteria that
distinguish Satawan and Lukunosh dialects: (1) the intonation pattern of yes-no questions; and
(2) vowel and diphthong correspondences (see section 2.2.5), which correspond to
morphophonemic differences in the dialects. My general observations often correspond with how
residents self-identify; in many cases, I learned about an individual’s self-identification during
my Peace Corps service before I was aware of diagnostic features of their speech. 65 The dialectal
representation on Pakin is not restricted to just those two groups originating from Pohnpei. One
member of the Pakin community is originally from Roie and speaks the Té dialect, and another
During my Peace Corps service, I recall my host father self-identifying as a speaker of the Lukunosh dialect, and
my mother the Satawan dialect. This was a major turning point in my understanding of why the speech of my host
parents was not exactly the same.
65
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member is originally from Losap Islet in the Mortlocks and self-identifies as originally speaking
the Losap dialect; both individuals married into Lukunosh dialect-speaking families on Pakin.
There are also several long-term residents who are originally from Lukunosh Islet in the
Mortlocks and came to Pakin as young adults, marrying into families on the atoll.
I must make two important qualifications about the “Satawan versus Lukunosh” dialectal
dichotomy. First, there is no strict isomorphic relationship between place of origin in Sokehs
Municipality and dialect. Certainly there are individuals whose speech reflect broader patterns of
a particular dialect and yet are born and raised in a place other than the expected section (e.g., a
person with Satawan dialectal patterns in his or her speech who was born and raised outside of
Peidie). Nevertheless, overarching patterns that linguists can observe and L1 speakers can
consciously report on support the generalizations of “place : speech” regarding Mortlockese
dialectal variation in Pohnpei. Second, individual dialectal identity is fluid, changing not only
over time but also at the level of moment-by-moment interaction. In various discussions with
Pakin residents on the particular topic of dialects, a few people have remarked about the shifts in
their own speech from one dialect to another. Mr. Anrot, for example, described to me how he
self-identified as a speaker of the Satawan dialect during his youth, but over time his speech
changed to reflect Lukunosh patterns due to his extensive interaction with his cohort on Pakin,
who were mostly speakers of the Lukunosh dialect. My host mother, who also self-identifies as a
speaker of the Satawan dialect, discussed with me her tendencies to “dialect shift” depending on
her interlocutors: with her husband and other speakers of the Lukunosh dialect, she adopts
Lukunosh speech patterns, but with her siblings and other speakers of the Satawan dialect, she
resorts to her “first dialect.” She does not mix her speech between the two dialects, but rather she
shifts “modes” from speaking entirely in one dialect to speaking in another. I can attest to these
shifts, especially from the perspective of the diagnostic criteria I mention above; for example, at
the lexical level, I have heard her say both pwekei ‘carry him/her/it’ (Lukunosh) and pwaki ‘carry
him/her/it’ (Satawan), depending on her interlocutors. The ability and choice to dialect shift—
either over time or contextually—is wholly idiosyncratic: the member of the Pakin community
from Té maintains his Té speech patterns even though his wife speaks the Lukunosh dialect, and
he is essentially the only speaker of the Té dialect who has permanent residence on Pakin. In
contrast, the woman who was originally from Losap Islet in the Mortlocks told me explicitly that
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she adopted Lukunosh speech patterns because of her family and communal ties with other
speakers of the Lukunosh dialect, both on Pakin and in Pohnpei.
Furthermore, the Pohnpeian that most Pakin residents use as their L2 is better described
as a “Sokehs dialect” of Pohnpeian. Even though Rehg (1981:46–47) describes the two major
dialect distinctions in Pohnpeian—the Northern dialect and the Kitti (“Southern”) dialect—he
observes that “[t]here are, of course many, sub-dialects within each of these two major dialect
areas,” but also noting that “not very much is really known about this subject [of Pohnpeian
dialects and sub-dialects]” (47). Sokehs Municipality falls within the Northern dialect zone, in
which speakers of Pohnpeian make a phonemic distinction between /e/ and /ɛ/, which is absent in
the Kitti dialect.66 Even though I am not aware of any formal linguistic study of the differences
between Pohnpeian spoken by Sokehs Municipality residents and those residing elsewhere in
Pohnpei, I have heard remarks often enough from both Pakin residents and Pohnpei residents not
from Sokehs Municipality that indicate that the way people speak Pohnpeian in Sokehs
Municipality is distinct from other dialects of the language.67 One linguistic cue I can identify is
the pronunciation of Pohnpeian <t>, which corresponds to a phoneme t̻ that Rehg (2001:218, n.5)
describes as a voiceless laminal alveolar stop. Although I have not done any kind of acoustic
study, I can compare the pronunciation of <t> made by L1 speakers of Pohnpeian from
Madolenihmw Municipality—one of the most culturally conservative areas of Pohnpei—with
that of L2 speakers of Pohnpeian from Pakin: the latter pronounce <t> as [tʃ], which has much
greater sibilance than the more subtle [t̻ ] of Madolenihmw residents. The main qualification to
this description of the use of Pohnpeian on Pakin is that a few families on Nikahlap and Osechik
have close ties to Kitti, such that they speak the Kitti dialect of Pohnpeian as their L2.
2.3.3.2 The juxtaposition of codes. The examples of dialect shift between Satawan and
Lukunosh speech discussed in the previous section reflect larger patterns of the juxtapositions of
codes that characterize the daily speech on Pakin. Since my discussions in this section touch on
mixing not only between dialects of Mortlockese but also between Mortlockese and Pohnpeian,
Another diagnostic difference between the two dialects is that some words in the Northern dialect that contain ɛ
correspond to ɔ in the Kitti dialect (Rehg 1981:46–47).
67
Once during my Peace Corps service, I asked a Pohnpeian woman if she could tell the difference between
Pohnpeian speech spoken by a Mortlockese person and Pohnpeian speech spoken by a Pohnpeian person, and she
said the difference is like listening to an American speak French with a thick American accent versus a French
person speaking French.
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it is useful for me to clarify some terminology as used in the sociolinguistics literature that
describe these phenomena. Auer (1999:1) discusses the typology of language alternation
phenomena, which are best conceived of as a continuum between code-switching, language
mixing, and fused lects. Code-switching is “the contrast between one code and the other (for
instance, one language and another),” one that is meaningful to the participants and can be
interpreted as contextualizing (or “indexing”) either some aspect of the situation (i.e., the switch
happens because of the topic of conversation), or some feature of the code-switching interlocutor
(i.e., the switch happens because of some characteristic of the speaker’s linguistic repertoire) (1).
Auer clarifies that “the ‘codes’ may turn out to be ‘languages,’ but they may also be ‘dialects’ or
other varieties” (5). Analysts of this phenomenon infer that the switch from Code A to Code B is
meaningful to the interlocutors because of the ways the interlocutors react to the switch, that is,
how they go about accepting or rejecting the change in codes.68 In turn, code-switching can then
be classified as either alternational or insertional: in the former, the return to Code A after a
switch to Code B is not predicable by the listeners, whereas in the latter, the return to Code A
after a switch to Code B is predictable because the switch is “insertional” in nature—that is, a
lexical item in Code B is inserted into an utterance that is primarily in Code A (i.e., the “matrix”)
(5).
To briefly illustrate, an example of alternational code-switching on Pakin is the use of
Mortlockese by a teacher in the elementary school during the subject of Vernacular (i.e.,
Pohnpeian) Reading. In that academic context, Pohnpeian is understood by everyone in the
classroom to be Code A, but the students cannot predict when the teacher will code-switch into
Mortlockese (Code B), which the teacher does often to explicate terminology and concepts that
the students are still learning, given that Mortlockese is their L1 and Pohnpeian their L2. An
example of insertional code-switching occurs often during metalinguistic discussion about
contrasts in vocabulary between Mortlockese and Pohnpeian. In my discussions with my host
mother about local plants on Pakin and their cultural uses, we hold our conversation in
Mortlockese (Code A), and when she gives the Mortlockese name of the plant she often follows
it with the Pohnpeian name (Code B). By virtue of the topic of our discussion, I know that the
One methodological approach used in the code-switching literature is to show that the switch is interpreted as a
contextualization cue (Gumperz 1982). While my analysis of discourse data in this dissertation does not focus on
code-switching, I do rely on the analytic tool of the contextualization cue within my analyses of metalinguistic
discourse in the Interactional Sociolinguistics framework (see chapter 3).
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insertion of Pohnpeian (Code B) into the matrix of Mortlockese speech (Code B) is temporary
and that she will return to Mortlockese speech immediately thereafter. The confluence of several
cues—my host mother’s metalinguistic stance towards a plant name in Pohnpeian, the prosodic
cues that contrast her giving the Mortlockese name with giving the Pohnpeian name, and so
forth—allow me to infer that the switch to the “other” code is meaningful in that particular
interaction.
Another example from Pakin illustrates the juxtaposition of dialects. On one occasion, I
was recording a video message from the woman who was born on Losap Islet, which I was to
send to one of her relatives who is also originally from Losap Islet but works in Weené. I
observed that she code-switched terms from the Losap dialect (Code B) into her primarily
Lukunosh speech (Code A), such as Losap káát instead of Lukunosh iáát ‘boy,’ and Losap lekkis
instead of Lukunosh liárá ‘girl.’ Because of the monologic nature of the video recording, there
were no interactional components I could analyze to allow me to claim that the switches were
interactionally meaningful for the intended interlocutor. Based on ethnographic observations of
her everyday speech on Pakin, however, I can claim that the switches are marked for listeners
like myself who do not regularly hear her use Losap dialectal forms.
Language mixing involves a juxtaposition of Code A and Code B in which it is difficult
to identify which one is the matrix or “default” code. Indeed, “individual turns cannot be labelled
(sic) [Code A] or [Code B]…mainly due to the frequency of turn-internal juxtapositions” (6).
Although the interlocutors will be aware of the bilingual mode in which they converse, from an
interpretive and typological point of view, analysts cannot call this type of phenomena “codeswitching” (6). The juxtaposition of Code A and Code B is not locally meaningful (13). Auer
(1999) provides several illustrative examples, including juxtapositions of Italian and Swiss
German, Moroccan and French, and Latin and Early New High German. The language mixing I
am most familiar with is the constant (but not unstructured) juxtaposition of Tagalog and English
known as “Taglish.” It is the default mode of communication not only in diasporic Filipino
households in America, but also in metropolitan areas of the Philippines, especially in the capital
of Manila. Because Taglish itself constitutes the everyday “‘language’-of-interaction” (6) for
many Filipino communities, the use of “pure” English and “pure” Tagalog rather than Taglish is
pragmatically marked for them. As of yet, I cannot comment on similar phenomena on Pakin, as
I have not recorded and analyzed an example of language mixing between Mortlockese
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(regardless of dialect) and Pohnpeian, or dialect mixing between the Satawan and Lukunosh
dialects of Mortlockese, whereby the juxtaposition is comparable to what Auer (1999) describes
or what I experience with Taglish.69
Fused lects represent a stage in code juxtaposition when the use of Code B rather than
Code A is obligatory, whereby the item from Code B being juxtaposed is almost always a lexical
or grammatical element inserted into a matrix in Code A (13). Like language mixing, the
juxtaposition of Code A and Code B is not locally meaningful from a pragmatic point of view.
Nevertheless, the interlocutors are still aware that they are communicating in a mode in which
there are two distinct codes, even though “[s]peakers of a fused lect AB may but need not be
proficient speakers of A and/or B” (13). In some cases, speakers still have access to the item of
Code A (or at least have knowledge of it), but are conventionally/grammatically constrained to
use the item of Code B; in other cases, the Code B elements have no equivalent in Code A—or
perhaps the current generation of speakers no longer have knowledge of the Code A equivalent.
Examples of “full-fledged” fused lects include what are identified in the literature as “mixed
languages,” such as many of the European Romani speech systems (13). While I have not
observed any modes of communication on Pakin that are comparable to a “full-fledged” fused
lect, the process of the fusion of lects does indeed occur on Pakin, such as the use of the
discourse particle ngaan— roughly translated as ‘go on’ or ‘why not?’—in everyday
Mortlockese speech. I have been told by Pakin residents that the word is Pohnpeian in origin.
While the Pohnpeian dictionary does not list ngahn as an entry, there is ahn ‘Well then?, Then
what?, So what?, What of it?,’70 as well as nahn ‘behold!’ The closest equivalent I can surmise in
Mortlockese is the phrase ngé pwata, composed of ngé ‘but’ and pwata ‘why,’ also roughly
translated as ‘go on’ or ‘why not?’ I have only ever encountered the phrase ngé pwata in
traditional narratives (i.e., the tittilap ‘story’ genre), and occasionally in written correspondence,
but never in casual speech. Residents of Pakin believe that ngaan is a Pohnpeian word, but they
are “constrained” by discursive convention to use that lexical item rather than the corresponding
Mortlockese phrase.
I recall a brief example on Pakin in which teenagers were joking about the speech of a youth from Sokehs
Municipality who was mixing Mortlockese and Pohnpeian. Because the Pakin teenagers were mocking that kind of
speech as an example of that youth’s linguistic incompetence, I inferred that such kinds of juxtapositions are not
normally encountered in Sokehs Municipality.
70
I have not encountered any other example of a velar nasal being added to a V-initial Pohnpeian word when
borrowed into PLMRT.
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Auer notes that within the continuum of language mixing  fused lects, the “[b]orrowing
of content words (nouns, verbs, adjectives) of course represents the best-known of the continua
from a bilingual into a monolingual mode” (18). Linguists can analyze conventionalized
borrowings as the inclusion of lexical items from Code B into Code A, but with changes in
phonology or morphology that make the Code B item as similar as possible to Code A. Crucially,
in the perspective of the speaker of Code A, the Code B item is not in Code B, but rather is just
like any other Code A item—that is, the speaker is speaking in a monolingual Code A mode.
Familiar examples include the massive borrowing of French words into English; although
historical linguists know that English regime is a conventionalized borrowing of French régime
[ʁeʒim], most English speakers would not consider the clause the regime has ended as an
instance of inserting a French word (Code B) into an English sentence (Code A), especially
speakers who are not proficient in French. Similarly, the influx of borrowings from the languages
of colonial administrations in geographic Micronesia (viz. Spanish, German, Japanese, and
English) has broadened the lexica of the local languages. Even though a speaker of Mortlockese
may know that the term tawasi ‘scrubbing brush’ is originally from Japanese たわし [tawaʃi]
‘scrubbing brush,’ most Mortlockese speakers would not consider the clause aia tawasi we?
(where scrubbing.brush SG.DIST) ‘where is the scrubbing brush?’ as an instance of inserting a
Japanese word (Code B) into a Mortlockese sentence (Code A), especially speakers who are not
proficient in Japanese.71 For both examples, the clauses are monolingual in Code A.
2.3.3.3 Pakin speech in contrast to other speech. Conventionalized borrowings (or
“loanwords”) in the speech of Pakin residents include those from the languages of colonial
administrations as well as those from local languages, primarily from Pohnpeian and secondarily
from Chuukese. While a comprehensive lexicographic study of foreign borrowings into
Mortlockese as a whole is beyond the scope of this dissertation, the discussions about
borrowings into Pohnpeian (Miyagi 2000, Rehg & Sohl 1979, Rehg 1981:12–17), Chuukese
(Goodenough & Sugita 1980), and Nuclear Micronesian languages in general (Bender et al.
2003b:323–328) apply to borrowings into Mortlockese, as well. The borrowings from Pohnpeian
into the Mortlockese speech of Pakin residents—and, more broadly, the speech of Mortlockese
The generation of Pakin residents who were young children during the Japanese administration of Pohnpei—as
well as their elders—were proficient in speaking Japanese; a few of the eldest residents of Pakin still remember
some high-frequency vocabulary and common phrases.
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communities in Pohnpei Island—mark the speech of these diasporic communities as distinct
from the speech of the in situ Mortlockese communities in Chuuk State. The borrowing situation
on Pakin is unique in that while many items from Pohnpeian are conventionally used in everyday
speech—and residents are keenly aware that they are using Pohnpeian words mixed into their
Mortlockese speech—the Pohnpeian words do not replace the native Mortlockese vocabulary,
such that the choice between either one remains open to speakers.
Consider figure 12, in which I compare lexical items that occur in the in situ Lukunosh
dialect of the Mortlocks, Chuukese (from Goodenough & Sugita 1980), Pohnpeian (from Rehg
& Sohl 1979), and PLMRT. Note that while the Chuukese and Pohnpeian forms are spelled
according to their respective standard orthographies, I spell both the Lukunosh Mortlockese and
PLMRT forms according to the orthographic system I use in this dissertation.72
TRANSLATION

LUKUNOSH
MORTLOCKESE

CHUUKESE

POHNPEIAN

PLMRT

aewan

ayeewin, eewin

keieu

aewan, keieu (<
Pohnpeian
keieu)
ichar (<
Pohnpeian itar),
naaf (< English
enough)
mesewar, petiiti
(< Pohnpeian
pedihdi)
sounpatak (<
Pohnpeian
sounpadahk)74
kasapwel (<
Pohnpeian
kesepwil)
pioin (<
Japanese 病院
byōin)

(a)

‘first’

(b)

‘enough’

naaf (< English
enough)

nnaaf (< English
enough), pwur,
pwon, té

itar

(c)

mesewar, pétú

pétú

pedihdi

(d)

‘bigeye scad’
(Selar
crumenophthalmus)
‘teacher’

sense (< Japanese
先生 sensei)

sounpadahk73

(e)

‘graduation’

(f)

‘hospital’75

soshungio (<
Japanese 卒業
sotsugyō)
pioing (<
Japanese 病院
byōin)

sense, sensei (<
Japanese 先生
sensei)
sochungiyo (<
Japanese 卒業
sotsugyō)
piyoying,
piyowing (<
Japanese 病院
byōin)

kesepwil
pioing (<
Japanese 病院
byōin)

Even though I spell borrowings from Pohnpei using the PLM RT orthographic system, in practice, most Pakin
residents would spell the borrowed Pohnpeian word in the official Pohnpeian orthography.
73
In the Protestant Church, sounpadahk is a rank above sounkohwa ‘traditional lesser priest’ and below wahnpoaron
‘apostle; minister, one authorized to perform the sacraments.’
74
The existence of this term as a borrowed word in other dialects of Mortlockese—including in situ dialects in the
Mortlocks—suggests lexical borrowing due to the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions’s
sending converted Pohnpeian missionary couples to the islets of Lukunosh, Satawan, and Té (Oleson 2007:15–16); I
would like to thank Kenneth L. Rehg (pers. comm., 2014) for pointing out this detail to me.
75
All of the four speech systems in this figure also use circumlocutions translated as ‘house of medicine’ as terms to
denote ‘hospital.’ Kenneth L. Rehg (pers. comm., 2015) reports that in his experiences with Pohnpeian, he only
encountered imwen wini ‘house of medicine.’
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Figure 12. Comparison of lexical items across Lukunosh Mortlockese, Chuukese, Pohnpeian,
and PLMRT
Examples (a–c) illustrate lexical items that in PLMRT are available in both Mortlockese and
Pohnpeian. Regarding (a) ‘first,’ the preference for some Pakin residents to use either the
Mortlockese or the Pohnpeian term in their speech is idiosyncratic. I even recall one narrative
told by Mr. Marco—an L1 speaker of the Lukunosh dialect of Mortlockese, born and raised on
Lukunosh Islet and coming to Pohnpei as a young adult—that was almost completely
monolingual in Mortlockese, save for his use of the Pohnpeian ordinal numbers. Regarding (b)
‘enough,’ there is a slight pragmatic difference: Pakin residents use ichar not only to denote
‘enough’ as a quantifier but also as a discourse marker meaning ‘it’s fine,’ ‘never mind,’ or
‘forget about it,’ whereas naaf is restricted to quantification. Regarding (c) ‘bigeye scad’ (Selar
crumenophthalmus), the use of the name appears to depend on the individual’s familiarity with
either name, most usually corresponding to his or her upbringing. In a discussion about local fish
names with Mr. Marco and my host father, the moment both men saw the picture of the bigeye
scad, Mr. Marco exclaimed the Mortlockese name mesewar whereas my host father exclaimed
the Pohnpeian name pedihdi. This is not unexpected, given Mr. Marco’s upbringing in the
Mortlocks and being familiar with Mortlockese fish names, in contrast to my host father’s
upbringing on Pakin and in Sokehs Municipality through which he gained familiarity with
Pohnpeian fish names, especially when interacting with other Pohnpeians in fish markets.
Examples (d) ‘teacher’ and (e) ‘graduation’ illustrate vocabulary for which only the
Pohnpeian version is borrowed into PLMRT. The only Pakin residents who are familiar with the
Lukunosh Mortlockese and Chuukese terms are those who are either from the Mortlocks or who
have spent considerable time interacting with other speakers of Chuukese or in situ
Mortlockese.76 The origin of (f) ‘hospital’ in PLMRT in not entirely clear, since that word—
which originates from Japanese 病院 byōin—could have been borrowed directly from
Pohnpeian, or from Chuukese (i.e., the Mortlockese refugees from the Mortlocks to Sokehs
It is important to point out—although it may be obvious to the reader—that I indicate the languages of origin of
the non-Micronesian language lexical items in (b, d–f) in figure 12 for general etymological interest; I do not imply
that new generations of learners of Micronesian languages are regularly getting input from languages like English
and Japanese and re-borrowing the items into their lexica. A child on Pakin who is acquiring PLMRT does not
“know” that, for example, naaf ‘enough’ is a borrowed word from English; it is simply another PLM RT word to add
to his or her vocabulary.
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already had pioin ‘hospital’ in their vocabulary due to influence from Chuukese). I provide this
example to represent the category of borrowed words with ambiguous origins.
These lexical differences can cause confusion at times between speakers of Mortlockese
from the Mortlocks and those from Pakin. I recall my host brother and host father telling me
about a trip to Lukunosh Islet in the Mortlocks to take part in a large celebration, somewhat of a
homecoming for many Mortlockese people from the Lukunosh-speaking parts of Pohnpei. They
both remarked that even though they could easily speak with the Lukunosh Islet residents, there
were some times when the residents did not understand the lexical items that my host family
were using (i.e., Pohnpeian terms conventionally borrowed into PLMRT), and times when my
host family did not understand lexical items that the Lukunosh Islet residents were using. In my
own experience, during conversations with Mortlockese students from Chuuk State who attend
UHM, I have to catch myself when I use Pohnpeian terms that I am familiar with by virtue of
learning PLMRT on Pakin. The look of confusion on the interlocutor’s face when I say, for
example, kasapwel ‘graduation’ is a clear (contextualization) cue that recourse has to be taken,
most usually me explaining that I am using a Pohnpeian term, and then asking the other person
how he or she would say it instead.
Another salient difference between Pakin speech and that of in situ Mortlockese
communities is a quality about the former that the latter call ppal ‘light.’ While I have not done
any kind of acoustic analysis to quantitatively determine in what ways Pakin speech is “lighter”
that in situ Mortlocks speech, I have heard the speech of Mortlockese people who are from
Satawan Islet and Lukunosh Islet. In comparing their speech to that of Pakin residents who speak
the Satawan and Lukunosh dialects, respectively, I tentatively ascertain that ppal ‘light’ quality
is a confluence of a faster syllable/mora rate and less pronounced intonation contours in the
Pakin residents’ speech compared to the in situ Mortlocks residents’ speech. Furthermore, the
current generation of adult speakers of PLMRT do not have the velarized [ɫ] that characterizes the
speech of Lukunosh Islet residents.77 The description of ppal ‘light’ speech extends beyond
Pakin to characterize the Mortlockese speech of Sokehs Municipality.78 Future dialectal studies
will have to account for the differences between Pohnpei/Sokehs Municipality/Pakin versions of
I specify “adult speakers” of PLMRT because, as I describe in the next section, velarization of l and other
phonemes appears to be an emerging characteristic of the youngest generation’s speech on Pakin.
78
I personally have not yet encountered the speech of a Mortlockese resident of Té Islet, so I cannot comment on the
comparison of the in situ Té Islet speech with that of Roie in Sokehs Municipality.
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Mortlockese dialects and in situ Mortlocks dialects, as well as account for dialectal changes in
diasporic Mortlockese communities elsewhere.
This description of the juxtaposition of codes and lects provides a context that I draw
upon later in this dissertation (see section 7.8) when I discuss my claim that paradigmatic
heterogeneity in areas of morphology—such as possessive suffix paradigms—arises from
rampant mixing. Children growing up on Pakin are exposed to an array of speech systems—most
especially Lukunosh Mortlockese, Satawan Mortlockese, Pohnpeian, and (to a lesser degree)
Chuukese—which might create a situation in which their input for morphological paradigms is
mixed. The effects of this “mixed input”—itself a claim that must be empirically investigated—
are realized in part by the complexity seen in morphological paradigms, especially when
compared to similar paradigms in communities with relatively homogeneous speech.
2.3.3.4 The intergenerational transmission of language on Pakin. Mortlockese is the L1 for
almost all residents of Pakin, for all generations. Its use is vibrant in almost all domains, both
public and private. The primary exceptions involve the use of Pohnpeian: “Vernacular” language
subjects in elementary school (viz. reading, writing, spelling, and cultural education about and in
the medium of Pohnpeian), official events (school, community, religious, etc.) during which
high-ranking/-titled Pohnpeian guests are present, the Catholic Mass, any kind of interaction with
Pohnpeians in general, and households in which there is a policy to use Pohnpeian with children.
The latter is very interesting from the perspective of intergenerational transmission. On
Nikahlap, there are two households I am aware of in which the parents consciously decide to
speak to their children only in Pohnpeian while raising them amongst Mortlockese people on
Pakin; one of those families is my own host family. I have been able to observe the long-term
effects of their household language policy, as well as engage in multiple discussions with my
host parents about their reasons for it. The primary reason my host mother told me is that
because her children are growing up in Pohnpei State, it is vital for them to gain fluency in the
official state language. My host family chooses to ensure that their children have the earliest start
possible in gaining fluency in Pohnpeian. However, she also knows that because her children
grow up on Pakin surrounded by other Mortlockese speakers, they will gain fluency in the
language of their community—the language of their ethnic identity—something that is also very
important to them as parents.
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My host parents’ three oldest children were all raised on Pakin, and they were spoken to
only in Pohnpeian during their childhood. When I first met them, our mode of communication
was Mortlockese, as that was the language I was learning as a Peace Corps Volunteer. And in my
observations of their conversations with Pakin residents—including their parents—they only
spoke in Mortlockese. However, it was not long before I witnessed their fluency in Pohnpeian,
both in Pohnpei and on Pakin (i.e., the circumstances I described above in which Pohnpeian is
used). I learned much later, during a discussion with my host mother, that once her three oldest
children became young adults, she and her husband only spoke to them in Mortlockese. Even in
the physical company of other Pohnpeian people, such as the Pohnpeian spouses and in-laws of
two of the oldest children, my host parents and their oldest children engage in both discourseand participant-based code-switching in which they speak to each other in Mortlockese but to the
others in Pohnpeian.
The fourth of my host parents’ children was raised primarily in the Peidie section of
Sokehs Island, under the care of extended family. Her linguistic input as a child was primarily in
Pohnpeian, not only from her parents but also from her relatives who are L1 speakers of
Mortlockese and L2 speakers of Pohnpeian. While Pohnpeian is her dominant language, because
she was raised in a linguistic environment in which both languages are used consistently, she
gained a passive comprehension of Mortlockese—a phenomenon more widely known as
“passive” or “receptive bilingualism” (Beardsmore 1986:120). Most of my interaction with her
would be during the summers when she would spend her vacation with her family on the
homestead on Nikahlap. Because of my limited ability to speak Pohnpeian, I would only speak to
her in Mortlockese. It was clear to me that she comprehended my requests, questions, and so
forth; she would reply to me in very basic Mortlockese, nothing comparable to the fluency of her
three older siblings. I have also observed her interacting with adolescents on Pakin who speak to
her in both Mortlockese and Pohnpeian, but she speaks to them only in Pohnpeian. Her linguistic
repertoire reminds me of a very personal example—the generation of the children born to
Filipino immigrants who moved to the continental US in the 1960s–1980s.79 I observe in my
own immediate and extended family that Filipino children who were born in the US from the
1980s to the present possess a passive listening comprehension of Tagalog and Taglish, but do
I make the qualifications of “continental US” and “1960s–1980s” because the Filipino immigrant histories of
places like Hawai‘i are very different than those of the East Coast such as southeastern Virginia, where I was born
and raised; as a result, the patterns of intergenerational transmission of language are also different.
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not speak those codes fluently; rather, it is English that they acquired as their dominant language.
My host family’s fourth child and my own family members represent a situation common
throughout the world: partly—but by no means entirely—due to the decisions of parents and
elders in the family regarding the linguistic upbringing of their children, members of the current
generation acquire as their dominant language the L2 of the older generation, primarily for
purposes of academic and socioeconomic opportunity. In this situation, while most children of
the current generation do not acquire fluency in their family’s “homeland” language (e.g.,
Mortlockese or Tagalog/Taglish), it nevertheless remains their prerogative to want to maintain or
(re-)acquire that language.
The finneishi ‘first-born daughter’ of my host parents’ own finneishi was raised with us
on our homestead on Nikahlap. She, too, was only spoken to in Pohnpeian, not only by my host
parents, but by all other family members living with us on the homestead, as well as essentially
everyone else on Pakin (except other small children). It was striking to me how a single
household’s language policy was respected by the entire atoll community. She was
approximately three years old when I started my Peace Corps service in 2006. Over time I
observed her acquisition of Pohnpeian as her L1, as well as what I assumed was passive
bilingualism in Mortlockese by virtue of being exposed to that language on a daily basis,
including interacting with other children on Pakin whose L1 was Mortlockese and who
interacted with her in that language. During my fieldtrip to Pakin in the summer of 2013, I was
sincerely taken aback by her fluency in speaking PLMRT. It seemed sudden to me, as I had not
observed her speaking Mortlockese during my previous summer fieldtrip in 2012. Her
Mortlockese speech was at the level of L1 fluency: her morphosyntax, vocabulary, intonation,
syllable/mora rate, discourse strategies, and so forth were at the same level as what I observed
from other children on Pakin who were raised with PLMRT as their L1.80 She engaged in
participant-based code-switching flawlessly. Her interlocutors were “compartmentalized” by the
code she would use: she only used Mortlockese with people like her great-grandmother, her
cohort of Pakin children, and adults who engaged in conversation with her in Mortlockese (who
were usually speakers of Mortlockese from the in situ Mortlocks, as well as myself); in contrast,
she only used Pohnpeian with my host parents and other members of my host family and adults
My qualitative assessment is subject to quantitative measurements and comparisons, a matter to be reserved for
future study.
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who engaged with her in Pohnpeian. This description of her linguistic upbringing and current
abilities is but one example of yet another common global phenomenon: regardless of whatever
speech system the primary caretakers use with a child, some of the most influential factors that
affect a child’s acquisition of speech include the wider linguistic environment in which the child
is raised, as well as the desire of a child to communicate with his or her own cohort—which may
very well be in a code other than the child’s L1.
In the context of Pakin, however, the experience of my host parents’ first-born
granddaughter is in the minority. Few children are raised on the atoll speaking Pohnpeian as their
L1 and later acquire Mortlockese as their L2; the overwhelming majority speak Mortlockese as
their L1 and later acquire Pohnpeian as their L2 via formal education and—more importantly—
real world experience interacting with Pohnpeians. What both scenarios illustrate, however, is
the more general trend of additive bilingualism (Genesee et al. 1995, Volterra & Taeschner 1978,
inter alia), not only on Pakin but also in Sokehs Municipality more broadly. For over one
hundred years, the diasporic Mortlockese communities on Pakin and in Sokehs Municipality
have maintained their original speech systems—including their distinct dialectal differences—
while acquiring fluency in the lingua franca of the State. Such cases of additive bilingualism are
widespread throughout the Pacific and around the world, especially in the context of diasporic
communities living on islands far from their original home islands. It is worth pointing out that
even though much of the academic discourse and public perception about language shift, loss,
and endangerment focuses on the pathology of these global phenomena, there is inherent value in
also focusing on the successful cases of additive bilingualism, if anything to learn from the
efforts and positive effects, to develop strategies to try in new places, and—more importantly, in
my opinion—to incite audacity and hope in the youth generations. Indeed, additive bilingualism
is something that many Pacific communities strive to achieve as a means of stemming the tide of
language shift that could lead to the loss of the local indigenous languages (cf. Barker’s (2012)
aspirations for additive bilingualism policies on Nauru, as well as the widespread efforts of the
Pacific Islands Bilingual-Bicultural Association).
Another relevant observation to include in this section is the comments that adults on
Pakin make about the speech of the youngest generation. This is a style used by young children
and even some adolescents who speak PLMRT in which there are three distinct characteristics:
(1) the syllable/mora rate is much lower than that of adult speakers; (2) there is a tendency to
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lengthen the penultimate consonant at the end of a prosodic phrase, with the lengthening at a
much longer duration than normal patterns of gemination in Mortlockese; and (3) there is a
tendency to round and back high vowels (i.e., i  ɨ  ʉ  u). For example, the PLMRT phrase
isé kileei ‘I don’t know’ typically would be pronounced by an adult as [isikileej] but by the
children who exhibit this speech style as [isɨkʉllleej] (I use the sequence of <lll> to indicate the
overlengthening of the consonant l). The current generation of adults says that this style of
speech began with their children who were born on Pakin in the mid-1980s and raised there for
their childhood. The adults even claim to remember the specific children with whom the speech
trend began and how it spread. In my observation, those young adults who were born in the mid1980s no longer exhibit this style, suggesting that the style is not a permanent feature of their
speech, but rather one that has some kind of cache with young people. I also observe that a few
of their younger siblings born in the 1990s currently use this style, but it is overwhelmingly a
characteristic of the speech of the majority of their youngest siblings born in the 2000s. For the
latter, it is a style that characterizes their everyday speech; it is not a register from which they
can alternate to another. Apparently, this speech style is unique to Pakin, as reported by the
adults. This phenomenon requires much more careful phonetic, acquisitional, and sociolinguistic
study (see section 8.5 for an example of this topic arising organically in conversation).
2.3.3.5 Language and identity. Given the variety of speech systems that co-exist on Pakin—not
only the Lukunosh, Satawan, and Té dialects of Mortlockese, but also the Sokehs and Kitti
dialects of Pohnpeian, as well as Chuukese, English, and other languages to a lesser extent—a
fundamental part of the Pakin community’s linguistic identity is based not on monolingualism
but rather multilingualism, one that involves Mortlockese-Pohnpeian bilingualism at is core as
well as linguistic influences from other speech systems.
One way that residents of Pakin and Sokehs Municipality talk about their Mortlockese
linguistic identity is its quality as suupw, which is a borrowing from English soup. The
Mortlockese term denotes ‘soup,’ but it also means ‘mixed’ in the context of language, with
somewhat negative connotations (i.e., the “mixture” is not structured or appropriate). The most
visible characteristics are understandably in the lexicon: Pohnpeian words are conventionally
intermixed into Mortlockese speech. As such, there is an inherent comparison that this “mixed”
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speech is not the same as the utáántán81 ‘real’ speech of residents of the in situ Mortlocks. In
conversations with various Mortlockese speakers living in Pohnpei who have a professional
background in education, I observe strong discourses of linguistic purism: the Mortlockese
speech of Sokehs Municipality residents is incorrect and should revert to “proper” forms of
“pure” Mortlockese. Nevertheless, it is not surprising—perhaps it is all too common—to hear
those same individuals use the very “soup” language they criticize in their own
metalinguistic/metacultural commentary, which is a testament to the conventionalized patterns
that are ingrained in their speech as Pohnpeian citizens who speak Mortlockese as their L1.
While I have not engaged in a formal survey of language ideologies on Pakin to assess,
for example, the residents’ attitudes about the quality of their speech (i.e., “soup” versus purism),
I can claim from long-term observation and some generalized pilot surveys that Pakin residents
have very high positive attitudes about their ability to speak Mortlockese as a code distinct from
Pohnpeian. During my summer 2011 fieldwork, I interviewed a few Nikahlap residents as part of
a pilot survey to assess language use and attitudes on Pakin. The following excerpt is taken from
a conversation I had with a resident whom I identify with the pseudonym “Nika,” a member of
the generation of Pakin residents born in Pohnpei in the 1960s and subsequently raised on Pakin;
the initial “E” denotes “Emerson” and “N” denotes “Nika”:82
E:
N:

E:
N:
E:
N:

Pwata áámi shóón Pakin, shóón Sokehs,
pwata áámi aumi kai angaash le kapsen
Mwoshulók mé Fónpei, mé ruwou?
Pwe aimi no– aimi kan
kapsan Mwoshulók,
ngé aimi no Fónpei.
Aimi pwal skuulneitá kapsan Fónpei,
pwe aipé tonganei pwai
kakkapas nganei re Fónpei…
alélléé…
Ngé pwata ausé mwashan pasheila
kapsen Mwoshulók, féraala pwe áámi–
re Fónpei?
re Fónpei?
Pwe áámam má re Mwoshulók,
ngé aai nonno Fónpei.

Why are you Pakin residents, Sokehs residents,
why are you so good at speaking
both Mortlockese and Pohnpeian?
Because we stay– we speak
Mortlockese,
but we are staying in Pohnpei.
We also happen to learn Pohnpeian,
because we will be able to also
speak regularly with Pohnpeian residents…
to make it equal…
But why haven’t you decided to throw away
your Mortlockese language, to change into–
Pohnpeians?
Pohnpeians?
Because we indeed are Mortlockese,
but we are staying in Pohnpei.

This term is interesting in of itself: it is a borrowing of Pohnpeain uhdahn [uutaan] ‘cetainly, really, definitely,
truly’ but pronounced by Mortlockese speakers in Sokehs Municipality with a fronting of a to æ, and then
reduplicated as utáán~tán to denote ‘real,’ as well as ‘true’ or ‘legitimate.’
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This transcribed excerpt is taken from my fieldnotes and does not correspond to an archived recording in
Kaipuleohone (see section 4.5).
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E:

Aia rong sangei samalap,
inalap,
kapsan Mwoshulók ee,
iwe aia pwai mááritá shak
pwai kile kapsan Mwoshulók.
Kapsan Fónpei aimi pwal ausheanei.
Ewar, ewar, mi pwal aushea.

We would hear from grandfathers,
grandmothers,
Mortlockese, and so on and so forth,
and so we also grow up
also knowing how to speak Mortlockese.
As for Pohnpeian, we also value it.
Yes, yes, it, too, is important.

Her perspective is widespread among Pakin residents, which I ascertain not only from these pilot
survey interviews but also from long-term ethnographic observation. It is a fact of life on Pakin,
in Sokehs Municipality, and in Pohnpei State that those residents need to learn Pohnpeian, but
that is never an overriding factor that prevents or deters them from maintaining their Mortlockese
identity through language and culture—an identity that is continuously changing. Another
powerful instantiation of this linguistic ideology is the metaphor of blood and language, which
another Nikahlap resident shared with me: if they have shshaan Mwoshulók ‘Mortlockese
blood,’ then they must continue to speak kapsen Mwoshulók ‘the speech of the Mortlocks,’
regardless if they are Pohnpeian citizens. These ideologies shape the lives of the adults currently
living on Pakin, the young adults who are raising new families on Pakin, the adolescents who
leave their Pakin homes for the first time to attend school in Pohnpei, and the infants who are
being raised by their Mortlockese-speaking families.
2.3.3.6 The “geolect.” The “geolect” is a unit of analysis in linguistics that allows one to analyze
the speech of a specific geographic region, hence the etymology of geo- ‘earth’ and lect ‘a
variety of speech’ (e.g., Hoffman’s (2006) study of Tamazight geolects in Morocco). The geolect
can exist at the level above a dialect to subsume the kinds of speech that exist within those
geographic boundaries. A geolect can indeed correspond to a regional dialect, such as the
Satawan dialect of Mortlockese as spoken on Satawan Islet (i.e., the Satawan Islet geolect). A
regional dialectal approach, however, might constrain the analysis to focus on the homogeneity
of the speech of the region, which in reality may contain more nuanced differences at levels
smaller than the region (e.g., the salient differences in the speech of the four villages of Satawan
Islet). In my perspective, a geolect is a unit of analysis that can subsume lower-level lectal
variation, such as different dialects on a small islet. This approach is useful in describing the
linguistic situation of the Mortlockese language as spoken on Pakin, since the Lukunosh and
Satawan dialects co-exist in that atoll community.
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It would not be appropriate to simply use the term “dialect” to describe the linguistic
situation on Pakin since there is no single “Pakin dialect” to speak of; the diagnostic linguistic
differences are distinct enough between the Satawan and Lukunosh dialects of Mortlockese,
which speakers maintain while living on Pakin. This does not, however, rule out the possibility
of convergence between the Satawan and Lukunosh dialects happening on Pakin in future
generations. The process of “koineization” creates a new speech system known as a “koine” that
is the result of “people speaking different dialects of a language [being] relocated and thrown
together in a new community” (Lynch 1998:221). While I see no evidence of such a process
happening on Pakin now among the speech of adults, it could very well be a possibility in the
future of the community.83 The term “communalect” does not suffice either, since it denotes “a
community whose native-born inhabitants share a homogeneous speech tradition, quite free of
regional variation” (Pawley & Sayaba 1971:407). Clearly, this is not an accurate portrayal of the
Pakin community, given the divisions in regional variation between the Satawan and Lukunosh
dialects. Pawley & Sayaba clarify that “[n]ormally, such a completely homogeneous language is
confined to a relatively small area—a single village or group of villages occupying a small island
or other naturally bounded geographic region” (407). While this characterization of the
communalect certainly fits the description of the Pakin community living on a small atoll, there
is no such “completely homogeneous language” spoken by the atoll residents.
While I primarily use the phrase “Pakin geolect of Mortlockese” to denote the
heterogeneous Mortlockese speech of the residents of Pakin in terms of the coexistence of the
Satawan and Lukunosh dialects, I also use the phrase in a broader sense to refer to the linguistic
repertoire of the community as I have explicated in this section: bilingualism in the Sokehs and
Kitti dialects of Pohnpeian, the long-term resident who is a speaker of the Té dialect, the large
number of conventionalized borrowings from Pohnpeian that do not replace native Mortlockese
vocabulary, the emergence of a unique speech style in the youngest generation of children, and
so forth. As such, I further clarify the exonym I introduce in chapter 1 and use throughout this
work: “Pakin Lukunosh Mortlockese” (PLMRT) denotes ‘the Pakin geolect of the Lukunosh
dialect of Mortlockese,’ whereby “Pakin geolect” means ‘the speech of the people of Pakin’ (i.e.,
the geographic region delineated by the inhabited areas of Pakin Atoll). This is a nuanced
I have not engaged in formal investigations to ascertain if koineization is indeed happening on Pakin, particularly
in the speech of children.
83
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attempt at differentiating between “the Lukunosh dialect of Mortlockese as spoken by the people
of Pakin” and “the Pakin geolect of the Lukunosh dialect of Mortlockese.” The former connotes
that the Pakin residents are speaking the Lukunosh dialect of Mortlockese as if the in situ speech
system from the Mortlocks remains the same, but just so happens to be spoken by a diasporic
group; the latter connotes that the Lukunosh speech of Pakin residents is distinct from the
Lukunosh speech of Lukunosh Islet residents, hence two different lects—a distinction I find
necessary given the observations I make about PLMRT, a speech system borne from over a
century of linguistic development in a diaspora in Pohnpei. I also suspect that the Pakin version
of the Satawan dialect of Mortlockese is distinct enough from other areas where Satawan
Mortlockese is spoken (e.g., in Sokehs Island), warranting the identification of the geolectal
name “Pakin Satawan Mortlockese” (PSMRT). In subsequent chapters, I further clarify the
methodological reasons why my data and analysis focuses on PLMRT as opposed to PSMRT.
2.3.4 Literature about Pakin. The academic literature on Pakin is sparse. While many
publications about geographic Micronesia, the FSM, Pohnpei State, and Sokehs Island often
mention Pakin, I am aware of two academic publications that focus uniquely on Pakin: Buden
1996b on the plants and animals of the atoll, and Taboroši & Martin 2011 on the water usage by
the atoll residents. My own recent research on PLMRT cover the following topics: reflexes of the
*qali/kali- prefix in Micronesian languages (Odango 2014b), the status of subject and object
markers in PLMRT (Odango 2013), and local ecological knowledge in PLMRT narrative (Odango
in press). I am not aware of any anthropological or ethnographic studies of Pakin; apart from my
own publications, no linguistic studies have previously been published about the speech of the
Pakin community.
2.4 Peace Corps service experiences relevant to the formation of this dissertation.84 Four
specific aspects of my Peace Corps service are directly relevant to the formation of this
dissertation project. Two are logistical, and two played a part in the development of my research
questions. Regarding the former, one is the practical language skills I developed in the course of
my service. Volunteers take the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages
Language Proficiency Interview in the language they trained in before the end of service. I
84

See section A.6 in appendix A for a background discussion of my Peace Corps experience.
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scored a “Superior” rating when I took my test in Mortlockese in May 2009. I continued to build
upon those language skills in the course of my subsequent fieldtrips as a graduate student
(summers of 2010–2014), as well as through conversations with L1 speakers of Mortlockese in
Hawai‘i and through continued written and telephone correspondence with host family and
friends on Pakin. The ability to fluently speak the L1 of the community facilitates fieldwork in a
variety of ways. In the context of the elicitation session, I am comfortable in explaining consent
forms and the reasons for my research, asking clarifying questions, and engaging in
metalinguistic discourse about morpheme boundaries I elicit and analyze. I further discuss
matters of using Mortlockese as the meta-language of the elicitation session in section 4.4.
Beyond the elicitation session, being able to fluently speak the language of the
community helps immensely in building rapport, not as a means to an academic end (i.e., just to
“get the data”), but as a means of maintaining respect for the people with whom I work in ways
that are culturally appropriate; this is a professional responsibility that never ends. One of the
most important realizations of showing respect is asking permission from Sounihrek Pakin to
conduct research on his land. I am extremely grateful to him that he and I created a wonderful
rapport with each other over the course of my Peace Corps service. He always engaged me in
conversation in Mortlockese, even though he was fluent in English. Whenever I spent time in his
home in Soledi, our conversations would almost always take a metalinguistic turn to focus on
topics like dialectal differences in the Mortlocks, kapas pwéteete/kapas amáfel ‘respectful
language’ vocabulary, the borrowings from Chuukese into Mortlockese, and so forth. I confided
in him my successes and struggles with living and working on Pakin, and he did the same about
his responsibilities to his people on Pakin. Asking permission from him was not an “event,” but
rather a continuation of the actions I learned that I needed to take as someone who strives to
understand the cultural expectations associated with his title. I realize that not all linguistic
fieldworkers have such an opportunity to build rapport with members of the traditional
governance system before formally asking permission to engage in research—let alone to do so
for over two years. It is for that reason, then, that I overtly acknowledge the benefit of working
with local leaders in a professional and personal capacity outside of academic research before
formally engaging in dissertation research.
Regarding the development of my research questions, I discuss the genesis of my interest
in section 1.2. One of the two factors that facilitated the development of that initial seed is my
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extensive teaching experience in Pakin Elementary School, especially my English grammar
classes. I not only gained a greater appreciation of the challenges L3 learners of English face
when dealing with noun and verb paradigms—which can sometimes come down to a matter of
rote memorization—but I also reflected on my own process of learning Mortlockese noun and
verb paradigms. I sometimes joked with the students in my classroom: I would show them
irregularities in an English verb paradigm, and I told them, aiekaneái pwata ‘ask me why,’
prompting them to ask, pwata? ‘why?,’ to which I would promptly reply with a smile, aneen
‘beats me.’ Indeed, what kind of explanation would suffice for a teenager as to why the English
third-person present tense of go is goes, but the third-person past tense is went and not *wents?
Such reflections in the classroom had a profound effect on the way I thought about a synchronic
analysis of Mortlockese noun and verb paradigms, which during my service was an inquiry that
was more relevant in terms of practical mastery of the language rather than academic pursuits.
The other aspect of my Peace Corps service that had an important effect on the formation
of this dissertation project is the extensive language tutoring I received from Mr. Liperto Linge, a
resident of Nikahlap. Peace Corps Micronesia was able to provide a monthly stipend to
Volunteers to be used for formal language tutoring lessons with a local member of the
community where we worked.85 I approached Mr. Linge early on during my service, as he was
volunteering as a teacher’s aide in Pakin Elementary School when I first started teaching in 2006.
Mr. Linge was the first person on Pakin with whom I was able to engage in abstract
metalinguistic discourse about a variety of grammatical topics, including pragmatic
interpretations of Tense-Aspect-Mood (TAM) markers, semi-transitivity, and irregular processes
of morphological gemination. The topics of my tutoring sessions were shaped by the practical
language questions I had on hand, but we very much engaged in field methods-type discourse.
During my service, I had not yet started in any kind of formalized investigation of the
dissertation topic I present here, so none of my tutoring sessions with Mr. Linge focused
explicitly on noun and verb paradigms. The most important impact of that tutoring experience on
this dissertation project was the hands-on practice in participating in metalinguistic discourse in
the medium of PLMRT with an L1 speaker. Mr. Linge and I created a discursive space in which
we engaged in intercultural communication, shared insider’s and outsider’s knowledge, and
This stipend was available to Volunteers who requested it. It was a flat rate determined by the local Peace Corps
office.
85
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became comfortable with asking each other potentially face-threatening questions—questions
that covertly test a speaker’s competence in his or her L1 are in effect questions about his or her
linguistic identity. I have also been able to work with Mr. Linge in the course of my fieldwork
after my Peace Corps service. I would be remiss if I did not say here that it was a pleasure being
his student during all of those tutoring sessions during my service, and it is an honor to have
become his friend over time.
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CHAPTER 3. IDEOLOGICAL AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS

November 2010. I’m presenting my concept paper in Dr. Terence Wesley-Smith’s
seminar “Learning Oceania.” It’s the first course I’ve taken in Pacific Islands Studies,
and it has been quite the ride, in a very good way. In a seminar room full of people from
fields such as anthropology, urban and regional planning, history, natural resources and
environmental management—all of whom are connected by shared interests in research
in Oceania—I have to explain my structurally focused linguistics research on Pakin in a
way that makes sense to that audience. My presentation goes smoothly, I think. And then I
get a question at the end from Dr. Wesley-Smith. It is something to the effect of, “How
does your dissertation research ‘represent’ the people of Pakin through language?” It
was a question I was prepared for, in light of the kinds of exciting discussions we had in
the course of the semester. At the same time, I’m a little bit shaken by that question,
especially when being put on the spot in a presentation context. How does a linguist reply
to that question? We’ve been trained to see language as a separate “thing,” and our
study of that thing exists independently of the sociocultural contexts that surround it.
Four years later, I’m still trying to answer that question, but I have a much better
understanding of why such a question needs to be asked. I am incredibly grateful that
such a question was posed to me early on in my graduate studies.
3.1 Introduction. In this chapter, I present the ideological and theoretical frameworks in which I
situate this study on Pakin Lukunosh Mortlockese (PLMRT). I make direct reference to the
research questions I state in section 1.3. My discussions of these frameworks in this chapter are
relatively brief, so as to facilitate the creation of a common ground that serves as the foundation
for more detailed discussions of particular frameworks and corresponding methodologies in
subsequent chapters.
3.2 Language documentation. I place this dissertation in the ideological, theoretical, and
methodological frames of language documentation, which is the “field of linguistic inquiry and
practice in its own right which is primarily concerned with the compilation and preservation of
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linguistic primary data and interfaces between primary data and various types of analyses based
on these data” (Himmelmann 2006:1). Rather than emphasizing the creation of “end-products”
such as reference grammars and dictionaries, the overarching goal is to develop a “corpus of
recordings of observable linguistic behavior and metalinguistic knowledge” (10). The traditional
view—that is, the “concern for the perspicuous documentation and description of the world’s
languages” as realized by “the now century-old tradition of monograph series and journals of
record in which texts, dictionaries, grammars, vocabularies, and other works have been
published” (Woodbury 2003:35)—promulgates a two-part division: (1) the documentation is the
process of “extracting” and collecting the primary data in a large corpus for analysis, a process
that is most commonly associated with documentary fieldwork, whereby the fieldworker engages
in elicitation sessions with consultants and in participant-observation (among other methods);
and (2) the description is the creation of analytic modules such as the traditional tripartite set of
grammar + dictionary + texts, as well as the various research papers that emerge from the
project.86 Researchers such as Himmelmann (1998, 2006, 2012) take the approach that such a
separation of documentation from description is useful insofar as it distinguishes different
emphases on different types of data (see especially Himmenlmann 2012)—with the caveat that in
practice, documentation and description are intertwined.
The traditional view in American traditions of fieldwork (Rehg 2007b, Rhodes et al.
2006, inter alia) sees documentation and description as being intertwined: in the course of
linguistic discovery, the researcher is constantly making analytic choices about what questions to
ask or avenues to follow, such that analysis is always ongoing during the documentation.87
Woodbury (2003:42) asserts that “there is a dialectical relationship between corpus and
apparatus—the corpus informs the analytic apparatus; but analysis—including everything you
bring to the table when doing grammatical and lexical elicitation—in turn also informs the
corpus.” Grammars and dictionaries, then, come to be seen as “part of the apparatus—the
descriptive and explanatory material—that annotates the documentary corpus” (42, bold in
original). My dissertation project contributes to the creation of both a corpus of primary data in
the form of recordings of morphological paradigms and the elicitation sessions from which those
Other material, however, such as “speakers’ commentaries on word meanings, speakers’ grammaticality
judgments, translations, and proffered examples remain secondary and epiphenomenal in terms of the whole project,
even though they may serve as the data” (Woodbury 2003:39).
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Hereafter, I use the term “(grammatical) description” in this integrated sense of both documentation and
description.
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paradigms emerge, as well as an analytic apparatus (i.e., this dissertation) that annotates that
corpus; nevertheless, analysis plays a fundamental role in all aspects of my fieldwork. Even
though I submit the dissertation primarily to meet the formal requirements of the University of
Hawai‘i at Mānoa and the Linguistics Department, the corpus of primary data in of itself is a
fundamental part of this project. All language documentation projects— regardless of scope, be
it a long-term comprehensive grammar or a narrowly focused dissertation—make important
contributions to the theorization, critical analysis, and practical methodologies of language
documentation as a field.
Language documentation is not only an interdisciplinary field—highlighted by the
prominent calls for cross-disciplinary collaboration, such as the theme of “Sharing Worlds of
Knowledge” for the 3rd International Conference on Language Documentation and
Conservation,88 or Rehg’s (2007b:18) claim that “[t]he field of language documentation is
evolving into a borderless discipline”—but it is also an intradisciplinary one. The documentary
linguist’s toolkit is likely to be well-stocked with various frameworks and methodologies from
various subfields of linguistics, not only from core fields such as phonetics, phonology,
morphology, and syntax, but also from lexicography (Haviland 2006), orthography development
(Seifart 2006), sociolinguistics and ethnography (Franchetto 2006, Hill 2006), and many others.
Regardless of the common goal of developing corpora that are ideally large, ongoing, and
opportunistic (Woodbury 2003:46–47), the documentation of any given speech system and the
resulting analytic apparatuses will be shaped by the particular research interests and questions of
the linguist undertaking the project. As I explicate in subsequent sections, my interests focus on
three dimensions: morphophonemics, the ethnography of communication, and Interactional
Sociolinguistics.
3.3 Research question 1: A morphophonemic account. The following section introduces the
intersection of the frameworks of phonology and morphology that allow me to produce a
morphophonemic account of the possessive suffix paradigms in PLMRT.
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The conference home page is available here: http://nflrc.hawaii.edu/ICLDC/2013/index.html. (7 January, 2015.)
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3.3.1 The intersection of phonology and morphology. This dissertation is concerned with the
intersection of two branches of linguistic analysis: (1) phonology,89 which is the analysis of the
organization of speech sounds; and (2) morphology, which is the analysis of the organization of
words and their constituent units. The most basic unit of analysis in the former is the “phoneme,”
which is smallest contrastive unit of sound that can bring about a change in meaning in a word.
Languages differ in their phonemic inventories. In Mortlockese, for example, there is a phonemic
contrast between /p/ and /pw/, illustrated with piipi /piipi/ ‘sandy’ and pwiipwi /pwiipwi/ ‘samesex sibling.’90 Phonology is concerned with the interactions of phonemes with each other and in
various environments. At least two levels of analysis are utilized: (1) the phonemic level consists
of only phonemes that make up a word; and (2) the phonetic level consists of the actual
pronunciation of the word. The surface forms of the phonemes are realized as allophones.
Phonology, then, seeks to understand the regular patterns between the phonemic and phonetic
levels in which sounds occur in a language.
The most basic unit of analysis of morphology is the morpheme, which is the smallest
linguistic unit that can carry meaning. The process of morphological decomposition—“breaking
down” a word into its component parts of words—is quite intuitive, at least for simple examples.
Some words are transparently monomorphemic, such as English pat or Mortlockese mwáán
/mwææn/ ‘man’; words that are polymorphemic are analyzed as various morphemes in
combination to form a single word. An important distinction between phonemes and morphemes
is that “[a] phoneme is the smallest linguist unit that can distinguish meaning, whereas a
morpheme is the smallest linguistic unit that has a meaning” (Hayes 2009:103, italics in
original).91
Parallel to allophones in phonology, morphemes also have various forms that appear
depending on the material that occur before and after them (or other contexts), known as
“allomorphs.” Consider the words inactive, irresponsible, and illogical: all three are negative
forms of active, responsible and logical, respectively, but the morpheme that realizes the same
concept/meaning of ‘is not’ takes a different shape among the three words, illustrated in (6):

Closely related to phonology is phonetics, which is the analysis of speech sounds from the perspectives of
production, acoustics, and perception (Hayes 2009:1).
90
I explain my transcription practices in detail in chapter 5.
91
This is a simplistic definition that does not take into consideration complexities such as “cranberry” morphs and
empty morphs, elements that are morphological parsable from other material and yet have no discrete meaning.
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(6)

ORTHOGRAPHIC
MORPHEME DIVISION
PHONEMIC
PHONETIC

<inactive>
<in-active>
/ɪn-æktɪv/
[ɪnæktɪv]

<irresponsible>
<ir-responsible>
/ɪn-ɹɪspɑnsɪbl̩ /
[ɪɹɪspɑnsɪbl̩ ]

<illogical>
<il-logical>
/ɪn-lɑʤɪkl̩ /
[ɪlɑʤɪkl̩ ]

Regarding inactive, the analysis of attaching the negative prefix <in-> to active results in the
denotation ‘not active.’ Because one also observes similar patterns in pairs such as decisive ~
indecisive and hospitable ~ inhospitable, one might abstract away from those examples an
underlying form /ɪn-/ as the negative prefix. The challenge is making such a claim applicable to
words such as irresponsible and illogical, in which one infers that there must be a prefix that
denotes ‘is not,’ one that is clearly separable from the main word; there is nothing similar to the
phonemic shape of /ɪn-/ in either irresponsible or illogical. What is apparent in the orthographic
forms is something comparable as <ir-> and <il->, respectively. One also observes that it is not
possible to say words such as *irhospitable, *ildecisive, or *inresponible.
At all levels of linguistic analysis within the generative tradition, there is a general
desideratum of parsimonious explanation for alternation and variation. In morphology, this is
realized as explaining away the differences between allomorphs with other principles, such as
predictable effects of certain sound environments or grammatical categorization. Similarly, in
phonology, the desideratum is realized as explaining away the differences between allophones in
like fashion. Regarding (1), there are at least two options: (1) positing that the negative prefix
suffix in English has at least three underlying forms (viz. /in-/, /iɹ-/, and /il-/); or (2) positing that
there is only one form /ɪn-/, and the other two forms are predictable because they appear in a
certain environment: /ɪɹ-/ occurs before words that start with ɹ, and /ɪl-/ before those that start
with l.92 The second option is superior as an explanation since it is parsimonious and explains
other phenomena as realized in, for example, experimental data.93
A certain level of abstraction has to be posited for the second option to be tenable.
Positing /ɪn-/ as the underlying prefix is an analysis that would perhaps escape the consciousness
of most individuals who have no formal linguistics training, since there would never be a
naturalistic opportunity for someone to see or hear a form such as “inresponsible” or “inlogical,”
except in discussions of morphological analysis. Such generalizations, however, have obvious
I concede that my presentation of the phonemic representations in (1) presupposes the second solution.
In experiments that focus on nonce forms, such as Berko’s (1958) classic study, respondents are predicted to
apply attested morphological and phonological patterns as observed in the real language to the nonce forms; more
often than not, the hypotheses bear out.
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explanatory power. The second option I explain here for (1) is an example of the Unique
Underlier Condition (Lass 1984), defined as follows: “Every non-suppletive alternation is to be
accounted for by assigning to each morpheme a SINGLE, PHONOLOGICALLY SPECIFIED
UNDERLYING REPRESENTATION,

with the allomorphy derived by general (preferably

phonologically specified) rules” (63, small caps in original). With regard to the present example,
the phonological rule of anticipatory assimilation changes /ɪn-/ to [ɪɹ-] before ɹ and [ɪl-] before l.
The caveat here is that this kind of assimilation happened long ago in the development of
English, as the /ɪn-/ prefix is Latinate in origin (i.e., the assimilation was occurring at a time
when prefix was clearly identifiable as a foreign morpheme). In modern usage, the negative
adjectival prefix un- /ən-/ (of Germanic origin) is used much more frequently without any kind of
assimilation, such as in real ~ unreal and like ~ unlike (Džuganová 2006)94—although
assimilation is still possible, especially in fast speech (e.g., unbalanced [əmbælɨnst]). Regardless
if the explanation is diachronic or synchronic, the Unique Underlier Condition seeks the simplest
answer for allophonic variation. As I discuss further in chapters 6 and 7, while this principle
accounts for an overwhelming majority of cases of allophonic variation in PLMrt, other
phenomena escape simple explanation by such a principle.
3.3.2 Morpheme- and word-based approaches to morphology. This discussion about the
interaction between phonology and morphology (i.e., accounting for allomorphs with
phonological explanations of allophones) is the general scope of morphophonemics, which is
“the analytic procedure whereby paradigms with phonological alternations are reduced to
underlying representations and phonological rules” (Hayes 2009:161). Morphophonemics, in
turn, falls under the purview of structuralist approaches to linguistics that adhere to the general
principle of economy: surface level complexity can be explained away by the parsimonious
application of rules and processes. Morphophonemic analysis is built on the theoretical
assumption “that morphemes are stored in the lexicon in an invariant phonemic form, are strung
together by morphological and syntactic rules, and are then converted to their surface forms by a
sequence of phonological rules…, applied in a particular order” (161). In this morpheme-based
Another qualification is that another process reduces the “fake geminate” (i.e., a non-phonemic geminate that
surfaces across morpheme boundaries) to a singleton consonant. For example, a posited form of [ɪllɑʤɪkl̩ ] becomes
just [ɪlɑʤɪkl̩ ]—that is, there is a mismatch between orthographic representation and actual pronunciation. There is
no mismatch with regard to un- forms.
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approach to morphophonemics (and morphology in general), the most basic unit of analysis is
the morpheme. This, however, is not the only approach, as there is also the word-based approach.
A brief summary of the contrast between the morpheme-based approach and word-based
approach to morphology is given by Aronoff (1994:44): within a simple morpheme-based
theory, “every sound form has a meaning, and when we join meanings, we join forms”, whereas
“word-based theories allow for a more indirect relation between form and meaning, inasmuch as
they permit a separation between building a form and building its meaning.” In particular, the
word-form is the basic unit of analysis, one that is “derived by a number of processes or
operations which apply to the lexeme” (Bauer 2003:197).
The two perspectives are not necessarily mutually exclusive, since morphemes still have
status in the word-based approach, just not as the most basic unit of analysis.95 It is still “possible
to treat a morpheme as a generalization based on word-forms in the lexicon” (Haspelmath &
Sims 2010:70). There is evidence that both approaches are available to the language user in the
context of lexical access, whereby “the process of looking up a word in the lexicon” can be
mediated by either the decompositional route (i.e., examining words as separate morphemes) or
the direct route (i.e., retrieving stored morphologically complex word-forms without breaking
them into smaller morphological units) (72). This perspective is also known as a “dual
mechanism model” (cf. Clahsen 2006, Rodriguez-Fornells et al. 2002, inter alia). Regarding
theoretical analysis, though, researchers tend to choose one or the other based on the facts of the
particular phenomenon they are researching; different parts of the entire morphological system of
any given language might need different approaches. I make clear that I am exploring the
PLMRT data within the generative morphophonemic framework (i.e., the decompositional route).
Evaluating whether the decompositional route, the direct route, or the dual mechanism model is
applicable for these PLMRT phenomena is a separate empirical investigation that requires
experimental design, a matter I must reserve for future study.
As I explicate in chapter 6 and followed by in-depth discussion in chapter 7, the
morpheme-based approach to morphophonemic analysis does account for much of my data on
possessive suffix paradigms in PLMRT.96 Even though many approaches to inflectional
In other kinds of word-based approaches to morphology, there is a rejection of the morpheme entirely, such as in
Seamless Morphology (Singh & Starosta 2003).
96
The word-based approach is better suited for non-agglutinating patterns of morphology. The PLM RT data I
analyze for this dissertation clearly show agglutinative patterns.
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morphology are word-based, I follow the generative morpheme-based approach taken by Rehg
(2001). The inherent value in doing so is that I can evaluate the benefits and shortcomings of the
morpheme-based approach and various components of that framework. My analysis of the
PLMRT data thus provides contributions to the theoretical discourse on morphology, in particular
the generalizability of the Unique Underlier Condition and the role of analogy in synchronic
analysis.
3.4 Research question 2: Metalinguistic analysis. The following two sections introduce the
perspectives I take in this dissertation toward my second research question: the elicitation of L1
speakers’ metalinguistic analysis of the morphological phenomena under investigation and the
reasons why such an external account is relevant to my first research question (i.e., the structural
morphophonemic account).
3.4.1 Metalinguistic knowledge emerging from interaction. For many researchers in various
subfields of linguistics—especially in language documentation—what is most relevant to the
research goals at hand is the propositional knowledge or subjective opinions a consultant
“possesses” about the language. Such kinds of primary data not only include the “facts” about
the language produced by a consultant who is relatively unaware of the research questions—for
example, simply asking a consultant to translate a sentence into the target language, or recording
a discussion between two consultants—but also includes the metalinguistic knowledge expressed
by a consultant who has relatively more awareness of the nature of the linguistic investigation:
The documentation of metalinguistic knowledge…includes all kinds of elicited data
regarding the grammaticality or acceptability of phonological or morphosyntactic
structures and the meaning, use, and relatedness of lexical items. However, it should be
clearly understood that documentation here means that the elicitation process itself is
documented in its entirety, including the questions asked or the stimuli presented by the
researcher as well as the reaction by the native speaker(s). That is, documentation
pertains to the level of primary data which provide evidence for metalinguistic
knowledge, i.e., what native speakers can actually articulate regarding their linguistic
practices or their recordable reactions in experiments designed to probe metalinguistic
knowledge. (Himmelmann 2006:9)
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Metalinguistic knowledge includes abstractions and explanations about linguistic phenomena,
such as identifying suffixes in an otherwise complete word (e.g., separating ir- from responsible
in irresponsible), or opinions about the pragmatic felicity of a sentence. The degree to which
such perspectives from the L1 speaker are valuable to the outsider linguist will depend on the
latter’s research questions. Crucially, overt expressions of metalinguistic knowledge are still
considered to be observable linguistic phenomena, and as such, they are worthy of being not only
included in the documentary corpus, but also analyzed in a systematic way.
Most researchers interested in structural97 approaches to linguistics are more concerned
with what the knowledge is—metalinguistic or otherwise—rather than with how such kinds of
knowledge emerge in the interaction between researcher and consultant, and in what contexts.
The elicitation interview in linguistics, however, is not unlike the interview in other fields of
social science (Ensink 2003). Regardless of one’s particular area of specialization as a social
scientist, “[r]esearchers in several disciplines have argued that a social science interview should
be seen as a product of situated interaction, rather than as the elicitation of the interviewee’s preexisting cognitive state” (Lampropoulou & Meyers 2012:n.p.). Since “all data produced in
interaction (including interviews) are irreducibly context-bound” (De Fina 2011:27), linguists
should also attune to those discursive and interactional contexts, which goes beyond making
notes about the extra-linguistic context for metadata entry, as is emphasized in the best practices
of language documentation (e.g., names of people in the elicitation session, the location, time
and date, etc.). Areas of inquiry in sociolinguistics focus on the nature of various kinds of
context as they affect the interactional communicative event; such questions inherently shape the
project goals of any language documentation, such that the elicitation session is valued as a
source of primary data worthy of analysis.
Language documentation projects should not overemphasize the documentation and
analysis of linguistic phenomena that are associated with “the interaction of native speakers
among themselves” to the exclusion of the documentation and analysis of “the interaction
between native speakers and documenters” (Himmelmann 2006:9). The latter can be recorded,
transcribed, and archived in the documentary corpus, but that type of primary data needs to be
I use the term “structural” in the sense of contrasting with “functional.” Even though in traditional terminology,
the contrast is between “formal” and “functional”—or even “theoretical” and “functional”—I choose to use
“structural” as a synonym, so as to avoid the misinterpretations that functional approaches to linguistics are
“informal” or “non-theoretical.”
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annotated and analyzed like any other member in the corpus (Odango 2014a). This charge is
applicable in principle to any linguistics project—language documentation or otherwise—
focusing on any language, regardless of state of endangerment or under-documentation.98
Regarding my interactions with L1 speakers of Mortlockese in the context of elicitation
sessions for this dissertation project, I take the stance that the consultant is in fact an active
participant who is engaged in inferring meaning from the communicative event. After all,
“understanding is an interactive process” (Roberts 1996:15), whereby the interlocutors have to
make sense of each other’s questions, statements, requests, hesitations, and so forth. By “active
participant,” I mean to say that even in a scenario in which most of the linguist output is
produced by the researcher rather than the consultant, the latter still has to actively make
inferences in order to understand what the researcher wants: “both sides have to maintain a level
of conversational involvement as well as achieving at least a partial understanding” (16).99
The degree to which the researcher wants the consultant to be aware of the research
questions depends both on theoretical framework and methodology. Aissen makes the following
observation:
Where the role of the consultant has been raised to a methodological issue, divergent
positions emerge. On one view, the speaker is ideally kept in the dark about the point of
the questions posed, in order to reduce bias: “Under proper informant-linguist situations,
we can trust the informant to give us disinterested responses because the informant is
unaware of our strategy” (Harris & Voegelin 1953:67). But fieldwork is not a controlled
experiment. Consultants are always, to some degree, active participants, and it is
unrealistic to imagine that their participation can be so rigorously constrained. Nor is this
desirable: given the depths of knowledge possessed by native speakers, common sense
dictates that their knowledge be utilized more than an experimental approach permits.
Other scholars see the fieldwork situation as a more collaborative enterprise: on this
view, the speaker’s linguistic knowledge and interest should be engaged to help guide the
direction of research (Hale 1965). (Aissen 2003:28)

Even in, for example, a typology-driven cross-linguistic project on major world languages such as English,
Mandarin, and Spanish—a project that focuses on the what questions about data rather than the how questions of
context and interaction—the interactions between the researchers and consultants are still worthy of documentation
and analysis, at least from the perspective of functional linguistics.
99
The caveat is that the consultant can indeed “check out” of the elicitation session and disengage with the
researcher in a scenario in which communication breaks down. The implication, then, is that it is the fieldworker’s
duty to be sensitive to the consultant’s needs and mitigate the negative effects of such a breakdown in
communication.
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As I explicate in chapters 4 and 6 regarding my methodology, I do not take an experimental
approach in my collection of primary data, that is, the elicitation of both morphological
paradigms and metalinguistic knowledge about perceived morpheme boundaries. My own
participant observation—on which I draw in order to make claims about, for example, the
sociolinguistic setting of the Pakin community and the ethnographic context of each elicitation
session—is a qualitative method that is not informed by experimental frameworks or methods.
Aissen’s (2003:28) point that “fieldwork is not a controlled experiment” is well taken, such that
the fieldworker’s interactions with a consultant is seen as a co-constructed processes of meaning
and understand, one that explores “the depths of knowledge possessed by native speakers” rather
than focuses solely on the “extraction” of facts from a person who is “kept in the dark.”
I find, then, that it is useful in my fieldwork to approach the elicitation session not as an
interview whereby data is moving unidirectionally from the consultant to the researcher, but
rather as a conversation in which inferences are being made by both interlocutors about meaning
(Odango 2014a).100 This perspective applies to both “straightforward” elicitation of
morphological paradigms,101 as well as more nuanced discussion about perceived morpheme
boundaries. As I discuss in chapter 4 regarding my methodology—especially regarding
metalinguistic discussion about perceived morpheme boundaries—it is useful to approach “the
fieldwork situation as a more collaborative enterprise,” one in which I engage “the speaker’s
linguistic knowledge and interest…to help guide the direction of research” (Aissen 2003:28).
When the consultant feels as if he or she is a part of a conversation rather than a person being
interrogated for “facts,” then the linguistic output will be much richer, providing more nuanced
perspectives about highly abstract concepts. This dissertation, then, addresses a perceived gap in
the literature: the analysis of the elicitation session as a highly contextualized interactional
communicative event. Documentary fieldworkers tend to only make anecdotal comments about
the elicitation session; more focused discussion concentrates on best practices in the context of
handbooks or guides to fieldwork. Structurally inclined theoreticians make no mention of the
elicitation when discussing their analyses of their data. And while researchers working in various
Consider Mithun’s (1990) description of the kinds of data that emerge in an elicitation session on Central Pomo
in which the speech is naturalistic and conversational, rather than translations that result from direct elicitation.
101
Even the most seemingly simple task of paradigm construction, however, can be analyzed from an interactional
perspective, especially when attempts at producing a particular paradigm (e.g., low frequency vocabulary) do not
move as “smoothly” as other paradigms (i.e., “troubled talk” on the part of the consultant, and how the fieldworker
manages such talk; see section 3.5.2).
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discourse analytic fields often turn their research inward to focus on the social science interview
(van den Berg et al. 2004), there is a lack of examples of the analysis of grammatically motivated
elicitation sessions in that broad literature. This dissertation attempts to fill such gaps.
Lastly, a matter of terminology: I choose to use the term “consultant” throughout this
dissertation, partially for consistency with the terms that are used in the language documentation
literature, and partially out of personal preference—“consultant” to me connotes that I am
consulting with someone who possesses more knowledge than I about the language under
investigation.102 Nevertheless, I take the perspective that “consultant” is better interpreted as
“interlocutor,” especially in my view that elicitation sessions are indeed conversations, and
fieldwork in general is a large-scale interactional intercultural communicative event.
3.4.2 The exploration and incorporation of emic metalinguistic analyses. With the
development of the terms phonemic and phonetic in linguistics, anthropologists found utility in
that distinction of the “inside” non-directly observable status of the former versus the “outside”
directly observable status of the latter. Pike (1954), in particular, coined the phrases emic and etic
to capture those differences as studied in cultural anthropology: the emic perspective is the
insider’s point of view—the perspective of the people “being studied”—whereas the etic
perspective is the outsider’s point of view.103 In most cases, this outsider point of view is a
Western Enlightenment scientific approach to exploration, investigation, and analysis—most
especially framed within the scientific method. Note that the distinction of “emic versus etic” is
one of perspective, not of an identity: it is indeed possible for someone to be an insider to the
community (i.e., a member of the community, an L1 speaker of the community language, etc.)
and take an emic/outsider’s/scientific approach to the analysis of any number of phenomena,
including language use.
In all subfields of linguistics, there is arguably a general goal for understanding what is
“going on” in the minds of L1 speakers of the language(s) under investigation, although the
In particular, I prefer “consultant” over “informant,” especially given the various political/criminological
connotations associated with the latter (as well as with “informer”).
103
Pike (1954:8) explicates that the emic approach “is an attempt to discover and to describe the pattern of that
particular language or culture in reference to the way in which the various elements of that culture are related to
each other in the functioning of that particular pattern, rather than an attempt to describe them in reference to a
generalized classification derived in advance of the study of that particular culture” (underline in original). The etic
approach, in contrast, replies on analyzing phenomena “in reference to this system which has been created by the
analyst before studying the particular culture within which the new data have been found” (8, underline in original).
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degree to which that is an explicit question greatly varies, depending on the scope of any
particular research project (i.e., questions about the “psychological reality” of a particular
linguistic theory).104 Regardless of whether those L1 speakers are able to articulate any kind of
metalinguistic awareness of the language, the emic perspective of, for example, morpheme
boundaries can be potentially discerned. In keeping with Pike’s (1954) definition of “emic,” an
emic perspective of language in one in which the researcher does not rely on a pre-existing
system of analysis, but rather builds the analysis based on how elements internal to the
language/culture relate to each other. A truly emic approach, then, to metalinguistic analysis is
one that systematically constructs an insider’s perspective about language analysis, rather than
just “reporting” on speaker preferences through anecdotes, footnotes, and passing comments.
In structural linguistics, the degree to which linguists explore and incorporate emic
perspectives into their work varies greatly. Syntacticians, for example, rely heavily on the
pragmatic interpretations of sentences as ascertained by L1 speakers, who determine the
grammaticality and/or felicity of sentences usually through a Likert scale, or even just the simple
identification of “that’s a good sentence” or “that sounds weird to me.” There is, however, no
attempt—at least by syntacticians, to my knowledge—to develop a systematic understanding of
the language/cultural-internal processes and structures that allow L1 speakers to make claims
about grammaticality and/or felicity (i.e., a structured emic analysis of
metalinguistic/metapragmatic awareness). What is of interest to syntacticians is the what
question (i.e., what do L1 speakers have to say about this sentence) rather than the how question
(i.e., how do L1 speakers construct paradigms of grammaticality and/or felicity), since the
answer to the first question is what is most relevant to the syntactician’s analysis of the data. The
same observations can be made in various subfields of linguistics, such as phonetics, phonology,
typology, and historical linguistics.
In other subfields such as cognitive linguistics and functionally oriented
sociolinguistics—as well as linguistic anthropology—there are more systematic attempts at
To qualify that observation, consider the approaches of historical linguistics as an example. Linguists working in
that subfield are not directly concerned with what is “going on” in the minds of present-day speakers of a language,
especially considering that such speakers generally have no knowledge of historical facts of their language, such as
processes of sound change or morphological reanalysis. On the other hand, historical linguists realize that the
processes of change that they are trying to reconstruct as happening in the distant past are indeed happening right
now in real-world present-day speech communities. As such, those historical linguists would need to attune to how
phonologists and morphologists deal with the “psychological reality” of sound change and reanalysis, respectively,
from a synchronic perspective.
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understanding emic perspectives about language, both experimental and non-experimental in
nature (e.g., discourse analytic approaches). Folk linguistics in particular is the study of “the
language beliefs of nonlinguists,” a field of study that is considered to be “one of the
ethnographies of a culture” (Niedzielski & Preston 1999:vii). Most structural linguists would
perhaps be more familiar with the concept of “folk analysis,” which is the metalinguistic analysis
used by L1 speakers with regard to linguistic phenomena that they observe; examples include the
folk etymology of words (e.g., assuming that hamburger is associated with ham, but not being
aware that it is was originally meant ‘someone from Hamburg’) or the process of back-formation
that leads to the creation of new lexemes (e.g., the growing use of to orientate as a backformation of orientation, a verb in competition with the “original” form to orient). Folk analysis,
however, is tacitly perceived by structural linguists as an “incorrect” view of language, since the
positivistic approach to language analysis gives the “correct” answer (e.g., the folk etymology is
wrong, and the historical linguistics etymology is right). Anything that is “folk,” then, is
denigrated, ignored, or at best perceived as “quaint” or “naïve.” Nevertheless, linguists must still
account for such folk analyses in their own structural analyses, since the former undoubtedly
have real effects on observable linguistic phenomena; for example, the expected form that
“should” have been produced from generalizable historical processes of sound change comes out
in an unexpected form due to historical folk analysis, and historical linguists have no choice but
to account for it.
In folk linguistics as a discipline, however, there is no prescriptive attitude taken by the
analyst to the layperson’s own analysis of language—even though a layperson can indeed
express very prescriptive attitudes about language:
We use folk to refer to those who are not trained professionals in the area under
investigation (although we would not for one moment deny the fact that professional
linguists themselves are also a folk group, with their own rich set of beliefs). We
definitely do not use folk to refer to rustic, ignorant, uneducated, backward, primitive,
minority, isolated, marginalized, or lower status groups or individuals. That is an
outdated use in folklore and an absolutely useless one for our purposes. We intend to
study the texture of folk belief about language in a speech community, and we include the
beliefs of respondents from a great variety of backgrounds. To do otherwise would be to
assume that folklore and cultural anthropology are not doable where we live. We also
adopt from modern folklore the notion that folk belief is simply belief, its folk character
being no indication of its truth or falsity. (Niedzielski & Preston 1999:viii, italics in
original)
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In taking the approach that folk linguistics is a systematic study of laypeople’s meta-awareness
about language, an emic construction of how people talk about language can then emerge.
Niedzielski & Preston 1999, for example, develop such emic understandings about Americans’
perspectives on regionalism, language acquisition, and grammaticality, ascertained through
discourse analysis of naturalistic conversation.
In this dissertation, I take the perspective that by developing a nuanced understanding of
L1 speakers’ metalinguistic analysis of morpheme boundaries in PLMRT, such an emic
perspective provides a type of external evidence to potentially support or refute the claims I
make about the morphology of the language, claims that I derive from a structural and
positivistic approach to the analysis of the data I collect. As I explain in chapter 6, this
perspective is inspired by the approach Rehg (2001) takes in eliciting morpheme boundary
judgments from L1 speakers of Pohnpeian as a way to support a solution to a morphophonemic
problem in Pohnpeian possessive suffixes, a solution that he independently develops from a
generative morphophonemic approach to the data. To the extent that one can hope that the L1
speaker’s analysis and one’s own linguistic analysis might converge,105 the external perspective
nevertheless provides a crucial component in the overarching desideratum of adequately
accounting for observable linguistic phenomena (see section 3.5.3 about “polyvocality”).
I clarify here that I do not engage in a folk linguistics analysis in the vein of Niedzielski
& Preston 1999, since the careful development of a systematic description and analysis of
metalinguistic analysis by speakers of PLMRT is outside of the scope of this dissertation project.
In this sense, I am still working in the tradition of the aforementioned phoneticians, phonologists,
typologists, historical linguists, and others: what I am interested in is in reporting on what my
As I discuss in my methodology in chapter 4 and in later chapters, I overtly acknowledge that the emergence of
an L1 speaker’s metalinguistic analysis about any grammatical phenomena are inherently shaped by the
communicative event, that is, the fact that he or she is having a conversation with me about very abstract
phenomena. The degree to which my actions/speech acts/questions/replies have a direct effect on the way that
person shapes her or his metalinguistic analysis is a matter I need to overtly acknowledge throughout the discourse
analysis. Again, to draw upon Aissen’s (2003:28) observation that “fieldwork is not a controlled experiment” and to
emphasize that I do not take an experimental approach to my methodology, the possibility of my own utterances
“tainting” the L1 speaker’s view of language is not so much a problem of experimental bias (i.e., one that affects the
“purity” of the emic metalinguistic analysis) as it is a responsibility of me as an ethnographer/discourse analyst to
overtly acknowledge the interactional aspects of how elicitation sessions/conversations play out, and the degree to
which one person’s utterances affect the other. I must point out, however, that linguists who choose to anecdotally
mention L1 speaker perspectives in structurally informed academic papers rarely (if ever) discuss their methodology
in either “collecting” such perspectives or systematically analyzing the responses; in such cases, there is no question
of bias, since their methods are opaque to the reader.
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consultants have to say about morpheme boundaries so as to facilitate my theory-driven
explanation of the data. At the same time, however, I wish to provide a much more nuanced
presentation of “what they have to say” by way of using the ethnography of communication to
contextualize their utterances and Interactional Sociolinguistics to systematically analyze the
actual interactive discourse (see the next section). Such an attempt at combining a contextualized
analysis of “where” the data came from with an analysis of “what” the data provide is generally
unheard of in morphology, or any other branch of structural approaches to linguistics, for that
matter. My dissertation is innovative in the sense that I am moving past the tendency of
structurally inclined linguists to anecdotally mention L1 speaker emic perspectives and venturing
into a somewhat more nuanced, contextualized, and salient (opposed to cursory or anecdotal)
presentation of the speech event. I do not quite reach the level of a comprehensive “ethnography”
of L1 speakers’ metalanguage—with the definition of “ethnography” to be addressed in the next
section—but I do acknowledge that I am working in that direction.
3.5. Research question 3: An ethnography of the elicitation session. The following three
sections introduce the frameworks I use in this dissertation regarding the development of an
“ethnography of the elicitation session” as stated in my third research question. An important
terminological preliminary to address here is what “ethnography” means for this project. As
Blommaert & Jie (2010:4–15) discuss, the term “ethnography” is multivalent. Ethnography has
been seen as a method for data collection, and some even reduce ethnography to “fieldwork.”
Blommaert & Jie (2010:4) notice in particular that “[i]n the field of language, ethnography is
popularly perceived as a technique and a series of propositions by means of which something can
be said about ‘context’…[whereby t]alk can…be separated from its context, and whereas the
study of talk is a matter for linguistics, conversations analysis or discourse analysis, the study of
context is a matter for ethnography.” Consider especially, for example, the types of
publications—especially grammatical descriptions—that emerge from documentary fieldwork, in
which the “ethnography” of the speech community whose language is being studied is separated
from the “main” text about the structure of the language (cf. Headland’s (2004) approach to
writing ethnographic introductions). The result is that “[f]ieldwork/ethnography is perceived as
description: an account of facts and experiences captured under the label of ‘context,’ but in
itself often un- or under-contextualized” (Blommaert & Jie 2010:5, emphasis in original).
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Blommaert & Jie argue that ethnography is not simply “method,” “description,”
“fieldwork,” or “context,” but rather it is “a perspective on language and communication,
including ontology and an epistemology, both of which are of significance for the study of
language in society, or better, of language as well as of society” (2010:5, emphasis in original).
Ethnography is a full intellectual program that takes a critical perspective on how discussions of
“context” is itself contextualized; the contexts surrounding a speech act are not peripheral to the
discussion, regardless if the primary discussion is focusing on the speech act itself (e.g., in a
discourse analytic framework). For Blommaert & Jie, “[o]bject-level (the ‘acts’ themselves) and
metalevel (ideas and interpretations of these acts) cannot be separated in ethnography, for the
social value of language in an intrinsic and constituent part of language usage itself” (2010:9).
To be clear, though, what this means in an actual write-up within an ethnographic framework is
that various discussions will have to be compartmentalized and physically separated in the
textual product—if anything, for the sake of readability. What is crucial, however, in this
ethnographic perspective is that the connecting threads need to be overtly made by the
ethnographer, such that speech and context are interwoven in a cohesive tapestry.
Furthermore, I acknowledge that my goal in developing an “ethnography of the
elicitation session” is a project that focuses on the particular activity of the elicitation session
rather than of documentary fieldwork more broadly. I consider the former to be subsumed within
the latter, since documentary fieldwork can include activities such as participant observation, the
formal and informal processes of asking for permission to engage in fieldwork, the in situ
development of applications of fieldwork research with the community, and so forth.
Nevertheless, my use of the phrase “elicitation session” is also broad, one that subsumes any
type of activity in which the fieldworker elicits speech from a consultant. There is no need for
the elicitation session to be restricted to only a certain output of metalinguistic information, such
as translations of sentences or conjugation tasks. The qualifier concerns the word “session”: the
interaction between the fieldworker and consultant is purposefully bounded off from other
concurrent activities by spatial and temporal parameters, such as sitting in a quiet location away
from others and meeting at an agreed-upon time for a specific duration.106

There is much to be learned about the benefits and challenges of “spontaneous” elicitation during fieldwork. This
is a body of literature that should also be developed so as to provide insights for linguists in training. However,
given my focus on non-spontaneous sessions, I leave this matter for future research.
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My approach to “ethnography” in this dissertation follows the spirit of Blommaert &
Jie’s perspective. Insofar as I dedicate chapter 8 to the discussion of the ethnography of the
elicitation session with illustrative discourse examples, I do not take the approach that the
ethnography is “separate” from the grammatical description. The descriptions of structural facts
about PLMRT in chapter 5 and the detailed discussion of the morphological paradigm data in
chapter 7 are connected to the ethnographic discussions in chapter 8 by virtue of the fact that the
former chapters “set the language stage” for the latter. And even the ethnolinguistic information I
provide in chapter 2 and appendix A are not ancillary, since they provide a broad-level context
that plays a role in how my interactions with each consultant play out, as well as how I analyze
such interactions.
As I explain in section 1.3, what is relevant to the analytic module of any language
documentation project is not just what consultants say—that is, the propositional knowledge that
they “possess”—but also how they express such knowledge and in what contexts. While most
analyses in the broad framework of language documentation focus on the former, few focus on
the latter—in particular, an emphasis on the discursive content and context from which the
“linguistic facts” (e.g., elicited sentences, felicity judgments, emic metalinguistic analyses, etc.)
are gleaned. I take the approach that both the content and the context need to be analyzed in
systematic ways, as they provide insights into the processes of discovery and exploration I
undertake in this project—the story I wish to share with the readers). The specific analytic tools I
employ to develop this discourse-based ethnography are the ethnography of communication and
Interactional Sociolinguistics, which I address in the following two sections, respectively. In the
third section, I discuss the critical frame of ethnographic writing in which I place not only my
answers to the third research question, but also my dissertation as a whole.
By explaining both the ethnographic and the discursive contexts of the elicitation
sessions, not only do I provide analytic insights as they emerge during and after fieldwork, but
also I provide a level of transparency that is otherwise lacking in other language documentation
projects. I provide, of course, the expected material such as primary data in the form of
recordings along with associated metadata. I also provide information such as transcribed
excerpts of elicitation sessions and ethnographic data that allow other analysts to look at my
primary data and draw their own independent conclusions.107
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I would like to thank Andrea L. Berez (pers. comm., 2014) for sharing this insight with me.
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3.5.1 The ethnography of communication. As I explain in section 3.4.1, the elicitation session
is inherently an interactional communicative event primarily grounded in speech. To analyze it
as such requires tools from discourse analysis, whereby “discourse” entails “actual instances of
communicative action in the medium of language” (Johnstone 2008:2)—although this definition
can be widened to include all “meaningful symbolic behavior” (Blommaert 2005:2) regardless of
modality (i.e., linguistic and non-linguistic modes of communication). The ethnography of
communication, in particular, is a discourse analytic framework that “conceptualizes
communication as a continuous flow of information, rather than as a segmented exchange of
messages” in which there is “a concern with the relationship between symbolic practices and
social structure” (Lindlof & Taylor 2011:46). The ethnography of communication is a means by
which researchers study the interactions among the members of a “speech community”
(Philipsen 1975). In this framework, researchers are interested in asking questions such as, “How
do communication practices reflect local preferences for its form and content?” (47). While most
ethnography of communication studies focus on the communicative practices that are internal to
a particular speech community, by no means does the framework preclude practices that may be
considered “external” by virtue of the status of an interlocutor in the communicative event who
is considered to be an “outsider,” such as a linguistic fieldworker engaging with a speech
community member in the activity of the elicitation session.
Hymes’s (1962) conceptualization of the “ethnography of speaking” was particularly
influential in the development of the ethnography of communication, whereby Hymes placed
empirical focus on “speaking as an activity in its own right” (16).108 There was then a shift in
researchers’ focus away “from speech as an abstract code to a situated and practical event whose
understanding requires qualitative research” (Lindlof & Taylor 2011:47, italics in original).
Hymes’s model of the speech event (i.e., “communicative” event)109 was later made famous with
the SPEAKING acronym (1971, 1974):
To place Hymes’s perspectives in a historical context, this emphasis on investigating speaking as an activity
worthy of empirical investigation was a response to Chomskyian views of language in which “competence” (i.e.,
tacit knowledge of grammatical rules that allow a person to understand and produce language) was valued more than
“performance” (i.e., the real-world use of language)—valued, at least, in “mainstream” linguistic research. I
acknowledge, then, that my dissertation is just one instance in a long line of linguistic work that seeks to combine
structuralist/positivistic views about language analysis with functionalist ones (i.e., incorporating morphophonemics
from a Chomyskian generativist tradition with discourse analysis within a single work).
109
I use the terms “speech event” and “communicative event” synonymously in this work.
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Setting or scene: the former for physical circumstances, the latter for sociocultural ones



Participants: speaker/sender, hearer/receiver, conceptualizer, etc.



Ends: the purposes and goals of the speech event, as well as outcomes



Act sequence: the form and order of the content being expressed in the event



Key: the affective characteristics (tone, manner, spirit, etc.) of the event



Instrumentalities: the channels and forms of the speech code, which includes lects and
styles



Norms of interaction and interpretation: the social rules governing the event



Genres: the categories/types of speech act or event

The SPEAKING model is best understood as a heuristics rather than a discrete checklist of
components (Hymes 1971:53); it is a tool that the fieldworker/ethnographer can use to document
and analyze any given speech event. Within the framework of language documentation, Seifart
(2008:68) asserts that “[w]ith respect to the applicability of the parameters suggested by the
ethnography of communication, it should be made clear that these are not primarily intended as
serving for a comprehensive classification of all event types in a given community.” Rather,
“[t]hey are…conceived for the description and analysis of individual types, often very specific
ones” (68), including elicitation sessions. Such heuristics are crucial to the processes of
ethnographic discovery and analysis, since “patterns of usage are not always noticeable or easily
interpretable” (Hill 2006:115).
In this dissertation, I follow in general the approach taken by Seifart (2008), whereby the
communicative event is presented as a case study example, preceded by explicit discussion of the
parameters in the SPEAKING model. Seifart in particular discusses the broad categories of
“songs” and “informal events” in North West Amazon cultural groups as a whole, rather than
specific songs or specific informal events. Nevertheless, he uses the SPEAKING model as a tool
to facilitate ethnographic description and analysis, rather than a classificatory “end” in of itself.
There are two primary differences between my approach and Seifart’s. The first is that I do not
focus on an instance of an elicitation session as an event to be studied for the sake of
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ethnographic analysis per se,110 but rather the instance of an elicitation session is a discoursebased contextualization of one of two aspects in my morphophonemic analysis: (1) the
development of my research questions while in the field; and (2) the emergence of emic
metalinguistic analyses. In order to empirically ground these speech events, I systematically
analyze these excerpts in the framework of Interactional Sociolinguisitcs in chapter 8 (see the
next section). This is the second difference: whereas Seifart does not include any transcribed data
in his discussion of songs and informal events, I find it necessary to provide excerpts to facilitate
the description. I do not, however, take the approach that such excerpts are mere illustrations of
the speech event—that is, it is not sufficient to simply “pepper” my morphophonemic analysis
with elicitation session excerpts. I utilize a systematic methodology to analyze the excerpts I
incorporate into the main text for the two reasons I have stated, that is, explaining through
interactive discourse how my research questions were realized in the field and how the emic
metalinguistic analyses emerged. Furthermore, in light of the ethnographic perspective I take
following Blommaert & Jie 2010, I acknowledge that in chapter 8, even though I discuss the
SPEAKING parameters “separately” before the analysis of the discourse excerpts, I do not
intend for the SPEAKING parameters to stand alone, for the provide crucial context for the
discourse excerpts.
3.5.2 Interactional Sociolinguistics. Of the array of discourse analytic frameworks available
that analyze moment-by-moment speech, I find Interactional Sociolinguistics (Gumperz 1982) to
be a well-suited tool for my goals of working toward an ethnography of the elicitation session.
Interactional Sociolinguistics is a framework that approaches discourse from the perspective of
social constructionism (cf. Berger & Luckmann 1966): language is where social life is created,
and analysts can point to moments in everyday language use as instances of how people make
sense of the world. Participants (i.e., “interlocutors”) interactional discourse are constantly
inferring meaning—pragmatic, social, propositional, and so forth—from each other’s utterances.
Researchers working in Interactional Sociolinguistics employ the “contextualization cue”
as a fundamental tool to ascertain the linguistic and non-linguistic features in the interactional
discourse that allow interlocutors to infer such kinds of meaning. Contextualization cues are “any
In this vein, I do not attempt to develop as “thick” an ethnographic description as possible (Geertz 1973),
although such is a desideratum of any kind of discourse-based ethnography.
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feature of linguistic form that contributes to the signaling of contextual presuppositions,” which
emerge as “constellations of surface features of message form…the means by which speakers
signal and listeners interpret what the activity is, how semantic content is to be understood and
how each sentence relates to what precedes or follows” (Gumperz 1982:131, italics in original).
Linguistic contextualization cues can include anything from the potential range of linguistic
expression: lexical choice, prosody, syntactic inversion, the use of evidentials, code-switching,
silence, laughter, and so forth. Non-linguistic cues can include gaze, modal and pedal interaction,
and facial expression. Fundamental to the analysis within Interactional Sociolinguistics the
incorporation of contextual information that frames the communicative event: ethnographic
information about the community, knowledge of social expectations, background familiarity of
the interlocutors’ linguistic patterns, and so forth, all of which provide the information that
allows the analyst to make claims about an interlocutor’s inferences at any given moment in the
discourse. As researchers such as Bucholtz (2011:394) emphasize, “ethnographic knowledge
must be combined with interactional analysis to appreciate the full import” of any given speech
event.
One might get a better appreciation of contextualization cues and the analysis of
inferences between interlocutors in examples of “troubled talk” or misunderstanding, that is,
examples in which there is a breakdown of expected inferences and frames. One well-known
example is the “so y’re gonna check out ma ol lady, hah?” interaction cited by Gumperz
(1982:133):
Husb: So y’re gonna check out ma ol lady, hah?
Interv: Ah, no. I only came to get some information. They called from the office.
(Husband dropping smile, disappears without a word and calls his wife)
Whereas the man who answers the door tries to evoke a humorous frame with his language use
(e.g., ma ol lady denoting ‘wife’), the researcher who knocked on the door replies in more formal
language denoting a professional frame, not acknowledging the humorous frame. Regardless of
whether the researcher indeed infers a humorous frame and chooses not to engage in it, or the
researcher did not infer a humorous frame despite the contextualization cues of linguistic register
(i.e., informal vs. formal), the effect on the husband is the same: he subsequently infers that the
frame is rejected, and disengages from the interaction. This brief example shows how inferences
made from contextualization cues are inherently interactional; instances where communication
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breaks down bring into high relief the inferences that “should” have been made based on
contextualization cues the researcher identifies in the interaction. Nevertheless, interactions that
proceed “smoothly” between interlocutors are just as worthy of analysis in Interactional
Sociolinguistics, for indeed, the unmarked scenarios of “untroubled talk” allow for more nuanced
understanding of “troubled talk.”
Interactional Sociolinguistics methodology provides analysts with a way to connect
brought-about moments in the interactional discourse with brought-along contexts (Giddens
1976), both the larger discursive environment (e.g., what has been previously uttered) and the
ethnographic context as a whole. As I explain in section 3.5.1, I incorporate instances from my
elicitation sessions into the analyses I develop in chapters 7 and 8 as a means to contextualize via
discourse (1) the development of my research questions while in the field, and (2) the emergence
of emic metalinguistic analyses. I take the perspective that it is not enough to simply insert
excerpts of the transcribed data as mere illustrations of “what goes on” in the elicitation session.
Such excerpts need systematic analysis, and I choose to engage in such an analysis via
Interactional Sociolinguistics. As examples in chapter 8 show, I particularly attune to
dispreference markers (Pomerantz 1984:70) and epistemic stancetaking (Mushin 2001) as
specific contextualization cues that allow me to infer “certainty” in my consultant’s statements
about highly metalinguistic concepts of morpheme boundaries.
3.5.3 The critical frame of ethnographic writing. Even though I incorporate ethnographic
writing at various parts in this dissertation—in particular, the ethnographic background
information about the Mortlocks and the Pakin community in chapter 2 and appendix A, as well
as the ethnographic descriptions of the various elicitation sessions I describe in chapter 8—I
acknowledge that I am not writing an ethnography per se as a component of this dissertation.
Nevertheless, I find the critical frame of ethnographic writing discussed by Clifford (1986)—the
introductory chapter to Marcus & Clifford 1986—to be applicable in a variety of ways to a
dissertation project that is grounded in structural approaches to language, particular in how
language is (re)presented by me (the fieldworker, the community outsider, and the author) to a
larger audience. Blommaert & Jie, in particular, note that the programmatic view of ethnography
for which they argue “emerges from critical voices from within ethnography” (2010:5),
including authors such as Clifford (1988), Fabian (1983), and Hymes (1996). The linguistic
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analysis of communicative events (i.e., realized as academic products such as dissertations,
journal articles, monographs, etc.) produces what ethnographic writing produces: “another form
of discourse in [the ethnographers’] own language and that shared by their readers and
listeners—the famous ‘ethnographic narrative’—allowing [the ethnographers’] public to share
knowledge about or produced by the other” (Franchetto 2006:184).
There are four principles from Clifford’s discussion about the critical approach to
ethnographic writing that resonate with me in the formation of this dissertation project and in the
actual writing process. The first is the realization that ethnographic writing is an art form: “[t]he
making of ethnography is artisanal, tied to the worldly work of writing” (1986:6). While such a
claim might be overt to some degree in the process of telling the “story” about, say, a particular
cultural practice, I find that the same applies in grammatical description. An ethnography is not
simply the listing of “facts” about a culture; rather, Clifford challenges the reader to consider the
perspective that “[e]thnographic writings can properly be called fictions in the sense of
‘something made or fashioned,’ the principal burden of the word’s Latin root, fingere” (1986:6,
italics in original). Through the strategic use of rhetoric, anecdotes, metaphors, intertextuality,
and so forth, the ethnographer is telling a carefully crafted story about a community and its
practices. Similarly, a grammatical description of a language is “fictional” in the sense that the
linguist is describing an idealized version of the language—free from the “accidents” of
performance errors, the idiosyncracies of individual consultants, the complexity of different
levels of competency across generations, and so forth—that is, a description of the grammatical
system of the language that has probably never been spoken by an actual person in the real
world.111 Furthermore, such types of writing—regardless of how technical they can appear to be
on the surface—still rely on the linguist’s ability to write well, strategically employing rhetoric,
anecdotes, metaphors, and so forth to convince the reader of a particular grammatical story that
is being told. A grammatical description is something that has been fashioned by the linguist, and
to treat it as such has implications on the way I as the writer of such a grammatical description—
in this case, morphological paradigms in PLMRT—take responsibility for what I create (and what
I claim) about another people’s language through my own writing.

I am indebted to Kenneth L. Rehg for explicitly sharing with me the perspective that “grammars are like fictions”
in an office hours meeting a few years ago (and long before I ever read Clifford 1986). His words have resonated
with me in various ways, especially so considering his experience with grammar writing (Rehg 1981).
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The second principle is described by Clifford as the matter of dealing with “partial truths”
in ethnographic writing:
Ethnographic truths are thus inherently partial—committed and incomplete. This point is
now widely asserted—and resisted at strategic points by those who fear the collapse of
clear standards of verification. But once accepted and built into ethnographic art, a
rigorous sense of partiality can be a source of representational tact. (Clifford 1986:7)
Just as an ethnographer cannot hope to describe everything that is happening in a community for
the purposes of telling of the ethnographic story, so, too, does the linguistic fieldworker realize
that the grammatical description will contain gaps, a consequence of the realities of fieldwork.
Clifford (1986:18) asserts that “[t]here is no whole picture that can be ‘filled in,’ since the
perception and filling of a gap lead to the awareness of other gaps.” Such a claim resonates with
documentary linguistic fieldwork, since work in the field leads to initial analyses (both in situ
and “back home”), which in turn compel the researcher to return to the field to “fill in” gaps in
the data, which then lead to more questions of analysis, and so forth (cf. Woodbury’s (2003)
circular annotation model of language documentation). The charge from Clifford, however, is for
the writer to be consciously aware of the holes in one’s research and to overtly account for such
gaps in one’s writing. For me personally, this is a matter of maintaining transparency in the
presentation of my research—to take a stance not of being apologetic for what I cannot say (or
what I must omit), but of being confident in what I can say.
The third principle is about how polyvocality is managed in ethnographic writing.
Clifford (1986:6–7) asserts that “cultural fictions are based on systematic, and contestable,
exclusions…[that] may involve silencing incongruent voices…or deploying a consistent manner
of quoting, ‘speaking for,’ translating the reality of others.” In particular, “[p]olyvocality was
restrained and orchestrated in traditional ethnographies by giving to one voice a pervasive
authorial function and to others the role of sources, ‘informants,’ to be quoted or paraphrased”
(15). Such a matter is manifested in language documentation during both fieldwork and the
analysis/writing process. In discussions of fieldwork methodology, polyvocality is somewhat
tacitly encouraged, because in ideal scenarios, the linguist works with different consultants
across age groups, gender, social class, and so forth; otherwise, one might end up writing a
grammar that is completely based on the idiolect of just one individual (cf. Dwyer 2006,
Ladefoged 2003, inter alia), which is not a goal given the general desideratum of creating a
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grammatical description that broadly describes the speech of an entire community (however
defined).112 The degree to which polyvocality emerges in linguistic writing, however, varies. At
one level is the recognition that “other voices” do indeed appear (albeit at a rather superficial
level), most notably the voices of the consultants by virtue of the example sentences/texts that
the linguist incorporates throughout the main discussion—indeed, the transcribed representation
of the primary data (i.e., archived audio recordings), without which the main grammatical
discussion could not exist.113
At a deeper level, however, is the matter Clifford (1986:15) discusses about “giving to
one voice a pervasive authorial function” and the others being relegated a secondary role of
“source” or “informant”—that is, the voices of the people from whom we “extract” the data are
not part of the main analysis. While such a state of affairs may be troubling to researchers who
engage in critical modes of ethnographic writing, it is not so much an issue in structurally
informed linguistics, since there is not really any kind of critical discourse that surrounds how
grammatical descriptions and theories are created and presented in writing, so much as
evaluating what they have to offer to the theorization of language. What I find valuable from
Clifford’s discussion about polyvocality is the recognition that ethnographic writing can allow
more than one “authorial voice” to emerge in the product. The parallel I see in grammatical
description—in both the analysis and the actual written product—is grounded in my discussions
in section 3.4 about the L1 speakers’ metalinguistic knowledge about their language and the
incorporation of an emic metalinguistic analysis into my own structurally based theory-internal
analysis. Drawing upon Rehg’s (2001) approach in turning to the “Pohnpeian solution” to solve a
possessive suffix puzzle—a solution of L1 speakers’ reanalysis that facilitates analogical
extension—I find that there is great value in incorporating the consultants’ voices during the
various stages of discovery (i.e., engaging in metalinguistic conversations about the phenomena
under investigation) and analysis (i.e., incorporating transcribed excerpts of such conversations
into the main text). Their perspectives can shed light on the research problem, providing different
lenses through which I can search for solutions, which to me is a better strategy than looking
In reality, however, this goal can never truly be achieved since speech systems are constantly in flux.
Furthermore, a great deal of variation—down to the idiolectal level—is often ignored when making broad
generalizations about the langue of a speech community.
113
The caveat here is that the identities of the people whose voices are incorporated into the text are obscured due to
various protocols in academic writing (i.e., using pseudonyms). Their voices are heard, but the reader still does not
know who they are.
112
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through only one’s own set of glasses. And even though I may not encounter an instance during
my research in which a consultant overtly articulates “the answer” to my morphophonemic
questions—how we long for those “aha!” moments in the field!—I take the perspective that my
work is an attempt at embracing polyvocality in a grammatical description. Consider also this
assertion by Blommaert & Jie’s (2010:11) about ethnography: “[w]hereas in most other
approaches, the target of scientific method is simplification and reduction of complexity, the
target in ethnography is precisely the opposite…[since r]eality is kaleidoscopic, complex and
complicated, often a patchwork of overlapping activities” (italics in original). While those
working in ethnography may more readily accept the “messiness” of social interaction as part of
the “official statement” about the speech community, those working in grammatical description
and analysis as a result of documentary fieldwork are not as inclined to accept such “messiness”
as part of the “official statement” about the language. Despite these seemingly opposite views, I
feel that there is space for both perspectives in a single academic work, especially when the two
are brought together to explore previously unasked questions.
The fourth principle is actually a call that Clifford makes for ethnographic writing as a
whole:
All of the essays collected here [in Marcus & Clifford 1986] point toward new, better
modes of writing. One need not agree with their particular standards to take seriously the
fact that in ethnography, as in literary and historical studies, what counts as ‘realist’ is
now a matter of both theoretical debate and practical experimentation…In cultural studies
at least, we can no longer know the whole truth, or even claim to approach it. The
rigorous partiality I have been stressing here may be a source of pessimism for some
readers. But is there not a liberation, too, in recognizing that no one can write about
others any longer as if they were discrete objects or texts? And may not the vision of a
complex, problematic, partial ethnography lead, not to its abandonment, but to more
subtle, concrete ways of writing and reading, to new conceptions of culture as interactive
and historical? (Clifford 1986:25)
My answer is a resounding “YES!” to Clifford’s questions in the context of writing grammatical
descriptions. My reaction is not to admit defeat and take a fatalistic attitude of solipsism, but
rather to understand the limitations of my processes of discovery and analysis, and to allow such
constraints to guide me in “better” writing. Regarding the “linguistic component” of my
dissertation as exemplified by research question 1 (and to some extent research question 2), the
story I choose to tell about an alternative analysis to morphological paradigms in PLMRT may
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very well not stand the test of time, and another more parsimonious explanation may be offered
by someone else. But such a realization does not lessen my desire to emphasize the contributions
that my dissertation project makes for linguistic theory (both structural and functional), areal
studies, practical fieldwork methodology, the steps toward investigating and incorporating emic
metalinguistic analyses, the development of an ethnography of the elicitation session, and
applications for pedagogy. Indeed, the realization that I am engaged in a “complex, problematic,
partial” (1986:25) grammatical description of morphological paradigms in PLMRT leads me to
interesting questions about, for example, how the elicitation session is reconceptualized as a
communicative event that is both interactional (i.e., a conversation between two people in search
for shared understanding) and situated in space and time (i.e., a moment that can be understood
through the ethnography of communication)—that is, “new conceptions of culture [and
communicative events] as interactive and historical” (25).
I must make clear that even though in this section I have been separating the “linguistic
component” of the description and analysis of grammar from the “ethnographic component” of
the description and analysis of speech community practices, I take Blommaert and Jie’s (2010:8)
stance that “studying language means studying society, more precisely, it means that all kinds of
different meanings, meaning effects, performativities and language functions can and need to be
addressed than those current (and accepted) in mainstream [Chomskyan] linguistics.” This is to
say that the descriptions of what language is (i.e., specific morphological phenomena) and what
people do with such language or say about such language (e.g., metalinguistic reflection about
morphological phenomena) are intertwined. This interconnectedness is realized not only at the
level of the language itself—the “object” being studies—but also at the epistemological
framework of what “description” is trying to do and how it goes about doing it. Blommaert & Jie
make the following observations about Hymes’s extensive published work on ethnography:
Hymes took stock of new reflections on ‘theory’ produced in Chomskyan linguistics, and
foregrounded the issue in ethnography as well, in clearer and more outspoken terms than
before. To Hymes, ethnography was a ‘descriptive theory’: an approach that was
theoretical because it provided description in specific, methodologically and
epistemologically grounded ways. (Blommaert & Jie 2010:6)
As aforementioned, this statement by Blommaert & Jie is in the context of understanding
ethnography not simply as a “method” (i.e., synonymous with “fieldwork”), nor as just the
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“product” that is written up by anthropologists and linguists after the fieldwork is “finished,” but
rather as a holistic, intellectual program that provides a critical perspective for “the study of
language in society, or better, of language as well as society” (2010:5, italics in original). As a
graduate student in linguistics, discussions of “ethnography” in my coursework were limited to
assigned readings of “how-to” guides for writing an ethnographic “introduction” in one’s
grammatical description (cf. Headland 2004). It is admittedly eye-opening for me—especially at
this point toward the end of my graduate student experience while writing this dissertation—to
only now realize that ethnographic fieldwork in anthropology and documentary fieldwork in
linguistics have so much in common as areas of systematic inquiry. Nevertheless, I also find that
there is a practical need to “separate” the grammatical description and analysis from the
ethnographic description and analysis—even though both are focusing on the same objects—for
the sake of producing a clear written product, one that is accessible to different audiences with
different interests (i.e., linguists interested in the morphological analysis versus anthropologists
interested in the interactional discourse analysis). I do note that while my first research question
resides in the realm of grammatical description and analysis, and my third research question in
the realm of ethnographic description and analysis, the second one arguably belongs to both.
Blommaert & Jie (2010:5) note that Darnell’s (1998) book on Boas “contains a revealing
discussion of the differences between Boas and Sapir regarding the classification of North
American languages, and one of the striking things is to see how linguistic classification
becomes a domain for the articulation of theories of culture and cultural dynamics.” It does not
escape me that Boas—one of the forefathers of the American tradition of documentary linguistic
fieldwork, especially with minority and endangered language communities—developed research
that focused not only on language-as-object (i.e., historical linguistics), but also on languagewith-culture (e.g., cultural anthropology, folklore studies, etc.). I believe that it is a promising
area of future research and writing to experiment with the integration of grammatical description
vis-à-vis documentary fieldwork and sociocultural description vis-à-vis ethnographic fieldwork
in a single work; I frame my dissertation as moving in that direction.
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CHAPTER 4. FIELDWORK METHODOLOGY

May 2012. I’ve just finished an elicitation session with a consultant. This individual is
just an extraordinary person. He’s just a year younger than me, and he is what I consider
a Mortlockese example of a polymath, or a Renaissance man. Spearfishing, agriculture,
building local-style houses from memory, playing guitar and singing and composing,
hunting octopus, telling traditional narratives, surviving being adrift at sea—what can’t
this guy do? It is always a great time when I get the chance to record with him. At the end
of this session, I present to him the informed consent form that he is to sign. I explain to
him that he has the choice to select a pseudonym if he chooses, such that anytime I were
to acknowledge him in my academic work, I will refer to him by that pseudonym. He
chooses a specific name, one that I have never heard before on Pakin; I have never heard
him use it to refer to himself, nor have I heard anyone else use it to refer to him. He says
that there’s meaning behind that name, and that he’ll tell me the story that explains its
origin for one day in the future. How cryptic and suspenseful—and how encouraging it is
to see agency in action during fieldwork, with regard to how a consultant chooses to be
self-identified.
4.1 Introduction. In this chapter, I discuss my fieldwork methodology regarding the collection
of two types of primary data on Pakin Lukunosh Mortlockese (PLMRT): (1) elicited
morphological paradigms; and (2) metalinguistic discussions about morphological boundaries
and decomposition. These primary data are based on recordings I collected during fieldtrips to
Pakin in the summers of 2013 (funded by a Graduate Student Organization Grants and Awards
reimbursement award) and 2014 (funded by grants from the East-West Center Field Research
Funding and the Department of Linguistics Endowment Fund). Other discussions in this
dissertation that are based on participant-observations (e.g., the ethnographic background about
Pakin in section 2.3) are drawn not only from the aforementioned fieldtrips, but also from
fieldtrips I took in the summers of 2010 and 2011 (both funded by the Arts and Sciences Student
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Research Award) and 2012 (funded by a Bilinksi Pre-Dissertation Research Award),114 all of
which are built upon the foundation I developed while living and working on Pakin during my
Peace Corps Volunteer service (2006–9).
4.2 IRB approval. My fieldwork is considered by the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa (UHM)
Committee on Human Studies to be exempt from Department of Health and Human Services
regulations, 45 CFR Part 46, under the authority of section 46.191(b)(2). This exemption was
given on April 22, 2010, and expires on April 22, 2015. The title of my project that I submitted
for approval is “Documentary fieldwork of the Mortlockese language.” The exemption is for a
broad documentation of speech on Pakin, which includes not only elicitations of morphological
paradigms and metalinguistic conversations as the focus on this dissertation, but also other
speech genres such as narratives (e.g., traditional stories about the uruwo ‘history’ of Pakin),
descriptions about local flora and fauna, and conversations between speakers.
I submitted both an English and a PLMRT version of my consent form in the approval
process. I provide consultants with the latter version of the form since it is more immediately
accessible to them (i.e., written in the L1 of the community), although the English version is
available upon request. I explicitly ask consultants to check the following before they sign (a
check is ‘yes,’ blank is ‘no’): (1) if they allow me to have their recordings potentially uploaded
to a digital archive; and (2) if they would prefer for their full name to be used in any
acknowledgements of their contribution in my publications. Regarding the first point, I verbally
clarify with the consultants that even if they allow their recordings to be archived as a whole, I
still defer to each consultant’s choice about whether a particularly sensitive recording can be
archived. This matter arises in cases in which a particular narrative about family or about a
sacred location has been recorded; while other recordings within the session may be allowed to
be archived as part of the informed consent, the consultant will specifically tell me which ones I
cannot archive.
Regarding the second point, I verbally ask the consultants if they would like to use a
pseudonym rather than their real name, and if so, what pseudonym they would prefer. The way I
treat consultant names in this dissertation is as follows:
All of the awards I mention here are based on funding sources within the University of Hawai‘i system, with the
exception of the East-West Center Field Research Funding grant.
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acknowledgements: I use the real names of the consultants in my acknowledgements
page.



linguistic examples (both morphological and discursive) in the main text: For any
morphological example (e.g., a paradigm set) in which I attribute the example to a
specific consultant, I defer to the protocol of using another identifier rather than the
consultant’s real name. For personal preference, I choose to use a pseudonym rather than
an impersonal identifier such as “Consultant A.” In the case that the particular consultant
has not given me a pseudonym of her or his choosing, then I create a (first name)
pseudonym that reflects commonly seen names in the Federated States of Micronesia
(FSM).115



other discussions about specific non-linguistic examples in the main text (e.g.,
ethnographic and sociolinguistic descriptions): For these examples, the guiding
principle that determines whether I use the consultant’s real name (i.e., referring to the
person with the title “Mrs.” or “Mr.” followed by the real last name) is based on respect
of what is being said, in what context, and by whom. In a case in which potentially
sensitive or face-threatening material is being discussed—and yet attribution of such
material is called for in that particular context—then I defer to using an indefinite
pronoun (e.g., someone once told me that…), or if necessary, a pseudonym (again, either
that person’s choosing, or my own if none has been chosen). Otherwise, I choose to
respect a consultant’s sharing of knowledge about Pakin or PLMRT with me by overtly
recognizing her or him in the main text with her or his real (last) name (see section 2.3.1
regarding my stance about how I treat knowledge that is shared with me).

4.3 Sample of consultants. I collected primary data for this dissertation research from nine L1
speakers of PLMRT. In figure 13, for each consultant, I give his or her pseudonym, gender, the
fieldwork year in which I collected primary data from the consultant, and age at the time of the
indicated fieldwork year; the consultants are ordered alphabetically:

Names in the FSM tend to contain gender-associated “cranberry morphs”: female names have an element [liin]
(realized as <leen> or <lyn>), and male names have [son] <son> (with [k.son] realized as <xon>).
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NAME
Adaleen
Anrot
Arileen
Eison
Mahany
Maraleen
Milson
Nika
Petrus

GENDER
female
male
female
male
male
female
male
female
male

FIELDWORK YEAR
2013
2013
2014
2013
2014
2013
2014
2013
2014

AGE
18
28
20
19
22
21
20
50
38

Figure 13. Sample of consultants
Part of the reason for the skewing of my sample toward the youth is the reality of daily schedules
on Pakin: younger people have relatively freer schedules than their elders, since the women are
maintaining the homestead (e.g., caring for young children, cooking, harvesting plants, etc.) and
the men are engaged in fishing, harvesting breadfruit, and clearing the land.116
All of the consultants are speakers of PLMRT, at least to the degree that I can discern
based on my long-term participant-observation of their speech (see section 2.3.5.1 regarding the
diagnostic criteria that distinguish PLMRT from PSMRT).117 I focus solely on speakers of PLMRT
in this project so as to make claims about that particular dialect within the larger Pakin geolect,
primarily because there are important differences in morphology between PLMRT and PSMRT
(the other dialect that has the next largest number of speakers on Pakin); I explain such
differences in further detail with illustrative examples in chapter 5. Furthermore, as indicated in
my discussions throughout chapter 2, I learned how to speak Mortlockese following PLMRT
speech patterns; from an etic analysis perspective, I am more familiar with that variety, thus
more comfortable with making claims about it. I was able to elicit the full set of paradigms from
all nine of the consultants; I engaged in metalinguistic discussion with six of them, and
discussion about the perceived value of this research with a different set of six (see chapter 6 for
specific details).
Young women and men have the same responsibilities, but to a lesser degree than adults; this is especially true
for unmarried youth.
117
I surmise that PLMRT is the dominant code of these consultants, in comparison to Pohnpeian (again, based on my
participant-observation of their bilingualism) and to PSMRT, a dialect that I do not observe these particular
consultants using, either in my elicitation of primary data with them or in everyday speech. To label these
individuals “L1 speakers of PLMRT” is somewhat misleading, as I cannot empirically claim that PLM RT was indeed
their first language of interaction/production as an infant. Mr. Anrot, for example, discussed with me during my
2013 fieldtrip that he claims that he spoke PSMRT as a child, but over time due to the influence of his family/peer
cohort, he adopted PLMRT such that to this day, I only observe him use the latter.
116
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4.4 Meta-language. I choose to use PLMRT as the meta-language of my elicitation sessions,
whereby “meta-language” is the “language used for discussion, translation, and analysis”
separate from “the language under investigation (the object language)” (Matthewson 2004:375,
fn. 9). There are practical reasons for doing so, the first of which is that almost all of the
members of the Pakin community speak some dialect of Mortlockese as their L1 and Pohnpeian
as their L2; only a few speak English as an L3 (see section 2.3.4). Second, I feel comfortable in
using Mortlockese as the meta-language during elicitation sessions because I gained
conversational fluency in Mortlockese during my Peace Corps service (‘Superior’ rating on the
American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) Language Proficiency
Interview in May 2009). I continue to maintain fluency due to my summer field trips and the
opportunities to converse with Mortlockese speakers in Hawai‘i (including on the UHM
campus). I only acquired minimal Pohnpeian phrases during my Peace Corps service.
Mortlockese, then, is the common code in my fieldwork situation.118
Furthermore, even for consultants whom I know possess some degree of fluency in
English, my choice to use Mortlockese rather than English with them is motivated by rapport:
because my interactions with the entire Pakin community outside of “work”—both my work as a
teacher during my Peace Corps Volunteer service and my fieldwork as a linguist—have been
entirely in their L1, it would be counter-productive and potentially face-threatening to use a
language that has not been a part of my meaningful interactions with them in the past. I follow,
then, the lead of other researchers like Everett (2001) who engage in monolingual fieldwork,
despite the challenges that occur (Rosés Labrada 2011). Some of the pitfalls of monolingual
fieldwork include the fieldworker going on record in the audio recordings as making language
mistakes and the potential for such mistakes leading to misunderstanding and/or
misinterpretation of the question being asked, which can be major distractors in a context where
the questions are highly abstract in nature. Such challenges, though, are nothing insurmountable;
circumlocutions, code-switching into English/Pohnpeian, or making gestures and drawings can
be employed as other strategies to facilitate communication. In my personal fieldwork
experience, the benefits far outweigh the liabilities.

118

Code-switching into English or sometimes Pohnpeian as a meta-language does occur occasionally in my data.
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4.5 Data management. I make attempts at each step of my data collection to confirm to the best
practices of language documentation regarding the management of data (Bird & Simons 2003,
Simons 2006, inter alia). Regarding my written notes, I use organized binders and notebooks,
divided into relevant sections (e.g., one section per consultant). Upon arrival from fieldwork, I
scan the contents of my binder/notebook at 300 dpi and save them in .tiff format for my own
personal backup. Regarding audio recordings, I use a ZOOM H4n digital solid state recorder to
make recordings in both 44.1 kHz .wav format, as well as 320 kbps .mp3 format. Whereas I try
to use the former format as much as possible, I sometimes have to resort to the latter, especially
for long elicitation sessions focusing on metalinguistic discussion, since recording in .wav format
requires more storage and more battery power. I do not use an external microphone since the
condenser microphones on the ZOOM H4n are adequate, especially since I am not engaging in
phonetic studies for this particular dissertation project—although I do not exclude such
investigations for the broader-level documentation of PLMRT. Depending on the circumstances
regarding the availability of using solar power while on Pakin, I make every attempt to upload
the audio recordings from the SD/SDHC cards to my laptop after every session. I leave the
original recordings on the SD/SDHC cards as a backup while in the field.
Upon each return from fieldwork, I create another backup of the recordings on DVD and
leave them in my permanent residence in Virginia. Throughout the writing process of this
dissertation, I have been working with Andrea L. Berez in archiving my recordings into
Kaipuleohone, the online digital archive managed by the Department of Linguistics at UHM.119
My recordings are deposited in the collection titled “Odango Collection - Kapsen Mwoshulók
(Mortlockese),” available at this link: http://scholarspace.manoa.hawaii.edu/handle/10125/32732.
I set the restrictions for my recordings to “access by permission of the depositor only,” so that I
can make every attempt to contact the consultant regarding a particular request for access to
archived data; even in the case in which I am not able to directly contact the consultant, I leave it
to my discretion to allow permission for access.120 As recommended by Kaipuleohone, I allow
The Kaipuleohone home page is available here: http://www.ling.hawaii.edu/langdoc/archive.html. (7 January,
2015.)
120
I take the perspective that if the request is in the spirit of what the consultants understand as per what is written
on my consent forms and what I verbally explain to them—that people around the world can access their recordings
to gain a better understanding of Mortlockese, not only other Mortlockese people but also other people who do not
speak Mortlockese but want to learn about the language (e.g., linguists like myself)—then I grant permission for
access. I will make it clear to the requester that he or she clearly acknowledge the consultant by name in the
acknowledgements section of the work, and that he or she use the consultant’s preferred pseudonym if given.
119
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my cataloging information to be made publicly available, even if the data itself is only available
with my permission. In the interest of consultant privacy, I use pseudonyms rather than real
names in my metadata.
I take digital still images and record movies in HD format solely for my own personal use
as a means to organize my audio recordings (e.g., a visual reminder of the set-up of a particular
elicitation session). My UHM IRB-approved consent form does not include a component for
asking permission to take digital images and movies to be used for linguistic
analysis/publications. Transcription of data is facilitated through a variety of software tools, most
especially Audacity (basic sound editing software) and Praat (software package used for phonetic
analysis).
4.6 Elicitation. My discussion about elicitation methods in this section is fairly broad, since I
relegate a more detailed discussion of my elicitation of morphological paradigms and
metalinguistic discourse to chapter 6. With regard to the best practices of the elicitation of
morphological paradigms, I follow authors such as Bowern (2008:93–106) who discuss various
approaches to filling in gaps in inflectional paradigms, which include direct elicitation and the
co-construction of narratives that allow for cells in a paradigm to emerge more naturally.
With regard to the best practices of the elicitation of metalinguistic discourse about
morpheme boundaries, I take the approach that metalinguistic discourse emerges from
metalinguistic reflection that is facilitated by the specific questions posed by the researcher.
“Metalinguistic reflection” is an observable instantiation of linguistic awareness (Simard et al.
2007)—more narrowly, it is the conscious act of reflecting about language. From this reflection
emerges discourse, which is the observable linguistic behavior that is of interest to my research
project. I follow the model provided by authors such as Eberhardt (2012) and Ensink (2003),
who give specific examples of the kinds of questions they ask to facilitate metalinguistic
reflection in the transcript excerpts of their published scholarly works.
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CHAPTER 5. PHONOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL SKETCH

November 2006. In my very first few days staying in Sokehs in the home of Sounihrek
Pakein—the high chief of Pakin—I am shocked to my core by a single phoneme: /ʃ/.
Every single instance of what I expected would be pronounced as /tʃ/ in Mortlockese—
based on what I learned during my Peace Corps training from an L1 speaker of
Mortlockese originally from Kúttú—was pronounced as /ʃ/ by everyone there in Sokehs. I
think to myself, “What is going on?” Did I miss something during my training? I was
under the impression that Mortlockese had a phonemic alveolar affricate. All of my
training materials presented that sound as <ch>, and I learned it as such from my
teacher. Now, here I am amidst other Mortlockese people, and instead of [kiitʃ] for ‘us
(incl.)’ and [tʃaan] for ‘water,’ I hear [kiiʃ] and [ʃaan]. When in Rome, right?
5.1 Introduction. In this chapter, I provide a sketch of the phonology and morphology of Pakin
Lukunosh Mortlockese (PLMRT). I only discuss basic phenomena as related to the data I analyze
in this dissertation; I reserve a fuller account of the phonology and morphology of PLMRT for
future study. Note that in this chapter and all subsequent chapters, I give all language examples
in IPA, either in phonemic or phonetic representation; orthographic representation will be used
as necessary. Furthermore, my discussion of the phonological and morphological phenomena in
this chapter focuses on PLMRT by default with the qualification that almost all of my
descriptions are largely—but not entirely—applicable to Mortlockese as a whole (i.e., applicable
to all dialects, both in situ and diasporic).
5.2 Phonology. In this section, I discuss the consonants, vowels, syllables, moras, phonotactics,
phonological rules, and stress and intonation of PLMRT.
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5.2.1 Consonants. Figure 14 below shows the phonemic consonant inventory of PLMRT:
BILABIAL

pw
mw

p
m

STOPS
NASALS

LABIOVELAR

LABIO-

DENTAL

DENTAL

ALVEOLAR

t

PALATAL

VELAR

k
ŋ

n

f

FRICATIVES
AFFRICATES
TRILL
LATERAL
APPROXIMANT
GLIDES

ALVEOPALATAL

s

ʃ
(tʃ)†

r
l
w

j

This phone occurs in loanwords from Pohnpeian and Chuukese (see section 5.2.1.4).

†

Figure 14. Consonant inventory of PLMRT
As I introduce in section 1.5, the orthographic symbols that correspond to these consonants are
given here in figure 15:
IPA
ORTHOGRAPHY

p
p

pw
pw

t
t

k
k

m
m

mw
mw

n
n

ŋ
ng

f
f

s
s

ʃ
sh

(tʃ)
ch

r
r

l
l

w
w/u

j
i

Figure 15. Orthographic symbols for PLMRT consonants
These orthographic symbols are based on the ones chosen by Goodenough & Sugita (1980) for
Chuukese, whereby the authors intend that the Chuukese orthography be applicable to the outer
island languages of the Mortlocks, Nómwonpááféng, Nómwonweité, and Nómwonpáttiw (xiv).
Despite the modern efforts to apply the Goodenough & Sugita orthography as the official
standard for Chuukese in Chuuk State, the orthographies for the outer island languages remain in
a state of laissez-faire (cf. Rehg 2004). In dialects of Mortlockese that have the /ʃ/ phoneme, that
consonant is variously written as <sh>, <ch>, and <j>; I have observed all three in the Pakin
community. The /t/ phoneme is also sometimes written as <d> in Mortlockese communities in
Pohnpei; Pohnpeian /t/ corresponds to <d>, and as citizens of Pohnpei State, MortlockesePohnpeian bilinguals adapt various aspects of the state language orthography to their language.
The orthographic symbols I choose for PLMRT reflect my own preferences for my working
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orthography. Note that the glide /w/ is written as <w> at syllable onsets and as <u> at codas,
whereas the glide /j/ is written as <i> in all environments.121
I provide (near-)minimal pairs in (7) to illustrate the consonant phonemes for suspicious
pairs (i.e., phoneme pairs in which there would be a question of potential allophonic variation);
the phonetic transcription follows the phonemic transcription, followed by the orthographic
transcription in italics.
(7)

Contrasts in PLMRT consonant phonemes illustrated with (near-)minimal pairs
/p/ : /pw/
/p/
/pæ/
[pæ]
pá
‘feces’
/pw/
/m/ : /mw/
/m/
/mw/
/n/ : /ŋ/
/n/

/ŋ/
/r/ : /l/
/r/
/l/

/pwæ/
‘bat’

[pwæ]

pwá

/maar/
‘fermented breadfruit’

[maar]

maar

/mwaar/
‘amazed’

[mwaar]

mwaar

/nʉ/
‘coconut’ (Cocos nucifera)

[nʉ]

nú

/ŋʉʉŋʉ/
‘triggerfish’

[ŋʉʉŋʉ]

ngúúngú

/rææn/
‘day’

[rææn]

ráán

/lææŋ/
‘sky, heaven’

[lææŋ]

lááng

The analysis of glides has been problematic in phonology because “on the one hand, glides exhibit a close
relationship with vowels by alternating with them in several languages,” yet “on the other hand, glides pattern with
consonants by occupying the syllable-peripheral positions” (Levi 2008:1956). For the purposes of this discussion, I
treat glides as a subset of consonants. Note that in related languages such as Pohnpeian, glides pattern with
consonants (Rehg 1981:51).
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All consonants can occur as geminate, including the glides (e.g., /wwæj/ ‘to inherit a trait,
to take after him/her/it’ and /jjil/ [jjɨl] ‘cracked, splintered’); see section 5.2.4 regarding
phonotactics. Underlying sequences of geminate consonants can contrast with singleton
consonants, as in /ŋŋɞ/ ‘type of tree’ (Allophylus timorensis) : /ŋɞ/ ‘but.’ There are also
morphological conditioning factors for consonant gemination, such as under affixation (8) or
reduplication for imperfective and habitual aspect (9):
(8)

(9)

/sak/
/a-sak/

[saak]
[assak]

/a-sak-a-Ø/

[asakka]

(CAUS-coconut.shell)
(CAUS-coconut.shellTH-3SG.OBJ)

/jææjæ/
[jææjæ]
122
/jæj~jææjæ/
[jæjjææjæ ]

‘coconut shell’
‘to remove meat from a
coconut shell (intransitive)’
‘to remove it from the
coconut shell (transitive)’

‘to use something (intransitive)’
‘to use something repeatedly or habitually
(intransitive)’

Geminate consonants only occur in syllable onsets; I have yet to determine if they are also
allowed in codas (which is permissible in related Chuukic languages such as Polowatese). For
most speakers of Mortlockese, geminate consonants are not indicated in writing (e.g., <n>
representing both /n/ and /nn/). In my working orthography, I indicate geminate consonants as a
sequence of identical letters. In the following sections, I provide some brief comments about
notable features of the consonants, divided by natural classes.
5.2.1.1 Labio-velars. With regard to labio-velars, I must first clarify the use of the superscript in
the symbols /pw/ and /mw/: these consonants in Mortlockese are both labialized (in terms of both
constriction and protrusion) and velarized. When no other material follows (i.e., at the end of
utterances), these stops lose labiality but maintain velarization. A third component in the
articulation of these consonants is the lowering of the larynx. I have not yet measured the latter
component through techniques such as ultrasound, but in non-formal investigations, I have been
able to see the laryngeal prominence of male speakers move when contrasting /p/ and /pw/.
An alternative form of this reduplicated pattern is /ikki-jææjææ/, which is a pattern applied to V-initial verbs: a
verb in the form VC- takes a prefix in the form of /Vkk-/ to indicate the imperfective/habitual aspect (e.g., /aŋaaŋ/
‘to work,’ /akk-aŋaaŋ/ ‘is working, usually works’). The [ikkijææjæ] form is in free alternation with [jæjjææjæ],
often idiosyncratic. From a descriptive level, this affirms that glides like /j/ in Mortlockese have qualities of both
vowels and consonants.
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Labio-velars usually cause rounding and backing of preceding vowels. Because there are no
strictly velarized consonants in PLMRT that have phonemic status, I find that the superscript <w>
is enough to indicate labio-velarization in all three parameters I have described here. As such, I
purposefully underspecify labio-velar consonants with respect to only using superscript <w> to
indicate the three parameters.
5.2.1.2 Stops. None of the stops is underlyingly aspirated, and intervocalic voicing is infrequent
in my data set. The stop /t/ is the only dental phoneme. While I have not yet had the opportunity
to take palatograms or linguograms of Mortlockese speakers, I draw upon experience through
participant observation in which I observe dental articulations of /t/ by different speakers. In
some circumstances, such as in the recitation of sequences of sonorant-final words (i.e., vowels
and approximants), the glottal stop [ʔ] appears as a demarcative phone; for example, /ɛ-w/ (oneNUM.CLF.GNR)

‘one’ is realized as [ɛɛw] in normal speech and [ɛɛwʔ] in very slow speech when

counting out items.123 Initial investigations of stop bursts show that /p/ has a very short burst, and
the lengths increase for /pw/, /t/, and /k/, each one longer than the former. In (10), I provide
measurements in length of stop bursts and aspiration for Sounihrek Pakein (Mr. Pius Siten) for
four occurrences:124 [pi], [pwi], [ti], and [ki]. This aspiration is instrumentally observable, but not
impressionistically audible.
(10)

[pi]
[pwi]
[ti]
[ki]

Burst (ms)
4.199
7.011
12.310
49.220

Aspiration (ms)
19.760
26.291
36.931
15.275

5.2.1.3 Nasals. There does not appear to be any notable spreading of nasality from nasals to
adjacent vowels. Chuukese has allophonic denasalization of nasals intervocalically (Goodenough
& Sugita 1980:xv–xvi), but this process does not apply in Mortlockese, nor in the other outer
island languages of Chuuk State, such as Pááféng, Nómwonweité, and Pwolowatese.

See section 6.5.3 on how I treat this phenomenon in the transcription of lists of inflected forms.
I follow Wetzel’s (2014) distinction between token and occurrence. Since not all tokens of a type are occurrences
of the type, I defer to the more accurate use of the term occurrence (see section 6.5.4 for further discussion).
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5.2.1.4 Fricatives. Intervocalic voicing of fricatives is infrequent. The labial fricative /f/
labializes to [fw] before back round vowels /ɔ o u/. As I discuss in section 2.2.5, the /ʃ/ of the
central and southern dialects of Mortlockese corresponds to /ts/ or /tʃ/ in the northern dialects of
Losap, Piis-Emwmwar, and Némé. In PLMRT, [tʃ] is used in loanwords from Chuukese for
words containing /ts/ or /tʃ/, as well as from Pohnpeian for words containing /t̻ /, a voiceless
laminal alveolar stop (Rehg 2001:218, fn.5). For some speakers, /ʃ/ has a slightly retroflex
quality that is most salient intervocalically, somewhat approaching [ʂ].
5.2.1.5 Approximants. The glides /w/ and /j/ tend to cause backing/rounding and
raising/fronting of preceding vowels, respectively. The trill /r/ can be realized not only as a trill
or a tap, but also as r-coloring of adjacent vowels. One occurrence of one male speaker’s trill in
the form [makʉromw] ‘your head’ has a trill rate of 28.6 Hz, which falls under the typical rate of
~20–30 Hz (Dhanajaya et al. 2012:3142).
5.2.2 Vowels. There are nine vowel phonemes in PLMRT. To facilitate the discussion of vowels,
I present a series of figures. Figure 16 below provides the phonemic vowel inventory of PLMRT:
Front
i

High
Upper-Mid
Lower-Mid

Central
ʉ
ɞ

ɛ
æ

Low

Back
u
o
ɔ

a

Figure 16. Vowel inventory of PLMRT
As I introduce in section 1.5, the orthographic symbols that correspond to these vowels are given
here in figure 17:
IPA
ORTHOGRAPHY

i
i

ʉ
ú

u
u

ɛ
e

ɞ
é

o
o

æ
á

a
a

ɔ
ó

Figure 17. Orthographic symbols for PLMRT vowels
This system of using acute accents to identify contrasting vowels is based on the Goodenough &
Sugita (1980) orthographic system for Chuukese. In older written texts for the Chuuk State
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languages, umlauts are used for most vowels that correspond to those that have acute accents:
<ü> /ʉ/, <ö> /ɞ/, and sometimes <ä> /æ/. For most speakers of Mortlockese, acute accent marks
are not used to disambiguate contrasting vowels (e.g., <a> representing both /a/ and /æ/). Others
prefer to use a macron instead of the acute accent (e.g., <ā> instead of <á>). In my working
orthography, I use acute accent marks.
Figure 18 is a scatter plot of the first two formants of the nine vowels plotted against each
other; the scatter plot was created with the Akustyk plug-in for Praat. There are 90 occurrences:
ten occurrences for each of the nine vowels. Note that since <ɞ> is not available as a symbol in
Akustyk, I have used <ɵ> as a replacement. These data were taken from the speech of Mr.
Nicklaus Marco during fieldwork in the summer of 2012 on Pakin. The occurrences were taken
from long vowels in prominent (i.e., “stressed” in terms of amplitude and pitch) positions from
two recordings of oral narratives. Due to the exploratory nature of this initial investigation, the
flanking consonants in the occurrences were varied for place and manner of articulation, and as
such were not equally distributed.
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Figure 18. Scatter plot of F1 and F2 for PLMRT vowels
Figure 19 is the principal components analysis (PCA) plot in blue overlaid with the scatter plot in
black:
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Figure 19. PCA plot overlaid with scatter plot
There are several notable characteristics of the distribution of these vowels. The high vowels /i/
and /ʉ/ overlap considerably, which is consistent with the free variation of short [ɨ] and [ʉ] (see
discussion below). The back vowels /u/ and /o/ overlap more so, with /u/ inside the space of /o/.
The mid-vowel /ɛ/, which is sometimes described as a lower-mid vowel, is actually quite high,
almost in the space of [e]; furthermore, /ɛ/ appears to be the front unrounded counterpart of /o/,
which is considered to be an upper-mid vowel. Further investigation is needed to determine if
“ɛ” is the appropriate IPA symbol for this vowel in Mortlockese; for the time being, I use “ɛ”
since as it is the phoneme used in descriptions of other closely related Chuukic languages, such
as Chuukese (Goodenough & Sugita 1980) and Woleaian (Sohn 1975). Similarly, what is
sometimes described as a low vowel, /æ/ appears to enter the space of /ɛ/, and is a “counterpart”
to the back rounded vowel /ɔ/. More occurrences are necessary from this speaker and across
other speakers to get a more precise picture of the distribution of the vowels in PLMRT. figure 20
is an impressionistic chart of the vowel spaces of the vowel phonemes, demarcated in the vowel
trapezoid:
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Figure 20. Impressionistic vowel chart
I provide (near-)minimal pairs of suspicious pairs in (11) to illustrate the vowel phonemes.
(11)

Contrasts in PLMRT vowel phonemes illustrated with (near-)minimal pairs
/ʉ/ : /u/
/ʉ/
/kʉʉ/
[kʉʉ]
kúú
‘dolphin’
/u/
/ɛ/ : /ɞ/
/ɛ/
/ɞ/
/o/ : /ɔ/
/o/
/ɔ/

/æ/ : /a/
/æ/

/kuu/
‘dull’

[kuu]

kuu

/kɛɛl/
‘fence’

[kɛɛl]

keel

/kɞɞl/
‘song’

[kɞɞl]

kéél

/woon/
‘turtle’

[woon]

woon

/ɔɔ-n/
on-CONST
‘on top of it’

[wɔɔn]

óón

/mwææl/

[mwææl]

mwáál
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‘incorrect’
/a/

/mwaar/
‘amazed’

[mwaar]

mwaar

All of the nine vowels can occur in syllable-initial, -medial, and -final position. Some
vowels are relatively lower frequency than others as long vowels, particularly the high vowels /i/,
/ʉ/, and /u/.125 The appearance of surface long vowels is attributed to underlying sequences of
identical vowels (see section 5.2.4 on phonotactics). As such, vowel length can appear to be
contrastive in the language; “minimal pairs” include /sow/ ‘to depart’ : /soow/ ‘coconut midrib,’
/roŋ/ ‘to hear’ : /rooŋ/ ‘traditional magic of the land,’ and /kʉ/ ‘to bite (intransitive)’ : /kʉʉ/
‘dolphin.’ For most speakers of Mortlockese, vowel length is not indicated in their writing
practices (e.g., <a> representing both /a/ and /aa/). PLMRT-Pohnpeian bilinguals often
incorporate the Pohnpeian symbol for vowel length <h> into their writing in Mortlockese. In my
working orthography, I represent long vowels with as a sequence of identical symbols.
5.2.2.1 Goodenough & Sugita’s (1980) account of Mortlockese vowels. According to
Goodenough & Sugita (1980:xi), “recent investigation indicates that there may be twelve
contrasting vowels in Mortlockese as compared with the nine vowels of [Chuukese].” The
authors provide no examples of any minimal pairs to illustrate such contrasts, nor do they
provide further citations of works in which there is an explication of such investigations. They
also do not specify which dialect of Mortlockese they are describing. After discussing the vowels
and consonants of Chuukese in the context of the standard orthography (xiii–xvii), they go on to
offer six other graphemes (i.e., “letters”) that they claim “are (or may be) necessary” (xvii) for
Mortlockese and Polowatese. They describe the graphemes that pertain to Mortlockese vowels as
follows (xvii):
i̧
ú̧
u̧

a high-mid to low-high, front, unrounded vowel
a high-mid to low-high, central, unrounded vowel
a high-mid to low-high, back, rounded vowel

The authors seem to suggest that for Mortlockese, there is another “row” of vowel phonemes that
parallels the high vowels (viz. /i ʉ u/) and the mid vowels (viz. /ɛ ɞ o/). While I cannot evaluate
This is based on my impressionistic observations during the collection of occurrences for the formant analysis
and plotting. More careful corpus studies need to be carried out to verify these impressions.
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Goodenough & Sugita’s claim in relation to the dialects of the in situ Mortlocks, I assert that no
such set of three vowel phonemes can be posited for PLMRT, as I have not encountered any
evidence in the form of minimal pairs to support such a claim.
A fourth grapheme that Goodenough & Sugita (1980:xvii) posit for Mortlockese in
addition to those used for Chuukese is <. >, which they describe as “a velar glide, unrounded”;
they go on to explicate that in Mortlockese, “the glides of naa. ‘child’ and faaw ‘stone’ are
phonetically distinct, whereas they are phonetically identical in [Chuukese]” (italics in original).
In PLMRT, the forms for ‘child’ and ‘stone’ are /naaʉ̯-/126 and /faaʉ̯/, respectively, whereby the
former is the unpossessed form that is never given in citation form. The “glide” of both forms is
actually an underlying high central unrounded vowel that is syllabified into the nucleus and
appears as a surface diphthong, thus [ʉ̯] (see section 5.2.3). This vowel is interesting in that it is a
counterpart to the syllabic version, as in /laʉ/ ‘tomorrow,’ realized as either [la.ʉ] in slow careful
speech and more commonly as [laʉ̯] in rapid speech. Note that such an alternation in
pronunciation of the word-final vocoid does not apply to the glides /w/ (e.g., /soow/ ‘coconut
midrib’ as [soow], never *[soo.u]) and /j/ (e.g., /mææj/ ‘breadfruit’ as [mææj], never *[mææ.i].
Even more common in PLMRT speech—especially that of the youth—is the unrounding of [ʉ̯]
vowel to [ɨ̯ ].
Furthermore, [ʉ̯] patterns with the glides /w/ and /j/ in processes of glide insertion (see
section 5.2.4.1), and yet it cannot undergo gemination due to morphological processes as can /w/
and /j/. For these reasons, I disagree with Goodenough & Sugita (1980:xvii) that another “glide”
phoneme needs to be posited for Mortlockese (at least for PLMRT), since their posited “glide” is
actually an underlying vowel. Also, to further clarify the authors’ statement, with regard to
PLMRT, the glides of the forms for ‘child’ and ‘stone’ are both phonemically and phonetically
identical. In my working orthography, I do not disambiguate /ʉ/ and [ʉ̯], representing both as
<ú>.

This form is homophonous with the possessive classifier for objects in which a “dominant-subordinate”
possessor-possessum relationship applies: children, domesticated animals, and various inanimate objects (e.g.,
books, shoes, computers, pencils, etc.).
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5.2.2.2 Surface diphthongs. PLMRT has surface diphthongs, shown in figure 21:
SURFACE DIPHTHONG
aj
aaj
aw
aaw
aʉ̯
aaʉ̯
æj
ææj
æw
ææw
æʉ̯
ææʉ̯
ej (< ɛj)
eej (< ɛɛj)
ɛw
ɛɛw
ɛʉ̯
ɛɛʉ̯
ij
iij
iw
iiw
iʉ̯
iiʉ̯
ɔj
ɔɔj
ɔw
ɔɔw
ɔʉ̯
ɔɔʉ̯
oj
ooj

EXAMPLE
sajp
pwaaj
au.pɞ
aaw
laʉ̯
faaʉ̯
-æj
nææj

GLOSS
‘anchovy’
‘oyster’
‘you (pl.) will (2SG.SBJ=FUT)’
mouth’
‘tomorrow’
‘stone’
‘me (1SG.OBJ)’
‘mine (POSS.CLF-1SG.POSS)’

sææw
—
—
ʃuu.ŋej
teej
—
ɛɛw
fa.nɛʉ̯
—
—
ŋiij
—
tiiw
—
—
—
ɔɔj

‘embarrassed, ashamed’

sɔɔw
—
—
mwoj
ka.stooj

‘one who usually does X’

ow
oow
oʉ̯
ooʉ̯
uj
uuj
uw
uuw
uʉ̯
uuʉ̯

a.ʃi.yow
soow
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

‘meet him/her/it’
‘sew him/her/it’
‘one (one-NUM.CLF.GNR)’
‘land’
‘my tooth (tooth-1SG.POSS)’
‘nine (fast serial counting)’

‘on me (on-1SG.POSS)’

‘to have white hair’
‘a movie about me (movie1SG.POSS)’
(Ixora casei)
coconut midrib
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ɞj
ɞɞj

—
mɞɞj

ɞw
ɞɞw
ɞʉ̯
ɞɞʉ̯
ʉj
ʉʉj
ʉw
ʉʉw
ʉʉ̯
ʉʉʉ̯

—
—
nɞʉ̯
sɞɞʉ̯
—
—
kʉw
—
—
—

‘my payment (payment1SG.POSS)’
‘to be disgusted’
‘porcupine fish’
‘bite him/her/it (bite-3SG.OBJ)’

Figure 21. Surface diphthongs in PLMRT127
All of these surface diphthongs are falling in sonority. Fully engaging in an investigation of the
status of these diphthongs as either “true” or “apparent” (cf. Rehg 2007a) is beyond the scope of
this brief description in this chapter. The simplest approach is that among the attested surface
diphthongs given in table 3, it is most likely that those involving sequences of [V(V)j] and
[V(V)w] are apparent diphthongs, given the phonemic status of /j/ and /w/. Those involving
[V(V)ʉ̯]—which form a small set, whereby V is restricted to /a ɛ ɞ/—are most likely sequences
of vowels with the final vowel syllabified into the nucleus, realized as a surface diphthong (see
the next section).
5.2.3 Syllables, moras, and phonotactics. The “syllable” is “a unit of speech production,” and
“[i]t is the smallest sequence of phonemes normally uttered in slowed down speech” (Rehg
1981:51). In phonology, syllables are represented by the symbol “σ”. A preliminary analysis of
syllabification in PLMRT yields three principles that govern syllable boundaries:
1. between consonants: between non-glides (e.g., /mwon.son/ ‘all’), between a glide and
non-glide (e.g., /aj.pɞ/ ‘we (excl.) will’), and between a non-glide and a glide (e.g.,
/ɛp.weejs/ ‘an exclamation of exasperation’); the primary exceptions are surface CC
sequences that are allowed in the language word-initially (i.e., the Maximum Onset

127

All of the forms are given in phonetic representation.
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Principle), including C1C1 (e.g., [ssaŋ] ‘to cry,’ [a.ssak] ‘to remove meat from copra
(intrans.)’) and C1C2 (e.g., [stoo.ri] ‘story,’ [ka.sto] ‘movie’)
2. before consonants that occur between vowels: (e.g., /fa.tal/ ‘to walk,’ /a.ja/ ‘where’)
3. between unlike vowels, in which the second vowel is lower than the first: (e.g.,
/lɛɛ.aŋ/ ‘spider conch’)
Much less common is the placement of a syllable boundary between identical surface vowels that
occur at a morpheme boundary. For example, the form /palɞʉ̯-anɛ-æj/ (reply-TH-1SG.OBJ) ‘reply
to me’ is phonetically realized as [palɞʉ̯-anæ-æj], whereby the final V of the thematic element /anɛ-/ assimilates to the first-person singular direct object suffix /-æj/; in the recording on which
this occurrence is based, the speaker rearticulates the sequence of adjacent [æ] vowels as
separate vowels with no noticeable glide being inserted (e.g., no indication of rising F2 and
lowering F1 between the two vowels). The presence of two peaks in intensity (i.e., amplitude) is
a phonetic realization of this rearticulation between identical vowels. Using bracket notation, the
phonetic form is syllabified as [pa]σ[lɞʉ̯]σ[a]σ[næ]σ[æj]σ.
Mora theory (Hayes 1989, Hyman 1985)—which provides a characterization of the
notion of “syllable weight” as units called “moras” (represented by the symbol “μ”)—has been
used in the analysis of various Micronesian languages (Blevins & Harrison 1999; Rehg 1991,
1993). I, too, adopt a mora analysis for PLMRT. Word-final codas do not contribute to syllable
weight. Word-medial codas, however, contribute to syllable weight, but only in non-geminate
contexts (i.e., the word-medial coda is not identical to the onset of the following syllable).
Monomorphemic nouns are usually minimally bimoraic, as in /ɞɞ/ ‘hook,’ /kuu/ ‘dull,’ and
/woon/ ‘turtle.’ However, there exist other high frequency nouns which are monomoraic, such as
/fʉ/ ‘star,’ /nɔ/ ‘wave,’ and /nʉ/ ‘coconut.’ Other lexical items can be monomoraic, such as verbs
(e.g., /la/ ‘to go’), pronouns (e.g., /i=/ ‘1SG.SBJ’), and conjunctions (e.g., /mɞ/ ‘and’).
To facilitate the discussion of the basic phonotactic constraints on PLMRT syllable
structure, consider figure 22, which presents the range of attested syllable types for
monomorphaic words:
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WITH ONSET
SYLLABLE
EXAMPLE
TYPE

GLOSS

CV

fʉ

‘star’

CVV

ʃuu

CCV
CCVV
CVC

ska.luu.wi
stoo.wa
roŋ

CCVC
CVCC
CVVC

—
wejpw
rooŋ

CCVVC
CCVVCC

so.ko.ppaat
—

WITHOUT ONSET
SYLLABLE
EXAMPLE
TYPE

V

i

‘to meet’

VV

ii

‘palm wine’
‘store’
‘to hear’

VC

ɛp.weejs

VCC
VVC

—
iimw

VVCC

—

‘room’
‘inherited
magic’
‘assorted’

GLOSS

‘1SG.SBJ’
(proclitic)
‘3SG’
(independent
pronoun)
‘an exclamation
of exasperation’
‘house’

Figure 22. Syllable types in PLMRT128
The minimal syllable type is V, and the maximum is (C)(C)V(V)(C)(C). Sequences of CC and
VV can be identical, thus resulting in geminate consonants and long vowels. I follow Rehg’s
(2007b) analysis of Hawaiian diphthongs in positing that PLMRT has only has VV sequences.
Such an analysis simplifies the vowel phoneme inventory, since rather than positing long vowels
as phonemes—which would result in 18 vowel phonemes—I only posit nine, and surface long
vowels are the result of V1V1 sequences. I take the same position regarding consonants on the
same grounds of simplicity: rather than positing geminate consonants as phonemes—which
would result in 30 consonant phonemes—I only posit 15, and surface geminate consonants are
the result of C1C1 sequences.129 Furthermore, with regard to vowels, I follow Poser’s (1985)
approach to Syllable Fusion, which posits that two identical vowels will be put into the same
syllable and treated as a unit. Syllable Fusion happens not only at the early stage when
syllabification takes place (i.e., before phonological rules and processes are applied), but it can
also occur later in a derivation, including across morpheme boundaries (e.g., a sequence of two
All of the forms are given in phonetic representation.
To clarify my transcription practices, examples of /VV/ and /CC/ are to be interpreted as sequences of two
identical phonemes. Although in Poser’s (1985) approach to Syllable Fusion, fused vowels (that are now long) are
indicated with the IPA symbol for length (ː), for consistency and convenience, I represent all sequences of two
identical phonemes as /VV/ or /CC/ (i.e., rather than distinguishing those two from /Vː/ and /Cː/, respectively).
Also, regarding terminology in this work, the phrase “short vowel” denotes an underlyingly singleton vowel, and
“long vowel” denotes an underlying sequence of geminate vowels. I do not make any claims that length is
underlyingly contrastive in PLMRT, although as a result of two geminate vowels merging into a single long vowel
due to Syllable Fusion, vowel length is contrastive on the surface in PLM RT.
128
129
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identical vowels that are heteromorphemic). Syllable Fusion has implications on the way I state
my phonological rules in the next section. Regarding sequences of two vowels, if the second
vowel is higher than the first, then it is treated as a surface (falling) diphthong; if the second
vowel is lower than the first, then rather than being treated as a surface (rising) diphthong, it is
syllabified as a separate syllable.
Consonant cluster sequences are restricted to two consecutive consonants. This applies to
the syllable onset (e.g., /ffat/ ‘clear’)130 and across syllable boundaries (e.g., /man.tɞ/ ‘coconut
crab’ (Birgus latro)). Within word boundaries, complex codas are restricted to CglideCnon-glide
combinations in native PLMRT vocabulary (e.g., /sajp/ ‘anchovy’), as well as from borrowed
words from English (e.g., /pajp/ ‘pipe’) and Pohnpeian (e.g., /pejn/ ‘self’). Homorganic CC
combinations are allowed within and across word boundaries, and never word-initially; regarding
monomorphemic forms, these clusters appear to be limited to [mp] (e.g., /am.pɛr/ ‘umbrella’),
[nt] (e.g., /man.tɞ/ ‘coconut crab’ (Birgus latro)), [ntʃ] (e.g., /an.tʃaŋ/ ‘remembrance’), [ns] (e.g.,
/mwon.son/ ‘all’), [nʃ] (e.g., /man.ʃɞɞ.lap/ ‘cockroach’), [nr] (e.g., /an.rot/ ‘Anrot (male name)’),
and [ŋk] (e.g., /aŋ.kaa.si/ ‘handkerchief’).
For polymorphemic forms, PLMRT tolerates a large number of combinations of CC
sequences without requiring strategies to break up the cluster, such as epenthesis. For example,
the verb /ŋiimwalɛɛtɛj/ ‘hate him/her/it’ undergoes a process of infixed reduplication of the
[mwal] element to indicate extreme measure—/ŋii~mwal~mwalɛɛtɛj/ [ŋiimwalmwalɛɛtej] ‘really
hate him/her/it’—producing a [lmw] cluster. A process of metathesis of the third-person plural
subject proclitic /rɛ=/ followed by tense-aspect-mood (TAM) markers also results in surface
clusters; for example, /rɛ=pɞ/ (3PL.SBJ=FUT) ‘they will’ can be realized as either [rɛpɞ] or
[ɛrpɞ].131
Non-geminate consonant clusters in onset position are limited to [st] (e.g., /stoo.sa/ ‘car’)
and /sk/ (e.g., /ska.luu.wi/ ‘palm wine’), although an epenthetic [ɨ] vowel also occurs in nonrapid or careful speech (i.e., [sɨ.too.sa] and [sɨ.ka.luu.wi], respectively). Surface clusters are
allowed due to syncope of short vowels, allowing for free variation; for example, /a.li.fɛ.ʃi.fɛʃ/

Mortlockese—like other Chuukic languages—is typologically interesting for allowing initial geminates both
word-initially and -finally (see Hart 1991 for a mora analysis of Chuukese initial geminates).
131
I observe this process of metathesis in both youth and adult generations.
130
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‘to shake one’s head from side to side, as in disagreement’ has two allophones in free variation:
[a.li.fɛ.ʃɨ.fɛʃ] and [a.li.fɛʃ.fɛʃ].132
5.2.4 Phonological rules. The following sections focus on the major phonological rules in
PLMRT that are relevant for later discussion regarding the primary analysis of possessive and
direct object paradigms. All of these rules are based on the speech of Petrus, the consultant
whose occurrences I analyze in chapter 7. These rules are only restricted to describing the data
from the inflected forms of the paradigms chosen for this study (see chapter 6). I do not include
in this discussion any phonological rules that would apply for other linguistic phenomena, nor
for any other consultant.
For each rule, I provide a name, an informal representation, a prose description, and brief
discussion with examples. I acknowledge that I am using ad hoc features for the ease of
discussing these rules; I do not use distinctive feature notation. In the informal representation, the
feature [+long] is to be understood as “a sequence of two identical vowels” and [–long] as “a
singleton vowel.”133 I group the rules into two sets: (1) morphophonemic rules that are sensitive
to morpheme boundaries (indicated with “+”); and (2) phonological processes that apply in all
contexts in the language. For simplicity in referring to these rules in later discussion, I keep the
numbering sequential.
Morphophonemic rules
Rule 1: [a] fronting and raising
[a]  [æ] / _+j
[a] fronts and raises to [æ] before [j] at a morpheme boundary.
For example, the possessive classifier /ana-/ ‘classifier for cooked edible object’ can take the
first-person singular possessive suffix /-j/ ‘1SG.POSS’ to produce /ana-j/ (POSS.CLF.cooked.edibleAs an impressionist observation through participant observation, I find that L1-speakers of PLMRT have
excellent command of pronouncing English, including consonant clusters that L1-speakers of other languages that
do not tolerate consonant clusters might find challenging (which may lead such learners of English to use
epenthesis). I am most especially reminded of this by my experience teaching English to the students of Pakin
Elementary School during my Peace Corps service. Furthermore, L1-speakers of PLMRT have excellent command
of Pohnpeian consonant clusters, including word-initial homorganic clusters.
133
Even though the interpretation of [±long] as being a case of a single fused vowel or a sequence of two identical
vowels is contingent on whether Syllable Fusion has taken place, for all of the phonological rules I posit to explain
the data I have on hand, I assume that Syllable Fusion has already taken place.
132
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1SG.POSS) [anæj] ‘my cooked edible object.’ By requiring the morpheme boundary to be present,
this prevents the rule from applying to monomorphemic words such as /sajp/ ‘anchovy,’ realized
as [sajp], not *[sæjp]. Following Poser’s (1985) principle of Syllable Fusion, this process applies
to both [a] and [aa].
Rule 2: Short [i] rounding and backing
i

w
–long  [u] / _+m
Short [i] rounds and backs to [u] before [mw] at a morpheme boundary.
For example, the noun /mwʉri-/ ‘behind’ can take the second-person singular possessive suffix /mw/ to derive /mwʉri-mw/ (behind-2SG.POSS) [mwʉrumw] ‘behind you’ (literally, ‘your behind’).
Rule 3: [a] raising, rounding, and backing
[a]  [ɔ] / _+mw
[a] raises, rounds, and backs to [ɔ] before [mw] at a morpheme boundary.
For example, the possessive classifier /ana-/ ‘classifier for cooked edible object’ can take the
possessive suffix /-mw/ ‘2SG.POSS’ to produce /ana-mw/ (POSS.CLF.cooked.edible-2SG.POSS)
[anɔmw] ‘your cooked edible object.’ Following Poser’s (1985) principle of Syllable Fusion, this
process applies to both [a] and [aa].
Rule 4: Short [ʉ] backing
[ʉ]  [u] / _+mw
[ʉ] backs to [u] before [mw] at a morpheme boundary.
Following Poser’s (1985) principle of Syllable Fusion, this process applies to both [ʉ] and [ʉʉ].
For example, the noun /ʃʉʉ/ ‘bone’ can take the possessive suffix /-mw/ ‘2SG.POSS’ to produce
/ʃʉʉ-mw/ (bone-2SG.POSS) ‘your.’ Application of this rule derives [ʃuumw].
Rule 5: Short [ɛ] rounding and backing
ɛ

w
–long  [o] / _+m
Short [ɛ] rounds and backs to [ɔ] before [mw] at a morpheme boundary.
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For example, the intransitive/stative verb /aŋaaʃ/ ‘skilled’ can be directly possessed as if it were a
noun denoting ‘skillfulness.’ For the purpose of this example, in comparing the inflected forms
of this possessive paradigm, I posit /aŋaaʃɛ-/ ‘skillfulness’ as a lexical stem to which the
possessive suffixes as given in figure 23 attach. As such, that lexical stem takes the possessive
suffix /-mw/ ‘2SG.POSS’ to produce /aŋaaʃɛ-mw/ (skillfulness-2SG.POSS) [aŋaaʃomw] ‘your
skillfulness’ (see chapter 7 for detailed discussion and a revised analysis of this type of example).
Phonological processes
Rule 6: Glide insertion
–syllabic +syllabic V

Ø  α F
 / α F
 _ –high
Insert a glide before a non-high vowel that matches the features of the preceding vowel.
Phonetically predictable glides that are inserted include [j] between /i/ and a non-high vowel
(e.g., /kiopw/ [kijopw] ‘spider lily’), as well as [w] between /u/ and a non-high vowel (e.g., /luulu
Ø=aa/ (Lulu 3sg.sbj=real) [luuluwaa] ‘Lulu had done X’). Glides are optionally inserted before
word-initial non-high vowels, with [w] before back vowels (e.g., /ɔɔ-n/ (on-CONST) [wɔɔn] or
[ɔɔn] ‘on top of it’) and [j] before non-back vowels (e.g., /ææmi/ [jææmi] or [ææmi] ‘2PL’). For
the lexical item /ɞɞ/ ‘hook,’ [ʉ̯] is inserted as initial phonetic glide, giving [ʉ̯ɞɞ]. To my
knowledge, this is the only example in PLMRT of [ʉ̯] being used as an initial glide. Other lexical
items that begin with /ɞ/ take [j] as an optional initial glide; for example, /ɞɞranɛj/ ‘culture’ freely
varies between [ɞɞranej] and [jɞɞranej] (and never *[ʉ̯ɞɞranej]). The preference for initial glide
insertion is idiosyncratic.
Rule 7: [ɛ] raising
[ɛ]  [e] / _j
[ɛ] raises to [e] before [j].
For example, the verb stem /turufɛ-/ ‘to seize’ can take the third-person singular direct object
suffix /-j/ ‘3SG.OBJ’ to produce /turufɛ-j/ (seize-3SG.OBJ) [turufej] ‘seize him/her/it.’ This rule
applies to short and long [ɛ]. The previous example illustrates raising to [e] from /ɛ/. Regarding
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/ɛɛ/, the verb /kilɛ/ ‘to know (intransitive)’ can take the third-person singular direct object suffix
/-j/ ‘3SG.OBJ’ with obligatorily lengthening134 of the final vowel of the stem to produce /kilɛɛ-j/
(know-3SG.OBJ) [kileej] ‘know him/her/it.’ Following Poser’s (1985) principle of Syllable
Fusion, this process applies to both [ɛ] and [ɛɛ].
Rule 8: Short [a] and [ɛ] centering

a
C

  [ə] % C_ +velar
ɛ





–long
–continuant
Short [a] raises and short [ɛ] backs to [ə] when one of the flanking consonants is a noncontinuant velar.
The vowel [ə] alternates with /a/ and /ɛ/ when adjacent to the velar consonants /k/ and /ŋ/. For
example, the form /faŋan/ ‘together’ has no underlyingly long vowels, so both [faŋan] and
[fəŋən] are permissible surface forms (and neither *[faŋən] nor *[fəŋan] occur). Another
example is /llɛk/ ‘bird’s nest fern’ (Aspelnium nidus), which surfaces as [llək]. In contrast, /fatal/
‘to walk’ has no underlyingly long vowels and also lacks a velar consonant, so only [fatal]
surfaces, neither *[fətəl], *[fatəl], nor *[fətal]. The rule does not apply to short /a/ and /ɛ/ that are
not word-internal (e.g., /aŋaaŋ/ ‘work’ [aŋaaŋ], never *[əŋaaŋ]). This rule does not apply in all
instances, perhaps due to lexical specification. For example, /aŋaŋŋaw/ ‘unskilled;
unskillfulness’ always surfaces as [aŋaŋŋaw], never as *[əŋəŋŋəw].135
Rule 9: Short [i] backing
i

–long  [ɨ] / _C$
Short [i] backs to [ɨ] in closed syllables.
For example, the adjective /rris/ ‘neat’ (use restricted to same gender/generation) is realized as
[rrɨs]. In open syllables, short /i/ tends to be backed to [ɨ] (e.g., /ki.ni.kin/ [kɨ.nɨ.kɨn] ‘to harvest’);
word-initial and -final short /i/ never backs to [ɨ], as in /i=pɞ/ (1SG.SBJ=FUT) [ipɞ] ‘I will’ and
/faŋan-i/ (together-3SG.OBJ) [faŋani] ‘V-ing him/her/it together.’ Furthermore, as I discuss in
section 2.3.5.4 there is a tendency in the youth generation of PLMRT speakers to round and back
This lengthening is morphophonemically conditioned, rather than purely phonologically conditioned.
In chapters 6 and 7, I make notes about certain nonce forms in which this rule this does not apply, neither in
terms of my pronunciation of the word as a citation form, nor in terms of the inflected forms that the consultants
conjugate.

134
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high vowels (i.e., i  ɨ  ʉ  u). For example, the phrase isé kileei ‘I don’t know’ typically
would be pronounced by an adult as [isikileej] but by the children who exhibit this speech style
as [isɨkʉl::eej] (the double use of the length marker indicates the overlengthening of the
consonant /l/). Such a tendency is not exclusive to the youth generation, as I observe it in the
speech of various adults, as well.
Rule 10: Final [j] deletion.
[j]  Ø / i_#
[j] deletes word-finally after short /i/.
For example, the noun /usi-/ ‘state of being’ can take the possessive suffix /-j/ ‘1SG.POSS’ to
produce /usi-j/ (state.of.being-1SG.POSS) ‘your state of being.’ The application of this rule derives
[usi]. Although this rule applies consistently for other consultants, Petrus’s occurrences exhibit
exceptions to this rule, as sequences of [ij#] are both audible and visually identifiable in
spectrograms in which [i] shows a continually rising F2 to the end of the word (see section
6.4.4).
Rule 11: [m] labio-velarization
[m]  [mw] / _o
[m] becomes labio-velar before [o].
For example, the numerical base /lim-/ ‘five’ can take /-ow/ ‘NUM.CLF.GNR’ to produce /lim-ow/
(five-NUM.CLF.GNR) [lɨmwow]] ‘five (general) things.’
Working with the assumption that morphophonemic rules are applied before
phonological processes, I do not find any need for ordering within the set of rules or the set of
processes. To illustrate a derivation, consider (12), in which rule 5 “short [ɛ] rounding and
backing” (a morphophonemic rule) applies before rule 11 “[m] labio-velarization” (a
phonological process):
(12)

Sample derivation
/wapamɛ-mw/ (wapam-2SG.POSS)
‘your wapam’
wapamomw
wapamwomw
[wapamwomw]

underlying form
Short [ɛ] rounding and backing
[m] labio-velarization
surface form
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The discussion of these phonological rules in PLMRT reveals at least three vowel
allophones: (1) [ɨ] as an allophone of short /i/, as well as /ʉ/ depending on generational
preferences; (2) [ə] as an allophone of /a/ and /ɛ/; and (3) [e] as an allophone of /ɛ/. Whereas [ɨ]
and [ə] can only occur as short vowels,136 [e] can occur long.137 Regarding [ɨ], I observe that it
freely varies with [ʉ] as allophones of short /i/; the preference is idiosyncratic. Regarding [ə],
Goodenough & Sugita (1980:xv) claim that the <é> symbol corresponds to a mid, central,
unrounded vowel “close to the u of English but,” which is presumably [ə] (or [ʌ] in the American
phonetic transcription system).138 The forms té ‘crawl’ and téé ‘uninhabited island’ that
Goodenough & Sugita (1980:xv) give as examples of <é> are [tɞ] and [tɞɞ], respectively, in
PLMRT. Both [ə] and [ɞ] occur in PLMRT, and it is clear that they are different sounds, with the
former occurring as an allophone of /a/ and /ɛ/, and the latter as a phoneme. From my own
recordings of Chuukese—in particular, a recording of a male speaker reading text in the official
Chuukese orthography—the <é> symbol corresponds to [ɞ], not to [ə].
5.2.5 Stress and intonation. Given the different definitions of “stress” in the literature, I clarify
my use of the term as “the putative phonetic property” of “greater prominence” (Himmelmann &
Ladd 2008:248), whereby such prominence can potentially be phonetically realized as “some
combination of increased pitch, length and loudness” (Ladefoged (2003:90). Phrasal stress
usually occurs on the penultimate syllable in declarative sentences. Detailed instrumental study
of stress and intonation in PLMRT is a matter I reserve for future study. As I discuss in section
2.2.5, one distinguishing characteristic between the Lukunosh dialect (as well as PLMRT) and
other dialects of Mortlockese is the intonation pattern in yes-no questions, whereby the former
exhibits rising intonation in contrast to the others that exhibit rise-fall intonation.

In my corpus of recordings for the primary data, I have encountered a few instances of [ɨɨ]; I consider those to be
outlier pronunciations.
137
There are instances in which [e] surfaces as an allophone of long /ɛ/ without the influence of /j/, as in one
particular Pakin resident’s occurrences of [meet] as realizations of /mɛɛt/, which is the short form of /mɛɛta/ ‘what.’
138
Hart (1991:108) interprets Chuukese <é> as [ʌ]. Note that in the American phonetic transcription system, [ʌ] is
the tense counterpart of [ə]; in IPA, [ʌ] is the unrounded counterpart of [ɔ]. Hart does not specify which phonetic
transcription system she adheres to in that 1991 publication. Goodenough & Sugita (1980:xv) only give
approximations based on example English words; they do not clarify if they analyze “the u of English but” as [ə] or
[ʌ]—indeed, they do not employ any phonetic transcription system in that 1980 publication.
136
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5.3 Morphology. In this section, I discuss major word classes, as well as some basic
morphosyntactic facts about noun and verb phrase structure.
5.3.1 Major word classes. Words are divided into open and closed classes, as determined by
syntactic distributional criteria. Open class words are nouns and verbs. Closed class words are
pronouns, numerals, classifiers, demonstratives, tense-aspect-mood (TAM) markers, adverbs,
prepositions, directionals, conjunctions, and discourse particles (including interjections). The
following sections provide brief overviews of these classes.
5.3.1.1 Nouns. Nouns typically function as the nucleus of NPs. The following points describe the
major subclasses of nouns:


Common nouns: These are nouns that occur in citation without any kind of affix, such as
content nouns that have a referent in the real world (e.g., /aramɛs/ ‘person’). Common
nouns can co-occur with a numeral classifier (e.g., /ɛ-man aramɛs/ (one-NUM.CLF.ANIM
person) ‘one person’). Common nouns usually require a possessive classifier when
treated as a possessum (i.e., indirect possession), although some may take possessive
suffixes (i.e., direct possession). A small subset of nouns can take either one, sometimes
with distinctions in meaning; for example, /pwuuk/ ‘book,’ /naa-j pwuuk/ (POSS.CLF.DSG1SG.POSS book) ‘my book (that I own),’ and /pwuuk-ɛj/ (book-1SG.POSS) ‘book about
me.’139



Proper nouns: These nouns include the specific names of people (e.g., <Pius>) and
places (e.g., /lukunoʃ/ ‘Lukunosh’).
Common nouns can be modified with adjectivals, demonstratives,140 or numerals, and all

can be possessed. However, the third subclass of nouns called “relational nouns” cannot be
modified in the same way as other nouns. The distributional reasoning for calling them “nouns”

See chapter 7 for a detailed explanation of why I posit /-ɛj/ as an allomorph of ‘1SG.POSS,’ and why it is
applicable to a form such as /pwuuk/ ‘book.’
140
Number (i.e., plurality) is expressed through demonstratives, which I discuss in section 5.3.1.6. There is no
distinction between count and mass nouns in PLMRT.
139
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is that they obligatorily take the possessive and construct suffixes (see section 5.3.1.3), denoting
an inalienable relationship to other noun phrases. There are three subtypes of relational nouns:


Oblique noun: The oblique noun /rɛɛ-/ can be translated into a variety of English
prepositions, including ‘to,’ ‘at,’ ‘with,’ ‘beside,’ and ‘by’ (e.g., /ɛ=no rɛɛ-n mwææn=jɛ/
(3SG.SBJ=stay PREP-CONST man=PROX1.SG) ‘it is with this man’).



Locational nouns: There are several relational nouns that have locational meanings and
are often translated into English prepositions, such as /ɔɔ-/ ‘on top of,’ /fææ-/
‘underneath, below,’ /lʉkʉ-/ ‘behind, at the back of, the environs of,’ /aro-/ ‘by the side
of,’ /mwmwa-/ ‘in front of,’ and /mwʉri-/ ‘behind.’ These locational nouns can all take
either possessive suffixes or the construct suffix. Other locational nouns obligatorily
occur in citation form with a presumably fossilized construct suffix and can never take
possessive suffixes, such as /llan/ ‘inside.’141



Partitive noun: The partitive noun /lɛj-/ only takes plural possessive suffixes and
indicates a partitive relationship: /lɛj-ʃ/ (PART-1PL.INCL.POSS) ‘among us (incl.),’ /lɛjmam/ (PART-1PL.EXCL.POSS) ‘among us (exclusive),’ /lɛj-mi/ (PART-2PL.POSS) ‘among
you all,’ and /lɛj-r/ (PART-3PL.POSS) ‘among them.’ The partitive noun takes the construct
suffix to form /lɛj-n/ (PART-CONST) ‘among X’ to denote plural inanimates, in contrast to
/lɛj-r/ (PART-3PL.POSS) ‘among them’ for plural animates.

All of the relational nouns do not pattern like other subclasses of nouns, and they cannot fit into
various syntactic positions such as the subject and direct object positions. All of the relational
nouns are obligatorily bound; none can occur unsuffixed in citation form.
5.3.1.2 Verbs. Verbs denote states or actions and function as the nucleus of a verbal complex.
There are two main subtypes of verbs, presented in the points below.

See for example Bender et al. (2003a:41) for the entry for Proto-Micronesian *lalo2 ‘inside,’ for which they give
reflexes in modern Chuukic languages such as Chuukese nnó-(n), Satawalese nnó-(n), and Mortlockese lló-(n),
presumably parsing apart the lexical base historically derived from *lalo 2 from a suffix -n; crucially, though, in
PLMRT, the form /llan/ is not synchronically analyzable as /lla-n/.
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Intransitive verbs: There are two subtypes of intransitive verbs: unaccusatives and
unergatives. Unaccusatives have theme-like subjects and most commonly correspond to
adjectives (e.g., /pwɛʃ/ ‘white’) and predicates in which the subject undergoes an action
(e.g., /ssat/ ‘to crack; is cracked’). Unergatives have agent-like subjects (e.g., /fatal/ ‘to
walk’). I do not posit a separate category of “adjective” in PLMRT because there are no
distributional criteria to motivate such a category. The stative TAM marker /mii/ can cooccur with both unaccusative verbs (e.g., /mii ssaŋ/ (STV cry) ‘is crying’) and unergative
verbs (e.g., /mii ram/ (STV yellow) ‘is yellow’).142



Transitive verbs: These verbs take direct object suffixes which coreference the syntactic
direct object. For some verbs, such as /fɔt-okɛ-j/ (plant-TH-3SG.OBJ) ‘plant him/her/it’143,
thematic elements appear the verbal root and the suffix, such as the /-okɛ-/ material
between the verbal root /fɔt-/ ‘to plant’ and the third-person singular direct object suffix /j/. All transitive verbs have an intransitive counterpart (e.g., /ffɔt/ ‘to plant,’ /fɔtokɛj/
‘plant him/her/it’). The primary exception to this is the subtype of prepositional verbs;
these verbs take direct object suffixes for all persons (e.g., /saŋɛ-æj/ (from-1SG.OBJ) ‘from
me,’ /saŋɛ-j/ (from-3SG.OBJ) ‘from him/her/it, etc.), but they do not exhibit other kinds of
verbal morphology such as causativization with the causative prefix /a-/ and reduplication
for imperfective/habitual aspect; they also lack an intransitive counterpart. Similarly,
intransitive verbs of desire such as /afiʃijak/ ‘to like,’ /mwaʃan/ ‘to want,’ and /mwmwɔn/
‘to want to eat/drink, to crave’ do not exhibit the previously mentioned types of verbal
morphology, and they lack transitive counterparts; nevertheless, they can take direct
object NPs, as described below.

A relevant morphosyntactic phenomenon to discuss here is “semitransitivity” (Sugita 1973),
which is the co-occurrence of indefinite and/or non-specific direct object NPs with intransitive
verbs, but without overt transitivity marking on the latter. For example, the intransitive verb /ffɔt/
‘to plant’ can grammatically occur by itself in a clause, such as /Ø=aa ffɔt/ (3SG.SBJ=REAL plant)
Rehg (1981:199) observes that the stative marker in Pohnpeian /mɛ/ occurs with intransitive verbs that denote
adjectival qualities, which justifies positing an adjective category in Pohnpeian. The cognate marker in PLM RT /mii/
occurs with both unaccusative and unergative verbs; as such, it is not an indicator of a separate adjective category in
PLMRT.
143
While the semantic interpretation of the object of the verb ‘to plant’ would be an inanimate object, the fact that
this verb can be felicitously inflected for all persons suggests a free translation that reflects this, hence ‘plant
him/her/it.’
142
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‘it is planted.’ It can also occur in a clause in which it is immediately followed by a direct object
NP rendering the clause semantically transitive, such as /ɛ=pɞ ffɔt uuʃ/ (3SG.SBJ=FUT plant
banana) ‘he/she/it will plant bananas.’ If the direct object NP is definite and/or specific, then the
verb must occur in transitive form: /ɛ=pɞ fɔt-okɛ-j uuʃ=jɛ/ (3SG.SBJ=FUT plant-TH-3SG.OBJ
banana=PROX1.SG) ‘he/she/it will plant this banana.’ There are no morphological features of
verbs that participate in semitransitivity to warrant separating them into a subclass of verbs
distinct from intransitive and transitive verbs; semitransitivity is best viewed as a
morphosyntactic phenomenon.144
5.3.1.3 Pronouns. Pronouns are anaphoric (and sometimes cataphoric) substitutes for noun
phrases. There are four subtypes of pronouns: independent, subject proclitic, direct object suffix,
and possessive suffix. They are presented in figure 23:

INDEPENDENT
1SG
2SG
3SG
1PL.INCL
1PL.ALLINCL147
1PL.EXCL148
2PL
3PL

ŋaaŋ
(j)ɛɛn
ii
kiiʃ
awkiiʃ
(j)ææmam, ææm,
kamam
(j)ææmi
iir

SUBJECT

DIRECT OBJECT

PROCLITIC

SUFFIX

SUFFIX145

-kamam

-mam

-kami
-r

-mi
-r

i=
u=, o=
ɛ=
si=
awsi=
aj=

aw=
rɛ=, ɛr=

-(j)ej, -(j)æj
-k, -uk, -ok
-j, -w, -ʉ̯, -(a)Ø146
-kɨʃ, -kɘʃ

POSSESSIVE
-j
-mw
-n
-ʃ

Figure 23. PLMRT pronoun paradigms149
See Odango 2014b:124–125 for further discussion of semitransitivity in PLM RT. In that discussion, I explain
why semitransitive constructions in PLMRT cannot be construed as noun incorporation.
145
The paradigm given here is based on the most commonly presented analysis of possessive suffixes for
Micronesian languages.
146
The zero morph is often preceded by lengthening of the preceding vowel in the verb, when V-final. If the verb is
C-final, then /a/ is added to the end as a “theme” or “extension” (Spencer 1991:11), to which the direct object
suffixes attach.
147
When the first-person all-inclusive pronoun has a form in a paradigm, it denotes all members of a group,
including those who are not in earshot of the speaker or are not in the immediate vicinity, whereas the first-person
inclusive denotes only those who are in earshot/in the immediate vicinity. When no distinction is made between the
all-inclusive and regular inclusive, the latter (presumably) subsumes denotations of the former.
148
The short form [ææm] is restricted in distribution. It most often occurs in coordinated phrases such as [ææm mɞ
Romeo] (1PL.EXCL and Romeo) ‘Romeo and we (exclusive).’
149
All of the forms are given in phonetic representation.
144
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Independent pronouns are free forms that can serve as subjects and—for certain types of
verbs, such as verbs of desire (e.g., /afiʃijak/ ‘to like’)—as direct objects. Independent forms can
be used as replies to WH-questions, and when they co-occur with subject proclitics, they have a
contrastive/emphatic reading. The distribution of the optional [j] glide before the second-person
singular, first-person plural exclusive, and second-person plural forms is largely idiosyncratic.
The choice between the two forms given for the first-person plural exclusive is also
idiosyncratic.
Subject proclitics are obligatorily bound morphs150 that index the person and number of
the subject. Of the two second-person singular forms, /u=/ is by far the most common one across
speakers, with /o=/ restricted to a few fixed phrases such as /o=sɞ mwaʃan/ (2SG.SBJ-NEG want)
‘please’ (literally, ‘don’t you want’). Even then, alternation with /u=/ is idiosyncratic (e.g., /u=sɞ
mwaʃan/). As mentioned in section 5.2.4, a process of metathesis results in /ɛr=/ as a counterpart
of the third-person plural form /rɛ=/; the choice for either one is idiosyncratic across speakers
(and more common in younger generations), but consistent within any given speaker.
Direct object suffixes are obligatorily bound morphs that index the person and number of
the direct object. The choice between the two forms given for the first-person singular is
idiosyncratic. The variation in the second-person singular forms is lexically determined. The
variation in the third-person singular forms is phonologically determined, although there is free
variation for the transitivized form of causativized intransitive verbs. For example, the verb
/maʉ̯r/ ‘to sleep’ can be causativized with the causative prefix /a-/ to derive /a-maʉ̯r/ ‘to cause to
sleep,’ which can then be transitivized by taking any number of third-person singular direct
object suffixes along with a preceding thematic vowel: /a-maʉ̯r-ɛ-j/, /a-maʉ̯r-ʉ-w/, /a-maʉ̯r-a-Ø/,
all three of which mean ‘cause him/her/it to sleep.’ Note that for the zero morph realization of
the third-person singular suffix, it is often preceded by lengthening of the preceding vowel in the
verb when V-final. If the verb is C-final, then /a/ is added to the end as a “theme” or “extension”
(Spencer 1991:11), to which the object suffix attaches. For some verbs, syntactic transitive
clauses require the use of the independent pronoun as the direct object (e.g., /ajək/ ‘to ask,’ /ajək
ŋaaŋ/ (ask 1SG) ‘ask for me’). Some speakers—mostly those of younger generations—prefer to
use overt independent pronouns along with the third-person singular form of the verb instead of
I follow Bauer’s (2003:13) definition of “obligatorily bound morphs” as morphs that do not realize lexemes and
“attach to roots to produce word-forms.”
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the corresponding direct object suffix; for example they prefer to use forms such as /wɞɞr-ɛ-j
kiiʃ/ (see-TH-3SG.OBJ 1PL.INCL) ‘see us (incl.)’ rather than /wɞɞrɛ-kɘʃ/ (see-1PL.INCL.OBJ) ‘see us
(incl.),’ but not to the total exclusion of the latter—the choice being idiosyncratic within and
across speakers. See Odango 2014b for a discussion of the morphophonological and
morphosyntactic status of both subject proclitics and direct object suffixes.
As mentioned in section 4.3, there is a distinction in the morphological paradigms of
inflected transitive verbs between PLMRT and PSMRT—indeed, between Lukunosh Mortlockese
and Satawan Mortlockese, in general. Consider the contrasts shown in (13):151
(13)

1SG
2SG
3SG

LUKUNOSH
supwuræ.æj
supwurɛok
supwurej

SATAWAN
supwurijej
supwurijok
supwuri

GLOSS

‘catch me’
‘catch you’
‘catch him/her/it’

The Satawan versions of these three inflected forms point to a lexical stem [supwuri-] to which
direct object suffixes attach: [-jej] ‘1SG.OBJ,’ [-jok] ‘2SG.OBJ,’ and [-Ø] ‘3SG.OBJ.’ The Lukunosh
versions point to a lexical stem [supwurɛ-] to which direct object suffixes attach: [-æj] ‘1SG.OBJ,’
[-ok] ‘2SG.OBJ,’ and [-j] ‘3SG.OBJ.’ These suffixes cause assimilatory changes for the preceding
[ɛ] vowel in the first- and third-person forms. Because of this difference in verbal morphology
between the two dialects, I choose to focus only on one dialect so as to facilitate comparison
across speakers of a single dialect.
Possessive suffixes are bound forms that index the person and number of the possessor.
The paradigm I present here is based on the most commonly presented analysis of possessive
suffixes for Micronesian languages, as I discuss in section 1.2. See section 6.2.1 for further
discussion. Although both the direct object and possessive suffix paradigms lack an all-inclusive
form, a subset of possessive classifiers make a morphological distinction between the inclusive
and all-inclusive forms; for example, /naaʉ̯-/ ‘possessive classifier for objects in which a
“dominant-subordinate” possessor-possessum relationship,’ /naaʉ̯-ʃ/ (POSS.CLF.DSB1PL.INCL.POSS) ‘ours (incl.),’ /aw-naaʉ̯-ʃ/ (ALLINCL- POSS.CLF.DSB-1PL.INCL.POSS) ‘all of ours
(incl.).’ Closely related in function is the genitive suffix /-n/, which is also referred to as a
“construct” (Rehg 1981:191–192), “defective” (Sohn 1975), and “relational” (Goodenough &
Sugita 1980) suffix. In this work, I defer to using Rehg’s terminology. For most paradigms, the
151

These forms are given in phonetic representation.
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third-person singular and construct forms are identical, since both suffixes have the same
phonological shape of /-n/, and there are otherwise no morphophonemic factors that differentiate
between the two. For example, the form [pɞʃɛɛn] can denote either ‘his/her/its leg/foot,’ or
‘leg/foot of X.’ Nevertheless, in my recordings of construct forms followed by overt NPs, there
can be differences in segment length (i.e., quantity) for both consonants and vowels between the
construct form and the third-person singular form in isolation. The most likely explanation is the
effects of phrasal intonation patterns, whereby segments that are long in isolation become short
when placed in a larger NP. I infer that such differences are phonetic in nature, not phonological.
Note that this column will be presented again in a considerably expanded version in section 7.6,
after extensive discussion of data and analysis in chapter 7.
The expletive /ɛ-/ is an obligatorily bound morph that functions much like the expletive
‘it’ or ‘there’ in English. Demonstrative modifiers encliticize to the construct pronoun to form
the demonstrative pronouns (e.g., /ɛ=jɛ/ (EXPL=PROX1.SG) ‘the thing by me’). The interrogative
marker /=fa/ ‘which’ also encliticizes to the expletive to form the interrogative pronoun /ɛ=fa/
(EXPL=which) ‘which one.’
The other interrogative pro-forms in PLMRT are independent forms: /(i)jɞ/ ‘who,’
/mɛɛt(a)/ ‘what,’ /iŋɛɛt/ ‘when,’ /aja/ ‘where,’ /pwata/ ‘why,’ and the general interrogative marker
/ja/. Nouns that are counted with numeral classifiers are questioned with the obligatorily bound
interrogative pro-form /fita-/ ‘how many/much’ that must take the numeral classifier associated
with the object being counted (e.g., /ɛ-man/ (one-NUM.CLF.ANIM) ‘one living thing,’ /fita-man/
(how.many-NUM.CLF.ANIM) ‘how many living things?). Note that /ɛ-man/ (one-NUM.CLF.ANIM)
‘one living thing’ by itself can function as the indefinite pronoun ‘someone.’ The short version of
the interrogative pro-form /mɛɛt(a)/ co-occurs with the general counter /ɛ-w/ (one-NUM.CLF.GNR)
‘one general thing’ to function as the indefinite pronoun ‘something’ (i.e., /ɛ-w mɛɛt/).
5.3.1.4 Numerals. Numerals are words that express quantity, including enumerative counters for
fast counting (e.g., /ɛɛt/ ‘one,’ /rʉʉw/ ‘two’), cardinal numbers that take the general counting
numeral classifier /-w/ (e.g., /ɛ-w/ (one-NUM.CLF.GNR) ‘one,’ /ruo-w/ (two-NUM.CLF.GNR) ‘two’),
other numeral classifiers (e.g., /ɛ-ʃɞ/ (one-NUM.CLF.flat) ‘one flat thing,’ /rʉa-ʃɞ/ (twoNUM.CLF.flat)

‘two flat things’), and ordinal numbers based on the cardinal number combined
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with the interfix /a- -an/ (e.g., /a-ɛ-w-an/ (CRD-one-NUM.CLF.GNR-CRD) ‘first,’ /a-ruo-w-an/ (CRDtwo-NUM.CLF.GNR-CRD) ‘second’).
5.3.1.5 Classifiers. There are two types of classifiers: numeral classifiers and possessive
classifiers. Numeral classifiers consist of enumerative bases to which classifiers are suffixed,
elements that indicate some general property attributed to the nouns being counted (e.g., /ɛ-man/
(one-NUM.CLF.ANIM) ‘one living thing’). For possessive classifiers, the classifier element is not
the suffix but rather the base,152 which indicates the relationship of the possessum noun to the
possessor, the latter indicated by possessive suffixes (e.g., /naaʉ̯-ʃ/ (POSS.CLF.DSB-1PL.INCL.POSS)
‘ours (incl.)’). I provide further discussion of possessive classifiers in section 6.2.1. Both types of
classifiers can occur without an NP, so long as the NP is understood from context.
5.3.1.6 Demonstratives. Demonstratives in PLMRT conflate deixis, definiteness/specificity, and
number (i.e., plurality). figure 24 presents the demonstrative modifiers, pronouns, and locational
pointers:

SINGULAR
near speaker (first degree of
proximity)
near listener (second degree
of proximity)
far from speaker and listener
(first degree of distance)
in the minds of speaker and
listener (second degree of
distance)
PLURAL
near speaker (first degree of
proximity)
near listener (second degree
of proximity)
far from speaker and listener
(first degree of distance)
in the minds of speaker and

MODIFIERS
(‘THIS,’ ETC.)

PRONOUNS
(‘THIS ONE,’ ETC.)

POINTERS
(‘HERE,’ ETC.)

jɛ, ɛj

ɛ=jɛ

ɛ=kkɛj, kɛj, kɞj

na

ɛ=na

ɛ=kkana, kana

nɞ

ɛ=nɞ

ɛ=kkɞnɞ, kɞnɞ

wɛ

ɛ=wɛ

kɛwɛ

kɛj, kɞj

ɛ=kkɛj

kana

ɛ=kkana

kɞnɞ

ɛ=kkɞnɞ

kɛwɛ

ɛ=kkɛwɛ

Palmer & Brown (2007) argue that in many Oceanic languages, the classifier element—which they call the
“indirect possessor-indexing host”—should be analyzed as the syntactic head of the NP in which they occur.
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listener (second degree of
distance)
Figure 24. PLMRT demonstratives153
The demonstrative modifiers are encliticized to head nouns. When encliticized to the expletive
/ɛ-/, they derive demonstrative pronouns. The demonstrative pointers are not unique forms, but
rather draw upon the set of both demonstrative modifiers and pronouns.
The demonstrative modifier /=wɛ/ modifies NPs whose referents are discourse-old and/or
hearer-old, or are otherwise understood in the minds of the interlocutors, particularly referents
that are no longer visible to the interlocutors (e.g., /maan=wɛ/ (animal=DIST2.SG) ‘the animal we
saw before but we can’t see now’). NPs modified by demonstratives have definite and/or specific
interpretation; determining which parameter is relevant for PLMRT is a topic that I must reserve
for future study. NPs modified by the general counter /ɛ-w/ (one-NUM.CLF.GNR) ‘one’ (or any
version of the numerical classified forms) can express indefiniteness and/or non-specificity (e.g.,
/ɛ-fɔʃ waa/ (one-NUM.CLF.long canoe) ‘a/one canoe’).
Other dialects of Mortlockese have more deictic granularity in the demonstratives. For
example, Kúttú speakers have another level realized by /mwu/ (sg.) and /kɛmwu/ (pl.) in the range
between /na/ (second degree of proximity) and /nɞ/ (first degree of distance), whereas some
speakers of the Lukunosh dialect from the in situ Mortlocks have /nan/ (sg.) and /kanan/ (pl.) for
that same level (i.e., five levels of deixis).
5.3.1.7 Tense-Aspect-Mood (TAM) markers. These morphemes—often described as
“markers”—occur in the verbal complex to express tense, aspect, and mood. Figure 25 presents
the TAM markers:
TAM
mii
aa
kɞ
kan
153

DESCRIPTION
current state of affairs that does not assume any previous action, often
translates with English copula ‘to be’
(1) realis, (2) simple present, (3) current state of affairs that assumes it was
not the case previously but has now changed, (4) past, (5) subjunctive, (6)
hortative
(1) completed action in the past, (2) hortative with a very strong sense of
politeness and respect
(1) imperfective, (2) habitual action

All of the forms are given in phonemic representation.
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min, tin
pɞ
pɞ lɛ
pwapw
sɞ
sapw
sæn (mwo)
tɞ

emphasis, exaggeration
future
immediate future
potential future
negative tense/aspect (interpretation is context-dependent)
(1) will not, (2) command “do not”
not yet
“lest…,” “or else…” (only in subordinate clauses)
Figure 25. PLMRT TAM makers154

The TAM markers are almost always fused to the subject proclitics, whereby there is little by
way of morphophonological interaction. The primary exceptions are in the /mii/ and /aa/ series.
Regarding the former, all of the forms in that paradigm show no phonological interaction
between the subject proclitic and the TAM marker, (e.g., /i=mii/ (1SG.SBJ=STV) ‘I am’), with the
notable exception of the second-person singular form: /u=mi/ (2SG.SBJ=STV) ‘you are,’ realized
as [umwii] (cf. /aw=mii/ (2PL.SBJ=STV) [awmii] ‘you all are’). Regarding the /aa/ series, all of the
subject proclitics have “fused” with the /aa/ TAM marker resulting in marked phonological
changes that appear to be fossilized; see Odango (2014b:123–124) for further discussion.
5.3.1.8 Adverbs. Adverbs occur in the verbal complex and can be distinguished into those that
occur before the main verb (e.g., /ʃʉɛj/ ‘still’) and those that occur after (e.g., /safaŋ/ ‘opposite
direction’). Expressions that correspond to English -ly adverbs are constructed in the following
manner: adjective/unaccusative verb + /lɛ/ + V, whereby /lɛ/ is a morpheme that can be glossed
as ‘at,’ such as /aŋaaʃ lɛ ŋor/ (skilled at sing) ‘sings well’ (literally, ‘skilled at singing’). Adverbs
that express temporal deixis include time adverbs such as /laʉ/ ‘tomorrow,’ names for days and
months (e.g., /mæstænfal/ ‘Monday’), and time subordinators (e.g., /lʉpwan/ ‘during the time
which’). Adverbs that express space deixis can be derived from nouns in conjunction with the
prefix /lɛɛ-/, whereby the topic of the clause is “situated in” whatever material follows the prefix;
for example, /pwakiiki/ ‘corner’  /lɛɛpwakiiki/ ‘at the corner’ and /pwooŋ/ ‘night’  /lɛɛpwoŋ/
‘at night; goodnight (greeting).’
5.3.1.9 Prepositions. Apart from the prepositional verbs and the three subtypes of relational
nouns, there is only one true preposition: /mɞ/. It is oblique in nature, and it serves as the head of
154
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prepositional phrases. It can co-occur with both prepositional verbs and relational nouns (e.g.,
/mɞ saŋɛ-j/ (PREP from-3SG.OBJ) ‘from him/her/it’). This preposition /mɞ/ is homophonous with
the conjunction /mɞ/ ‘and.’
5.3.1.10 Directionals. Directionals are realized as suffixes on the verb that usually follow direct
object suffixes. Directionals indicate the direction of the action: /-to/ ‘toward the speaker,’ /-la/
‘away from the speaker,’ /-tæ/ ‘upward, skyward,’ /-tow/ ‘downward, groundward,’ /-loŋ/
‘inward, inland,’ and /-wow/ ‘outward, seaward.’ Some directionals have metaphorical/idiomatic
connotations depending on the context and the verb to which they attach. For example, /-la/ can
denote actions that are done to the logical conclusion (i.e., “all the way”). The suffix /-tæ/ can
denote actions that are implied to have been recently finished (e.g., /mwaŋaku/ ‘clothes,’
/mwaŋaku-tæ/ (clothes-upward) ‘to be all dressed up recently’), as well as idiomatic derivations
of the bare verb (e.g., /afiʃiak/ ‘to like,’ /afiʃiak-tæ/ (like-upward) ‘to have a crush’).
5.3.1.11 Conjunctions. There are two types of conjunctions: subordinators (e.g., /karɛ/ and /arɛ/
‘if, or,’ /pwɛ/ ‘because,’ and /pwɔpwun/ and /pwɔkitan/ ‘because of, due to’) and coordinators (e.g.,
/mɞ/ ‘and,’ /o/ ‘and, also,’ /ŋɞ/ ‘but,’ and /karɛ/ and /arɛ/ ‘if, or’).
5.3.1.12 Discourse markers and interjections. This class of words broadly covers any
linguistic element that manages and organizes speech. There are several subtypes, including
replies (e.g., /ŋɞɞʉ̯/ yes,) qualifiers (e.g., /mæ/ ‘indeed’), markers that manage inference and
temporal sequencing (e.g., /iwɛ/ ‘and so, and then’), and interjections (e.g., /ok/ ‘whoops’).
Several discourse markers from English are commonly used by PLMRT speakers, such as “OK”
/okej/.
5.3.2 Phrase structure. In this section, I provide brief descriptions of both noun and verb phrase
structure.
5.3.2.1 NP structure. The NP minimally contains a bare noun as the head, to which adjectival,
demonstrative, possessive, and numeral modifiers can be added, schematized as follows:
[numeral-CLF] [CLF-possessive] noun [-possessive] [=demonstrative] [stative+adjective]
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Bare nouns occur in a variety of sentence types usually with non-specific meaning, such as
existential constructions (e.g., /mii joor nʉ/ (STV EXIS coconut) ‘there are coconuts’).
Modification of bare nouns can occur in a variety of combinations. Adjectival constructions are
relative clauses in which the bare noun is followed by the stative TAM marker /mii/ and an
adjective (or unaccusative verb), whereby the third-person singular subject proclitic /ɛ=/ is
covert,155 perhaps as a type of pro-drop; for example, /uuʃ mii par/ (banana STV red) ‘red banana’
(literally, ‘banana that is red’). (14) illustrates a NP with the head /uuʃ/ ‘banana’ modified by an
adjectival, a possessive classifier, and a numeral classifier.
(14)

/wali-faʉ̯
ɔʃɛ-j
mii
uuʃ
eight-NUM.CLF.round POSS.CLF.edible.raw-1SG.POSS banana STV
‘my eight red bananas to eat raw’

par/
red

5.3.2.2 VP structure. The VP minimally contains a bare verb as the head, to which subject
proclitics, direct object suffixes, directional, TAM markers, and adverbs can be added,
schematized as follows:
[subject proclitic=] [TAM] [adverb] verb [-object suffix] [-directional] [NPobject]

Imperatives are examples of clauses that only contain a bare verb (e.g., /la/ ‘to go’ as well as
‘go!’). Non-pronominal subject NPs occur clause-initially as adjuncts. Independent pronouns
may also occur in this clause-initial position. Subject proclitics precede TAM markers, followed
by adverbs, then by the main verb. For canonical transitive clauses, direct object suffixes directly
follow the verb. If the object is non-pronominal, it occurs sentence finally, following the thirdperson singular direct object suffix. In this context—the third-person singular direct object suffix
co-occurring with an overt NP object—the direct object suffix functions more as a general
transitivity marker rather than a realization of true grammatical agreement, and as a result, the
NP object is an argument (Odango 2014b:130–132). Directionals usually follow direct object
suffixes, but sometimes the positions can be switched with a change in meaning.
To illustrate all of these elements in a clause, consider (15), which also contains an
independent pronoun in the clause-initial NP adjunct position and a NP object in the clause-final
NP argument position:
155

It can optionally appear, whereby the choice is idiosyncratic. In everyday discourse, however, it is omitted.
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(15)

/ŋaaŋ i=sæn
1SG

mwo aŋɛ-j-la

1SG.SBJ=NEG.POT yet

eat-3SG.OBJaway

As for me, I have not yet eaten all of my rice.
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ana-j

POSS.CLF.edible.cooked1SG.POSS

rajs=jɛ/

rice=PROX1.SG

CHAPTER 6. EXPLICATION OF THE MORPHOPHONEMIC QUESTION

July 2013. The pwalang ‘raised porch’ of my thatch roof house has been an elicitation
site for several years now on Pakin. By this time, after about six years worth of recording
stories, paradigms, conversations, translations, songs, and so forth with so many
different people, I think that people on Pakin can see it as a “marked off” space: if you
see Emerson and someone else there with that strange-looking metal and plastic
rectangle standing on three legs and the red light is on, then you best not make any noise
and disturb the work that they’re doing. Nevertheless, almost every single time, there is
at least someone who passes by and stops just right outside the environs of the fenced-off
area of my house, looking with curiosity at what could be so interesting that it is worth
recording. To some extent, it’s an exclusionary space, which is something that people
there can relate to via, for example, taking pictures or movies with digital cameras. But
for this elicitation session with one particular consultant, I recall vividly the sounds of
shouting mothers, laughing children, pounding clothes for the laundry, and crowing
roosters in the background. There really is no way to separate oneself from the sounds of
life while on Pakin, no matter how hard one might try in order to get a “clean” audio
recording. But maybe that’s not the point—those “extraneous” sounds are part of the
soundscape of Pakin.
6.1 Introduction. In this chapter, I focus on the question at the core of this dissertation, as I
identify in section 1.3: What is the morphophonemic account for the possessive suffix paradigms
in Pakin Lukunosh Mortlockese (PLMRT)? I recontextualize the problem by (1) discussing the
basic facts about possessive suffix morphology in PLMRT and incorporating the analytic
assumptions made in descriptions of related languages; (2) summarizing the findings from Rehg
2001 regarding Pohnpeian possessive suffixes; and (3) explaining my methodology for the
elicitation of the primary data during my fieldwork on Pakin.
6.2 Possessive suffix morphology in PLMRT. In PLMRT, like in most other Oceanic languages,
there are two types of possessive constructions: (1) “direct possession,” in which the morpheme
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denoting the possessor follows the possessum noun via suffixation to the noun; and (2) “indirect
possession,” in which the morpheme denoting the possessor precedes the possessum noun
because the possessor suffix is attached to a nominal classifier, and this [root + affix]156 word
precedes the possessum noun, which can be schematized as [classifier + suffix N] (Rehg
2001:218). To illustrate, consider (16a) and (16b), respectively:
(16)

a. /ŋii-ʃ/
tooth-1PL.INCL.POSS
‘our (inclusive) teeth’
b. /jaa-ʃ
POSS.CLF.GNR-1PL.INCL.POSS
‘our (inclusive) clothes’

mwaŋaaku/
clothes

In terms of semantic interpretation, (16a) is an example of an “inalienable noun” and (16b) that
of an “alienable noun”. As is characteristic of nouns referring to body parts, family relations, and
intimate ownership, the noun /ŋii/ ‘tooth’ is a possessum that is inalienable from its possessor; in
contrast, /mwaŋaaku/ ‘clothes’ is alienable from its possessor. I follow most descriptive practices
(Rehg 2001, inter alia) in referring to examples like (16a) as “direct possession” since the
possessum is directly possessed with a suffix, and examples like (16b) as “indirect possession”
since the possessum is indirectly possessed via a separate possessive classifier (which itself is
“directly possessed”). As such, one must keep in mind that the pair “direct/indirect” and
“inalienable/alienable” are not fully interchangeable.
To further illustrate, a comparison of two paradigms is given in (17), which illustrates the
suffixation patterns for both directly possessed and indirectly possessed nouns; I present the
paradigms for /ŋii/ ‘tooth’ and /jaa-/ ‘POSS.CLF.GNR’:157

I follow Aronoff 1994 and Bauer 2003 regarding the treatment of the terms “root,” “stem,” and “base”: the “root”
is what remains “when all morphological structure has been wrung out of a form” (Aronoff 1994:40), the “stem” is
“the sound form on which a particular form is built” (44), to which inflectional affixes can be added (Bauer
2003:341), and the “base” encompasses the former two in that it is “any item to which affixes may be added” (325),
regardless if they are derivational or inflectional—thus, roots and stems are types of bases. While in the literature
these three terms may be “used in equivalent senses” (Matthews 1972:165, n. 4), it is important in my discussion to
keep these terms separate.
157
The examples in (14) were elicited from Petrus on June 8, 2014.
156
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(17)
1SG
2SG
3SG
1PL.INCL
1PL.EXCL
2PL
3PL
CONST

/ŋii/
‘tooth’
[ŋiij]
[ŋiimw]
[ŋiin]
[ŋiiʃ]
[ŋiimam]
[ŋiimi]
[ŋiir]
[ŋiin]

/jaa-/
‘POSS.CLF.GNR’
[jææj]
[jɔɔmw]
[jaan]
[jaaʃ]
[jaamam]
[jaami]
[jaar]
[jaan]

The paradigm for /ŋii/ ‘tooth’ is rather transparent in that the morpheme boundaries between the
lexical stem and the possessive suffixes are readily identifiable, and there is no discernable
vowel quality/quantity alternation in the long vowel of the lexical root. In contrast, what I posit
as the underlying form for this classifier root /jaa-/ ‘POSS.CLF.GNR’ does show vowel alternations.
The final vowel changes quality in several examples: fronting and raising to [æ] in [jææj] ‘my,’
and both backing and rounding to [ɔ] in [jɔɔmw] ‘your’. Both of these surface forms can be
accounted for by phonological rules I posit in chapter 5: [jææj] ‘my’ results from the application
of rule 1 “[a] fronting and raising,” and [jɔɔmw] ‘your’ results from the application rule 3 “[a]
raising, rounding, and backing.”
At this point one can posit a clear morphological boundary separating the root and the
inflectional suffix: the roots /ŋii/ ‘tooth’ and /jaa-/ ‘POSS.CLF.GNR’ are inflected for possession
through the suffixation of the elements as I give in figure 23 in section 5.3.1.3. In section 1.2, I
introduce this analysis of possessive suffixes as one that is consistent among other closely related
Chuukic languages, such as Chuukese (Goodenough & Sugita 1980:xxvi), Woleaian (Sohn
1975:105–107), and Satawalese (Roddy 2007:56–57), as well as more distantly related languages
like Pohnpeian (Rehg 1981:161–164). Most of these languages maintain conservative reflexes of
the reconstructed Proto-Micronesian possessive suffixes (Bender et al. 2003a). However,
consider the forms in (18), in which the citation form is C-final:158

158

The examples in (15) were elicited from Petrus on June 8, 2014.
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(18)
1SG
2SG
3SG
1PL.INCL
1PL.EXCL
2PL
3PL
CONST

[maas]
‘eye, face’
[masæj]
[masɔmw]
[masan]
[masaʃ]
[masamam]
[masami]
[masar]
[masan]

[pwoot]
‘nose’
[pwooti]
[pwootumw]
[pwootɨn]
[pwootɨʃ]
[pwootɨmam]
[pwootɨmi]
[pwootiir]
[pwootɨn]

The forms [maas] ‘eye, face’ and [pwoot] ‘nose’ are reflexes of Proto-Micronesian *mata ‘eye,
face’ and *pwauSu ‘nose’, respectively, with later vowel changes for the latter to *pwaútú in
Proto-Chuukic,159 the most immediate proto-level above Mortlockese. Final-vowel loss was a
relatively late process in Micronesian languages (Rehg 1984); with regard to citation forms,
several western Chuukic languages like Tobian and Sonsorolese still maintain final vowels,
whereas other related languages maintain them as final voiceless vowels (e.g., Woleaian) or have
lost them entirely (e.g., Mortlockese).
One preliminary question to ask here is if a form such as [masæj] ‘my eye/face’ should be
analyzed as /mas-j/ (eye/face-1SG.POSS) with the insertion of an epenthetic vowel [æ] to break up
the [sj] cluster of the surface form [masj]. It is true that while PLMRT tolerates surface consonant
clusters (section 5.2.3)—much more so than related languages such as Chuukese—there are
observable instances of vowel epenthesis in the language (e.g., /a-mwɔl-tæ/ (CAUS-ready-upward)
‘prepare’ is realized as either [amwɔltæ] or [amwɔlɛtæ]). However, the sheer number of vowels
that can potentially occur between a consonant and the possessive suffixes as discussed here
provides counterevidence to the epenthesis hypothesis, especially since epenthetic vowels in any
given language tend to be restricted to a small subset of vowels phones, usually all short.
Furthermore, vowel epenthesis can be optional, but not necessarily so (Hall 2011). Consider,
then, that in the two paradigms in (18), if one were to assume that [mas-] ‘eye, face’ and [pwoot-]
‘nose’ are the lexical stems to which the same set of possessive suffixes as posited in figure 23
attach, then the purportedly epenthetic vowels include [æ], [ɔ], [a], [u], [ɨ], and [ii]. A more
compelling piece of evidence is that “non-epenthesized” forms never occur in natural speech.
Furthermore, in morphological decomposition conversations, I have explicitly asked some
Bender et al. (2003a) adopt Chuukese orthographic conventions for Chuukic languages (including ProtoChuukic) in that publication: <ú> = [ʉ].
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consultants if it is even possible to utter forms such as [pwootmw] or [masn], and they assert that
such forms are impossible; the vowels that occur between [t] and [mw] and [s] and [n] in those
forms are obligatory.160 Phonetically speaking, forms such as [pwootmw] or [masn] can be
uttered, again based on the observation that PLMRT tolerates a large number of surface
consonant clusters. It clear, however, that these vowels that occur “between” the lexical root and
the possessive suffixes as posited in figure 23 have phonological and psychological status; they
are not epenthetic vowels.
The next fundamental question to ask is where the morpheme boundary should be drawn
between the lexical root and the possessive suffix.161 The simplest answer is to follow the
patterns exemplified in (17), that the possessive suffixes as given in figure 23 in section 5.3.1.3
are suffixed to a root which surfaces in citation form as C-final but has an underlying form in
which final vowels (presumably historically derived) are maintained. For example, Goodenough
& Sugita (1980:191) assert that Chuukese maas [maas] ‘eye, face (of living creature and fig. of
some things)’ has two “base forms”: MASA /masa/ and MESA /mɛsa/. The authors note that “a
base form’s final vowel, technically known as a ‘stem vowel,’ may change its phonemic shape as
one suffix is replaced by another” (1980:xxii). For Pohnpeian, Rehg (1981:88) states that base
vowels “are vowels that are present in the most basic form of the morpheme,” which “occur at
the end of a morpheme, therefore, may be absent in the free form of the morpheme.” These
vowels are present “when the morpheme is completely reduplicated and where the absence of the
vowel would lead to an impermissible consonant cluster,” as well as “when a morpheme is
followed by a suffix” (88).
The assumption, then, is that most lexical items that have C-final citation forms—with
the caveat that not all lexical items have citations forms—correspond to synchronic root forms in
which the final (historically attested) vowel is retained. The C-final citation form is the product
of (1) deletion of that final vowel, and (2) vowel-lengthening of monosyllabic forms as a result
of stress placement at the phrasal level, which applies in many Micronesian languages (Rehg
1984). Applying this analysis to the PLMRT form [masan] ‘his/her/its eye/face,’ then the
boundary is drawn as such: [masa-n] (eye/face-3SG.POSS) ‘his/her/its eye/face.’ The citation form
My metalinguistic discussions with several consultants provided a context for these infelicitous examples to be
uttered as hypothetical examples. The final nasal in forms such as [masn] is syllabic.
161
Rehg (1981:162) poses the question as, “What part of a possessed form represents the root, and what part the
suffix?”
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[maas] ‘eye, face’ is the result of the final [a] of the underlying lexical root /masa/ being deleted,
resulting in the derived form mas, which then undergoes lengthening of the vowel [a] to satisfy
the two-mora-minimum constraint, resulting in the surface citation form [maas] ‘eye, face.’ In no
circumstance would *[masa] or *[mas] be uttered as a felicitous form for ‘eye, face.’
As I mention in section 1.2, this account of a single possessive suffix paradigm is just one
“story.” The alternate analysis in the context of Pohnpeian is discussed by Rehg (1981:162). To
give an illustrative example with [masan] ‘his/her/its eye/face,’ the morpheme boundary would
be drawn as such: [mas-an] (eye/face-3SG.POSS) ‘his/her/its eye/face.’ In the context of the
previous analysis, there are benefits and shortcomings to this particular account. One benefit is
that the relationship between the lexical root and the citation form is simplified: by positing
/mas/ as the underlying lexical root meaning ‘eye, face,’ then the citation form is explained by
vowel lengthening due to stress placement at the phrase level (Rehg 1984). A shortcoming,
however, is that one would need to posit at least two paradigms for possessive suffixes: one for
forms such as [ŋii-n] (tooth-3SG.POSS) ‘his/her/its tooth’ as previously discussed, and another for
[mas-an] (eye/face-3SG.POSS) ‘his/her/its eye/face’ as is posited here.
Generative approaches to phonology (and morphophonemics) are driven by the principle
of economy, which is to say that human language is structured in the most efficient way possible.
One manifestation of this principle in morphophonemic theory is the Unique Underlier Condition
(Lass 1984), which posits that every morpheme has a single underlying morphophonemic
representation. In the second analysis, while any given lexical root would only have a single
underlying form (e.g., /ŋii/ ‘tooth’ and /mas/ ‘eye, face’), there would be two representations for
each of the possessive suffixes (e.g., ‘3SG.POSS’ realized as [-n] and [-an]). Both representations
would have to be posited as “underlying” since there is no purely phonological or morphological
motivation for positing why, for example, [-n] would be associated with /ŋii/ ‘tooth,’ or what in
principle would prevent [-an] from being suffixed to /ŋii/ ‘tooth.’162 On the other hand, in the
first analysis, both the lexical roots and the possessive suffixes would have single underlying

A clearer example would be the arbitrary forms of the third-person singular suffix under this analysis. In addition
to [mas-an] (eye/face-3SG.POSS) ‘his/her/its eye/face,’ consider [fat-ɨn] (eyebrow-3SG.POSS) ‘his/her/its eyebrow’ (cf.
[faat] ‘eyebrow (citation form)’). One could potentially posit an underlying morphophoneme to represent the thirdperson singular possessive suffix, but the surface realization between [-an] and [-ɨn] would be arbitrary. Again, on
the grounds of simplicity, one would posit underlying forms /-an/ and /-in/—alongside /-n/—in this particular
analysis.
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morphophonemic representations (i.e., /ŋii/ ‘tooth,’ /masa/ ‘eye, face,’ /-n/ ‘3SG.POSS’); this
analysis, then, would be the more parsimonious one.
Regarding the second analysis, however, in the context of Pohnpeian, Rehg (1981:162)
mentions that “[m]any native speakers believe this solution to be the correct one, and thus it
merits consideration.” While there is no extensive discussion of that solution in Rehg 1981, such
“consideration” is the focus of Rehg 2001, which I discuss in further detail in the next section.
6.3 Summary of Rehg 2001. In this section, I provide a concise summary of Rehg’s (2001)
findings about Pohnpeian possessive suffix paradigms. This paper is a continuation of Rehg’s
(1981:162–163) initial consideration that there is another solution other than the parsimonious
solution of only one underlying morphophonemic representation of possessive suffix paradigms
in Pohnpeian. Rehg 2001 is notable for being the only published work to my knowledge that
explores other synchronic solutions to the possessive paradigm morpheme boundary question
within the generative framework for Micronesian languages. Rehg (2001) investigates three
potential solutions, which he labels the “smart solution,” the “dumb solution,” and the
“Pohnpeian solution.”163 It is the latter that he advances “as the preferable analysis of the data”
(219).
Rehg explains that “[w]ithin standard generative phonological theory, a smart solution is
one in which each morpheme has a single underlying representation, the surface forms of which
are derived by a set of ordered rules” (219), which is in line with the Unique Underlier Condition
(Lass 1984). Through the systematic investigation of relevant phonological rules and their
ordering—and for some, revision—Rehg finds that the smart solution accounts for most of the
possessive paradigms in Pohnpeian, but not all. In principle, within generative phonology, if the
actual output (i.e., the actual spoken form) is not what is expected, then one must ascertain if
there is fault with some aspect of the process, be it how a rule is formulated, how the rule is
ordered with respect to other rules, the theoretical assumptions supporting such a rule, the
underlying representations to which a rule applies, or even the source of the primary data. The
fundamental governing principle is that the analysis must account for the observable linguistic
phenomena. Regarding the smart solution and the particular challenges with accounting for
Rehg (2001:219) states that the former two labels are inspired by Hale’s (1973) discussion of transitive suffixes
in Māori. Kenneth L. Rehg (pers. comm., 2015) has informed me that the actual use of the “smart/dumb” labels
emerged from his interactions with Irwin Howard, who was a student of Hale.
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certain third-person singular possessive forms, Rehg finds that while there is no problem with the
phonological rules he posits, there is a problem with the underlying representation for the thirdperson singular possessive suffix /-i/ that he posits for Pohnpeian (2001:225).164 He turns to other
possible solutions to account for these data.
Rehg defines the “dumb solution” as “one that ignores the requirement(s) that a single
underlying representation be established for each morpheme and/or that the surface
representations of such morphemes be derived through the application of well-motivated
phonological rules” (226). He considers two dumb solutions in particular. The first is the “null
solution,” which is “the position that all possessive paradigms are simply memorised by the
native speaker, thus totally eliminating the need for rules of any sort” (226). Within a generative
framework, such a solution is not desirable as it ignores the regularity that is clearly apparent in
language, most especially in inflectional morphology. The second dumb solution is the
“reanalysis solution,” which “entails making different morphological cuts than those made in the
smart solution” (226). In the context of the Pohnpeian data, this results in (1) positing several
allomorphs for the possessive suffixes, and (2) requiring that nouns be marked for membership
in one of four paradigmatic classes.165 Rehg (2001:227) notes that “[w]hile a reanalysis
solution…[enables] Hale (1973) to insightfully account for the shape of transitive suffixes in
[Māori], such an approach accomplishes little for Pohnpeian,” specifically regarding the
difficulties that still remain in accounting for the surface forms through the application of the
phonological rules Rehg posits. The solution to which Rehg refers in the context of Hale 1973 is
also known as the “conjugation(al) analysis” (Ashley 2012:85–86, Lichtenberk 2001:124–125)—
that is, the element that is in question regarding its belonging to the root or to the suffix is
analyzed as being a part of the suffix. What is helpful from exploring this particular solution is
the consideration that reanalysis can play a synchronic role in how L1 speakers of a language
(subconsciously) change the boundaries of inflected forms.

In section 7.5.3, I provide a more detailed explanation of these problems that Rehg encounters. To briefly
summarize here, the major problems are: (1) the surface realization of certain third-person singular possessed forms
cannot be accounted for by the (well-motivated) phonological rules already posited for Pohnpeian, assuming that /-i/
is the correct form of the third-person singular possessive suffix; and (2) the underlying representation /-i/ for the
third-person singular possessive suffix is a synchronic abstraction in Pohnpeian that is not supported by the
historical facts (i.e., it is not a cognate of Proto-Micronesian *-ña ‘3SG.POSS’).
165
While Rehg (2001) does not specifically single out those two factors as being problematic within the economy
solution, he does state that rules that need to “rely extensively on morphological information…[violate] at least the
spirit of generative phonology” (227).
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It is worthwhile to briefly explicate the Māori situation, which Rehg often references but
does not illustrate in his 2001 publication. Most Māori verbs have passive and gerundive forms
that are derived through suffixation. For example, hopu ‘catch’ has the passive form hopukia and
gerundive form hopukaŋa (Williams 1971:59), and inu ‘drink’ has inumia and inumaŋa (Biggs
1990:414), respectively. In the generative approach—that is, the “smart solution” (Rehg 2001) or
the “phonological alternative” (Hale 1973)—the simplest solution is to parse -ia and -aŋa as the
passive- and gerundive-forming suffixes, respectively, thus leaving hopuk- and inum- as stems
that need to be accounted for with phonological rules: final Cs are deleted in Māori. The
conjugation(al) solution, on the other hand, posits that the stem that takes the verbal suffixes and
the citation form are the same—hopu ‘catch’ and inu ‘drink,’ respectively—and that the suffixes
take the shape -Cia, with the C (often called the “thematic consonant”) lexically specified (i.e., kia and -kaŋa for the hopu-class of verbs, and -mia and -maŋa for the inu-class of verbs). There
is a matter of “balancing the scales” when considering these two solutions. The
generative/phonological/economy solution maintains regularity in the shape of the verbal
suffixes across paradigms, but at the cost of complexity in the stems (i.e., positing an abstract
level of C-final stems, which violate Māori phonotactics). The conjugation(al) solution maintains
regularity in the shape of lexical stems (in that they are identical to the shape of verb citation
forms), but at the cost of complexity in the verbal suffixes across paradigms (i.e., the value of the
thematic consonant C spans several consonants, a subset of the consonants of Māori). The
Pohnpeian (and Mortlockese) analogue of the thematic consonant in the Māori case is the vowel
that can be attributed to either the lexical stem or the possessive suffix (e.g., the difference
between ‘my face’ in Pohnpeian being parsed as [mɛsɛ-j] or [mɛs-ɛj] (face-1SG.POSS)). While
Hale (1973) makes compelling arguments for the conjugation(al) solution for Māori, Rehg
(2001) finds both the generative/phonological/economy and the conjugation(al) solutions
problematic, thus forcing him to turn to other possibilities.
Rehg (2001:227) claims that the best solution for the Pohnpeian possessive suffix data is
one that posits that “all possessive suffixes have two allomorphs, …[whereby t]he first set of
allomorphs occurs after V-final bases and the second after C-final bases.” Rehg calls this the
“Pohnpeian solution” because “the morpheme cuts are consistent with native-speaker intuitions”
(229), with the caveat that “[a]lthough [he has] not conducted a formal study of how Pohnpeians
believe such forms should be divided, [Rehg has] posed this question to probably no fewer than
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30 native speakers, with remarkably consistent results” (227, fn. 23). The Pohnpeian solution is
essentially a constrained version of a reanalysis solution: the morpheme boundary of Pohnpeian
inflected forms such as [mɛsɛj] ‘my face’ was once internalized by L1 speakers as [mɛsɛ-j] (face1SG.POSS) ‘my face’ but has been diachronically reanalyzed as [mɛs-ɛj] (face-1SG.POSS) ‘my
face,’ such that L1 speakers today make the morpheme cut following the second pattern.
Analogy also plays a role in the Pohnpeian solution, because this possessive paradigm for roots
like /mas/ ‘face’—again, which at some earlier time was /masa/—has synchronically extended to
all other C-final roots that were [a]-final at an earlier stage of Pohnpeian. The Pohnpeian solution
accounts for a variety of phenomena, including previously discussed paradigms that could not be
handled as efficiently by the smart and dumb solutions, as well as other paradigms involving
borrowed words of English and Japanese origin. Crucially, though, the Pohnpeian solution is
motivated by theory-internal considerations, despite Rehg’s overt consideration of L1 speaker
intuitions.166 A consequence of positing the Pohnpeian solution as the best one to account for
these Pohnpeian data is that “one of the desiderata of generative phonology—that there be a
single underlying representation for each morpheme—must be compromised to account for the
complex patterns of vowel alternations in Pohnpeian” (232).
The goal of chapter 7 is to take Rehg’s (2001) approach and apply it to the PLMRT data.
In the interest of avoiding the connotations of words such as “smart” and “dumb,” I make the
following substitutions: (1) I use “economy solution” instead of “smart solution”; (2) I use “null
solution” and “conjugation solution” to distinguish between the two types of “dumb” solutions,
and I eschew the term “dumb”; and (3) I use “intuition solution” to indicate an analysis in which
I actively take into consideration the cuts made by L1 speakers of PLMRT, which I perceive to be
a more transparent label than using a phrase such as the “PLMRT solution” (to parallel
“Pohnpeian solution”). Note that while the economy, null, and conjugation solutions are to some
degree mutually exclusive approaches, they share the characteristic of being theory-internal
approaches. The intuition solution, on the other hand, is an integrative approach that combines
principles of generative phonology—applicable to the three other solutions—with the
perspectives of L1 speakers. It must be emphasized, however, that the intuition solution (or
As Kenneth L. Rehg (pers. comm., 2015) has affirmed to me, the fact that that the intuitions of L1 speakers of
Pohnpeian “dovetailed” with his theory-internal analysis (i.e., reanalysis and analogy) was a happenstance; it was
not a part of his original research goal to investigate L1 speaker intuitions at the outset of the development of the
“Pohnpeian solution.”
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“Pohnpeian solution” or “PLMRT solution”) is not an emic grammatical analysis; while
ascertaining L1 speaker models of morpheme boundary analysis is an interesting empirical
question, it is outside the scope of this current study.
6.4 Elicitation methodology. In this section, I explain my methodology for the elicitation of the
primary data during my fieldwork on Pakin. This section is framed within my broader discussion
of my general fieldwork methodology discussed in chapter 4.
6.4.1 Elicitation of possessive suffix paradigms. I delineate this methodology as follows. First,
I prime the consultant with a general discussion of the elicitation process. I provide an example
of a paradigm of a high-frequency item, such as that of [saam] ‘father.’
As an elicitation tool, I present a sheet of paper that contains the independent pronouns
that correspond to the person and number of the paradigms, to serve as a way for the consultant
to keep track of the desired order without the need for memorization (see figure 26).

Figure 26. Paradigm elicitation tool
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Nevertheless, many consultants memorize the order after producing several paradigms and no
longer look at the paper in the course of the elicitation. The order of the independent pronouns is
identical as I present in figure 23 in chapter 5, with two notable exceptions. First, the allinclusive form is omitted, since there are no corresponding possessive suffix forms. Second, after
the third-person plural form <iir>, I include another entry in the form of four NPs: <pik né /
Romeo / atené / Risa>. The first item is realized as [piik=nɞ] (pig=DIST1.SG) ‘that pig,’ and the
third as [ætɞ=nɞ] (child=DIST1.SG) ‘that child.’ The second item is a male name, and the fourth a
female name. These items are given to elicit the construct form during the portion devoted to
possessive suffixes. The consultant can choose any of the four forms, as well as any other NP of
his or her choosing. The consultant can also choose different NPs for each iteration of producing
a construct form or transitive form.
In conjunction with the written cues, I use gestures as elicitation prompts, as explicated in
(19):
(19)

Gestures used to elicit inflected forms
1SG
I point to myself.
2SG
I point to the consultant.
3SG
I point away from both of us, keeping my finger steady.
1PL.INCL
I create wide loops with my hand between myself and the consultant.
1PL.EXCL
I lean back from the consultant and wave both hands up and down in front
of me, parallel to my torso.
2PL
I point to the consultant and move my finger left to right.
3PL
I point away from both of us, moving my finger left to right.
overt NP
Usually a gesture is not necessary, since the referent is imaginary or is not
in the vicinity (e.g., the proper name of a person whom we cannot see).
Alternatively, while pointing with my finger, I move my hand over my
shoulder, to indicate something to the effect of “that thing we are talking
about as our example, but we don’t see.”

I explain to the consultants that these gestures are meant for me to mime from their perspective;
for example, even though I point to myself for first-person singular, I mean for them to imagine
that they are in my place when speaking the pronouns. Admittedly, this can cause initial
confusion, as the act of me pointing to myself might elicit second-person singular, and me
pointing to a consultant might elicit first-person singular. Usually these can be “corrected” within
a few practice elicitations. Some consultants often switch the orders of first-person exclusive and
second-person plural forms even after producing several elicited paradigms. Based on the
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context, I often allow them to use whichever order they prefer, as I find it counterproductive to
“correct” a consultant late into the elicitation session, lest my corrections be interpreted as a facethreatening act—and especially since the order of the elicited items is not crucial to my study.
I elicit paradigms by verbally stating a citation form—which most often corresponds to
either a bare lexical form or the third-person singular/construct form167 (both of which are
homophonous)168—then allowing the consultant to produce the paradigm. In all instances, I only
provide an oral form of the item, not a written form. There are 67 paradigms elicited in all,169 in
the order presented in (20):170
(20)

Elicited paradigms
ITEM
V-FINAL NATIVE

1. ʃʃa
2. jaan
3. pæ
4. fææn
5. pɞʃɛ
6. rɛɛn
7. lɞllɞɞn
8. mɞɞn
9. ŋii
10. mwʉrɨn
11. faʉ̯nɨpwpwo
12. aron
13. wɔɔn
14. lɛɛmwɔɔn
15. usʉn
16. lɛɛluun

GLOSS

‘blood’
‘general possessive classifier (3SG or CONST)’171
‘feces’
‘underneath (3SG or CONST)’
‘leg, foot’
‘with (3SG or CONST)’
‘the size of (3SG or CONST)’
‘cost of (3SG or CONST)’
‘tooth’
‘behind (3SG or CONST)’
‘heart’
‘beside (3SG or CONST)’
‘top of (3SG or CONST)’
‘mark of (3SG or CONST)’
‘state of being of (3SG or CONST)’
‘buttocks of (3SG or CONST)’

The notable exception involves my elicitations with Adaleen, Eison, Maraleen, and Nika, for whom I provided
the first person singular forms as the prompts for items 1–18. In future fieldwork, I would consider making this
parameter constant across consultants.
168
As I discuss in section 5.3.1.3, the caveat to this is where there are differences in segment length between the
construct form given in isolation versus given in a larger NP. In terms of morphology, however, both suffixes are
realized by the same morph: /-n/.
169
My original fieldwork goals were to investigate both possessive suffix and direct object suffix paradigms in
PLMRT. As such, in the course of fieldwork, I had actually elicited 103 inflectional paradigms: 67 possessive suffix
paradigms, and 36 direct object suffix paradigms. Given the focus on this dissertation on possessive suffix
paradigms, I only report on the former set of 67 elicited paradigms. I reserve discussion of the other 36 paradigms
for future publications.
170
These forms are given in phonetic representation.
171
For all items for which the citation form is homophonous with either the third-person singular or construct form,
regarding the gloss, for matters of convenience I only indicate the construct form meaning in the form {NOUN of},
followed by the qualifier “(3SG or CONST).” This is to be understood as a shorthand for the following: ‘his/her/its
NOUN or NOUN of.’ I use this convention for all subsequent discussions.
167
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17. ʃʉʉ
18. lʉssʉn

‘bone’
‘remainder of (3SG or CONST)’

C-FINAL NATIVE
19. maas
20. salʉŋ
21. aaw
22. faat
23. pwoot
24. kɨllɛn
25. rææn
26. rooŋ
27. aŋaaʃ
28. aŋaŋŋaw
29. aŋipwpwan
30. nnʉr
31. sɔɔr
32. fææl

‘eye, face’
‘ear’
‘mouth’
‘eyebrow’
‘nose’
‘skin of (3SG or CONST)’
‘day (i.e., birthday)’
‘inherited magic’
‘skilled; skillfulness’
‘unskilled; unskillfulness’
‘impudent; impudence’
‘shadow’
‘birthmark’
‘community house’

V-FINAL NONCE
33. ŋaŋa
34. rɨnæ
35. ŋuwɛ
36. japɞ
37. ŋali
38. fofo
39. lɨtɔ
40. naʃu
41. safʉ
C-FINAL NONCE
42. maraf
43. taas
44. ruŋak
45. raal
46. wapam
47. laamw
48. safan
49. ʃaaŋ
50. ɞtap
51. raapw
52. ʃaŋar
53. laaʃ
54. farat
55. saaw
56. ʉŋaj

(not applicable for all nonce items)

(not applicable for all nonce items)
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57. ʃaaʉ̯
V-FINAL BORROWED
58. kii
59. kasto
60. piiksɞ
61. stoori
62. pættɨri

‘key’
‘movie’ (< Japanese katsudoo)
‘photo’
‘story’
‘battery, pacemaker’

C-FINAL BORROWED
63. pwuuk
64. sasiŋ
65. ruumw
66. lɔɔk
67. sajs

‘book’
‘photo’ (< Japanese shashin)
‘room’
‘lock’
‘size’

I elicited three types of lexical items. The first type is vocabulary that is considered “native” (i.e.,
non-borrowed etymology) from an etic linguistics analysis. The second type is nonce words,
which I elicit solely in the spirit of exploration. I recognize that nonce words are most usually
used in experimental contexts, in which one expects a sample size large enough to produce data
that will be statistically analyzable (cf. Brovetto & Ullman’s (2005) and Rodriguez-Fornells et
al.’s (2002) experiments with Spanish verbal morphology and nonce words). Even though I do
not engage in a quantitative or otherwise experimental approach to the documentation and
analysis of morphological paradigms in PLMRT, I still find value in exploring the interactions of
nonce words with inflectional suffixes within my current elicitation methodology. Specifically, I
am interested in observing what vowels will “emerge” between the nonce citation form and the
regular paradigm of possessive suffixes. For similar reasons, the third type of lexical items I
elicit is vocabulary that is considered “borrowed” from an etic linguistics analysis.172 For both
nonce and borrowed words, there is no diachronic (i.e., historical) source for the vowels that
“emerge” when they are inflected for possession. My findings are very interesting, which I
discuss in detail in chapter 7.
This is to say that the etymology of the word is clearly traceable to a source within the period of Western contact
for the development of Mortlockese. The borrowed items in my sample are traceable to English and Japanese
vocabulary. The caveat is that while the linguist might recognize the items as being borrowed, the L1 speaker of
PLMRT—and in particular, children who are L1 learners—are not aware of the etymology of these items as
borrowed, or at least are not overtly taught such historical information (see sections 2.3.5.2 and 2.3.5.3). Crucially,
children are not borrowing directly from Japanese and English, as they do not interact with L1 speakers of those
languages on a daily basis.
172
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For each of these three categories, I elicit V- and C-final items in citation form. Doing so
allows me to observe the effects of the inflectional suffixes on the lexical roots, which is
especially interesting regarding C-final items. Items 1–18 are V-final lexical roots, with two
items given for each of the nine vowel phonemes. I ascertain the lexical root as V-final on the
basis of the recurrent pattern of [X + suffix], whereby X is consistent in surface form with the
exception of allophonic variation accounted for by the phonological rules I posit in section 5.2.4.
I do not ascertain V-final status based solely on the shape of the citation form, since many Vfinal underlying forms correspond to citation forms that are given with the /-n/ suffix, denoting
either third-person singular or construct. Regarding my elicitation methodology, I give to the
consultant the homophonous third-person singular/construct form (e.g., [fææn] ‘his/her/its
underneath’ or ‘underneath of X’). Also, for item 15, I had initially analyzed its underlying
lexical form as /usu-/ ‘state of being,’ but in the course of fieldwork, I realized that it is /usi-/.
Because I had already elicited that paradigm with several other consultants before realizing my
mistake, I decided to leave that item and not replace it with another [u]-final form; as such,
/lɛɛluu-/ ‘buttocks’ is the only [u]-final form in this set.
Items 19–32 are the C-final lexical roots, with the caveat that I claim C-final status of the
lexical root based on the citation form for the purpose of data collection. Hayes (2009:165)
warns those engaged in morphophonemic analysis that the “Isolation Form Shortcut”—which is
the assumption that “‘[t]he underlying form of a stem is simply the way that the stem appears in
isolation (taking away the effects of any allophonic rules)’”—does not work in general because
of the fact that a word-final boundary can be a relevant conditioning environment. Phonological
material can indeed be changed or even “disappear” at the rightmost boundary (i.e., word-final
boundary) when a word is uttered in isolation as a citation form; in such cases, suffixes can serve
as a type of “preserving” material that reveals the true underlying form, a form that can never
appear by itself in isolation. Nevertheless, at this stage of data collection, I found it useful to
group my data with the provisional assumption that the citation form of C-final nouns is the same
as the underlying form. This provides a basis on which my analysis in chapter 7 can proceed,
whereby I work with the assumption that some of the forms I claim are underlyingly C-final may
indeed turn out not to be C-final (cf. Rehg’s (2001) revision of positing the underlying form of
‘face’ as /mas/, revised from /masa/ as posited earlier in the discussion). Note that for item 24, I
originally anticipated that the citation form was C-final as either [kiil] or [kʉʉl], but in the course
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of fieldwork, a consultant confirmed for me that it is [kɨllɛn] ‘skin of X.’ As I had already
elicited this form from several other consultants by the time I made this realization, I chose to
leave it in set and not replace it. However, in chapter 7, when I discuss comparisons across
consultants, I group [kɨllɛn] ‘skin of X’ with V-final native nouns since I posit the stem to which
suffixes attach as [kɨlli-]. Also note that items 24–27 are semantically verbal and often appear as
intransitive verbs, but they occur frequently in natural conversation as directly possessed forms
(i.e., nominals). I did not make an attempt at finding examples to correspond to each of the 15
consonant phonemes; rather, I chose high-frequency lexical items in which one of three
vowels—[a], [ɛ], and [ɨ]—occurs between the C-final lexical root and the construct suffix. Based
on previous pilot investigations, I ascertained that those three vowels are the most common that
occur in the construct form for C-final words.173
Items 33–41 are the V-final nonce forms, one for each of the nine vowel phonemes.
Because many lexical items in PLMRT are disyllabic, I chose CVCV as the shape for these nonce
items. In constructing these nonce items, I started with the intended vowel phoneme as the final
V, and then arbitrarily chose various combinations of consonants and vowels to fill the CVCmaterial. Note that for item 36, while I provided [japɞ] to most of my consultants in earlier
elicitation sessions, I later changed it to [fapɞ] in later elicitation sessions to avoid the potential
elicitation of an inflected form that is almost homophonous with a distasteful phrase in PLMRT.
Items 42–57 are the C-final nonce forms, one for each of the 15 consonant phonemes, as well as
the addition of [ʉ̯]. I created these C-final nonce forms in a similar way as the V-final forms,
with the exception that I alternated between (C)VCaC forms (e.g., [maraf]) and CaaC forms
(e.g., [raapw]); I purposefully chose the vowel that immediately preceded the final consonant to
remain constantly set at [a]. I started with the intended consonant phoneme as the final C, and
then arbitrarily chose various combinations of consonants and vowels to fill the other material.
For both the V- and C-final nonce forms, these choices in “filling in” the other C and V material
were only arbitrary, not randomized. Note that for the nonce forms [ŋaŋa], [ŋali], [ruŋak],
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I have encountered other vowels, such as [ʉ]; for example, [maan] ‘animal’ and [manʉn lɛɛsɛt] (animal.CONST
ocean) ‘ocean animal’). However, I have also encountered [manɛn lɛɛsɛt]. I have a suspicion that construct forms of
nouns are experiencing a levelling-out with [ɛ] becoming the default vowel to occur between the noun and the
construct suffix /-n/, most especially in contexts of (conventionally) borrowed and code-switched words (e.g., [tifiti]
‘DVD,’ [tifitijɛn] (DVD-CONST) ‘DVD of X’ (i.e., ‘DVD of a specific movie’)).
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[ʃaŋar], and [ʉŋaj], I arbitrarily created these form such that rule 8 “short [a] and [ɛ] centering”
does not apply to the citation form.174
Items 58–62 are V-final borrowed forms, and items 63–67 are C-final borrowed forms.
Both sets consist of five items as an exploratory sample. Because of the lower type and
occurrence (i.e., “token”) frequency of these borrowed forms in the PLMRT lexicon, I chose
words that are relatively high-frequency in everyday discourse. I made no attempt at trying to
create a sample of borrowed words that is representative of all the vowel and consonant
phonemes in PLMRT; creating such a sample is something I must reserve for future study.175
6.4.2 Discussion of morphological boundaries and decomposition. The initial seed of the idea
for engaging in discussion of morphological boundaries and decomposition with L1 speakers
originated from Rehg’s (2001:227, fn. 23) admission that “[a]lthough [he has] not conducted a
formal study of how Pohnpeians believe [directly possessed nouns] should be divided, [Rehg
has] posed this question to probably no fewer than 30 native speakers, with remarkably
consistent results.” The elicitation of metalinguistic discussion from L1 speakers of PLMRT
produces data that allow me to answer my second and third research questions, discussed in
sections 3.4.2 and 3.5, respectively.
I delineate this methodology as follows, with the caveat that this explanation is a broad
description of the main elements; as is expected in conversation-based fieldwork, the actual
discussions emerge with slight variations from consultant to consultant. After I have completed
the paradigm elicitations with a consultant, I work with him or her individually for the
metalinguistic discussion. This is facilitated by my writing out paradigms on paper using the
working orthography I employ for PLMRT and having the consultant manipulate inflected forms
using different colored writing utensils (see appendices C1–C6 for scanned images). Our
conversation is entirely in PLMRT. I begin with a priming discussion of a transparent morpheme
boundary, using the example of <sú>, <sútá>, and <sútou>, the latter two parsed as [sʉ-tæ] (flyupward) ‘to fly upward’ and [sʉ-tou] (fly-downward) ‘to fly downward,’ respectively. I elicit the
main verb through hand gestures, so as to avoid translations through English. I begin by writing
As is apparent in the transcriptions, that rule also does not hold for the consultants’ inflected forms.
For some consultants, I mixed the elicitation order to reduce fatigue: I would elicit a few nonce nouns in the
listed order, then move onto borrowed nouns in the listed order, then return to the nonce nouns and complete the set.
This was not a variable that I controlled across consultants.
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down <sú> ‘fly’ on the paper, and I confirm with the consultant that this word is complete, and
that there is no composite meaning involving the combination of <s> and <ú>. I then elicit the
forms for ‘to fly upward’ and ‘to fly downward,’ asking the consultant to assist me in spelling
the orthographic representation. I confirm with him or her that the item is spelled as a single
word, not as two separate words. The side-by-side comparison of all three forms allows me to
co-construct with the consultant the realization that <tá> ‘upward’ and <tou> ‘downward’ are
separable from <sú> ‘to fly’ on the basis of meaning.
Using a different colored writing utensil (e.g., colored pen or crayon), I visually parse out
for the consultant the separation of morphemes, such as drawing boxes or circles around the
identifiable morphemes <sú> ‘to fly,’ <tá> ‘upward,’ and <tou> ‘downward.’ I reconfirm with
him or her that it is not correct to write <sú tá> ‘to fly upward’ or <sú tou> ‘to fly downward,’
nor to pronounce such forms with deliberate pauses in between to indicate word boundaries. In
this initial discussion, I use phrases that I have encountered in other contexts as having
metalinguistic utility (e.g., during my PLMRT language training/tutoring sessions, as a teacher in
Pakin Elementary School, and in other fieldwork elicitation sessions); these phrases include faún kapas (stone-CONST speech) ‘root word,’ unos ‘complete’ (i.e., a word that cannot be
morphologically parsed), kinikin ‘section, division,’ and kinii-Ø-tou (divide-3SG.OBJ-downward)
‘divide it apart.’
I then move on to discussions of possessive suffix paradigms. I begin by eliciting once
again the paradigm for [ŋii] ‘tooth.’ I have the consultant produce the paradigm in the same
manner as described above in section 6.4.1, except I write out each form of the paradigm on the
paper in a column as the consultant says the form. I confirm with the consultant the spelling of
each form. I use the working orthography for PLMRT, since all the consultants in my sample are
familiar with my use of that system outside of fieldwork contexts (e.g., personal
correspondence). Note that vowel length is not usually indicated by the consultants (e.g., through
double vowels), although some do. At the top of the column, I write the citation form. I then give
the consultant the writing utensil in the other color and ask him or her to underline for each form
the part that expresses the “primary meaning” of the word, a phrase that can variously be
translated as faú-n kapas (stone-CONST speech) ‘root word’ or osetán kapas (true speech) ‘true
word.’ Once the consultant has done so for each form, I then ask him or her to use the same
writing utensil and circle the part that expresses ownership of the item in question. In the context
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of the paradigm for [ŋii] ‘tooth’, I phrase my request as this: Iwe iei, usé mwashan mwótókulnei
are circle-nei meet eké afatta ngiin ié ‘OK now, will you please draw a circle around the thing
that clarifies whose tooth.’
It is important to point out that up to this point in the conversation, the predominant
frame that is tacitly understood by me and the consultant is one of expert-student, that I am
“teaching” the consultant an aspect of language analysis, one that is otherwise opaque to the
everyday speaker of PLMRT. This is not simply a local interactional frame of the fieldwork
moment, but rather another instance in the larger frame of me as the re wóón ‘Westener,
foreigner’ who is attending school in Hawai‘i to become a shóón silelap ‘expert’ in itiiten kapas
‘language use; grammatical study,’ a frame that I would assume all of the consultants see me in
(to varying degrees), especially after interacting with me for several years now (both as a Peace
Corps Volunteer and as a fieldworker).
This is an important context that I must highlight, as it brings the next aspect of my
fieldwork methodology into focus: I ask the consultant to assume the role of teacher and me as
student, so as to explain to me their analysis via the underlining and circling, using whatever
tools they have to verbalize their intuitions. I evoke this frame with the following request:
Sounpatak, usé mwashan aweewenei nganeái meet na uké underline-nei iwe meet na uké circlenei ‘Teacher, will you please explain to me what is that you underlined and what is that you
circled.’ I often include the following meta-comment with the request: e lleng pwe een eman
sounpatak ‘it is as if you were a teacher.’ This method is useful for two primary reasons. First, it
provides a natural context for the consultant to produce metalinguistic speech, which would
otherwise be difficult to elicit, especially in a context in which the consultant would otherwise
feel unwilling to proffer un-elicited opinions about abstract morphological analysis. By creating
a frame in which the consultant must provide an explanation by virtue of his or her momentarily
assuming the role of a teacher, we co-construct an environment—imaginary and non-high
stakes—in which metalinguistic speech can naturally emerge, which is arguably a relatively rare
type of primary data one encounters in field recordings (at least in language documentation
contexts outside of, for example, the formal classroom setting).
Second, this method is my attempt at actively engaging the consultant in language
analysis, to demonstrate to him or her that this type of analysis of language is not “reserved” for
the re wóón ‘Westener, foreigner’ or those who have enough Western-based education. It is a
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small yet significant realization of my professional—and personal—stance that each individual
possess a wealth of linguistic information. Whereas “data mining” is one way of assessing an
individual’s “linguistic worth” (i.e., how much interesting linguistic data can be acquired from
any given consultant), I am interested in exploring the ways L1 speakers co-construct
explanations in scenarios in which they are assumed to be the expert, and the fieldworker is the
novice learner. While it is true that, at least empirically, some individuals are more articulate
than others regarding linguistic analysis—indeed, some individuals are “better” linguistic
consultants than others, in a variety of parameters—in principle, such a reality does not lessen
the value of engaging in investigations of emic language analysis with the L1 speaker. (See
section 8.5 for further discussions on positionality during fieldwork.)
After providing those explanations for the paradigm for [ŋii] ‘tooth,’ the consultant and I
move on to three more paradigms: [pwoot] ‘nose,’ [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg/foot,’ and [maas] ‘eye, face.’ One
by one, after each paradigm, I follow the same procedure as I describe above. At this point, with
four paradigms visually represented as four side-by-side columns with underlining and circling, I
then ask the consultant a series of questions as a means to ascertain what kind of explanation he
or she can provide for the perceived discrepancies of the actual forms of the possessive suffixes
(i.e., what is in the circles). To illustrate, across the four paradigms for the cell for third-person
singular, one consultant had circled the following segments, which I show here in bold: <ngiin>,
<pwotin>, <peshen>, and <masan>. I specifically asked the consultant why the segment that
corresponds to third-person singular—that is, the “thing” that clarifies whose body part—has at
least three different forms: <n>, <in>, and <an>. I probe the consultant’s metalinguistic analytic
instincts by asking why such a segment has three different shapes. I even overtly introduce the
“economy” (i.e., “smart”) solution by suggesting the alternative analysis that the only form of the
element is <n>, which leads to the “tidy” analysis of having just one form across the four
example paradigms, but with the shortcoming that we must now account for the “extra” vowels
that appear between the root word and the inflection, such as the <i> vowel in the analysis of
<pwot-i-n>. I am careful to frame my questions as open inquiries, not as my imposition of a
particular analysis on the consultant; I explicitly ask, “Which do you prefer?” The metalinguistic
explanations and conversation that these questions elicit from the consultants are quite
intriguing, which I explore in more depth in section 7.4.2.
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After this discussion, I elicit the paradigm for the general possessive classifier in the
same manner as I describe above. I also have the consultant parse each form in the paradigm
with the colored writing utensil and assume the role of the teacher to explain his or her analysis.
However, rather than comparing this paradigm with all of the four previously analyzed
paradigms, I only focus on the paradigm for [maas] ‘eye, face.’ My goal is to ascertain if L1
speakers of PLMRT perceive any formal similarity between the paradigm for the general
possessive classifier and that of [maas] ‘eye, face,’ as a means to explore one aspect of Rehg’s
(2001) posited “Pohnpeian solution.” To provide an illustrative example, in Pohnpeian, the thirdperson dual possessed form of ‘face’—which Rehg (2001:229) posits as having an underlying Cfinal base form of /mas/—is [masara], and the corresponding cell in the paradigm for the general
possessive classifier is [ara]. Rehg (2001:229) claims that “[t]he possessive suffixes that follow a
C-final base like /mas/ are virtually identical to the forms of the general possessive classifier and,
indeed, native speakers of the language consciously make this association.” In the context of the
given example, the morphological decomposition of [masara] ‘their (dual) face’ as [mas-ara]
(face-3DU.POSS) is supported by the fact that the third-person dual form of the general possessive
classifier is [ara]; one would posit processes of analogy and reanalysis, whereby the L1 speaker
of Pohnpeian views [ara] ‘GEN.POSS.CLF.3DU.POSS’ as a single element that has been attached to
[mas-] ‘eye.’ My goal in eliciting the general possessive classifier paradigm from L1 speakers of
PLMRT and having them compare it with that of [maas] ‘eye, face’ is to empirically observe if
such conscious associations are made, which Rehg claims does occur for L1 speakers of
Pohnpeian.176 I discuss these findings in section 7.5.4.
As I describe in section 2.3.3.4, Pohnpeian is the language of domains related to formal
education. PLMRT is not taught in any structured way in the classroom. Furthermore, while there
are published reference materials on Pohnpeian, none exist for Mortlockese. Nevertheless,
literacy in PLMRT is quite high, as individuals develop their own idiosyncratic othorgraphic
systems for writing PLMRT. It is an empirical question to consider the degree to which formal
education in Pohnpeian—which can include the ways Pohnpeian morphology is taught—can
have an effect on the ways the consultants engage in decomposition tasks. I did not collect
information about each consultant’s education history, or their general experiences with literacy
Although Rehg (1991) does not report on his methodology in ascertaining such a claim (including sample size),
through personal communication (2015), Rehg affirms that the claim was a “bonus finding” in the course of his
long-term research on Pohnpeian—over many years and working with many different L1 speakers.
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in both Pohnpeian and PLMRT. These are clearly questions that require empirical investigation in
future research (see also section 8.7).
The final portion177 of the discussion involves my asking the consultant what kinds of
value he or she finds in this inquiry. I ask directed questions if my research could have value in
formal education or the community, regarding the teaching of morphological paradigms and
analysis. I address the elicited responses from the consultants in chapter 8.
I was able to elicit all of the 67 paradigms from all of the consultants listed in section 4.3,
for a total of nine individuals. Of those nine, I was able to complete the decomposition
discussion with six of them. Also, of those nine, I was able to ask questions about the perceived
value of my research from six of them—but not the same set of six who completed the
decomposition discussion portion. Ideally, I would have been able to complete all the portions of
the data collection with each consultant, but in the course of fieldwork, I had to take into
consideration the logistical constraints of scheduling large blocks of time with consultants who
are rather busy with day-to-day responsibilities on Pakin. As described in section 4.5, the
recordings of these primary data are deposited in the collection titled “Odango Collection Kapsen Mwoshulók (Mortlockese)” in Kaipuleohone.
6.4.3 Representativeness. An important matter I must clarify concerns the representativeness of
my sample. One relevant parameter concerns types and occurrences. As I make clear in the
discussion of my methodology thus far, I do not engage in an experimental or otherwise
quantitative approach to this documentation and analysis of inflectional paradigms in PLMRT.
There are obvious benefits to quantitative approaches to data collection and fieldwork in a
language documentation context (see for example Cox 2011 in the context of corpus studies).
This includes the quantitative analyses that can be applied to sufficiently large corpora (e.g.,
corpus studies) “after” the initial data collection has been completed. When it comes to the
matter of describing, for example, the phonology, morphology, and syntax of a language, the
tacit understanding is that such descriptions of for any particular phenomenon (e.g., discussions
My original fieldwork included a metalinguistic discussion of morpheme boundaries for three specific direct
object suffix paradigms: [ŋanej] ‘toward him/her/it,’ [tʉʉfej] ‘dive for him/her/it,’ and [sɔpwolej] ‘catch him/her/it.’ I
follow the same process as I describe regarding the decomposition task with possessive suffix paradigms. I reserve
the discussion of these findings of metalinguistic discussion about direct object suffix paradigms for future
publications. Note appendices C1–C6 contain the results of the written decomposition task with these direct object
suffix paradigms.
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of a phoneme, a morpheme, a particular syntactic string) are inherently qualitative. The
fieldworker who writes up his or her findings in a sketch grammar format is not expected to
provide information such as the number of occurrences of the type or the results of significance
tests of such data.
For example, in a morphology context, if a language documentary fieldworker were to
create a table of a pronoun paradigm, there is no “expectation” on the part of either the author or
the reader that such a presentation be quantified; there are no questions of, “How many speakers,
what kinds of sociocultural stratification, how many occurrences is the table based on, will these
data produce statistically significant results?” This is not to say that such questions are not worth
asking, for the quantitative-minded sociolinguist might ask such questions when looking at a
“clean” pronoun paradigm table. The table can in fact be based on the single occurrences of
inflected forms from a single speaker, in addition to the internalized “intuitions” of the
fieldworker as to how “representative” such occurrences are of the population in general.178
It is often advised in the documentary fieldwork literature that “[r]ather than zeroing in
on a single consultant for the entire research, most projects benefit from a pool of consultants, so
as to avoid inadvertently producing a study of for example one person’s peculiar idiolect”
(Dwyer 2006:53). A distinction should be made between the data collection aspect of the
research and the “write-up” aspect (whether in situ in the field or ex situ at one’s permanent
residence); whereas one might strive to acquire primary data from a broad sample of several
speakers, one’s analysis of such data may be considerably narrower. As I discuss further in
chapter 9, I feel that it is important that language documentation fieldworkers acknowledge the
inherently qualitative approach to their data collection and analysis. Consider the fact that there
are scores of grammars written that are based primarily on the speech of one or two main
consultants. While this may be a tacit understanding for the typical products of a documentation,
in the spirit of transparency, I believe that authors should always make such
qualifications/quantifications about their sample clear to the reader.179
Nevertheless, one might get a sense of how “uneasy” such tacit understandings might be to the potential audience
of the written analysis. Imagine the possible questions: “How do you intuit these generalizations? How are your
impressions reproducible in the field? What data can you cite to quantitatively support your intuitions?” I raise these
hypothetical questions not to engage in a “qualitative versus quantitative methodology” debate in the context of
language documentation, but rather to point out these tensions that I feel should be openly discussed by the
fieldworker-author.
179
Nicholas Thieberger (pers. comm., 2015) has shared with me the perspective that certain approaches to
grammatical description and analysis rely on the “inductive method” and reject the use of the corpus. His
178
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My sample of morphological paradigms is as follows. There are a total of 67 paradigms.
Each paradigm consists of eight inflected forms; each form is a distinct type to be elicited. Note
that the third-person singular and construct forms in the possessive suffix paradigms are (almost
entirely) homophonous; nevertheless, I still consider those forms to be of different types. There
are 536 distinct types in my sample (67 paradigms x 8 inflected forms = 536 total inflected
forms). Across nine consultants, this results in 4,824 total occurrences (i.e., recorded utterances
of the inflected forms) that I transcribe (see the next section). The actual number, however, of
occurrences in my corpus of recordings is larger when taking into account repairs and corrections
(either self-initiated by the consultant, or prompted by me). In spite of this large sample of
occurrences of inflected forms, its value as a potential source of data for statistical analysis is
relative. Whereas a phonetician might find this sample to be potentially interesting for
quantitative analysis, the morphologist interested in particular cells of a given paradigm is
restricted to the single occurrence of a type across only nine speakers (i.e., there are, for
example, only nine occurrences of the first-person singular form of [maas] ‘eye, face’ in my
data).
Following the advice of my advisor, Kenneth L. Rehg (pers. comm., 2013), my approach
is to focus first on the description and analysis of a single speaker, and from there make
comparisons and contrasts to other speakers. I follow this advice on four grounds. First, in
writing the 1981 reference grammar of Pohnpeian, Rehg focused primarily (but not exclusively)
on the speech of a single speaker of Pohnpeian—his colleague Damian G. Sohl. He also worked
closely with other consultants, whose names are listed at the beginning of the grammar (xiv–xv).
In light of Dwyer’s (2006:53) warning that researchers “avoid inadvertently producing a study of
for example one person’s peculiar idiolect,” I argue that there are instances in which one would
want to advertently produce an idiolectal study of a particular grammatical phenomenon. One
particular reason is in the interest of a “linear” progression of exploration: in order to understand
how much Person A’s speech “deviates” or is “peculiar” from Persons B…n, one might begin
with a careful understanding of Person A’s speech as a starting off point. As such, the second
perspective is that language documentation as a field has reacted to such approaches, whereby accountability is
directly addressed by creating analyses in which claims are directly citable to the data (e.g., specific items within an
archived corpus). I agree with his stance that rather than just simply saying that “something occurs” in the language
(i.e., the “take-my-word-for-it” model of fieldwork and analysis), one must strive for a more nuanced account that—
when appropriate—is derived from multiple occurrences. The binary “yes/no” approach to description and analysis
is no longer satisfactory in contemporary approaches to language documentation.
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reason for taking this approach is logistical: to produce a description and analysis of these
phenomena—across nine speakers—in a way that is accessible for the reader.180 In chapter 7, I
focus primarily on the occurrences elicited from Petrus, as I have worked with him the longest
on this broad topic of morphological paradigms in PLMRT in various contexts (both fieldwork
and non-fieldwork) over the past eight years. I also consider his speech to be generally
representative of PLMRT, at least from an impressionistic perspective of observing his speech for
several years now. In chapter 7, I dedicate specific sections for comparing general patterns in
Petrus’s speech to other consultants. The third reason is that because of the nature of these
relatively complex morphophonemic phenomena, one expects to find variation down to the
idiolectal level. As Kenneth L. Rehg (pers. comm., 2015) suggests to me, “the more fine-grained
the analysis, the more likely it is that it will be best to start with one speaker.” The fourth reason
is slightly more philosophical in nature: if one is interested in observing where “grammar”
emerges, then one can only really start with the speech of the individual. Any broad description
of the “Language” (i.e., langue) of the speech community is inherently contingent on the data
acquired from the consultants with whom one works. Making claims about the grammatical
structure language “as a whole” is tantamount to making claims about what all members of the
speech are doing with the language—insofar as the claims are expected to be robustly supported
through empirical observations. What better place, then, to engage in systematic, empirical
observations than at the level of the idiolect, and from there engage in (consistent) comparisons
across idiolects? In principle, this strategy is relevant for any speech system, but it is especially
applicable for languages such as PLMRT for which no institutional standard (e.g., standardized
orthography or socio-politically determined standard dialect) exists—not to mention the lack of
previous academic research on the language.
Regarding the other type of data I elicit—metalinguistic discussions on morpheme
decomposition and the perceived value of my research—I note that within the frameworks of
Interactional Sociolinguistics, Conversation Analysis, and other related fields that analyze
naturally-occurring discourse, each single case is viewed as “instance of produced order”
(Liddicoat 2007:10), and through the gradual collection of many single cases, the analyst can
The degree to which I am able to produce a grammatical description of PLMrt morphophonemic paradigms based
on the comparison of nine idiolects is constrained by the nature of a dissertation. Nevertheless, I do ground my work
in the transparency of the primary data, which I provide both in terms of the transcriptions in the appendices and the
archived recordings.
180
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identify regularly occurring patterns. Blommaert & Jie (2010:12–14) address the matter of
representativeness in ethnography more broadly, and affirm that ethnography is an inductive
science that applies the case method, much like other disciplines such as history, law, and
archaeology. Generalization is indeed possible in ethnography, insofar as the analyst applies a
theoretical model: “theory is the outcome of a theorisation of your data” (12). I want to also point
out that I am motivated by the exemplar model of analogy, which assumes that “experienced
utterances have a rich representation that includes many aspects of the linguistic and
extralinguistic context in which the utterance was experienced” (Bybee 2010:52). That is to say,
each occurrence of an utterance is worthy of documentation and analysis, including those that
may initially appear to be outlier pronunciations.181
6.4.4 Transcription. The phonetic transcriptions of the paradigm data are provided in
appendices C1–C9. I use Praat to view the spectrograms of recordings of the paradigms to
facilitate a relatively narrow phonetic transcription. Even though I do not use any quantitative
acoustic measures to check, for example, vowel quality (e.g., measuring F1 and F2 and plotting
them against each other), I can assert that these transcriptions are not based on subjective
impressions or on “memory.” There are three specific issues with the transcription of these data
that are worth pointing out here. The first the matter of sequences of [ij#] and [iij#], which
surfaces, for example, in instances of a lexical base that ends in [i] or [ii] takes the possessive
suffix /-j/ ‘1SG.POSS.’ Although sequences such as [ij#] are not reported in closely related
languages such as Pohnpeian (Kenneth L. Rehg, pers. comm., 2014), I observe such sequences in
PLMRT in spectrograms that feature [i] with continually rising F2 to the end of the word. The
second is the matter of segment “length” (i.e., quantity) differences between construct forms in
isolation and those placed in a NP (see section 5.3.1.3). Because I strive for a relatively narrow
phonetic transcription, my data show occurrences in Petrus’s speech of, for example, the thirdperson singular form [kɨllɛn] ‘his/her/its skin’ but the construct form [kɨlɛɛn] ‘skin of X,’
whereby the latter was given in the phrase [kɨlɛɛn roomijo] ‘skin of Romeo.’ In other contexts,
Another relevant consideration to make is the reality that all occurrences that emerge in elicitation contexts are
“inherently metalinguistic,” in that the consultant is producing speech in a non-real world context. While there are
methods for eliciting inflected forms in more natural contexts (e.g., having the consultant produce forms in carrier
sentences, or eliciting a narrative), I find that the “traditional” method of direct elicitation is the most effective for
my project, especially given the sheer number of paradigms I am investigating across nine consultants. Ascertaining
whether there is a difference in “quality” of the data when using “non-traditional” paradigm elicitation methods is a
matter I must reserve for future research.
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however, the construct form surfaces as [kɨllɛn]—identical to the third-person singular form.
Nevertheless, in the interest of consistency in transcription, I maintain narrow transcription for
all cells in a paradigm, rather than arbitrarily allowing a broad transcription for only the construct
form (e.g., transcribing ‘skin of X’ as [kɨllɛn] when it actually surfaced as [kɨlɛɛn]).182 The third
issue concerns the “listing” quality that several consultants use. As I discuss in section 5.2.1.2,
the glottal stop [ʔ] occurs at the ends of words—regardless if C- or V-final—when the speaker is
producing a list, such as in counting. The same occurs to varying degrees in these recordings of
consultants’ conjugations, although it is idiosyncratic. Because this phenomenon is peripheral to
my study, I do not transcribe such glottal stops at the ends of inflected words.
For any instances of repairs/restarts—either self-initiated by the consultant or prompted
by me because the consultant forgot to produce an inflected form—whereby the consultant
provides more than one occurrence of the same form, I only include in the appendix tables the
transcription for the repaired form (i.e., the last form given).183 When necessary, however, in the
discussion of the data in subsequent sections, I discuss pre-repaired/corrected forms with
relevant transcriptions.
The transcription, glossing, and translation of all of the discursive data is an enormous
undertaking, since such data comprise approximately 1.5 hours of recording per consultant.
Because this dissertation does not engage in a particular corpus study framework, I follow the
standard practice for Interactional Sociolinguistics and similar discourse analytic frameworks:
the researcher selects excerpts that illustrate particular points of the broader analysis and
incorporates those excerpts directly in the write-up. Regarding the discussions of morphological
boundaries and decomposition, I provide transcription, glossing, and translation of these excerpts
in chapter 8. Regarding the discussions about the perceived value of my research, I also provide
those excerpts in chapter 8.

Note that in this example pair, both forms maintain the same number of moras.
On some occasions, I engage in metalinguistic inquiry with the consultant after he or she has finished producing a
paradigm; such questions include asking if a variant form of the suffix or an alternate pronunciation is also possible,
whereby the consultant produces other conjugations. In such cases, however, I do not transcribe those occurrences to
be part of the data shown in appendices B1–9, since such occurrences are understood to be part of the metalinguistic
commentary that is “off the record.” I do admit that it is possible that such metalinguistic inquiry on my part during
the course of the conjugation task might influence the consultant’s subsequent inflection patterns. In future iterations
of this type of elicitation—especially in a controlled, experimental context—I would refrain from asking such types
of metalinguistic questions during the course of the conjugation task.
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CHAPTER 7. POSSESSIVE SUFFIX PARADIGMS

October 2006. In my room in my training host family’s house in Wapar, Madolenihmw,
I’m busy making flashcards and going over inflected noun paradigms, part of my study
process before the language test that we need to take prior to swearing in officially as
Volunteers. I think to myself, “Why aren’t there books for this, like in French?” How
much easier it would be if all of those paradigms were in nice and neat tables, already
printed up for us. It’s a good thing that noun inflection in Mortlockese is very
straightforward—just a simple matter of adding suffixes to a noun.
7.1 Introduction. In this chapter, I provide an analysis of the possessive suffix paradigm data in
Pakin Lukunosh Mortlockese (PLMRT). I focus primarily on the occurrences from Petrus’s
recordings, but I make relevant comparisons across other consultants in my sample. In section
7.2, I first engage in surface-level descriptions of patterns I observe within these data, drawing
out larger patterns to be explained in later sections. I then compare these observations from
Petrus’s occurrences to those of other consultants in section 7.3. I discuss in section 7.4 my
findings from the metalinguistic discussion of morphological boundaries and decomposition.
This facilitates my discussion of the economy, null, conjugation, and intuition solutions in
section 7.5; I ultimately argue for the conjugation solution in light of the insights gleaned from
the metalinguistic discussions with the consultants. In section 7.6, I give a revised presentation of
lexical items 1–67, identifying the citation forms, lexical stems, declension classes, and
underlying forms. I provide concluding remarks in section 7.7
7.2 Descriptions of possessive suffix paradigm patterns. In the following sections, I provide
descriptions of the patterns I observe in the six categories of possessive suffix paradigms elicited
from Petrus: (1) V-final native nouns, (2) C-final native nouns, (3) V-final nonce nouns, (4) Cfinal nonce nouns, (5) V-final borrowed nouns, and (6) C-final borrowed nouns.
Each section is divided into two parts. The first part covers descriptive preliminaries with
regard to the interactions with the phonological rules I posit in section 5.2.4. This discussion in
the first part is broken down as follows: (1) I identify the paradigms that are “unremarkable” in
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that there are no phonological interactions to report; (2) I discuss the paradigms that are
explained by the phonological rules I posit in section 5.2.4; and (3) I discuss in substantial detail
the paradigms that are “problematic” to some degree, in that they cannot be explained solely by
the phonological rules I posit. In this first part, I provide an example paradigm for each of the
three discussions; in the interest of space, I do not provide the paradigms for every single one of
the 67 items—I strongly suggest that the reader have a copy of appendix B9 on hand for easy
reference. The second part is dedicated to a detailed discussion of salient morphophonemic
phenomena that have implications on the economy and conjugation solutions.
Furthermore, at the very beginning of each section, I provide a list of the (provisional)
stem alternations184 that I ascertain for each paradigm; this introduction of the list of stems
facilitates subsequent discussion in each section. Note that these initial lists of stem alternations
do not contain all surface forms. Rather, I present forms that emerge when phonological rules are
“undone,” as well as forms that are not explained by any of the phonological rules I posit in
section 5.2.4. I reserve the term “lexical stem” to denote the underlying stem to which possessive
suffixes attach, which I discuss in detail in section 7.6 after considering the implications that the
economy and conjugation solutions would have on what entails a “lexical stem.”
7.2.1 V-final native nouns. Items 1–18 represent the paradigms for native nouns that I analyze
as having V-final underlying forms. For all of these paradigms, the shape of the possessive suffix
is assumed to be those given in figure 23 in section 5.3.1.3. The list of stem alternations is
provided in (21):
(21)

Stem alternations for items 1–18
ITEM

1. ʃʃa
‘blood’
2. jaan
‘general possessive classifier (3SG or CONST)’

STEM ALTERNATIONS

[ʃʃaa-]
[jaa-]

In this discussion, I use the phrase “lexical stem” to denote the content-bearing material that “remains” in a
surface inflected form when inflectional suffixes are accounted for, in line with Aronoff’s (1994:4) and Bauer’s
(2003:341) definitions of “stem.” A more practical distinction in my usage of the terms “lexical stem” and “stem” in
this chapter is that the former indicates a more abstract (but not necessary phonemic) representation of the stem,
whereas I use the term “stem” by itself to indicate specific stems I encounter in my data set. By “provisional,” I
mean that these lexical stems are posited based on the economy solution. As is made clear throughout this chapter,
the conjugation solution that I am developing requires a revision of lexical stems as posited within the economy
solution; see section 7.6 for the revisions.
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3. pæ
‘feces’
4. fææn
‘underneath (3SG or CONST)’
5. pɞʃɛ
‘leg, foot’
6. rɛɛn
‘with (3SG or CONST)’
7. lɞllɞɞn
‘size of (3SG or CONST)’
8. mɞɞn
‘cost of (3SG or CONST)’
9. ŋii
‘tooth’
10. mwʉrɨn
‘behind (3SG or CONST)’
11. faʉ̯nɨpwpwo
‘heart’
12. aron
‘beside (3SG or CONST)’
13. ɔɔn
‘top of (3SG or CONST)’
14. lɛɛmwɔɔn
‘mark of (3SG or CONST)’
15. usʉn
‘state of (3SG or CONST)’
16. lɛɛluun
‘buttocks of (3SG or CONST)’
17. ʃʉʉ
‘bone’
18. lʉssʉn
‘remainder of (3SG or CONST)’

[pææ-]
[fææ-]
[pɞʃɛɛ-]
[rɛɛ-]
[lɞllɞɞ-]
[mɞɞ-]
[ŋii-]
[mwʉri-], [mwʉrii-]
[faʉ̯nɨpwpwoo-]
[aro-]
[ɔɔ-]
[lɛɛmwɔɔ-]
[usi-], [usii-]
[lɛɛluu-]
[ʃʉʉ-]
[lʉssi-], [lʉsi-], [lʉssii-]

7.2.1.1 V-final native: Descriptive preliminaries. The following paradigms feature no
phonological interactions between the stem and the possessive suffixes: [pæ] ‘feces,’ [fææn]
‘underneath (3SG or CONST),’ [rɛɛn] ‘with (3SG or CONST),’ [lɞllɞɞn] ‘size of (3SG or CONST),’
[mɞɞn] ‘cost of (3SG or CONST),’ [faʉ̯nɨpwpwo] ‘heart,’ [aron] ‘beside (3SG or CONST),’
[lɛɛmwɔɔn] ‘mark of (3SG or CONST),’ and [lɛɛluun] ‘buttocks of (3SG or CONST).’ I provide the
paradigm for [fææn] ‘underneath (3SG or CONST)’ as an illustrative example in (22):
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(22)

Paradigm for [fææn] ‘underneath (3SG or CONST)’
1SG
fææj
2SG
fææmw
3SG
fææn
1PL.INCL
fææʃ
1PL.EXCL
fææmam
2PL
fææmi
3PL
fæær
CONST
fææn
Six paradigms feature exceptionless application of the phonological rules I posit in

section 5.2.4; I list them here:


3. [jaan] ‘general possessive classifier (3SG or CONST)’
o rule 1 “[a] fronting and raising” (i.e., [jææj] ‘my’)
o rule 3 “/a/ raising, rounding, and backing,” (i.e., [jɔɔmw] ‘your’)



5. [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg, foot’
o rule 7 “/ɛ/ raising” applies to the first-person singular form to produce [pɞʃeej]
‘my leg/foot’



10. [mwʉrɨn] ‘behind (3SG or CONST)’
o rule 9 “short /i/ backing” applies to the third-person singular, first-person plural
inclusive, and construct forms (e.g., [mwʉrɨʃ] ‘our (incl.) behind’); as discussed in
section 5.2.4 for rule 9, the [ɨ] of the first-person plural exclusive and secondperson plural forms is explained by the tendency for short /i/ in non-initial or final open syllables to centralize to [ɨ]
o rule 2 “short /i/ rounding and backing” applies to the second-person singular form
to produce [mwʉrumw] ‘your behind’



13. [ɔɔn] ‘top of (3SG or CONST)’
o the variation between [wɔɔ-] and [ɔɔ-] is accounted for by rule 6 “glide insertion,”
which here appears to be optional even within a paradigm produced by a single
speaker during a single elicitation session



15. [usʉn] ‘state of (3SG or CONST)’
o rule 10 “final /j/ deletion” applies to the first-person singular form to produce
[usi] ‘my state of being’
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o rule 2 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [usumw] ‘your state
of being’
o rule 9 applies to the third-person singular, first-person plural inclusive, and
construct forms
o the first- and second-person plural forms feature rounding as well (e.g., [usʉʃ]
‘state of our (incl.) being’); I account for this due to the free variation between [ɨ]
and [ʉ] as allophones of short /i/ in PLMRT


17. [ʃʉʉ] ‘bone’
o rule 4 “short /ʉ/ backing” applies to the second-person singular form to produce
[ʃuumw] ‘your bone.’

I provide the paradigm for [ʃʉʉ] ‘bone’ as an illustrative example in (23):
(23)

Paradigm for [ʃʉʉ] ‘bone’
1SG
ʃʉʉj
2SG
ʃuumw
3SG
ʃʉʉn
1PL.INCL
ʃʉʉʃ
1PL.EXCL
ʃʉʉmam
2PL
ʃʉʉmi
3PL
ʃʉʉr
CONST
ʃʉʉn
The remaining three paradigms require more detailed discussion. Regarding [ŋii] ‘tooth,’

consider again the paradigm, which I present in (24):
(24)

Paradigm for [ŋii] ‘tooth’
1SG
ŋiij
2SG
ŋiimw
3SG
ŋiin
1PL.INCL
ŋiiʃ
1PL.EXCL
ŋiimam
2PL
ŋiimi
3PL
ŋiir
CONST
ŋiin

Rule 10 is not observed, such that [ŋii-j] (tooth-1SG.POSS) ‘my tooth’ is given instead of *[ŋii].
Regarding [ʃʃa] ‘blood,’ consider again the paradigm, which I present in (25):
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(25)

Paradigm for [ʃʃa] ‘blood’
1SG
ʃʃaaj
2SG
ʃʃaamw
3SG
ʃʃaan
1PL.INCL
ʃʃaaʃ
1PL.EXCL
ʃʃaamam
2PL
ʃʃaami
3PL
ʃʃaar
CONST
ʃʃaan

Rule 1 is not observed, such that [ʃʃaa-j] (blood-1SG.POSS) ‘my blood’ is given instead of
expected *[ʃʃææ-j].
Regarding [lʉssʉn] ‘remainder of (3SG or CONST),’ consider again the paradigm, which I
present in (26):
(26)

Paradigm for [lʉssʉn] ‘remainder of (3SG or CONST)’
1SG
lʉssi
2SG
lʉssumw
3SG
lʉssʉn
1PL.INCL
lʉssʉʃ
1PL.EXCL
lʉssʉmam
2PL
lʉsʉmi
3PL
lʉssiir
CONST
lʉssʉn

Note the second-person plural form, which features a stem without a geminate [s] as [lʉsi-].
When I elicited this paradigm from Petrus, he first provided the forms in the expected order,
starting from first-person singular and all the way to second-person plural, but he omitted the
first-person plural inclusive form. He then stopped to self-correct, producing the complete
paradigm the second time. The relevant observation to make here is that his first production of
the second-person plural form was [lʉssʉmi], but his second one was [lʉsʉmi]. I attribute the
difference as a phonetic/articulatory matter, rather than a phonological one; nevertheless, this
contrast in occurrences between a geminate and non-geminate [s] has implications for my
discussion of the paradigms for [faat] ‘eyebrow’ (item 22) and [nnʉr] ‘shadow’ (item 30). Rule
10 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [lʉssi] ‘my remainder.’ Rule 2 applies to
the second-person singular form to produce [lʉssumw] ‘your remainder.’ The remaining forms in
this paradigm are accounted for by rule 9 and the caveat about the first-person plural exclusive
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form, with the appearance of [ʉ] rather than [ɨ] as the allophone of short /i/ most likely due to
some kind of vowel harmony effect because of the presence of [ʉ] in the first syllable.
7.2.1.2 V-final native: Morphophonemic phenomena. There are two notable morphophonemic
phenomena that arise from these interactions of stems and possessive suffixes. The first is the
discrepancy in vowel length between the citation form and the stem that “remains” when I
account for (i.e., “remove”) the possessive suffixes from the inflected forms. This concerns the
paradigms for [ʃʃa] ‘blood’ (item 1), [pæ] ‘feces’ (item 3), [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg, foot’ (item 5), and
[faʉ̯nɨpwpwo] ‘heart’ (item 11). For these three paradigms, the lexical root in the inflected form
consistently exhibits a long final vowel in contrast to the short final vowel in the citation form.
Regarding [pæ] ‘feces,’ the motivation might be the pressure to create a bimoraic stem to which
inflectional suffixes are attached. Note, for example, than in this sample of 18 paradigms, almost
all the monosyllabic citation forms—regardless of length of the vowel nucleus—have bimoraic
stems for the inflected forms (viz. items 2–4, 6, 8, 9, 13, and 17). The only exception is [ʃʃa]
‘blood’ (item 1), which is already bimoraic as a citation form (i.e., under the interpretation that
initial geminates in PLMRT count as a mora); the lengthening of the [a] vowel thus creates a
trimoraic stem for inflection. The simplest way to account for this outlier is to appeal to analogy:
given that eight of the nine monosyllabic have stems in the shape of (C)VV, there might be
pressure from analogy for all monosyllabic V-final lexical stems to exhibit long final vowels.185
Regarding both [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg, foot’ and [faʉ̯nɨpwpwo] ‘heart,’ there is no purely
phonological motivation to account for the lengthening of those final vowels in those stems,
primarily because of the existence of the paradigms for [mwʉri-] ‘behind’ (item 10), [aro-]
‘beside’ (item 12), [usi-] ‘state of being’ (item 15), and [lʉssi-] ‘remainder’ (item 18). These four
stems are all disyllabic, yet none exhibit long final vowels. Note also that the final [o] for the
stem of [faʉ̯nɨpwpwoo-] ‘heart’ is long, but the final [o] for the stem of [aro-] ‘beside’ is short.
The case of [faʉ̯nɨpwpwoo-] ‘heart’ might be accounted for by considering the paradigms for
[ʃʃaa-] ‘blood’ (item 1) and [lɞllɞɞ-] ‘size of’ (item 7), in which the final vowel is preceded by a
geminate consonant; whereas the latter is consistently geminate for both the citation and the stem
forms, the former (i.e., vowel length) is variable. Again, appealing to analogy, there might be
I have no monosyllabic V-final nonce nouns in my sample; such would have been an interesting opportunity to
observe whether this hypothesis of analogy is productive. I leave such empirical questions for future study.

185
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pressure for all -C1C1V# forms to become C1C1V1V1 in the context of stems to which inflectional
suffixes are attached. The counterevidence comes from [lʉssi-] ‘remainder’ (item 18), in which
the final vowel of the stem remains short in spite of following a geminate consonant. The
discussion for the paradigms for [faat] ‘eyebrow’ (item 22) and [nnʉr] ‘shadow’ (item 30)
provide similar counterevidence.
The other plausible explanation is not one of vowel lengthening, but rather one of
shortening. Instead of positing the underlying forms of [ʃʃa] ‘blood,’ [pæ] ‘feces,’ [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg,
foot,’ and [faʉ̯nɨpwpwo] ‘heart’ as short—forms which then have to undergo lengthening to
derive the stems—I posit that these forms are underlyingly long and undergo shortening. As I
explain in section 5.2.3, I posit that what appear as surface long vowels and consonants are
actually sequences of identical phonemes, following Poser’s (1985) Syllable Fusion analysis. As
such, processes of word-final vowel “shortening” actually involve two different processes: (1)
the deletion of final short vowels; and (2) the shortening of (fused) long vowels. I state those
rules here, to be added to the rules already posited in section 5.2.4 (see section 7.7 for a revised
presentation of the phonological rules):
Final short vowel deletion.
V

–long  Ø / VC_#
Short vowels delete word-finally.
Final long vowel shortening.
V

+long  [–long] / _#
Long vowels shorten word-finally.
The “final short vowel deletion” rule needs to be ordered before the “final long vowel
shortening” rule, since in the reverse order, all final vowels would be deleted. The latter rule
accounts for the citation forms of the four nouns discussed above, which are now analyzed as
underlyingly /ʃʃaa/ ‘blood,’ /pææ/ ‘feces,’ /pɞʃɛɛ/ ‘leg, foot,’ and /faʉ̯nɨpwpwoo/ ‘heart.’ While
the stems are identical to the underlying forms, the citation forms are different in that the final
long vowel is shortened. Positing these two rules in PLMRT accounts for a variety of other
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phenomena within the language (e.g., some processes of reduplication),186 as well as fitting
within desccriptiong of final vowel lentition across Micronesian langauges (Rehg 1991). I
cannot, however, set aside that final vowel lengthening is also a synchronic process (via analogy)
in PLMRT, as I discuss in section 7.2.3 regarding V-final nonce nouns.
The second morphophonemic phenomenon to account for in this set of paradigms is the
lengthening of the final vowel in the stem for the third-person plural form, in contrast to the short
final vowel for all other forms in the paradigm. This matter concerns the paradigms for [mwʉri-]
‘behind’ (item 10), [usi-] ‘state of being’ (item 15), and [lʉssi-] ‘remainder’ (item 18). For
example, in the paradigm for [usi-] ‘state of being,’ the third-person plural form is [usiir] rather
than the expected [usɨr] (or even [usʉr]) as would be predicted by the application of rule 9. I
account for this due to analogy based on the independent form of the third-person plural pronoun
/iir/. An underlying form /usi-r/ (state.of.being-3PL.POSS) would be realized as [usir] before the
application of rule 9, but there is an analogical pull for this speaker to compare [usir] to /iir/
‘3PL’; as such, the surface form is [usiir] rather than [usɨr]. Note also that all of these three
paradigms in question have [i] as the final vowel in the stem.
7.2.2 C-final native nouns. Items 19–32 represent the paradigms for native nouns that I analyze
as having C-final underlying forms as a provisional analysis to facilitate data collection (section
6.5.1). For the purpose of this preliminary description, I assume that the possessive suffixes are
the same shape as those listed in figure 23. While it is clear that the assumptions I make now
about morpheme boundaries and underlying forms have a direct effect on my description,
dealing with the various parsing analyses for these forms is a matter I reserve for later sections in
this chapter. The list of stem alternations is provided in (27):
(27)

Stem alternations for items 19–32
ITEM

19. maas
‘eye, face’
20. salʉŋ
‘ear’
21. aaw
‘mouth’
22. faat
186

STEM ALTERNATIONS

[masa-]

[salɨŋa-], [salɨŋɛ-]
[awa-], [awɛ-]
[fatti-], [fati-], [fatʉ-], [fattii-]

I set aside the discussion of such phenomena for future publications.
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‘eyebrow’
23. pwoot
‘nose’
24. kɨllɛn
‘skin of (3SG or CONST)’
25. rææn
‘day (i.e., birthday)’
26. rooŋ
‘inherited magic’
27. aŋaaʃ
‘skilled; skillfulness’
28. aŋaŋŋaw
‘unskilled; unskillfulness’
29. aŋipwpwan
‘impudent; impudence’
30. nnʉr
‘shadow’
31. sɔɔr
‘birthmark’
32. fææl
‘community house’

[pwooti-], [pwootii-]
[kɨlli-], [kɨllɛ-], [kɨlɛɛ-]
[rææni-], [ræænɘ-]
[roŋo-], [roŋɛ-]
[aŋaaʃi-], [aŋaaʃɛ-]
[aŋaŋŋawɛ-], [aŋaŋŋawɛɛ-]
[aŋipwpwanɛ-]
[nʉrri-], [nʉrrii-]
[sɔɔrɛ-], [sɔɔrɛɛ-]
[falɛ-], [falɛɛ-]

7.2.2.1 C-final native: Descriptive preliminaries. All of the paradigms in this set feature
phonological interactions between the stem and the suffixes. 11 paradigms feature exceptionless
application of the phonological rules I posit in section 5.2.4; I list them here (note that before
specific rules, I give the relevant stem to which the rule applies):


20. [salʉŋ] ‘ear’
o [saliŋɛ-]: rule 5 “short /ɛ/ rounding and backing” would apply to a stem in the
form of [salɨŋɛ-] ‘ear’
o (note that even though I uttered [salʉŋ] as a citation form for ‘ear’ to Petrus, he
provided the stem with [ɨ] instead of [ʉ])



21. [aaw] ‘mouth’
o [awa-]: rule 1 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [awæj] ‘my
mouth’
o [awɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [awomw]
‘your mouth’



22. [faat] ‘eyebrow’
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o [fati-]: rule 10 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [fatti] ‘my
eyebrow’
o [fatʉ-]: rule 2 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [fattumw]
‘your eyebrow’
o the [ɨ] of the first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural forms is
explained by the tendency for short /i/ in non-initial or -final open syllables to
centralize to [ɨ]
o [fati-]: for all the other remaining forms, rule 9 applies


23. [pwoot] ‘nose’
o [pwooti-]: rule 10 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [pwooti] ‘my
nose’
o [pwooti-]: rule 2 applies to the second-person singular form to produce
[pwootumw] ‘your nose’
o the [ɨ] of the first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural forms is
explained by the tendency for short /i/ in non-initial or -final open syllables to
centralize to [ɨ]
o [pwooti-]: for all the other remaining forms, rule 9 applies



24. kɨllɛn ‘skin of (3SG or CONST)’
o [kɨlli-]: rule 10 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [kɨlli] ‘my
nose’
o [kɨlli-]: rule 2 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [kɨllumw]
‘your nose’
o the third-person plural form does not exhibit lengthening of the final [i] in the
stem, which does occur for the corresponding form for [faat] ‘eyebrow’ (cf.
discussion in the preceding section about [mwʉri-] ‘behind,’ [usi-] ‘state of being,’
and [lʉssi-] ‘remainder’)
o the [ɨ] of the first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural forms is
explained by the tendency for short /i/ in non-initial or -final open syllables to
centralize to [ɨ]
o [kɨlli-]: for all the other forms, rule 9 applies
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o As described elsewhere, the third-person singular and construct forms are
generally expected to be homophonous. In this case, I attribute the difference
between [kɨllɛ-] and [kɨlɛɛ-] to be a phonetic outlier; for other consultants’
occurrences, the two forms are identical. See the discussion below for my
reassigning this paradigm as V-final.


27. [aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled; skillfulness’
o [aŋaaʃɛ-]: rule 7 applies to this form to produce [aŋaaʃej] ‘my skillfulness’
o [aŋaaʃi-]: rule 2 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [aŋaaʃʉmw]
‘your skillfulness’; similar to my discussion of the occurrences [ræænumw] and
[ræænʉmw] for ‘your day,’ I attribute the discrepancy to a phonetic/articulatory
matter, not a phonological one
o the [ɨ] of the first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural forms is
explained by the tendency for short /i/ in non-initial or -final open syllables to
centralize to [ɨ]
o [aŋaaʃi-]: for all the other forms, rule 9 applies



28. [aŋaŋŋaw] ‘unskilled; unskillfulness’
o [aŋaŋŋawɛ-]: rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce
[aŋaŋŋawej] ‘my unskillfulness’
o [aŋaŋŋawɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce
[aŋaŋŋawomw] ‘your unskillfulness’



29. [aŋipwpwan] ‘impudent; impudence’
o [aŋipwpwanɛ-]: rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce
[aŋipwpwanej] ‘my impudence’
o [aŋipwpwanɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce
[aŋipwpwanomw] ‘your impudence’



30. [nnʉr] ‘shadow’
o [nʉrri-]: rule 10 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [nʉrri] ‘my
shadow’
o [nʉrri-]: rule 2 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [nʉrrʉmw]
‘your shadow’; similar to my discussion of the occurrences [ræænumw] and
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[ræænʉmw] for ‘your day,’ I attribute the discrepancy to a phonetic/articulatory
matter, not a phonological one
o the [ɨ] of the first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural forms is
explained by the tendency for short /i/ in non-initial or -final open syllables to
centralize to [ɨ]
o [nʉrri-]: for all the other forms, rule 9 applies


31. [sɔɔr] ‘birthmark’
o [sɔɔrɛ-]: rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [sɔɔrej] ‘my
birthmark’
o [sɔɔrɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [sɔɔromw]
‘your birthmark’



32. [fææl] ‘community house’
o [falɛ-]: rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [falej] ‘my
community house’
o [falɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [falomw]
‘your community house’

I provide the paradigm for [fææl] ‘community house’ as an illustrative example in (28):
(28)

Paradigm for [fææl] ‘community house’
1SG
falej
2SG
falomw
3SG
falɛn
1PL.INCL
falɛʃ
1PL.EXCL
falɛmam
2PL
falɛmi
3PL
falɛɛr
CONST
falɛn
The remaining three paradigms require more detailed discussion. Regarding [maas] ‘eye,

face,’ consider again the paradigm, which I present in (29):
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(29)

Paradigm for [maas] ‘eye, face’
1SG
masæj
2SG
masɔmw
3SG
masan
1PL.INCL
masaʃ
1PL.EXCL
masamam
2PL
masæmi
3PL
masar
CONST
masan

For the stem [masa-], rule 1 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [masæj] ‘my
eye/face,’ and rule 3 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [masɔmw] ‘your
eye/face.’ Regarding the second-person plural form [masæmi] ‘your (pl.) eye/face,’ the raising of
the penultimate vowel [a] to [æ] is not a predictable occurrence, since other second-person plural
forms in C-final noun paradigms do not show raising of this vowel; I discuss this matter below.
Regarding [rææn] ‘day (i.e., birthday),’ consider again the paradigm in (30):
(30)

Paradigm for [rææn] ‘day (i.e., birthday)’
1SG
rææni
2SG
ræænumw
3SG
ræænɨn
1PL.INCL
ræænɨʃ
1PL.EXCL
ræænɨmam
2PL
ræænɨmi
3PL
ræænɘr
CONST
ræænɨn

All forms in this paradigm feature the stem as [rææni-] ‘day,’ except for the third-person plural
form, which features [ræænɘ-]. I attribute this to a phonetic/articulatory matter in which the [ɨ] in
expected [ræænɨr] is lowered. In fact, in the course of eliciting this paradigm from Petrus, he had
initially produced [ræænɨr] for the third-person plural form, but it was “misplaced” because he
produced it after the first-person plural inclusive form. His “corrected” version of the thirdperson plural form is thus [ræænɘr]. What is also interesting it that given the existence of the
[ræænɨr] occurrence—which is in line with the stem form of [rææni-] for the other items in this
paradigm—the third-person plural form does not exhibit lengthening of the final [i] in the stem
(cf. discussion about [kɨllɨr] ‘their skin’). Also, when I elicited this paradigm from Petrus, he
provided the first- and second-person singular forms in order, and then stopped to ask a
clarification question about the denotation of these inflected forms (i.e., ‘birthday’ denotation).
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He then proceeded to produce the entire paradigm from the beginning (with the aforementioned
self-correction). The relevant observation here is that for the second-person singular form, his
first occurrence was [ræænumw], but the second one was [ræænʉmw]. I account for the
discrepancy between [u] and [ʉ] due to the fact that individual occurrences of [ʉ] enter into the
space of /u/ in natural PLMRT speech; this discrepancy is phonetic/articulatory in nature, not
phonological. Rule 10 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [rææni] ‘my day.’ The
[ɨ] of the first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural forms is explained by the
tendency for short /i/ in non-initial or -final open syllables to centralize to [ɨ]. For all the other
forms, rule 9 applies.
Regarding [rooŋ] ‘inherited magic,’ consider again the paradigm, which I present in (31):
(31)

Paradigm for [rooŋ] ‘inherited magic’
1SG
roŋej
2SG
roŋomw
3SG
roŋon
1PL.INCL
roŋoʃ
1PL.EXCL
roŋomam
2PL
roŋomi
3PL
roŋɛɛr
CONST
roŋon

All forms in this paradigm feature the stem as [roŋo-] ‘inherited magic,’ except for the firstperson singular and third-person plural forms, both of which I posit as having [roŋɛ-] as the stem.
The first-person singular form is accounted for by the application of rule 7 to produce [roŋej]
‘my inherited magic.’ Petrus’s first pre-repaired occurrence of this form was [roŋɞj], which
might suggest that [ɞ] was a “compromise” between [o] and [e]. The third-person plural form is
peculiar because of the lengthening of the final vowel of this stem [roŋɛ-] ‘inherited magic’; as
of this point in my analysis of these paradigms, such a pattern is only attributed to [i]-final stems,
with lengthening accounted for due to analogy with /iir/ ‘3PL’ (cf. previous section).
Nevertheless, other third-person plural forms within this set of C-final nouns also exhibit the [ɛɛr] pattern, a matter I discuss below. Also, Petrus’s first occurrence of the third-person singular
form was [roŋɛn], but the repaired version is [roŋon]; the discrepancy in the final vowel is a
matter I discuss below.
As I mention in section 6.5.1, even though I had included the word for ‘skin’ (item 24) in
this set of C-final native nouns, the fact that its citation form is a the directly possessed third173

person singular form [kɨllɛn] ‘his/her/its skin’ implies that it is underlyingly V-final. As such, for
the remainder of this chapter, I treat item 24 as V-final; this is relevant for the comparisons I
make within Petrus’s forms, as well as across consultants (see section 7.3). In contrast to the
previous set of paradigms for V-final nouns, this set of paradigms for C-final nouns exhibits four
phenomena that are not readily explained with either phonological rules or appealing to outlier
pronunciations. Such a collection of morphophonemic irregularities is rather telling, since it
suggests that the regularity expected of generative approaches to morphophonemics does not
hold in actual production.
7.2.2.2 C-final native: Morphophonemic phenomena. Within this set of paradigms, there are
four morphophonemic phenomena that deserve closer inspection. The first phenomenon
concerns the second-person plural form [masæmi] ‘your (pl.) eye/face’ in the paradigm for
[maas] ‘eye, face’ (item 19). The expected form is *[masami], since no phonological processes
are expected to occur as a result of the combination of the stem [masa-] ‘eye, face’ and the
second-person plural possessive suffix /-mi/. Other second-person plural forms in similar
paradigms in which the lexical stem is [a]-final do not show this raising to [æ], such as [awami]
‘your (pl.) mouth.’ It is plausible to account for this occurrence as an outlier pronunciation;
however, I note that the independent form of the second-person plural pronoun is /ææmi/, which
surfaces as either [ææmi] or [jææmi] (depending on idiosyncratic preferences). I claim that
Petrus’s occurrence of [masæmi] ‘your (pl.) eye/face’ is another example of an unconscious
analogical pull for inflected forms to become similar in shape to independent pronoun forms, not
unlike the hypothesis I posit in section 7.2.1 to explain the apparent similarities between forms
like [usiir] ‘their state of being’ (rather than expected *[usɨr]) and /iir/ ‘3PL.’187 As will be seen in
later discussions, the matter of analogy within paradigms (i.e., possessive paradigms compared to
other possessive paradigms) and across paradigms (i.e., possessive paradigms compared to direct
object paradigms and independent pronoun paradigms) resurfaces often (see section 7.3).
The second phenomenon is the lexical-stem gemination of consonants that correspond to
the final singleton consonants in the citation form; this applies to [faat] ‘eyebrow’ (item 22) and
[nnʉr] ‘shadow’ (item 30), which feature stems in the form [fatti-] and [nʉrri-], respectively.
What is especially interesting that among the other eight consultants, two others also produce occurrences of
[masæmi] ‘your (pl.) eye/face.’ Those two consultants along with Petrus are members of the same family, and they
all live in the same area of Nikahlap Islet.
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There does not appear to be a clear phonological motivation for these stems. For example, the
form [pwoot] ‘nose’ and [faat] ‘eyebrow’ share the shape CVVC, and the stems of the inflected
forms in those paradigms overwhelmingly point to [ti] as the stem-final material. Nevertheless,
the stem of [pwoot] ‘nose’ appears as [pwooti-], not as *[pwotti-]. Regarding [nnʉr] ‘shadow,’
there are no other examples of C1C1VC2 forms in my sample to which I can compare the [nnʉr] ~
[nʉrri-] alternation. Another complicating matter is that although [nʉrri-] consistently appears as
the stem in that paradigm (with the exception of the third-person plural form, to be discussed
momentarily), the paradigm for [faat] ‘eyebrow’ features four stems: (1) [fati-] for the firstperson plural exclusive, (2) [fatʉ-] for the second-person plural, (3) [fattii-] for the third-person
plural, and (4) [fatti-] for all the other paradigms. The third one is explained below; the first and
second can be treated together, whereby I assume that [fatʉmi] ‘your (pl.) eyebrow’ is an outlier
occurrence that deviates from expected [fatɨmi] ‘your (pl.) eyebrow.’ The question here is why
the first-person plural exclusive and the second-person plural forms do not exhibit [tt] when all
the other forms do. One might appeal to the pressures for all inflected forms in that paradigm to
be trimoraic, as in [fatti] ‘my eyebrow’ and [fatɨmam] ‘our (excl.) eyebrow.’188 The problem
with this analysis is that the third-person plural form [fattiir] ‘their eyebrow’ has four moras, as
do the first-person plural exclusive, second-person plural, and third-person plural forms in the
paradigm for [nnʉr] ‘shadow’ (e.g., [nʉrrɨmam] ‘our (excl.) shadow’). I discuss this particular
pattern in more detail in section 7.3.2, when I observe the same pattern occurring across the other
eight consultants.
The third phenomenon is the distinct pattern of a long vowel occurring before /-r/
‘3PL.POSS,’ to the exclusion of other forms in the paradigm. In this provisional analysis of stems,
this is to say that the stem of the third-person plural form has the shape -V1V1+, whereas all other
forms in the same paradigm exhibit the same stem in the shape of -V1+ (the plus sign represents
a morpheme boundary). Out of 13 C-final noun paradigms in this set, seven exhibit this longvowel pattern before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS’ (paradigms corresponding to items 22, 23, 26 28, 30–32),
and the other six do not (paradigms corresponding to items 19–21, 25, 27, 29). The paradigms
that do exhibit this pattern are restricted to [ɛ]-final stems (e.g., [falɛɛr] ‘their community house’)
The second-person plural form [lʉsʉmi] ‘your (pl.) remainder’ is the repaired occurrence; the first occurrence
Petrus provided was [lʉssʉmi] ‘your (pl.) remainder.’ If the pressures for trimoric inflected form did take over for
this particular form in this paradigm for [lʉssʉn] ‘remainder,’ it was clearly in competition with the other pressure
for all forms in the paradigm to have an identical lexical stem of [lʉssi-]/[lʉssʉ-].
188
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and [i]-final stems (e.g., [nʉrriir] ‘their shadow’), but not exclusively so (cf. [aŋipwpwanɛr] ‘their
impudence’). What is also notable is that this pattern of vowel lengthening before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS’
does not occur with [a]-final stems (e.g., [masar] ‘their eye/face’). There is no clear phonological
motivation for why some paradigms exhibit this vowel lengthening pattern whereas others do
not; for that matter, I defer to lexical specification. However, for paradigms that do exhibit this
pattern, I appeal again to analogy. As I discuss in section 7.2.1 regarding the paradigms for
[mwʉri-] ‘behind’ (item 10), [usi-] ‘state of being’ (item 15), and [lʉssi-] ‘remainder’ (item 18),
there is an analogical pull toward /iir/ ‘3PL,’ partially facilitated because the final vowel of those
stems is [i]. It is plausible that this pattern is extended to stems that end with [ɛ], thus producing
forms such as [sɔɔrɛɛr] ‘their birthmark’ instead of expected *[sɔɔrɛr] as a surface form of /sɔɔrɛr/ (birthmark-3PL.POSS) ‘their birthmark.’ There is no phonological motivation for /r/ causing the
lengthening of preceding /ɛ/; for example, /nɔɔtɛr/ ‘tidal wave’ is realized as [nɔɔtɛr], never as
*[nɔɔtɛɛr]. There is also no phonological motivation why [a] cannot participate in this pattern
(e.g., not *[masaar] but only [masar] ‘their eye/face’). Further evidence to support this analogy
hypothesis comes from direct object suffix patterns; the third-person plural direct object suffix /r/—again, based on a provisional analysis that there is only one underlying morpheme for that
suffix—is always preceded by long vowels, which are not restricted to just [i] and [ɛ].189 Suffice
it to say, this pattern of vowel lengthening of the final vowel in the stem before the third-person
plural possessive suffix is a morphophonemic idiosyncrasy, one that is not regular across
paradigms.
The fourth phenomenon concerns what I call “declension mixing.” To facilitate this
discussion, I first focus on the second-person singular forms. I identify three patterns based on
the vowel that directly precedes /-mw/ ‘2SG.POSS,’ again with the caveat that this is a provisional
analysis that assumes that these apparently C-final nouns (based on the citation form) take the
same possessive suffixes as do the V-final nouns. As I explain for the paradigm for [rææn] ‘day’
(item 25), I consider occurrences of [ʉmw] instead of expected [umw] to be phonetic outlier
pronunciations; as such, I group both together. These patterns are given in (32):190

Some examples include the following: [ʃuuŋej] ‘meet him/her/it’ and [ʃuuŋɛɛr] ‘meet them’; [faŋani] ‘together
with him/her/it’ and [faŋaniir] ‘together with them’ (in serial verb constructions); and [kʉtta] ‘look for him/her/it’
and [kʉttaar] ‘look for them.’
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These forms are given in phonetic representation.
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(32)

Patterns of [Vmw] for items 19–23, 25–32
SHAPE
PARADIGMS (NUMBERS)
ɔmw
maas (19)
w
om
salʉŋ (20), aaw (21), rooŋ (26), aŋaŋŋaw (28), aŋipwpwan (29), sɔɔr (31),
fææl (32)
umw/ʉmw faat (22), pwoot (23), rææn (25), aŋaaʃ (27), nnʉr (30)

In general, [ɔmw] surfaces due to the interaction of [a] with [mw], which would suggest that all
other members in a paradigm that features [ɔmw] for the second-person singular form would also
show [a] as the final vowel of the lexical stem. This expectation hold for the paradigm for [maas]
‘eye, face’ (item 19). Regarding [omw], which surfaces due to the interaction of [Cɛ] with [mw]
as stated in rule 10, one would expect that all other members in a paradigm that features [omw]
would also show [ɛ] as the final vowel of the lexical stem. Although this expectation holds for
[aŋaŋŋaw] ‘unskilled; unskillfulness’ (item 28), [aŋipwpwan] ‘impudent; impudence’ (item 29),
[sɔɔr] ‘birthmark’ (item 31), and [fææl] ‘community house (item 32), it does not hold for [salʉŋ]
‘ear’ (item 20), [aaw] ‘mouth’ (item 21), and [rooŋ] ‘inherited magic’ (item 26): the first and
second forms exhibit [a]-final lexical stem patterns in its paradigm, and the latter exhibits [o]final lexical stem patterns for six out of eight forms in the paradigm (the other two exhibiting [ɛ]final lexical stem patterns). Regarding [umw] (and [ʉmw]), which surfaces due to the interaction
of [i] with [mw] as stated in rule 7, one would expect that all other members in a paradigm that
features [umw] or [ʉmw] would also show [i] as the final vowel of the lexical stem. This
expectation generally holds, with a few notable exceptions. The paradigms for [faat] ‘eyebrow’
(item 22), [pwoot] ‘nose’ (item 23), [rææn] ‘day’ (item 25),191 and [nnʉr] ‘shadow’ (item 30) all
consistently show inflected forms that feature [i] as the final vowel of the lexical stem. The
paradigm for [aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled; skillfulness’ (item 27) is not consistent, featuring the [ɛ]-final
lexical stem pattern for the first-person singular form. It is curious that such a paradigm—given a
pattern that is overwhelmingly based on a final-[i] lexical stem—shows a completely different
pattern “mixed in.” What “should” be regular—at least from a generative perspective—is not, at
least for these paradigms.
This initial description provides a context for discussing “mixed declensions,” whereby I
follow the usual denotations of “declension” in Romance languages such as Latin denoting the
The minor exception here is [ræænɘr] ‘their day,’ which I attribute to an outlier pronunciation. The expected form
would have been [rææniir] ‘their day.’ See section 7.2.4 for a more detailed discussion about [ɘ], whereby I posit it
as a lax version of [ɛ] that only occurs in inflectional contexts.
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group of words that show similar inflection patterns (e.g., grouped into “inflectional class”). I
identify three regular inflection patterns based on this set of 13 C-final noun paradigms,
summarized in (33):192
(33)

Regular inflection patterns for items 19–23, 25–32
“DECLENSION” PARADIGMS (ITEM NUMBERS)
[a]
maas (19)
[ɛ]
aŋaŋŋaw (28), aŋipwpwan (29), sɔɔr (31), fææl (32)
[i]
faat (22), pwoot (23), rææn (25), nnʉr (30)

The paradigms in (33) are internally consistent. In (34), I give the remaining four paradigms with
all their inflected forms; next to each form, I indicate in parenthesis to which “vowel declension”
it belongs, as well as boldfacing the “irregular” forms. Note here that I also include the paradigm
for [kɨllɛn] ‘skin of’ (item 24) in sequential order, since it exhibits declension mixing that is not
seen in other V-final native noun paradigms, such as [usʉn] ‘state of being of’ (item 15):193
(34)

“Mixed declension” paradigms
20. salʉŋ
‘ear’

salɨŋæj
salɨŋomw
salɨŋan
salɨŋaʃ
salɨŋamam
salɨŋami
salɨŋar
salɨŋan

21. aaw
‘mouth’

(a)
(ɛ)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)

awæj
awomw
awan
awaʃ
awamam
awami
awar
awan

(a)
(ɛ)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)

24. kɨllɛn
‘skin of (3SG or
CONST)’
kɨlli
(i)
kʉllumw (i)
kɨllɛn
(ɛ)
kɨllɨʃ
(i)
kɨllɨmam (i)
kɨllɨmi
(i)
kɨllɨr
(i)
kɨlɛɛn
(ɛ)

26. rooŋ
‘inherited magic’
roŋej
roŋomw
roŋon
roŋoʃ
roŋomam
roŋomi
roŋɛɛr
roŋon

(ɛ)
(ɛ, o)194
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(ɛ)
(o)

27. aŋaaʃ
‘skilled;
skillfulness’
aŋaaʃej
aŋaaʃʉmw
aŋaaʃɨn
aŋaaʃɨʃ
aŋaaʃɨmam
aŋaaʃɨmi
aŋaaʃɨr
aŋaaʃɨn

(ɛ)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)

Under the current analysis, for every noun that has a C-final citation form, there are Vfinal lexical stems to which the possessive suffixes attach—the same possessive suffixes that
attach to nouns with V-final citation forms. The shape of the V-final lexical stem for these Cfinal nouns is lexically specified and not predictable on phonological grounds. A paradigm for
words like [fææl] ‘community house’ follows the [ɛ] pattern with [falɛ-] as the lexical stem,
whereas a paradigm for words like [rææn] ‘day’ follows the [i] pattern with [rææni-] as the
These forms are given in phonetic representation.
These forms are given in phonetic representation.
194
While it is tenable to posit either [roŋɛ-] or [roŋo-] as the lexical stem here—with application of rule 10 for the
former—it is more plausible that [roŋo-] is the appropriate lexical stem, especially considering that five other forms
in this paradigm exhibit that lexical stem.
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lexical stem. Note that the former stem is bimoraic, whereas the latter is trimoraic; there does not
appear to be any clear (synchronic) phonological motivation for such a contrast between these
two C-final citation forms of rather similar shape (i.e., [CææC], where the final C is an alveolar
sonorant).195 In considering the data in (13), however, one would posit at least two lexical stems
for those “mixed declension” paradigms. For example, the paradigm for [aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled;
skillfulness’ would feature both [aŋaaʃɛ-] and [aŋaaʃi-], with the former reserved only for the
first-person singular form and the latter for all the other forms. The “burden” of
morphophonemic complexity is placed upon the lexical stem, rather than the inflectional suffix.
Such is the outcome of pursuing the economy (i.e., “smart”) solution for these data.
In the context of Hale 1973, positing the lexical stems [aŋaaʃɛ-] and [aŋaaʃi-] for the
paradigm for [aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled; skillfulness’ is an example of the “phonological analysis,” in
which the vowels [ɛ] and [i] are analyzed as part of the lexical root/stem. If one, however, were
to take the “conjugation analysis,” then one would posit that these vowels in question are part of
the possessive suffix; a form like [aŋaaʃej] ‘my skillfulness’ would then be analyzed as [aŋaaʃ-ej]
(skillfulness-1SG.POSS) ‘my skillfulness.’ The “burden” of morphophonemic complexity is now
“on the shoulders” of the inflectional suffix, rather than the lexical stem, which in this case
would be identical to its citation form [aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled; skillfulness.’ Such an analysis is certainly
tenable, if considered from the perspective of the L1 learner of PLMRT: why would a child posit
underlying lexical stems in the form [aŋaaʃɛ-] and [aŋaaʃi-]—whereby the latter is restricted only
to the first-person singular form, for no apparent phonologically motived reason—when the child
can internalize formal similarity based on analogy between the citation form [aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled;
skillfulness’ and the inflected forms in which [aŋaaʃ-] is still clearly audible (i.e., no change in
vowel length or consonant gemination, etc.)? The first analysis posits abstractness in the lexical
stem for the sake of maintaining regularity in the inflectional suffix (e.g., first-person singular
possessive suffix always realized as /-j/ for both V- and C-final nouns). The second analysis
posits allomorphy in the inflectional suffix (e.g., [-j] and [-ej] co-exist as realizations of
‘1SG.POSS’) such that the lexical stem remains as formally similar as possible to its citation form.
I evoke the matter of language acquisition not to suggest a particular direction for this current
research—indeed, child language acquisition data is relevant for all kinds of grammatical
There is, of course, a diachronic explanation. The declension vowels in these PLMRT are consistent with the
Proto-Micronesian forms: *fale ‘community house’ and *raani ‘day.’
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investigations, in all languages—but to remind myself especially of Occam’s razor, which I often
phrase as a question: why posit complexity if a simpler and more tenable solution is already
present?
The working hypothesis that is emerging from considering these data thus far (32
paradigms) is that synchronically, L1 speakers of PLMRT internalize two sets of possessive
suffixes: one for V-final forms, and another for C-final forms. The “burden of complexity” rests
on the “shoulders” of both the lexical stems and the inflectional suffixes. Consider for example a
paradigm such as [nnʉr] ‘shadow’; in this analysis, an inflected form such as [nʉrrɨʃ] ‘our (incl.)
shadow’ is parsed as [nʉrr-ɨʃ] (shadow.1PL.INCL.POSS) ‘our (incl.) shadow.’ There is complexity
for the lexical stem/root portion, since [nʉrr-] ‘shadow’ is formally similar but not identical to
the citation form [nnʉr] ‘shadow.’ There is also complexity for the inflectional suffix portion,
since [-ɨʃ] ‘1PL.INCL.POSS’—a surface form of /-iʃ/ after application of rule 9 “short /i/
backing”—now stands alongside not only [-ʃ] as appears in V-final paradigms, but also [-ɛʃ], [aʃ], and [-oʃ], in light of these C-final paradigms. Already one can observe the “slippery slope”
of potential hyperallomorphy: positing that the morpheme ‘1PL.INCL.POSS’ has at least five
surface allomorphs that are not phonologically conditioned flies in the face of the Unique
Underlier Condition and the generative desideratum of economy. This “conjugation analysis,”
while useful in Hale’s (1973) account for Māori transitive suffixes, does not hold up for
Pohnpeian possessive suffixes, according to Rehg (2001:226–227). As I discuss in section 6.3,
the primary problem with the “reanalysis solution”—what I call the “conjugation solution”—is
that it does not adequately account for the Pohnpeian data, which feature extensive patterns of
vowel raising and copying (227). PLMRT, on the other hand, does not exhibit those same raising
and copying patterns; on the face of it, the conjugation solution is not incompatible with the
PLMRT data, especially in terms of the phonological rules I posit (see section 7.5.3).
One aspect in particular from the C-final noun paradigmatic data that is relevant for the
conjugation hypothesis in PLMRT is the “declension mixing” illustrated in (31). It is difficult to
reconcile on purely phonological grounds why an [ɛ]-pattern would be “mixed in” with [a]pattern forms in the paradigm for [salʉŋ] ‘ear’; such an analysis posits that abstract lexical stems
are being mixed together (i.e., [salɨŋɛ-] amidst [salɨŋa-]). Similarly, if one were to posit regularity
for the lexical base as [salɨŋ], there is still “mixing” involved, with an [ɛ]-declension suffix [omw] ‘2SG.POSS’ mixed in with overwhelmingly [a]-declension suffixes (e.g., [-aʃ]
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‘1PL.INCL.POSS’). Both approaches must account for “mixing” that is not phonologically
motivated. Of the two, however, the conjugation solution seems more tenable: the L1 speaker of
PLMRT can subconsciously internalize formal similarity between a citation form X and the
lexical stem X′-, whereby X′ can be identical to X (e.g., [aŋaaʃ] and [aŋaaʃ-] ‘skilled;
skillfulness) or at least very similar (e.g., [fææl] and [fal-] ‘community house’). This leaves the
“suffix material” as being analyzed as separable from X′. As such, these suffix elements “exist”
independently to some degree—albeit not consciously for the L1 speaker. They are elements that
are more readily “moveable” within and across paradigms, as well as across speakers, more so
than abstract lexical stems. I would claim that a speaker is “more aware” of, for example, the
sequence [omw] being separable from the sequence [salʉŋ], rather than [mw] being separable
from [salʉŋo]. My claim of “moveable within paradigms” means here that [omw] can be
“bumped off” by another pattern such as [ɔmw]; the evidence would lie in multiple occurrences
from a single speaker, as well as directed morphological decomposition discussion with a
speaker. My claim of “moveable across paradigms” means here that [omw] can occur in other
paradigms, not only paradigms to which it is expected (i.e., other [ɛ]-declension paradigms), but
also paradigms in which it is not expected (e.g., [salɨŋomw] ‘your ear’ among [a]-declension
forms). My claim of “moveable across speakers” means here that [omw] can be used in different
paradigms for the second-person singular slot when making comparisons across speakers. These
“irregularities” I observe in the C-final paradigmatic data (of one speaker) are more readily
explainable from the conjugation solution perspective rather than the phonological one. Other
supporting evidence comes from the nonce and borrowed noun data I present in the subsequent
sections, as well as from the morphological decomposition discussions I have with the
consultants. I return to this preliminary hypothesis in further detail in section 7.5.3.
7.2.3 V-final nonce nouns. Items 33–41 represent the paradigms for V-final nonce nouns. For
all of these paradigms, the shape of the possessive suffix is assumed to be those given in figure
23 in section 5.3.1.3. The list of stem alternations is provided in (35):
(35)

Stem alternations for items 33–41
ITEM

33. ŋaŋa
34. rɨnæ
35. ŋuwɛ

STEM ALTERNATIONS

[ŋaŋaa-]
[rɨnææ-]
[ŋuwɛɛ-]
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36. japɞ
37. ŋali
38. fofo
39. lɨtɔ
40. naʃu
41. safʉ

[japɞɞ-]
[ŋali-], [ŋalʉʉ-], [ŋalii-]
[foofoo-]
[lɨtɔɔ-]
[naʃuu-]
[safʉʉ-]

7.2.3.1 V-final nonce: Descriptive preliminaries. The following paradigms feature no
phonological interactions between the lexical stem and the possessive suffixes: [rɨnæ], [fofo],
[lɨtɔ], and [naʃu]. The paradigm for [japɞ] also fits in this category, although there is an
interesting occurrence that was self-corrected by Petrus; I discuss this particular matter below. I
provide the paradigm for [naʃu] in (36) as illustration of these types of paradigms:
(36)

Paradigm for [naʃu]
1SG
naʃuuj
2SG
naʃuumw
3SG
naʃuun
1PL.INCL
naʃuuʃ
1PL.EXCL
naʃuumam
2PL
naʃuumi
3PL
naʃuur
CONST
naʃuun
Two paradigms feature exceptionless application of the phonological rules I posit in

section 5.2.4; I list them here:


35. [ŋuwɛ]
o [ŋuwɛɛ-]: rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [ŋuweej] ‘my
ŋuwɛ’



41. [safʉ]
o [safʉʉ-]: rule 4 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [safuumw]
‘your safʉ’

I provide the paradigm for [safʉ] in (37) as an illustration:
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(37)

Paradigm for [safʉ]
1SG
safʉʉj
2SG
safuumw
3SG
safʉʉn
1PL.INCL
safʉʉʃ
1PL.EXCL
safʉʉmam
2PL
safʉʉmi
3PL
safʉʉr
CONST
safʉʉn
The remaining two paradigms deserve some discussion. Regarding [ŋaŋa], consider again

the paradigm, which I provide in (38):
(38)

Paradigm for [ŋaŋa]
1SG
ŋaŋaaj
2SG
ŋaŋaamw
3SG
ŋaŋaan
1PL.INCL
ŋaŋaaʃ
1PL.EXCL
ŋaŋaamam
2PL
ŋaŋaami
3PL
ŋaŋaar
CONST
ŋaŋaan

All forms in this paradigm feature the stem as [ŋaŋaa-]. The expected application of rule 1 to the
first-person singular form as well as rule 3 to the second-person singular form does not hold in
this paradigm. Rule 8 “short /a/ and /ɛ/ centering” does not apply to this citation form (in terms
of the way I presented it to Petrus), nor does it apply in Petrus’s inflected forms.
Regarding [ŋali], consider again the paradigm in (39):
(39)

Paradigm for [ŋali]
1SG
ŋalij
2SG
ŋalumw
3SG
ŋalɨn
1PL.INCL
ŋalɨʃ
1PL.EXCL
ŋalɨmam
2PL
ŋalʉʉmi
3PL
ŋaliir
CONST
ŋaliin

All the forms in this paradigm feature the stem as [ŋali-], except for the second-person plural
(which features [ŋalʉʉ-]), as well as the third-person plural and construct (which features [ŋalii]); both deviating stems are discussed below. Rule 10 does not apply to the first-person singular
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form as would be expected, thus resulting in [ŋalij] ‘my ŋali’ rather than the expected *[ŋali].
Rule 2 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [ŋalumw] ‘your ŋali.’ Rule 8 does
not apply to this citation form (in terms of the way I presented it to Petrus), nor does it apply in
Petrus’s inflected forms.
7.2.3.2 V-final nonce: Morphophonemic phenomena. There are three notable
morphophonemic phenomena that arise from these interactions of lexical stems and possessive
suffixes. The first is Petrus’s consistent preference for lengthening the final vowel of the lexical
stem, with the noted exception of the paradigm for [ŋali]. Also, for the paradigm for [fofo], the
penultimate vowel of the citation form is lengthened, in addition to the final vowel. Consider
again the paradigm for [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg, foot,’ in which that CVCV citation form always corresponds
to a CVCVV- stem [pɞʃɛɛ-]. Note that in the set of V-final native nouns (items 1–18), there are
items that have construct citation forms in the shape CVCVn, but their stems are not CVCVV(e.g., [aron] ‘beside (3SG or CONST)’ and its stem [aro-], not *[aroo-]). It is not plausible to claim
that final vowel deletion is occurring synchronically for these nonce V-final nouns, since all of
them are (verbally) presented to the consultants as having final short vowels. As such, I appeal to
analogy: in making sense of how to conjugate the novel items of consistent CVCV shape as
citation forms, the speaker compares them to familiar forms in native vocabulary and
consistently creates lexical stems following that pattern.
The second phenomenon concerns the deviating patterns exhibited in the paradigm for
[ŋali], which also involves analogy based on native forms. As noted above, [ŋali] exhibits a stem
of [ŋali-], one that deviates from all other paradigms that exhibit a lengthened final vowel for the
stem. Petrus’s conjugations of [ŋali] are very similar to those for [i]-final lexical stems such as
[faat] ‘eyebrow’ and [pwoot] ‘nose’; this includes the third-person plural form exhibiting a stem
of [ŋalii-], like the other [i]-final lexical stems. There are also notable differences. First, rule 10
does not apply to the first-person singular form as would be expected, thus resulting in [ŋalij]
‘my ŋali’ rather than the expected *[ŋali]. Second, one would expect the second-person plural
form denoting ‘your (pl.) ŋali’ to surface as [ŋalɨmi] (cf. [pwootɨmi] ‘your (pl.) nose’) or even as
[ŋalʉmi] (cf. [fatʉmi] ‘your (pl.) eyebrow); instead, it surfaced as [ŋalʉʉmi]. It is possible to
classify both the first-person singular and second-person plural forms as outlier pronunciations.
However, taken in consideration with the “aberrant” first-person singular form, I believe that
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these occurrences illustrate that even regular phonological processes will fail to hold in
infections of nonce paradigms, since there is more processing work involved (i.e., pronouncing
the novel form correctly and consistently, in addition to the original conjugation task).196
The third phenomenon concerns the third-person plural form in the paradigm for [japɞ].
Petrus’s first occurrence of that form was [japɛɛr], but he self-corrected it to [japɞɞr]. The first
occurrence is telling of the analogical influence of other third-person plural forms in native
vocabulary such as [falɛɛr] ‘their community house’ and [sɔɔrɛɛr] ‘their birthmark.’ Note that in
the production of this paradigm, Petrus conjugated six forms in the expected way (i.e., [japɞɞ-] +
suffix) prior to the third-person singular; one would expect, then, that the “momentum” of
inflecting these nonce forms would continue throughout. Indeed, relatively high-frequency forms
such as [lɞllɞɞr] ‘their size’ and [mɞɞr] ‘their cost’ mean that there are other potential forms to
which Petrus can compare a nonce form such as [japɞɞr] ‘their japɞ.’ Nevertheless, I also have
the sense from my experiences speaking and listening to PLMRT that [-ɛɛr] forms have much
higher type and occurrence frequency. Note, for example, that there are no [ɞ]-declension
patterns attested in my sample of C-final native nouns, whereas there are several paradigms that
exclusively feature [ɛ]-declension patterns. In the next section, however, I present paradigms
from the C-final nonce items, which suggest that there are [ɞ]-declensions, but only appearing in
“mixed declension” patterns (i.e., no “pure declensions” of only [ɞ]-final lexical stems). See
section 8.1 for further discussion on this particular self-corrected instance.
7.2.4 C-final nonce nouns. Items 42–57 represent the paradigms for C-final nonce nouns. The
list of stem alternations is provided in (40):
(40)

Stem alternations for items 42–57
ITEM

42. maraf
43. taas
44. ruŋak
45. raal

STEM ALTERNATIONS

[marafɛ-], [marafɘ-], [marafi-]
[taasi-], [taasɨɨ-]
[ruŋaki-], [ruŋakɘ-], [ruŋakɛɛ-]
[raali-], [raalɛ-], [raalii-]

Although I did not quantitatively measure any aspect of the duration of the conjugation task (e.g., the amount of
time between the citation form being given and the first utterance from the consultant, or the total time taken by the
consultant to produce the paradigm), my impressionistic observations are that across consultants, it did not take
them significantly longer to complete the conjugation task for nonce forms as compared to extant forms. One might
also form a hypothesis that “aberrant” or “erroneous” occurrences would be more prevalent in the inflected forms of
nonce paradigms than in native or borrowed vocabulary, and there would be statistically significant results; such a
quantitative assessment is an important question for future research.
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46. wapam
47. laamw
48. safan
49. ʃaaŋ
50. ɞtap
51. raapw
52. ʃaŋar
53. laaʃ
54. farat
55. saaw
56. ʉŋaj
57. ʃaaʉ̯

[wapama-], [wapamɛ-], [wapamɞ-]
[laamwɛ-], [laamwɞ-], and [laamwɛɛ-]
[safanɛ-], [safana-], [safanɞ-], [safani-], [safanɛɛ-]
[ʃaaŋa-], [ʃaaŋɘ-], [ʃaaŋi-], [ʃaaŋɛɛ-]
[ʉtapɛ-], [ʉtapɞ-], [ʉtapi-], [ʉtapɛɛ-]
[raapwɛ-], [raapwɞ-], [raapwɛɛ-]
[ʃaŋarɛ-], [ʃaŋarɞ-], [ʃaŋari-], [ʃaŋarɛɛ-], [ʃaŋarɘ-]
[laaʃi-], [laaʃɘ-], [laaʃɛ-], [laaʃɞ-], laaʃɛɛ-]
[fatarɛ-], [farati-], [faratɛɛ-]
[saawɛ-], [saawɞ-]
[ʉŋaji-], [ʉŋajɛ-], [ʉŋajɛɛ-]
[ʃaaʉ̯jɛ-], [ʃaaʉ̯ʉ-], [ʃaaʉ̯ii-], [ʃaaʉ̯ɛ-]

7.2.4.1 C-final nonce: Descriptive preliminaries. All of the paradigms in this set feature
phonological interactions between the lexical stem and the suffixes. 10 paradigms feature
exceptionless application of the phonological rules I posit in section 5.2.4; I list them here (note
that before specific rules, I give the relevant stem to which the rule applies):


42. [maraf]
o [marafɛ-]: rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [marafej]
‘my maraf’
o [marafɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce
[marafomw] ‘your maraf’



43. [taas]
o [taasi-]: rule 10 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [taasi] ‘my
taas’
o [taasi-]: rule 2 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [taasumw]
‘your taas’
o the [ɨ] of the first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural forms is
explained by the tendency for short /i/ in non-initial or -final open syllables to
centralize to [ɨ].
o [taasi-]: for all the other forms, rule 9 applies



45. [raal]
o [raali-]: rule 10 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [raali] ‘my
raal’
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o [raali-]: rule 2 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [raalumw]
‘your raal’


47. [laamw]
o [laamwɛ-]: rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [laamwej]
‘my laamw’
o [laamwɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce
[laamwomw] ‘your laamw’



48. [safan]
o [safanɛ-]: rule 1 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [safanæj] ‘my
safan’
o [safanɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [safanomw]
‘your safan’
o the [ɨ] of the first-person plural exclusive form is explained by the tendency for
short /i/ in non-initial or -final open syllables to centralize to [ɨ]



50. [ɞtap]
o note that Petrus interpreted my pronunciation of [ɞtap] as [ʉtap], as shown in this
paradigm; I did not prompt him to correct this pronunciation, since the initial
vowel is not relevant for this particular conjugation task
o [ʉtapɛ-]: rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [ʉtapej] ‘my
ʉtap’
o [ʉtapɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [ʉtapomw]
‘your ʉtap’
o the [ɨ] of the first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural forms is
explained by the tendency for short /i/ in non-initial or -final open syllables to
centralize to [ɨ]



51. [raapw]
o [raapwɛ-]: rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [raapwej] ‘my
raapw’
o [raapwɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce
[raapwomw] ‘your raapw’



53. [laaʃ]
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o [laaʃi-]: rule 10 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [laaʃi] ‘my
laaʃ’
o [laaʃi-]: rule 2 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [laaʃʉmw]
‘your laaʃ’; similar to my discussion of the occurrences [ræænumw] and
[ræænʉmw] for ‘your day,’ I attribute the discrepancy to a phonetic/articulatory
matter, not a phonological one
o the [ɨ] of the first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural forms is
explained by the tendency for short /i/ in non-initial or -final open syllables to
centralize to [ɨ]


54. [farat]
o [fatarɛ-]: rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [faratej] ‘my
farat’
o [fatarɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [faratomw]
‘your farat’
o [farati-]: rule 9 applies to the third-person singular and construct forms to produce
[faratɨn] ‘farat (3SG or CONST)’
o the [ɨ] of the first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural forms is
explained by the tendency for short /i/ in non-initial or -final open syllables to
centralize to [ɨ]



55. saaw
o [saawɛ-]: rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [saawej] ‘my
saaw’
o [saawɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [saawomw]
‘your saaw’

To illustrate, I provide the paradigm for [saaw] in (41):
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(41)

Paradigm for [saaw]
1SG
saawej
2SG
saawomw
3SG
saawɘn
1PL.INCL
saawɘʃ
1PL.EXCL
saawɛmam
2PL
saawɛmi
3PL
saawɛr
CONST
saawɛn

The following three paradigms generally feature regular application of the phonological rules I
post, with one exception—rule 8 does not apply to this citation form (in terms of the way I
presented it to Petrus), nor does it apply in Petrus’s inflected forms:


44. [ruŋak]
o [ruŋaki-]: rule 10 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [ruŋaki] ‘my
ruŋak’
o [ruŋaki-]: rule 2 applies to the second-person singular form to produce
[ruŋakumw] ‘your ruŋak’



52. [ʃaŋar]
o [ʃaŋarɛ-]: rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [ʃaŋarej] ‘my
ʃaŋar’
o [ʃaŋarɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [ʃaŋaromw]
‘your ʃaŋar’
o the [ɨ] of the first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural forms is
explained by the tendency for short /i/ in non-initial or -final open syllables to
centralize to [ɨ]



56. [ʉŋaj]
o [ʉŋaji-]: rule 10 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [ʉŋaji] ‘my
ʉŋaj’
o [ʉŋajɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [ʉŋajomw]
‘your saaw’
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The remaining three paradigms require further discussion. Regarding [wapam], consider
again the paradigm in (42):
(42)

Paradigm for [wapam]
1SG
wapamaj
2SG
wapamwomw
3SG
wapamɞn
1PL.INCL
wapamaʃ
1PL.EXCL
wapamam
2PL
wapami
3PL
wapamar
CONST
wapaman

This paradigm features three distinct stems: [wapama-], [wapamɛ-], and [wapamɞ-] (discussed
below). Rule 1 does not apply to the first-person singular form as would be expected, thus
resulting in [wapamaj] ‘my wapam’ rather than the expected *[wapamæj]. Rule 5 followed by
rule 11 “[m] labio-velarization” apply to the second-person singular form to produce
[wapamwomw] ‘your wapam.’ Lengthening of the final vowel of lexical stem in the third-person
plural form is notably absent in this paradigm, discussed in the next section. There is practical
difficulty for Petrus in producing all the forms in this paradigm. His “mistakes” such as [wapaʃ]
for the first-person plural inclusive and [wapaj] for the first-person singular forms seems to
indicate his interpretation of [wapam] as an already inflected form (e.g., as [wapa-m] or [wapam]). His forms for the first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural are [wapamam]
‘our (excl.) wapam’ and [wapami] ‘your (pl.) wapam,’ respectively; the expected forms are
[wapamamam] and [wapamami], respectively. These forms were not corrected, either by my
prompting or his self-initiated repair. Petrus’s first occurrence of the third-person plural form
was [wapar], which prompted me to have Petrus re-evaluate; he self-corrected to [wapamar].
Nevertheless, I do not see these pre-corrected forms as actual “errors,” for indeed Petrus is
consistent in providing forms that are expected under another analysis (i.e., if [wapa-] or [wap-]
were the stem). If anything, these occurrences illustrate that consultants attempt regularity in
their conjugations based on the lexical stem they have internalized.197
Regarding [ʃaaŋ], consider again the paradigm in (43):
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The difficulties in conjugating the paradigm for [wapam] occur for several consultants.
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(43)

Paradigm for [ʃaaŋ]
1SG
ʃaaŋaj
2SG
ʃaaŋomw
3SG
ʃaaŋɘn
1PL.INCL
ʃaaŋɘʃ
1PL.EXCL
ʃaaŋɨmam
2PL
ʃaaŋɨmi
3PL
ʃaaŋɛɛr
CONST
ʃaaŋɘn

This paradigm features five distinct stems: [ʃaaŋa-], [ʃaaŋɘ-], [ʃaaŋi-], and [ʃaaŋɛɛ-] (discussed
below). Rule 1 does not apply to the first-person singular form as would be expected, thus
resulting in [ʃaaŋaj] ‘my ʃaaŋ’ rather than the expected *[ʃaaŋæj]. Rule 5 applies to the secondperson singular form to produce [ʃaaŋomw] ‘your laamw.’ The [ɨ] of the first-person plural
exclusive and second-person plural forms is explained by the tendency for short /i/ in non-initial
or -final open syllables to centralize to [ɨ]. Note that rule 8 does not apply to the inflected forms
as would be expected.
Regarding [ʃaaʉ̯], consider again the paradigm, which I present in (44):
(44)

Paradigm for [ʃaaʉ̯]
1SG
ʃaaʉ̯jej
2SG
ʃaaʉ̯jomw
3SG
ʃaaʉ̯jɛn
1PL.INCL
ʃaaʉ̯jɛʃ
1PL.EXCL
ʃaaʉ̯ʉmam
2PL
ʃaaʉ̯ʉmi
3PL
ʃaaʉ̯iir
CONST
ʃaaʉ̯ɛn

This paradigm features four distinct stems: [ʃaaʉ̯jɛ-], [ʃaaʉ̯ʉ-], [ʃaaʉ̯ii-], and [ʃaaʉ̯ɛ-] (discussed
below). Rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [ʃaaʉ̯jej] ‘my ʃaaʉ̯.’ Rule 5
applies to the second-person singular form to produce [ʃaaʉ̯jomw] ‘your ʃaaʉ̯.’ In both forms, the
stem differs from the citation form in that the glide [j] is inserted between [ʃaaʉ̯] and the final
vowel of the stem. There is no particular phonological motivation for such insertion; it is best
described as Petrus’s idiosyncratic preference. Petrus’s first occurrence of the third-person plural
form was [ʃaaʉ̯ɨr], whereby [i] is short. In the “on record” occurrence, the vowel is long.
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7.2.4.2 C-final nonce: Morphophonemic phenomena. There are three notable
morphophonemic phenomena that arise from these interactions of lexical stems and possessive
suffixes. The first is the frequent occurrence of the vowel [ɘ] in these paradigms as a final vowel
in the lexical stems. I do not use quantitative methods to ascertain the place of this vowel in
relation to others (e.g., plotting F1 against F2 against each other); rather, I rely on impressionistic
observations, carefully listening to and comparing occurrences of [ɘ] with other vowels such as
[ɛ] and [ɨ] in similar positions. This vowel also appears in [-kɘʃ] ‘1PL.INCL.OBJ,’ which I
ascertain is derived from a version of [-kɨʃ] whereby the high central vowel has lowered slightly
(i.e., I posit /-kiʃ/ ‘1PL.INCL.OBJ’ as formally related to /kiiʃ/ ‘1PL.INCL’). There is no evidence
that [ɘ] has phonemic status. I posit that [ɘ] is an allophone of [ɛ], with the caveat that the
occurrences of [ɘ] are restricted to this sample of inflected forms; I do not encounter [ɘ] in other
lexical items. Consider, for example, the paradigm for [saaw] (item 55): out of eight inflected
forms, the third-person singular and the first-person plural inclusive forms exhibit [ɘ] rather than
the expected [ɛ] as the final vowel of the lexical stem. Furthermore, the typical pattern based on
all other data discussed thus far is that the third-person singular and construct forms are identical
in phonetic realization, but in this paradigm, the former exhibits [ɘ] whereas the latter [ɛ]. I
recognize that because I aim for a relatively narrow transcription of these recorded inflected
forms, my data will show instances of [ɘ] where [ɛ] might be expected; indeed, multiple
occurrences of the same inflected form in potential future elicitations with Petrus might yield
forms such as [saawɛn] ‘my saaw’ and [saawɛʃ] ‘our (incl.) saaw.’ My impression is that [ɘ] in
these instances is a lax version of [ɛ], whereby the speaker has no particular “commitment” to
forcing his pronunciations of [ɛ] to always “hit the target” of [ɛ] since he is not trying to produce
a “real word”; one might take relatively more phonetic/articulatory “liberties” with
pronunciations in nonce contexts rather than in native vocabulary contexts.198 Furthermore,
consider that in this particular set of C-final nonce word paradigms, an overwhelming majority
of surface forms feature some type of central vowel occurring “in between” the possessive suffix
and the portion of the lexical stem that is identical to the citation form (e.g., [ɨ] occurring
between [farat] and [-n] ‘3SG.POSS’); these vowels include [a], [ɞ], [ɨ], and [ʉ]. In this case, [ɘ]
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This is a potential hypothesis that requires empirical investigation.
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might be a realization of an analogical pull for [ɛ] in these paradigms to be centralized.199 I do
not posit that [ɘ] is in free variation with [ɛ] as realizations of /ɛ/ since [ɘ] appears to be limited
to these particular morphophonemic contexts.
The second phenomenon is the sheer number of “mixed declension” paradigms: out of 16
C-final nonce word paradigms, the paradigm for [taas] is the only one that exhibits a “pure”
paradigm featuring the [i]-declension pattern. To this I might add the paradigm for [saaw], given
my hypothesis that [ɘ] is a lax form of [ɛ]. The “declension mixing” can be quite extensive, such
as the paradigm for [laaʃ] featuring five distinct stems.200 These data provide another type of
support for the preliminary hypothesis I develop in section 7.2.2. The C-final native noun
paradigms exhibit some mild degree of declension mixing among forms that are relatively high
frequency. These data contrast considerably, with rampant mixing. In this ongoing tentative
analysis of “lexical stems” as per the phonological solution (again, which I use for preliminary
descriptive procedures), it seems even more unlikely that the PLMRT speaker is internalizing that
the paradigm for, say, [laaʃ] has five distinct stems (viz. [laaʃi-], [laaʃɘ-], [laaʃɛ-], [laaʃɞ-], and
[laaʃɛɛ-]). There is no way to claim that the nonce word [laaʃ] has an underlying representation
that features final vowel. I do not suggest any kind of V-final form for the speaker. And even if
the speaker were to subconsciously choose a V-final underlying form in order to practically work
with these novel words, data from paradigms such as [laaʃ] show that there is a lack of
consistency (although compare the data from the paradigm for [taas]), which seems
counterintuitive for the task at hand: why would the speaker seek paradigmatic consistency for
the possessive suffixes at the cost of extreme variations of a supposed lexical stem? These data
suggest that analogy plays the most relevant role in allowing the speaker to complete the
conjugation task with nonce forms: the C-final citation form is interpreted as the lexical stem,
and the speaker chooses V-initial allomorphs of the possessive suffixes to attach to the lexical
stem. The choices do not appear to be completely arbitrary for Petrus. For example, nine out of
the 16 paradigms in this set feature both [-ɨmam] ‘1PL.EXCL.POSS’ and [-ɨmi] ‘2PL.POSS’ (i.e., [i]declension), and eight out of the 16 paradigms feature both [-ej] ‘1SG.POSS’ and [-omw]
‘2SG.POSS’ (i.e., [ɛ]-declension). Any given speaker would have preferences for which
Even though [ɜ] is the IPA symbol for the central vowel that most directly corresponds to [ɛ], I find that instances
of [ɘ] are relatively close in height to [ɨ] rather than [ɞ], which is the rounded version of [ɜ]. Careful acoustic studies
are needed to ascertain the appropriate symbol for this phone.
200
In order to keep this particular discussion relatively succinct, I do not create examples here to parallel (4) and (5)
in section 7.2.2.
199
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“declension suffix” occurs in which slot, and there is no particular need for declension
“purity.”201 Taken together along with the C-final native noun paradigms, these data point in the
direction that there does indeed exist another paradigm of possessive suffixes that co-occur with
C-final nouns, and that the two can be morphologically parsed apart from each other; I further
develop this hypothesis in section 7.5.3. Note that for the rest of this section, I continue working
under the V-final lexical stem analysis to facilitate description of these patterns.
The third morphophonemic phenomenon concerns the pattern of lengthening the final
vowel in the third-person plural forms. 13 of 16 paradigms (81%) feature this pattern, with the
exceptions being [marafɘr] ‘their maraf,’ [wapamar] ‘their wapam,’ and [saawər] ‘their saaw.’
This rate of 81% is interesting when compared to the 54% rate of C-final native noun paradigms
as I discuss in section 7.2.2. These data provide strong support for the productivity of this
particular morphophonemic phenomenon. A notable outlier in this set of third-person plural
forms is [taasɨɨr] ‘their taas.’202 I have never encountered [ɨɨ] in native vocabulary. By no means
is [ɨɨ] unpronounceable by L1 speakers of PLMRT, as this occurrence illustrates. I attribute this
occurrence to an outlier pronunciation, which again is not unexpected in a context of nonce word
inflections.
7.2.5 V-final borrowed nouns. Items 58–62 represent the paradigms for V-final borrowed
nouns. The list of stem alternations is provided in (45):
(45)

Stem alternations for items 58–62
ITEM

58. kii
‘key’
59. kasto
‘movie’
60. piiksɞ
‘photo’
61. stoori
‘story’
62. pættɨri
‘battery, pacemaker’

201
202

STEM ALTERNATIONS

[kii-]

[kastoo-]
[piksɞɞ-]
[stoorii-]
[pættɨrii-]

This is a comparative matter across speakers, one that I address later in section 7.3.
I have checked the length and quality of that vowel in the final syllable, and it is indeed [ɨɨ], not [ii].
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7.2.5.1 V-final borrowed: Descriptive preliminaries. The following paradigms feature no
phonological interactions between the stem and the possessive suffixes: [kii] ‘key,’ [kasto]
‘movie,’ and [pættɨri] ‘battery, pacemaker.’ I provide the paradigm for [kasto] ‘movie’ in (46) as
an illustration of this category:
(46)

Paradigm for [kasto] ‘movie’
1SG
kastooj
2SG
kastoomw
3SG
kastoon
1PL.INCL
kastooʃ
1PL.EXCL
kastoomam
2PL
kastoomi
3PL
kastoor
CONST
kastoon
The remaining two paradigms are not exceptionless in the application of the phonological

rules I posit in section 5.2.4. Regarding [piiksɞ] ‘photo,’ consider the paradigm in (47):
(47)

Paradigm for [piiksɞ] ‘photo’
1SG
piksɞɞj
2SG
piksɞɞmw
3SG
piksɞɞn
1PL.INCL
piksɞɞʃ
1PL.EXCL
piksɞɞmam
2PL
piksɞɞmi
3PL
piksɞɞr
CONST
piksɞɞn

All forms in this paradigm feature the stem as [piksɞɞ-] ‘photo.’ Rule 9 does not apply to this
stem, as there are no occurrences of *[pɨksɞɞ-]. Regarding [stoori] ‘story,’ consider the paradigm
in (48):
(48)

Paradigm for [stoori] ‘story’
1SG
stoorii
2SG
stooriimw
3SG
stooriin
1PL.INCL
stooriiʃ
1PL.EXCL
stooriimam
2PL
stooriimi
3PL
stooriir
CONST
stooriin
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All forms in this paradigm feature the stem as [stoorii-] ‘story.’ The first-person singular form
does not show [-j] ‘1sg.poss’ following the long vowel sequence [ii], unlike the first-person
singular forms for [kii] ‘key’ and [pættɨri] ‘battery, pacemaker’ (discussed in the next section).
7.2.5.2 V-final borrowed: Morphophonemic phenomena. There are two morphophonemic
phenomena to note. The first is the preference to attach the possessive suffixes to lexical stems
that have long final vowels, which is seen in all five paradigms. The second is the realization of
the first-person singular form for [stoori] ‘story’ as [stoorii] ‘my story,’ rather than as *[stooriij].
I confirm that the sequence [iij] occurs in the first-person singular form in the paradigms for [kii]
‘key’ and [pættɨri] ‘battery, pacemaker.’ I account for the [stoorii] ‘my story’ occurrence as an
outlier pronunciation.
Recall the discussion in section 7.2.1.2 regarding the V-final native nouns [ʃʃa] ‘blood,’
[pæ] ‘feces,’ [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg, foot,’ and [faʉ̯nɨpwpwo] ‘heart.’ For consistency, I apply the same
analysis of final vowel deletion to these five V-final borrowed nouns. As such, their underlying
forms are as follows: /kii/ ‘key,’ /kastoo/ ‘movie,’ /piiksɞɞ/ ‘photo,’ /stoorii/ ‘story,’ and /pættirii/
‘battery, pacemaker.’ I make this claim on synchronic grounds, with the understanding that
current generations of learners of PLMRT are not borrowing these words “directly” from English
and Japanese sources, but rather are learning extant vocabulary in PLMRT contexts—listening to
other PLMRT (adult) speakers use these words.
7.2.6 C-final borrowed nouns. Items 63–67 represent the paradigms for C-final borrowed
nouns. The list of stem alternations is provided in (49):
(49)

Stem alternations for items 63–67
ITEM

w

63. p uuk
‘book’
64. sasiŋ
‘photo’
65. ruumw
‘room’
66. lɔɔk
‘lock’
67. sajs
‘size’

STEM ALTERNATIONS

[pwukɛ-], [pwukɘ-], [pwuukɘ-], [pwukɛɛ-]
[sasiŋŋɛ-], [sasiŋŋɘ-], [sasiŋŋi-], [sasiŋŋɛɛ-], [sasiŋŋə-]
[rumwmwɛ-], [rumwmwɘ-], [rumwmwɛɛ-]
[lɔkkɛ-], [lɔkkɘ-], [lɔkkɛɛ-]
[sajsi-], [sajsii-]
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7.2.6.1 C-final borrowed: Descriptive preliminaries. All of the paradigms in this set feature
phonological interactions between the lexical stem and the suffixes. Four paradigms feature
exceptionless application of the phonological rules I posit in section 5.2.4; I list them here (note
that before specific rules, I give the relevant lexical stem to which the rule applies):


63. [pwuuk] ‘book’
o [pwukɛ-]: rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [pwukej] ‘my
book’
o [pwukɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [pwukomw]
‘your book’



65. [ruumw] ‘room’
o [rumwmwɛ-]: rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce
[rumwmwej] ‘my room’
o [rumwmwɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce
[rumwmwomw] ‘your room’



66. [lɔɔk] ‘lock’
o [lɔkkɛ-]: rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [lɔkkej] ‘my
lock’
o [lɔkkɛ-]: rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [lɔkkomw]
‘your lock’



67. [sajs] ‘size’
o [sajsi-]: rule 10 applies to the first-person singular form to produce [sajsi] ‘my
size’
o [sajsi-]: rule 2 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [sajsumw]
‘your eyebrow’
o the [ɨ] of the first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural forms is
explained by the tendency for short /i/ in non-initial or -final open syllables to
centralize to [ɨ]
o [sajsi-]: for all the other remaining forms, rule 9 applies
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I provide the paradigm for [sajs] ‘size’ in (50) as an illustration of this category of paradigms:
(50)

Paradigm for [sajs] ‘size’
1SG
sajsi
2SG
sajsumw
3SG
sajsɨn
1PL.INCL
sajsɨʃ
1PL.EXCL
sajsɨmam
2PL
sajsɨmi
3PL
sajsiir
CONST
sajsɨn
The paradigm for [sasiŋ] ‘photo’ features some exceptions to the phonological rules I

post; consider again the paradigm in (51):
(51)

Paradigm for [sasiŋ] ‘photo’
1SG
sasiŋŋej
2SG
sasiŋŋomw
3SG
sasiŋŋɘn
1PL.INCL
sasiŋŋɘʃ
1PL.EXCL
sasiŋŋɨmam
2PL
sasiŋŋɨmi
3PL
sasiŋŋɛɛr
CONST
sasiŋŋən

This paradigm features five distinct stems: [sasiŋŋɛ-], [sasiŋŋɘ-], [sasiŋŋi-], [sasiŋŋɛɛ-], and
[sasiŋŋə-] (discussed below). Rule 7 applies to the first-person singular form to produce
[sasiŋŋej] ‘my photo.’ Rule 5 applies to the second-person singular form to produce [sasiŋŋomw]
‘your photo.’ The [ɨ] of the first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural forms is
explained by the tendency for short /i/ in non-initial or -final open syllables to centralize to [ɨ]. It
appears that rule 9 does not apply to either the citation form or the inflected forms; I leave this
aside as a matter of lexical specification. I attribute the [ə] in the construct form to an outlier
pronunciation.
7.2.6.2 C-final borrowed: Morphophonemic phenomena. There are three morphophonemic
phenomena that arise from these interactions of lexical stems and possessive suffixes in this set
of paradigms. The first concerns the pattern of a long vowel occurring before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS’ to
the exclusion of other forms in the paradigm, similar to the discussions about the C-final native
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nouns (section 7.2.2) and C-final nonce nouns (section 7.2.4). On the surface, it also appears that
this set of paradigms features mixed declensions, with the notable exception of the paradigm for
[sajs] ‘size’ (item 67), which consistently features the [i]-declension pattern. However, given my
assumption that [ɘ] is a lax allophone of [ɛ] in this particular context of inflectional paradigms
(section 7.2.4), it is plausible to posit that the paradigms for [pwuuk] ‘book’ (item 63), [ruumw]
‘room’ (item 65), and [lɔɔk] ‘lock’ (item 66) all exhibit [ɛ]-declension patterns. This leaves the
paradigm for [sasiŋ] ‘photo’ (item 64) as the only paradigm that exhibits declension mixing. This
is consistent with my observations about the contrast between C-final native and nonce noun
paradigms, wherein the latter exhibits more declension mixing than the former. Recall that
borrowed noun are—for all practical purposes regarding the perspective of the L1 speaker—the
same as native nouns in that they are familiar to the L1 speaker as “real” words that can be
inflected in normal circumstances. As such, one would expect less declension mixing with “real”
words, since regularity in inflection patterns is relatively easier to achieve (e.g., via analogy).
The second phenomenon is the variation in the lexical stems for the paradigm for [pwuuk]
‘book.’ The forms for the first-, second-, and third-person singular and first-person plural
inclusive all exhibit a short [u] corresponding to the long [uu] of [pwuuk] ‘book,’ whereas the
remaining forms all exhibit a long [uu]. There is no apparent motivation for this variation based
on moraic patterning or phonological conditioning. Note especially that the contrast between the
third-person singular form [pwukɘn] ‘his/her/its book’ and the construct form [pwuukɘn] ‘book of
X’; whereas in almost all other instances in this sample, the two forms are homophonous, here
they are distinct. I leave this matter to lexical specification, as well as the possibility of outlier
pronunciations—although it is not clear which of the two patterns (i.e., the [u] forms or the [uu]
forms) is the outlier.
The third phenomenon is the lexical-stem gemination of consonants that correspond to
the final singleton consonants in the citation form, similar to the phenomenon seen in C-final
native nouns such as [faat] ‘eyebrow’ (item 22) and [nnʉr] ‘shadow’ (item 30) (section 7.2.2). In
this set, three out of the five paradigms consistently show this lexical-stem gemination: [sasiŋ]
‘photo,’ [ruumw] ‘room,’ and [lɔɔk] ‘lock.’ Similar to the discussions about [faat] ‘eyebrow’ and
[nnʉr] ‘shadow,’ there appears to be a “transfer” of moras from the vowel nucleus to the final
consonant when comparing the citation forms and stems of [ruumw] ‘room’ and [lɔɔk] ‘lock’
(e.g., [rumwmw-] and [lɔkk-], respectively). Nothing in principle would prohibit forms such as
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[lɔɔkej] from surfacing (cf. [laamwej] ‘my laamw’), but they do not surface in these data. What is
even more curious is why an already bimoraic form such as [sasiŋ] ‘photo’ would correspond to
a lexical stem that has geminate [ŋŋ], thus producing inflected forms that are quadrimoraic (e.g.,
[sasiŋŋej] ‘my photo’) and even pentamoraic (e.g., [sasiŋŋɨmam] ‘our (excl.) photo’). In light of
such data that elude a simple explanation, I defer to lexical specification for the paradigms for
[sasiŋ] ‘photo,’ [ruumw] ‘room,’ and [lɔɔk] ‘lock’ to account for the contrasting shape of their
respective lexical stems.
7.3 Comparisons with other consultants. In this section, I provide comparisons of the patterns
I observe for Petrus with the eight other consultants from whom I elicited the inflectional
paradigms. It is clear from section 7.2 that even a preliminary discussion of the data from only
one consultant is quite extensive. Rather than replicating such a fine-grained discussion of 67
noun paradigms (536 inflected forms) for eight other consultants (4,288 inflected forms total),
instead I aim to compare the data in five areas: (1) the shape of the lexical stem for V-final forms
with regard to long vowels; (2) the shape of the lexical stem for C-final forms with regard to
geminate consonants; (3) patterns of declension mixing in C-final forms; (4) the preferences for
the V-initial allomorphs of the possessive suffixes for C-final nonce forms; and (5) the regularity
of long vowels occurring before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS.’ (Recall that I group the paradigm for [kɨllɛn]
‘skin of’ (item 24) with the V-final native noun set, rather than with the C-final set.)
My comparisons in these sections are primarily qualitative rather than quantitative,
whereby I attempt to achieve a gestalt that can shed light on the degree to which Petrus’s forms
are generalizable for PLMRT as a whole. I do, however, make some quantitative comparison,
with the caveat that my samples are too small to subject to significance tests. For convenience, in
each of the following sections, I present the comparison in a chart format, followed by a prose
discussion. I present observations made from Petrus’s forms first, and then list the other
consultants in alphabetical order. I recommend that the reader have copies of appendices B2–B9
available for reference.
7.3.1 Lexical stems of V-final forms. This pattern concerns the occurrence of long vowels at the
ends of the lexical stems of V-final forms. I present the comparison across consultants in (52):
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(52)

Comparison of patterns regarding lexical stems of V-final forms across consultants
NAME
ITEMS 1–18, 24
ITEMS 33–41
ITEMS 58–62
(NATIVE NOUNS)
(NONCE NOUNS)
(BORROWED NOUNS)
Petrus

Out of 19 paradigms in this
set: four exhibit citation
forms than end in short
vowels but have lexical
stems ending in long vowels
(items 1, 3, 5, and 11); 10
feature long vowels in both
the citation forms and the
ends of the lexical stems
(items 2, 4, 6–9, 13, 14, 16,
17); and five do not feature
long vowels in either the
citation form or the ends of
the lexical stems (items 10,
12, 15, 18, and 24); see
section 7.2.1.
The patterns regarding final
stem vowel length as
described for Petrus are the
same for Adaleen’s forms.
The patterns regarding final
stem vowel length as
described for Petrus are the
same for Anrot’s forms.

Out of nine paradigms in this
set, all of them except for
[ŋali] exhibit long vowels at
the ends of the lexical stems;
see section 7.2.3.

Out of five paradigms in this
set, all of them exhibit long
vowels at the ends of the
lexical stems; see section
7.2.5.

The paradigm for [ŋuwɛ] is
the only one that does not
exhibit a long final vowel for
the lexical stem.
This pattern is seen in five
paradigms: [rɨnæ], [japɞ],
[lɨtɔ], [naʃu], and [safʉ].

Arileen

The patterns regarding final
stem vowel length as
described for Petrus are the
same for Arileen’s forms.

Two paradigms consistently
feature a long vowel at the
end of the lexical stem: [rɨnæ]
and [lɨtɔ]. The paradigms for
[naʃu] and [safʉ] are almost
internally consistent in
featuring a long vowel at the
end of the lexical stem, with
the exception of a few forms,
such as the second-person
plural. The paradigm for
[ŋuwɛ] consistently features a
short vowel at the end of the
lexical stem. The remaining
four paradigms feature mixed
patterns.

Eison

The patterns regarding final

This pattern is seen in five

The patterns regarding final
stem vowel length as
described for Petrus are the
same for Adaleen’s forms.
These forms are almost
identical to Petrus’s forms,
with the exception of a few
first-person singular forms;
for example, Petrus’s
occurrence of [pættɨriij] ‘my
battery’ features long [ii]
followed by a glide [j],
whereas Anrot’s occurrence
[pættɨri] only features a short
[i], which contrasts with all
other forms in that paradigm
that feature a long [ii] at the
end of the lexical stem.
Two paradigms consistently
feature a long vowel at the
end of the lexical stem:
[kasto] ‘movie’ and [piiksɞ]
‘photo.’ The other three
paradigms—all of which end
in [i]—feature a short [i]
followed by a glide [j], which
is presumably a phonetic
transition between the [i] and
the non-high vowels that
follow (i.e., vowels that are
part of the possessive suffix).
It is notable that the citation
form [kii] ‘key’ features a
long [ii], but it is shortened to
[i] in the inflected forms.
Three paradigms consistently

Adaleen

Anrot
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stem vowel length as
described for Petrus are the
same for Eison’s forms.

paradigms: [ŋaŋa], [fofo],
[lɨtɔ], [naʃu], and [safʉ].

Mahany

The patterns regarding final
stem vowel length as
described for Petrus are the
same for Mahany’s forms.

Seven paradigms consistently
feature a long vowel at the
end of the lexical stem. The
exceptions are the paradigm
for [ŋaŋa], which features
short vowels for the firstperson plural inclusive and
second-person plural forms,
and the paradigm for [ŋali],
which features short vowels
for the first- and third-person
singular forms.

Maraleen

The patterns regarding final
stem vowel length as
described for Petrus are the
same for Maraleen’s forms.

Milson

The patterns regarding final
stem vowel length as
described for Petrus are the
same for Milson’s forms.

This pattern is seen in six
paradigms: [ŋaŋa], [ŋuwɛ],
[fofo], [lɨtɔ], [naʃu], and
[safʉ]. The caveat is that the
first-person plural inclusive
and second-person plural
forms tend to feature short
vowels. As for the remaining
three paradigms, the C2 in
C1V1C2V2 surfaces as
geminate in inflected forms,
with the same caveat: the
first-person plural inclusive
and second-person plural
forms tend to feature
singleton consonants instead.
This pattern is seen in four
paradigms: [fofo], [lɨtɔ],
[naʃu], and [safʉ].
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feature a long vowel at the
end of the lexical stem:
[kasto] ‘movie,’ [piksɞ]
‘photo,’ and [pættɨri] ‘battery,
pacemaker.’ It is notable that
the citation forms for [kii]
‘key’ and [stoori] ‘story’
feature a long [ii], but it is
shortened to [i] in the
inflected forms.
The paradigm for [kasto]
‘movie’ and [piiksɞ] ‘photo’
consistently feature a long
vowel at the end of the lexical
stem. The remaining three
paradigms feature mixed
patterns. For [pættɨri]
‘battery, pacemaker,’ the
third-person plural form
features a short vowel,
corresponding to a long
vowel for all other forms in
the paradigm. For [stoori]
‘story,’ the pattern of short
vowels for the first-person
plural exclusive and secondperson plural forms is seen
here. For [kii] ‘key,’ Mahany
appears to prefer a lexical
stem of [ki-] followed by Vinitial possessive suffixes,
with a predictable phonetic
glide [j] in between. The firstperson singular and construct
forms, however, deviate from
that general pattern.
All five of these paradigms
feature long vowels at the
ends of the lexical stems.

The paradigm for [kii] ‘key’
is the only one that does not
feature long vowels at the
ends of the lexical stems.

Nika

The patterns regarding final
stem vowel length as
described for Petrus are the
same for Nika’s forms.

This pattern is seen in all nine
paradigms.

This pattern is seen in all five
pardigms.

The overarching pattern here across consultants is that V-final native and borrowed nouns
will exhibit lexical stems with long final vowels, and that same tendency will apply to V-final
nonce nouns—but not without exclusion. As I discuss in section 7.2.3.2, because these V-final
nonce nouns are (verbally) presented to the consultants as having short final vowels, there are no
grounds to claim that the productive rule of final vowel deletion (as I discuss in section 7.2.1.2)
applies in these nonce contexts. Rather, I would posit that productive processes of analogy apply
across speakers.
7.3.2 Lexical stems of C-final forms. This pattern concerns the occurrence of geminate
consonants at the ends of lexical stems of C-final forms, corresponding to singleton consonants
at the ends of the citation forms. I present the comparison across consultants in (53):
(53)

Comparison of patterns regarding lexical stems of C-final forms across consultants
NAME
ITEMS 19–23, 25–32
ITEMS 42–57
ITEMS 63–67
(NATIVE NOUNS)
(NONCE NOUNS)
(BORROWED NOUNS)
Petrus

Out of 13 paradigms in this
set, two exhibit this pattern:
[faat] ‘eyebrow’ and [nnʉr]
‘shadow’; see section 7.2.2.

Out of 16 paradigms in this
set, none exhibits this pattern;
see section 7.2.4.

Adaleen

In addition to the two
paradigms indicated for
Petrus, this pattern also
applies to [aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled;
skillfulness.’ Like Petrus,
the first-person plural
exclusive and second-person
plural forms exhibit
singleton consonants
whereas others in the
paradigm exhibit geminate
consonants; this pattern only
applies to [faat] ‘eyebrow.’
In addition to the two
paradigms indicated for
Petrus, this pattern also
applies to [aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled;
skillfulness.’ Like Petrus,
the first-person plural
exclusive and second-person
plural forms exhibit

This pattern is seen in four
paradigms: [ruŋak], [laamw],
[raapw], and [farat]. Like
Petrus, the first-person plural
exclusive and second-person
plural forms exhibit singleton
consonants whereas others in
the paradigm exhibit
geminate consonants.

Anrot

The first-, second-, and thirdperson singular forms for
[maraf] exhibit [maraff-]
corresponding to [maraf-] in
the remaining forms in that
paradigm. Also, the forms for
the first-, second-, and thirdperson singular and third-
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Out of five paradigms in this
set, three exhibit this pattern:
[sasiŋ] ‘photo,’ [ruumw]
‘room,’ and [lɔɔk] ‘lock’; see
section 7.2.6.
This pattern only applies to
[lɔɔk] ‘lock.’

This pattern applies to two
paradigms: [ruumw] ‘room,’
and [lɔɔk] ‘lock.’

Arileen

Eison

Mahany

Maraleen

singleton consonants
whereas others in the
paradigm exhibit geminate
consonants; this pattern only
applies to [faat] ‘eyebrow.’
In addition to the two
paradigms indicated for
Petrus, this pattern also
applies to [aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled;
skillfulness.’ Like Petrus,
the first-person plural
exclusive and second-person
plural forms exhibit
singleton consonants
whereas others in the
paradigm exhibit geminate
consonants.

In addition to the two
paradigms indicated for
Petrus, this pattern also
applies to [aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled;
skillfulness.’ Like Petrus,
the first-person plural
exclusive and second-person
plural forms exhibit
singleton consonants
whereas others in the
paradigm exhibit geminate
consonants, except in the
paradigm for [nnʉr]
‘shadow.’
In contrast to what is
observed in Petrus’s
occurrences, this pattern
only occurs for the
paradigms for [faat]
‘eyebrow’ and [aŋaaʃ]
‘skilled; skillfulness.’ Like
Petrus, the first-person plural
exclusive and second-person
plural forms exhibit
singleton consonants
whereas others in the
paradigm exhibit geminate
consonants.
In addition to the two
paradigms indicated for
Petrus, this pattern also
applies to [rooŋ] ‘inherited
magic’ and [aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled;
skillfulness.’ Like Petrus,

person plural for [ʃaaʉ̯]
exhibit [ʃaaʉʉ-]
corresponding to [ʃaaʉ̯-] in
the remaining forms in that
paradigm.
This pattern arises in five
paradigms: [ruŋak], [raapw],
[laaʃ], [farat], and [ʃaaʉ̯].
Regarding the first four
paradigms, like Petrus, the
first-person plural exclusive
and second-person plural
forms exhibit singleton
consonants whereas others in
the paradigm exhibit
geminate consonants. This
pattern, however, does not
hold with native forms such
as [nʉrrɨmi] ‘your (pl.)
shadow.’ The patterns in the
paradigm for [ʃaaʉ̯] are less
predictable.
Out of 16 paradigms in this
set, none exhibits this pattern.

This patterns applies to all the
paradigms except for [sajs]
‘size.’ Of those four
paradigms, three consistently
exhibit the pattern for all
forms within the paradigm:
[sasiŋ] ‘photo,’ [ruumw]
‘room,’ and [lɔɔk] ‘lock.’

This pattern applies
consistently to two
paradigms: [ruumw] ‘room’
and [lɔɔk] ‘lock.’

The paradigm for [raapw] is
the only paradigm in this set
to exhibit this pattern.

This pattern only applies to
the paradigm for [sasiŋ]
‘photo.’ Like Petrus, the firstperson plural exclusive and
second-person plural forms
exhibit singleton consonants
whereas others in the
paradigm exhibit geminate
consonants.

This pattern arises in four
paradigms: [ruŋak], [wapam],
[ɞtap], and [farat]. Like
Petrus, the first-person plural
exclusive and second-person
plural forms exhibit singleton

This pattern applies
consistently to two
paradigms: [sasiŋ] ‘photo’
and [lɔɔk] ‘lock.’
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Milson

Nika

the first-person plural
exclusive and second-person
plural forms exhibit
singleton consonants
whereas others in the
paradigm exhibit geminate
consonants; this pattern only
applies to [faat] ‘eyebrow’
and [rooŋ] ‘inherited magic.’
In addition to the two
paradigms indicated for
Petrus, this pattern also
applies to [aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled;
skillfulness.’ Like Petrus,
the first-person plural
exclusive and second-person
plural forms exhibit
singleton consonants
whereas others in the
paradigm exhibit geminate
consonants; this pattern only
applies to [faat] ‘eyebrow.’

In addition to the two
paradigms indicated for
Petrus, this pattern also
applies to [maas] ‘eye, face,’
[rooŋ] ‘inherited magic,’
[aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled;
skillfulness,’ and [fææl]
‘community house.’ Like
Petrus, the first-person plural
exclusive and second-person
plural forms exhibit
singleton consonants
whereas others in the
paradigm exhibit geminate
consonants; this pattern only
applies to [maas] ‘eye, face,’
[rooŋ] ‘inherited magic,’ and
[fææl] ‘community house.’

consonants whereas others in
the paradigm exhibit
geminate consonants.

This pattern arises in four
paradigms: [maraf], [ruŋak],
[raapw], and [farat]. All of
them—with the exception of
[raapw]—exhibit the pattern
seen with Petrus’s forms: the
first-person plural exclusive
and second-person plural
forms exhibit singleton
consonants whereas others in
the paradigm exhibit
geminate consonants. The
paradigm for [raapw],
however shows unpredictable
alternations between
singleton and geminate
consonants.
This pattern arises in five
paradigms: [maraf], [ruŋak],
[raapw], [farat], and [saaw].
All of them—with the
exception of [saaw]—exhibit
the pattern seen with Petrus’s
forms: the first-person plural
exclusive and second-person
plural forms exhibit singleton
consonants whereas others in
the paradigm exhibit
geminate consonants.

This pattern applies
consistently to three
paradigms: [sasiŋ] ‘photo,’
[ruumw] ‘room,’ and [lɔɔk]
‘lock.’

This pattern arises in four
paradigms: [pwuuk] ‘book,’
[sasiŋ] ‘photo,’ [ruumw]
‘room,’ and [lɔɔk] ‘lock.’ The
latter two exhibit the pattern
seen with Petrus’s forms: the
first-person plural exclusive
and second-person plural
forms exhibit singleton
consonants whereas others in
the paradigm exhibit
geminate consonants. The
paradigm for [raapw],
however shows unpredictable
alternations between
singleton and geminate
consonants.

Given the recurrence of this pattern for the same lexical items across many speakers (e.g.,
[faat] ‘eyebrow’), I assume that this pattern is lexically specified for some forms, both native and
borrowed. In light of the fact that this pattern occurs for some extant PLMRT nouns across
speakers, it is worth considering the possibility that there is a synchronic process of final
geminate consonant cluster reduction in the language, one that mirror the final vowel deletion
rule I posit in section 7.2.1.2. There are at least three problems with this analysis. First, most of
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the examples of this singleton~geminate consonant alternation between citation forms and
lexical stems also involves changes in the quanity of the vowel that precedes the consonant in
question, as in [aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled; skillfulness’ and Milson’s occurrence of [aŋaʃʃej] ‘my
skillfulness.’203 The phenomenon is not “merely” a matter of reducing a word-final geminate
consonant cluster. Second, whereas the final vowel deletion rule as I posit in section 7.2.1.2
applies across all nine consultants, a final geminate consonant cluster reduction rule would not
apply across all of the consultants, since the phenomenon does not occur consistently across all
nine of them—or even consistently within a single idiolect. Third, positing underlying word-final
geminate consonants is not supported by the phonotactics of PLMRT, whereby the only attested
examples of word-final consonant clusters are glide-consonant combinations (e.g., /wejpw/
‘room’). It is best, then to discuss this alternation in terms of gemination rather than cluster
reduction.
This pattern is not productive in nonce contexts for Petrus, Eison or Mahany, whereas it
is marginally so for other consultants such as Adaleen, Anrot, Arileen, Maraleen, Milson, and
Nika. Furthermore, the fact that some nonce words across consultants tend to exhibit this
pattern—most especially [ruŋak], [raapw], and [farat], all of of which feature final stops—might
suggest that there is a phonological and/or phonotactic motivation; this is a matter that must be
reserved for future study.
I briefly discuss in section 7.2.2 the pattern of the first-person plural exclusive and
second-person plural forms exhibiting singleton consonants in contrast to the singleton
consonants for other forms in the paradigm, with regard to paradigms that feature this pattern of
geminate consonants at the ends of lexical stems of C-final forms corresponding to singleton
consonants at the ends of the citation forms. As is evident in the comparisons in (11), this pattern
is not consistent within individual idiolects. The most likely explanation is one that involves
mora distribution. Consider for example Adaleen’s occurrences of [farattej] ‘my farat’ and
[faratɘmam], ‘our (excl.) farat’ and [faratɘmi] ‘your (pl.) farat.’ The first form has four moras, in
the analysis that geminate consonants count as one mora. The latter two also have four moras.
However, if the [t] in the latter two were to have been geminate—assuming that the lexical stem
should have been uniformly realized as [faratt-]—then this would have resulted in *[farattɘmam]
For other consultants such as Nika, there is no change in the quantitify of the vowel for the inflected form:
[aŋaaʃʃej] ‘my skillfulness.’
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and *[farattɘmi], respectively, both of which contain five moras. I posit that there is pressure for
PLMRT speakers to keep the mora count the same for each inflected form within any given
paradigm. This can only be stated as a tendency, given examples such as Adaleen’s occurrences
of [nʉrrej] ‘my shadow,’ [nʉrrɨmam] ‘our (excl.) shadow,’ and [nʉrrɨmi] ‘your (pl.) shadow’; the
former has three moras, and the latter two have four. Such inconsistencies are seen in all of the
consultants’ forms. Nevertheless, this particular pattern does not have direct implications for the
conjugation solution that I am tentatively developing, although this matter deserves careful
attention in future research. For all subsequent occurrences of this pattern throughout my
descriptions and analyses in this chapter, I will refer to this discussion in this section.
7.3.3 Patterns of declension mixing in C-final forms. These patterns of declension mixing are
addressed in detail in section 7.2.2. I present the comparison across consultants in (54):
(54)

Comparison of patterns regarding lexical stems of C-final forms across consultants
NAME
ITEMS 19–23, 25–32
ITEMS 42–57
ITEMS 63–67
(NATIVE NOUNS)
(NONCE NOUNS)
(BORROWED NOUNS)
Petrus

Adaleen

Anrot

Arileen

Out of 13 paradigms in this
set, four exhibit declension
mixing: [salʉŋ] ‘ear,’ [aaw]
‘mouth,’ [rooŋ] ‘inherited
magic,’ and [aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled;
skillfulness’; see section
7.2.2.
Three paradigms exhibit
declension mixing: [salʉŋ]
‘ear,’ [rooŋ] ‘inherited
magic,’ and [nnʉr]
‘shadow.’
Seven paradigms exhibit
declension mixing: the four
mentioned for Petrus, as
well as those for [nnʉr]
‘shadow,’ [sɔɔr] ‘birthmark,’
and [fææl] ‘community
house.’

Out of 16 paradigms in this
set, 13 exhibit declension
mixing; see section 7.2.4.

Out of 5 paradigms in this set,
only the paradigm for [sasiŋ]
‘photo’ exhibits declension
mixing; see section 7.2.6.

12 paradigms exhibit
declension mixing.

Only the paradigm for [sasiŋ]
‘photo’ exhibits declension
mixing.

All of Anrot’s paradigms in
this set feature declension
mixing.

Four paradigms exhibit
declension mixing: [salʉŋ]
‘ear,’ [aaw] ‘mouth,’ [rooŋ]
‘inherited magic,’ and [nnʉr]

11 paradigms exhibit
declension mixing.

The same exact pattern
applies as is seen in Petrus’s
forms; in fact, whereas
Petrus’s occurrences of
[sasiŋŋɨmam] ‘our (excl.)
photo’ and [sasiŋŋɨmi] ‘your
(pl.) photo’ point to a lexical
stem of [sasiŋŋi-] amidst
[sasiŋŋɛ-], Anrot’s occurrence
of [sasiŋɨmi] ‘your (pl.)
photo’ is the only example of
the [sasiŋi-] lexical stem
amidst [sasiŋɛ-].
Two paradigms exhibit
declension mixing: [pwuuk]
‘book’ and [lɔɔk] ‘lock.’
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Eison

Mahany

Maraleen

Milson

Nika

‘shadow.’
Four paradigms exhibit
declension mixing: [salʉŋ]
‘ear,’ [rooŋ] ‘inherited
magic,’ [aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled;
skillfulness,’ and [sɔɔr]
‘birthmark.’
Six paradigms exhibit
declension mixing: [maas]
‘eye, face,’ [salʉŋ] ‘ear,’
[faat] ‘eyebrow,’ [rooŋ]
‘inherited magic,’ [aŋaaʃ]
‘skilled; skillfulness,’ and
[nnʉr] ‘shadow.’ I include
the paradigms for [maas]
‘eye, face’ and [faat]
‘eyebrow’ because they
exhibit a peculiar pattern of
a rounded vowel occurring
in the V slot of [-Vmi]
‘2PL.POSS’: [masɔmi] ‘your
(pl.) eye/face’ instead of
[masami], and [fatumi] ‘your
(pl.) eyebrow’ instead of
[fatʉmi] or [fatɨmi] (see the
discussion in section 7.3.4).
Nine paradigms exhibit
declension mixing: the four
mentioned for Petrus, as
well as those for [maas]
‘eye, face,’ [faat] ‘eyebrow,’
[nnʉr] ‘shadow,’ [sɔɔr]
‘birthmark,’ and [fææl]
‘community house.’ I
include the paradigms for
[maas] ‘eye, face’ and [faat]
‘eyebrow’ because they
exhibit a peculiar pattern of
a rounded vowel occurring
in the V slot of [-Vmi]
‘2PL.POSS’: [masɔmi] ‘your
(pl.) eye/face’ instead of
[masami], and [fatumi] ‘your
(pl.) eyebrow’ instead of
[fatʉmi] or [fatɨmi] (see the
discussion in section 7.3.4).
Five paradigms exhibit
declension mixing: [maas]
‘eye, face,’ [salʉŋ] ‘ear’,’
[rooŋ] ‘inherited magic,’
[aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled;
skillfulness,’ and [nnʉr]
‘shadow.’
Five paradigms exhibit
declension mixing: [salʉŋ]
‘ear’,’ [aaw] ‘mouth,’ [rooŋ]

9 paradigms exhibit
declension mixing.

None of the paradigms
exhibits declension mixing.

13 paradigms exhibit
declension mixing.

All of the paradigms exhibit
declension mixing.

12 paradigms exhibit
declension mixing.

All of the paradigms except
for [pwuuk] ‘book’ exhibit
declension mixing.

12 paradigms exhibit
declension mixing.

Two paradigms exhibit
declension mixing: [pwuuk]
‘book’ and [sasiŋ] ‘photo.’

10 paradigms exhibit
declension mixing.

Three paradigms exhibit
declension mixing: [pwuuk]
‘book,’ [sasiŋ] ‘photo,’ and
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‘inherited magic,’ [nnʉr]
‘shadow,’ and [sɔɔr]
‘birthmark.’

[ruumw] ‘room.’

Because native and borrowed forms should practically be treated together—again, with
the assumption that L1 learners of the language are not taught to distinguish between the two—
for the purposes of another surface-level comparison, I combine the numbers of those two sets of
paradigms (i.e., 13 native and five borrowed) and divide them into the number of paradigms that
feature declension mixing. I then compare these percentages against those calculated for nonce
paradigms only (16 paradigms). I present the results in (55):
(55)

Comparison of percentages of declension mixing across consultants
NAME
ITEMS 19–23, 25–32, 63–67 ITEMS 42–57
(NATIVE AND BORROWED
(NONCE NOUNS)
NOUNS)
Petrus
28% (5/18)
81% (13/16)
Adaleen
22% (4/18)
75% (12/16)
Anrot
44% (8/18)
100% (16/16)
Arileen
33% (6/18)
69% (11/16)
Eison
22% (4/18)
56% (9/16)
Mahany
61% (11/18)
81% (13/16)
Maraleen 72% (13/18)
75% (12/16)
Milson
39% (7/18)
75% (12/16)
Nika
44% (8/18)
63% (10/16)

For all consultants, the rate of declension mixing in nonce contexts is higher than in extant word
contexts. This comparison supports the hypothesis that a certain degree of lexical specification
and analogy “regulates” the inflections of familiar words: the L1 speaker will prefer to conjugate
paradigms as consistently as possible. This is not consistent across speakers, especially
considering Maraleen’s relatively high rate of 72% for allowing declension mixing within native
and borrowed nouns. Furthermore, this “regulation” does not hold in nonce words; even though
one might posit that word-formation and morphophonemic rules should apply consistently even
for novel words, these data suggest that speakers tolerate a large degree of irregularity within
inflected forms of a paradigm. There is, however, “regularity within irregularity,” since certain
analogical patterns tend to hold across paradigms, even if they do not hold within paradigms (see
the next section).
What is also striking is the recurrence of certain native or borrowed lexical items across
speakers that feature declension mixing, especially [salʉŋ] ‘ear’ (nine consultants), [rooŋ]
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‘inherited magic’ (nine consultants), and [aŋaaʃ] ‘skilled; skillfulness’ (six consultants). It is
most certainly plausible that such declension mixing is learned across generations for specific
lexical items.
7.3.4 Preferences for the V-initial allomorphs of the possessive suffixes for C-final nonce
forms. The following discussion is based on the working hypothesis that there are V-initial
allomorphs of possessive suffixes that attach to C-final lexical stems, whereby the lexical stems
for C-final nonce forms are also C-final. I begin with a discussion of Petrus’s forms, and then
move to other consultants. There are two notable patterns in Petrus’s forms for the paradigms for
items 42–57. The first concerns the first- and second-person singular forms. The first-person
singular forms are represented by three primary declension patterns as shown in (56):204
(56)

Declension patterns for Petrus’s first-person singular forms for items 42–57
DECLENSION

[ɛ]
[a]
[i]

FORMS

marafej, laamwej, ʉtapej, raapwej, ʃaŋarej, faratej, saawej, ʃaaʉ̯jej
wapamaj, safanæj, ʃaaŋaj
taasi, ruŋaki, raali, laaʃi, ʉŋaji

Note that I combine [-aj] and [-æj] forms under the [a]-declension category, since I consider
occurrences of [-aj] to be examples in which rule 1 does not apply (e.g., outlier pronunciation).
Petrus exhibits a preference for the [ɛ]-declension pattern for the first-person singular form
across paradigms in this set. Now consider the second-person singular form declension patterns
in (57):205
(57)

Declension patterns for Petrus’s second-person singular forms for items 42–57
DECLENSION

[ɛ]
[i]

FORMS

marafomw, wapamwomw, laamwomw, safanomw, ʃaaŋomw, ʉtapomw,
raapwomw, ʃaŋaromw, faratomw, saawomw, ʉŋajomw, ʃaaʉ̯jomw
taasumw, ruŋakumw, raalumw, laaʃʉmw

I combine [-ʉmw] and [-umw] forms under the [i]-declension category, since I consider
occurrences of [-ʉmw] to be outlier pronunciations. Petrus exhibits an overwhelming preference
for the [ɛ]-declension pattern for the second-person singular form across paradigms in this set.
The correspondences between the first- and second-person singular forms are telling of larger
204
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These forms are given in phonetic representation.
These forms are given in phonetic representation.
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patterns. A first-person singular form that exhibits the [i]-declension pattern will have a secondperson singular counterpart that also exhibits the same declension: this is seen in the forms for
[taas], [ruŋak], [raal], and [laaʃ]. It is interesting, then, that in the paradigm for [ʉŋaj], the [i]declension first-person singular form is paired with an [ɛ]-declension second-person singular
form. Furthermore, [a]-declension first-person singular forms are consistently paired with [ɛ]declension second-person singular forms. For Petrus, there is a preference for [i]-declension firstperson singular forms to also be paired with [i]-declension second-person singular forms,
whereas non-high vowel declensions (viz. [ɛ] and [a]) are paired with the [ɛ]-declension for the
second-person singular form. I should clarify that I suspect that what is most salient for Petrus is
the “moveability” of [-omw] across paradigms.
I now present a comparison across the other eight consultants in (58):
(58)

Comparison of first- and second-person singular paired patterns across consultants
NAME

Adaleen

Anrot

Arileen
Eison

Mahany

Maraleen
Milson

OBSERVATIONS

Five paradigms feature the corresponding pair [-ej] and [-omw] for the first- and secondperson singular forms, respectively. Another eight feature the corresponding pair [-æj] and [omw]. The remaining two feature the corresponding pair [-æj] and [-ɔmw]. The form [-æj]
occurs in 10 paradigms, and [-omw] in 14, which indicates Adaleen’s preference for those
two forms across paradigms. None of Adaleen’s forms feature the [i]-declension for either
the first- or -second-person singular.
14 paradigms feature the corresponding pair [-ej] and [-omw] for the first- and second-person
singular forms, respectively; the other two forms feature the corresponding pair [-aj] and [omw]. For Anrot, the [-ej] and [-omw] pair has such a strong analogical pull that it is applied
almost consistently to all of the nonce paradigms. What is especially suggestive of its
analogical influence across paradigms are examples such as the inflected forms for
paradigms such as [saaw], in which Anrot conjugates the first- and second-person singular
forms according to the [ɛ]-declension, but all other forms in that paradigm according to the
[a]-declension. Compare also the inflected forms for the native noun paradigm [sɔɔr]
‘birthmark,’ in which only the first-person singular form exhibits the [ɛ]-declension, and all
others the [i]-declension. Whereas Petrus allows [i]-declension forms to appear in his
conjugations of C-final nonce nouns, Anrot almost exclusively prefers [ɛ]-declension forms.
All 16 paradigms feature the feature the corresponding pair [-ej] and [-omw] for the first- and
second-person singular forms, respectively. None of Arileen’s forms feature the [i]declension for either the first- or -second-person singular.
Only one paradigm features the corresponding pair [-æj] and [-omw] for the first- and secondperson singular forms, respectively: [ʉŋaj]. All the other paradigms feature the corresponding
pair [-ej] and [-omw]. None of Eison’s forms feature the [i]-declension for either the first- or second-person singular.
Seven paradigms feature the corresponding pair [-ej] and [-omw] for the first- and secondperson singular forms, respectively. The remaining paradigms feature combinations of [-aj]/[omw], [-æj]/[-ɔmw], [-æj]/[-omw], [-aj]/[-ɔmw], as well as one occurrence of the pair [-ij]/[omw].
12 paradigms feature the corresponding pair [-ej] and [-omw] for the first- and second-person
singular forms, respectively. Two paradigms feature the [i]-declension for those forms, and
another two paradigms feature the pairs [-ii]/[-omw].
11 paradigms feature the corresponding pair [-ej] and [-omw] for the first- and second-person
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Nika

singular forms, respectively. Two others feature the pair [-ij]/[-omw], and another two the pair
[-ij]/[-umw]. The remaining paradigm features the pair [-aj]/[-omw].
Only one paradigm features the corresponding pair [-ij] and [-omw] for the first- and secondperson singular forms, respectively: [ʃaaʉ̯]. All the other paradigms feature the corresponding
pair [-ej] and [-omw].

This comparison across consultants shows that there is an overwhelming preference for
using the corresponding pair [-ej] and [-omw] for the first- and second-person singular forms,
respectively, in these nonce contexts. For Eison and Nika, this is almost exclusively so. For some
consultants such as Arileen, this preference holds even when the other forms in the paradigm
exhibit a non-[ɛ]-declension, such as her conjugation for the paradigm for [taas], whereby all of
the forms except for the first- and second-person singular exhibit the [i]-declension. Ultimately,
this preference is idiosyncratic and scalar, as it does not hold consistently across all consultants.
The second notable pattern in Petrus’s forms concerns the pairing of the first-person
plural exclusive and second-person plural forms. Across 16 paradigms, nine show those two
forms patterning with the [i]-declension, such as [ʃaŋarɨmam] ‘our (excl.) ʃaŋar’ and [ʃaŋarɨmi]
‘your (pl.) ʃaŋar’—in this case, two [i]-declension forms amidst overwhelmingly [ɛ]-declension
forms. To these nine pairs, one could possibly add the pair from the paradigm for [ʃaaʉ̯], with the
caveat that the segment [-ʉmam] and [-ʉmi] is a result of assimilation of [ɨ] to [ʉ] due to the
influence of the preceding [ʉ̯].
I now present a comparison across the other eight consultants in (59):
(59)

Comparison of first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural paired patterns
across consultants
NAME

Adaleen

Anrot

Arileen

OBSERVATIONS

Only two out of 16 paradigms show this pair patterning with the [i]-declension: [taas] and
[ɞtap]. The paradigm for [taas] is overwhelmingly based on the [i]-declension, with the
exception of the first- and second-person singular forms. The paradigm for [ɞtap] is
overwhelmingly based on the [ɛ]-declension, with the exception of the first-person plural
inclusive and third-person plural forms.
Only three out of 16 paradigms show this pair patterning with the [i]-declension: [taas],
[ruŋak], and [raal]. In fact, Anrot’s forms show a preference for the [a]-declension: out of
128 inflected forms in this set of 16 paradigms (8 inflected forms per paradigm), 74 exhibit
[a]-declension inflection (58%).
Only two out of 16 paradigms show this patterning with the [i]-declension: [taas] and [ʃaaʉ̯].
There are caveats. The former paradigm is almost consistently conjugated following the [i]declension, with the exception of the first- and second-person singular forms. The occurrence
of [i]-declension forms for the first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural is
therefore “expected.” Regarding [ʃaaʉ̯], the same caveat as I explained for Petrus’s forms
could apply here. However, given Arileen’s forms such as [ʃaaʉʉej] ‘my ʃaaʉ̯’ and [ʃaaʉʉɛn]
‘his/her/its ʃaaʉ̯’—in which one could take analysis that C-final gemination at the end of the
lexical stem is occurring here—then it is more likely that her form of [ʃaaʉʉmam] ‘our
exclusive) ʃaaʉ̯’ should be parsed as [ʃaaʉʉ-mam] rather than [ʃaaʉ-ʉmam] to correspond to
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Eison

Mahany

Maraleen
Milson
Nika

(ʃaaʉ̯-1PL.EXCL.POSS). What is inconsistent here, however, is the affixation of a C-initial
allomorph of the possessive suffix, rather than a V-initial one (cf. [ʃaaʉʉ-ej] (ʃaaʉ̯-1SG.POSS)
‘my ʃaaʉ̯’).
The corresponding pair [-ɨmam] and [-ɨmi] for the first-person plural exclusive and secondperson plural forms, respectively, only occurs in the paradigm for [taas], which—apart from
the first- and second-person singular forms—consistently exhibits [i]-declension. The
corresponding pair [-jæmam] and [-jæmi] occurs in the paradigm for [ʃaaʉ̯]. For the other 15
paradigms, the declensions exhibited in the first-person plural exclusive and second-person
plural forms match the general declension pattern exhibited in other forms in the paradigm—
save for the first- and second-person singular forms.
The corresponding pair [-ɨmam] and [-ɨmi] for the first-person plural exclusive and secondperson plural forms, respectively, occurs in four paradigms: [taas], [raal], [farat], and [ʃaaʉ̯].
Of those four paradigms, only the forms in the paradigm for [farat] consistently exhibits the
[i]-declension—save for the first- and second-person singular forms, which feature the [ɛ]declension. For the other three paradigms, the mixing is too extensive to be labeled as
predominantly one specific declension. Regarding the other 12 paradigms, the forms of the
first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural forms largely pattern with the expected
declensions.
Only two out of 16 paradigms show this pair patterning with the [i]-declension: [taas] and
[ɞtap]. Neither paradigm can be described as overwhelmingly based on the [i]-declension;
rather, they appear to be based on the [ɛ]-declension.
Only three out of 16 paradigms show this pair patterning with the [i]-declension: [taas],
[raal], and [ɞtap]. While the former two paradigms are based on the [i]-declension, the latter
is based on the [ɛ]-declension.
Only two out of 16 paradigms show this pair patterning with the [i]-declension: [taas] and
[ɞtap]. While the former paradigm is based on the [i]-declension—with the exception of the
[ɛ]-declension first- and second-person singular forms—the latter is based on the [ɛ]declension.

As with the previously described pattern about first- and second-person singular forms,
this comparison across speakers indicates that the preference for the [i]-declension pattern for the
first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural forms is idiosyncratic and cannot be
predicted. Regarding the second-person plural form in particular, there is another pattern that can
be ascertained across speakers that is not exhibited in Petrus’s forms. This concerns the
preference for rounding the vowel that directly precedes the [-mi] element. For example,
regarding the form for ‘your (pl.) eye/face,’ consider Mahany’s and Maraleen’s occurrences of
[masɔmi] in contrast to the other consultants’ occurrences of [masami]—with the notable
exception of Petrus’s [masæmi]. This pattern occurs not only with C-final nouns, but also with
V-final nouns: regarding the form for ‘your (pl.) blood,’ consider Mahany’s and Maraleen’s
occurrences of [ʃʃɔɔmi] in contrast to the other consultants’ occurrences of [ʃʃaami] (except for
Eison’s [ʃaami]). Furthermore, across speakers, this pattern appears to be limited to the rounding
and raising of [a] to [ɔ], as well as the rounding of [i] (or [ʉ]) to [u]; for the latter, regarding the
form for ‘your (pl.) eyebrow,’ consider Mahany’s and Maraleen’s [fatumi] in contrast to forms
such as [fatɨmi] (Anrot, Arileen, and Eison) and [fatʉmi] (Adaleen and Petrus). This pattern also
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applies to the rounding of [ɛ] to [o], which is restricted to only Maraleen’s forms: within the
paradigm for [sajs] ‘size,’ consider her occurrence of [sajsomi] ‘your (pl.) size’ in contrast to
others in that paradigm such as [sajsɛmam] ‘our (excl.) size’ and [sajsɛʃ] ‘our (incl.) size.’
This pattern is preferred by Mahany and Maraleen, and it does appear sporadically in
other consultant’s occurrences, such as Adaleen’s occurrence of [awɔmi] ‘your (pl.) mouth.’ This
pattern, however, does not hold consistently within the speech of either Mahany or Maraleen (cf.
Mahany’s [awami] ‘your (pl.) mouth’ and Maraleen’s [ʃʃaami] ‘your (pl.) blood’). The most
plausible explanation hinges on analogy. Some PLMRT speakers make a paradigmatic analogical
connection between the second-person singular and plural forms; since the former almost
consistently features rounding of the vowel that precedes the [-mw] element (and raising, in the
case of [a] to [ɔ]), some speakers make that pattern apply to the vowel that precedes the [-mi]
element in the latter. There is no purely phonological basis to explain this pattern. The consonant
[m] by itself is not a conditioning environment for anticipatory rounding (and raising); consider,
for example, that the vowels that directly precede [-mam] ‘1PL.EXCL.POSS’—regardless if the
vowels are analyzed as part of the lexical stem (i.e., economy solution) or part of the suffix (i.e.,
conjugation solution)—are never rounded (and raised, in the case of [a] to [ɔ]). Vowel harmony
can be ruled out, since [i] is hardly a natural trigger for the rounding of preceding vowels; in the
case of [a] to [ɔ], although [i] can be argued to be a trigger for vowel raising, there is no other
mechanism to explain subsequent rounding. In light of these observations, it is best to describe
this pattern as a morphophonemic rule that only applies to the inflected second-person plural
forms, rather than a phonological process. The caveats are that this rule is idiosyncratic, and even
then it is not applied consistently within any given idiolect.
In sum, the comparisons across speakers reveal that when dealing with novel forms,
speakers can tolerate irregularity within paradigms while maintaining analogical regularity
across paradigms. The two most salient pairs I have identified in my data are (1) first- and
second-person singular forms and (2) first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural
forms. The preference for either pair is idiosyncratic, which is telling of the influences of the
idiolect even within such a small geolectal population of PLMRT.
7.3.5 Regularity of long vowels occurring before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS.’ I address my observations of
this pattern in Petrus’s forms in section 7.2.2, 7.2.4, and 7.2.4. To gain an overall impression of
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this pattern across consultants, I calculate the percentages of this pattern occurring within 67
instances of the inflected third-person plural form in my data set, across consultants; I present the
comparison in (60):
(60)

Comparison of percentages of long vowels
occurring before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS’
NAME

Petrus
Adaleen
Anrot
Arileen
Eison
Mahany
Maraleen
Milson
Nika

PERCENTAGE

84% (56/67)
42% (28/67)
37% (25/67)
46% (31/67)
36% (24/67)
42% (28/67)
91% (61/67)
99% (66/67)
97% (65/67)

Petrus’s preference for long vowels occurring before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS’ is especially telling when
considering only the set of C-final nonce nouns (items 42–57): out of those 16 instances of
inflected third-person plural forms, 13 exhibit long vowels (81%); the same rate also applies for
Maraleen’s forms. Even higher are the rates for Nika and Milson—both at 100%. In contrast, for
Arileen, this is relatively low, at 38% (6/16), and even more so for Mahany, at 6% (1/16). In
even starker contrast, neither Adaleen’s, Anrot’s nor Eison’s forms exhibit this pattern in the
entire set—0% for those speakers. This is yet another example of why the idiolect must be taken
into consideration in matters of morphophonemic description and analysis. What is productive
for Petrus and Maraleen in nonce contexts is not productive whatsoever for other consultants.
Given the high rates regarding Milson’s, Nika’s, Maraleen’s and Petrus’s occurrences
(99%, 97%, 91%, and 84%, respectively), it is worthwhile to explore this pattern further with
regard to the quality of the long vowel that occurs before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS.’ First, it should be noted
that across consultants, the expectation generally holds that in V-final contexts, the quality of the
vowel before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS’ is the same as all the other vowels in the same “slot” within the
paradigm, regardless if the length of the vowel before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS’ is the same length as the
other vowels in the same slot within the paradigm. For example, Petrus’s conjugation of the
paradigm for [lɞllɞn] ‘size of (3SG or CONST)’ consistently shows [ɞɞ] before the C-initial forms
of the possessive suffixes. This tendency, however, is not without exception, given forms such as
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Maraleen’s occurrence of [arɛɛr] ‘their beside,’ which features [ɛɛ] amidst [o] and [ɵ]206 in the
same “slot” in that paradigm for [aron] ‘beside (3SG or CONST).’ For this reason, it is worthwhile
to assess the length of the vowel before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS’ for all 67 occurrences of the inflected
third-person plural form for each speaker, since the length and quality of said vowel is not
entirely predictable within a given paradigm.
The C-final noun context is especially interesting for the observations of the quality of
the vowel that occurs before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS,’ especially given the expectation that said vowel will
be long for speakers such as Petrus, Maraleen, and Milson. I provide a comparison across these
three consultants in (61):
(61)

Comparison of vowel quality for long vowels that precede /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS’ across Petrus,
Maraleen, Milson, and Nika
NAME
ITEMS 19–23, 25–32
ITEMS 42–57
ITEMS 63–67
(NATIVE NOUNS)
(NONCE NOUNS)
(BORROWED NOUNS)
Petrus

Maraleen

Out of 13 occurrences of the
third-person plural form,
seven exhibit long vowels.
Of those seven, three feature
[ii] and four feature [ɛɛ]. All
of those occurrences of long
vowels before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS’
feature vowels that match
the quality of the dominant
declension within the
paradigm, except for
[roŋɛɛr] ‘their inherited
magic,’ which features the
[ɛ]-declension amidst
overwhelmingly [o]declension forms.
Out of the 13 occurrences of
the third-person plural form,
11 exhibit long vowels. Of
those 11, eight feature [ii]
and three feature [ɛɛ].
Regarding the latter, the [ɛɛ]
points to the [ɛ]-declension,
which is indeed the same
declension exhibited in the
other forms within the
paradigm (with some
exceptions in the paradigm
for [aaw] ‘mouth’). Out of

Out of 16 occurrences of the
third-person plural form, 12
exhibit long vowels. Of those
12, two feature [ii] (whereby I
include [taasɨɨr] ‘their taas’)
and 10 feature [ɛɛ]. Both of
the instances of [ii] are
expected within their
respective [i]-declension
paradigms. All 10 of the
instances of [ɛɛ] occur in
generally mixed declensions
paradigms.

Out of five occurrences of the
third-person plural form, all
of them exhibit long vowels.
Of those five, one features [ii]
and four feature [ɛɛ]. All of
those occurrences of long
vowels before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS’
feature vowels that match the
quality of the dominant
declension within the
paradigm.

Out of 16 occurrences of the
third-person plural form, 13
exhibit long vowels. Of those
13, 11 feature [ii] and 2
feature [ɛɛ]. Both instances of
the latter are expected within
their respective [ɛ]-declension
paradigms. All 11 of the
instances of [ii] occur in
generally mixed declensions.

Out of five occurrences of the
third-person plural form, all
of them also exhibit long
vowels. Of those five, three
feature [ii], one features [ɛɛ],
and another features [ɞɞ]. The
three forms that feature [ii],
they are the sole instances of
[i]-declension inflected forms
within otherwise [ɛ]declension paradigms. Both
the [ɛɛ] and the [ɞɞ] also
occur within [ɛ]-declension

The vowel [ɵ] sporadically appears in Maraleen’s occurrences. I posit that it is a fronted version of [o], although
the reasons for the fronting are not clear. I do not have enough data to posit this fronting as a productive process in
PLMRT across speakers.
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Milson

Nika

the eight instances of [ii]
before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS,’ four
of them occur in paradigms
that are overwhelmingly
based on the [i]-declension;
the other four occur in
paradigms that are
overwhelmingly based on
the [ɛ]-declension.
Out of the 13 occurrences of
the third-person plural form,
12 exhibit long vowels. Of
those 12, four feature [ii],
and eight feature [ɛɛ]
(whereby I include the sole
instance of [ɘɘ] with the
latter). Regarding the
former, three instances occur
within [i]-declension
paradigms; the other one is
mixed within a [ɛ]declension paradigm.
Regarding the latter, half
occur in the expected [ɛ]declension paradigms, and
the other half in mixed
declension paradigms.
Out of the 13 occurrences of
the third-person plural form,
12 exhibit long vowels. Of
those 12, five feature [ii], six
feature [ɛɛ], and one features
[aa]. Regarding the former,
three instances occur within
[i]-declension paradigms;
the other one is mixed
within a [ɛ]-declension
paradigm. Regarding [ɛɛ],
half occur in the expected
[ɛ]-declension paradigms,
and the other half in mixed
declension paradigms.
Regarding [aa], it occurs
within an expected [a]declension paradigm.

paradigms.

All 16 occurrences of the
third-person plural form
exhibit long vowels. Of those
16, nine feature [ii] (whereby
I include instances of [ɨɨ]) and
seven feature [ɛɛ]. Regarding
the former, out of those nine
instances, only one fits within
an expected [i]-declension
paradigm; the remaining eight
instances are in mixed
declension paradigms.
Regarding the seven
occurrences of [ɛɛ], three of
them occur within expected
[ɛ]-declension paradigms; the
remaining four are in mixed
declension paradigms.
All 16 occurrences of the
third-person plural form
exhibit long vowels. Of those
16, three feature [ii]
(including the sole instance of
[ɨɨ]), 11 feature [ɛɛ]
(including the sole instance of
[ɘɘ]), and two feature [ɞɞ].
Regarding the former, all
three of those instances occur
in mixed paradigms.
Regarding [ɛɛ], five occur in
the expected [ɛ]-declension
paradigms, and the other six
in mixed declension
paradigms. Regarding [ɞɞ],
both instances occur in mixed
declension paradigms.

Out of five occurrences of the
third-person plural form, all
of them also exhibit long
vowels. Of those five, three
feature [ii] and two feature
[ɛɛ]. Only one instance of [ii]
is in an expected [i]declension paradigm. All of
the four other paradigms in
this set are [ɛ]-declension
paradigms.

Out of five occurrences of the
third-person plural form, all
of them also exhibit long
vowels. Of those five, three
feature [ii] and two feature
[ɛɛ]. Only one instance of [ii]
is in an expected [i]declension paradigm; the
other two occur in mixed
declension paradigms. One
instance of [ɛɛ] occurs in an
[ɛ]-declension paradigm, and
the other in a mixed
declension paradigm.

These observations clearly point to [-ɛɛr] as Petrus’s preferred form and [-iir] as
Maraleen’s for third-person plural forms, both in attested vocabulary (i.e., native and borrowed
nouns) and in nonce contexts. For Milson, his preference is split between [-ɛɛr] and [-iir], with
slight skewing for the former; out of 33 instances of long vowels preceeding /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS’ as
described in (19), 16 correspond to [ii] (48%) and 17 correspond to [ɛɛ] (52%). For Nika, her
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preference is skewed toward [-ɛɛr]; out of 33 instances of long vowels preceeding /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS’
as described in (19), 14 correspond to [ii] (42%) and 19 correspond to [ɛɛ] (58%).
As I discuss in section 7.2.2 regarding Petrus’s occurrences, the most plausible
explanation hinges on analogy. The third-person plural direct object suffix /-r/ is always
preceded by long vowels, regardless if the vowels of other forms within the paradigm for that
“slot” are short. For Petrus, Maraleen, and Milson, I posit that such a pattern is analogically
applied to possessive suffix paradigmatic contexts, such that there is a tendency (but not without
exclusion) to also lengthen the vowel before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS.’ The difference is that while Petrus
has a preference for the [ɛ]-declension, Maraleen has a preference for the [i]-declension; Milson
has a slight preference for the [ɛ]-declension. Again, an explanation for the idiolectal preference
for the vowel quality of the long vowel before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS’ might appeal to analogy with thirdperson plural direct object forms. In other investigations I have conducted on direct object suffix
paradigms in PLMRT, I have found that there is free variation between forms such as [ʃuuŋɛɛr]
and [ʃuuŋiir], both meaning ‘meet them.’ There is no difference in pragmatic interpretation
between the two. The choice between either pattern is idiosyncratic, with an individual
maintaining the tendency to use either the [ɛ]- or the [i]-declension for all third-person plural
direct object forms in his or her speech. When presented with the option to say either one,
speakers agree that both are acceptable; in observing individuals’ speech, it is clear that there is
idiolectal preference. In discussions with Petrus on this specific topic, we ascertained that there
appears to be divisions based on generational and dialectal lines. Regarding the former, we found
that members of the oldest generation living on Pakin—individuals aged 70 years and older—
tend to use [-iir] forms, whereas younger generations tend to use [-ɛɛr] forms. We also found that
individuals who are not part of the oldest generation living on Pakin but who were born and
raised in the Mortlocks before coming to Pohnpei and Pakin also tend to use [-iir] forms.
It is not difficult to see the formal similarity between the independent third-person plural
pronoun /iir/ ‘they; them’ and inflected third-person plural forms such as [ʃuuŋiir] ‘meet them.’
As a brief example, I compare Maraleen and Petrus. I note that in other elicitation contexts about
direct object suffix paradigms, Maraleen tends to conjugate third-person plural forms with either
[-iir] as a suffix or with the independent pronoun /iir/ as a separate word, although there are some
instances in which she conjugates with the [-ɛɛr] suffix. For Petrus, almost all of his conjugations
of third-person plural forms feature the [-ɛɛr] suffix. It is plausible, then, that speakers who
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prefer [ɛ]-declensions for third-person plural forms in direct object suffix paradigms will also
prefer [ɛ]-declensions for the same forms in possessive suffix paradigms; the same, then, would
apply for [i]-declensions. Such a hypothesis needs empirical investigation, a matter for future
research.
What is especially relevant for my in-development hypothesis of V-initial allomorphs of
possessive suffixes is the fact that [-ɛɛr] and [-iir] are forms that exist to some degree
“separately” from the lexical stems that precede them. Consider again the examples of mixed
declensions for native nouns, such as Petrus’s occurrence of [roŋɛɛr] ‘their inherited magic’
amidst [o]-declension forms, and Maraleen’s occurrence of [sɔɔriir] ‘their birthmark’ amidst [ɛ]declension forms. This points to the direction that elements such as [-ɛɛr] and [-iir] can be
analyzed as morphologically separable, most especially [-iir] since it has formal similarity to /iir/
‘3PL.’ It is also plausible, of course, that forms such as [roŋɛɛr] ‘their inherited magic’ and
[sɔɔriir] ‘their birthmark’ are just memorized as complete forms by such speakers (i.e., the direct
route model of lexical access). As I discuss further in section 7.4, there is merit to pursuing the
hypothesis that forms such as [-ɛɛr] and [-iir] denoting ‘3PL.POSS’ are separable, and that the
vowels in question—[ɛɛ] and [ii]—are part of the possessive suffix, not the lexical stem.
7.3.6 Impressions. With regard to the hypothesis I am developing for V-initial allomorphs of
possessive suffixes, the most relevant overarching impression to glean from this comparison of
inflected forms across consultants is that the existence of morphophonemic phenomena that are
not solely phonologically conditioned points to productive and synchronic processes of analogy
in PLMRT. This is especially true for patterns of declension mixing across speakers, as well as
Petrus’s, Maraleen’s, Milson’s, and Nika’s preferences for long vowels before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS.’
Hopper & Traugott (1993:56) claim that “analogy refers to the attraction of extant forms to
already existing constructions…[meaning that i]t is overt,” whereas “reanalysis refers to the
development of new out of old structures…[meaning that i]t is covert.” In this working
hypothesis, a process of analogical extension (Bauer 2003:276–277) is creating new or “extra”
allomorphs of the possessive suffix, facilitated by the reanalysis of “old possessive structures.”
For example, the reanalysis of [salʉŋomw] ‘your ear’ as [salʉŋ-omw] (ear-2SG.POSS) rather than
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as [salʉŋo-mw] (ear-2SG.POSS) has facilitated analogical extension,207 such that [-omw] can be
attached to C-final nonce forms, with the understanding that [-omw] is but one of numerous [Vmw] allomorphs that are not phonologically predicable as to their distribution (i.e., which
declension will appear for any given paradigm, and to what degree of “purity” or “mixing”).
In the next section, I turn to metalinguistic discussions of morphological decomposition
to explore and evaluate consultant impressions and intuitions about morpheme boundaries—an
exploration of external L1 speaker analyses that can potentially support or refute my working
hypothesis on the conjugation solution.
7.4 Metalinguistic discussions of morphological boundaries and decomposition. In this
section, I compare two primary topics: (1) the results of the written decomposition task; and (2)
the results of focused metalinguistic questioning about “alternative” decomposition analyses.
Both methods are described in general in section 6.5.2. For all instances in which I describe an
interactional discourse event, I only engage here in a surface-level description of my interactions
with the consultants, using relevant quotations. In chapter 8, however, I expand on some of the
discursive examples I introduce here, using full discourse excerpts that are contextualized with
the SPEAKING heuristics based on the ethnography of communication and analyzed within the
Interactional Sociolinguistics framework.
7.4.1 Written decomposition task. I compare the results of the decomposition task across the
six consultants, presented in figures 27–30 below, with each figure corresponding to the
paradigms for [ŋii] ‘tooth,’ [pwoot] ‘nose,’ [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg, foot,’ and [maas] ‘eye, face,’ respectively.
Recall that in this task, I ask the consultant to underline the primary semantically nominal
element and then to circle the element expressing possession. In figures 27–30, I indicate this
separation with a hyphen. All forms are given in orthographic representation according to the
consultant’s preference, which include whether long vowels are indicated—in most cases, they
are not. The consultants are listed in alphabetical order, and the inflected forms are given in the
same elicitation order as presented elsewhere (i.e., starting with the first-person singular form
and ending with the construct form); the primary exception is that the very first item given below
As Yuko Otsuka (pers.comm., 2015) has pointed out to me, phonotactics might play a role in this reanalysis,
since C is not a permissible syllable shape in PLMRT.
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each consultant’s name is the citation form (also spelled according to the consultant’s
preference).208
ADALEEN209
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

ANROT
ngii
ngii-y
ngii-mw
ngii-n
ngii-sh
ngii-mam
ngii-mi
ngii-r
ngii-n

ARILEEN
ngi
ngi-i
ngi-imw
ngi-in
ngi-ish
ngi-mam
ngi-mi
ngi-ir
ngi-in

EISON
ngi
ngi-i
ngi-mw
ngi-n
ngi-sh
ngi-mam
ngi-mi
ngi-r
ngi-n

MAHANY
ngi
ngi-i
ngi-úmw
ngi-in
ngi-ish
ngi-mam
ngi-mi
ngi-ir
ngi-in

MILSON210
ngi
ngi-i
ngi-i-mw
ngi-i-n
ngi-i-sh
ngii-mam
ngii-mi
ngi-i-r
ngi-i-n

Figure 27. Comparison of decomposition task results for [ŋii] ‘tooth’
ADALEEN
pwot
pwot-i
pwot-umw
pwot-in
pwot-ish
pwot-imam
pwot-imi
pwot-iir
—212

ANROT
poot
poot-iy
poot-umw
poot-in
poot-ish
poot-imam
poot-imi
poot-ir
poot-in

ARILEEN
pwot
pwot-i
pwot-umw
pwot-in
pwot-ish
pwot-imam
pwot-imi
pwot-ir
pwot-in

EISON211
pwot
pwot-i
pwot-ú-mw
pwot-i-n
pwot-i-ch
pwot-i-mam
pwot-i-mi
pwot-ir
pwot-in

MAHANY
pwot
pwot-úi
pwot-umw
pwot-ún
pwot-úsh
pwot-úmam
pwot-úmi
pwot-úr
pwot-ún

MILSON
pwot
pwot-i
pwot-umw
pwot-in
pwot-ish
pwot-imam
pwot-imi
pwot-ir
pwot-in

Figure 28. Comparison of decomposition task results for [pwoot] ‘nose’

The reader may also wish to consult the appendices that feature the scanned images of the worksheets that were
used with each consultant: Adaleen (appendix C1), Anrot (appendix C2), Arileen (appendix C3), Eison (appendix
C4), Mahany (appendix C5), and Milson (appendix C6).
209
Adaleen was the very first consultant with whom I attempted the morphological decomposition task. I used the
example of [ŋii] ‘tooth’ as an illustrative example of the process of parsing apart the morphemes in inflected forms.
210
Regarding Milson’s forms in which there appear to be two morpheme boundaries, this corresponds to forms in
which he underlined a segment, circled another, and left yet another “unmarked.”
211
See the footnote regarding Milson’s forms in figure 27. Also, note that while both <sh> and <ch> occur in
Eison’s forms as orthographic representations of /ʃ/, his preference is for the latter digraph.
212
This form was omitted because Adaleen and I understood that the construct form is identical to the third-person
singular form.
208
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ADALEEN
peshe
peshe-i
peshe-mw
peshe-n
peshe-sh
peshe-mam
peshe-mi
peshe-er
peshe-n

ANROT
peshe
peshe-i
peshe-mw
peshe-n
peshe-sh
peshe-mam
peshe-mi
peshe-r
peshe-n

ARILEEN
péshe
péshe-i
péshe-mw
péshe-n
péshe-sh
péshe-mam
péshe-mi
péshe-r
péshe-n

EISON
péche
péche-i
péche-mw
péche-n
péche-ch
péche-mam
péche-mi
péche-r
péche-n

MAHANY
peshe
peshe-i
peshé-úmw
peshe-n
peshe-sh
peshe-mam
peshe-mi
peshe-r
peshe-n

MILSON
peshe
peshe-i
peshe-mw
peshe-n
peshe-sh
peshe-mam
peshe-mi
peshe-r
peshe-n

Figure 29. Comparison of decomposition task results for [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg, foot’
ADALEEN
maas
mas-ai
mas-omw
mas-an
mas-ash
mas-amam
mas-ami
mas-ar
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ANROT
maas
mas-ai
mas-omw
mas-an
mas-ash
mas-amam
mas-ami
mas-ar
mas-an

ARILEEN
maas
mas-ai
mas-omw
mas-an
mas-ash
mas-amam
mas-omi
mas-ar
mas-an

EISON213
mas
mas-a-i
mas-o-mw
mas-a-n
mas-a-ch
mas-a-mam
mas-a-mi
mas-a-r
mas-a-n

MAHANY
mas
mas-ai
mas-ómw
mas-an
mas-ash
mas-amam
mas-ómi
mas-ar
mas-an

MILSON
mas
mas-ai
mas-omw
mas-an
mas-ash
mas-amam
mas-ami
mas-ar
mas-an

Figure 30. Comparison of decomposition task results for [maas] ‘eye, face’
Comparisons of the parsings of the inflected forms of these four paradigms across six
consultants reveal interesting insights about perceived shapes of lexical stems and possessive
suffixes. Regarding lexical items with V-final citation forms represented by [ŋii] ‘tooth’ (figure
27) and [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg, foot’ (figure 29), the results of the decomposition task are similar across the
board in terms of the consultants parsing apart a lexical stem that is identical in shape to the
citation form from the possessive suffixes as I posit in figure 23 in chapter 5. The parsings for
[pɞʃɛ] ‘leg, foot’ are extraordinarily similar, with the exception of Mahany’s parsing <peshéúmw> (leg/foot-2SG.POSS) ‘your leg/foot’ in which he identifies a V-initial form of the secondperson singular possessive suffix, in contrast to <-mw> for that same form for the other five
consultants. Regarding [ŋii] ‘tooth,’ Arileen and Mahany allow V-initial allomorphs alongside
C-initial allomorphs, such as <ngi-ir> (tooth-3PL.POSS) ‘their tooth.’ Milton’s parsings are
See the footnote for Milson’s forms in figure 27.
This form was omitted because Adaleen and I understood that the construct form is identical to the third-person
singular form.
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especially interesting because of the “leftover” material that arises between the lexical stem and
the possessive suffixes, as in <ngi-i-mw> (tooth-th-2sg.poss)215 ‘your tooth.’ I did not pursue this
particular matter with him at the point in the discussion when he was manipulating the written
forms on the paper or when I was having him explain his analysis in the teacher-student frame.
Nevertheless, I do draw his attention to the matter of “leftover” material in later discussion, as
well as with other consultants. In contrast, the centripetal force of regularity causes Anrot to
posit <-y> as a form for the first-person singular possessive suffix, so as to allow the lexical stem
to maintain formal identity for all forms in the paradigm. This is striking for two reasons: (1) it
provides external evidence that some L1 speakers are aware of phonological sequences of [iij];
and (2) it is an example of morphological abstraction on the part of the L1 speaker, which may
be surprising for some analysts who choose to work in the framework of the “naïve native
speaker.”
The impression I draw from this comparison of forms in figures 1 and 3 is that
consultants are searching for formal similarity between the citation form and the lexical stems of
the inflected forms, as well as formal identity within a paradigm, which results in allowing for
variability within a paradigm as to the shape of the possessive suffixes. The “clean” results for
the parsings for [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg, foot’ are not surprising; as such, they provide one type of nonexperimental evidence that the possessive suffixes I posit in figure 23 in chapter 5 have some
type of psychological reality—they “exist” as separable elements in the minds of L1 speakers of
PLMRT. The “less clean” results for the parsings for [ŋii] ‘tooth’ suggest that identifying lexical
stems that are as formally similar as possible to citation forms comes at the cost of allowing
variability for the shape of the possessive suffixes, exemplified in Arileen’s and Mahany’s
parsings. Milson’s parsings are interesting not because he consistently identifies C-initial
possessive suffixes as would be expected for a V-final citation form, but because he allows
variability for the leftward material in terms of the shape of the lexical stem and the presence of
“leftover” material.
Comparisons of the parsings of inflected forms for paradigms with C-final citation forms
represented by [pwoot] ‘nose’ (figure 28) and [maas] ‘eye, face’ (figure 30) reveal even more
insights as to what the consultants can “tolerate” regarding variability. In general, consultants
parse those forms such that they strive for formal identity of the lexical stem within a paradigm.
215
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Consultants identify lexical stems that are as formally similar as to the posited citation form.
Note that for the paradigms for [pwoot] ‘nose,’ only Anrot posits a citation form that explicitly
indicates a long vowel, <poot>216; the other five consultants choose <pwot>. For the paradigms
for [maas] ‘eye, face,’ half of the consultants construct citation forms that overtly indicate the
long vowel as <maas>, whereas the other half construct <mas>. Unlike the inflected forms in the
paradigm for [pwoot] ‘nose’ that do maintain a long vowel in the penultimate syllable, the
inflected forms in the paradigm for [maas] ‘eye, face’ do not maintain the long vowel; this is
consistently indicated in the orthographic forms for the three consultants who chose <maas> as
the citation form. This is yet another example of consultants tolerating some degree of variability
within a paradigm, insofar as that it is overt (i.e., the salient phonetic distinction between the
citation form and the lexical stem can be translated into writing).
Much more interesting are the results of Eison’s decomposition task. Similar to Milson’s
parsings for the paradigm for [ŋii] ‘tooth,’ Eison allows “leftover” material to surface in these
paradigms corresponding to C-final citation forms. He does so consistently in his decomposition
of the forms in the paradigm for [maas] ‘eye, face,’ whereas two forms in the paradigm for
[pwoot] ‘nose’ do not exhibit “leftover” material. What such parsings suggest is that for some
consultants like Eison, there is a metalinguistic preference for the regularity of possessive
suffixes across paradigms, such that he posits C-initial allomorphs across the board, for both Vand C-final lexical stems. For these two C-final citation form paradigms, he is the only one
among six consultants who chooses this analysis. Given such a small sample size, there is no
way to evaluate the statistical significance of this particular observation, but it at least suggests
that the economy solution is at work in the minds of some L1 speakers of PLMRT—people who
are not trained in or are otherwise familiar with the generative framework.
7.4.2 Focused metalinguistic questioning about “alternative” decomposition analyses. Prior
to discussing the semi-formal process of engaging in “alternative” analyses with the consultants,
I discuss some of the impressions I gleaned when I asked consultants to reflect on why
possessive suffixes would look different across different paradigms. One illustrative example is
from the discussion with Milson about the formal differences between the second-person
The lack of <w> after <p> in this orthographic representation indicates that writers of PLM RT often do not
indicate labio-velarization before round vowels, especially <u> and <o>. This type of orthographic
underspecification is idiosyncratic.
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singular possessive suffixes. I remarked to him that the forms <-umw>, <-mw>, and <-omw>
corresponding to <pwotumw> ‘your nose,’ <peshemw> ‘your leg/foot,’ and <masomw} ‘your
eye/face,’ respectively, have the same function but look different. I offered key phrases to
Milson to engage in this comparison, and Milson agreed with these assertions. I claimed the
following about those three elements that he circled on the page: eeu shak iaar angaang ‘they
have a single job,’ whereby angaang ‘job’ (also ‘work’ and ‘duty’) denotes the “job” of the
possessive suffixes in clarifying to whom the content noun belongs. Milson confirmed that
observation with his own assertion: remi shak same ‘they are just the same’ (with the English
word same code-switched into his utterance). I then posed to Milson this question: Ngé pwata
ermi sokosafang reen uluulir? ‘But why are they different from each other with regard to their
shape?’ In his reply, Milson appeals to ngiingi allem ‘good sound’ or ‘appropriate pronunciation’
in the context of why certain forms of the second-person singular possessive suffix must be
matched with certain lexical items. He goes on to give the example of “switching” elements: by
switching the possessive suffixes of <pwotumw> ‘your nose’ and <peshemw> ‘your leg/foot’ to
create *<pwotmw> and *<pesheumw>, this results in forms that are—in his words—ngiingin
ngngau ‘bad sound’ or ‘incorrect pronunciation.’ Milson is essentially appealing to lexical
specification: certain lexical items take certain forms of possessive suffixes, whereby it is
understood that such suffixes have the quality of eeu shak iaar angaang ‘having a single job,’
despite their surface differences in form. One the one hand, Milson does not “directly” answer
my question with regard to the forms themselves, in terms of the formal relationship between <umw>, <-mw>, and <-omw> (e.g., whether they exist independently or if they are derived from
something else); rather, he explains why certain forms occur with certain lexical items.
Nevertheless, his discussions provide insight as to how L1 speakers are able to isolate and
“manipulate” elements to produce hypothetical ungrammatical forms—a very abstract process
indeed!217
I now turn to the matter of overtly discussing with consultants the “alternative” analysis. I
engaged in this discussion after the four noun paradigms have been written down and discussed
by the consultant. I consider this to be a “semi-formal” discussion because I did not develop a
structured methodology to be used consistently across all consultants. Furthermore, out of the six
consultants with whom I engaged in metalinguistic discussion, I did not engage in a discussion
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about the alternative analysis with Adaleen; the primary reason is that she was the first one with
whom I attempted metalinguistic discussion in general, and at that time, I had not yet formed this
component of the discussion. The general idea of this process is as follows. Drawing upon the
written examples on the page, I suggest to the consultant an alternative analysis in which what is
circled is not a V-initial allomorph of the possessive suffix but rather a C-initial allomorph (e.g.,
<pwot-umw> versus <pwotu-mw> corresponding to (nose-2SG.POSS) ‘your nose’). I try to
arrange a side-by-side comparison on the same piece of paper we are using, comparing the same
paradigmatic cell across more than two paradigms. I overtly discuss with the consultant some of
the benefits and drawbacks of either analysis. Essentially, the alternative analysis achieves
regularity in the shape of the possessive suffixes but at the cost of an “extra” vowel that needs to
be accounted for (e.g., accounting for <u> in a parsing of <pwot-u-mw>), whereas the “default”
analysis ascertained by the consultant’s original parsings avoids problems of “leftover” material
but at the cost of irregularity of suffixes across pardigms—elements that arguably have “the
same job.” I then ask the consultant to choose which of the two analyses he or she prefers, and to
explain the reasons why for the preference to the best of his or her ability. I make it clear to the
consultant that esoor pwúng esoor mwáál ‘there is no right there is no wrong,’ in an attempt to
encourage them to follow their instinct in a non-high stakes context.
Out of the five consultants with whom I engaged in this discussion of the alternative
analysis, two maintained their preference for the “original” analysis (i.e., conjugation), two chose
that “alternative” solution (i.e., economy), and one accepted a hybrid analysis. Regarding the
former, Mahany and Iraleen were the two consultants who preferred the original analysis, despite
my presenting to them the arguments for and against the alternative analysis. I draw upon my
discussion with Mahany as an illustration. After a section in the discussion in which I clarify my
question as to why elements with the same angaang ‘job’ would have such different surface
forms, I introduce the alternative analysis by writing on the worksheet the following forms of the
third-person singular/construct, whereby I use boldfacing in lieu of circling (also see appendices
C1–C6): <ngiin>, <pwotún>, <peshen>, and <masan>. Immediately after I finished writing
those forms, Mahany said, Esé toonganei ‘It’s not possible,’ to which I replied, Pwata? ‘Why
(not)?’ He clarified that in this task, we need to underline itan miin we ‘the name of the thing,’ to
which I replied with emphasis (i.e., greater amplitude) that I had indeed done so, since the forms
I underlined were identical to the citation forms that we had co-written on the page. Mahany
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replied with a question: Ngé “a” epé le féét? ‘But as for “a,” what is it going to do?’ As I tried to
reply, he continued by claiming with regard to the form for ‘eye’ that “an” siké shak apashaa
nganei ‘as for “an,” we just attached it,’ referring in this example to <mas>. On the surface,
Mahany rejected the analysis that posits regularity in the shape of the possessive suffix as <-n>
across four paradigms, partly because it leaves “leftover” material unaccounted for. I continued
by explaining my proposed analysis, careful to remind Mahany that I do so in the teacher-student
frame in which he is the teacher and I am the student who is thinking of another idea. Directly
below the third-person singular/construct forms, I write the following forms corresponding to the
first-person plural inclusive, again with the same markings of underlining the lexical stem,
circling the possessive suffix (here, boldfacing), and leaving the “leftover” material unmarked:
<ngiish>, <pwotúsh>, <peshesh>, and <masash>. In later discussion, though, we place a
rectangle around the “leftover” vowels to keep them prominent. I say overtly, usun ngé iaa pwal
afishiak sokkon ie pwe emii noppaash ‘it is as if I also like something like this because it is wellorganized,’ appealing to the idea of eman shóón angaang ‘one worker’ (i.e., one form of the
possessive suffix).
After further clarifications to ensure that he understands the two perspectives—which I
emphasize by saying that his perspective posits more than one shóón angaang ‘worker,’ whereas
my perspective posits just one—I then asked him overtly, Sounpatak, efa lein umwii afishiak, lein
idea kké mé ruwou? Llan enlet, usapw pwal akiak reei. Ngaang iaa mwashan kileei mé
mááfiomw, efa lein umwii pwúngiakanei? ‘Teacher, which one do you like, among these two
ideas? Truthfully, don’t think about me. As for me I want to know in your opinion, which one do
you find to be correct?’ Mahany chose his original analysis of more than one shóón angaang
‘worker’ (i.e., multiple allomorphs of the possessive suffix). In pressing further with the
discussion to ascertain his reasons why he prefers that analysis, I clarified for him that in his
analysis, he has famman shóón angaang ‘four workers’: <-in>, <-ún>, <-n>, and <-an>. In my
analysis, I only posit one: <-n>. When I asked Mahany to explain meet ngawwen ‘what
drawbacks’ there are to my analysis, he points out the problem in the context of the example
<pwotún> ‘his/her/its nose’ or ‘nose of X’: it is easy for one to identify the element <pwot> as
the thing being talked about, but he asked the following questions in rapid succession for
rhetorical effect: Ngé pwata ie eké pwai box? Pwata ie aa pwai pwonopwon? Aa itimei “u” ie aa
pwai…? ‘But why is this thing boxed? Why is this one circled? Whence the “u” that is also…?’
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Mahany is using rhetorical strategies to convince me—both his student in this frame, as well as
his teacher in the wider frame of this metalinguistic discussion with a linguist—of the
shortcomings of my eman shóón angaang ‘one worker’ analysis.
Our subsequent discussion provides more insights as to his preference. On my part, I
explained that one of the implications of my analysis is that there are three elements—eliman
shóón angaang ‘three workers’—in almost all inflected words (i.e., this context of C-final
nouns). In such an analysis, a form such as <pwotún> ‘your nose’ has three parts: <pwot> as the
weewelap ‘main meaning,’ <n> as the shóón afatta ié ‘one who clarifies who’ (i.e., whose noun),
and <ú> as yet another element that has indeterminate meaning/function, at least in a preliminary
analysis in which it is identifiable but not yet accounted for as, say, a part of the lexical stem
(i.e., the phonological solution) or the possessive suffix (i.e., the conjugation solution). I overtly
pointed out to Mahany that his analysis only posits two elements, both of which are relatively
more concrete. Mahany even posited a hypothetical situation in which another person who sees
my analysis with <pwot> underlined, <ú> boxed, and <n> circled would ask, Meet e pwai ioor
weewen “u” ie? ‘What, is there also a meaning to this “u”?’ My analysis would not tikel allem
‘run well,’ whereas his would. Mahany continued with another hypothetical example in which
someone who were to look at his analysis of <pwot-ún> would be able to easily ascertain the
meaning of <ún> because <pwot> is already clear as denoting ‘nose,’ and the <ún> can only
point to the element expressing possession.218
Eison and Milson were the two consultants who preferred the economy solution, with the
clarification that the economy solution is the original analysis for Eison but the alternative one
for Milson (who initially exhibited a preference for the conjugation solution via the written
decomposition task). I draw upon Eison’s analysis and explanations as an illustration. As
indicated in his parsings for [pwoot] ‘nose’ and [maas] ‘eye, face,’ Eison has a preference for
identifying the possessive suffix that is formally identical to the ones he identifies for [ŋii]
‘tooth’ and [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg, foot,’ such that he separates it from the lexical stem—but choosing the
form of the lexical stem that is formally similar to the citation form; as a result, there is
“leftover” material that he neither underlines nor circles. He essentially chooses the economy
solution. The two exceptions are his parsings for the third-person plural and construct forms in
the paradigm for [pwoot] ‘nose,’ whereby he chooses a conjugation analysis and overtly circles
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<ir> and <in>. I must clarify that in doing this written decomposition task with Eison, I worked
in this order: [ŋii] ‘tooth,’ [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg, foot,’ [pwoot] ‘nose,’ and then [maas] ‘eye, face.’ I also
used this order when working with Anrot. For the other four consultants, I used this order: [ŋii]
‘tooth,’ [pwoot] ‘nose,’ [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg, foot,’ and then [maas] ‘eye, face.’ I admit that it is possible
that Eison was influenced by the order of the inflected forms he was to parse: by working
through two paradigms corresponding to V-final citation forms, he may have internalized that all
possessive suffixes are to be analyzed that way, thus impacting the way he parsed the inflected
forms corresponding to C-final citation forms. Note, however, that all six consultants who
participated in this task started with [ŋii] ‘tooth’ as the first paradigm to parse; Anrot, Eison, and
Milson consistently circled C-initial forms of the possessive suffixes, and the other two (viz.
Arileen and Mahany) exhibited mixed results between C- and V-initial forms. Recall that I did
not have Adaleen complete this task by herself; there are no results from the decomposition of
the inflected forms of [ŋii] ‘tooth’ to report for her. Rather, she and I co-identified C-initial forms
of the possessive suffixes. To the exclusion of Eison, the other five consultants began with a
decomposition of [ŋii] ‘tooth’ and moved on to a decomposition of [pwoot] ‘nose’; all five of
them identified V-initial forms of the possessive suffixes for the latter. This observation
underscores that analytic analogy does not necessarily “force” an L1 speaker of the language in
question—someone not trained in the generative framework of linguistic analysis—to choose
consistent solutions. The caveat is that I make this observation in the context of nonexperimental fieldwork in which I did not account for independent variables such as the order in
which paradigms were presented to consultants.
In clarifying with Eison his underlining and circling for the form <pwotimi> ‘your (pl.)
nose,’ he said that the <i> that is neither circled nor underlined is alláu ‘alone.’ That comment
indicates that some L1 speakers can conceptualize elements in inflected forms as belonging to
“nothing.” Regarding the form <pwotumw> ‘your nose,’ when I asked him directly about the
status of <u>—asking, Sipé fiitei ‘What will we do with it?’—he called it minan alling shak ‘it’s
just a thing that causes it to look good.’ The word alling is a causativized form of /lliŋ/ [llɨŋ]
(also /llɛŋ/ [lləŋ]), which denotes the quality ‘beautiful’ or ‘pleasing to behold,’ said of nonanimate nouns; combination with the causative prefix /a-/ derives /a-lliŋ/ (CAUS-beautiful) [allɨŋ]
‘beautifying.’ He clarified further that the role of <u> is to alingngaala itan word ie ‘make look
good the name of this word.’ The form alingngaala in an inflected causativized verb: a-lingng-a-
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a-la (CAUS-beautiful-TH-3SG.OBJ-away) ‘cause him/her/it to be completely beautiful.’ The NP
direct object is itan word ie ‘the name of this word,’ which in this case refers to the form <pwot>
that we are discussing. I infer that his code-switched use of the English term word refers to the
lexical stem in an abstract sense, and itan ‘name of’ refers to the actual surface form that is
pronounced—it is striking, indeed, to see a distinction between underlying and surface
representations made by a non-linguist! After confirming with him the necessity of this <u>
intervening between <pwot> and <mw>, I asked him, “U” ie, shienan ié? Shienan “pwot” are
shienan “mw”? ‘As for this “u,” it is the friend of whom? Is it the friend of “pwot” or the friend
of “mw”?’ Eison simply replied with mw. At this point in the metalinguistic discussion, it
appears that despite his initial “tolerance” of allowing an element to be attached neither the
lexical stem nor the possessive suffix, under direct questioning, he chooses the latter—thus
indicating the conjugation solution.
Later in the discussion, after completing the written task with all the four paradigms, I
engaged in the alternative analysis discussion. With Eison, I did not do a side-by-side
comparison across four inflected forms from the four paradigms, as I did with Mahany. Instead, I
only focused on presenting the two analyses in the context of [maas] ‘eye, face’: <mas-an> and
<mas-a-n>. Interestingly, he chose the former (i.e., conjugation solution), explaining that eeu
shak faun kapas ie eké apashaa fangani ‘just one word segment (literally, ‘stone of speech’) here
was connecting together (with the other).’219 Similar to Mahany’s impression, a simpler analysis
(i.e., conjugation solution) that involves only two segments combining together is preferable to a
more complicated one (i.e., economy solution) that involves three. Toward the end of this portion
of the discussion, I had summarized for Eison the two analyses that we co-constructed. I said to
him overtly, Mé reei, iaa ekis afishiak ióómw aweewe na, minan alling ‘As for me, I sort of like
your explanation there, something that causes it to look good.’ Shortly thereafter, I asked him
again which analysis he prefers, and he chose his original analysis with the minan alling
‘something that causes it to look good.’ I recognize full well that my prior discussion of my
preference could have had a direct effect on Eison’s choice in that moment, perhaps a type of
rapport management (i.e., agreeing with the linguistic expert rather than challenging what he just
said). Nevertheless, I take the stance that I would give him as the consultant the benefit of the
Later in the discussion, I did ask Eison to compare the forms <pwot-in> and <mas-an>, but this was only in the
context of the conjugation solution. It was not an attempt to facilitate a comparison of the economy and conjugation
solutions.
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doubt with regard to his agency as linguistic analyst—delving into his own intuitions regarding
his own speech and parsings. It is true that Eison had chosen a conjugation analysis just a few
minutes earlier in the conversation (i.e., <mas-an> over <mas-a-n>); it is also true that even
further back, the results of the written decomposition task—in which there is no direct influence
from me regarding the decisions they make with underlining and circling the segments in the
inflected form—revealed Eison’s “unspoken” preference for an economy solution.
My discussions with Anrot were particularly illuminating because he accepted a scenario
in which the alternative analysis applies to some paradigms with two distinctions: (1) the Cinitial possessive suffixes attach directly to nouns such as [ŋii] ‘tooth’ and [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg, foot’; and
(2) the same C-initial possessive suffixes attach to nouns such as [pwoot] ‘nose,’ but crucially
with the assistance of a fitian pashau ‘remora’ (literally, ‘accompanier of shark’), which is a
metaphorical term that I introduced earlier in the discussion to provide some concrete way of
talking about the “leftover” vowel that appears in the economy analysis. Despite his acceptance
of this type of analysis for those three paradigms, Anrot insisted on the “original” conjugation
analysis for [maas] ‘eye, face.’ Furthermore, he distinguished the shape of the possessive
suffixes between those used for the former three paradigms and the one for [maas] ‘eye, face’
with the English code-switched term “single”: suffixes such as <-mw> and <-n> are “single” in
that they are distinct sounds that have no preceding vowel, whereas <-omw> and <-an> are in his
terms esé single ‘not single.’220 As a result, Anrot identified three patterns: (1) single, without the
“remora”; (2) single, with the “remora”; and (3) not single, without the “remora.”
Comparisons of this segment of the metalinguistic discussion across consultants reveal
that for those whose parsings seem to indicate a preference for the conjugation solution, even
when presented with arguments for the economy solution, they will maintain their preference for
the conjugation solution, either totally (e.g., Mahany and Iraleen) or in part (e.g., Anrot). As seen
in discussions with Mahany, part of the reason for this choice is the perceived residual problem
of “leftover” material if one were to select the economy solution. For other consultants such as
Eison, such “leftover” material can readily be accounted for as elements that have function in the
particular context of inflectional paradigms (i.e., minan alling ‘something that causes it to look
good’). I return to these observations in section 7.5.4.
It was not relevant at that point in the discussion to point out to Anrot that <-mam> [mam] and <-mi> [mi] are
not technically “single” in this context. I infer that his use of the term “single” was to capture the general quality of
these possessive suffixes being C-initial.
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7.5 Analysis. In this section, I discuss the merits and drawbacks of the economy, null,
conjugation, and intuition solutions, based on the observations I have made about the data in the
preceding sections in this chapter.
7.5.1 Economy solution. Regarding the economy solution, throughout this chapter, I have
touched on some of the challenges with this approach, most especially in my discussions of Cfinal native noun (section 7.2.2) and nonce noun (section 7.2.4) paradigms. To summarize, the
economy solution requires that there be only one set of possessive suffixes, as I posit in figure 23
in chapter 5 (i.e., C-initial forms). This solution is in line with the Unique Underlier Condition.
The clear benefit is that the desideratum of economy in the generative framework can be met.
There are two notable challenges to this hypothesis: (1) the preponderance of declension mixing
in both C-final native and nonce noun paradigms; and (2) the underlying problem of dealing with
C-final nonce and borrowed nouns in this framework. Regarding (1), the problem lies in dealing
with such mixing in a generative approach: the regularity in the possessive suffixes as C-initial
forms within and across paradigms requires that paradigms that feature declension mixing must
contain more than one lexical stem with varying final vowels (e.g., both [roŋɛ-] and [roŋo-] as
lexical stems for the paradigm for [rooŋ] ‘inherited magic’ based on Petrus’s occurrences).
Regularity in one parameter results in irregularity in another.
While this matter can be “resolved” by lexical specification, the economy solution cannot
adequately deal with data from nonce and borrowed nouns, which is issue (2). Regarding the
latter, Rehg (2001:232) notes that in Pohnpeian, for the borrowed noun /pwuuk/ ‘book,’ “[w]ithin
the framework of the smart solution, it would be necessary to establish /pwuka/ as the base form
of this noun,” based on the inflected forms Rehg lists (231–232). However, “this word is
obviously a borrowing from English,” therefore “[a] final vowel in this base cannot be justified
on the basis of either the synchronic form of this word in English or the diachronic form of this
word in Pohnpeian” (232). The same applies to [pwuuk] in PLMRT, for which I infer a lexical
stem of [pwuukɛ-]—within the economy analysis—based on Petrus’s and other consultants’
occurrences of inflected forms.
One could argue that the word denoting ‘book’ has been present in the lexicon of
languages such as Pohnpeian and PLMRT for several decades now, in light of the extensive
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histories of contact with cultures that presumably brought books to Micronesia—with the caveat
that even if contacts with Spanish, German, and Japanese people brought such items to the
region, the loanword [pwuuk] ‘book’ is borrowed from an English source. As such, it might be
possible to claim that such a word has had enough time to “develop” a V-final underlying form
in the minds of speakers of Pohnpeian and PLMRT (i.e., through analogy). Consider, for
example, Goodenough & Sugita’s (1990) approach to listing lexical roots in Chuukese. In their
1990 publication—which is a companion to their 1980 dictionary, containing an EnglishChuukese finderlist and a list of roots—they clarify that roots are given in base forms, which “is
derived from the shapes that a lexical item exhibits when other items are suffixed to it” (xiii).
Such base forms “always end in a vowel, which is dropped when there is no suffix added” (xiii).
Their entry for ‘book’ in the root section is <PWPWUKA>, corresponding to the citation form
pwpwuk [pwpwuk] ‘book’ (553). For dozens of other loanwords that are clearly borrowed from
languages such as English and German—languages in which the borrowed word is C-final, such
as German Zeppelin ‘rigid airship’ borrowed into Chuukese as sepeniin [sɛpɛniin] ‘airplane,
aircraft’—Goodenough & Sugita claim that they have V-final base forms (e.g., SEPENIINI for
sepeniin ‘airplane, aircraft). Such an ad hoc explanation seems counter-intuitive: how can a
borrowed word that is clearly C-final in origin have a synchronic V-final base form in the
borrowing language? Although not stated explicitly, Goodenough & Sugita are working in a
generative framework in which they strive for economy with regard to elements such as
possessive suffixes, but at the cost of greater complexity in the lexical roots—complexity that is
not explained in-depth elsewhere in either their 1980 or 1990 publications.
While the matter of empirically determining if “older” borrowed C-final words can
indeed develop V-final base forms/roots if given enough time is an issue to be addressed
elsewhere, I turn to the more pressing matter of how a generative approach deals with C-final
nonce nouns. Again, one could take the position that an L1 speaker who is presented with C-final
nonce forms first internalizes V-final lexical stems to correspond to such novel C-final forms;
word-formation rules apply to these internalized forms, and economy in the possessive suffixes
is again preserved. This, too, is an empirical question that must be ascertained in appropriate
experimental and quantitative settings. For now, though, I argue against the economy solution in
terms of rampant abstraction: my data show that in conjugations of nonce nouns, one would have
to posit several different lexical stems for any given paradigm. One would be hard pressed to
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provide evidence that a speaker such as Petrus internalizes, for example, the lexical stems [laaʃi], [laaʃɞ-], and [laaʃɛ-] for the paradigm for [laaʃ]. To return to Rehg’s approach for C-final
borrowed nouns into Pohnpeian, a nonce form such as [laaʃ] cannot be argued to have an
underlying V-final form that is justified on either a synchronic or diachronic basis—it simply
exists as [laaʃ].221 As such, the fact that consultants are able to successfully conjugate such Cfinal nonce nouns forces one to accept that there must be other allomorphs of the possessive
suffixes, apart from the C-initial ones that are “well-behaved” when interacting with V-final
lexical items. As I explain elsewhere (cf. sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.4), by rejecting the economy
solution, one could turn to the conjugation solution, thus positing allomorphs such as [-mw], [omw] (< /-ɛmw/), [-ɞmw], and so forth for the second-person singular possessive suffix. The
problem of complexity has not disappeared, as it has “shifted” from the lexical stem—which can
now maintain regularity within a paradigm—to the possessive suffixes, which results in
“declension mixing” within the paradigm. In light of other kinds of evidence, however, the
conjugation seems more tenable than the economy one. Before discussing that solution further,
though, I address briefly the merits and drawbacks of the null solution.
7.5.2 Null solution. Regarding this approach, I quote at length Rehg’s (2001:226) discussion of
this solution in the context of Pohnpeian:
The most extreme of these ‘dumb’ solutions is the null solution, in which one takes the
position that all possessive paradigms are simply memorised by the native speaker, thus
totally eliminating the need for rules of any sort. Although this solution might to some
seem unworthy of consideration, it is at least worth mentioning, since the issue of
determining what is memorised and what is rule-governed is in fact at the very heart of
the linguistic enterprise. The problem with the null solution, of course, is that it is a
solution of last resort. It is normally employed only when there is no regularity in the
system, and, in the case of possessive paradigms, this is not the case. Regularity exists. It
must exist, because it is extremely unlikely that any native speaker of Pohnpeian would,
even in the course of a lifetime, hear all of the possessed forms of the hundreds of nouns
that may be so inflected.

One could possibly appeal to analogy: a nonce form such as [laaʃ] would be compared in the mind of the
consultant to a native form that is formally similar to the nonce form—in this case, perhaps [faaʃ] ‘pandanus’ or
[maaʃ] ‘boil, pimple.’ Whatever the V-final underlying form may be for the native form could then serve as an
analogical model to allow the consultant to proceed with the conjugation task. The problem with this route is that a
form such as [faaʃ] ‘pandanus’ is not directly possessed, but rather takes a possessive classifier; I am uncertain about
the possession patterns for [maaʃ] ‘boil, pimple.’
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I take the same analytic stance with regard to the PLMRT data I have collected, most especially
regarding the inflected forms of nonce nouns. Given the kinds of regularity one can observe in
the nonce noun paradigms from Petrus and others—including the productivity of the pattern of
long vowel occurring before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS,’ as well as the general preferences for [ɛ]-declensions
for the first- and second-person singular forms and for [i]-declensions for the first-person plural
exclusive and second-person plural forms—it is clear that there are indeed patterns that must be
addressed by regularity. The benefit of the null solution is that it provides a “last resort” solution,
but based on the data presented here, there is no need to turn to such a “last resort” solution.222
7.5.3 Conjugation solution. The working hypothesis that I have been developing throughout
this chapter—that there are multiple V-initial allomorphs of possessive suffixes, categorized by
declensions—is based on the conjugation solution. Rehg (2001:226) clarifies that “[i]n this
solution, the final short vowels of noun bases are assumed to be the initial vowels of the
possessive suffixes, presumably as a result of historical reanalysis by speakers of the language.”
The consequences of this approach for Pohnpeian, according to Rehg (226), are “(i) that
possessive suffixes now have several allomorphs, and (ii) that nouns must be marked for
membership in one of four paradigmatic classes.” To this, a third should be added: the
underlying forms of certain nouns that were previously analyzed as V-final in the economy
solution must now be analyzed as C-final. Drawing upon the data from Petrus’s occurrences, I
posit the following declension classes, presented in figure 31:

A relevant principle to note here is entropy (Ackerman et al. 2009), which is a measure of the degree of surprise
in terms of forms in a paradigm. When the expected surface form for a certain morpheme is always known, then
entropy is low (i.e., it is at zero); it is 100% predictable (Baerman 2012). One might very well turn to a “last resort”
solution in a situation in which entropy is very high, such that surface forms of morphemes cannot be predicted.
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DECLENSION CLASS
1SG
2SG

V-INITIAL
a
-aj [-æj]
-amw
[-ɔmw]

3SG
1PL.INCL
1PL.EXCL

-an
-aʃ
-amam

2PL

-ami

3PL227

-ar

CONST
EXAMPLES OF
MEMBERS IN THE
CLASS: CITATION
FORM (LEXICAL
STEM) ‘GLOSS’228

-an
maas
(mas-)
‘eye, face’

ɛ223
-ɛj [-ej]
-ɛmw
[-omw]
-ɛn [-ɘn]
-ɛʃ [-ɘʃ]
-ɛmam
[-ɘmam]
-ɛmi
[-ɘmi]
-ɛr, -ɛɛr
-ɛn [-ɘn]
aŋaŋŋaw
(aŋaŋŋaw-)
‘unskilled;
unskillfulness’

i
-ij [-i]
-imw
[-umw,
-ʉmw]
-in [-ɨn]
-iʃ [-ɨʃ]
-imam
[-ɨmam]
-imi [-ɨmi]

o224
-oj
-omw

ɞ225
-ɞj
-ɞmw

C-INITIAL
α226
-j
-mw

-on
-oʃ
-omam

-ɞn
-ɞʃ
-ɞmam

-n
-ʃ
-mam

-omi

-ɞmi

-mi

-ir [-ɨr],
-iir
-in [-ɨn]
rææn
(rææn-)
‘day’

-or

-ɞr

-r

-on
rooŋ
(roŋ-)
‘inherited
magic’

-ɞn
laamw
(laamw-)

-n
aron
(aro-)
‘beside’

Figure 31. Declension classes in PLMRT based on the conjugation solution229
I acknowledge that the [o]- and [ɞ]-declension classes are marginal in that the former is based
only on the paradigm for [rooŋ] ‘inherited magin,’ whereas the latter is not represented by any
type of “pure” paradigm but rather by sporadic instances across nonce noun paradigm—and even
then, some occurrences may indeed be phonologically predictable. For descriptive purposes,
however, I report them in figure 31.
As I explain in section 7.2.4.2, I consider [ɘ] to be a morphophonemically governed allophone of /ɛ/, and so I
include those [ɘ] surface forms here.
224
I posit this class based on the inflected forms for [rooŋ] ‘inherited magic.’ Note that in both Petrus’s and Anrot’s
occurrences, neither consultant produce *[roŋoj], although such a form is plausible, given surface forms such as
[aroj] ‘my beside.’
225
I concede that this class is based primarily on occurrences of inflected forms in nonce noun paradigms, wherein
none of the paradigms in my sample exhibit “pure” [ɞ]-declension. In fact, the two nonce words that feature the most
occurrences of [ɞ]-declension suffixes within the paradigm are [laamw] and [raapw], both of which end in a labiovelar consonant. It is possible that in those paradigms, surface [ɞ] corresponds to underlying [ɛ] that has undergone
rounding by influence of the preceding labio-velar consonant, which is a synchronic process in PLMRT (e.g., /pwɛ/
‘because’ can surface as either [pwɛ] or [pwɞ], in free variation). Nevertheless, the occurrences of forms such as
[wapamɞn] ‘his/her/its wapam’ and [laaʃɞʃ] ‘his/her/its laaʃ’ force me to posit that [ɞ]-forms of the possessive suffix
cannot all be accounted for by phonological conditioning.
226
In the interest of parallel labelling, I use the phrase “alpha declension” (or “[α]-declension”) to indicate the set of
C-initial possessive suffixes.
227
I include in these cells allomorphs that contain long vowels; I treat these long vowel versions as separate
allomorphs within that cell. I do not posit the application of any sort of vowel lengthening rule.
228
I posit membership based on overall patterns seen in Petrus’s occurrences, setting aside matters such as outlier
pronunciations (e.g., [masæmi] instead of expected *[masami] ‘your (pl.) eye/face’ in the paradigm for [maas] ‘eye,
face’). When possible, I avoid including nonce words as examples.
229
Unmarked forms are given in phonemic representation, and allomorphs that are formally distinct from the
phonemic representations are given in phonetic representation with square brackets.
223
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I briefly mention in section 7.2.2. that the conjugation solution does not encounter the
same problems in this PLMRT context as it would in a Pohnpeian context, as Rehg (2001:226–
227) explains with relevant examples. The primary issue involves some of the forms that are
posited as allomorphs not adequately explaining the changes in vowel quality—or the lack
thereof—in the lexical stem upon affixation. As explained throughout that publication,
Pohnpeian exhibits patterns of low vowel raising and vowel copying, which account for an
underlying form such as /masa/ ‘face’ can be formally related through derivation to inflected
surface forms such as [mɛsɛj] ‘my face’ and [mɛsɛmw] ‘your face’ (220). The problem with the
conjugation solution in Pohnpeian is that forms of the suffixes that are identical within and
across paradigms do not behave as expected with regard to triggering low vowel raising and
vowel copying.
One example involves the inflected forms for ‘eyebrow,’ which Rehg posits as having a
base form [pati] in the economy framework. The first-person singular form is [pɛti] ‘my
eyebrow,’ and the third-person singular form is [pati] ‘his/her/its eyebrow.’ Rehg observes that
the latter form is problematic for the generative solution, since the expected form would have
been *[pɛti] given the expected interactions of what he posits as the third-person singular
possessive suffix /-i/ with the lexical base that contain low vowels such as [a] (224–225). In the
conjugation solution, the problem remains. Rehg classifies the word for ‘eyebrow’ as a Class 1
noun, which is the [i]-declension class of V-initial allomorphs of the possessive suffix. In this
context, he posits /pat/ as the underlying form. Within this class, the first- and third-person
singular possessive suffixes have identical forms: /-i/. The well-motivated rule of low vowel
raising applies to the first-person singular form (i.e., [pɛti] ‘my eyebrow’), but not to the thirdperson singular form (i.e., [pati] ‘his/her/its eyebrow’) (227). Such problems force Rehg to turn
away from this solution, albeit not completely abandoning the idea that reanalysis plays a role in
developing the ideal (i.e., Pohnpeian) solution.
Based on the data I have gathered on PLMRT, there are no comparable patterns of low
vowel raising and copying as is seen in Pohnpeian. There is low vowel raising, which I capture
as rule 1 “[a] fronting and raising” (accounting for /a/ becoming [æ]). However, there is no
vowel copying in the same manner as Rehg posits (220), such that an underlying form such as
/awa-j/ (mouth-1SG.POSS) ‘my mouth’ surfaces only as [awæj], not as *[æwæj]. At least in terms
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of the interactions with the phonological rules I posit for PLMRT, there is nothing in principle
that prevents the conjugation approach from being a viable solution.
Regarding V-final nouns—that is, V-final in terms of citation form, lexical stem, and
underlying base form—I clarify that for instances in which the lexical stem exhibits a long final
vowel whereas the citation form a short final vowel, I claim that the “alpha” declension class of
(C-initial) possessive suffixes attach to these long final vowel lexical stems. I do not posit that Vinitial allophones of the possessive suffixes attach to short final vowel lexical stems, so as to
account for the surface long vowel. To illustrate, this means that I analyze [pɞʃɛɛmw] ‘your
leg/foot’ as [pɞʃɛɛ-mw] (leg/foot-2SG.POSS), not as [pɞʃɛ-ɛmw]. As I explain in section 7.2.1.2, I
account for the distinction between [pɞʃɛ] as the citation form as [pɞʃɛɛ-] as the lexical stem for
‘leg, foot’ by the application of the final vowel deletion rule to underlying /pɞʃɛɛ/ ‘leg, foot,
when it occurs by itself as a citation form, thus yielding [pɞʃɛ]. I posit that this only applies to
extant V-final nouns in PLMRT (i.e., native and borrowed nouns). For V-final nonce nouns, one
might account for, for example, [ŋuwɛ] as a citation form and [ŋuwɛɛ-] as a lexical stem by
analogy.
Hale’s comments regarding choosing between the economy (i.e., phonological) and
conjugation solutions in the context of Māori verbal suffixes are relevant for the present
discussion; I quote him at length here:
Of the two alternatives, the phonological one is, without question, the more elegant.
Moreover, on the basis of its relatively greater elegance, the phonological alternative is
certainly the one which would be favored by a linguist studying the Maori (sic) data. It is
important, however, to hesitate somewhat and ask whether this is the correct decision.
What exactly is the basis on which the phonological alternative is preferred? It is
tempting to say that the basis of choice is simplicity, that the phonological alternative is
simpler than the conjugation alternative. In other words, the relative elegance of one
alternative over the other is a function of their relative simplicity. If there were in fact so,
then the choice would be justified. It is questionable, however, whether these alternatives
can be compared in terms of simplicity—one analysis posits abstract phonological
markers (final consonants), at the expense of the generalization that all Maori (sic)
morphemes end in vowels; the other analysis posits abstract diacritic features
(conjugations), at the expense of the simple and purely phonological rules which spell
suffixal alternants. I know of no a priori principle which will evaluate these alternative
hypotheses. In order to pick the phonological alternative in cases like this one, we are, in
the end, forced to entertain the claim that a purely phonological solution is always
superior to one which uses diacritic features. And this is precisely the claim that requires
examination. (Hale 1973:416)
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Hale continues to engage in this “examination” of the merits and drawbacks of the phonological
analysis (416–420). In particular, he appeals to the area of language acquisition, claiming that
“[t]here is some evidence that, with respect to the passive and gerundive verb forms, [the Māori
person] acquires a grammar which is more consistent with the conjugation alternative than with
the phonological alternative” (420). I do not engage in any kind of investigations on child
acquisition or (adult) learning of PLMRT, nor am I aware of any other publication that reports on
such types of research in Mortlockese or another Chuukic language; I am in no position to
speculate on whether possessive suffix paradigms are acquired/learned within an economy or a
conjugation framework.
What I do find useful about Hale’s (416) discussion is the clarification about “ideal”
scenarios involving the phonological/economy analysis. A conjugation analysis requires
“diacritic features” to be attributed to each stem so as to provide a “conditioning environment for
the rules which specify the phonological shapes” of the relevant suffixes (416). In the Māori
case, this determines which C-initial form of the passive and gerundive suffixes attach to any
given verbal stem, and in the PLMRT case, this determines which V-initial form of the possessive
suffix attaches to any given nominal stem. No such diacritic features are necessary in the
phonological analysis, at least not for the Māori case of verbal derivation, since the shapes of the
passive and gerundive suffixes are identical across paradigms. For the PLMRT case of nominal
inflection, the scenario is not as clear cut. It is true that for Petrus’s occurrences in the set of Cfinal native noun paradigms, nine out of 13 paradigms exhibit “pure” declension patterns: as
such, one could posit within the phonological/economy analysis an underlying form such as
/nʉrri-/ ‘shadow,’ to which the “default” (i.e., C-initial) set of possessive suffixes attach to
produce inflected forms. The problem of dealing with the other four paradigms that feature
“declension mixing” still remains; there is no purely phonological motivation why, for example,
[salɨŋomw] ‘your ear’—an [ɛ]-declension form—exists within an otherwise uniformly [a]declension paradigm. The analyst working in the phonological/economy analysis could account
for such data with “diacritic features” on the lexical stems: the second-person singular form of
the inflected noun is conditioned to appear as [salɨŋɛ-], whereas all other forms in the paradigm
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show [salɨŋa-].230 As a result, I cannot claim for this PLMRT context that I am working in an
“ideal” phonological/economy context; as such, there is no grounds to claim that the
phonological/economy solution as I propose here is inherently “more elegant” than the
conjugation solution.
Consider again Hale’s (416) question about “whether these alternatives can be compared
in terms of simplicity—one analysis posits abstract phonological markers (final consonants), at
the expense of the generalization that all Maori (sic) morphemes end in vowels; the other
analysis posits abstract diacritic features (conjugations), at the expense of the simple and purely
phonological rules which spell suffixal alternants.” I make similar observations in the context of
PLMRT possessive suffixes in this chapter: the phonological/economy solution preserves the
Unique Underlier Condition for the possessive suffixes at the expense of abstractions in the
lexical stems, some of which are not phonologically predictable in the context of C-final native,
nonce, and borrowed nouns; on the other hand, the conjugation solution posits abstract diacritic
features resulting in allomorphy in the possessive suffixes, at the expense of “simple and purely
phonological rules” that would spell “suffixal alternants,” since lexical specification would need
to dictate which declension suffix is paired to any given lexical stem. Both analyses posit
complexity for one parameter and simplicity in another. In search of an external “tie breaker,” I
turn to the intuition solution.
7.5.4 Intuition solution. Recall that Rehg’s (2001) approach to the “Pohnpeian solution” is one
in which he assumes that reanalysis and analogical extension have taken place with regard to
Pohnpeian possessive suffixes—that is, he finds merit in the “reanalysis solution,” which he
nevertheless considers to be within the category of “dumb solutions.” Rehg develops this
solution based on the responses of L1 speakers of Pohnpeian regarding morpheme boundaries
(227–232). I take a similar approach in investigating the PLMRT “intuition solution,” in two
parameters: (1) ascertaining how L1 speakers of PLMRT parse inflected forms of possessed

Again, the analyst could very well call into question the “quality” of the data, in terms of whether such an
occurrence should be dismissed as an outlier pronunciation. Indeed, with a large enough sample of multiple
occurrences of the same inflected form from the same speaker over a period of time, one could determine whether
such a form is an outlier or not. As I have stated elsewhere in this dissertation, such a perspective has its clear
merits, but is not within the scope of what was achieved for this particular fieldwork project. These are valid
concerns to shape future investigation.
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nouns; and (2) determining whether there is an overt analogical connection between the inflected
forms and the paradigm for the general possessive classifier.
Regarding (1), recall in section 7.4.2 that the general impression I gleaned from my
discussions with consultants about the “alternative” decomposition analysis (i.e., the economy
solution) is that they prefer the “original” analysis (i.e., the conjugation solution), in spite of my
explanations about the potential benefits of the economy solution (e.g., eman shak shóón
angaang ‘just one worker’ in terms of reducing the allomorphy of the possessive suffixes). It is
also telling that the results of the written decomposition task reveal overwhelming preferences
for the conjugation solution—including Eison’s interpretation that the “leftover” vowel is the
shienan ‘friend of’ the possessive suffix rather than the lexical stem, although still choosing in
the end the economy solution when presented in comparison to the conjugation solution. I
qualify this “general impression” with the fact that I am drawing upon a sample of only five
speakers of PLMRT;231 developing a project that could lead to statistically analyzable data
regarding L1 speaker preferences in morphological decomposition is a matter I reserve for future
study.
Regarding (2), recall in section 6.4.2 my discussion of Rehg’s (2001) claim that speakers
of Pohnpeian make conscious associations between the possessive suffixes of C-final bases and
the forms in the general possessive classifier paradigm. I infer that in this analysis, the forms in
the latter are understood to be the elements that attach to C-final nouns—that is, not only are
these forms “virtually identical” (229) to each other, but the source of the possessive suffixes for
C-final nouns is the general possessive classifier paradigm. In my discussions with the
consultants, I facilitated this comparison by engaging them in one more iteration of the written
decomposition task, this time with the PLMRT general possessive classifier [jaa-]
‘POSS.CLF.GNR,’ given in figure 32 with the same clarifications as I give in section 7.4.1, except
that there is no row indicating the citation form (i.e., starting directly with the first-person
singular form):

Rehg (2001:227, fn. 23) asserts that he has posed the question of dividing inflected directly possessed nouns into
meaningful parts “to probably no fewer than 30 native speakers” of Pohnpeian—the caveat being that Rehg does not
report on his methods for that type of activity.
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ADALEEN
ia-i
ia-mw
ia-n
ia-sh
ia-mam
ia-mwi
ia-r
—236

ANROT
i-aai
i-oomw
i-aan
i-aash
i-aamam
i-aami
i-aar
i-aan

ARILEEN232
iái
iómw
ian
iash
iamam
iómi
iar
ian

EISON233
iai
iómw
ian
iach
iamam
iómi
iar
ian

MAHANY234
iái
iómw
ian
iash
iamam
iámi
iar
ian

MILSON235
iá-i
ió-mw
ia-n
ia-sh
iá-mam
iá-mi
ia-r
ia-n

Figure 32. Comparison of decomposition task results for [jaa-] ‘POSS.CLF.GNR’
For comparison, I give in (62) the Pohnpeian forms of the general possessive classifier, as
presented by Rehg (2001:229):237
(62)

Pohnpeian forms of the general possessive classifier
1SG
ɛj (aaj)
2SG
ɛmw (aamw)
3SG
ɛ (aa ~ ɛɛ)
1DU.INCL
at̻ a
1DU/PL.EXCL at̻ (aat̻ )
2DU
amwa
3DU
ara
1PL.INCL
at̻ ajl
2PL
amwajl
3PL
arajl
CONST
ɛn

Arileen asserted that it is not possible to parse these forms; she did not underline or circle any segments. The
marks seen in appendix C3 are mine.
233
Eison asserted that it is not possible to parse these forms; he did not underline or circle any segments. The marks
seen in appendix C4 are mine.
234
Mahany asserted that it is not possible to parse these forms; he underlined all of them as complete forms.
235
Milson asserted that it is not possible to parse these forms. Nevertheless, I asked him if it was still possible to
circle any segments, and he does. However, he does not underline the “remaining” segments in each form. The
underlined element <iá> seen in appendix C5 was made by me as part of the discussion.
236
Adaleen and I did not explicitly write out a construct form since we understood it to be identical to the thirdperson singular form.
237
The forms Rehg gives are phonemic representations. I deviate slightly from the transcription convention he uses
in his 2001 publication: (1) I do not italicize the paradigmatic forms; (2) I use <j> instead of <y> to indicate /j/; (3) I
interpret his use of the vowel lengthening symbol <ː> to indicate long vowels, which I show orthographically as
double vowels, as I do elsewhere in this dissertation; (4) Rehg represents /t̻ / (voiceless laminal alveolar stop) as <t’>,
whereas I use the IPA representation; and (5) I present inclusive forms before exclusive forms.
232
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Although the uses of both the PLMRT and Pohnpeian forms of the general possessive
classifier are extremely similar across languages, a formal distinction between the two is that the
PLMRT forms are consistently [j]-initial, not only with regard to the forms recorded from the
consultants (cf. item 2 across appendices B1–B9), but also their orthographic preferences in the
written decomposition task. I did confirm with a few consultants that some of the forms can
surface without an intial [j], such as [aan] ‘his/her/its’ or ‘X’s’ and [aar] ‘their’ in free variation
with [jaan] and [jaar], respectively. It is true that initial glide insertion (rule 6) is a productive
process in PLMRT, but it is not obligatory. Based on my conversational experience with
PLMRT—and given the high frequency of occurrences of this paradigm in everyday speech—I
assert that the general possessive classifier has an underlying form /jaa-/, as opposed to the
Pohnpeian forms that are V-initial. From my perspective, this poses a formal challenge for the
hypothesis that speakers of PLMRT consciously associate the forms of the general possessive
classifier as being the same as the suffixes that attach to C-final nouns. Whereas in Pohnpeian, it
is easy to see how, for example, [at̻ ajl] ‘our (incl.)’ can be formally associated with [masat̻ ajl]
‘our (incl.) face,’ in PLMRT, the [aʃ] element of [masaʃ] ‘our (incl.) eye/face’ is not formally
identical to /jaaʃ/ [jaaʃ] ‘our (incl.).’
To facilitate this discussion with the consultants, I first ascertained with them the
parsability of the general possessive classifier forms. Out of six consultants, two of them
(Adaleen and Anrot) engaged in the decomposition task. The other four asserted that the forms
are already whole and cannot be parsed further. The notable exception is Milson: although he
asserted that it is not possible to divide the forms, I asked him if there are elements that he can
circle, which he does—but he does not underline the “leftover” material. I suspect that the most
relevant factor as to why these forms are considered whole by the consultants is because there
was nothing by way of a citation form to which they could compare the inflected forms (i.e.,
there is no unbound form of the possessive classifier). They were able to confidently underline
material for the other four noun paradigms involved in this written decomposition task because
they could compare the spelling of the citation form to what was to be underlined. I did not
present the third-person singular/construct form <iaan> ‘his/her/it’ or ‘X’s’ as a citation form
above the column of conjugated forms that we wrote on the worksheet. And even though Milson
in particular was able to circle elements, he was reluctant to underline the “leftover” material,
thus providing some evidence that there is a strong tendency to consider those inflected forms as
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whole units—the word unos ‘complete’ often came up in the metalinguistic discussion about
these forms.
For Adaleen, when I compared the forms she circled for the paradigms for [maas] ‘eye,
face’ and for the general possessive classifier, she said that mé reei emi weewe ‘to me it is the
same.’ For Anrot, because of the way the discussion progressed, I only showed him that such a
comparison is possible, but I did not ask him directly for his opinion. For Iraleen, Mahany, and
Milson, because they asserted that it was not possible to parse those forms, I did not pursue the
matter of comparing what they circled in the paradigm for [maas] ‘eye, face’—all three of them
circled V-initial forms for the possessive suffixes—to the general possessive classifier forms.
The primary reason for this was to avoid consultant fatigue: this particular discussion was
already deep into the recording session, and I wanted to move on as soon as possible to the next
sections.238
In retrospect, though, I should have pursued the question, in light of the insights I gleaned
from my discussion with Eison. When I first asked him if it was possible to parse the general
possessive classifier forms after writing them down, he said it was not possible. The subsequent
discussion after that focused on the alternative analysis—which in his case was the conjugation
solution, since Eison almost consistently chose the economy solution with regard to the results of
his written decomposition task as well as his explanations in the context of minan alling
‘something that causes it to look good.’ In the course of comparing <mas-an> to <mas-a-n>,
Eison confirmed that in the conjugation analysis, the V-initial elements corresponding to the
possessive suffixes come from the general possessive classifier forms: “masan” usun shak má
“iaan” ‘“masan” is indeed just like “iaan”.’ Such insights from Eison suggest that even if there
is no formal identity between the V-initial forms of possessive suffixes and the whole forms of
the general possessive classifier—at least not in the same way as is seen in Pohnpeian—this may
not necessarily prevent a speaker from making an association between the two paradigms. In the
end, because I explored this question with only two out of six consultants, I can make no
conclusions about the preferences of PLMRT speakers regarding this type of analogical
extension, apart from the fact that it is possible for some speakers (e.g., Adaleen and Eison).

The next section that immediately followed focused on morphological decomposition of direct object suffix
paradigms.
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Taking parameters (1) and (2) into account, it seems more plausible that the conjugation
solution is at work in an emic analysis of morpheme boundaries for these paradigms, but not at
the total exclusion of the economy solution. I concede that there is a significant difference
between having L1 speakers of a language talk about their intuitions of morphological analysis
versus assessing their intuitions as participants in a psycholinguistic experiment. Nevertheless, I
view my findings as a type of descriptive foundation that can shape future experimental
investigations. In particular, I find that my observations are in line with the dual mechanism
model, since while most forms are perceived by the consultants as being parsable and thus
accessible by the decompositional route, others such as the general possessive classifier forms
are not and are thus stored as compete forms in the lexicon (i.e., direct route). Furthermore, my
discussions with Anrot in particular show that for some speakers, the decompositional route can
be mediated by both the economy and the conjugation solution (i.e., Anrot’s contrast of the
“single” versus “not single” patterns).
For Rehg (2001:227–232), the “Pohnpeian solution” is essentially a constrained
reanalysis solution: one set of (C-initial) possessive suffixes occur after V-final bases, and the
other set of (V-initial) possessive suffixes after C-final bases. Examples of V-final bases include
/pati/ ‘eyebrow’ and /mwarɛ/ ‘title’; examples of C-final bases include /mas/ ‘face’ and /palij/
‘side.’ For the “intuition solution” I posit here, I claim that there are six sets of allomorphs for
the possessive suffixes, as given in figure 31.239 The correspondence of any particular set to a
lexical item is lexically specified (i.e., with “diacritic features” in Hale’s terminology), with the
caveat that some paradigms exhibit declension mixing.
7.6 Revised presentation of lexical items. Recall that my surface-level descriptions in section
7.2 for patterns I observe for lexical items 1–67 are based on the economy solution as a means of
a descriptive baseline. In light of my decision to adhere to the conjugation solution via
examination of L1 speaker intuitions, I must revise my assumptions about the lexical stems and
underlying forms for those lexical items. In (63), for each item listed by number, I provide the
citation form, lexical stem, the declension class to which the lexical item belongs, and underlying
form (i.e., in the lexicon); for consistency, all forms are based on Petrus’s occurrences:
Recall my caveat that the evidence for positing [o]- and [ɞ]-declensions is sparse; nevertheless, I posit them here
to fully account for the data I recorded.
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(63)

Revised presentation of lexical items 1–67
NUMBER

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

CITATION FORM
‘GLOSS’

[ʃʃa]
‘blood’
[jaan]
‘general possessive
classifier (3SG or
CONST)’
[pæ]
‘feces’
[fææn]
‘underneath (3SG or
CONST)’
[pɞʃɛ]
‘leg, foot’
[rɛɛn]
‘with (3SG or
CONST)’
[lɞllɞɞn]
‘size of (3SG or
CONST)’
[mɞɞn]
‘cost of (3SG or
CONST)’
[ŋii]
‘tooth’
[mwʉrɨn]
‘behind (3SG or
CONST)’
[faʉ̯nɨpwpwo]
‘heart’
[aron]
‘beside (3SG or
CONST)’
[ɔɔn]
‘top of (3SG or
CONST)’
[lɛɛmwɔɔn]
‘mark of (3SG or
CONST)’
[usʉn]
‘state of being of

LEXICAL STEM

DECLENSION
CLASS240

UNDERLYING
FORM

[jaa-]

α

/jaa-/

[pææ-]

α

/pææ/

[fææn-]

α

/fææ-/

[pɞʃɛɛ-]

α

/pɞʃɛɛ/

[rɛɛ-]

α

/rɛɛ-/

[lɞllɞɞ-]

α

/lɞllɞɞ-/

[mɞɞ-]

α

/mɞɞ-/

[ŋii-]

α

/ŋii/

[mwʉri-],
[mwʉrii-]

α»

/mwʉri-/

[faʉ̯nɨpwpwoo-]

α

/faʉ̯nɨpwpwoo/

[aro-]

α

/aro-/

[ɔɔ-]

α

/ɔɔ-/

[lɛɛmwɔɔ-]

α

/lɛɛmwɔɔ-/

[usi-], [usii-]

α»

/usi-/

[ʃʃaa-]

α

/ʃʃaa/

The “»” in a cell for the declension class indicates that the third-person plural form exhibits a long V-initial
allomorph (e.g., [-ɛɛr]).
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

(3SG or CONST)’
[lɛɛluun]
‘buttocks of (3SG or
CONST)’
[ʃʉʉ]
‘bone’
[lʉssʉn]
‘remainder of (3SG
or CONST)’
[maas]
‘eye, face’
[salʉŋ]
‘ear’
[aaw]
‘mouth’
[faat]
‘eyebrow’
[pwoot]
‘nose’
[kɨllɛn]
‘skin of (3SG or
CONST)’
[rææn]
‘day (i.e., birthday)’
[rooŋ]
‘inherited magic’
[aŋaaʃ]
‘skilled;
skillfulness’
[aŋaŋŋaw]
‘unskilled;
unskillfulness’
[aŋipwpwan]
‘impudent;
impudence’
[nnʉr]
‘shadow’
[sɔɔr]
‘birthmark’
[fææl]

[lɛɛluu-]

α

/lɛɛluu-/

[ʃʉʉ-]

α

/ʃʉʉ-/

[lʉssi-], [lʉssii-]

α»

/lʉssi-/

[mas-]

a241

/mas/

[salʉŋ-]

a (2SG exhibits ɛ) /salʉŋ/

[aw-]

a (2SG exhibits ɛ) /aw/

[fatt-]

i»

/faat/

[pwoot-]

i»

/pwoot/

[kɨlli-], [kɨllɛ-]
(only for 3SG and
CONST)
[rææn-]

α

/killi-/, /killɛ-/

i (3PL exhibits ɛ)

/rææn/

[roŋ-]
[aŋaaʃ-]

o » (1SG and 3PL /roŋ/
exhibit ɛ)242
i (1SG exhibits ɛ) /aŋaaʃ/

[aŋaŋŋaw-]

ɛ»

/aŋaŋŋaw/

[aŋipwpwan-]

ɛ

/aŋipwpwan/

[nʉrr-]

i»

/nnʉr/243

[sɔɔr-]

ɛ»

/sɔɔr/

[fal-]

ɛ»

/fææl/

Although in previous discussions, I have indicated specific declension classes with vowels in square brackets
(e.g., “[a]-declension”), here I indicate them with italicized symbols.
242
In the interest of a parsimonious explanation, I consider [roŋomw] ‘your inherited magic’ to be an instance of the
[o]-declension rather than [ɛ].
243
There is no way to predict if the lexical stem form is derived from the citation form, or vice versa. As such, I
choose the citation form as the underlying form.
241
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

‘community house’
[ŋaaŋa]244
[rɨnæ]
[ŋuuwɛ]245
[japɞ]
[ŋali]
[foofo]246
[lɨtɔ]
[naʃu]
[safʉ]
[maraf]

[ŋaŋaa-]
[rɨnææ-]
[ŋuwɛɛ-]
[japɞɞ-]
[ŋali-]
[foofoo-]
[lɨtɔɔ-]
[naʃuu-]
[safʉʉ-]
[maraf-]

43
44

[taas]
[ruŋak]

[taas-]
[ruŋak-]

45

[raal]

[raal-]

46

[wapam]

[wapam-]

47

[laamw]

[laamw-]

48

[safan]

[safan-]

49

[ʃaaŋ]

[ʃaaŋ-]

50

[ɞtap]

[ʉtap-]

51

[raapw]

[raapw-]

52

[ʃaŋar]

[ʃaŋar-]

α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
ɛ (1PL.EXCL and
2PL exhibit i)247
i»
i » (1PL.INCL and
3PL exhibit ɛ)
i » (3SG exhibits
ɛ)
a (2SG exhibits ɛ;
3SG exhibits ɞ)
ɞ » (1SG, 2SG,
and 3PL exhibit
ɛ)
» 1SG, 3SG, and
2PL exhibit a;
2SG and 3PL
exhibit ɛ;
1PL.INCL exhibits
ɞ; 1PL.EXCL and
CONST exhibit i
ɛ » (1SG exhibits
a; 1PL.EXCL and
2PL exhibit i)
ɛ » (1PL.INCL
exhibits ɞ;
1PL.EXCL and
2PL exhibit i)
ɞ » (1SG, 2SG,
and 3PL exhibit
ɛ)
ɛ » (1PL.INCL

/ŋaaŋa/
/rinæ/
/ŋuuwɛ/
/japɞ/
/ŋali/
/foofo/
/litɔ/
/naʃu/
/safʉ/
/maraf/
/taas/
/ruŋak/
/raal/
/wapam/
/laamw/
/safan/

/ʃaaŋ/
/ɞtap/

/raapw/
/ʃaŋar/

Even though the intended shape of this nonce noun was supposed to be [ŋaŋa] across all consultants, my
recordings indicate that I pronounced it as [ŋaaŋa].
245
See previous footnote.
246
See previous footnote.
247
For items that exhibit declension mixing, I list the declension class that appears the most, and the exceptions in
parenthesis.
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53

[laaʃ]

[laaʃ-]

54

[farat]

[farat-]

55
56

[saaw]
[ʉŋaj]

[saaw-]
[ʉŋaj-]

57

[ʃaaʉ̯]

[ʃaaʉ̯j-], [ʃaaʉ̯-]

58

[kii]
‘key’
[kasto]
‘movie’
[piiksɞ]
‘photo’
[stoori]
‘story’
[pættɨri]
‘battery,
pacemaker’
[pwuuk]
‘book’
[sasiŋ]
‘photo’

[kii-]

exhibits ɞ;
1PL.EXCL and
2PL exhibit i)
i » (3SG, 3PL, and
CONST exhibit ɛ;
1PL.INCL exhibits
ɞ)
» 1SG, 2SG,
1PL.INCL, and
3PL exhibit ɛ;
3SG, 1PL.EXCL,
2PL, and CONST
exhibit i
ɛ
ɛ » (1SG and 2PL
exhibit i)
ɛ » (1PL.EXCL,
2PL, and 3PL
exhibit i)
α

[kastoo-]

α

/kastoo/

[piksɞɞ-]

α

/piiksɞɞ/

[stoorii-]

α

/stoorii/

[pættɨrii-]

α

/pættirii/

[pwuk]

ɛ»

/pwuuk/

[sasiŋŋ-]

/sasiŋ/

[ruumw]
‘room’
[lɔɔk]
‘lock’
[sajs]
‘size’

[rumwmw-]

ɛ » (1PL.EXCL
and 2PL exhibit
i)
ɛ»

[lɔkk-]

ɛ»

/lɔɔk/

[sajs-]

i»

/sajs/

59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

/laaʃ/

/farat/

/saaw/
/ʉŋaj/
/ʃaaʉ̯/
/kii/

/ruumw/

By positing citation forms and lexical stems alongside underlying forms, I claim that the former
two are derived from the latter. Regarding the underlying forms for items 19, 21, and 26, because
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I choose underlying forms that contain a short vowel nucleus, I posit that the citation form is a
surface realization that is a product of a lengthening rule that applies to monomoraic nouns:248
Monomoriac noun vowel lengthening.
[#(C)V(C)#]N ⇒ [#(C)VV(C)#]N
Short vowels in monomoraic nouns become long.
For example, the underlying form /mas/ ‘eye, face’ is realized in citation form as [maas]. Even
though item 32 exhibits variation in vowel length between the citation form [fææl] ‘community
house’ and the lexical stem [fal-], the contrast in vowels is a matter of different phonemes, which
is not phonologically predictable (i.e., /CæC/ does not centralize to [CaC] as a predictable
process). As such, I choose the citation form as the underlying form: /fææl/ ‘community house.’
Note that this rule does not apply without exception, given high frequency monomoraic nouns
such as /pæ/ ‘feces’ that have short vowels in their citation forms; as I mentioned in section
5.2.3, others examples include /fʉ/ ‘star,’ /nɔ/ ‘wave,’ and /nʉ/ ‘coconut’ (see the next section
regarding rule ordering).249
One more caveat must be made: in light of the fact that some speakers such as Anrot can
tolerate multiple analyses—corresponding to the dual mechanism model—it may very well be
the case that for the 67 paradigms I discuss here, the conjugation solution may not apply
uniformly for all of them, at least with regard to lexical access. For example, [maas] ‘eye, face’
can indeed be stored as /masa/ in the minds of some speakers, whereby the inflected forms are
produced within the economy solution, and the citation form is derived from final vowel deletion
followed by monomoraic noun vowel lengthening. Furthermore, the observation that most
consultants perceive the inflected forms of the general possessive classifier paradigm cannot be
parsed suggests that some high-frequency inflected forms (or paradigms as a whole) are accessed
through the direct route, rather than the decompositional route. In terms of lexical access from a
synchronic perspective, this is an important empirical question that must be addressed through
psycholinguistic experimental methods—a matter I reserve for future research.
This rule is based on Rehg’s (2001:219) “nominal lengthening” rule in Pohnpeian.
I posit this rule to account for the alternation in the length of vowels in content nouns with regard to citation and
inflected forms. For other content nouns for which there is no observable alternation of vowel length (e.g., in
contexts of affixation, compounding, etc.), I continue to posit that the underlying form contains long vowels (e.g.,
the underlying form of ‘banana’ is /uuʃ/, and the citation form is [uuʃ]—there are no morphophonemic contexts in
which [uʃ] surfaces).
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7.7 Revised presentation of phonological rules. In light of the two additional rules that I posit
after the initial discussion in section 5.2.4—“final vowel deletion” (section 7.2.1.2) and
“monomoraic noun vowel lengthening” (section 7.6), both of which are phonological
processes—I provide here a revised presentation of the morphological rules and phonological
processes that are relevant in the analyses of these data. For convenience, I follow the same
presentation format as I used in section 5.2.4, with the following exceptions: (1) I only provide
the name of the rule (no informal representation or prose); and (2) I maintain sequential
numbering in adding the two other rules, despite the fact that I do not need to reference rule
numbers in any subsequent discussion (i.e., in later chapters).
Morphophonemic rules


Rule 1: [a] fronting and raising



Rule 2: Short [i] rounding and backing



Rule 3: [a] raising, rounding, and backing



Rule 4: Short [ʉ] backing



Rule 5: Short [ɛ] rounding and backing

Phonological processes


Rule 6: Glide insertion



Rule 7: [ɛ] raising



Rule 8: Short [a] and [ɛ] centering



Rule 9: Short [i] backing



Rule 10: Final [j] deletion



Rule 11: [m] labio-velarization



Rule 12: Final short vowel deletion



Rule 13. Final long vowel shortening



Rule 14: Monomoraic noun vowel lengthening
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As I discuss in section 7.2.1.2, rule 12 must be ordered before rule 13. Since rule 10 creates
environments to which rule 12 could potentially apply (i.e., word-final [i]), rule 12 must be
ordered before rule 10. Rule 14 must be ordered before rules 12 and 13, since the former can
potentially “undo” the effects of the latter two if rules 12 and 13 are ordered before rule 14. For
example, in positing /pææ/ ‘feces’—which has a citation form of [pæ]—ordering rule 14 before
rule 13 correctly derives [pæ], but ordering rule 13 before rule 14 derives [pææ]: /pææ/  pæ
(rule 13)  pææ (rule 14)  *[pææ].
7.8 Concluding remarks.250 By way of preliminary concluding remarks (on which I expand in
chapter 9), I focus on the extralinguistic contexts that facilitate the development of the
conjugation solution within PLMRT—a solution that I am led to by the “messy” data. Consider
again my discussions of the ethnolinguistic setting of Pakin Atoll in section 2.3.3. There are three
relevant points I wish to highlight here. First, PLMRT is spoken in an atoll community that
numbers just over 100 on any given day, whereby half of the population consists of individuals
under the age of 18. Second, PLMRT is in “competition” not only with Pakin Satawan
Mortlockese (PSMRT), but also with other dialects of Mortlockese, both from Pohnpei (e.g., Té
Mortlockese) and from the Mortlocks (e.g., Lukunosh Mortlockese, as spoken on
Lukunosh/Lekinioch Islet) by virtue of the fact that people who speak those varieties are longterm Pakin residents. Third, PLMRT and all other varities of Mortlockese have not been
institutionally standardized, either in the form of grammars produced by linguists or pedagogical
materials taught in formal education.251 Taken together, consider, then, the situation that young
children experience when they are learning PLMRT: the input they receive is quite varied. There
is no critical mass of speakers that can provide a context for PLMRT as a speech system to
“normalize,” nor is such “normalization” happening at the institutional level of formal
education.252 The variation can be observed at different levels of linguistic analysis, most
especially in morphology (cf. the comparisons I make across consultants in 7.3, and the fact that
various patterns and morphophonemic processes do not hold consistently across consultants).
I am thankful to Kenneth L. Rehg (pers. comm., 2015) for the discussion that led to these insights, especially
regarding the sociolinguistic contexts of Pohnpeian and Kosraean.
251
While the Bible has been translated into Mortlockese (usually under the guise of “Chuukese), that work does not
have the same metalinguistic normativity as does teaching the language in school.
252
One exception is the fact that family units can have normative influence. As I previously mentioned in footnote 4,
Petrus, Milson, and Nika are all members of the same family and live near each other on Nikahlap Islet. In many
instances, their inflected forms are identical for a given pararadigm.
250

252

Setting aside for a moment the fact that focused studies on idiolects will reveal nuanced
variation for any speech system—regardless of how many speakers there are of the speech
system, or how “standardized” it is, or how widely it is taught in school—one can empirically
observe that speech systems that are spoken in more homogeneous sociolinguistic contexts will
yield more consistent data. Kenneth L. Rehg (pers. comm., 2015) gives the example of his
experience working on Pohnpeian phonology and morphology; he observes that in Pohnpeian,
morphological phenomena similar to what I discuss in chapter 7 are comparatively more
homogeneous across speakers. He points out, however, that there are two caveats. One is the fact
that processes such as memorization (i.e., the direct route of lexical access), analogy, and late
acquisition can indeed lead to “messy” data, as he has also observed in Pohnpeian. The second is
as I have described earlier in this section: the sociolinguistic contexts in which children receive
input in their L1 can have an effect on the homogeneity (or lack thereof) of the language in
specific areas, such as in morphology.
Rehg takes the perspective that dialect mixing can lead to such heterogeneity in
morphological paradigms, not only within a single idiolect, but across idiolects. He gives the
example of Kosraean as another instance within the Micronesian language family. Kosraean
today is generally described as having two primary dialects: Lelu-Tafunsak and Malen-Utwe
(Lewis et al. 2014). These dialects correspond to geographic areas in Kosrae. It is posited that
Kosraean had much more extensive dialectal variation prior to Western contact, after which the
indigenous population experienced a massive crash. The result was that different communities of
different dialects came together and created newer communities, thus creating a scenario for
dialect mixing. Rehg notes that Judith Wang—a linguist who worked on Kosraean—observed
that certain morphological paradigms in Kosraean were especially heterogeneous. Although this
topic requires careful empirical study, it is plausible that dialect mixing in Kosraean led to such
heterogeneity; I posit that similar processes are occurring for PLMRT. My sample of consultants
represents two generations of Pakin residents. These two generations also correspond to the first
two generations living on Pakin when there was (and currently is) a substantial permanent
population; the previous generations of Pakin residents corresponded to very small permanent
populations on the atoll. It is plausible that PLMRT is undergoing a stage of heterogeneity in light
of the factors I mention at the beginning of this section. Within a few generations, it is likely that
the heterogeneity seen in, for example, possessive suffix paradigms today will normalize.
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This hypothesis of dialect mixing leading to observable morphological heterogeneity has
potential implications in the area of historical linguistics, most especially the pre-history of not
only Micronesia, but other areas of Oceania—and even the world—where dialects, geolects,
communalects, and sociolects are in competition with each other in relatively small populations.
Rehg (1995) argues that the traditional tree model of linguistic relationships within the Nuclear
Micronesian language family is inadequate in explaining the relationships within the Chuukic
subgroup, as well as between the Chuukic and Pohnpeic subgroups. There is evidence of
extensive prehistorical contact between speakers of both subgroups, and such contact continues
today in various contexts. Tree models that are drawn based on the fundamental criterion of
shared innovations do not adequately capture the linguistic scenarios of groups of people
speaking different speech varieties who nevertheness remain in extensive contact with each
other, whether through intermarriage, adoption, clan membership, trade, political units, and so
forth. Such social connections can be facilitated through physical relocation and co-existence in
geographically restricted areas (e.g., coral atolls, coastal areas on high islands, in remote
mountainous areas, etc.), or through constant open-ocean voyaging, or both. The kinds of dialect
mixing that one observes today in communities such as Pakin Atoll could very well have been
the norm in the development of the Chuukic and Pohnpeic subgroups of the Nuclear Micronesian
language family—and perhaps even for the language family as a whole. Such a claim needs
empirical support, and this leads to the productive cross-pollination of areas such as historical
linguistics, areal studies, dialectology, and quantitative approaches to (socio)linguistic
variation—as well as anthropological areas such as ethnography.
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CHAPTER 8. ETHNOGRAPHY OF THE ELICITATION SESSION

July 2014. “I’m so glad we have argued before,” I think to myself during this elicitation
session. For this particular metalinguistic discussion session with this consultant, we
easily move back and forth from the teacher-student configuration, to student-teacher, to
teacher-teacher. It’s a good thing that we have a rapport such that we can interrupt each
other, call each other out on the inconsistencies of our explanations, and still laugh and
smile throughout the process. I can’t help but call to mind a moment several years ago
when the two of us had a very heated debate about a topic that circled around religion,
parenthood, and responsibility. That was a very dark night—literally and figuratively—
when that argument happened. This elicitation session we’re having now is in broad
daylight. Very different contexts, but the common threads are still there: rhetoric,
argumentation, persuasion, certitude—and more importantly, friendship.
8.1 Introduction. In this chapter, I focus on the third question at the core of this dissertation, as I
identify in section 1.3: What entails an “ethnography of the elicitation session,” and what
contributions does this make to the field of language documentation and the methods of
documentary fieldwork? I explicate this question in section 3.5, in which I appeal to the analytic
frameworks of the ethnography of communication, Interactional Sociolinguistics, and the critical
approach to writing ethnographies. As I also explain in section 3.5, I focus on the elicitation
session specifically, rather than documentary fieldwork more broadly.
A discourse-based analysis of the ethnography of the elicitation session is a topic worthy
of its own dedicated exploration. For this dissertation, I focus my exploration to four specific
elicitation contexts with corresponding discourse excerpts: (1) the conjugation task; (2) the
written decomposition task; (3) the discussion of the alternate analysis during the metalinguistic
discussion; and (4) discussion of the pedagogical value of this research. For each example, I
provide an ethnographic context following the example of Seifart (2008:70–71), whereby I list
the SPEAKING parameters of the ethnography of communication (Hymes 1971, 1974) and
provide relevant descriptions. I then provide an excerpt that is transcribed according to the
conventions outlined in Du Bois 2006, known as “Discourse Transcription 2” (also see appendix
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D), which I then analyze within the Interactional Sociolinguistics framework (Gumperz 1982).
Note that in Discourse Transcription 2 conventions, each line corresponds to an intonation unit
rather than to grammatical clauses. I resort to using the working orthography for PLMRT in
transcribing these discourse excerpts, although I use phonetic transcriptions of specific
words/phrases when necessary.253 The free translations lines are purposefully kept “broad” in
that they do not represent the transcriptions of elements such as vocal quality and pauses that are
captured in the target language line. The unifying theme that I explore with these discourse
excerpts is the emergence of local knowledge (Canagarajah 2002) in the form of metalinguistic
analysis, which is facilitated by the various epistemic stances (Mushin 2001) that consultants
take. After the discussion of the four specific elicitation contexts, I then discuss matters of
positionality in the field, and then the broader matter of evaluating what this dissertation has
achieved with regard to the ethnography of the elicitation session.
8.2 The conjugation task. The conjugation task in linguistic fieldwork is not a “simple” event.
In light of the researcher’s goals of “extracting” information from the consultant, one must
realize that such a process of data production and collection is embedded in context, both at
brought-along and brought-about levels (Giddens 1976). In the first example, I draw upon my
June 8, 2014 elicitation session with Petrus, in which I elicited conjugations of possessive suffix
paradigms. The goals for the discussion of this example are (1) to illustrate that mistakes and
corrections that occur in an elicitation session should not be simply disregarded by the researcher
who may be focused on the “primary” data; and (2) to show that processes of analogy are active
at a local level, which provide insights to analogy at larger structural levels of morphology (see
section 7.3.6).
The SPEAKING parameters for this discursive event are provided below:


Setting or scene: Petrus and I are sitting in the leenian aséésé ‘resting place,’ an area
located in the center of Nikahlap Islet near the school building. The leenian aséésé
‘resting place’ is a small local-style community house built by the youth, and it is a locus
for socialization for all members of Pakin.

Material in the target language line such as truncated words (indicated with “~”), unclear words (indicated with
“#”), and phonetic transcriptions are left unglossed in the second line.
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Participants: Petrus and I are the interlocutors (both speakers and hearers). He and I
share a friendly rapport, built over several years of interactions on Pakin—both fieldwork
and non-fieldwork contexts—and correspondence through letters. He was the first one
among the Pakin community members with whom I engaged in metalinguistic
investigations. Petrus has achieved higher levels of formal education than other members
in his cohort.



Ends: The purpose of the speech event is to conduct a recorded elicitation session,
specifically focusing on conjugations of possessive suffix paradigms for nouns. My goal
was to elicit as many paradigms as possible in this first session, without leading to
fatigue. As such, for this June 8, 2014 session, I elicited the conjugations for items 1–57
(i.e., all native and nonce nouns, V- and C-final).



Act sequence: Most of the adjacency pairs take the form of me as the researcher giving a
citation form, and Petrus as the consultant providing the conjugated forms. At various
times throughout the elicitations, I ask Petrus metalinguistic questions related to forms he
provides.



Key: Aside from the formal aspects of me recording Petrus’s speech and my role as
researcher/interviewer, the key is largely casual and affiliative.



Instrumentalities: Petrus and I speak in a casual form of PLMRT.



Norms: The most relevant norms for these types of elicitation sessions are those related
to the speakers’ awareness of the recorder. Such norms differ for each consultant. For me
as a researcher who is interested in naturalistic discourse, I am fine with any kind of
speech, including “background noise,” off-hand comments, anecdotes not directly related
to the question, and so forth. The primary exception, however, is for focused elicitation in
which the goal is to record high-quality occurrences in controlled settings. For Petrus as
an interlocutor, I can imagine that he would be aware of the norms of being put on
record, and that would have an effect on the degree to which he offers casual speech. I
recall that my own delineation of the formal versus non-formal recording contexts are
partially achieved through body language: I would sit up straight and look attentively at
the recorder with earphones on while Petrus provides conjugations, whereas I would
slouch in my seat without earphones on and look at Petrus when I asked him other
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questions or discussed other topics “within” the larger elicitation session, as well as
before and after the primary work.


Genres: interview, elicitation session, conjugation task, question-answer, metalinguistic
reflection

The recordings for Petrus’s conjugations reflect “unproblematic” data in at least three senses.
First, my morphological expectations are met: the inflected forms contain some version of the
possessive suffixes, and the lexical stem is formally similar—but not necessarily identical—to
the citation form. Second, the adjacency pair we have set up for this elicitation context produces
successful interaction: as the interviewer, I give the citation form, and as the consultant, Petrus
lists the conjugated items—we then move on to the next word. Third, both of us understand our
interlocutor roles and goals, such that the event can move forward.254
As would be expected in any elicitation session, there are a few instances of deviations
from the general pattern, including repairs when Petrus accidentally skips over a form in the
paradigm. Some of the repairs are the result of my pointing out the missing item to Petrus, and
others are self-initiated by Petrus. One particular self-initiated repair concerns the nonce noun
[japɞ] (item 36). I provide the transcription of the excerpt containing this conjugation in (64). For
the sake of parsimonious presentation of these data, I do not provide interlinear glossing or free
translations for the inflected nonce forms when such items occur as separate intonation units,
with the exception for the construct item (and its following NP). The initial “E” stands for
“Emerson” and “P” for “Petrus.”
(64)

Excerpt 1: Example of conjugation task with Petrus for the nonce noun [japɞ]

(01)

(0.5)

(02)

E; {[japɞ]}.

(03)

(0.8)

(04)

P; {[japɞɞj]},

Insofar as Petrus may have had other motivations that shape his interlocutor role and goals, I cannot infer
anything salient from the discourse excerpt I provide in (64).
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(05)

{[japɞɞmw]},

(06)

{[japɞɞn]},

(07)

(0.3)

(08)

{[japɞɞʃ]},

(09)

(0.6)

(10)

{[japɞɞmam]},

(11)

{[japɞɞmi]},

(12)

{[japɛɛr]},

(13)

(1.0)

(14)

<F> {[japɞɞr]} </F>, (Hx)

(15)
(16)
(17)

E; <P> @@@ </P>
(0.7)
P; {[japɞɞ-n
piik=nɞ]}.
japɞ-CONST pig=DIST1
‘The iapé of that pig.’

(18)

(1.3)

(19)

<P> Amwusaa-Ø-la </P>.
forgive-3SG.OBJ-away
‘I’m sorry.’

(20)

E; Aa:pw aapw aapw aapw!
no
no
no
no
‘No no no no!’

(21)

<@> (Hx) </@>.
(http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34069, 00:00:51:000–00:01:06:349)

Lines (12)–(21) are the most interesting in the context of this discussion. Note the distinction in
forms between lines (12) and (14): [japɛɛr] and [japɞɞr], respectively. It is the former that is
unexpected, since all the other forms show clear patterning of possessive suffixes directly
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attaching to the V-final nonce item with lengthening of the final V. For example, [japɞɞj] can be
morphophonemically parsed as /japɞ-j/ (japɞ-1SG.POSS) ‘my japɞ.’ What is unexpected is the
changing of the final vowel from [ɞ] to [ɛ] due to the suffixation of /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS.’ There is no
purely phonological explanation, since [ɞ] does not change to [ɛ] before [r] as a regular
phonological process. Also, consider the item /pɞʃɛ/ ‘leg, foot’; Petrus conjugates the thirdpersonal plural possessive form as [pɞʃɛɛr] ‘their leg/foot,’ as is attested with all the other
consultants.
The most plausible explanation is analogy at the local level of preceding context. The
nonce item [japɞ] is the fourth one in the series of V-final nonce items that I have Petrus
conjugate; it is preceded by [ŋaaŋa], [rɨnæ], and [ŋuuwɛ], in that order. The conjugations of those
paradigms go “smoothly” for Petrus, except for just two instances of word-truncations followed
by repairs. In none of those conjugations does Petrus engage in a self-initiated repair as he does
in lines (12)–(21). Petrus gives the third-person plural form for [ŋuuwɛ] in the expected form
[ŋuwɛɛr] ‘their ŋuuwɛ.’ In the approximately 17 seconds between his utterances of [ŋuwɛɛr] and
[japɞɞr], there are ten intonation units that intervene, none of which have material similar to [ɛɛr]
at the end of the phrase. I suspect that paradigmatic analogy influenced Petrus in uttering a form
(i.e., [japɛɛr]) that was similar to another form (i.e., [ŋuwɛɛr]) in the same third-person plural slot
of the paradigm.
The understanding that something went “awry” in the conjugation is indicated by a series
of contextualization cues. The long pause (1.0 second) in line (13) indicates that Petrus is
thinking about the form he just recently uttered, and changes it to what he perceives is the
“correct” version. He provides it in line (14) with a louder vocal quality, clearly indicating to me
that this is the version he wants on record. Our subsequent exchanges in this interaction are our
attempts at maintaining both positive and negative face (Brown & Levinson 1987), whereby
positive face is the desire to maintain a “positive consistent self-image…crucially including the
desire that this self-image be appreciated and approved of,” and negative face is “the basic claim
to…freedom of action and freedom from imposition” (311).
My quiet laughter in line (15) is affiliative, and I infer Petrus reads it as such due to our
smiling exchanges later in lines (19) and (20). Petrus manages the positive face damage with an
apology, which contains dispreference markers such as the relatively long pause (1.3 seconds) in
line (18), as well as both the quiet and smiling vocal qualities accompanying the conventional
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apology phrase amwusaala, which literally translates as ‘forgive it completely’ but is also read as
‘I am sorry.’ My reply in line (20)—a sequence of four instances of aapw ‘no’ with smiling
quality, and with emphasis on the first one by way of lengthening of the [aa] vowel—is also my
attempt at mitigating a potentially face-threatening scenario. Even though overt apologies are
made by one interlocutor in the interest of preserving positive face, apologies are also
impositions on the other interlocutor in the sense of threatening that person’s negative face (i.e.,
whether or not that interlocutor will accept the other’s apology) (Brown & Levinson 1987:315).
It is important to note that apart from these brought-about instances of managing threats
to positive and negative face, Petrus and I share brought-along experiences of previous elicitation
sessions, as well as our own personal rapport as friends. This brief moment illustrates the ways in
which participant roles can ebb and flow in elicitation sessions. This is not just the an instance of
researcher-consultant interaction, but also student-teacher, whereby both Petrus and I inhabit
both roles, not only locally in the elicitation session but globally in other contexts. For example, I
am a student when I ask Petrus to explain grammatical phenomena, and I am a teacher when I
explain to him formal (English) linguistic terminology for such phenomena.
The elicitation session is indeed “successful” in that I can list the forms that Petrus has
provided in a table, whereby I would include [japɞɞr] instead of [japɛɛr] ‘their japɞ’ (see
appendix B9). However, a “clean” presentation of these data does not do justice to the story of
how such a table emerged. To the degree that the story is worth “telling,” my discussion of this
excerpt shows that even elicitation sessions in general and paradigmatic listing of inflected forms
more specifically—which, compared to other kinds of linguistic inquiry, are relatively
“pedestrian” types of fieldwork—are interactive events worthy of sociocultural investigation.
That is to say, on the surface, these data may not be interesting to the morphologist, but they
have value to the sociolinguist, and to Interactional Sociolinguistics research in general. I admit
that while other structurally-oriented fieldworkers might simply include a footnote in the table
mentioning the “mistake” that Petrus made, my analysis provides another dimension: the
interactional aspect of Petrus acknowledging and correcting his “mistake.” An undercurrent in
my research that I want to emphasize throughout my dissertation is that consultants are active
participants in elicitation sessions, and they have agentive roles. A process as mundane as listing
inflected forms is one in which the consultant is potentially on the line for making a mistake,
even in a relatively low-stakes context—one that is on permanent record, nevertheless.
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The other aspect that has more direct relevance to the morphophonemic issues I discuss
in this chapter is the effect that analogy has on a local level, as I discuss throughout chapters 6
and 7. Analogy must be acknowledged as a synchronic process that affects the patterning of
possessive suffix paradigms. Such a process operates at the subconscious level. Even in my data
of morphological decomposition discussions, there is little evidence (at least from the interactive
discursive level) that L1 speakers of PLMRT are aware of such processes. Again, it is striking to
observe that Petrus provides [japɛɛr] ‘their japɞ’ as his “instinctual” entry for the third-person
plural slot in the paradigm, especially since all the other entries he provides clearly indicate a
regular pattern of /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS’ directly added to the V-final base, as well as the application of
an almost regular process of vowel lengthening. This moment of the effects of local context in
the inflection of a nonce item is without a doubt just one of a countless number of everyday
interactive moments involving analogy. This is evident, too, at the global levels of not only a
wider community (i.e., in contrast to Petrus’s utterance as an individual) over spans of years and
generations (i.e., in contrast to the moment in which the analogy occurred), but also the langue of
PLMRT itself (i.e., analogy as a process affecting the language as a whole).
Bybee (2010:72) asserts that “analogy as a type of historical linguistic change is not
separate from analogy as a cognitive processing mechanism,” and that “[l]anguage change takes
place as people use language and all mechanisms of change must be based on processing
mechanisms.” For linguists who work in frameworks such as the exemplar model, “experienced
utterances have a rich representation that includes many aspects of the linguistic and
extralinguistic context in which the utterance was experienced” (52). I find, then, that the value
of Interactional Sociolinguistics for this particular investigation is that it is a methodology that
relies on both linguistic and extralinguistic (i.e., interactionally constituted) context in order to
understand the “richness” of the interactive event. Such events are experienced repeatedly—over
the course of the lifetime of one individual, collectively for a community, making ripples in the
structure of the language with the passage of time. Interactional Sociolinguistics allows one to
firmly ground in observable linguistic phenomena claims of analogy happening over great spans
of time for large populations of speakers.
8.3 The written decomposition task. In section 6.4.2, I explicate my methodology for the
discussion of morphological boundaries and decomposition. One component of this methodology
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involves the written decomposition task, specifically the portion in which I evoke the teacherstudent frame with the consultant, using the following request: Sounpatak, usé mwashan
aweewenei nganeái meet na uké underline-nei iwe meet na uké circle-nei ‘Teacher, will you
please explain to me what is that you underlined and what is that you circled.’ The discourse that
emerges from this request is relevant for the discussion of the elicitation session, as it provides
insights on the metalinguistic instincts of consultants in a context in which such instincts are not
directly elicited in a question-answer format. This open-ended interaction allows metalinguistic
information to emerge in a slightly different frame than what is normally encountered in other
elicitation contexts.
For this example, I draw upon my July 8, 2013 elicitation session with Adaleen. The goal
for the discussion of this example is to illustrate how consultants engage in certain types of
stancetaking to assert their knowledge in a teacher frame—a frame that is nevertheless relatively
unfamiliar to them in this context of metalinguistic reflection.
The SPEAKING parameters for this discursive event are provided below:


Setting or scene: Adaleen and I are sitting inside Pakin Elementary School. Because of
the mid-day heat, we sit on the students’ folding chair desks near the door. Children can
be heard playing in the distance, on the nearby beach.



Participants: Adaleen and I are the interlocutors (both speakers and hearers). Adaleen
was a former student of mine for the entire time I taught in Pakin Elementary School
during my Peace Corps service.



Ends: Adaleen and I had already completed the conjugations for all of the lexical items.
The focus of this July 8, 2013 session was to complete the metalinguistic discussion
tasks.



Act sequence: Most of the act sequences were in question-answer format. In the teacherstudent frame, Adaleen (as teacher) only made statements and observations about the
written material we were discussing on the worksheets. She did not ask me questions.



Key: Because Adaleen was a former student of mine, that power dynamic continues even
in our interactions post-Peace Corps, when I return to Pakin as a researcher. As such, a
formal key persists throughout this elicitation session.



Instrumentalities: Adaleen and I speak in a casual form of PLMRT.
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Norms: Drawing upon the brought-along aspects of our previous interactions—not only
our distant experiences in Pakin Elementary School, but also our recent fieldwork
experiences—the norms are understood insofar as her role in providing the answers to my
questions. One of my expectations, however, in this particular elicitation module is to
engage with the consultant such that he or she feels comfortable to more actively engage
with me in the metalinguistic analysis. I fully realize that such an expectation is shaped
by my desire to record “interesting” primary data in the form of L1 speaker intuitions
about metalinguistic analysis. I infer, however, that Adaleen herself does not infer such
expectations in the course of this elicitation session: she does not verbally engage with
me by, for example, asking clarification questions, proffering alternate analyses, giving
external examples, and so forth. I infer that for Adaleen, her norms are to maintain her
role as the student who answers directed questions from the teacher. I also realize that
gender dynamics could play a role, as well, as it is not usually common for young men
and women to be in each other’s company when one of them is an outsider to the
community; otherwise, mixed-gender pairings and groupings within the community are
common.



Genres: interview, elicitation session, decomposition task, question-answer,
metalinguistic reflection

I provide this example in two parts. The first is provided in (65), which is my setting up for
Adaleen the teacher-student frame. Prior to this excerpt, Adaleen had just finished the written
decomposition task for the paradigm for [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg, foot.’ To bracket off that task and this
portion, I told her, OK, iwe iei, ita má pwe ieen eman sounpatak, ngaang eman shóón skuul ‘OK,
and now, pretend that you are a teacher, I am a student.’ (To keep the length of the first part
down, I do not include this utterance in the transcribed excerpt.) The initial “A” stands for
“Adaleen.”
(65)

Excerpt 2A: Emerson creating the teacher-student frame with Adaleen

(01)

E; Sounpatak.
teacher
‘Teacher.’
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(02)

U=sé
mwashan aweewe-ne-i
2SG.SBJ=NEG want
explain-TH-3SG.OBJ
‘Please explain to me.’

(03)

(0.5)

(04)

Pwata si=mii
toonganei, ..
why 1PL.INCL.SBJ=STV able.to.do.it
‘Why we are able to,’

(05)

((cough))

(06)

(0.4)

(07)

kinii-Ø-tou,
divide-3SG.OBJ-downward
‘divide,’

(08)

(0.3)

(09)

faú-n
kapas ..
stone-CONST speech
‘these root words.’

(10)

(3.8)

kéi.

PROX1.PL

(11)

A; Pwata.
why
‘Why.’

(12)

E; Mm.
mm.hm
‘Mm hm.’

(13)

Pwata.
why
‘Why.’

(14)

Pwa~
why
‘Why’

(15)

<F> Pwata een u=mwii
kilee-i </F>,
why 2SG 2SG.SBJ=STV know-3SG.OBJ
‘Why do you know,’
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ngane-ái.
toward-1SG.OBJ

(16)

(0.7)

(17)

pwe u=mwii
toonganei
underline-ne-i
that 2SG.SBJ=STV able.to.do.it underline-TH-3SG.OBJ
‘that you are able to underline and circle them.’

mé circle-ne-i.
and circle-TH-3SG.OBJ

(http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34715, 00:12:25:096–00:12:41:401)
Even though most of the linguistic output in (65) is from me, Adaleen’s utterance and the
lengthy pause that precedes it are the most interactionally relevant features of this excerpt. The
pause of 3.8 seconds in line 10 is rather long, especially from an interactional discourse
perspective. What is especially telling is Adaleen’s echo in line 11 of the question word pwata
‘why,’ which I use earlier in line 04. She does not ask a question, since her utterance is given
with declarative intonation. Rather, I infer that her repeating the most salient aspect of my
request in lines 04–09 is a request for clarification, most especially when taken together with the
long pause. This is the very first instance of my request for Adaleen to engage in this teacherstudent frame. Recall in section 7.4.1 that I did not engage in the written decomposition task for
[ŋii] ‘tooth’ with Adaleen, but I did for the next item, [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg, foot.’ I would posit that anyone
to whom such an abstract question of morphological decomposition is asked would engage in
some type of stalling strategy—such as silence and requests for clarification—in order to process
how to begin.
After line 17 in (65), 1.4 seconds of silence elapses before Adaleen continues with her
explanation as a teacher, which I provide in (66):
(66)

Excerpt 2B: Adaleen explaining the parsings

(01)

A; Pwe,
because
‘Because,’

(02)

(2.1)

(03)

<L> péshee-i </L>,
leg/foot-1SG.POSS
‘“pésheei,”’

(04)

(2.8)
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(05)

ii
weewen
letter.i meaning
‘“ii” means “I.”’

(06)

E; Mm.
mm.hm
‘Mm hm.’

(07)

(1.0)

(08)

ngaang.
1SG

A; ngé péshee-mw,
but leg/foot-2SG.POSS
‘but “pésheemw,”’

(09)

(0.6)

(10)

mwii ..
weewen .. een.
letter.mw meaning 2SG
‘“mwii” means “you.”’

(11)

E; Mm.
mm.hm
‘Mm hm.’

(12)

(1.1)

(13)

A; Péshee-n,
leg/foot-3SG.POSS/CONST
‘“Pésheen,”’

(14)

(0.7)

(15)

nii ..
weewen .. ii,
letter.n meaning 3SG
‘“nii” means “he/she/it,”’

(16)

[are],
or
‘or,’

(17)

E; [Mm].
mm.hm
‘Mm hm.’

(18)

(0.5)
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(19)

A; até=né,
child=DIST1.SG
‘that child,’

(20)

E; Mm.
mm.hm
‘Mm hm.’

(21)

(0.9)

(22)

A; ngé péshee-sh,
but leg/foot-1PL.INCL.POSS
‘but “pésheesh,”’

(23)

(0.7)

(24)

shii
weewen
letter.sh meaning
‘“shii” means’

(25)

(0.5)

(26)

kiish.
1PL.INCL
‘we (inclusive).’

(27)

E; Mm.
mm.hm
‘Mm hm.’
(http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34715, 00:12:42:717–00:13:06:040)

Adaleen’s explanations continue in this frame: verbally indicate the element under inspection—
in this case, the material that has been circled on the worksheet—and then explain what it means
in terms of independent pronouns or separate NPs. On the surface, there might not appear to be
anything extraordinary to note about her explanations. However, from an interactive perspective,
there is much to be said about the particular stance she takes as someone who is framed as a
teacher in a grammatical context. I would go so far to say that Adaleen has never been placed in
such a position—at least from the impetus of an outsider—to explain grammatical facts about her
L1 as if she were the expert. The strategies she uses in such a context are therefore interesting to
describe and analyze, thus contributing to the understanding of the co-construction of
metalinguistic knowledge.
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To analyze Adaleen’s utterances, I draw upon the analytic tool of stance. Although
research on stance and stancetaking is “wide-ranging and quite heterogeneous” (Jaffe 2009:1),
several authors in recent publications (e.g., Baynham 2011, Jaffe 2009) follow Du Bois’s
(2007:163) definition of “stance”: “a public act by a social actor, achieved dialogically through
overt communicative means, of simultaneously evaluating objects, positioning subjects (self and
others), and aligning with other subjects, with respect to any salient dimension of the
sociocultural field.” Du Bois’s three-pronged definition of “stance” is conceptualized through his
“stance triangle,” shown here in figure 33:

Figure 33. The stance triangle (from Du Bois 2007:163)
I provide the stance triangle here as a way to preface my use of this conceptual tool in the
analysis of a specific interaction in (70); my use of the stance triangle is only for illustrative
purposes, as I do not uniformly use the triangle for every single instance of interactional
stancetaking I discuss in this chapter.
There is a broad typology of different stances identified in the literature. One subset that
is useful in this context of metalinguistic discussion is epistemic stance,255 which is best seen as a
range of specific stances “that might be adopted to represent a particular state of affairs [that] is
The terms “epistemic stance” (Conrad & Biber 2000) and “epistemological stance” (Mushin 2001) are both used
in the literature to refer to the same concept; for consistency, I use the former.
255
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dependent on the conceptualising individual’s assessment of how they acquired their information
based on both cultural conventions and interactive goals” (Mushin 2001:59). Mushin (2001)
presents a typology of five epistemic stances: personal experience, inferential, reportive, factual,
and imaginative. The speaker positions himself or herself to the information being transmitted to
the listener, and whatever position is chosen, the linguistic form can be shaped to best articulate
that positionality and alignment. It is a natural fit to investigate stance within Interactional
Sociolinguistics since “speakers and writers are necessarily engaged in positioning themselves
vis-à-vis their words and texts (which are embedded in histories of linguistic and textual
production), their interlocutors and audiences (both actual and virtual/projected/imagined), and
with respect to a context that they simultaneously respond to and construct linguistically” (Jaffe
2009:4).
Factual stance, in particular, is often realized in linguistic form as a bald statement. The
speaker does not qualify the source of the information as being second-hand, or imagined, or
perceived. Mushin (2001:74) defines factual stance as an epistemic stance corresponding to the
lack “of any representation of the source of information (and its status) in the construal…[which]
typically implies either that the information is assumed to be known by anyone in the speech
community as general cultural knowledge or, more generally, that the source of information is
unimportant to the establishment of the validity of the information.” Information presented from
a factual stance is generally understood as unchallengeable, since the information is construed by
the speaker and listener to be based on true facts in the real world (75). One might consider, for
example, Petrus’s conjugations of inflected forms of [japɞ] in (64) as an example of factual
stance, since he is providing bald statements about the “factual” realization of these fake words
being inflected with real PLMRT suffixes. Similarly, I infer that Adaleen takes a factual stance in
the teacher-student frame. The minimal amount of information she needs to give me as her
student involves identifying the meaning of the circled element in relation to independent
pronouns or NPs. A bald statement such as ii weewen ngaang ‘“ii” means “I”’ in line 5 is a
realization of the factual stance she takes in providing this metalinguistic assertion—it is a fact of
PLMRT that the first-person singular suffix <-i> means “I.”
One important caveat in this description is that the “facts” about PLMRT morphological
decomposition had been previously co-constructed in that elicitation session. The priming
example I used with Adaleen involved the word fatal ‘walk’ and examples of directional suffixes
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attached to it, such as fatal-tou ‘walk downward’ and fatal-tá ‘walk upward.’ Even though in the
teacher-student frame I artificially position her as a teacher in a brought-about context, that
activity does not preclude the brought-along contexts of our previous metalinguistic discussions
in which it is clear to both of us that separate morphological elements in a word can have distinct
meaning. Such brought-along contexts could have played a role in the factual stance she takes for
her explanations in (66). The observations I make regarding Adaleen’s speech in this teacherstudent frame are not singular. Other consultants with whom I engage in this teacher-student
frame also take factual stances in their explanations. Consultants such as Milson who produce
considerably more linguistic output as compared to Adaleen for this teacher-student frame still
overwhelmingly shape their speech as bald statements. Furthermore, the comparatively little
linguistic output proffered by Adaleen might be a reflection of the power differences between us,
as I explain in the “Norms” parameter of the SPEAKING heuristics. A fruitful area of future
research would be to investigate teaching contexts about grammatical analysis, not only in
formal classroom settings but also outside the classroom in settings where metalinguistic
conversations and (prescriptive) commentary arise naturally (e.g., conversations over coffee or
meals), and to see if factors such as power dynamics with regard to gender distinctions have an
effect on the linguistic output.
8.4 The discussion of the alternate analysis. In section 7.4.2, I discuss some of the observations
I make across consultants regarding focused metalinguistic questioning about “alternative”
decomposition analyses, which for most consultants meant proposing the economy solution.
Throughout that section, I draw upon specific discourse interactions with various consultants as a
means to illustrate the perspectives they take to the metalinguistic discussion, but without
engaging in discourse analysis. In this section, I draw upon two of those examples to illustrate
the interactive processes that occur when a consultant is pressed by the interviewer to engage in
abstract metalinguistic analysis—a frame in which the consultant is no longer overtly poised as
the “teacher” by me interviewer, and yet particular epistemic stances are taken that tacitly invoke
the teacher-student frame.
8.4.1 Milson. For the first example, I draw upon my June 13, 2014 elicitation session with
Milson. The SPEAKING parameters for this discursive event are provided below:
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Setting or scene: Milson and I are sitting on the pwalang ‘raised porch’ of my local-style
pandanus thatch house on my host family’s homestead on Nikahlap Islet. It is evening,
and we work by flashlight. The pwalang ‘raised porch’ of my house has been the site of
metalinguistic elicitation sessions and other kinds of fieldwork sessions for many years
now.



Participants: Milson and I are the interlocutors (both speakers and hearers). Milson was
a former student of mine for a year-and-a-half when I was teaching in Pakin Elementary
School.



Ends: Milson and I had already completed the conjugations for all of the lexical items.
The focus of this June 13, 2014 session was to complete the metalinguistic discussion
tasks.



Act sequence: Most of the act sequences were in question-answer format. In the teacherstudent frame, Milson (as teacher) only made statements and observations about the
written material we were discussing on the worksheets.



Key: The power dynamic of teacher-student from my Peace Corps service continues even
in our interactions post-Peace Corps, when I return to Pakin as a researcher. However,
Milson himself has also been away from Pakin attending college elsewhere in the FSM.
In the past few years I have engaged in summer fieldwork on Pakin, Milson and I did not
overlap. My time on Pakin during 2014 was the first time we had significantly interacted
ever since his graduation from Pakin Elementary School. As such, we are able to
approach each other more as equals, rather than as a direct continuation of the previous
power dynamic of me as his teacher and him as my student. The key, then, of this
elicitation session is casual.



Instrumentalities: Milson and I speak in a casual form of PLMRT, with certain English
words code-switched.



Norms: As I state in section 8.1, the prevalent norm is for Milson to provide answers to
my questions. However, given my desire for the consultant to feel welcome to engage
with me directly in the metalinguistic analysis, I infer that Milson accepts such an
expectation. He elucidates his examples and provides further discussion that I do not
directly elicit. Perhaps as a reflection of our brought-along experiences as two young
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adult men engaging in conversation provides a context for Milson to feel comfortable to
be more verbally engaged with me as the researcher.


Genres: interview, elicitation session, decomposition task, question-answer,
metalinguistic reflection

This excerpt with Milson is an example of my asking the consultants to reflect on why
possessive suffixes would look different across different paradigms (e.g., <-umw>, <-mw>, and
<-omw> for ‘2SG.POSS’). I present this excerpt with Milson in five parts. The first is provided in
(67), in which I clarify my question to him. At this point, Milson and I have already completed
the written decomposition task for the four paradigms for [ŋii] ‘tooth,’ [pwoot] ‘nose,’ [pɞʃɛ] ‘leg,
foot,’ and [maas] ‘eye, face.’ I prepare my question by pointing out the following: Miin ké uké
circle-nei, iaar angaang, eeu shak iaar angaang ‘These things that you circled, as for their job,
they only have one job,’ to which Milson replied with an affirmative mm ‘mm hm.’ Part A of
excerpt 3 as given in (67) starts a few seconds after those intonation units; the initial “M” stands
for “Milson”:
(67)

Excerpt 3A: Emerson asking Milson about forms of the suffix

(01)

M; <P> Mm </P>.
mm.hm
‘Mm hm.’

(02)

E; Meet u=ké
circle-ne-i,
what 2SG.SBJ=PST circle-TH-3SG.OBJ
‘What you circled,’

(03)

(0.2)

(04)

ree-n
[e=kka
mé elu-u]
er=mii,
with-CONST EXPL=PROX2.SG PREP three-NUM.CLF.GNR 3PL.SBJ=STV
‘for these three they are,’

(05)

M;

[Re=mii
shak]
3PL.SBJ=STV just
‘They are just’
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(06)

same.
same
‘the same.’

(07)

E; Ee-u
shak iaa-r
a[ngaang].
one-NUM.CLF.GNR
just POS.CLF.GNR-3PL.POSS work
‘They just have one job.’

(08)

M;

[Ee-u]
one-NUM.CLF.GNR
iaa-r
angaang.
POS.CLF.GNR-3PL.POSS work
‘They just have one job.’

(09)
(10)

(0.6)
E; Ngé pwata er=mii —
but why
3PL.SBJ=STV
‘But why are they’

(11)

(0.2)

(12)

E; s:[okkosafang] ree-n,
different
with-CONST
‘different with regard to,’

(13)

M;

(14)

E; uluuli-r.
shape-3PL.POSS
‘their shape.’

(15)

[sokkosafang]
different
‘different’

(0.8)

(16)

M; Ree-n
uluuli-r?
with-CONST shape-3PL.POSS
‘With regard to their shape?’

(17)

E; Má
s~
pwata ie
indeed
why this
‘I mean why is this like,’

e=ké,
3SG.SBJ=PST
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shak
just

(18)

E; omw ii
e=ké
shak
mw ii
e=ké
umw.
3SG 3SG.SBJ=PST just
3SG 3SG.SBJ=PST
‘“omw” this one is just “mw” this one is “umw.”’
(http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34079, 00.29.51.778–00.30.06.809)

I analyze the overlaps in lines 04–05, 07–08, and 12–13 in two respects. First, they are facebuilding cooperative overlaps (Tannen 1994), in that Milson’s overlaps with my speech are not
intended to take the floor away from me, but indicate that we are on the same common ground
regarding this part of the metalinguistic discussion. The second aspect of these overlaps is that I
infer them to be realizations of Milson’s inferential epistemic stance. For this stance, the speaker
“[uses] a range of information types acquired by direct perception to form a conclusion—a
product of their own reasoning” (Mushin 2001:66). For lines 04–05, Milson infers that I am
drawing a conclusion about the elements he has circled, which is that they have the same
function despite different form. Milson’s echoing in line 08 of my line 07 is another example of
inferential stance, since he agrees with my observation. In line 12, my delayed pronunciation of
the word sokkosafang ‘different’ is phonetically realized by the lengthened [s] at the beginning
of the word, which is a cue for Milson to predict that I will say sokkosafang ‘different,’ which is
felicitous given the immediate topic of form and function.
Milson’s repetition of the main element in my question reen uluulir ‘with regard to their
shape’ in line 16 following the pause in line 15 is similar to Adaleen’s strategy in (65) with her
pause in line 10 and repetition of pwata ‘why’ in line 11. For both consultants, I am positioning
them as analysts, asking them abstract questions that require some thought as to how to respond.
A delay-and-clarification strategy is not unexpected here. In part B of excerpt 3, I provide
Milson’s reply; after line 18 of (67) and before the first line of (68), 1.7 seconds of silence
elapse:
(68)

Excerpt 3B: Milson’s explanations, part 1

(01)

M; Ina

(02)

m~

pwe
(Hx)
EMPH.PROX2
because
‘That’s the one becase’
(0.4)
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(03)

ree-n
aa-r
sokkosafang,
with-CONST
POS.CLF.GNR-3PL.POSS different
‘with regard to their difference,’

(04)

E; Mmhm,
mm.hm
‘Mm hm,’

(05)

(1.3)

(06)

M; E=sé
mii
EXPL=NEG STV
‘It’s not’

m~

(07)

(2.0)

(08)

<F> ngiingii
allem.
pronunciation good
‘good pronunciation,’

(09)

+Ngiingii=we
mene </F> —
pronunciation=DIST2.SG FOC
‘the pronunciation is the thing that’

(10)

e=sé

mii allem óó-mw
u=pé
anga-i
u=aa —
good POS.CLF.GNR-2SG.POSS 2SG.SBJ=FUT take-3SG.OBJ 2SG.SBJ=REAL
‘it’s not good for you to take it and then you’
EXPL=NEG STV

(11)

(0.6)

(12)

apa[sha-Ø
ngane-i],
combine-3SG.OBJ toward-3SG.OBJ
‘combine with,’

(13)

(14)
(15)

E;

[sha-Ø
combine-3SG.OBJ
‘combine with,’

ngane-i],
toward-3SG.OBJ

(0.6)
M; ee-u
change-ne-i-la —
one-NUM.CLF.GNR change-TH-3SG.OBJ-away
‘one thing changes completely’
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(16)

{[w~ aj]} a-ffat-tou
CAUS-clear-downward
‘clarifies the “wii”’

wii=we —
letter.w=DIST2.SG

(17)

(0.3)

(18)

e=we
e=pé
pwókin,
EXPL=DIST2.SG 3SG.SBJ=FUT self
‘the one it will by itself,’

(19)

match ngane-i
e=sé
match toward-3SG.OBJ EXPL=NEG
‘match toward it’s not’

(20)

(0.5)

(21)

e=pé —
3SG.SBJ=FUT
‘it will be’

(22)

(0.4)

(23)

unmatch are
u=ké ..
change-ne-i
safang-i,
unmatch if
2SG.SBJ=PST change-TH-3SG.OBJ apart-3SG.OBJ
‘unmatched if you changed them apart,’

(24)

(1.1)

(25)

ngiingi=we
e=sapw
pwai
pronunciation=DIST2.SG 3SG.SBJ=NEG.FUT also
‘the pronunciation will not also be truly correct’

m~

allem-la —
good-away

(http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34079, 00.30.08.459–00.30.33.860)
Milson’s explanations in (68) are notable in that it is an earnest attempt by an L1 speaker at
verbalizing something so abstract and instinctual.256 There is a good deal of uncertainty,
characterized by the constellation of contextualization cues such as the large number of truncated
words and intonation units, as well as the frequent long pauses. What is also clear, however, is
the factual stance that Milson takes throughout this excerpt. His explanation as to why certain
forms of the second-person singular suffix look the way they do with certain words is based on
Consider the scenario of asking an L1 speaker of any language—in particular, a person who is not trained in
structural linguistic analysis—to explain the grammatical facts of his or her language, most especially phenomena
that are lexically specified (e.g., irregular verbs, exceptional noun paradigms, thematic consonants, etc.). It is a
challenge for any person to verbalize such instinctual abstract linguistic information.

256
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the fact that they are not interchangeable. If one were to try to arbitrarily take a given inflected
form and change-nei safangi ‘change them apart’ (line 23)—that is, take one form of the suffix
and switch it out with another form—then the result is that ngiingi we esapw pwai allemla ‘the
pronunciation will not also be truly correct’ (line 25). Although it may appear that Milson is
“stumbling” through his explanation as if he were verbalizing his train of thought, he is
nevertheless taking a factual stance through bald statements. He does not qualify the source of
his knowledge as personal experience (i.e., his own opinion), or reported from someone else’s
analysis, or imagined in a storyworld apart from this reality. It is enough for him in this
discursive moment to rely on the facts he knows about PLMRT regarding what is and is not
pronounceable.
Immediately after line 25, I press Milson to provide an example to illustrate his
discussion. This third part of the excerpt is presented in (69); .02 seconds of silence elapse
between line 25 of (68) and the first line of (69):
(69)

Excerpt 3C: Milson’s explanations, part 2

(01)

E; Mwmwar féér-e-i
pwal
first
make-TH-3SG.OBJ also
‘Can you first give another example,’

(02)

(03)

ee-u
kapas
one-NUM.CLF.GNR speech
‘an example,’

(0.6)

(05)

a-weewe,
CAUS-understand
‘for example,’

(06)

a-weewe,
CAUS-understand

M; Ree-n —
with-CONST
‘With regard to’

(04)

ee-u ..
one-NUM.CLF.GNR

E; {[ə.ə]},
uh.huh
‘Uh huh,’
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a~

example,
example

(07)

M; mé
úró pwoot-umw,
and
say nose-2SG.POSS
‘one would say “pwootumw” (‘your nose’),’

(08)

E; {[ə.ə]},
uh.huh
‘Uh huh,’

(09)
(10)

(0.5)
M; péshee-mw,
leg/foot-2SG.POSS
‘“pésheemw” (‘your leg/foot’),’

(11)

(0.9)

(12)

mas-ómw.
eye/face-2SG.POSS
‘“masómw” (‘your eye/face’).’

(13)

(14)
(15)

E; {[ə.ə]}.
uh.huh
‘Uh huh.’
(0.7)
M; <F> Same </F> mii
shak
<F> same meaning
same
STV
just
same meaning
‘Same it’s just the same meaning but’

(16)

(1.1)

(17)

different —
different
‘different’

ngé </F> —
but

(http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34079, 00.30.34.057–00.30.47.000)
My request in lines 01–02 pushes Milson to further develop his explanation with a specific
example. He lists the forms that we are already discussing—lines 07, 10, and 12—as previously
instantiated evidence to serve as his kapas aweewe ‘example.’ The inferential stance that Milson
takes in line 15 is built upon this rhetorical strategy of laying out for his listener the crucial
pieces of evidence, leading Milson to the observation that that the possessive suffixes
corresponding to the circled elements have the “same meaning.” I infer that the louder quality
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with which he says same and same meaning ngé in line 15 indicates emphasis that corresponds to
the speaker’s inferential stance. The adverbial shak ‘just’ also adds to the emphatic quality of the
statement. There is no need to overtly use linguistic material such as iwe ‘then, therefore’ that
often accompanies inferential stance in other contexts I have analyzed in PLMRT discourse, since
the forte vocal quality and adverbial shak ‘just’ do the discursive work of indicating that this is
an inference. Milson also takes a factual stance in line 15 given the bald statement quality of that
intonation unit.
As with any spontaneous attempt at explaining abstract linguistic phenomenon, Milson’s
thought process is constantly moving in different directions. The truncated intonation units in
lines 15 and 17, as well as the long pause in line 16, indicate that he is momentarily secondguessing his explanation. After line 17, 2.0 seconds of silence elapse, which signifies Milson’s
delay strategy for gathering his thoughts, allowing him to recalibrate his explanation; the fourth
part of this excerpt is provided in (70):
(70)

Excerpt 3D: Milson’s explanations, part 3

(01)

M; Uh e=sapw
different.
uh
3SG.SBJ=NEG.FUT different.
‘Uh it’s not that it’s different.’

(02)

(0.4)

(03)

E=sé
toonganei
óó-mw
u=pé
m~
EXPL=NEG able.to.do.it POS.CLF.GNR-2SG.POSS 2SG.SBJ=FUT
‘It’s not possible for you to’

(04)

naúnaú
change-ne-i
### úró <F> pwoot-umw </F>,
use
change-TH-3SG.OBJ
say
nose-2SG.POSS
‘use change it and say “pwootumw” (‘your nose’),’

(05)

(0.5)

(06)

Ø=aa
úró i~
3SG.SBJ=REAL say
‘one says’

(07)

(0.3)
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(08)

{[ʔumw]}.
‘“umw.”’

(09)

(0.8)

(10)

Ngé <F> péshe </F>,
but
leg/foot
‘But as for “péshe” (‘leg, foot’),”

(11)

(0.3)

(12)

e=úró
{[mw]}.
3SG.SBJ=say
‘one says “mw.”’

(13)

(0.2)

(14)

E=sé
pwai ioor {[umw]}.
EXPL=NEG also
EXIS
‘There isn’t also “umw.”’

(15)

(0.3)

(16)

Are
u=ké
change-ne-i
ngane-i
if
2SG.SBJ=PST change-TH-3SG.OBJ toward-3SG.OBJ
‘If you changed it with this one,’

(17)

(1.2)

(18)

pwoot o~
nose
‘nose’

(19)

(0.4)

(20)

pwoot-umw=ie
u=aa
angai
a~
nose-2SG.POSS=PROX1.SG 2SG.SBJ=REAL take.3SG.OBJ
‘this “pwootumw” (‘your nose’) you take it’

(21)

(0.4)

(22)

{[umw]}=ie

e=ie,

EXPL=PROX1.SG

waa-to
ree-n
péshee-mw,
PROX1.SG bring.3SG.OBJ-toward with-CONST leg/foot-2SG.POSS
‘this “umw” and you bring it here to “pésheemw” (‘your leg/foot’),’
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(23)

E; {[pɞʃeeumw]},
‘“Pésheeumw,”’

(24)

M; I=na
e=pé
<F> {[pɞʃeeumw]} </F>.
FOC=PROX2.SG 3SG.SBJ=FUT
‘That’s it it will become “pésheeumw.”’
(http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34079, 00.30.48.935–00.31.07.140)

Milson’s “recalibration” of his explanation in line 01 involves taking back his assertion of
“different” that he previously states in line 17 of (69). I infer that his original train of thought in
(69) was to assert that elements with the “same meaning” have different forms. Even though
Milson uses the word different in line 17 of (69), the truncated intonation unit and the subsequent
pause of 2.0 seconds indicates that he does not want to focus on “difference” as the core part of
his argument. Instead, he focuses on the inability to interchange suffixes (i.e., the circled
elements on the worksheet) with the root words to which they attach. As I note in section 7.4.2,
this train of thought does not directly answer my original question of why different suffixes
could have different forms when they all arguably do the same thing (i.e., eeu shak iaar angaang
‘they only have one job’). The inference I make, however, is that it is an indirect answer, one that
a non-linguist L1 speaker can offer in response to my abstract question: the reason forms with
similar function can look different is because they belong to specific nouns, which require
specific forms of the suffixes. It is, essentially, an argument for lexical specification.
At the core of Milson’s argumentation is the fact that possessive suffixes cannot be
arbitrarily moved around to attach to other nouns. Recall that in the immediate context of the
worksheet, Milson and I are working with four paradigms; regarding the second-person singular
forms, there are three versions of the possessive suffix as determined by Milson and me in the
course of the written decomposition task: <-mw>, <-umw>, and <-omw>.257 Milson chooses
pwootumw ‘your nose’ and pésheemw ‘your leg/foot’ as his illustrative examples in this excerpt.
Milson clearly takes factual stances throughout this excerpt to state the basic facts about PLMRT
that cannot be challenged, such as the fact that pwootumw ‘your nose’ is uttered with a [umw]
element (lines 04–08). Similarly, Milson state the fact that péshe ‘leg, foot’ corresponds with

257

Note that the form <-omw> corresponds to Milson’s spoken form [-ɔmw].
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[mw] (lines 10–12); he even provides negative evidence in line 14 that it is not possible to
combine péshe ‘leg, foot’ with [umw].
The conclusion that Milson is striving for is based on an inferential stance, but before
such a stance can be taken, there are other elements of the argument that need to be instantiated.
One of those elements is the introduction of ungrammatical examples. To do so, I infer that
Milson takes a metalinguistic epistemic stance, which is another stance that I would add to
Mushin’s (2001) typology. I define “metalinguistic stance” as the display of knowledge about
language for the sake of it existing as an object to be talked about and evaluated. Metalinguistic
stance contains elements of both imaginative and factual epistemic stances.258 The imaginative
stance is the construal “of information as embedded in some functional storyworld” (76). This
stance is most usually signaled by lexical/phrasal strategies such as pretend that in English, or ita
má pwe ‘may it be indeed that’ in PLMRT, but it can also be signaled through choices in nonspecific NPs, TAM markers denoting future events, and adverbials (see section 8.3.2).
Metalinguistic stance concerns facts about language being discussed in hypothetical
contexts. Whenever a linguistic element is being discussed—in an elicitation session or
otherwise—the speaker’s stance toward that element is in a way “removed” from reality. Talking
about, for example, the sound [mw] as a part of the word mwaar [mwaar] ‘traditional title’ is an
instance of focusing on the facts of the phonetic realization of that word, but not talking about
that word as if it were immediately relevant in the real-world context of the conversation. One
specific example would be a phonics lesson in elementary school, in which the discussion of
[mw] in [mwaar] ‘traditional title’ occurs within a classroom conversation that is not focused on
the traditional title system. There is, however, no imaginary world that is populated with specific
interlocutors. Simply uttering [mw] as part of [mwaar] ‘traditional title’ does not commit that
utterance to a specific context that the interlocutors need to be invested in throughout the
communicative event over several temporally sequenced clauses—unlike a story.
Nevertheless, the discussion about the [mw] in [mwaar] ‘traditional title’ involves
statements of fact since the elements being discussed exist in the world (i.e., they are potentially
“speakable”).259 Like factual stance, the information presented in a metalinguistic stance is not
It may turn out that “metalinguistic stance” is a subset of what might be called “example” or “hypothetical”
stance. Nevertheless, I find it useful to use the term “metalinguistic stance” in these metalinguistic contexts.
259
A distinction has to be made in contexts such as felicity and grammaticality judgments, in which the researcher
often proffers forms that are likely to be infelicitous or ungrammatical (i.e., “unspeakable”). In that sense, the
258
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challengeable, insofar as the speaker presents facts about the language that he or she assumes is
shared by the listener, and/or it is inferred by the interlocutors that any “wrong” facts about the
language are being offered in a hypothetical context (i.e., as part of an argumentation strategy).
Metalinguistic stance, then is an overlap of factual and imaginative stances, one that often occurs
in highly metalinguistic contexts. Such a stance occurs in other previously discussed examples,
such as Adaleen’s discussion of specific letters (viz. ii ‘letter <i>,’ mwii ‘letter <mw>,’ nii ‘letter
<n>,’ and shii ‘letter <sh>’) in (66) and Petrus’s listing of conjugated forms of a nonce noun in
(64).
What is interesting about the metalinguistic stance that Milson takes in (70) is that it is a
crucial element in his overall argument in response to an abstract metalinguistic question. I infer
that begins taking this stance in line 16, signaled by the contextualization cue are ‘if,’ a
complementizer that overtly marks the subsequent speech as hypothetical. Milson’s verb
choices—change-nei ‘change it’ (line 16), angai ‘take it’ (line 20), and waato ren ‘bring it here
to’ (line 22)—are interesting in how he shows me as his listener how to manipulate possessive
suffixes as represented by the circled elements on the worksheet. I myself infer in the discursive
moment that Milson is taking a metalinguistic stance in constructing an ungrammatical example,
and I take my own inferential stance by offering [pɞʃɛɛumw] in line 23 as the result of the thought
exercise. My inference is correct, as Milson confirms in line 24. The ungrammatical word
[pɞʃɛɛumw]—with the intended meaning of ‘your leg/foot’—is “speakable,” and thus is
construed in this moment as a fact (factual stance). It is inferred by both the speaker and listener
as a consequence of the logical argumentation (inferential stance). It is uttered in a hypothetical
metalinguistic context (metalinguistic stance).
This interactionally rich moment provides an opportunity to employ the stance triangle
conceptual tool, shown in figure 34:

researcher is not committed to the proffered form as an undisputable fact, but rather as a potential fact. Once a
decision is made by the consultant, the researcher can then take a factual stance: one can say X in the language, but
one cannot say X' in the language.
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Figure 34. Stance triangle analysis of (70)
The alignment that Milson and I develop in this interaction is partially supported by the
positive rapport that he and I have fostered over the course of several years. It is potentially a
negative face-threatening act for me to interrupt him in line (23), but it is still a positive facebuilding act in that I produce the correct answer—I am overtly showing that I am actively
following his line of reasoning to arrive at the intended inference.
The confluence of these stances allows Milson to move toward his conclusion: switching
the suffixes around from words to which they naturally belong result in incorrect utterances.
Milson does not state his conclusion here, though. Milson continues his explanation of the “flip”
with the corresponding example of the suffix from pésheemw ‘your leg/foot’ being attached to
pwoot, presented in (71); 0.3 second of silence occurs between line 24 in (70) and the first line in
(71).
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(71)

Excerpt 3E: Milson’s explanations, part 4

(01)

Ngé —
but
‘But’

(02)

(0.8)

(03)

pwoot-umw=ie
u=pé
angai
{[mwii]} [u=aa]
nose-2SG.POSS=PROX1.SG 2SG.SBJ=FUT take.3SG.OBJ letter.mw 2SG.SBJ=REAL
‘this “pwootumw” (‘your nose’) you take the letter “mw” and then you’
waa-to
ree-n
pwoot=ie
e=na
e=pé,
bring.3SG.OBJ-toward with-CONST nose=PROX1.SG EXPL=PROX2.SG 3SG.SBJ=FUT
‘bring it to this “pwoot” (‘nose’) then it will become,’

(04)

(05)
(06)

E;

[Mm],
mm.hm
‘Mm hm,’
(0.3)

M; {[pwootmw]}.
‘“pwootmw.”’

(07)

E; {[pwootmw]}.
‘“Pwootmw.”’

(08)

M; Mm.
mm.hm
‘Mm hm.’
(http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34079, 00.31.07.392–00.31.12.851)

This excerpt contains the continuation of Milson’s example of ungrammatical utterances,
corresponding to the continuation of the factual, inferential, and metalinguistic stances he takes
in providing these arguments. After this excerpt in (71), Milson continues to provide another
example with masómw ‘your eye/face’: if one were to take the <-mw> of pésheemw ‘your
leg/foot’ and attach it to mas- ‘eye, face,’ then the result is [masmw]. The result is that these
hypothetical forms have the quality of ngiingin ngngau ‘bad pronunciation.’ (For the sake of
brevity, I do not include these transcribed excerpts here.) In fact, when Milson arrives at this
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conclusion, he utters ngiingin ngngau ‘bad pronunciation’ twice, denoting emphasis
(http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34079, 00.31.38.043–00.31.39.643). The inference to be made by
the listener is that the quality of those hypothetical utterances as ngiingin ngngau ‘bad
pronunciation’ is all that needs to be known: there is no need to place them in a larger VP with
the stative TAM marker mii (e.g., mii ngiingin ngngau ‘(it) is bad pronunciation’), and emphasis
via repetition is utilized for rhetorical effect.260 Bad pronunciation means that possessive suffixes
cannot be interchanged with nouns—they belong where they belong.
The descriptions of Milson’s use of interconnecting factual, inferential, and
metalinguistic stances are not restricted to his alone. Many other consultants in these
metalinguistic contexts take similar strategies, as I have seen not only in the course of this
particular dissertation research, but also in other fieldwork contexts, as well as in formal
education settings. To me, taking such stances is an outward linguistic sign of certitude. Milson,
in particular, is quite certain of his assertions throughout our metalinguistic session, lasting over
an hour. Even in a context in which I frame someone as an expert on a topic that he or she has
never been formally trained to investigate (as a linguist), speakers are able to draw upon the facts
they know are true about their language, realized as both positive and negative evidence. On the
other hand, I have also come across speech from other consultants in which there is a preference
to take the personal experience stance, marked by contextualization cues such as the phrase mé
reei ‘as for me’ or ‘in my opinion,’ or even overt expressions of isé kileei ‘I do not know’ to
distance oneself from taking a particular stance toward a certain piece of information or potential
analysis.
Ultimately, it is an idiosyncratic choice in the discursive moment for an individual to
choose to show linguistic signs of certitude or incertitude. It is important for me to say outright
that I do not believe that momentary descriptions of (in)certitude realized through specific
stances is a direct reflection of an individual’s character—or even a community, lest one
misconstrue my observations about Milson’s speech as an exemplar of the “assertive” or “selfconfident” nature of the PLMRT community at large. Rather, my observations are an
investigation of the linguistic and rhetorical strategies that speakers use when engaging in

Milson actually continues his explanation by describing the result of the other side of the “flip,” that is, taking the
[-ɔmw] of [masɔmw] ‘your eye/face’ and attaching it to [pɞʃɛɛ-] ‘leg, foot’ to produce [pɞʃɛɛɔmw] (intended ‘your
leg/foot’)—another speakable but ungrammatical form.
260
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metalinguistic discussion—just one aspect of the collage that I am building of the ethnography of
the elicitation session.
Furthermore, this particular investigation of stance is an attempt to provide empirical
qualifications to assertions about certitude and incertitude in the documentary literature. For
example, Rehg (2001:227) claims that “native speakers of Pohnpeian…express considerable
uncertainty over where to make the cuts in paradigms of the types represented by” nouns such as
[pat] ‘eyebrow,’ [mas] ‘face,’ and [nt̻ aa] ‘blood.’ While there are certainly methods to
quantitatively assess such (un)certainty, I am interested in the qualitative methods. I find
epistemic stance within the Interactional Sociolinguistics framework to be a useful tool for
investigating how L1 speakers of a language express (in)certitude, most especially in
metalinguistic contexts. A thorough study of expressions of (in)certitude in PLMRT speech via
epistemic stance is a matter I must reserve for future research and publication.
It is worth mentioning here, too, that discussions about what one knows about one’s L1
can be construed as discussions about one’s linguistic integrity or competence. Imagine what it
feels like when you engage in a debate with another L1 speaker of your language on language
use or grammatical facts. Imagine, then, what it must feel like to be questioned by an outsider to
the community on your language, whereby the outsider is an L1 learner. In both contexts, your
interlocutor may bring with him or her the context of “academic expert questioning the naïve
native speaker.” Whatever altruistic motivations the researcher may bring to the elicitation
session, potentially face-threatening events can develop. In approaching an ethnography of the
elicitation session, the researcher cannot ignore the matters of positionality that are inherent in
each communicative event. In most cases, positionality and its covert effects must be ascertained
through careful reflection; in other cases, the effects are overt, and the researcher must explicitly
(i.e., verbally) address positionality to members of the community—a matter I discuss later
insection 8.6.
Before moving on to the next example, I address here to frequent English code-switches
that occur in Milson’s predominantly PLMRT speech. I interpret the English words he uses such
as unmatch (line 25 in (68)), same and same meaning (line 15 in (69)), different (line 17 in (69)),
and the frequent occurrence of the combination of change with the transitivizing elements nei
[ne-j] (TH-3SG.OBJ) as insertional code-switches (see section 2.3.3.2). The use of these English
terms in the discursive moment may in part be motivated by Milson’s level of English-language
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education, as he has achieved higher levels than most other members of his generational cohort
on Pakin. Nevertheless, the switches are insertional in that they are English terms that are not
conventionally borrowed into PLMRT, inserted into PLMRT clauses. Each of the aforementioned
English words has PLMRT equivalents: esé weewe fangan ‘not the same together’ or esé pwúng
nganei ‘not good for it’ for unmatch, weewe (fangan) ‘same (together)’ for same and same
meaning, sokkosafang ‘different’ for different, and siweli ‘change it’ for change-nei ‘change it.’
Milson may find the English terms more “accessible,” or event more relevant, especially given
the academic nature of the metalinguistic discussion. From an interactional standpoint, these
code-switches can be interpreted as contextualization cues signifying stance. For example, the
louder vocal quality with which Milson says same and same meaning in line 15 in (69) might
indicate that Milson wishes to draw the listener’s attention to the factual and inferential stances
being displayed with regard to that propositional information. At the same time, the fact that he
uses English words might itself be a salient signal for those epistemic stances. Because any
claims about code-switching serving as a contextualization cue for stancetaking requires careful
analysis across discourse texts and across speakers, I withhold drawing any conclusions here
about English-PLMRT code-switching; it is undoubtedly a fruitful area for future research.
8.4.2 Mahany. For the third example, I draw upon my July 16, 2014 elicitation session with
Mahany. The SPEAKING parameters for this discursive event are provided below:


Setting or scene: Mahany and I are sitting on a small hexagonal picnic table with an
umbrella. We are in the outdoor lounging area of Yvonne’s Hotel, a popular hotel in the
State Capitol of Kolonia Town in Pohnpei. Both of us happen to be on-island in Pohnpei
at the time of the recording. In previous years, I have conducted fieldwork sessions with
Mahany on Pakin. In 2014, all of my dissertation elicitation sessions were conducted in
Pohnpei. It is relatively difficult to find a quiet office-type room in Kolonia Town
without imposing on someone else’s workspace, so the best we could do was to record
outdoors in this relatively secluded part of the hotel grounds. Unfortunately, we were in
the vicinity of other work going on around the grounds. The specific excerpts I choose for
this discussion contain sounds of hammering, vehicles, and people in the background.
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Participants: Mahany and I are the interlocutors (both speakers and hearers). Mahany
was a former student of mine for a year-and-a-half when I was teaching in Pakin
Elementary School, in the same cohort as Milson. Mahany also grew to be a close friend
throughout my time on Pakin, from the beginning of my Peace Corps service until now.



Ends: Mahany and I conducted all the conjugation and metalinguistic discussion tasks on
the same day (July 16, 2014). The focus of this segment of our session was to complete
the metalinguistic discussion tasks.



Act sequence: Most of the act sequences were in question-answer format. In the teacherstudent frame, Mahany (as teacher) only made statements and observations about the
written material we were discussing on the worksheets.



Key: The friendly rapport that I share with Mahany has an effect on key in our elicitation
sessions, as he and I are able to engage in potentially face-threatening act sequences such
as interrupting each other or engaging in mini-debates about metalinguistic knowledge.
The key, then, of this elicitation session is friendly and casual.



Instrumentalities: Mahany and I speak in a casual form of PLMRT.



Norms: As previously discussed in the example with Adaleen in section 8.1 and with
Milson in section 8.2.1, the prevalent norm is for Mahany to provide answers to my
questions. However, given my desire for the consultant to feel welcome to engage with
me directly in the metalinguistic analysis, I infer that Mahany accepts such an
expectation. Like Milson, he elucidates his examples and provides further discussion that
I do not directly elicit. I surmise that his comfort in being verbally engaging throughout
the metalinguistic discussion is a reflection of our rapport.



Genres: interview, elicitation session, decomposition task, question-answer,
metalinguistic reflection

The excerpt I have chosen for this example is the one I mention in section 7.4.2, when I
introduce to Mahany the alternative analysis corresponding to the economy solution in which
there is “leftover material” between the underlined element corresponding to the lexical stem and
the C-initial possessive suffix. I present this example in four parts. Recall that at this point in the
session, I have just finished writing on the worksheet that Mahany and I are using my alternative
analysis (see the first page of appendix C5). Part A of excerpt 4 as given in (72) begins at the
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point when Mahany immediately responds to what I have written on the worksheet; the initial
“M” stands for “Mahany,” not to be confused with “M” standing for “Milson” in (67)–(8):
(72)

Excerpt 4A: Mahany asserts esé toonganei ‘it’s not possible’

(01)

M; E=sé
toonganei.
EXPL=NEG able.to.do.it
‘It’s not possible.’

(02)

E; Pwata.
why
‘Why?’

(03)

(1.5)

(04)

M; Ostáán —
truly
‘Truly’

(05)

(0.3)

(06)

si=ké
anaane
1PL.INCL.SBJ=PST need
‘we need to really,’

(07)

(0.2)

(08)

underline-ne-i —
underline-TH-3SG.OBJ
‘underline’

(09)

(0.4)

(10)

it-an
miin=we.
name-CONST
thing=DIST2.SG
‘the name of that thing.’

(11)

E; +<F><A> Ewar
of.course

si=pé
utáán,
1PL.INCL.SBJ=FUT truly

i=ké
underline-ne-i
1SG.SBJ=PST underline-TH-3SG.OBJ

miin=[kewe] <A/></F>.
thing=DIST2.PL
‘Of course I underlined the names of those things.’
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it-an
name-CONST

(12)

M;

[Ngé],
but
‘But,’

(13)

(0.8)

(14)

{[ej]},
letter.a
‘the letter “a,”’

(15)

(0.7)

(16)

{[ej]}
e=pé
le
letter.a 3SG.SBJ=FUT IMM
‘what will the letter “a” do?’

féét.
do

(http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34095, 00.28.45.784–00.28.57.645)
Mahany’s intonation unit in line 01 indicates a factual stance, signaled by the bald statement
quality of the assertion esé toonganei ‘it’s not possible.’ I also infer that Mahany takes an
inferential stance in lines 04–11. The adverbials ostáán (line 04) and utáán (line 06) ‘truly’
indicate that what I was “supposed to do” in terms of the written decomposition task was not
achieved in what I had just done (i.e., what I had underlined and circled in presenting the
alternative analysis). In effect, Maany infers that what I have done on the page is incorrect, and
he brings that to my attention by reminding what the “true” or “original” instructions were. As
with Milson’s utterances, I read Mahany’s factual and inferential stances as signs of his
confidence in his analysis—in this case, he rejects the alternative analysis (i.e., economy
solution) being presented to him, and he does so with assuredness.
My response to Mahany’s reminder of what should have been done was to assert that I
did indeed follow the original instructions. My intonation unit in line 11 is not only latched to
Mahany’s last utterance in line 10, but it also spoken with a louder and faster vocal quality. It is a
factual stance since the clause is given as a bald statement; it is also an argumentative stance, one
that could potentially be interpreted as face-threatening. However, as I discuss in the beginning
of this section, Mahany and I have developed a friendship over many years, during which we
have engaged in many friendly debates about linguistic and non-linguistic topics. I am
comfortable in directly challenging him, as I would expect him to do the same.
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Indeed, Mahany does so, indicated by his utterances in lines 12–16. First, his ngé ‘but’ in
line 12 overlaps with the end of my intonation unit in line 11, indicating that he wants to
interrupt me. His argument is that my alternative analysis fails in addressing what role the
“leftover” material plays. Mahany does not make that claim outright, but rather uses the
rhetorical strategy of phrasing it as a question: [ej] epé le féét? ‘what will the letter “a” do?’ The
letter “a” in this case refers to the unmarked <a> in <mas-a-n> ‘his/her/its eye/face’ (recall that
the boldfaced <n> element is circled on the worksheet). Mahany again takes an inferential stance
here in order for his question to have full effect: he infers that my analysis has a significant hole
because of the unclear status of the <a> in between <mas> and <n>, and he then draws my
attention to that flaw with the highly effective rhetorical strategy of asking a question. Such a
strategy—to challenge one’s interlocutor with a question—is one I have encountered in many
other contexts with Mahany and other PLMRT speakers, most especially in arguments and
debates.
As I was now expected to take the floor to reply to his question, the 2.6 seconds of
silence between his question and my next intonation unit—given here as line 01 in (73), part B of
this excerpt—indicates that I had to reassess my arguments and my stances:
(73)

Excerpt 4B: Asserting <-an> as a single element

(01)

E; Ewar.
of.course
‘Of course.’

(02)

M; Pwe —
because
‘Because’

(03)

(04)

[{[ej]}] —
letter.a
‘the letter “a”’
E; [Ewar].
of.course
‘Of course.’
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(05)

M; pwe —
because
‘because’

(06)

{[ejɛn]}
si=ké
shak apasha-a
ngane-i.
letters.a.n 1PL.EXCL.SBJ=PST just combine-3SG.OBJ toward-3SG.OBJ
‘as for the letters “an,” we just combined them with it.’

(07)

(0.7)

(08)

E; Ok~
<F> oo: </F>,
whoops
oh
‘Whoops oh,’

(09)

{[ejɛn]} —
letters.a.n
‘the letters “an”’

(10)

(0.7)

(11)

{[ejɛn]}
si=ké
apasha-a —
letters.a.n 1PL.EXCL.SBJ=PST combine-3SG.OBJ
‘as for the letters “an,” we combined them’

(12)

a~ apasha-a
ngane-i,
combine-3SG.OBJ toward-3SG.OBJ
‘combined them with it,’

(13)

(0.3)

(14)

miin=ie
ma[as].
thing=PROX1.SG eye

(15)

M;

[Ee].
uh.huh
‘Uh huh.’

(16)

Utáán
ausi=pé:
circle-ne-i
mi~
truly
1PL.ALLINCL.SBJ=FUT circle-TH-3SG.OBJ
‘Truly we all will circle’

(17)

(0.5)
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(18)

miin=ie
e=pé
ffat
thing=PROX1.SG 3SG.SBJ=FUT clear
‘this thing will be clear that’

pwe —
because

(19)

(0.2)

(20)

{[ejɛn]}
si=ké
apasha-a
ngane-i.
letters.a.n 1PL.EXCL.SBJ=PST combine-3SG.OBJ toward-3SG.OBJ
‘as for the letters “an,” we combined them with it.’
(http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34095, 00.29.00.122–00.29.13.956)

I do not provide a counter-argument, but rather I concede to Mahany’s previous point, indicated
by my repeated ewar in lines 01 and 04. The overlaps in lines 03 and 04 indicate that Mahany
and I are negotiating who is to take the floor—and Mahany wins out. The content of the clause in
line 06 is again framed in a factual stance. Recall that since factual stances are low on the scale
of challengeability, it serves as a persuasive strategy to assert that <-an> is the material that
needs to be attached to <mas->, not <-n>. Indeed, I do not challenge that factual stance, but
rather concede to his argument, signified by my reply in line 08: the truncated exclamation [ok]
denoting ‘whoops’ as well as the loud vocal quality with which I utter [oo] and the lengthening
of that vowel serve as contextualization cues that I take him up on his analysis. In lines 11–14, I
restate Mahany’s assertion. He also reasserts his initial claim in lines 16–20. Similar to his use of
ostáán and utáán ‘truly’ in (72)—lines 04 and 06, respectively—the recurrence of utáán ‘truly
here in line 16 indicates an inferential stance: what I had shown on the page is not correct, since
the “true” analysis involves circling <-an>, as Mahany argues.
The immediate discussion after the excerpt given in (73) involves me explicating my
analysis to Mahany, addressing the benefits and drawbacks of both analyses. Note that in my
presentation of the alternative analysis, I draw a box around the “leftover” material. Part C of this
excerpt in (74) begins several minutes after the end of part B in (73); just before line 01 of (74), I
ask Mahany to clarify meet ngawwen ‘what drawbacks’ there are to my alternative analysis (i.e.,
economy solution):
(74)

Excerpt 4C: Meet ngawwen ‘what drawbacks’
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(01)

M; Meet
ngaww-en
pwe —
what
bad-CONST
because
‘What drawbacks, well because’

(02)

(1.1)

(03)

((clears throat))

(04)

(1.4)

(05)

Arames e=na
people
EXPL=PROX2.SG
‘people will then look at it,’

(06)

(2.8)

(07)

#

(08)

(1.1)

(09)

OK,
OK
‘OK,’

(10)

((paper moving))

(11)

(0.9)

(12)

pwoot
mii underline.
nose
STV underline
‘“pwoot” (‘nose’) is underlined.’

(13)

E; Ewar
ewar.
of.course of.course
‘Of course of course.’

(14)

(0.9)

(15)

M; E=ie

mii

EXPL=PROX1.SG STV

‘This one is “u.”’
(16)

e=pé
3SG.SBJ=FUT

{[juu]}.
letter.u

(1.0)
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ut
loongote-i,
next look-3SG.OBJ

(17)

E=mii —
3SG.SBJ=STV

(18)

(1.5)

(19)

E=ie

mii

EXPL=PROX1.SG STV

‘This one is like this.’

ie.

PROX1.SG

(20)

E; Aa.
uh.huh
‘Uh huh.’

(21)

M; Arames # e=pé,
people
3SG.SBJ=FUT
‘people will,’

(22)

(0.6)

(23)

pwoot.
nose
‘“pwoot” (‘nose’)’

ut
loongote-i,
next look-3SG.OBJ

(http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34095, 00.38.01.600–00.38.20.958)
Mahany’s argumentation here centers around an imaginative stance, which is introduced in (74)
in line 05: the NP subject arames ‘people’ is generic, the TAM marker pé ‘FUT’ indicates future
action, and the adverbial ut ‘next’ (< Pohnpeian uhd [u:t] ‘to take one’s turn to’) serve as
contextualization cues for this hypothetical stance of how a non-specific person would react
upon seeing the alternative analysis on paper. Before Mahany can develop this imaginative
stance, however, he asserts basic facts about the situation; accordingly he takes a factual stance.
The 2.8 seconds of silence in line 06 is a long pause that indicates that Mahany is changing his
rhetorical strategy, which is supported by the fact that his clause in line 05 is not followed by a
description of what happens next when people look at the alternative analysis. The long pauses in
lines 06, 08, and 11, as well as the discourse marker OK in line 09 bracket off that stilldeveloping imaginative stance from the factual stance that follows. Mahany focuses specifically
on <pwot-ú-n> He brings to my attention that the element <pwot> is underlined (line 12), he
points out the letter “u” (line 15)—which corresponds to the <ú> in the box—and he points out
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the circled <n>, but only with the phrase eie mii ie ‘this one is like this’ (line 19). Clarifying such
facts is crucial for the rhetorical effect Mahany wants to achieve as he returns to the imaginative
stance in lines 21–23 that was instantiated in line 05. Mahany describes the hypothetical situation
of how someone would react to the alternative analysis. Reading a form <pwot-ú-n>, the person
would read from left-to-right and start with <pwot>, which for Mahany is unproblematic, given
the bald declaration pwoot ‘nose’ in line 23. I infer that the utterance pwoot ‘nose’ is from the
perspective of that person, not Mahany’s assertion. In developing this imaginative stance,
Mahany voices the hypothetical speech of the imagined person.
Directly after line 23, 1.8 seconds of silence pass before Mahany’s next intonation unit,
which is given in line 01 in (75), part D of this excerpt.
(75)

Excerpt 4D: Meet ngawwen ‘what drawbacks’

(01)

Ngé pwata ie
e=ké
pwai —
but
why PROX1.SG 3SG.SBJ=PST also
‘but why is this also’

(02)

(0.4)

(03)

box,
box
‘boxed in,’

(04)

(0.3)

(05)

[1##1]

(06)

E; [1Ngéú1].
yes
‘Yes.’

(07)

M; +[2Ø=aa
itimei2] ..
3SG.SBJ=REAL whence
‘Where did it come from’

(08)

E;

e=pwai
pwonopwon.
3SG.SBJ=also circle
‘and this is also circled.’

[2<F> Ngéú: </F>2].
yes
‘Yes.’
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(09)

M; Ø=aa
itimei
{[juu]}=ie
3SG.SBJ=REAL whence
letter.u=PROX1.SG
‘Where did this letter “u” come from’

(10)

E; <F> Ngéú ngéú ngéú ee </F>?
yes yes
yes AFFTAG
‘Yeah yeah yeah right?’

(11)

M; mm.
mm.hm
‘mm hm.’

(12)

E; Usu-n
ngé
state.of.being-CONST but
‘It is as if this is already’

(13)

(1.3)

(14)

A-rokorok.
CAUS-confused
‘confusing.’

ie

PROX1.SG

(15)

M; Mm.
mm.hm
‘Mm hm.’

(16)

E; Mwmwa-n e=ie.
before-CONST EXPL=PROX1.SG
‘As opposed to this one.’

pwai —
also

Ø=aa
3SG.SBJ=REAL

far —
already

(http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34095, 00.38.22.690–00.38.33.608)
Mahany’s voicing of the imagined person’s hypothetical speech is persuasive, because he voices
a PLMRT speaker’s intuitions about the problems with this analysis: lines 01–05 represent the
questioning of why some material is separated (i.e., boxed off) from others, and lines 07–09
represent the wondering of whence such separate material. It is a highly effective strategy,
because Mahany challenges my analysis not by speaking to me directly, but rather by voicing a
hypothetical speaker’s concerns. My overlapping affirmations of ngéú ‘yes’ in lines 06 and 08,
my sequence of three ngéú ‘yes’ in line 10 spoken with a louder vocal quality, and the
affirmation tag ee at the end of line 10 indicate that I vehemently agree with Mahany’s assertion.
In that discursive moment, it was not relevant for me to explicate that the alternative analysis as I
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had presented it on the worksheet is a partial one, in that the “leftover” <ú> that causes
consternation for Mahany has not been assigned yet to the lexical root.
I should point out that in the course of my elicitation session with Mahany, I did not
engage further in developing the alternative analysis (i.e., economy solution) by explaining, for
example, that <pwotú> is an abstract form of ‘nose’ that never arises in isolation, only under
suffixation. What is relevant in that discursive moment in (75) is my agreement with Mahany’s
argumentation, as seen in my utterances in lines 12–16. The stative verb arokorok ‘confusing’
describes the alternative analysis, as compared to Mahany’s original analysis of circling <-ún> as
the possessive suffix; the eie ‘this one’ in line 16 refers to Mahany’s original analysis. The
subordinating phrase usun ngé ‘it is as if’ is a conventionalized phrase in PLMRT indicating that
the clause that follows is a personal opinion—in other words, a linguistic realization of the
personal experience epistemic stance. Mushin (2001:59) classifies personal experience stance as
one in which information is represented “as the product of the conceptualiser’s direct and
conscious perceptual experience.” In this case, I perceive the alternative analysis as being
arokorok ‘confusing,’ a perception that Mahany agrees with given his back-channel mm ‘mm
hm’ reply in line 15. The stance I take in lines 12–16 is also inferential, because I infer the
arokorok ‘confusing’ quality based not only on Mahany’s argumentation, but also on my
comparison of the alternative analysis and Mahany’s original (i.e., conjugation solution)
analysis.
As I discuss in section 7.4.2., my subsequent discussions with Mahany after this point
involve explications of his preference for the original analysis. Throughout these discussions,
Mahany returns to the imaginative stance of positing an imaginary speaker and voicing that
person’s questions—and doubts—of the validity of the alternative analysis. To continue the
discussion on certitude as previously introduced in section 8.3.1, I find that a speaker like
Mahany who deftly integrates imaginative stance as a rhetorical tool to convince his interlocutor
of the shortcomings of a particular analysis—albeit partially presented—is someone who is
confident in his intuitions.261 He is confident enough to challenge me—the outsider researcher,
who is also a friend—on the validity of that alternative analysis. From a quantitative perspective,
Analysis of PLMRT rhetorical design in argumentation is a wonderfully fruitful topic for future investigation,
most especially from an Interactional Sociolinguistics perspective. Among a multitude of examples, consider
Higgins’s (2010) discussion about the rhetorical structure of Tanzanian educators and audience members talk about
HIV/AIDS prevention with regard to cultural relevance.
261
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one could devise a survey that assesses the degree of certainty that, for example, someone prefers
a conjugation solution, or dislikes an economy solution; such a survey can use binary responses
(e.g., yes/no), or use scalar measures (e.g., Likert scale). In such a perspective, what is important
is what the consultant says to determine (degrees of) certitude. In this development of the
ethnography of the elicitation session, I am interested in the qualitative approaches to
understanding how the consultant says something—in this case, how certitude is linguistically
realized, and through what types of epistemic stance. I cannot ignore, of course, that incertitude
is also linguistically realized, as is seen in the array of delay strategies that the consultants
employ, such as long pauses and repeating the most salient part of a question that I pose.
Crucially, though, in my discussions of the “alternative” analysis with the five consultants who
participated in that activity, they expressed certitude in their preferences (viz., two for the
“original” conjugation solution, two for the “alternative” solution, and one for a hybrid solution).
8.5 The discussion on pedagogical value. In section 6.4.2, I briefly discuss my methodology
regarding ascertaining the value that the consultants perceive about my dissertation research,
most especially as related to education. For six out of the nine consultants, I engaged in a
discussion about this value after the conjugation tasks and metalinguistic discussion were
complete—with the exception of Nika, with whom I was not able to record an elicitation session
on the metalinguistic discussion. Across the six consultants, I begin this discussion with a
general question: Meet lomwotan iáái project ie? ‘What is the value of my project?’ I variously
expound this initial question by specifically mentioning shóón sukuul ‘students’ and shóón Pakin
‘Pakin residents,’ so as to focus my question and their responses in a local context. I also
emphasize at the beginning of this inquiry that I am interested in mefiomw ‘your opinion,’ so as
to elicit honest and insightful responses—lest a consultant feel that he or she must give only
positive comments since I am potentially asking for a critique on my project. I briefly summarize
the perspectives from each of the six consultants, with one of them to be discussed in detail as a
discourse excerpt.
Adaleen’s initial reply appeals to prescriptive ideologies of correctness: Re pwai kileei
pwúngún kapas, kapasen Mwoshlók, ossen kapas ‘They will also know the correct speech,
Mortlockese, the true speech.’ I then asked if she has ever encountered during her a schooling a
time when she was overtly taught itiitan kapasen Mwoshulók ‘Mortlockese grammar.’ Adaleen
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replied, I kai shak rong shak ngé esoor fáán eeu e kai asukuul…llan imwan skuul ‘I would just
hear but there was never a time that they would teach it…in the school building.’ This is a
valuable perspective from a student, one that helps identify the gap of the transmission of
knowledge in a particular local setting—which is not surprising, given the fact that Mortlockese
has no official status in Pohnpei State and is not officially integrated into Department of
Education activities.
For Anrot, I had included another question at the beginning: Epé ia usún iaash ausipé
alomwota? ‘How will we all make it useful?’ Anrot agrees that my project has value, which he
outlines as two primary reasons. The first concerns me as a researcher: ióómw pé kile kapasen
Mwoshlók…pwal itiiten kapas ‘your knowing how to speak Mortlockese…and also grammar.’
The second concerns the value for students: Upé le féérei nganei llan pwuuk…upé le wáátá llan
skuul, pé le angaang iakanei reen tian átin llan fansóun kei pwe, lappen llan ráán kei, raa kapas
ngé resé kile itiiten naúnaún kapas…ina ausheean ióómw project na, mii ioor ausheean mii ioor
lomwotan ‘You will turn your research into a book…you will bring it inside the school, so that
you will put it to use for the generation of children today because, most of them today, they
speak but they do not know the grammar…that is the importance of your project, there is import
there is value.’ Anrot’s perspectives point to a perceived problem: that children of this generation
do not know grammar of their L1, which results in grammatical mistakes in their speech—a
perspective that is tacitly understood in this brief quotation from Anrot, and explicitly explored
by us later in this discussion. What is inspiring is that Anrot sees the application of my project as
providing a potential solution to this perceived problem.
Arileen—who is currently in college, and had previously expressed to me her desire to
become an educator—also sees pedagogical value in the project: Mii ioor pwe, ausipé pwai kile
epwilek kapas kké sisé kai ian weewetei…pwai speelin262 ‘There is (value) because, we all will
also know some words that we do not understand completely…as well as the spelling of (such
words).’ The issue of spelling is salient in at least two respects. First, the written decomposition
tasks and discussion of the alternative analysis hinge not only on literacy skills but also the
ability to transcribe speech in a systematic way. I would posit that speakers/writers of PLMRT
seldom reflect on such matters, especially in a context when one writes out conjugations in a
Arileen’s use of speelin [spɛɛlɨn] is a construct form of the borrowed English word spell—[spɛɛl-ɨn] (spellingHer utterance [spɛɛlɨn] is not her approximation of English spellin’ whereby [ŋ] has changed to [n] wordfinally.
262

CONST).
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column on paper. Second, there is no standardized orthography—official or otherwise—for
Mortlockese in Pohnpei State, let alone one that could be used in school contexts. I infer that
Arileen is considering the value of my project as contributing to some type of foundation for a
standardized orthography, especially if such paradigms were to be formally taught in school.
Eison expressed similar sentiments, specifically mentioning iteshúkún kapas kewe ‘spelling of
those words,’ referring to the words elicited in my project.
Mahany has a more global perspective regarding the value of my project, at least from his
initial responses to my introductory question. First, Mahany addressed the audience of language
learners: Eeu fansóun mé fansóun…iaash má project ie má ausiké féérei, aumwii toonganei
waalong llan pwuuk are dictionary…nganei má shienomw Peace Corps kké má sé ian kile
kapsen Mwoshlók, remii toonganei néélong llan dictionary ‘One day in the future…our project
that we all did, you all can take that project and put it in a book or dictionary…for your Peace
Corps friends who do not really understand Mortlockese, so that they can look inside the
dictionary.’ I expound on that perspective by offering this evaluation: Weewen pwe, mii ioor
ausheean nganei…re wóón wasééla kewe raa mwashan kaié nganei kapsen Mwoshlók, reen aar
repé weewetei, aar repé kile? ‘Meaning that, there is importance to…Western foreigners who
want to practice how to speak Mortlockese, for them to be able to understand it, to know how to
speak it?’ Mahany agreed with my question with back-channel “mm.” After a brief pause, he
continued to explain that the project can have value to Micronesians, as well: Pwal
nganei…sokoppaaten shóón fanéú, fanéúan Shuuk, ekké má sé pwai ian kile má kapasen
Mwoshlók…ermii toonganei noolong llan dictionary are pwuuk, mii to loongetei shak, “Oh ie
itiiten kapsen Mwoshlók...” ‘And also for…many people from different countries, the people
from the islands of Chuuk, those indeed who do not really know Mortlockese…they can look
inside the dictionary or book, they can look and they will say, “Oh this is the grammar of
Mortlockese…”’
I pressed on further to see if Mahany can reflect on the value to Mortlockese people: Ngé,
mé reen re Mwoshlók? Mii pwai ioor lomotan nganekami, are nganeer? ‘But, for Mortlockese
people? Is there also value for you all, or for them?’ Mahany affirmed that there is, and he
explicated as follows: Imi lúkú pwe, lappen shóón Mwoshulók…sán toonganei naúnaú kapas ie
are pwal aweewenei kapas we ‘I believe that, most Mortlockese people…are not yet able to use
this speech or also explain that speech.’ I infer from the immediate context that kapas ie ‘this
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speech’ and kapas we ‘that speech’ refers to the metalinguistic manipulation of Mortlockese
speech, such as engaging in conjugation tasks, morphological decomposition, and arguing for or
against morphological analyses. This is an insightful perspective, one that may be readily
understood by educators who are interested in teaching critical skills of metalinguistic analysis in
language arts classes, but one that is not necessarily appreciated by the everyday speaker of a
language. I should point out that Mahany has never expressed to me any goals to becoming an
educator in the context of the formal school system in Pohnpei; nevertheless, his metalinguistic
instincts and ability to verbalize his intuitions, in my opinion, characterize him as a potentially
successful language arts educator.
Nika’s perspectives are the focus of the discourse excerpt I have chosen to explore in this
section. I draw upon my August 10, 2013 discussion with her. The SPEAKING parameters for
this discursive event are provided below:


Setting or scene: Nika and I are sitting near the leenian aséésé ‘resting place,’ in the
center of Nikahlap Islet near the school building. Her homestead and the leenian aséésé
‘resting place’ are very close in proximity, as is the school building.



Participants: Nika and I are the interlocutors (both speakers and hearers). Nika is one of
the first people from the elder generation with whom I developed a rapport, starting from
my Peace Corps service and throughout my fieldwork.



Ends: Nika and I had finished all of the conjugation tasks at this point. Due to scheduling
factors, I wanted to complete the value discussion first before doing the metalinguistic
discussion, but I was not able to do the latter during that summer fieldtrip. The focus on
this session was to discuss the value of my project.



Act sequence: Most of the act sequences were in question-answer format, but that
quickly developed into a conversation format in which both of us as interlocutors offered
opinions and thoughts that were not directly elicited from the other.



Key: The key of this discussion is largely casual, punctuated with humorous moments
that elicit laughter. Such is a key I have come to expect from Nika, especially in other
contexts when I have recorded narratives and expositions.



Instrumentalities: Nika and I speak in a casual form of PLMRT.
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Norms: My intended norm for the value discussion is for the consultant to feel free to
offer as much insight possible on the general question I ask at the beginning. It is my
hope that the discussion truly becomes a conversation, with both interlocutors offering
discussion that is not directly elicited by the other. I infer that Nika accepts those norms,
as her linguistic output is rich in personal insights on matters of education, language shift,
language purity, and intergenerational transmission of knowledge.



Genres: interview, elicitation session, question-answer, metalinguistic reflection,
exposition

I present this example as excerpt 5, given in (76). This excerpt is taken from the very beginning
of the recording. I have just asked Nika this question: Meet lomwotan are meet ausheean iáái
project ie, aweewe nganei shóón Pakin are áátin skuulen Pakin? ‘What is the value or what is
the importance of my project, for example toward Pakin residents or the students of Pakin?’ (the
initial “N” stands for “Nika”).
(76)

Excerpt 5: Mé reei emii ioor lomwotan ‘To me there is value’

(01)

N; Mé

(02)

ree-i
e=mii
PREP with-1SG.POSS EXPL=STV
‘To me there is value.’

ioor
EXIS

lomwot-an.
value.CONST

E; Ia.
Q

‘What is it?’
(03)
(04)

(0.8)
N; Óó-mw
project=na
GNR.POSS.CLF-2SG.POSS
project=PROX2.SG
‘As for your project, it’s very valuable!’

<F> lomwot </F>!
valuable

(05)

(0.8)

(06)

Pwe
e=pé
a-liwin
séfáál-ii-to ..
because 3SG.SBJ=FUT CAUS-return again-3SG.OBJ-toward
‘Because it will cause to return back here again’
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(07)

osson
kapas-an.
true
speech-CONST
‘the true speech.’

(08)

(0.7)

(09)

Mwoshlók
Mortlock
‘Mortlockese.’

(10)

(0.4)

(11)

E; Mm.
mm.hm
‘Mm hm.’

(12)

(0.8)

(13)

N; Pwe
aat-in
iei
r=aa —
because child-CONST now 3PL.SBJ=REAL
‘Because today’s kids they’

(14)

(0.3)

(15)

mix-ne-i
iaa-r
mix-TH-3SG.OBJ GNR.POSS.CLF-3PL.POSS
‘mix their speech.’

(16)

Mé

(17)

(0.9)

(18)

Sé

kapas.
speech

ree-r
ngé e=mii
pwúng meet kewe
re=fai
úró.
PREP
with-3PL.POSS but EXPL=STV correct what DIST2.PL 3PL.SBJ=already say
‘To them indeed it is correct what they already say.’

shúúan no
ii
pwúng,
still
anymore EMPH correct
‘It is indeed no longer correct,’
NEG

(19)

(0.9)

(20)

E; Mm.
mm.hm
‘Mm hm.’
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(21)

N; <F> Ngé mé ree-r
Ø=aa
ii
we </F> kaps-an
Mwoshlók.
but PREP with-3PL 3SG.SBJ=REAL EMPH DIST2.SG speech-CONST Mortlock
‘But to them that is indeed Mortlockese.’

(22)

E; Ngééú.
yes
‘Yes.’

(23)
(24)

(0.9)
N; I=we,
EMPH=DIST2.SG
‘And so,’

(25)

(0.8)

(26)

I=na

EMPH=PROX2.SG

pwata iáá-i
why

GNR.POSS.CLF-1SG.POSS

i=ké

1SG.SBJ=PST

úró mii ioor lomwot-an.
say STV EXIS value-CONST

‘That is why I said that there is value.’
(27)

E=mii
lomwot ..
EXPL=STV
value
‘It is valueable.’

<P> #### </P>.

(http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34733, 00.00.21.806–00.00.49.226)
Nika’s perspectives are especially significant to me because she is a mother, and she has
expressed to me on many occasions her value of education. The views she discusses in (76) are
those of an elder who has the authority to make judgments about the speech of the younger
generation, as well as the authority to assert that my project can have provide a potential solution
to a perceived problem in her community. Nika employs a variety of epistemic stances for
rhetorical effect. In line 01, the phrase mé reei ‘to me’ is an overt indicator of personal
experience stance: the assertion that emii ioor lomwotan ‘there is value’ with regard to my
project is qualified from Nika at the very beginning as her opinion. I ask her in line 02 to
explicate that value, which she does in line 04, but taking a notably emphasized factual stance.
This emphasis is realized syntactically and prosodically in line 04. The intonation unit does not
contain a TAM marker, so it is a marked syntactic construction that is best interpreted as focus
on the right periphery. This focus is also prosodically realized with louder vocal quality on the
word lomwot ‘valuable.’ The entire intonation unit is given as a bald statement. Nika’s factual
stance continues throughout this example in (76). Her assertions about what my project can do in
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terms of returning osson kapasan Mwoshlók ‘true Mortlockese speech’ to the community (lines
06–09) and the identification of the problem with youth speech (lines 13–21) are also given as
bald statements. I also assume that Nika takes an inferential stance when making these
assertions, not just from the brought-along context of knowing that she makes these observations
from years of experience as an adult raising children, but also from the brought-about use of the
discourse marker iwe ‘and so’ in line 24, which here marks the speech before it as being ordered
before the conclusion (i.e., return to the thesis) in lines 26–27.
Apart from the interactional analysis of the stances Nika takes to her assertions in (76),
the propositional content of those utterances is valuable in of itself as a means of assessing
community goals. Before any type of community-based project can be developed, there has to be
careful needs- and value-assessment. What Nika is expressing in (76) are overt language
ideologies of what is and is not pwúng ‘correct’ in the speech of the current youth generations.
Curious about what exactly Nika perceives as “not correct,” I ask her to provide a specific
example. After line 27 of (76), I make this request to Nika: Féérei mwo eeu kapas aweewe óón ia
usún iaar reké mix-nei, néfiti fangani… ‘Please give an example about how they mixed together
(their speech)…’ Nika provided an example of lexical borrowing, in which the original
Mortlockese word is no longer remembered by members of the youth generation, who instead
use either the Pohnpeian or English equivalent. Her specific example—voiced as a hypothetical
conversation—focused on the Pohnpeian word perehn ‘room of’ and the English-origin word
ruumw (< room) denoting ‘room,’ whereby the youth believe that either word is Mortlockese in
origin and do not know the native word weipw.
During my time living and working on Pakin and Sokehs, I have often come across such
conversations, whereby a member of the elder generation critiques the speech of the younger
generation with regard to lexical borrowing. What is also interesting—and somewhat ironic—is
that it never fails that at some part in the conversation with that adult, that person him or herself
uses a borrowed Pohnpeian or English word while speaking Mortlockese to me. Line 15 in (76)
provides one example: Nika uses the English word mix and attaches thematic and object suffix
material to transitivize it as mix-nei ‘mix it.’ Sometimes I point out such kinds of mixing to the
adult, if the conversation is moving in the direction of a friendly debate. In this instance with
Nika, however, I did not point out her use of English mix—although I covertly reference it when
I said mix-nei ‘mix it’ directly followed by néfiti fangani ‘mix it together,’ the latter being the
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Mortlockese equivalent. However, Nika did acknowledge herself that the kind of lexical
borrowing she described regarding ‘room’ is a description of her own generation (i.e., adults
born in the 1960s). Her discussion was a powerful example of how people experience and are
conscious of intergenerational change. For example, Nika made this observation: Ai shak iáiiááiá
meet aia lapetá rorrong rorrong sangei reen asakimam mé samamam eee, aia ffér nganei, “Oh
kapsan Mwoshlók ie” ‘We would just use what we grew up hearing over and over again from
our mothers and fathers and so forth and over time, we made it out to be that, “Oh this is
Mortlockese.”’
After that observation, I began to ask Nika a question, phrased as, Iwe, noumi iáát…
‘And so, as for your children…’ Nika immediately replied as follows: Naúmam iáát kewe re
pwai lapatá pwal eeu generation lapatá ‘As for our children, they also grow up and then another
generation grows up.’ The inference here is that each subsequent generation after her own grows
up following the same patterns, in this case using Pohnpeian or English words and believing that
they are Mortlockese in origin, but forgetting the native vocabulary. Again, Nika’s unflinching
use of generation in that utterance—instead of the Mortlockese word mwééú ‘generation’—may
seem contradictory from a rhetorical point of view, especially if one frames Nika as an elder who
is taking a prescriptive stance on language purity in her L1. Then again, her use of English
generation rather than Mortlockese mwééú ‘generation’ could have been deliberate, especially if
the English term has certain connotations—or perhaps carries more import in this particular
conversation—than the Mortlockese term. In this discursive moment, however, I as her
interlocutor did not find it interactionally relevant to treat the borrowed word generation as a
form of code-switching that serves as a contextualization cue for a particular stance. I do not
make this assertion based on my post-fieldwork reflection during the analysis stage, but rather by
observing the speech directly after Nika’s use of generation—that is, neither one of us reacts to
the use of generation in an interactionally significant way.
Indeed, after that statement, I provided a back-channel ee ‘uh huh,’ which was directly
followed by this assertion from Nika: Ngé kaki kare pwe esoor meet na uké féérei, kaki epé la la
shak esapw ioor no kapsan Mwoshlók ‘But perhaps if what you were doing did not exist, maybe
one day in the future the Mortlockese language will be no more.’ It is indeed a strong assertion to
make, and I proceeded to temper it with my own assertion: Are epé…weleetei pwal eeu sokkonen
kapas, epé eeu sokkonla ‘Or rather it will…turn into a different type of speech, it will be
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completely different.’ Nika agreed with my assertion, signaled with an overlapping back-channel
ee ‘uh huh’ and her echo epé eeu sokkonla ‘it will be completely different.’ Nika then
immediately proffered another example, this time focusing on the distinct pronunciation patterns
that characterize the youth generations of Pakin today (see section 2.3.3.4). This is but one
example of how the topic of the distinctive qualities of current youth speech—qualities that are
not perceived by the adults to be desirable—arise unelicited in metalinguistic/cultural
conversation.
The two examples that Nika brings up—lexical borrowing and changing
pronunciations—are very interesting. I infer that Nika’s assertions about the value of my project
in general stem from the kind of documentary work she has seen me engage in for several years
now, recording various genres of speech from different members of Pakin, across generations.
For this particular discussion, however, I as the interviewer wanted to steer the conversation back
to the topic of the project on hand, and to see what direct value can be gleaned from the data
gathered from the conjugation tasks. I approached this topic as follows: Ina, pwal eeu kapas
aweewe wóón, ipé liwiniitei ewe iké úró, reen aweewe…pwe umwii shemenei llan aash project
ie, een uké aliseái reen sokkon, “wéreái, worok, wérei” ‘And so, another example about, I will
return to what I said, about…because you remember in our project, you helped me with things
like, “wéreái (‘see me’), worok (‘see you’), wérei (‘see him/her/it’).”’ As I mention in chapter 6,
my original fieldwork focused on both possessive and direct object suffix paradigms. While I
found that the results of the conjugation task for possessive suffixes was generally consistent
across consultants regarding word formation (i.e., attaching the possessive suffix to the lexical
root), the results of the conjugation task for direct object suffixes varied extensively across
consultants. Whereas some consultants consistently attached direct object suffixes to the verbal
lexical root, other consultants vacillated between that pattern and the pattern of using the thirdperson singular direct object suffix with a co-occurring independent pronoun. As a brief example
with the verb wérei ‘see him/her/it’, the contrast would be between wérekish [wɞrɛ-kɘʃ] (see1PL.INCL.OBJ) and wérei kiish [wɞre-j kiiʃ] (see-3SG.OBJ 1PL.INCL), both denoting ‘see us
(inclusive).’263
There were clear generational splits in my findings: members of older generations tend to
consistently draw from the paradigm of direct object suffixes, whereas members of younger
263

See Odango 2014:130–132 for further discussion.
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generations tend to vacillate between that previously described pattern and the pattern of using
independent pronouns with the third-person singular form of the verb—for them, both are
grammatical, and they produce either pattern unpredictably. My long-term participant
observation of PLMRT speech also corroborates these findings. To return to the discussion with
Nika, after instantiating those conjugated exampled from wérei ‘see him/her/it,’ I asked Nika the
following: Mé reemw, efa lein emii pwúng, “wéreái” are “wérei ngaang”? ‘For you, which one
is correct, “wéreái” (‘see me’) or “wérei ngaang” (‘see it me’)?’ Nika chose the first option. I
then continued with a hypothetical example: Ngé kare iké úró eman arames aa úró “wérei
ngaang,” emii ia usún? ‘But if I said that someone said “wérei ngaang (‘see it me’),” how is
that?’ Nika responded as follows: Mé reei emii, emii ngiingin ngngau, pwe kuftiin iáát shak re
kai apasa sokkon we, ngé osson ekkewe raa likkap emii, masangngau pwe esapw ne iwe, usún
ngé iir raa liwintou kuftiinla ‘To me it is, it sounds bad, because only small children would say
something like that, but truly those who are big it is, bad because it is not supposed to be like
that, it is as if they have completely regressed to becoming small children.’
Nika’s ideologies are in the context of PLMRT—and I presume the broader dialect of
Lukunosh Mortlockese, regardless of the specific geolect. What is interesting here is that in the
Té dialect of Mortlockese, the pattern of using third-person singular inflected verbs with
independent pronouns—as opposed to drawing from the paradigm of direct object suffixes—is
the unmarked pattern in Té speech for all generations.264 These types of discussions with Nika
and other consultants are especially valuable for me, as they provide crucial insights into needsassessment and directions for shaping the pedagogical applications of my research. Because they
perceive as incorrect the linguistic practices of youth generations with regard to inflectional
paradigms (i.e., their conjugations), then my data can potentially be mobilized to address the
solutions. The data can serve as a diagnostic tool to quantitatively and qualitatively assess what
types of “problems” arise in conjugation tasks (e.g., which paradigms and/or inflected forms tend
to exhibit the “incorrect” pattern). Furthermore, the data can provide the foundation for
developing pedagogical materials based on the recordings of consultants whose speech is
determined by the community to be “correct” or exemplary. I discuss further in section 9.3.6 the
matter of how to go about mobilizing my dissertation data and analysis for pedagogical purposes
in the Mortlockese-speaking communities in Pohnpei.
264

The caveat is that my claim is based on relatively limited experience listening to Sokehs Té Mortlockese speech.
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8.6 Metalinguistic knowledge is local knowledge. Before continuing with the next section on
positionality, it is important to connect these local-level instantiations of various types of
epistemic stance—the case studies—to larger categories, which is an overarching goal of the
Interactional Sociolinguistics framework. It is not enough to simply describe how epistemic
stance is realized in the discursive moment, but rather to approach an answer to the question of,
“For what reasons?” What are the sociocultural goals that are being achieved when certain
epistemic stances are being taken in highly abstract metalinguistic discussions? I turn to the
model of local knowledge as discussed by Canagarajah (2002), which is characterized as being
“context bound, community specific, and nonsystematic because it is generated ground up
through social practice in everyday life” (244). One parameter that Canagarajah describes is the
academic sense, whereby local knowledge denotes “knowledge that diverges from what is
established or legitimized in the disciplines” (243, citing Foucault 1972). Another is the social
sense, whereby local knowledge “contrasts with the official knowledge informing the policies
and procedures of various institutions (legal, fiscal, political)…[since p]eople generally develop
extra-institutional (or “vernacular”) discourses in their everyday life about how to negotiate these
relations in their terms (243, citing Barton & Hamilton 1998).
The metalinguistic knowledge that the consultants share with me about PLMRT—realized
in a variety of epistemic stances, through a variety of grammatical and prosodic strategies—is
local knowledge because it is indeed generated ground up through the social practice of engaging
in an elicitation session with a researcher. While the elicitation session interview is hardly a
common event in “everyday life” for members of the Pakin community—or for any speech
community outside of academia—it is nevertheless an event that is based on more general
everyday activities: asking questions and giving answers, positioning oneself as being certain as
to the epistemological source of the knowledge being asserted, engaging in argumentative
rhetoric, framing oneself as a competent speaker of one’s L1, and so forth. The strategies that I
describe in the previous sections regarding Adaleen’s, Milson’s, and Mahany’s explanations
about their metalinguistic intuitions—as well as the general descriptions I provide in section 7.4
for other consultants—are examples of local knowledge being articulated by L1 speakers of the
language in question. Their knowledge is inherently extra-institutional by the fact that they as
members of the Pakin community cannot access any official institutionalized statement on
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morphological boundaries in Mortlockese—because such a statement does not exist. There are
no published grammars or pedagogical materials in Mortlockese that could provide a potential
answer. They may of course draw upon whatever resources they may have developed through
their formal educational experiences in and about Pohnpeian and English, or even knowledge
about closely related languages such as Chuukese that have published pedagogical materials. But
when they are posed with questions of metalinguistic analysis—questions that indeed carry
institutional weight of “correctness” and “grammaticality,” regardless of how many times I may
tell the consultants esoor pwúng esoor mwáál ‘there is no right, there is no wrong’—I cannot
ignore the fact that the consultants are being forced into a situation in which they must provide
an answer. To fail to do so is a reflection of themselves as being incompetent providers of
knowledge—incompetent helpers; I make such a claim based on my own experiences as a
consultant for both Tagalog and English in other research contexts. Similarly, even though the
excerpts with Petrus and Nika do not involve overt metalinguistic analysis of morpheme
boundaries, those consultants are still producing local knowledge, since they draw upon their
own linguistic abilities (e.g., Petrus’s own ability to conjugate novel words) and lifelong
observations (e.g., Nika’s perspectives on change).
As such, I answer the “for what reason” question by asserting that in highly
metalinguistic conversations in which the consultant is required to provide an answer, he or she
must develop local knowledge from the ground up. Epistemic stance is a fundamental tool for
understanding how speakers of a language are able to engage in the construction local knowledge
for themselves (i.e., in their own minds), the transmission of such knowledge to the interviewer,
and—perhaps more importantly—the defense of such knowledge in the ensuing conversation (or
argument). In this surface-level exploration of epistemic stance in metalinguistic discourse about
PLMRT, I find that factual stance emerges often as a common tool for asserting certitude about
facts of the language. Metalinguistic stance—a combination of factual and imaginative stances—
is also employed by speakers, especially in contexts in which the consultant is pressed to provide
further explanation or specific examples (e.g., my discussion with Milson), or to defend his or
her analysis (e.g., my discussion with Mahany). Inferential stance is also common, since it is a
natural part of logical argumentation. It is a separate empirical question to determine if there are
different patterns of epistemic stancetaking between communities in which there is general
access to institutionalized knowledge about morphological decomposition (e.g., communities in
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which such knowledge is overtly taught in formal education), and communities in which there is
no such institutionalized knowledge.
The broad claim I make here is that metalinguistic knowledge that the PLMRT
consultants develop about their L1 is indeed local knowledge. Regardless of one’s educational
background or aptitude in processing metalinguistic puzzles “on the spot,” the producer of
knowledge (the speaker) is always positioning him or herself in relation to the knowledge and to
the listener (cf. Du Bois’s (2007) stance triangle) for interactionally relevant purposes (e.g., to
allow the elicitation session to move forward successfully). What is most especially relevant for
my first research question about the structural morphophonemic analysis and my second research
question about emic metalinguistic analysis is that the stancetaking I observe in the consultants
speech allows me to qualify their metalinguistic assessments—their local knowledge about their
L1—as assertions of certitude. Their certitude expressed in various epistemic stances in turn
allows me to be certain in their metalinguistic assessments (research question 2), which in turn
impacts my certitude of the conjugation solution (research question 1).
It may seem like a truism that a person—regardless of his or her L1—will strategically
employ various epistemic stances when engaged in such abstract metalinguistic conversations
with an outsider to the community. For some researchers, then, such a “fact” about speech
around the world is not worth exploring. The same can be said, however, about noun possession:
it is a “fact” that languages will have ways of expressing the possession of various types of
nouns. For other researchers, then, such a “fact” about speech around the world is also not worth
exploring. This is essentially the clash of research interests—it is a matter of what makes us
“tick” as explorers of language, and (mis)understanding the motivations of other researchers.
Regardless, who is to say that a morphologist cannot also be interested in stancetaking, or that a
linguistic anthropologist cannot be interested in inflectional morphology? Indeed, the
intersections of the two can be fruitful, as in the case of languages that employ grammaticalized
epistemic and evidentiality markers (cf. Mushin 2001) or languages in which morphologically
realized voice alternations can function as signals of stance (cf. Englebretson 2007 regarding
Indonesian). In my other work on PLMRT, I find that it is a potentially fertile field to explore the
interactions of TAM markers with epistemic stancetaking, most especially multivalent particles
such as [-kɞ] and [-aa] (see figure 25 in section 5.3.1.7). Furthermore, I am guided by the general
charge of language documentation: all observable linguistic phenomena are worthy of
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documentation and analysis. It is not merely enough to assert a “truism” about PLMRT
stancetaking and move on; that truism must be empirically explored.
8.7 Positionality during fieldwork. At any given moment, the fieldworker is wearing any
number of “hats”: researcher, linguist, community member, guest, outsider, language learner,
teacher, student, friend, host family, recipient of an honorary traditional title, expatriate, and so
forth. Following the sociocultural linguistic framework of “identity” (Bucholtz & Hall 2005),
such roles are not static and inherited by virtue of external factors (e.g., one’s level of education,
race, L1, citizenship, etc.), but rather they are positions that are performed through discursive
practices that happen within and outside of the field (cf. Stebbins 2012 on “being” a linguist and
“doing” linguistics).265 These are positions that are placed upon the fieldworker by others, as
well as by oneself. Such positions are fluid, problematic, and ever-changing.
While researchers—most especially those in sociocultural linguistic fields such as
sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology—often engage in self-reflexive introspection about
such positions during the analysis and write-up stage outside of the field, it is important to
recognize that sometimes in the field, the researcher is positioned by the community in a way
that requires immediate action. An example of a “benevolent” type of positioning would be
public celebrations that welcome the researcher at the onset of fieldwork, or thank the researcher
at the completion of a specific project; the individual is thus expected to “reply” accordingly in
whatever discourse modality is appropriate (e.g., formal speeches, non-verbal norms for
accepting gifts, etc.).
One cannot ignore, however, the “problematic” positionings that might leave the
researcher or a community member—or both—uncomfortable. Such occurrences deserve
reflection, too. I must make it clear that I do not take the perspective here that “horror stories”
from the field should be shared for the sake of developing cautionary tales to be heeded by the
next generation of documentary fieldworkers (cf. Macaulay 2004); indeed, such a literature is
necessary for the critical and methodological development of language documentation as a
subfield of linguistics, as well as for develop better practices that address novice fieldworkers’
Stebbins (2012:295) quotes Butler (1999) for a similar perspective on identity: “As Butler explains, the
performative construction of the subject is ‘not merely an act used by a pregiven subject, but is one of the powerful
and insidious ways in which subjects are called into social being, inaugurated into sociality by a variety of diffuse
and powerful interpellations’ (1999:125).”
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training needs. Rather, the position I take here is to discuss the difficult examples so as to further
develop the ethnography of the elicitation session. Insofar as I am attempting to build a
systematic description of people and culture—and the symbol-meaning relationships that emerge
(e.g., linguistic realizations of stance and the certitude that such stance represents regarding
abstract metalinguistic analysis)—I acknowledge that the fieldworker is a person to be described
as part of the sociocultural experience. I am a member of the speech community by virtue of the
fact that I speak and interact during the elicitation session. There are consequences—unintended
and otherwise—to engaging in language-based fieldwork, especially narrow elicitation-driven
investigations with only a small subset of the larger community. In my attempt to scratch the
surface of an ethnography of the elicitation session, I acknowledge that such consequences need
to be addressed overtly.
To develop this discussion, I focus on an anecdote that emerged in the context of my
elicitation sessions with Milson. On the evening of June 10, 2014, I had completed my third
elicitation session with him. By then, Milson had caught on quickly to the goals of the elicitation
tasks, and it proceeded smoothly. We recorded in a local-style house that is situated in my host
family’s homestead, but is relatively separated from the other main dwelling areas, the mósóró
‘cookhouse,’ and the fáál ‘community house’ for the Pakin community-at-large—the latter two
being the locus of activity in the homestead at any given moment. On that evening, most of my
host family had been congregating in the mósóró ‘cookhouse’ and the fáál ‘community house,’
so I chose to conduct our elicitation session in the local-style house, so as to be as far away as
possible from the noise of their conversations and activities.
After our successful elicitation session, Milson went to meet up with the people in the
fáál ‘community house’ while I collected my belongings. Not long after, I went to the mósóró
‘cookhouse’ for dinner. There, my host family—including my host father and host mother—had
finished eating; I was one of the last ones to eat. I can only assume that my host father must have
asked Milson what he and I were working on when Milson went on ahead of me to the fáál
‘community house,’ because my host father asked me while I was eating, Milson eké sukuul
reemw, kapsen Mwoshulók? ‘Milson was being taught by you, on Mortlockese?’ I remember
hesitating and faltering in my reply, partly because I was masticating something, and partly
because I was processing his question. I was a little flustered, because I interpreted his question
as a scenario in which I was teaching Milson something about Mortlockese. Given my pause
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filled with fillers like “umm” and “uh,” my host father continued: Milson aa úró pwe eké sukuul
reemw. Mii assááu, eh? Eman re Mwoshlók eké sukuul reen eman re wóón reen kapsen
Mwoshulók? ‘Milson said that he was being taught by you. It is shaming, huh? A Mortlockese
person is taught by an outsider about Mortlockese?’
That word assááu ‘shaming’ hit me hard. It is a causitived form of sááu ‘embarrassed,
ashamed.’ In this context, that verb phrase mii assááu ‘it is shaming’ is being applied to the
situation as a whole, but it also has implications on both Milson—the re Mwoshlók ‘Mortlockese
person’ for whom the scenario is most shameful—as well as me, the person who facilitated such
a scenario in the first place. To me, it was a negative evaluation of the work context and for
Milson. I did not want my host father to position Milson, myself, or the work we were doing in
such a way—to be associated with the word assááu ‘shaming.’ I would rather position myself as
the learner, who needs the assistance of those more knowledgeable than me—that is, people who
can naturally speak the very language I want to learn about—in completing this project. I knew
then that part of the reason why my host father would make that assessment is because I have
never engaged with him in the focused elicitation sessions on morphological paradigms. I have
worked with him on countless occasions in other elicitation contexts, most especially recording
narrative texts, procedural texts, naturalistic conversation, and information related to local
ecological knowledge (e.g., fish names and fishing methods, crop names and planting methods,
etc.). My host father is by no means a stranger to the scenario of sitting down with me with a
digital audio recorder between us. However, he has never observed an elicitation session in
which I engage in the focused conjugation and metalinguistic discussion tasks as concerns my
dissertation research—which is partly due to the fact that I try to hold those types of elicitation
sessions in quiet, secluded places far away from other non-participants and their conversations
and activities, so as to allow the consultant to focus and to avoid picking up extraneous noise on
the recordings. Furthermore, even though my host father is an L1 speaker of PLMRT, I had not
considered asking him to be a consultant for these focused elicitation tasks, primarily because he
is extraordinarily busy on an everyday basis.
I also realize that another factor that played a role in my host father’s assááu ‘shaming’
assessment is the fact that Milson described the scenario as him being taught by me, perhaps in
response to my host father’s general question of, “What were you and Emerson doing?” In light
of the fact that my consultants and I engage in extremely abstract metalinguistic work—activities
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that are not commonly encountered in formal school settings, or elsewhere. During my time
teaching in Pakin Elementary School, I never fully observed a classroom session as taught by my
co-workers on Vernacular Language Arts, which comprises activities such as spelling, reading,
and writing—all in the official State language of Pohnpeian. I do not know if morphological
paradigms such as possessive suffix or direct object suffix paradigms are taught through
activities such as conjugation exercises. I have certainly not seen such activities used—either in
the classroom, or elsewhere—for the teaching of Mortlockese in Pohnpei.
I admit that it is conceptually challenging for the consultants to explain to other people in
the community what happens in these elicitation sessions, without engaging in drawn-out
examples (e.g., producing a paradigm). I personally think that Milson did a good job in relating
our abstract metalinguistic work to sukuul ‘school,’ which is a natural connection since overt,
systematic discussions about and manipulation of language is common in the classroom—despite
the fact that Mortlockese grammar is not officially taught in Pohnpeian classrooms.
Nevertheless, his explanation that he was being taught Mortlockese by me produced a context
that my host father subsequently evaluated as assááu ‘shaming,’ for a Mortlockese person to be
taught by a Filipino US citizen about the native language of the former.
My gut instinct was that I needed rectify that misconception right away. The scenario is
not assááu ‘shaming’ at all because I am not teaching Milson and the other consultants facts
about their language; rather I am seeking their help to further my understanding of the language.
From a broader perspective of what actually happens during highly metalinguistic elicitation
sessions, I concede that there are moments when I position myself as the teacher so as to
facilitate a particular activity, such as the priming conversation before the written decomposition
task. Nevertheless, the stance I take as a documentary fieldworker is that I am a student, who has
many more questions than he has potential answers and explanations; my consultants are my
teachers by virtue of the knowledge they possess about their L1. I also admit that this studentteacher power dynamic that I choose to develop as a fieldworker is constantly re-evaluated,
challenged, and re-negotiated, both during the elicitation session and outside of it. As
aforementioned, there are times when I position myself as the teacher and the consultant as the
student; other times, I overtly position the consultant as teacher and me as the student, most
especially during written decomposition task when I ask the questions, Sounpatak, usé mwashan
aweewenei… ‘Teacher, will you please explain…’ I also admit that my favorite moments during
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metalinguistic elicitation sessions—and documentary fieldwork in general—are when the
consultant and I have positioned ourselves as equals, most especially the teacher-teacher (or
expert-expert) configuration. Such moments have occurred, for example, late in the
metalinguistic discussion sessions when the alternative analyses have been evaluated; I make it
clear to the consultant that I do not have “the answer,” but rather the two of us are co-exploring
possible answers. Whatever the context, (self-)positioning is a process in constant flux.
In this particular context with my host father, my goal was to move away from the
positioning that I am the teacher/expert in Mortlockese. In the mósóró ‘cookhouse’ was both my
host father and host mother. I replied directly to my host father’s initial assááu ‘shaming’
evaluation, but I purposefully opened the conversation to include my host mother, who—like my
host father—has worked with me many times in the past in various types of elicitation settings
but none that focus on conjugation and morphological decomposition. I explained to my host
parents that the particular activity Milson and I had just finished was a question-and-answer task.
(At that point, Milson and I were still working through the conjugation tasks, and we had not yet
begun the metalinguistic discussion tasks.) I knew that the best way to approach an explanation
of the activity was to provide them with concrete examples. I used maas ‘eye, face’ as an
illustration, explaining that I would give Milson such a form, and he would return to me inflected
forms. I offered a few inflected forms as part of this example: masei ‘my eye/face,’ masomw
‘your eye/face,’ and masan ‘his/her/its eye/face.’ My host parents continued by providing other
inflected forms such as masar ‘their eye/face’ and masash ‘our (inclusive) eye/face.’ To continue
with the metalinguistic reflection, I asked them what the forms would be for Pohnpeian. The
three of us co-constructed the paradigm: mesei ‘my eye/face,’ mesemw ‘your eye/face,’ mese
‘his/her/its eye/face,’ and so forth (see Rehg 2001:218–219 for the complete paradigm). Both my
host father and host mother made comments about how many total inflected forms there are for
Pohnpeian (10 total, not including the construct form) as opposed to Mortlockese (seven total,
not including the construct form).
I explained that the activity we had just done together is the type of activity that Milson
and I had worked on that evening. In my explanation to them, I overtly made the connection to
sukuul ‘school’: it was I who was being taught about Mortlockese by people like Milson, because
I do not know what the inflected forms are supposed to be (without, of course, using the English
word inflected). I did not directly address the matter of assááu ‘shaming,’ since I preferred to
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allow my host father to make his own inferences in light of my explanation. If I as the outsider
am being taught about Mortlockese by people like Milson, then it is no longer a shaming
scenario, since it is expected that the learner of the language will need assistance from already
fluent speakers. Shortly after this explanation, our conversation moved to other topics, as is
expected in any dinner table context. I can only hope that my explanation with illustrative
examples proved enough to convince my host father to change his evaluation of not only the
previous scenario with Milson, but also all subsequent instances of elicitations sessions with
other people.266
I frame my discussion of researcher positionality in the wider literature of documentary
fieldworkers reflecting on the negotiations of identities, roles, and positionalities in the context
of working effectively with communities (Dobrin 2008, Dwyer 2010, Guérin & Lacrampe 2010,
Hinton 2010, Rice 2010, Stebbins 2012, Whaley 2011, inter alia). Stebbins, in particular,
chooses to write in a personal voice regarding her experiences working with minority language
communities, whereby that voice is “intended as an invitation to the reader to explore the ideas
and experiences raised here for themselves with reference to their own experiences, and to
emphasize the connection between the ideological frames we all work within and the personal
relationships in which these ideologies are played out” (2012:293). Stebbins’s overarching goal
in her paper is to develop a model of community engagement, one that she calls the “third space”
of interaction in which linguists and community representatives can interact as equal
stakeholders (307–314). My goal here is not so much to add to the discourse on practical models
of community engagement, but rather to contribute to the broader explorations of the various
identities, roles, and positionalities that language documentary fieldworkers—or any fieldworker,
for that matter, regardless of the state of endangerment of the language under investigation—
must negotiate on a regular basis, both within and outside of “the field.” Nevertheless, the
applications of such discussions are tacitly understood: reflections on past fieldwork experiences
allow fieldworkers as a whole to develop better ways of working with various stakeholders in
documentation projects—as well as working with one’s own self.
Because I neither observed the actual observation between my host father and Milson, nor did I interview either
of them about their perspectives regarding that particular interaction, I can only discuss my own interpretations. As
Yuko Otsuka (pers. comm., 2015) has pointed out to me, it may be the case that my host father’s use of assáu
‘shaming’ can be multilayered, not only with regard to a Mortlockese person being taught by a non-Mortlockese
person about the Mortlockese langauge—or of a non-Mortlockese person even having the audacity to do so—but
also with regard to his perceptions of the deterioration of their community language (i.e., a Mortlockese youth needs
to be taught by an outsider the correct usage of the language).
266
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8.8 Potentials and challenges of developing an ethnography of the elicitation session
alongside a grammatical description. As I discuss in section 3.5, I follow Blommaert & Jie’s
(2010) approach to ethnography as an intellectual program, one that is concerned with the
conscious integration of language with society throughout the description and analysis. This
integration is a principle that guides not just fieldwork methodology, data collection, and
analysis, but writing, as well. I am reminded of Clifford’s (1986:25) focus on “new, better modes
of writing” emerging from the critiques on ethnography. In the following sections, I consider
what already exists, and what I am attempting to create with this dissertation.
8.8.1 Examples of integration. From my own research and literature reviews—which is by no
means exhaustive—I have yet to find any published work that attempts to do what I am doing
with this dissertation—that is, overtly integrating structural linguistic description and analysis
alongside discourse-based ethnography in an ethnography of communication/Interactional
Sociolinguistics framework, and attempting to cohesively bring the two together. I am certain,
however, that there exists a broad literature in which there is a primary focus on one aspect with
significant integration of the other. For example, anthropologists who are producing a written
ethnography (in the sense of Blommaert & Jie 2010) can indeed integrate structural linguistic
description and analysis into the written project; in the same vein, linguists who are producing a
grammatical description as a product of documentary fieldwork can integrate discourse-based
ethnographic detail into the work. Examples of the former abound, including Hanks 2010 on the
effects of Spanish colonization on Yucatec Maya, a work that deftly bridges history,
anthropology, and linguistics.
As a linguist, I am more familiar with the language documentation literature, and two
works in particular come to mind. The first is Mithun 1990, in which the author analyzes a
variety of linguistic phenomena that emerge from the recorded conversations with speakers of
Central Pomo, a nearly extinct language of California. Mithun observes a wide range of
phenomena that are produced by speakers of varying degrees of fluency in Central Pomo and
English: lexical borrowing, code-switching, verbal morphology, case marking, number marking,
and others. Mithun is especially interested in comparing and contrasting the patterns that less
fluent speakers use with those of more fluent speakers. Throughout the discussion, Mithun
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embeds specific examples in discourse, either with utterances in isolation or excerpts of
interactive discourse. Regarding the latter, though, I do not ascertain that Mithun uses any
specific discourse analytic framework to systematically analyze such talk; they serve as
illustrative examples. And even though Mithun does not overtly frame her article as being
written in an ethnographic framework, she interweaves relevant ethnographic details throughout
the grammatical descriptions, most especially background information about individual speakers’
degrees of fluency in Central Pomo—thus connecting non-linguistic information with the
observable linguistic phenomena.
The second example is Berez 2011 on directional reference, discourse, and landscape in
Ahtna, an endangered language of Alaska. Berez examines how directionals are used by Ahtna
speakers in elicitation as well as in interactional discourse, whereby Berez is often one of the
interlocutors in the transcribed examples. Berez’s exploration of Ahtna directionals is embedded
in the cultural world of the Ahtna speakers; she finds that “[a]wareness of the local ecology is
thus not only central to Ahtna cultural practices, but also potentially influences the development
of the grammar over time” (2011:1). Like Mithun (1990), Berez does not frame her dissertation
within a particular framework of ethnography in the (critical) anthropological tradition, nor does
she employ a specific discourse analytic framework for analyzing the interactional discourse
excerpts that appear throughout the work (i.e., not relegated to a single section or chapter). She
does, however, use Du Bois’s Discourse Transcription (DT) framework—both Discourse
Transcription 1 (Du Bois et al. 1991) and Discourse Transcription 2 (Du Bois 2006)—and it
must be recognized that transcription is in fact a systematic analytic framework (cf. Urban 1996
on the power processes involved with entextualization and replication).267 Berez makes
interesting findings because of her overt attention to directionals in Ahtna discourse, such as the
realization that “it is how speakers use [area and punctual] suffixes in discourse to describe
major and minor journey legs and to create major and minor episodes in the discourse that allows
speakers to take advantage of deictic distinctions as well” (2011:223, italics in original).268
Nevertheless, I would not consider Berez 2011 as a work that overtly seeks to integrate

Mithun (1990) does not identify her transcription framework for the transcription of the interactional discourse
excerpts in that work.
268
Andrea L. Berez (pers. comm., 2013) also informed me that some directional concepts need not be expressed
through the lexicon or through morphology at all; rather, they emerge in discourse structures.
267
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discourse-based ethnography with grammatical description, within the critical ethnographic
framework post-Clifford/Fabian/Hymes.
8.8.2 Evaluation of this dissertation based on four criteria from the critical ethnographic
framework. I thus turn to my own current work, to evaluate how successful I have been at this
attempt at doing two seemingly different things at the same time,269 and integrating them into a
cohesive whole. My “glue” in this writing process has been the elicitation session. From the
structural linguistic side of my inquiry (i.e., research questions 1 and 2), none of my
morphological data would even exist if it were not for the processes of knowledge “extraction”
and transmission that occur in elicitation sessions with consultants. From the discourse-based
ethnography side (i.e., research questions 2 and 3), the elicitation session itself is the data that
needs to described and analyzed in a systematic way. My exploration of interactional discourse
that is embedded in local and global contexts (research question 3) has led me to make
observations about how speakers can assert their local knowledge about metalinguistic
analysis—assertions that are rhetorically structured through epistemic stancetaking. Their
certitude gives me confidence in being able to rely on their assessments of morphological
boundaries (research question 2), which in turn provides the crucial “external tie-breaker” to
deciding between which of the two analyses—the economy or conjugation solution—is more
plausible from a synchronic perspective (research question 1). The “glue” of the shared source of
data—the elicitation session—creates a foundation for these threads that I have attempted to
connect in this dissertation. I turn now to the four aspects of the critical framework of
ethnographic writing that I discuss in section 3.5.3 as criteria to evaluate both my grammatical
descriptions of PLMRT (primarily chapter 7, but also chapter 5) as well my ethnographic writing
(primarily chapter 8, but also chapter 2 and appendix A).
8.8.2.1 Writing “fictions.” The first concerns the art of writing “fictions” about both language
and culture. Regarding the former, I have made clear that Petrus’s occurrences serve as primary
data for analysis throughout chapter 7, as well as the primary source on which I base the
phonological rules I present in chapter 5. The analysis of the 67 morphological paradigms in
As I discuss at the end of section 3.5.3, language documentary fieldwork and ethnographic fieldwork share more
similarities than one might suspect at first glance.
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PLMRT is “fashioned” in a variety of senses, from the fact that I only work with single
occurrences of each inflected form, to the purposefully restricted comparisons of eight other
consultants’ forms with Petrus’s in section 7.3, to the selection of a very small sample of extant
PLMRT words as elicitation material, to the mere fact that I use “constructed” or “fictional”
nonce nouns in my methodology. I also engage in the “fictional” depiction of an “idealized”
version of PLMRT throughout the grammatical sketch in chapter 5, one in which I describe
phenomena that are not attributed to specific instances or occurrences of a specific individual’s
speech (with a few exceptions). In the spirit of Clifford 1986, by no means do I consider these
aspects of my description and analysis of PLMRT to be failings; rather, it is important that I as
the researcher and the author overtly acknowledge what I am writing—that regardless of how
much idiolectal-level detail I delve into for this analysis, I am still constructing a version of the
langue of PLMRT.
Regarding the ethnography of the elicitation session, Clifford (1986:6) identifies six
parameters for ethnographic writing: context, rhetoric, institution, genre, politics, and history.
These are six useful criteria for evaluating my own ethnographic writing in chapter 8, with the
caveat that I did not intend to set out to create an ethnography per se as a discrete component of
this dissertation project. In the interest of streamlining this discussion, I apply these six criteria to
only chapter 8, although I recognize that the ethnographic descriptions in chapter 2 and appendix
A deserve their own nuanced evaluation. Regarding context, ethnographic writing “draws from
and creates meaningful social milieu” (6), which I have been able to develop systematically by
employing the SPEAKING heuristic—and to some extent, the illustrative vignettes that I provide
at the start of each chapter. I engage in certain rhetorical devices that I have been accustomed to
in technical linguistics writing, such as integrating words and phrases in the target language into
the main text, followed by glosses/translations. The intended rhetorical effect is to further
immerse the reader in the PLMRT world through language. I am writing within specific
institutions and frameworks: Interactional Sociolinguistics and the ethnography of
communication, the expectations for a dissertation submitted to the Department of Linguistics in
the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, the expectations for my target audience of five committee
members, the broader awareness that my work is accessible to speakers of PLMRT, and so forth.
And to the extent that ethnographic writing allows one to write “within, and against, specific
traditions, disciplines, [and] audiences” (6), I recognize that I am venturing into relatively
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uncharted territory—at least within the field of language documentation—by overtly integrating
such seemingly disparate approaches to language: generative morphophonemics, the
ethnography of communication, and Interactional Sociolinguistics. Generically, chapter 8 is
distinguishable from the styles and genres of other chapters in this dissertation, although it
directly references material that has been instantiated in preceding chapters. In ethnographic
writing, “the authority to represent cultural realities is unequally shared and at times contested”
(6); the most relevant aspect in my own writing is that my assertions of what I infer the
consultants are doing with epistemic stancetaking are based on my authority as the author. These
are not assertions that I have made with the consultants through co-authorship or collaboration
on the analysis. Finally, my ethnographic accounts are historical in that they are not only
temporally fixed, but also their interpretations are to change in time—especially since the
previous five “conventions and constraints are changing” (6).
8.8.2.2 Partiality. Both my grammatical and ethnographic discussions in this dissertation are
inherently partial, whereby such partiality results from the self-imposed limitations of my
research: numbers of consultants, whom I chose as the primary consultant for the
morphophonemic analysis, the excerpts I chose for the SPEAKING and Interactional
Sociolinguistics analysis, and so forth. I acknowledge, for example, that my Interactional
Sociolinguistics analyses of discourse excerpts in chapter 8 focus more on certitude rather than
incertitude. Clifford (1986:7) notes that the partiality of ethnographic writing “is now widely
asserted—and resisted at strategic points by those who fear the collapse of clear standards of
verification.” This latter point is probably tacitly understood in language documentation, in
which most specific research projects are driven by positivistic perspectives on the study of
language as a science. At the same time, language documentary fieldworkers are some of the
first ones to acknowledge that any documentation project is inherently incomplete—although,
the emphasis is less on “incompleteness” and partiality, and more on the ongoing, opportunistic
quality of projects, especially those that seek to develop corpora of observable phenomena in the
language (Woodbury 2003). The same applies to the grammatical analysis as represented by the
“write-up”: no matter how nuanced the study—no matter how much attention is paid to the
idiolect, and comparisons across idiolects—there is always information that is purposefully left
out of the final product.
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Language documentationists in particular are concerned with matters of transparency and
opacity in grammatical descriptions and analyses, most especially regarding the embedding of
broad claims within the primary data. Among many emerging examples, consider Thieberger’s
(2006) grammar of South Efate (a language of Vanuatu), in which the author makes readily
available for the reader through a DVD the primary data (digitized audio and video materials) on
which his claims are based. In Early’s (2007) review of the grammar, he notes that “[m]aking
raw data available introduces a new level of accountability into linguistic description, and the
linguist who is brave enough to do so risks intense scrutiny and challenge to their findings and
conclusions” (113). What is interesting is Early’s assessment that this is a “new level of
accountability” (113) in linguistic description—which begs the question, “Should this not have
been an already established expectation in language documentation?” Indeed, one might argue
that the overarching paradigms in much of older models of language documentation has been the
“take-my-word-for-it” model; consider Rehg’s discussion of “traditional fieldwork,” which I
quote at length below:
I use the label “traditional fieldwork” to characterize fieldwork that has as its goal the
description of a specific language. The defining characteristic of fieldwork of this type is
that it is generalization- rather than data-oriented. Thus, the grammars that result from
such fieldwork typically include minimal amounts of data, usually just enough to
illustrate a grammatical claim. While the products of such fieldwork may also include
dictionaries and a limited number of texts, audio and video recordings and data bases are
not usually made part of the public record. Much of the linguistic fieldwork that has been
carried out up to now can be characterized as being one of these first two types [the
second being “artifacutal fieldwork”]. The claims about a language that result from such
work are essentially (and, until recently, necessarily) of the “take-my-word-for-it” type;
they cannot be verified empirically, except through additional fieldwork. However, an
increase in concerns about language endangerment, coupled with new technology, has
given rise to a third approach to fieldwork—documentary fieldwork. (Rehg 2007:14–15)
The “take-my-word-for-it” approach in older models of language documentation is indeed an
ideology of intentional partiality. By “intentional,” I mean to say that there are conscious
decisions made by linguists/authors to provide “minimal amounts of data” (14), which I would
assert is result of the predominant ideologies of how language descriptions and analyses are
treated: the raw data are not directly relevant to the primary analysis. The sheer number of reels
of tape and boxes of audio cassettes indeed indicate that documentary fieldworkers have always
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been engaged in empirically based fieldwork. It is not until recently that newer forms of
technology—most especially digital audio recording and digital archiving—make the
manipulation and sharing of such primary data relatively easy. By no means do I suggest that
“intentional partiality” is a generalization that linguists/authors who work within the “take-myword-for-it” paradigm intend to intentionally hide—or mislead—the audience of readers.
Nevertheless, as alluded to by Early (2007), by not providing such primary data alongside one’s
descriptions and analyses, one is not subject to potential scrutiny and challenges from other
researchers.270
What is important in the evaluation of my dissertation is that I am making a conscious
move away from the older perspective, and framing my work in the contemporary expectations
that primary data are supposed to be a part of public record. For example, the primary data that
provide the foundation for the exploration of all three of my research questions are available as
audio files archived in Kaipuleohone;271 the data that are relevant for research question 1 in
particular are also made available in written form in the appendix. I also openly admit that I am
not entirely successful in moving away from the “take-my-word-for-it” approach, especially
considering the sorts of broad claims I make in chapter 5 about PLMRT as a whole. Nevertheless,
I believe that there is a sea change happening in the newest generations of language
documentationists-in-training and those who are just at the beginning of their careers. I am
excited to be a part of this group who is exploring how partiality can be addressed throughout the
documentation project—not only in the sense of “fixing” it if partiality is seen as a problem (i.e.,
old models of non-transparency in data analysis), but also accepting it and building it into the art
of grammar writing (Clifford 1986:7).272

Early’s (2007:113) use of the word “brave” is telling here: what does that suggest about the researchers who are
“not brave enough” to publish primary data?
271
I recognize, too, that there are at least two “barriers” that prevent any member of the public from accessing these
files: (1) I only provide access to the files once I acquire permission from the consultant with whom the recording is
made; and (2) the files do not yet have accompanying time-aligned transcriptions/glossing/translations, so the only
members of the public who would be able to meaningfully navigate the files are those who are already proficient in
some dialect of Mortlockese.
272
I also see the discourse analysis of elicitation sessions as another step toward accountability in language
documentation. It is not enough to simply make the transcripts of the elicitation sessions available for others to see.
“Unpacking” what happens in those interactive interview contexts—especially when the discourse analyst is one of
the interlocutors—gives others a better understanding of what is happening, and how certain analyses (whether
directly or tangentially related to the discourse analysis) emerge from such contexts.
270
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8.8.2.3 Polyvocality. In both my grammatical and ethnographic writing in this dissertation, I
acknowledge that I am the privileged authorial voice. In a sense, I am “expected” to be the sole
authorial voice, since there are expectations for and limitations on this particular genre of
academic writing—a dissertation in a US institution. Nevertheless, I address polyvocality in a
variety of ways. Regarding the grammatical descriptions and analyses in chapter 7, my choice to
overtly discuss findings from nine consultants—with primary emphasis on one consultant in
particular—is a concerted effort to address the tacit assumptions in language documentation that
polyvocality (i.e., working with many consultants) is desired, but not always addressed in the
writing. Authors of grammatical descriptions often make blanket statements at the beginning of
their work about their pool of consultants during fieldwork, but that multiplicity of individual
voices is “levelled out” in the write-up and presentation of the final product. There are, of course,
real challenges to developing a polyvocal approach to grammatical description and analysis, as I
have explained in chapter 7: the amount of detail (and the sheer number of pages) that I dedicate
to analyzing Petrus’s speech could potentially be repeated eight more times—one for each of the
other consultants with whom I completed the elicitation tasks—but trying to compile the totality
of those descriptions and analyses would result in an unreadable work.
I also acknowledge that in my attempt at answering my second research question about
emic metalinguistic analyses—so as to provide direct input to my first research question—I have
chosen to explore “authorship” in the sense of ascertaining the consultants’ perspectives and
building them directly into my own analysis (cf. section 7.4). I am still the sole author of the
dissertation, and I recognize that within this framework, the consultants on whom I rely for emic
metalinguistic analyses still play the role of “sources, ‘informants,’ to be quoted or paraphrased”
(Clifford 1986:15). Crucially, though, in the exploration of the “PLMRT solution,” I have to
acknowledge that my voice as the analyst is but one of others, which include non-linguist L1
speakers of the language under investigation.
Regarding the discourse-based ethnographic discussion in chapter 8, polyvocality is more
prominent by virtue of the fact that I analyze interactive discourse, in which the co-construction
of (local) knowledge happens between me and a consultant. Clifford (1986:15) notes that “[a]s
Bakhtin (1981) has shown, dialogical processes proliferate in any complexly represented
discursive space (that of an ethnography, or, in his case, a realist novel).” Again, I remain the
sole author of the analysis—the sole utilizer of the SPEAKING heuristics and Interactional
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Sociolingusitcs framework—and even though the discourse excerpts are interactional, the way
that I integrate them as texts into my larger discussion in chapter 8 still render them as the
transcribed/glossed/translated experiences of others that I employ to advance my own
ethnographic narrative. One might surmise that Clifford prefers that critical approaches to
ethnography develop more polyphonic and dialogic works, since “[o]nce ‘informants’ begin to
be considered as co-authors, and the ethnographer as scribe and archivist as well as interpreting
observer, we can ask new, critical questions of all ethnographies” (Clifford 1986:17). Indeed,
language documentation as a field is nurturing its own growing literature in which “informants”
and consultants are co-authors, and who engage in a visible dialectic within the work itself (see
especially McLaughlin & Sall 2001). However, as I argue in section 6.4.3, there is a place for
purposefully constraining the number of voices represented in a particular work (i.e., the number
of consultants’ voices to cite via specific examples), as well as for choosing monologic
authorship. In this case of a dissertation, monologism is required; for future work, however, I am
excited by the possibilities of polyvocalic co-authorship with the same consultants with whom I
have worked on this dissertation project.
8.8.2.4 “New conceptions” of language and culture. In section 3.5.3, I quote Clifford
(1986:25) at length regarding his call for “new, better modes of writing.” The following
statement in particular resonates with me, in light of what I have attempted in my grammatical
and ethnographic discussions in chapters 7 and 8: “In cultural studies at least, we can no longer
know the whole truth, or even claim to approach it” (25). From the contemporary language
documentation perspective, this is also tacitly understood, since the corpus of documented
observable linguistic behavior is ever-growing, and the analytic modules that annotate such a
corpus are in dialogue with the corpus and with each other (Woodbury 2003). The “partiality,”
however, that Clifford discusses regarding ethnographic writing is not merely a consequence of
“not enough fieldwork” or a postmodern reaction to positivism. Clifford seeks “new, better
modes of writing” (1986:25) that purposefully embrace partiality, thus shaping the writing
process. He asks, “But is there not a liberation, too, in recognizing that no one can write about
others any longer as if they were discrete objects or texts?” (25). Regarding chapter 8, I
recognize that I cannot “reduce” individual consultants to discourse excerpts that express
certitude; “certitude” in PLMRT epistemic stancetaking is not an “object” that exists
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independently of the language that realizes the stancetaking and the sociocultural context that
makes the stancetaking interactionally meaningful. In a similar vein, in chapter 7, the in-depth
discussion of one person’s idiolect creates limitations in the generalizability of the claims I make
in that chapter (as well as the phonological rules I posit in chapter 5), but it also forces me to
develop more subtle ways of addressing that level of variation that is uncommon in other
products of documentary fieldwork. The 67 possessive suffix paradigms are not “objects” that
exist independently of the language that allows consultants to produce inflected forms during the
elicitation tasks, nor independently of the sociocultural contexts that make such paradigms
meaningful (cf. the effects of Milson describing our elicitation work as sukuul ‘school’ to my
host father).
Clifford asks, “And may not the vision of a complex, problematic, partial ethnography
lead, not to its abandonment, but to more subtle, concrete ways of writing and reading, to new
conceptions of culture as interactive and historical?” (25). With regard to what I am attempting
to achieve in chapters 7 and 8, the answer is indeed “yes.” I find that the implication applies to
language documentation, as well—most especially contexts in which the fieldworker is working
with an under-documented language, whereby the fieldworker is developing his or her own
“local knowledge” in the same senses that Canagarajah (2002) describes: ground up, not-yet
institutionalized, emergent from local contexts. I believe that researchers in the field of language
documentation are in exactly the right place to explore new conceptions of language as
interactive and historical. For this project, my focus has been on the elicitation session, which is
inherently interactive by virtue of the co-constructions and transmission of (local) knowledge
between researcher and consultant, as well as inherently historical by virtue of each session
being situated in time and space.
Blommaert & Jie’s assertion about fieldwork in an ethnographic context rings true in a
language documentation context, too: “fieldwork results in an archive of research, which
documents the researcher’s own journey through knowledge” (2010:10, italics in original). Such
an archive is indeed interactive and historical, as is the writing process of the dissertation itself. I
find that the unifying thread that connects all the various components of this dissertation is that
of epistemology: how I know what I know about the Pakin community, about those who speak
PLMRT as an L1, about the structures of PLMRT itself, about the processes of “extracting”
knowledge during conjugation tasks and co-creating knowledge during the metalinguistic
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discussions, about the epistemic stances that consultants take in order to assert certitude about
abstract metalinguistic analyses, and about the writing process that allows me to convey such
knowledge to the reader. I have found that in my own “journey through knowledge” as a
researcher in language documentation, what has been most enlightening has been my own
documentation of the language documentation itself. It is a fruitful and exciting area of inquiry
when we turn our analysis on ourselves, and we focus on not only what we know, but also how
we go about knowing it.
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CHAPTER 9. SUMMARIES, CONTRIBUTIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND DIRECTIONS

November 2011. During the Fall 2011 semester, I took “Austronesian Syntax” with Dr.
Yuko Otsuka. It combined two of my favorite topics: all thing related to Austronesian
languages, and all things related to morphosyntax. In November, we had an assigned due
in which we had to present data and analysis from any Austronesian language, so long as
it was directly relevant to the recent topics we were discussing. At that point, we focused
on serial verb constructions. I knew that such constructions are possible in Mortlockese,
and I was able to produce several illustrative examples from my fieldnotes. One
particular topic I addressed was the interaction of reduplication with the V1 and V2.
Whereas the V1 can undergo reduplication to express habitual/imperfective aspect, the
V2 (restricted to adverbial denotations) cannot. In looking for an illustrative example, I
came across the perfect example: pwapwpwapwa fangan ‘continually being happy
together’ (cf. <pwapwa> [pwaapwa] ‘happy’). I found that example in a letter I received a
few months earlier, from one of my dear friends on Pakin. It never ceases to amaze me
that my linguistic questions could be answered from across thousands of miles of ocean,
through ink and paper. Sure, it was nice that I found a real-world example of V1
reduplication in a serial verb construction, and it’s even serendipitous that it arrived the
very same semester I was to search for such types of phenomena. But those realizations
absolutely pale in comparison to what that phrase meant in that letter, from that person.
The linguist in me, of course, can’t help but be grateful for this instance of fieldwork from
beyond the field. During a later fieldtrip to Pakin, I told my friend this anecdote, about
how his letter arrived at just the right time. I can still remember his smile and chuckle.
9.1 Introduction. In this chapter, I provide an overview of my dissertation on Pakin Lukunosh
Mortlockese (PLMRT) possessive suffix paradigms by providing the following discussions: (1)
restatement of my research questions and a summary of my findings; (2) the contributions and
implications of this research; and (3) directions for future research as I ascertain from the
limitations of this study. I provide concluding remarks at the end of this chapter.
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9.2 Research questions and findings. My research questions—first stated in section 1.3, and
each one explicated in sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, respectively—are restated here:
1. What is the morphophonemic account for the possessive suffix paradigms as I have
recorded from the Pakin community?
2. How does the metalinguistic analysis of L1 speakers provide external evidence for the
morphophonemic account?
3. What entails an “ethnography of the elicitation session,” and what contributions does this
make to the field of language documentation and the methods of documentary fieldwork?
Chapter 7 deals with the first research question. Through careful study of a single idiolect as
ascertained through data elicited from Petrus, as well as comparison of his occurrences with
those of eight other consultants, I ascertain that the economy solution cannot provide a
parsimonious explanation for the data. If one adheres to the Unique Underlier Condition, then
uniformity in the shape of the possessive suffixes (i.e., as I posit in in figure 23 in section
5.3.1.3) results in complexity in the shape of the lexical stems to which the suffixes attach, which
is problematic not only for the extant vocabulary (i.e., native and borrowed nouns) that feature
declension mixing, but also for the nonce nouns that are only presented as C-final forms. In
turning to the other plausible solution—the conjugation solution—one encounters the mirror
image: by positing regularity in the shape of the lexical stems, one must accept that there are
multiple allomorphs of the possessive suffixes, and such allomorphy is not phonologically
conditioned. Research question 1, then, is not seeking a “final answer” so much as it intends on
evaluating the theory-internal solutions: the economy, null, and conjugation solutions. This
research question is dependent on the second research question as an external “tie-breaker.”
My approach to research question 2 is somewhat “reversed” in that I present the findings
of the metalinguistic discussions in section 7.4, and I then evaluate such discussions as crucial
components in developing the intuition solution in section 7.5.4, which is preceded by
evaluations of the economy solution (section 7.5.1), the null solution (section 7.5.2), and the
conjugation solution (section 7.5.2). Regarding the written decomposition task, almost all of the
consultants indicated a preference for the conjugation solution. Later discussion with five
consultants regarding the introduction of the “alternative” analysis (i.e., economy solution)
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reveals that there is a skewing toward the “original” (i.e., conjugation solution): while one
consultant preferred the economy solution in light of the discussion, two rejected the economy
solution outright, another vacillated between the economy and conjugation solutions, and yet
another accepted both solutions with the qualification that certain paradigms would be best
explained by a certain solution. In spite of this small sample, I am able nevertheless to develop a
baseline for future research, whereby the spoken preference for the conjugation solution can be
empirically determined through “unspoken” preference, most especially through experimental
methods (see section 9.4). For the purposes of contributing to my first research question, I decide
to revise my presentation of the lexical items that are featured in my paradigmatic explorations to
be in line with the conjugation solution, given in section 7.6.
Research question 3 is divided into two parts: I address the first part in chapter 8, and the
second in the next section. I take the perspective that “ethnography” within the language
documentation framework should not be treated as a written product of fieldwork, realized as a
relegation of ethnographic details to certain introductions, sections, or appendices in the analytic
apparatuses that annotate the documentary corpus—although I recognize that such an approach is
nevertheless useful in the written product (cf. chapter 2 and appendix A). Rather, I follow the
critical programmatic perspective of “ethnography”: it is an approach to the systematic
description and analysis of language within culture, not language separate from culture. I focus
specifically on the sociocultural communicative event of the elicitation session. I employ the
SPEAKING heuristics from the ethnography of communication framework to examine the
context of specific examples I discuss, as well as Interactional Sociolinguistics methodology for
the moment-by-moment discourse analysis. I use the tool of the contextualization cue to
ascertain the various epistemic stances that the consultants (i.e., my interlocutors) take in
expressing certitude about various metalinguistic and metacultural facts about PLMRT and their
analyses to the abstract questions I ask. In section 8.5, I claim that epistemic stancetaking is a
fundamental strategy through which local knowledge about PLMRT is co-constructed,
transmitted, and defended in logical arguments. I believe that overt dicussions of researcher
positionality are integral in the development of any type of ethnography; I address these matters
of positionality, identity, and role in section 8.6. Furthermore, using rubrics developed from the
critical perspective of ethnographic writing, I evaluate my own writing, most especially the
grammatical discussions in chapter 7 and the ethnographic discussions in chapter 8. I assert that
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the principles of “writing fictions” (i.e., the emphasis on the constructions of grammar and
ethnography, not simply the mere representations of empirical facts), partiality, polyvocality, and
new modes of writing are at play in both the writing of structural approaches to grammar, as well
as the writing of ethnography.
9.3 Contributions and implications. My dissertation provides new contributions to various
subfields and areas of linguistics. I discuss these contributions and implications in the subsequent
sections. I order these discussions with regard to degrees of direct relevance to my primary
research questions.
9.3.1 Morphophonemic theory. The Unique Underlier Condition as stated in Lass 1984 cannot
adequately account for the PLMRT I have collected, described, and analyzed in this dissertation.
Rehg (2001:232) finds that “one of the desiderata of generative phonology—that there be a
single underlying representation for each morpheme—must be compromised to account for the
complex patterns of vowel alternations in Pohnpeian”; I come to the same conclusion regarding
PLMRT possessive suffix paradigms. While the Unique Underlier Condition might be well suited
to analyze phenomena in languages that are relatively more “regular” in their morphology, it
does not provide a parsimonious explanation for the PLMRT, especially since regularity in the
possessive suffixes requires complexity in the lexical stems to which they attach. As I state in
section 3.3.2, I overtly choose to work within the generative framework—in which the
decompositional route of lexical access is inherent—so as to evaluate the potential benefits and
drawbacks of this framework. I acknowledge that there are other non-morpheme-based
approaches to inflectional morphology that might be well suited for these PLMRT data, such as
Anderson’s (1977, 1982, 1984, 1986, 1988) Extended Word-and-Paradigm model, which is often
applied to data from Indo-European languages that are highly inflectional. I also admit that
explorations of whether the dual mechanism model of lexical access is applicable in PLMRT
might suggest that both the economy and conjugation solutions are synchronically relevant,
especially in light of Anrot’s acceptance of both solutions.
9.3.2 Discourse-based ethnography. One overarching implication from my discussions in
chapter 8 is that the writing of grammars and the writing of ethnographies have more in common
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than what most might realize (or admit). Even though that most grammatical descriptions and
analyses are written in positivistic traditions based on Western approaches to the scientific
method, one cannot deny that there is indeed an art to the writing of such descriptions and
analysis—realized by any of the various apparatuses that annotate a documentary corpus, from
journal articles to reference grammars built upon decades of research. I believe that overt
reflection of the critical framework of ethnographic writing can push grammatical writing to
“new, better modes” (Clifford 1986:25). One parameter for which “better” can be qualified and
quantified is the matter of how grammar writers address partiality. As I discuss in section 8.7.2.2,
ideologies of “intentional partiality” have dominated linguistic fieldwork and its published
output, realized by the “take-my-word-for-it” model. In contemporary approaches to language
documentation—especially those that are data-centered and focus on the documentary corpus—
embedding descriptions and analyses alongside the primary data is expected.273 This is an
approach to “fixing” partiality when it is perceived as a problem (i.e., lack of transparency).274
Nevertheless, Clifford’s (1986) argument about partiality in ethnographic writing is that such
“gaps of knowledge” need to be actively integrated as part of the research process, including the
final write-up. What this means in a language documentation framework is the recognition that
there are certain types of knowledge that can be withheld from us (e.g., gender-restricted
vocabulary) or inaccessible for various reasons (e.g., the last speakers with knowledge of a
particular morphological paradigm may be too elderly to work with).275
A more specific contribution of my discussions in chapter 8 is the addition of PLMRT
data to the academic discourse on epistemic stance. I have not yet encountered another
discussion in the literature about metalinguistic stance in particular, which I posit is a
combination of factual and imaginative stances with regard to the discussions of language-asobject—and those discussions often happen in the very same language of investigation (e.g.,
Consider for example that many types of micro-level discourse analytic frameworks such as Conversation
Analysis and Interactional Sociolinguistics require the researcher/author to present the data as transcripts alongside
the analysis within the primary text (i.e., not as appendices).
274
Another parameter to consider is the fact that in the US, many language documentation projects are funded by
federal grants. As such, there is an expectation that research funded by public monies should be made accessible to
that public—not just the published research, but also the primary data collected in the field, with relevant restrictions
(see for example Fischer 2013 regarding the provisions in the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A110).
275
Indeed, there is much to be said about the conflict of frameworks with regard to access to knowledge about
language as an object of study—the Western scientific framework in which knowledge about language as realized
through language is accessible to all, and other frameworks (e.g., indigenous, emic, community-based, etc.) in which
not all knowledge is so accessible.
273
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talking about infelicitous inflections in PLMRT through the medium of PLMRT). My work
contributes to the larger (and quite robust) research area of stance. I connect the brought-about
instantiations of epistemic stance to express certitude to the brought-along concept of local
knowledge, whereby the intuitions of L1 speakers—who are not trained in structural approaches
to linguistics—constitute the local knowledge of metalinguistic analysis. Furthermore, I also
claim that the descriptions and analyses of researchers who work in under-documented language
contexts are another type of local knowledge. Whereas other studies on local knowledge are
framed in contexts of asymmetrical power (e.g., majority vs. minority speech communities), my
claim here sheds light on the processes of how local knowledge from fieldwork contexts emerges
and becomes codified in institutional contexts.
9.3.3 Fieldwork methodology. My discussions here are based on section 6.4.3 about the
representativeness of one’s sample, as a result of specific methodological choices for the
documentation project. First, the overt recognition that even in qualitative approaches to
language documentation—that is, projects that do not overtly engage in quantitative methods
with the purpose of producing statistically analyzable data, such as corpus studies and
psycholinguistic experiments—it is imperative that the researcher-author provide qualitative and
quantitative contexts for the fieldwork project. It is not enough to simply state at the beginning of
the written product the number of individuals that comprise the consultant pool. Insofar as the
researcher-author is interested in nuanced, highly detailed analyses of linguistic phenomenon—
most especially at the level of the idiolect—one should be clear as to the origin of one’s claims. I
return to the example of the presentation of the morphology paradigm as a langue-wide
generalization, since such a “clean” presentation elicits many questions: how many consultants
(and how many occurrences of each consultant’s productions of the paradigm) were involved in
the construction of such a table, what was the process that allowed the fieldworker to intuit such
a generalization, what is the relevant sociolinguistic variation, and so forth. Indeed, these types
of questions form the basis of completely separate inquiry. As such, I overtly acknowledge that
the author of the (sketch) grammar in particular cannot devote such detailed explanations to
every single phenomenon described in the work; not only is there the considerable amount of
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time that would have to be devoted to each explication, but also presenting such details in print
would render the work unreadable.276
In a 2012 manuscript, I discuss the significance of the dialect, communalect, and idiolect
in historical linguistics. That manuscript was inspired by Grace 1990, in which the author
addresses some of the unspoken assumptions that are made by historical linguists. Grace claims
that if “historical linguistics is based on a metaphor in which individual languages are thought of
as (analogous to) physical entities, [then] the inaccuracies of the metaphor are beginning to exact
a price” (171). Indeed, rather than assuming that it is the language as a whole (homogeneous)
system which undergoes change, “it seems possible that the system which underwent each may
have been smaller than a whole language” (169). In my manuscript, I explore the significance
that lects below the level of the langue as a whole can have on historical linguistics—most
especially with the realization that historical linguists often “mine” data from grammars and
dictionaries. For any given linguistic description that serves as the source of data for the
comparative method, it may in fact turn out that the source is based on a particular dialect,
communalect, or even idiolect. Crucially, though, the lectal description is opaque to the reader of
the grammatical description—including the historical linguist who does not engage in primary
data collection for each of the many languages (on the scale of scores to hundreds) that are
included in the comparative analysis. It is certainly plausible that the realization that the input to
the comparative method is a dialect/communalect/idiolect as opposed to the langue is
inconsequential to the broader analysis. Indeed, the dialectal/communalectal/idiolectal form of
the lexeme in question may in fact been representative of the langue. In other cases, the
dialectal/communalectal/idiolectal form is a “smoking gun” that has drastic implications for
reconstructions. One example that comes to mind is Kenneth L. Rehg’s (pers. comm., 2012)
investigations of the /ə/ phoneme in Pohnpeian, one that is restricted to only a small subset of
speakers of the Kitti dialect. These speakers who retain /ə/ provide phonological data that has
implications on the historical reconstruction of Proto-Pohnpeic, the proto-language ancestral to
Pohnpeian (including the divergent Sapwuahfik dialect), Mokilese, and Pingelapese. The fact
that just a few idiolects can have drastic impacts at the proto-language level underscores my

Electronic presentation of grammars, however, might be less constrained, especially if “extraneous” explanation
is hyperlinked to the “primary” presentation of the data and analysis.
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claim that these details cannot be overlooked (or purposefully swept under the rug) in the
published output of language documentation projects.
This overt acknowledgement that most (but certainly not all) documentary fieldwork
projects are inherently qualitative and rely on inductive methodology squarely places language
documentation within the broader discourses of qualitative research paradigms, most especially
with regard to accountability, reproducibility, and evaluation. Rather than attempting any sort of
comprehensive review of this broad and deep literature, I choose to follow the perspectives in
Horsburgh 2003 regarding the evaluation of qualitative research. There are indeed academically
rigorous criteria that can be used to evaluate qualitative research. I provide here the features of
qualitative research that Horsburgh (2003:307) lists:


the need for researcher reflexivity



the use of the ‘first person’ in academic work



the context in which research takes place



the selection of research participants



the interpretation of participants’ accounts



the active acknowledgement of ‘lay’ knowledge



researcher flexibility within the research process



the generalizability of findings

Insofar as the fieldworker/author working in a language documentation framework
acknowledges that he or she employs certain qualitative and inductive methodologies for specific
parts of the project (or perhaps all of it), I believe that the critical development of language
documentation as a subfield requires documentary fieldworkers to evaluate their own work with
the criteria posited for qualitative social science more broadly. By no means am I suggesting that
documentary fieldwork must always remain qualitative, nor do I mean to ignore documentation
projects that are overtly framed as quantitative endeavors. Indeed, language documentation is an
exciting research context for mixed methodology! Rather, I emphasize that discourses of the
fundamental need for transparency and accountability in language documentation products—
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most especially as reactions to the “take-my-word-for-it” model—compel those working in this
field to evaluate what is being achieved with appropriate criteria.277
Another contribution my dissertation—most especially the sections focusing on research
question 3—makes to the field of language documentation is a nuanced exploration of the data
that emerges from the elicitation session itself. Given Himmelmann’s (2006:9) charge that the
documentation and analysis of metalinguistic knowledge is just as valuable as any other type of
primary data in the documentary corpus, I frame my discussions in chapter 8 as an attempt in
bridging Himmelmann’s charge with the well-established perspectives in other fields of social
science in which the interview is a core methodological feature—and one that is critically
scrutinized as not simply a transmission of facts from one interlocutor to the other, but rather an
interactive process (De Fina 2011, Ensink 2003, Lampropoulou & Meyers 2012). The
implication here for the training of future fieldworkers is that graduate students can only benefit
from the structured analysis of their own talk during elicitation sessions, so as to learn how to
become better askers of questions and—more importantly—better listeners (Odango 2014a).278
9.3.4 Areal studies. Because my dissertation focuses on the Pakin geolect of the Lukunosh
dialect of Mortlockese, it makes contributions to several levels of areal studies, which I identify
here through the relevant language family names: Chuukic, Nuclear Micronesian, Oceanic, and
Austronesian. As I discuss in section 2.2.4, the dearth of linguistics publications on the various
dialects of Mortlockese is striking. My dissertation fills a significant gap in this literature by
providing descriptions of PLMRT—most especially in chapters 5 and 7—that are not published
elsewhere, and which are broadly generalizable to other dialects of Mortlockese. My conclusion
that the conjugation solution (via the intuition solution/approach) is the most plausible
synchronic analysis in PLMRT has implications on the published descriptions of possessive
suffix paradigms in other Chuukic languages such as Chuukese (Goodenough & Sugita 1980),
Woleaian (Sohn 1975), Satawalese (Roddy 2007), in which the authors take the generative
approach (i.e., the economy solution).
Horsburgh (2003:307) notes that “[t]he use of quantitative criteria to evaluate qualitative research may create the
impression that the latter is not academically rigorous.”
278
I find that the frameworks of Intercultural Communication (Scollon et al. 2012)—especially those that integrate
discourse analysis—are especially useful in analyzing elicitation session talk, especially since most documentary
fieldwork contexts involve members from different sociocultural and linguistic backgrounds (i.e., the linguist and
the consultant) engaging in a specific type of interactional activity.
277
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Furthermore, as I discuss in section 7.7 regarding Kosraean, my descriptions of the
geolectal contexts of Pakin in which the competition of different dialects is a likely factor in the
heterogeneity of certain morphological paradigms might indeed apply to other
multilingual/multilectal contexts in Micronesia—as well as Oceania more broadly, and
throughout the world. There are many examples of diasporic communities in the Federated States
of Micronesia in which there is competition among dialects, most especially scenarios in which
outer island communities that speak various dialects of the same language (or even closely
related languages) move to the main State island and form new communities (cf. Ellis 2007,
2012 for the situation with Saipan Carolinian and other Central Caroline Chuukic languages).
And considering that speech communities that appear to be represented by a single regional
dialect in fact have salient lectal variation—much of which is recognized by L1 speakers, but not
yet documented by linguists—the general topic of the interactions of (dia)lects-in-competition
and morphological heterogeneity is a fruitful area of research, most especially in geographic
Micronesia.
9.3.5 Sociolinguistics. Closely related to the previous discussions are the contributions my
dissertation makes to sociolinguistics, most especially with regard to variation (e.g., Labovian
approaches to sociolinguistics).279 My work reveals that idiolectal variation must be accounted
for when striving to make language-wide generalizations. I find that sociocultural factors can
play a role in explaining recurrent patterns across idiolects, such as the fact that Petrus, Milson,
and Nika are all directly related and all prefer vowel lengthening before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS.’ Even in
very small populations, variation abounds, and the PLMRT sociolinguistic setting provides
insights as to why: various dialects are in competition with each other, affecting not only how
children acquire the language, but how adults continue to learn, modify, and “normalize” various
patterns in their language (e.g., morphological paradigms) over time.280 Late acquisition in
particular is a phenomenon that deserves closer inspection in these types of multilectal and
multilingual communities, since paradigmatic regularity is related to the input that a person
My contributions to the Hymesian and Gumperzian approaches to sociolinguistics (or sociocultural linguistics)
are addressed in section 9.3.2.
280
Kenneth L. Rehg (pers. comm., 2015) comments that in his experiences with certain older speakers of
Pohnpeian—whom he has known and worked with when they were younger—he finds that their command of
morphological paradigms (i.e., regarding their ability to produce expected, homogeneous patterns) is much better as
older speakers than when they were younger. This is especially true with regard to low-frequency items, such as
obscure or archaic vocabulary.
279
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receives—and the practice one engages in as a speaker of the language—over the course of a
lifetime.281
My dissertation also contributes to the discussions on analogy and reanalysis as
synchronic processes in language processing. Patterns that occur across speakers such as vowel
lengthening before /-r/ ‘3PL.POSS’ and the preference for [ɛ]-declension suffixes for the first- and
second-person singular forms as well as for [i]-declension suffixes for the first-person plural
exclusive and second-person plural forms (regardless of the dominant declension in the
paradigm) are best explained by reanalysis and analogical extension. And even though I do not
report on my data and initial analysis on direct object suffix paradigms in this disseration, I find
that similar processes are occurring in those morphophonemic contexts.
9.3.6 Pedagogical applications. I take a stance—first and foremost personal, and secondarily
professional—that it is my responsibility as someone who has “extracted” information from a
community to return it in a way that is locally meaningful. I do not adhere to the stance that the
mobilization of linguistic information—be it the raw data in the documentary corpus or the
analytic apparatuses that annotate such a corpus—is work for “others,” which include
community members, educators, researchers in applied linguistics, non-governmental
organizations, and so forth. Forged through my Peace Corps Volunteer service that provided the
contexts for my integration into the Pakin and Sokehs communities prior to my graduate
studies—which included training in needs assessment282 and hands-on TEFL classroom
experience—I am emboldened to take my dissertation research to the next level so as to provide
direct benefits to those communities.
I am currently engaged in the brainstorm-feedback stage of a collaborative project to
develop pedagogical materials from my dissertation research on possessive suffix paradigms as
presented here, as well as from my ongoing research on direct object suffix paradigms. I have
contacted through e-mail various educators of Mortlockese background, including current
teachers in Sokehs-area schools with significant Mortlockese presence (viz. RSP, Pakin, and
Sekere Elementary Schools), retired educators, and language arts specialists based in Chuuk
As Christina Higgins (pers. comm., 2015) has pointed out to me, intragenenerational language shift (i.e.,
language attrition) is also a relevant factor to consider in longitudinal studies.
282
During my training, the predominant model was the Participatory Analysis for Community Action (PACA)
model.
281
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State. Through a document—presented in Mortlockese—that contains examples of paradigms
(including some audio recordings) and several questions, I am interested in getting their feedback
as a way to shape this project. I explain to them that my project has not yet begun, because I
require their feedback on the idea itself. For me, this is a crucial component that distinguishes
between these two types of projects: (1) projects that are conceived by the community outsider
first, who then later attempts to get community involvement and approval—with the realization
that the project can be modified through feedback during the development process; and (2)
projects that are collaborative from the beginning, in which the linguist and the community
members are equal stakeholders (cf. Stebbins 2012 on the “third space” model). As a Peace
Corps Volunteer and in subsequent experiences during fieldwork, I have seen the successes and
failures of the first type of project in Pohnpei State. I am interested in trying the second model
and making it succeed.
As an interested stakeholder myself, I already have potential ideas that I share with the
educators I have contacted. The most salient tangible product for me is the morphology
workbook, one that provides a pedagogical context for the teaching and practice of inflectional
paradigms. This is borne out of my own experience with instructional materials learning French
in high school and college—most especially paradigm tables and textbook exercises—as well as
the lack of such material focusing specifically on inflectional morphology in my own learning of
Mortlockese during my Peace Corps training. The questions I ask these educators include the
following:283


Mé remw, kare ia mwashan alomwota nái research, ren ian epé lomwot nganei shón
sukulen Sokehs, pwal naúr sounpatak kewe, epé kan ia usun? Met máfeiomw?
o For you, if I wanted to make useful my research, such that it will be useful to the
students of Sokehs, as well as for their teachers, what would it look like? What is
your opinion?

When I write Mortlockese in non-formal contexts to other Mortlockese people, I do not indicate vowel length,
but I do indicate consonant length, and I use the acute accent system. One question that I had not asked in my initial
inquiry—but should be included in later inquiry, as suggested by Kenneth L. Rehg (pers. comm., 2015)—is, “Why
do you think young speakers of Mortlockese should be taught morphological analysis?” This is not just a content
question: the rhetorical effect poses the question of whether such information should be formally taught, or if it is
necessary.
283
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Met sokkon format epé kan lomwot nganer? Eu paper workbook?
o What sort of format will be useful for them? A paper workbook?



Fitou paradigm epé kan naf llan eu workbook?
o How many paradigms will be enough in a workbook?



Ia usun iash ausipé customize-nei workbook ie nganei pwin 1–8?
o How will be customize this workbook for grades 1–8?



Met sokkon workbook exercise epé kan sais nganer?
o What types of workbook exercises will be appropriate for them?



Ia kilei pwe ngang ia far iérei ngingin Lukunosh, pwópwun pwe ia kan nonno lein re
Lukunosh mé Pakin. Ngé kare epé ior eu workbook, dialect fa sipé tapwei? Lukunosh, are
Té, are Satawan? Are ir mé elu, llan eu workbook?
o I know that I am used to the Lukunosh dialect, the reason being that I was staying
with Lukunosh people on Pakin. But if there is to be a workbook, which dialect
will we use? Lukunosh, or Té, or Satawan? Or perhaps all three of them, in a
single workbook?



Ngang ia pwal iérei iteshúkún Chuuk, pwe ina má alphabet we iké kaié iakanei. Ia fai
pwai iérei “SH” mwmwan “CH” are “J” llan iái mmak. Ngé kare sipé férei eu workbook
en paradigm, met sokkon STANDARDIZED ORTHOGRAPHY ie sipé tonganei tapwei?
o I also know that I am used to the Chuukese alphabet, because that was the
alphabet that I learned. I also am used to “SH” instead of “CH” or “J” in my
spelling. If we were to make a paradigm workbook, what sort of standardized
orthography will we be able to follow?
Another issue that I did not directly address in my questions is the matter of translating

metalinguistic terminology, so as to provide both teachers and students with the vocabulary.
Rehg 2014 provides a discussion of what is achieved in a community grammar of Pohnpeian
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developed by Damian Sohl and Robert Andrea (n.d.), in which metalinguistic vocabulary is
through processes of (1) “Pohnpeianizing” common English words (and spelling them according
to Pohnpeian orthography); (2) extending the meaning of extant Pohnpeian words, and (3)
introducing relatively novel metalinguistic English terminology by either “Pohnpeianizing” the
pronunciation/spelling or directly borrowing the terms as English. All three of those strategies
would work well for the project I envision. Indeed, I have already encountered the second
strategy to some degree in my metalinguistic conversations, either suggested by me to the
consultant (e.g., fitian pashau ‘remora’) or invented by the consultant (e.g., Eison’s phrase minan
alling ‘thing that causes it to look good’).
A closely related issue here is the matter of morphophonemic analysis regarding
boundaries. My dissertation argues for the conjugation analysis. The development of pedagogical
materials with local educators requires not only explaining my findings to them in a way that is
accessible to a lay audience of educators, but also—and more interestingly—ascertaining what
analysis (i.e., conjugation, or economy, or both, or neither in the case of the direct route) would
be useful in terms of training educators how to engage in morphological analysis. I fully
acknowledge that in this context, I am no longer working in an objective documentary
framework; instead, I am in the realm of prescriptive grammar, language policy, and education.
Another matter to investigate is determining how such a resource could be in line with
the currently existing State and National language arts curricula and standards of learning. In the
document that I sent out to the educators, I explain that I would like the resource we create to be
trilingual in presentation—Mortlockese, Pohnpeian, and English—so as to address the linguistic
needs of the target audience. I envision a scenario in which a teacher who is teaching Pohnpeian
morphology can rely on the workbook—as well as the metalinguistic terminology more
broadly—to first address Mortlockese morphology in a structured manner, so as to facilitate
comprehension for the students and promote higher-level learning of both Pohnpeian and
Mortlockese morphology284—as opposed to rote memorization, which I have seen first-hand in
Pohnpei. As of this writing, I have received initial replies from some of the people I contacted,
saying that they are very interested in this potential project, and need ample time to reply to my
questions.
This is in no small part facilitated by the very similar inflectional patterns and lexical items (i.e., cognates)
between these two closely related languages.
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I am also planning ahead with regard to the logistics of what a potential workbook project
would entail. I am a volunteer member of Island Research & Education Initiative (iREi), a nonprofit and non-governmental organization based in Pohnpei, dedicated to the development of
materials to promote the biological, linguistic, and cultural diversity of geographic Micronesia.
The breadth and depth of the pedagogical materials output by iREi for the Federated States of
Micronesia in particular is astounding, considering that few textbooks for the public schools are
developed by the State and National governments to provide place-based education for the
students. I am in discussions with Danko Taboroši—the director of iREi—regarding the logistics
involved with producing, printing, and distributing such a workbook. I also intend to be involved
in the evaluation stage of this project, so as to ascertain its use, effectiveness, and reception with
the potential for the development of revised versions post-feedback (and pending funding).
9.4 Directions for future research in the context of limitations of this study. In the following
sections, I address the limitations of this current study—frameworks, methodology, the data
themselves, the analyses, and the actual writing of this dissertation—so as to develop specific
directions for future research.
9.4.1 Breadth, depth, and focus. I acknowledge the valid criticism that my dissertation project
as presented in this written work is overly ambitious, perhaps to a fault. In the genesis of this
dissertation, I chose to purposefully limit my dissertation to a very small part of PLMRT
grammar, so as to afford me the leeway to explore areas that are not usually addressed in most
language documentation projects (i.e., the ethnography of communication and Interactional
Sociolinguistics). The lack of structural breadth in the description and analysis of PLMRT as a
whole is made up for by the depth I am able to achieve in the morphophonemic analysis, as well
as the development of functional breadth in the sociocultural realm of ethnography. One could
argue, then, that each of my three research questions could be achieved in separate works; if I
were to have limited my dissertation to only the first research question, for example, then I
would achieve even sharper focus that strengthens the presentation of my research.
I reply to that criticism by asserting that I have always envisioned my dissertation to be a
representation of my inter- and intradisciplinary graduate school experience and training. I
intended to set out to demonstrate that research paradigms that are under-represented in the field
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of language documentation—which has traditionally been dominated by researchers working in
the “core” areas of linguistic analysis—can co-exist with commonly encountered paradigms,
including morphophonemic analysis in the generative tradition. I have shown that the
SPEAKING heuristics from the ethnography of communication and Interactional
Sociolinguistics discourse analysis in fact describe and analyze observable linguistic phenomena.
Furthermore, as I explain in section 8.7.2, my three research questions are interconnected by
virtue of the elicitation session whereby the discourse-based ethnographic analysis is dependent
on the structural morphophonemic analysis, and vice versa.
Nevertheless, I acknowledge that future research stemming from my dissertation can
benefit from more sharply focused inquiry. Regarding my first research question about the
structural analysis of the paradigm data, a fruitful topic is investigating whether lexeme-based
theories and methodologies such as the Extended Word-and-Paradigm model can provide a more
unified account of the PLMRT data. Regarding my second research question about the emic
metalinguistic analysis, as I discuss in section 3.4.2, the dedicated study of emic structures that
explain metalinguistic analysis from the perspective of the L1 speaker deserves careful attention.
The scenario I discuss in section 9.3.6 regarding engaging in discussions with Mortlockese
educators about which morphological analysis will be integrated into the potential project
provides an exciting context to investigate through methods in ethnography and discourse
analysis the emergence of emic metalinguistic analysis. Regarding my third research question
about the ethnography of the elicitation session, I touch on a few questions for future research
throughout chapter 8, such as investigating epistemic stancetaking in formal classroom settings
and comparing/contrasting the stances taken by communities in which there is institutionalized
metalinguistic knowledge about the language in question. Indeed, for all instances of “epistemic
stance” in my questions for future research, one could include “affective stance,” which is
generally understood as stance (i.e., positionality taken with regard to one’s interlocutor and the
topic of conversation) as connected to emotional investment in the communicative event.
9.4.2 Quantitative approaches to morphology. As I discuss elsewhere in chapters 6 and 7, as
well as in section 9.3.3, I find value in quantitative approaches to the morphophonemic questions
I address in this dissertation. A fundamental matter that needs to be addressed is developing a
large enough sample, not only across consultants (i.e., enlarging the sample, and getting
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representation across generations), but also within an idiolect (e.g., collecting multiple
occurrences of any given form, especially if phonetic detail is a relevant level of analysis).
Another matter of representation is accounting for speakers of Pakin Satawan Mortlockese
(PSMRT). Although I purposefully limited my study to speakers of the Lukunosh dialect within
the Pakin geolect, the fact that a significant portion of the Pakin population speaks PSMRT
means that the description and analysis of their speech is necessary in getting a more complete
picture of the Pakin geolect as a whole. Furthermore, a better understanding of both PSMRT and
PLMRT would facilitate the comparisons and contrasts between those two lects with regard to the
hypothesis of dialect competition as one potential cause of morphological paradigm
heterogeneity. To parallel the terms “sociophonetics” and “sociosyntax” that are currently used
in the literature to denote the subfields of sociolinguistics that intersect with various “core” areas
of linguistic analysis—most especially with regard to accounting for linguistic variation through
non-linguistic factors—I would suggest that “sociomorphology” is an area that deserves
development in light of linguistic situations as the one I describe for Pakin.
9.4.3 Language processing and acquisition. As I state throughout chapters 6 and 7, I
purposefully choose to engage in qualitative investigations of these morphological paradigms,
knowing full well that many of the questions I am interested in regarding morphological
decomposition are better ascertained through experimental methods. I do not claim, however,
that it is unreliable to use non-experimental methods in ascertaining L1 speakers’ intuitions and
verbalized metalinguistic analysis of their own language; rather, non-experimental methods need
to co-exist with experimental methods in order to answer the broader question of “what is going
on” in the minds of L1 speakers. I acknowledge that I never conceived of my documentary
project as one that is developed in experimental frameworks. What I also recognize is that in the
course of my fieldwork and subsequent analyses, I found that I came across questions that could
only really be addressed in experimental design. Two contexts that are often used in developing
experiments that investigate the productivity of morphophonemic processes are the manipulation
of nonce words by L1 speakers and the acquisition of the language by children. Future research
on morphological paradigms in PLMRT would only benefit from experimental approaches. I
believe that my dissertation provides a qualitative baseline that indicates specific areas that can
be explored from an experimental quantitative approach. Apart from developing an experiment
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from the explorations of nonce noun conjugations I describe in chapters 6 and 7, other possible
experiments include determining how nonce citation forms are formed if consultants are given a
paradigm of inflected nonce nouns.
9.4.4 Decolonizing language documentation. Due to my graduate coursework in areas of
Pacific Islands Studies, Anthropology, and Second Language Studies, as well as my experience
attending the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, I know that potential audiences of my dissertation
might claim that this work is yet another instance in the long line of social science neo-colonial
projects that objectify and tokenize the speech of the minority/indigenous people—to commodify
that knowledge as another “notch” in the belt of Western Enlightened exploration of the world.
In reply to such claims, I draw upon my own perspectives regarding discourses of decolonization
in Pacific Islands Studies in particular (Smith 1999, Teaiwa 1995, Tengan 2005, Thaman 2003,
Wesley-Smith 1995). Among the various threads that make up the broader conversations in
decolonial and indigenous studies, one in particular resonates with me: decolonization in
research involves a pluralistic understanding—and a deep, personal appreciation—of any one
knowledge system as being equal to any other (in principle); such pluralism will actively shape
the research program, from beginning to end. For linguists, pluralism with regard to language is
inherent in our work: since all languages are arbitrary systems of sound and signification, no one
language is inherently “better” than another. In reality, of course, each language is always
evaluated in various sociocultural contexts—by linguists and laypersons, by L1 speakers and
non-speakers, by insiders and outsiders—as being “better” or “worse” than others.285 Most of the
literature I am familiar with in the language documentation literature, however, does not directly
address matters of decolonization in linguistics.286

Even in language documentation contexts, there is such a thing as a “more interesting” or “more important”
language, whereby interest and import are evaluated by a variety of parameters: degrees of endangerment, the
urgency of documenting the language while the last remaining speakers are alive, the comparative value to
typologists, the likelihood that a funding agency will support the project depending on the language(s) in question,
and so forth.
286
One might even go so far as to ask, “What would decolonization in linguistics ‘look’ like?” Consider, for
example, that decolonization discourses are not evident in areas of the physical sciences such as physics, whereas
they emerge in areas of the social sciences such as anthropology—and they are especially prominent in the
humanities. Linguistics—itself a multifaceted discipline with distinct subfields—is interesting in that it is often
poised at the boundaries of the physical/natural sciences, social sciences, and the humanities. As such, I do not find
it wholly irrelevant to even ask the question of what would entail decolonization in linguistics.
285
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To potential claims that my dissertation on the surface is yet another example of an
outsider “extracting” information from a community and (re)presenting it in a way that serves his
own interests (i.e., to graduate with a PhD from the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa), I return to
my discussion of the story of the islands of Pa and Pwo that I discuss in section 2.3.1. I reiterate
what I state at the end of that section here verbatim: I insist on the reminder—to myself and to
the reader—that the body of knowledge we wish to develop about the Lukunosh dialect of
Mortlockese as spoken by Pakin residents includes not only what the “outsiders” can observe and
infer, but also what the “insiders” have to say—knowledge that they construct, knowledge that I
as an “outsider” must respect. A crucial component in decolonized research is the realization that
different worldviews, epistemologies, ontologies, ideologies, and—with particular regard to
language, as is relevant in decolonized linguistics research—emic metalinguistic analyses are all
commensurate with the Western scientific approach.287 As Canagarajah (2002:245) reminds us,
“[m]odernist knowledge is…a form of local knowledge—local to communities in Europe” (as
emerged from the Enlightenment). The goal for decolonized linguistics research is the overt
display by the researcher/author that he or she values other ways of explaining language as
developed within the communities being “studied,” not because those other metalinguistic
analyses are yet another “object” to be analyzed within the Western scientific approach, but
because those other metalinguistic analyses stand alongside the Western scientific approach.
I openly concede that in spite of my attempts to integrate L1 speaker intuitions into my
dissertation in order to ascertain an “external tiebreaker” to the economy vs. conjugation solution
dilemma, I still frame my dissertation as a whole as a product of my training in the Western
scientific approach to the study of language. I do not, however, apologize for doing so, since I do
not believe that indigenous methodologies and frameworks for the exploration of language are
inherently better than the Western scientific approach, at least in principle.288 Furthermore, I am
not trained in either a Mortlockese or a Filipino emic perspective to the study of language. 289
See, for example, the broad literature that explores “indigenous science” (e.g., Snively & Corsiglia 1998). The
broader literature on local/traditional ecological knowledge often addresses the problems with the birfurcation
between Western science and indigenous/local knowledge—including the recognition that the latter can be (and
often is) systematic and rigorous, based on careful longitudinal observation and experimentation.
288
Again, like the discourses that surround what is a “better” language for a specific context, one can imagine that
there are independent criteria that determine which metalinguistic analysis—emic or etic—is “better” with regard to
answering the specific questions posed by the researcher.
289
I acknowledge that there is a fundamental empirical question to ask: “What is the emic Mortlockese or emic
Filipino study of language, especially with regard to grammatical structure?” It is clear that there is such a thing as
non-Western emic language study, such as the work of ancient Sanskrit grammarians such as Pā. ini, or the existence
287
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Nevertheless, I do point out that I am engaging in an (attempt at the) exploration of emic PLMRT
perspectives on metalinguistic analysis alongside a generative approach to morphophonemics—a
combination that I suspect is not common (yet) in the field of language documentation. Indeed,
to any broader claims that the field of linguistics is stagnant with regard to processes of
decolonization, I would argue that I am moving in the direction of acknowledging the local
knowledge of the community with whom I work as being worthwhile to stand alongside the
(once local) knowledge developed in linguistics as a field—and that the field of language
documentation in particular is in the right position to lead the discourses on decolonizing
linguistics. Furthermore, these types of explorations in the language documentation context can
mobilize the development of pedagogical materials that can decolonize education—that is, the
overt recognition and integration of indigenous (i.e., non-Western) epistemologies,
methodologies, and praxes that value emic perspectives of teaching language, which might be
especially relevant in minority and/or endangered language communities.290
9.5 Concluding remarks. The first phrase in the title of my dissertation is afféú fangani, which I
translate as ‘join together’ in my title. More accurately, though, it should be translated as ‘join
them together’: even though it is a transitive (third-person singular) serial verb construction, the
connotation is that there are two separate things that need to be joined together, regardless if the
two were initially parts of a whole (e.g., a single rope that broke) or if they are separate
entities.291 It is important, then, for me to clarify what “them” means in the context of this
dissertation. One context is fairly evident with regard to my primary data for research question 1:
lexical stems and possessive suffixes. Another is the intradisciplinary approach I take to the
juxtaposition of a generative morphophonemic analysis, the ethnography of communication, and
Interactional Sociolinguistics. It is the joining together of structural and sociocultural approaches
of Japanese metalinguistic analysis (e.g., recognition of haku ‘mora’). There is nothing in principle that should
prevent one from asking—and systematically exploring—what entails an emic metalinguistic analysis in any other
speech community, including those that did not develop their own indigenous literacies (i.e., orality-based societies).
(N.B. It is unclear whether Pāṇini used writing in the development of his grammatical analyses of Sanskrit (Scharfe
2002)). The “colonial” perspective may have assumed that “lesser” peoples are incapable of even developing their
own systems of analyzing their own language. The decolonial approach, then, is to break apart those assumptions—
and ask whence such assumptions in the first place—and explore the rich possibilities that emic metalinguistic
analyses do exist in various modalities.
290
Consider the advances in areas of indigenous education with regard to areas such as ethnomathematics and
local/traditional ecological knowledge (e.g., Snively & Corsiglia 1998).
291
For stylistic reasons, I choose to omit the “them” component in my translation in my title, since them in the
phrase join them together has no clear referent in either an anaphoric or cataphoric interpretation.
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to language, under the umbrella of language documentation. The third meaning—and the one
that is most meaningful to me personally—is the joining together of my knowledge and the
knowledge that is shared with me by the Pakin community. The co-constructions of knowledge
in an elicitation session are microcosms of fieldwork in general, which is a process I have come
to appreciate over time as a complex, frustrating, and ultimately rewarding process of epistemic
grounding and interpersonal communication. I look forward to the future opportunities to
continue making such connections—most especially in the context of telling the story of how I
know what I know.
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APPENDIX A: ETHNOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND

A.1 Introduction. This appendix contains further background ethnographic information on the
Mortlocks, the Mortlockese language, and its speakers, as well as Pakin, the varieties of the
Pakin geolect of Mortlockese—including Pakin Lukunosh Mortlockese (PLMRT)—and their
speakers. I also discuss aspects of my Peace Corps service that contribute to my understanding of
the ethnographic background of the Pakin community. This appendix serves as a supplement to
chapter 2.
A.2 The Mortlocks settlement and interaction. In this section, I discuss the settlement of the
Mortlocks from archaeological, linguistic, and ethnographic perspectives, as well as the
interaction of Mortlockese communities with others peoples, both within and outside of Oceania.
A.2.1 Settlement. To my knowledge, the only published archaeological investigation of the
Mortlocks is Takayama & Intoh 1980, in which the authors report on their 1979 archaeological
survey on the atolls of Satawan, Lukunosh, and Ettal. Small excavations on Mwoosh Islet and
Satawan Islet recovered few artifacts or features, but Takayama & Intoh (1980:57) are able to
report on six radiocarbon dates, four of which are in the range of approximately 800–900 years
ago. This frame that closely corresponds to the date of initial settlement of Lamotrek Atoll to the
west (Fujimura & Alkire 1979:81). In contrast, investigations of nearby non-high islands in the
Carolines “with stratified sequences exhibit little evidence of use earlier than about 2,000 years
ago” (Kirch 2002:175). Estimated dates of initial settlement in these islands include: 1,500 years
ago or earlier for Ulithi Atoll (Craib 1980, 1981); 1,300–1,400 years ago or earlier for Nukuoro
Atoll (Davidson 1992); 2,000 years ago for And Atoll (Galipaud 2001); and 1,800–1,600 years
ago for Fais Island (Intoh 2008). This strongly suggests that the Mortlocks were settled in a time
frame similar to that of neighboring low islands—that is, earlier than the dates reported by
Takayama & Intoh (1980)—since “atoll colonization was probably continuous, with the full
spectrum of Micronesian atolls not occupied by humans until well into the last millennium”
(Kirch 2002:175). Similarly, “human adaptation to precarious atoll environments was rapid”
(Lilley et al. 2010:106), since low islands differ drastically in resources from high islands,
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especially with regard to access to potable water, diversity of agriculturally important plants,
protection from typhoons, and other factors. It is important to point out, however, that even
though much of the academic discourse about atolls describes them as impoverished
environments in terms of natural resources (e.g. Alkire 1978, Rainbird 2004, inter alia), the
residents of these atolls have developed unique strategies for maintaining social-ecological
resilience over many generations (Folke et al. 2003, Folke 2006, inter alia), and continue to do
so.
The most likely scenario for the settlement of low islands is that “[f]rom high-island
bases on Chuuk, Pohnpei, and Kosrae, pioneers may have intermittently or seasonally exploited
(or temporarily inhabited) atolls in the vicinity…[and a]fter generations of intermittent use, atolls
might have yielded to permanent settlement, and the more far-flung islands could be inhabited”
(Kirch 2002:175). Regarding the Mortlocks as well as the other atolls of Nómwonpááféng (Hall
Islands), Nómwonweité (Namonuito), and Nómwonpáttiw (Páttiw), this almost certainly points
to the high islands of Chuuk Lagoon as the base. Excavations on the island of Feefen (Fefen,
Fefan) in the Lagoon yielded calcareous sand pottery, Tridacna-shell adzes, and Conus-shell
ornaments, with which radiocarbon ages of 2080±90 and 2060±80 B.P. are associated (Shutler et
al. 1984). These and other dates from Pohnpei and Kosrae suggest that those high islands were
settled approximately 2,000 years ago, with a conservative radiocarbon date of 0 A.D., and
perhaps as early as 150 B.C. for Chuuk Lagoon (Irwin 1992, Parker & King 1984, Rainbird 1994,
Rehg 1995). Kirch (2002:174) asserts that “a strong case can be made on strictly archaeological
grounds for deriving the initial settlement of the central Caroline high islands directly from late
Lapita pottery-using populations in the southeast Solomons or immediately adjacent regions.”
Furthermore, archaeological investigations on various atolls in the Carolines—Lamotrek
(Fujimura & Alkire 1977:413–414), Ulithi (Micronesian Preservation 1979), Ngulu (Intoh 1981),
and Kapingamarangi (Leach & Ward 1980:50)—reveal that pottery was formerly used on these
low islands, pottery that “was imported from the high, volcanic islands” (Takayama 1984:1–2).
Takayama & Intoh (1980:47) suggest that the absence of pottery in the Lower Mortlocks “may
imply that these islands were probably settled from or contacted with [Chuuk Lagoon], at least
posterior to the cessation of pottery manufacture in [Chuuk Lagoon].” Other evidence they find
points to external contacts, not only in the form of breadfruit pounders that are similar to those
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found in Chuuk Lagoon, but also in the form of Cassis peelers that are similar to those found in
other atolls in the central Carolines (47).
Linguistic subgrouping of Nuclear Micronesian languages based on the comparative
method appears to be in line with the archaeological evidence. The “orthodox settlement model”
(Rehg 1995:308) is based primarily on linguistic evidence, positing that eastern Micronesia (viz.,
Nauru, the Gilberts, and the Marshalls) was settled from eastern Melanesia by Lapita
populations, followed by rapid expansion westward through the Carolines. Linguists ascertain
that this movement was fast because of the relative lack of uniquely shared innovations in
Micronesian languages, an otherwise classic sign of deep time depth in the development of
speech communities. Bender & Wang (1985:83) claim that there was “virtually no period of
common Micronesian development, and thus no uniquely shared linguistic innovations, either
within [N]uclear Micronesian or between major branches of the putative subgroup.” Rehg (1995)
questions not only the existence of Proto-Micronesian as a unique speech system, but also the
traditional branching tree model put forth in Jackson 1983 (see figure 2 in section 2.2.1),
especially regarding the linguistic relationships of the Chuukic languages. These languages—
from Mortlockese on the easternmost side to Hatohobei (Tobian) on the westernmost—exist on a
dialect chain in which speech systems that are geographically adjacent to one another maintain
high levels of mutual intelligibility (Lynch 1998:26–27), not only developing from but also
facilitating extensive communication and cultural interaction (cf. Ellis 2007 on “language
bending” across Chuukic languages).1 “Mutual intelligibility” can be
experimentally/quantitatively measured in a variety of ways, including content questioning and
translation tasks (Gooskens 2013). Linguists generally define “dialect” as a speech system that is
very similar to other speech systems such that mutual intelligibility remains high, and yet are
distinct enough in terms of linguistic features such as vocabulary and intonation. Dialects are
essentially “subsystems” of a larger language with differences that are usually delineated via
geographic and/or social boundaries (Shuy 1977:358). In the context of the Carolines,
communities residing on islets that are close to each other within an atoll maintain high levels of
mutual intelligibility; in turn, communities of these atolls and surrounding islands also maintain
high levels of mutual intelligibility, whereas those that are geographically distant have lower
I can attest to this in my own fieldwork experience in Chuuk State; I have conducted elicitation sessions with L1
speakers of Chuukese, Pááféng, Nómwonweité, and Polowatese during which I speak to them in Mortlockese and
they reply in their respective L1s.

1
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levels. Such a chain is better represented with other models of linguistic relationship other than
the traditional branching tree, such as a flat-tree model (Rehg 1995) or a wave model
(Quackenbush 1968).2 The relatively fast settlement of the atolls of the Carolines and the
continued pre-European interaction between atoll-dwellers is borne out in both archaeological
and linguistic evidence.3
Ethnographic accounts of traditional histories about clan membership also provide
evidence of Mortlockese origins from Chuuk Lagoon. Many sibs in the Mortlocks trace their
origin to the islands of Chuuk Lagoon, specifically Mechitiw Village on Weené4 (Weno, Moen)
Island (Gladwin & Sarason 1953:36). Takayama & Intoh (1980:58–59) present the first half of
an origin story of Mwoosh, whose residents and clans come from Iras Village on Weené. In
Marck’s (2009) survey of clans in the Carolines, all of the clans that exist in the Mortlocks also
exist in Chuuk Lagoon; the same applies for essentially all the clans of islands where a Chuukic
language is spoken. Accounts of inter-island warfare in Chuuk Lagoon reveal that communities
along the coast who were fighting with those in the mountain regions eventually fled and
occupied islands in the Mortlocks such as Satawan Islet and Namwoluk Islet (Takayama & Intoh
1980:4).
A.2.2 Sailing and interaction. One of the primary mechanisms for this rapid settlement and
continued interaction is the formidable maritime skill of atoll residents. The anthropological,
ethnographic, and linguistics literature has extensively covered various atoll communities’
navigation schools, technologies, ethnomathematics, meteorological observations, specific ocean
“roads” that facilitated back-and-forth travel, stories of specific paléú ‘traditional navigators’
such as Mau Piailug of Satawal, and so forth (Alkire 1965, Lessa 1966, Jackson 1983, Hicks &
Nagaoka 2004, inter alia). The sawei exchange system, in particular, facilitated regular contact
between Yap and a majority of the atoll residents of the Carolines, in which canoe tribute, gift
offerings, and religious offerings were given on a three year cycle (Hunter-Anderson & Zan
As I discuss in section 2.2.5, the regional dialectal variation of Mortlockese in relation to Chuukese is a microcosm
of the Chuukic dialect chain.
3
Clark (1994) provides an overview of borrowings from Micronesian languages into Kapingamarangi and Nukuoro,
the Polynesian Outlier languages in the Carolines. My own expanded research into this topic reveals several more
borrowed lexical items not reported in Clark 1994, as well as the reverse: borrowings from the Polynesian Outliers
into Chuukic languages like Mortlockese. As a cursory look at a map shows, the Mortlocks are the closest
neighboring atolls to the Outliers, with Nukuoro approximately 133 miles away from Satawan.
4
The island name is also pronounced as [wɛɛlɞ] <Weelé> by some speakers of Mortlockese.
2
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1996, Lessa 1966, inter alia). The voyage to Yap would begin in the east with the atolls of
Nómwonweité and Nómwonpáttiw, and then continue westward, adding more canoes to flotilla
along the way. The islands of Chuuk Lagoon and the atolls of Nómwonpááféng and the
Mortlocks were apparently not part of the sawei system, partially reflected in the linguistic
patterns of this region; for example, the forms of some vocabulary words in Nómwonweité and
Nómwonpáttiw speech systems (e.g., Nómwonweité and Polowatese) are more similar to those
to their west (e.g., Satawalese, Woleaian, and Ulithian) than to those to their east (e.g.,
Chuukese, Pááféng,5 and Mortlockese).6 Alkire (1977:59) posits that for the islands of Chuuk
Lagoon, “[t]he dispersed nature of the islands…made it difficult under aboriginal conditions for
one district and kin group to extend anything approaching permanent control over an area larger
than a single district, and there seem to have been fewer environmental imperatives to form
political unions in [Chuuk Lagoon] than in the more exposed and typhoon-prone atolls of the
Central Carolines.” Oleson (2007:22) suggests that this description of Chuuk Lagoon applies to
the Mortlocks, as a way to account for their “relative political independence…in contrast to the
widely spanning Yapese Empire [(i.e., sawei system)].” While it is plausible that geographic
distance led to Mortlockese insularity from the sawei system, it is worth pointing out that
Alkire’s (1977) discussion is in the context of Chuuk Lagoon with no explicit mention of either
Pááféng or the Mortlocks, two sets of islands that do not appear to have been part of the sawei
system.
Even though the Mortlockese people apparently were not part of the sawei network, this
does not discount their sailing prowess. Ethnographic accounts describe voyages from the
Mortlocks to neighboring islands in what is now Pohnpei State: Nukuoro, Kapingamarangi,
While the atoll to the north of Chuuk Lagoon is known as “Nómwonpááféng,” the language of that atoll
community is commonly known as “Pááféng,” with the qualification that Pááféng is best described not as a single
homogeneous language, but rather as an array of four dialects corresponding to the four municipalities of the atoll.
This description of a “dialect array” also applies to Nómwonweité (five dialects corresponding to five
municipalities) and Nómwonpáttiw (four dialects corresponding to four municipalities). Two of the dialects of the
latter are more commonly recognized in the literature as separate languages called “Polowatese” and “Pollapese”)
(see section 2.2.5 about the Mortlockese dialect array).
6
It is worth pointing out here, though, that Pááféng has the unique ɹ phoneme (sometimes in free variation with tʃ), a
relatively rare consonant in the Chuukic language family. It is a reflex of Proto-Chuukic *c (Bender et al. 2003a),
and it corresponds to, for example, Chuukese ts/tʃ and PLMRT ʃ. Only a few languages in the Central Carolines
exhibit this phoneme, notably Nómwonweité, Polowatese, Pollapese, and Satawalese—all of which incidentally are
languages spoken by communities who participated in the sawei system. (N.B. Roddy (2007) represents this
consonant as ɻ rather than ɹ for Satawalese.) Whether this ɹ phoneme developed in Pááféng independent of
interaction with nearby atolls—or if it developed precisely due to contact with speech systems that have ɹ in the
context of the sawei system—remains an issue for ethnographic, anthropological, and historical linguistic
investigation.
5
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Sapwuahfik (Ngatik), and Pohnpei (Kramer 1953:103; Nason 1970:396, fn. 1; Marshall
1975:165; Riesenberg 1965:158). The residents of Ettal engaged in an annual voyage with
residents of Namoluk, Losap, and Némé to travel to Chuuk Lagoon to trade for supplies such as
turmeric, basalt stone, and woven hibiscus fiber (Nason 1970:120–124); the Ettal residents also
traded coconuts with the communities on Lukunosh Island and Satawan Island for surpluses of
fish or taro (Nason 1975a:18). Two primary types of Mortlockese canoes—waa fatúl ‘paddling
canoe’ and waa sarak ‘sailing canoe’—are described by the ethnographic literature (Girschner
1912:148–152; Kubary 1880:264–266; Lütke 1835–1836, 2:75–78).7 Individual islands/atolls
developed unique styles and methods in canoe building and sailing (e.g., Nason’s (1975a)
account of Ettal canoes).
Oral traditions document the feats of Mortlockese long-distance voyages in which
disparate islands are explicitly named in the travels. One example, reported by Lessa (1959:189–
191), recounts a Namoluk legend recorded by Girschner (1912) in which a spirit journey
connects islands from Ifalik (Ifaluk) in the west to Mwoakilloa (Mokil) in the east, as well as
several islands in between, including most of the Mortlocks. Other traditional accounts tell of
travel between islands within and outside of the Mortlocks for the purposes of trade, marriage,
warfare—even recreation (Marck 1986:253). These and many other tittilap ‘stories’ reveal that
the residents of the Mortlocks were keenly aware of other islands around them—some hundreds
of miles away—and were exceptionally skilled with the waa sarak ‘sailing canoe.’8
A.2.3 Contact from beyond Oceania. Prior to Captain James Mortlock’s sighting of the Lower
Mortlocks in 1795 is Alvaro de Saavera’s in 1528, who apparently did not make contact with the
residents (Takayama & Intoh 1980:2). Hezel (1983:82) considers the British merchantman
Captain Raven on the Britannia as the “unheralded discoverer of the Mortlock Islands” in 1793.9
Later in 1826–1829, the Russian explorer Captain Fedor Lütke explored the Carolines and made
contact with the residents of the Lower Mortlocks (Lütke 1835–1836, Sharp 1960:217). His
Nason (1975:14) describes a third basic type of canoe called liegak, a variation of the paddling canoe that was used
for war. This canoe was in use on Ettal prior to 1900.
8
In contemporary contexts, though, the use of traditional sailing methods and technologies has sharply declined, as
Nason (1975) documents for the Ettal community. This trend, however, is not without recourse, as bottom-up
approaches to reviving sailing traditions are developing throughout Micronesian atoll communities, such as the
youth initiatives on Mwoakilloa (Yvonne Neth, pers. comm., 2012).
9
I am compelled to point out, however, that Hezel’s use of the term “discoverer” is in a particular context; both sets
of Mortlock Islands were “discovered” by populations of Lapita origin prior to European exploration.
7
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ethnographic reports provide information about “the extent to which western influence had
affected the entire area surrounding [Chuuk]” (Takayama & Intoh 1980:2). The American trader
Captain Benjamin Morrell, Jr. later provided further ethnographic reports (Morrell 1832,
Takayama & Intoh 1980:2).
Similar to almost all other places in Micronesia, these initial explorations to the
Mortlocks were later followed by contact with whalers, traders, and missionaries (Hezel 1973,
Marshall 1972). Bautista (2010:51–52) provides an overview these “acculturative influences,”
which increased after the 1870s with the development of the copra trade (cf. Nason 1975a). The
movement of Mortlockese to other places outside of their islands was facilitated in a variety of
ways, including Australian blackbirding to bring slave labor to Fiji in the early 1870s, German
recruitment of laborers for plantation work in Sāmoa in the 1870s, and German movement of
Mortlockese peoples to Nauru and Angaur (an island of Palau) to work in phosphate mines
during the German administration. The American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions
(ABCFM) had started Protestant (Congregationalist) missions on the islands of Pohnpei and
Kosrae by 1852, and in January 1874, the ABCFM has sent converted Pohnpeian missionary
couples to the islets of Lukunosh, Satawan, and Té (Oleson 2007:15–16). Four years later, “by
1874, churches were established on all of the islands in the Lower Mortlocks” (Reafsnyder
1984:77). The Good Friday Typhoon of 1907 was a crucial factor in the movement of
Mortlockese people beyond their lands, facilitated by the German administration (Girschner
1907, Spennemann 2007; see section 2.3.3). During the Japanese administration, residents of the
islets of Satawan and Lukunosh were displaced to the islets of Mwoosh and Kúttú by hundreds
of Japanese solider occupants, and “many able-bodied men from various places in the Mortlocks
were forced to serve in the construction of an airfield on [Satawan Islet]…and in providing
provisions for the Japanese soldiers” (Bautista 2010:52).
Contact with Americans during the TTPI period encompassed a wide range of political,
economic, infrastructure-oriented, and academic domains. Regarding the latter, specific projects
were developed by the US government to investigate the region. For anthropology, this included
the Coordinated Investigation of Micronesian Anthropology (Bautista 2010:44); this also
included investigations related to language (Kenneth L. Rehg, pers. comm., 2014). For
linguistics, this included three distinct projects: the Pacific Languages Development Project, the
Bilingual Education Program for Micronesia, and the Pacific Area Language Materials
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Development Project (Rehg 2004). Peace Corps Micronesia was established in 1966, at the time
encompassing all the districts of the TTPI, including the Mariana Islands, Palau, and the
Marshalls; that very year, volunteers were assigned to serve in the Mortlocks. Placements in the
Mortlocks still continue today, with an emphasis on education for the current Peace Corps
Micronesia program (limited now to only the FSM).
A.3 The Mortlocks social-ecological contexts. The following ethnographic discussions about
social-ecological contexts are general observations that characterize the Mortlocks and their
residents, but not without exception, considering the biological, cultural, and linguistic diversity
that exist in this island chain. I do not attempt a comprehensive description of all relevant (sub)topics; for further information, I direct the reader to the various works cited throughout these
sections (see a brief literature review summary in section 2.2.6). I combine topics related to the
society and culture of the Mortlockese people with those related to the environments in which
they live because—as is the case for many Pacific island communities—such topics are
inherently interconnected.
A.3.1 Environment. As I mention in section 2.2.2, the Mortlocks consist of one lagoon-less low
island and five atolls; there are approximately 100 islands total with a combined land area of five
square miles spanning over 139 miles (Buden et al. 2013:n.p.). The land area of each island/islet
is extremely small, with maximum elevations only nine to 16 feet above sea level (n.p.). For
example, Satawan Islet—one of the most populated islets in the Mortlocks—only has a land area
of 0.44 square miles (Takayama & Intoh 1980:9). Such small land areas support relatively small
populations (see figure 7 in section 2.2.2) that fluctuate; Nason (1975a), for instance, reports a
population of 402 for Ettal in 1968, in contrast with 267 in the 2000 FSM Census (Chuuk Branch
Statistics Office 2003). Each atoll in the Mortlocks consists of a few large islets where most
permanent residences are located and several more smaller uninhabited islets that serve as
gardens, animal sanctuaries, and recreational areas. Alkire’s (1978:1) summary of Pacific atoll
characteristics applies to the Mortlocks: poor soils that nevertheless produce a high yield due to
the tropical climate, very low topography, few endemic species of land-based flora or fauna, and
greater susceptibility to damage from storms or drought. Despite the relatively negative
characteristics of coral islands in comparison to high islands, Alkire (1978:21) points out that
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there is a much richer yield of marine resources in low islands than in high islands, which is an
important factor in sustaining permanent settlements on the former. The islands of the FSM have
generally uniform annual temperature (79–81°F) and relative humidity over 80% (Taboroši &
Martin 2011:12). The Mortlocks in particular fall within the equatorial rainbelt where enough
rain is produced to support mesophytic vegetation (Mueller-Dombois & Fosberg 1998).
There tend to be delineated areas of vegetation on atolls (Taboroši & Martin 2011:34).
Strand vegetation like nnat ‘beach cabbage’ (Scaevola taccada) and olu ‘beach morning glory’
(Ipomoea pes-caprae) grow along the lagoon side. These are surrounded by groves of nú
‘coconut’ (Cocos nucifera) and other agroforest. Further inland are forests of mwéék ‘grand
devil’s-claws’ (Pisonia grandis) and asaas ‘sea almond’ (Terminalia catappa), as well as taro
patches (Buden et al. 2013). Along the ocean-facing side grow nú ‘coconut,’ faash ‘pandanus’
(Pandanus spp.), shékkis (Pemphis acidula), and other types of hardy scrubs that are resistant to
salt water. Coral reef plants include angiosperms such as shia ‘mangrove’ (Rhizopora spp.) and
various types of seagrasses, as well as varieties of liimw ‘seaweed.’ More detailed accounts of
the vegetation of specific islands in the Mortlocks exist for Losap Atoll (Manner & Sana 1995,
Severance 1976), Namwoluk Atoll (Marshall 1975), Ettal Atoll (Nason 1970), Lukunosh Atoll
(Borthwick 1977, Tolerton and Rauch n.d. [1949?]), and Kúttú Islet (Reafsnyder 1984).
Non-domesticated animals living on the atolls include various reptiles such as kalawe
‘gecko’ (Lepidodactylus spp.) and kaluuf ‘mangrove monitor lizard’ (Varanus indicus),
pollinators such as pwá ‘flying fox’ (Pteropus pelagicus pelagicus) and likeitapar ‘Micronesian
honeyeater’ (Myzomela rubratra), shore birds such as úúk ‘white-tailed tropicbird’ (Phaethon
lepturus) and asaf ‘lesser frigatebird’ (Fregata ariel), and assorted invertebrates. Even greater
diversity lies beyond the land in the reefs, lagoons, and ocean. The following is just a brief
sampling of the kinds of marine life found in the Mortlocks: common reef fish such as pwuláálei
‘orangespine unicornfish’ (Naso lituratus), common bottom fish such as arong ‘bluefin trevally’
(Caranx melampygus), pelagic fish such as sangir ‘kawakawa tuna’ (Euthynnus affinis),
crustaceans such as úúr ‘spiny lobster’ (Panulirus versicolor), and mollusks such as ttó ‘clam
attached to rocks’ (Hippopus sp.). Because the Mortlocks remain a relatively under-researched
area in the Pacific, new discoveries in faunal biodiversity continue to arise, such as the recent
reports about the revised taxonomical status of the Mortlockese flying fox (Pteropus pelagicus
pelagicus) (Buden et al. 2013) and the discovery of a new species of gecko (Lepidodactylus
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oglioporus Buden, n. sp.) (Buden 2007a). Other faunal studies of the Mortlocks include Buden
2007b on reptiles and Buden et al. 2005 on butterflies. Davis 1999 provides an extensive list of
local animal names from island communities in Chuuk State, including the Mortlocks.
The coral reefs of the Mortlocks are especially important ecosystems that contribute to
the biodiversity of geographic Micronesia as a whole (George et al. 2008, Edward 2002, NOAA
2002, The Nature Conservancy 2003, Rhodes et al. 2011, inter alia). These ecosystems “support
more species per unit area than any other marine ecosystem, including about 4,000 documented
species of fish, 800 species of hard corals and hundreds of other species … [and] in many ways,
coral reefs rival and surpass tropical rainforests in their biological diversity and complexity”
(NOAA 2002:7). The residents of the Mortlocks have developed—and continue to develop—
strategies for managing this particularly important resource (see section 2.2.4.5).
Because the Mortlocks lie in the eastern edges of the western Pacific typhoon belt (Wiens
1962:179), the occurrence of a malúmal ‘typhoon’ directly hitting the Mortlocks is relatively
rare. Typhoons that do hit, however, often have devastating effects, such as destroying
agroforest, causing salt water intrusion in taro patches, and even altering land forms (Knudson
1970:78); the loss of life cannot be overstated. Some of the most devastating typhoons that
affected the Mortlocks include the typhoon that hit Lukunosh in 1874 (Alexander 1895:205,
Nason 1975b:123, Spennemann 2007:1), the Good Friday Typhoon in 1907 (Girschner 1907,
Spennemann 2007), and Supertyphoon Pamela in 1976 (Marshall 1976:34–39). The Good Friday
Typhoon, in particular, played a direct part in the movement of Mortlockese communities to
Pohnpei and eventually to Pakin (see section 2.3.3).
Freshwater resources on low islands are primarily restricted to rainwater and groundwater
(Taboroši & Martin 2011:16). The most common method of capturing and storing rainwater is
through a catchment system. Groundwater is available by tapping into the freshwater lens,
usually by hand-dug wells or even mechanized deep wells on some islets. Catchment systems
provide water for drinking and cooking, whereas wells provide water for other uses such as
cleaning, laundering, and bathing. Prolonged droughts and El Niño effects force residents to
resort to other strategies for securing water, such as collecting water from unused catchments on
uninhabited or sporadically inhabited islets, using solar stills, or even resorting to shanin nú
‘young coconut milk.’
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A.3.2 Food. Despite the relative limitations of low islands when compared to high islands, atoll
residents have successfully adapted to the availability of resources, especially with regard to
food. Along with coconut, the most important plant staples are máái ‘breadfruit’ (Artocarpus
spp.) and pwula ‘taro’ (Colocasia spp.). Residents of the Mortlocks have developed coconut and
breadfruit agroforest on all the inhabited islands. Dishes are notably characterized by the use of
arúng ‘coconut cream’ in most recipes, and almost all parts of the coconut—in all its stages—are
incorporated into dishes, from shoofar ‘cotyledon of mature coconut (i.e., “coconut apple”)’ to
penin nú ‘young coconut meat’ to shanin sho ‘mature coconut milk.’ Most meals include a
starch, which is traditionally either breadfruit or taro, depending on the season. The year is
divided into leerek ‘breadfruit season’ and leafang ‘windy season’: breadfruit is plentiful during
the former, and when it becomes sparse during the latter, taro becomes the staple starch
(although taro grows and is eaten year round). Nason (1975a:8) reports that on Ettal, breadfruit is
primarily consumed between May and August, whereas taro is consumed during the other
months.
Depending on the community, the management of the pwéél ‘taro patch’ can either be
individual or communal, or both. Uninhabited islets serve as sites of taro gardens. On Ettal in
particular, the present gardens “were developed at great effort in the [1920s] and [1930s] as a
result of Japanese governmental intervention” (Nason 1975a:8–9). Mortlockese residents
preserve both breadfruit and taro through underground fermentation processes; the products are
called maar ‘preserved breadfruit’ and maren pwula ‘preserved taro.’ Like in most other Pacific
islands, these three crops—coconut, breadfruit, and taro—were introduced via initial human
settlement (cf. Baudouin & Lebrun 2009 on coconut, Zerega et al. 2004 on breadfruit, and Yen &
Wheeler 1968 on taro). Other starches like uush ‘banana’ (Musa spp.) were introduced to low
islands in relatively recent times, sometimes by government efforts to increase crop diversity.
Residents also extract starch from the tubers of mwekemwek ‘Poynesian arrowroot’ (Tacca
leontopetaloides) to augment other dishes. In contemporary times, the dominant starch staple is
imported rice, more so in urbanized areas than remote areas.
The primary sources of protein in the diet of the residents of the Mortlocks come from the
ocean. Residents harvest animals found in the littoral zone (along the shore and in the reef),
which include octopi, snails, shellfish, and other mollusks and invertebrates. Residents catch
bottom, reef, and pelagic fish on a regular basis; other animals like woon ‘green sea turtle’
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(Chelonia mydas) are caught less consistently, and the catches of such large animals often
coincide with preparations for feasts and celebrations. Methods for leeset ‘fishing’ are diverse:
pwóóu ‘pole fishing with a sinker,’ atar ‘fly fishing,’ talaia ‘cast net fishing,’ uuk ‘gillnet
fishing,’ likappish and asafish ‘spearfishing with sling,’ likaasik ‘stationary speargun fishing,’
afiaf ‘bottom fishing,’ weirek and wait ‘trolling,’ ttil ‘torch fishing at night,’ uu ‘fish trap,’ úúp
‘fish poison,’ and many others. Salting, drying, and smoking are traditional methods of
preservation that continue today, although some places in the Mortlocks have refrigeration or ice
plants, such as Satawan Islet (Bautista 2010:10).
Land-based sources of protein include domesticated animals such as piik ‘pig’ and malek
‘chicken,’ as well as wild animals such as manté ‘coconut crab’ (Birgus latro), mwmwi
‘Micronesian starling’ (Aplonis opaca), and kúrúkaak ‘black noddy’ (Anous minutus). Nason
(1975a:7) observes on Ettal that “to go without eating pigs or chicken for long periods of time is
not a very serious matter, but if one does not consume fish, it is a matter of basic deprivation.
Individuals who do not have fish for a week or two develop a fish ‘hunger.’” In my experience,
the term mwósset denotes a hunger for sálei ‘meat’ of any kind, ocean-derived or otherwise. In
contemporary contexts, residents augment their sources of protein with imported canned foods;
in most urbanized areas of the FSM, such imported goods can supersede locally-sourced
proteins, but for outer islands that rely on infrequent shipments from the high islands, the local
proteins tend to maintain prominence over imported proteins in the diets of the residents.
The mósóró ‘cookhouse’ is the locus of food preparation and cooking. For most
households in the Mortlocks, amwúsh ‘firewood’ is the primary fuel source, and some residents
augment this with kerosene stoves. Residents use the uumw ‘earth oven’ to cook foods like
breadfruit, pigs, moray eels, turtles, and other large animals, often coinciding with traditional
feasts and celebrations. Similar to other Pacific island communities, ainet ‘institutional
distribution’ is an important part in the sharing of food in small communities and the
maintenance of social cohesion. From the successful catch of pelagic fish to the arrival of bags of
rice as emergency aid to the food prepared for traditional feasts and family parties, the
distribution and sharing are integral parts of the Mortlockese relationship to food and
community.
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A.3.3 Families and households. The Mortlockese individual primarily identifies as a member of
an ainang ‘matrilineal clan’ and secondarily as a member of an afakkúr ‘patrilineal clan.’ The
ainang ‘matrilineal clan’ is non-localized, “made up of all persons who can trace stipulated
descent through females to apical ancestress” (Severance 1976:36). Descent is matrilineal
(Marck 2009). Each matrilineal clan is associated with a fáál ‘community house.’ Clan exogamy
is preferred for marriage; cultural practices opposes endogamous marriage, but historically,
marriage within clans has led to the development of sub-clans. Occasionally, marriage between
consanguines is arranged by families who want to keep land plots within a bloodline, called
apwúpwpwúlún mwongo ‘marriage of food.’ Prior to marriage is the kkófót ‘engagement period,’
during which families of both sides scrutinize the compatibility of the engaged. Residence is
usually matrilocal but it can be bilocal.
The household tends to consist of an augmented nuclear family. Bautista (2010:11)
reports that “according to the census in 1994, the overall growth rate for Chuuk State is at 2.2
percent, the life expectancy at birth is 63.9 years, and the total fertility rate is 3.5 for the
Mortlocks (FSM 1996).” Through the practice of mwéúmwéú ‘adoption,’ adults often take their
nieces and nephews under their care. While Mortlockese communities use the term faamili (<
English family) in contemporary contexts to refer to the immediate family in their household, the
term áterenges denotes the extended family. The first child of a new couple is often adopted by
one set of grandparents as their own. The first-born child—mwánneishi ‘first-born male’ and
finneishi ‘first-born female’—holds special status for the parents who often treat him or her as
ashengisheng ‘cherished.’ Kinship terms apply broadly. Regarding parents, the terms saam
‘father’ and iin ‘mother’ extend beyond just birth parents to include uncles, aunts, and
grandparents, although linguistic specification is possible (i.e., tattalin saam ‘uncle,’ tattalin iin
‘aunt,’ samelap ‘grandfather,’ and inelap ‘grandmother’). Similarly, the terms pwiipwi ‘same-sex
sibling’ and mwengeang ‘opposite-sex sibling’ extend to cousins (specified also as tattalin
pwiipwi ‘same-sex cousin’ and tattalin mwengeang ‘opposite-sex sibling’).10 In the context of
Satawan Islet, Bautista (2010:110–112) describes another important unit of social organization—

For younger generations, the term pwiipwi ‘same-sex sibling’ can be used in romantic contexts as an address term
for someone of the opposite sex, most often accompanied by the gender-specific address particles ne for females or
ko for males.
10
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falang, a term that denotes the homesite as well the “kinship composition over several
generations.”11
A.3.4 Interpersonal and sociopolitical organization. Gender distinctions are realized in
cultural and linguistic norms. Certain kinds of work throughout the Mortlocks are usually
associated with either only women (such as daily cooking, child-rearing, laundering, and
preparing coconut oil) or only men (such as harvesting breadfruit, sailing canoes, making lúúl
‘coconut sennit rope,’ and trolling). In practice, though, circumstances can force an individual to
do the “other’s” work, such as a male child taking responsibility of women’s duties when there
are no other women in the household. Some types of fishing have strict gender restrictions. Other
activities such as preparing earth ovens vary by island community as to which gender typically
assumes responsibility. In very traditional contexts, women show deference to men by physically
lowering their posture—even while moving, to the point of walking on knees—in their presence;
this especially applies when a woman is in the presence of a brother. Linguistic norms include
gender-restricted taboo vocabulary that can only be used in the presence of the same sex; speech
for men only is sometimes called kapsen leefalang ‘speech of the cookhouse.’
Sociocentricism in Mortlockese communities is evident in, for example, the cooperation
of clansmen for specific work (e.g., building a community house), the vivacity of community
groups such as women’s organizations, and the aforementioned custom of ainet ‘institutional
distribution.’12 Public confrontation is avoided, as the shame that results from such acts is often
perceived as far more serious than the tangible consequences. Despite the general avoidance of
interpersonal confrontation, ethnographic records of the Mortlocks reveal complex patterns of
warfare and alliances (Younger 2009). Ettal and Namwoluk were considered a single social unit
in which the former was the “parent” of the latter; those two atolls were aligned together with the
islets of Oneop and Mwoosh against the islets of Lukunosh, Satawan, Té, and Kúttú (137). Oral
traditions often contain stories of specific battles, including one reported by Borthwick (1977)
about Ettal’s invasion of Lukunosh, as well as several stories about the warfare between the islets
of Lukunosh and Oneop, one of which I recorded on Pakin from one of the most highly respected
sóóu tittilap ‘storyteller’ on Pakin, Mr. Nicklaus Marco. Two historical alliances across all the
In other communities, the term falang also denotes the cookhouse and the hearth.
As with all other generalizations I make in these sections, I temper my observations with the recognition that any
community—any individual—exists on a continuum of sociocentrism and egocentrism.
11
12
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Mortlocks emerge from patterns of intermarriage and kinship: one was among Némé, Lukunosh,
Satawan, Té, and Kúttú; the other was among Losap, Piis-Emwmwar, Namwoluk, Ettal, Oneop,
and Mwoosh (Bautista 2010:52).
Mortlockese social structure is less stratified than other communities in Micronesia,
especially those of high islands (Sahlins 1958) Traditional leadership is characterized by
chiefdoms: power primarily resides in the title of the samwool ‘chief’ rather than in the
individual, whose status is inherited rather than volitionally achieved. For instance, Younger
(2009), following Goldman’s (1955, 1970) scheme of social hierarchy, classifies the social
stratification of the Namwoluk community as Level 1, corresponding to “a society with a strong
egalitarian ethic and a chief or chiefs with highly circumscribed powers” (Younger 2009:138).
There are divisions in chiefs, primary of which is the samwoolún fanéú or samwoolún pwpwél
‘chief of the land’ who oversees “the peace and welfare of all the people” and to whom “all clans
provided the first and best produce during harvest time, including breadfruit and taro”
(Cholymay 2012:19–20). Other chiefs include samwoolún ainang ‘chief of the matrilineal clan’
and samwoolún áterenges ‘chief of the extended family’ (20). Respect for those of higher status
manifests linguistically as kapas pwéteete or kapas amáfel, both terms translatable as ‘respectful
language.’ Distinctions tend to exist at only two levels: common language (e.g., maúr ‘sleep’)
and respectful language (e.g., saipash ‘sleep’). Formalized greetings (linguistic and gestural) are
known as tiirou and fairo, common not only in traditional settings but also in contemporary
contexts such as public meetings and gatherings.
According to Section 1 of Article XIII of the Chuuk State Constitution, the mayor is the
chief executive of a municipality. Mayors and councilpersons are elected. In the Chuuk State
Legislature, the House of Representatives has six representatives from the Mortlocks—two from
each of the three precincts (viz. Upper, Mid, and Lower)—and the House of Senate has two
senators from the Mortlocks. In the FSM Congress, there is only one representative for the entire
Mortlocks region (Bautista 2010:51).
A.3.5 Culture and the environment. The relationship between Mortlockese culture and the
natural environment is visible in a variety of ways. There is an “ideological connection between
land and food” (Nason 1975a:9) that extends beyond just fanéú ‘land’ as a source for mwongo
‘food’; land ownership is an integral component in personal identity. Land tenure is determined
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by matrilineal descent, although Nason (1975a:5) claims that on Ettal, “the most significant
social change brought about by foreign influence was a shift from kin group land tenure to
individualized land tenure”. Communities also own plots of leenómw ‘lagoon’ and leematau
‘ocean,’ usually extending out from the same area as one’s land holdings; Nason (1975a:9)
observes that on Ettal, “even though the same rules of ownership and inheritance apply to [land
and marine] property,” there is a greater emphasis on land holdings, which he attributes to the
contemporary “imposition of a market economy based on…copra.” Mortlockese communities
view the waters around them as fundamental resources in their daily lives, providing food,
resources for various technologies, economic opportunities for development, and pathways to
neighboring islands. In many Mortlockese communities, the traditional opening for a tittilap
‘story’ is passela passeto ‘drift away from us, drift toward us,’ a metaphor for the way
knowledge, memory, and experience move through their consciousness like ebbing waves.
Nason (1975a:7) notes that, like other Micronesian maritime cultures, communities in the
Mortlocks “place primary technological emphasis on the economic exploitation of marine
resources, even though land resources share an equal if not greater importance in the
community’s perceptions of its resource base.” Consider, for example, the relatively greater
complexity of technologies for exploiting marine resources (i.e., building and sailing canoes)
than those for exploiting land resources. This does not mean, however, that there is a disconnect
between those two parts of the natural environment in the perception of Mortlockese
communities. Indeed, the ways Mortlockese communities talk about their interaction with fáán
lááng ‘heavens,’ fanéú ‘land,’ and leematau ‘ocean’ instantiate their local environmental
knowledge about their islands, whereby “local environmental knowledge” is the “cumulative
body of knowledge, practice, and belief, evolving by adaptive processes and handed down
through generations by cultural transmission, about the relationship of living beings (including
humans) with one another and their environment” (Berkes 1999:8).13
Traditional strategies for resource management include the cultural institution of pwaaú
‘taboo area/period’ by which land and marine plots are declared inaccessible for the entire
Berkes’s (1999) discussion actually focuses on “traditional ecological knowledge,” a phrase that is commonly
used in the ethnobiology literature. However, the phrase “local ecological knowledge” is preferred by others (e.g.,
Charles 2001, Davis & Wagner 2003, inter alia), partially because the “local” element in the phrase focuses on
knowledge that is created at the level of the local community, regardless if that knowledge can be considered to be
“traditional.” Also, the term “local” avoids connotations of “timelessness” or “stationary” that are associated with
“traditional,” since Berkes (1999) makes it clear that knowledge about the environment is always changing, as much
as the environment itself changes.
13
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community. In many cases, the restrictions are understood to be in place due to cultural
expectations, such as after funerals. In others, the restrictions are placed at the discretion of the
local chiefs, for example, restricting a fish spawning area for a period of time to allow the stock
to replenish, and the reopening it. Other contemporary methods of resource management and
conservation include seawall construction, mangrove planting, and various education initiatives.
A.3.6 Island infrastructure. The sóópw ‘village’ in the Mortlocks tends to be concentrated on
the lagoon-facing side of the island. The constructions of houses reflect traditional architecture,
featuring a mix of local materials such as ióós ‘thatching’ made from pandanus or coconut, as
well as imported materials such as corrugated iron, plywood, and concrete (Taboroši & Martin
2011:40). The typical homestead contains a dwelling for sleeping, a cookhouse, a bathing house,
an outhouse, a shed for storing firewood or copra, and family burial sites. Other important
structures in the village include the community meeting house, the men’s meeting house, the
canoe house, churches, schools, and municipal buildings. For most of the larger islets in the
Mortlocks, there exists more than one village, and each village is usually divided into multiple
sections (e.g., Bautista’s (2010:110–112) discussion about Satawan Islet).
Municipal resources vary for each Mortlockese community, but they generally include
municipal offices, police, and dispensaries. Traditional energy needs were met with natural
resources; light, for example, was maintained by burning coconut oil in clam shells or burning
various products of the coconut tree (e.g., peisak ‘coconut shell,’ péúel ‘coconut husk,’ sheinú
‘coconut frond,’ atiinú ‘coconut spathe,’ etc.). In contemporary contexts, light is provided by
kerosene lamps, battery-powered flashlights, solar-powered portable lanterns, and electrical
sources. Electricity is provided by sources such as large solar panels and fuel generators, both
small-scale for individual homesteads and large-scale for the community. Communication for
most islands in the Mortlocks is via citizens band or single sideband radio; some areas even have
cellular and internet connections.
According to Section 1 of Article X of the Chuuk State Constitution, the State provides
free compulsory public elementary and free public secondary education. Elementary schools are
located in each of the 11 municipalities of the Mortlocks. Mortlocks Junior High School is
situated on Satawan Islet. It is the only high school in the Mortlocks, and most of its enrollment
consist of students from the Mid and Lower Mortlocks, whereas students from the Upper
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Mortlocks tend to attend Chuuk High School in Weené (Bautista 2010:69). Young adults pursue
post-secondary education in Chuuk Lagoon or elsewhere in the FSM (or even beyond). Aside
from the pressing challenges of providing access to education and resources for children of outer
islands in Chuuk State, educators strive to develop frameworks and strategies that incorporate
local values in a largely Western/American-based educational system (Cholymay 2012).
A.3.7 Economy. Nason (1975a:7) describes Micronesian maritime cultures as having “a mixed
economy based on the complementary development and exploitation of land and sea resources,
with a traditional social organization that emphasizes cooperative endeavors in both exploitative
systems.” Traditionally, Mortlockese communities have maintained subsistence lifestyles based
on fishing, taro farming, and agroforestry. Commercial endeavors arose with the introduction of
a market economy; for the Lower Mortlocks, for example, this started with the copra trade in the
1870s “with the arrival of foreign traders who were semi-permanent residents” (Nason 1975a:10,
cf. Westwood 1905:88–123). In contemporary times, the emphasis on copra harvesting has
fluctuated with prices.
Other sources of income for Mortlockese communities come from the sale of fish and
handmade products such as léé ‘coconut oil.’ Residents can find work in local waged positions
and some salaried positions. Bautista (2010:121) reports that on Satawan Islet, there were
approximately 80 government positions, with slightly over half Chuuk State positions and the
rest municipal positions. Out migration from the Mortlocks is often related to the desire to find
work and educational opportunities in other places, which leads to resettlement in Chuuk
Lagoon, elsewhere in the FSM, other areas in the Pacific (e.g., Guam, the Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands, and Hawai‘i), or the continental US (cf. Bautista’s (2010) study on
movement of communities from Satawan Islet to Guam). Some members of Mortlockese
communities even join the US Armed Forces. Remittances from these diasporic communities
back to the in situ communities also play a part in the local economies.
A.3.8 Cultural institutions. Certain cultural traditions are commonly shared among Chuukic
language-speaking communities, such as cooking methods, fishing techniques, and sailing
technologies, and various cultural institutions. One that exists in all Mortlockese communities is
the body of knowledge, practices, beliefs, and language associated with roong, which denotes
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traditional magic often associated with the land, and which is inherited from preceding
generations. This type of magic contrasts with awar and paút, two terms that can be translated as
‘black magic,’ denoting magic that is used for malevolent purposes. Certain islands in the
Mortlocks are known for being particularly strong in awar and paút, attributed to specific
individuals who reside there. Associated with traditional magic is the cultural concept of
manaman ‘supernatural power,’ a term that is cognate with mana in many Polynesian
languages—indeed, in languages throughout Oceania (cf. Blust 2007); it is a belief that
permeates daily life and realized in everyday conversation. Within each community, certain
individuals are known as being exceptionally skilled in specific disciplines such as rawa
‘traditional healing massage,’ sáfei ‘traditional medicine,’ and pwe ‘divination.’ Christianity has
certainty become a cultural institution in the Mortlocks, considering the ways it has been
localized and recontextualized by local communities. Most Mortlockese communities adhere to
either Catholicism (cf. Peter 1996) or Protestantism (cf. Reafsnyder 1984)—almost
exclusively—and there are growing communities of other denominations such as Apostolicism.
Performing arts in the Mortlocks include various types of pwarúk ‘dancing,’ including
tokia, a type of war dance performed by men using long sticks. The “sitting dance” genre is
widespread throughout the Mortlocks and in Chuuk State, in which large groups of people in
coordinated dress sit cross-legged and perform elaborate hand gestures while singing; these
dances occur in a variety of contexts, including traditional fests, church celebrations, and family
parties. Mortlockese genres of kéél ‘music’ include attik kitar, a popular style of guitar picking in
which open tunings are used, and ngor ‘singing.’ Peter (2000:261) notes that “one feature of
Mortlockese singing is the use of traditional navigation as a way of speaking metaphorically
about elements of contemporary society: politics, government, and Christianity.” Communities
also highly-regard individuals who are adept with the performance of the tittilap ‘story,’ not only
in the complexity and length of the stories being told, but also in the breadth of the repertoire of
the sóóu tittilap ‘storyteller.’
Mortlockese material arts include traditions of faúfaú ‘weaving’ a variety of products
such as kiekei ‘mats’ and saipé ‘hand fans,’ usually made from either pandanus or coconut
leaves. One particular item within the repertoire of falafal ‘carving’ that is often associated with
the Mortlocks is the tapwaanú, often translated as ‘devil’s mask.’ This mask was traditionally
carved from máái ‘breadfruit’ and hung in the men’s house as a means to ward off evil spirits
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associated with the wind and typhoons. In contemporary contexts, it is a staple of souvenir stores
and hotel decorations, especially in Chuuk Lagoon. Although a few Chuukic language-speaking
communities in Micronesia have maintained traditions of traditional tattooing, the falúfal ‘tattoo’
tradition in the Mortlocks did not persist; in contemporary contexts, Mortlockese tattoo artists
often draw upon traditional designs.
The transmission of knowledge in the Mortlocks depends largely on the nature of the
knowledge. Regarding the knowledge, skills, and practices of daily life, the child is the student
of the entire family, not just the birth parents, but also extended relatives. Cholymay (2012)—
originally born and raised on Losap—makes these observations about Chuukese culture, which,
based on my own experiences and discussions with Cholymay, are wholly applicable to
Mortlockese culture:
There was also “informal education.” This refers to the type of learning all children
received to become contributing members to the life of the immediate and extended
family and clan. Every child was expected to have a part in carrying out chores at home.
Girls usually followed their mothers learning the kinds of chores that were traditionally
for women: cooking, cleaning, weaving, farming, fishing and caring for children and
family members. The boys were taught by their fathers to farm and cook for large feasts.
They also learn to fish and build canoes. Children were expected to shadow their parents;
observe and imitate. When children were at play, they often practiced the skills to which
they had been exposed. Informal learning took place every day. (20–21)
For some domains such as paléú ‘traditional navigation’ and rawa ‘traditional healing massage,’
the transmission of knowledge is formalized in certain “schools” in which the expert trains the
apprentice. It is the expert’s discretion as to whom he or she chooses to be the recipient of the
knowledge to be passed down.
A.3.9 Movement. The histories and traditions of sailing in the Mortlocks (see section 2.2.3.2)
easily put to rest any preconceived notions that those communities were “immobile” due to their
relative insularity. Movement was regular within and between the various islands of the
Mortlocks. For example, residents of the islets of Té and Satawan often talk about the ease of
walking from one to the other during low tide. Ocean “roads” between distant atolls have
specific names, indicating regular travel. Even though the use of the waa sarak ‘sailing canoe’
has waned—supplanted by the mwoota or pwoot ‘motorboat’ (cf. Nason 1975a)—residents still
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use the waa fatel ‘paddling canoe’ for daily transportation. Fieldtrip ships originating from both
Chuuk Lagoon and from Pohnpei (FSM-wide) visit most of the islands of the Mortlocks,
although the gap between the Mortlocks-to-Lagoon trips can be as long as two months (Peter
2000:260); annually, there are trips that bring students to their home islands for summer vacation
and pick them up again before school begins. The trip between the Lower Mortlocks and Weené
Island in Chuuk Lagoon takes a little over 24 hours. The Mortlock Islands Civil Airfield—the
only airstrip in the Mortlocks—is located on Té Islet, served by Caroline Islands Air (FSM
Division of Civil Aviation 2012:n.p.); this provides direct access to both Chuuk Lagoon and
Pohnpei.
Movement out of the Mortlocks to other places has historical contexts (see section
2.2.3.2) and contemporary motivations (see section 2.2.4.7). Reasons for movement to the
Mortlocks from other places—especially from areas where diasporic Mortlockese communities
have developed—include religious celebrations such as centennials and jubilees, angaang ‘work’
of clansmen to build community houses, and afiinún ‘dedication’ celebrations for new buildings.
Members of diasporic communities such as those in Sokehs in Pohnpei often travel to their home
communities in the Mortlocks for reunions and the chance to uruur ‘hang out’ during vacation
time. As for any community, “movement” must be construed not only in geospatial
configurations, but also in social space; as Bautista (2010:3) describes for the Satawan
community, movement is “intimately associated with clan, lineage, and locality, as well as the
influence of a system of local beliefs and attitudes surrounding an individual based on
combinations of age, sex, martial status, and childbirth.” Peter (2000)—a member of the Ettal
community—incorporates Mortlockese concepts of waa ‘canoe’ (also ‘vessel of the body’),
meseiset ‘turbulent spots in the ocean,’ and ppaileng ‘horizon’ in his discussion of movement,
reminding us that “travel, of any kind, is about negotiating boundaries” (265), which is
especially relevant for residents of Chuuk State who find themselves in new waters as they move
beyond their home islands.
The next two sections—A.4 and A.5—focus on the ethnographic background of Pakin. I
follow the same presentation format as I have with this discussion about the Mortlocks and their
residents.
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A.4 Pakin settlement and interaction. To my knowledge, the only published archaeological
investigation of Pakin is Davidson 1967, in which the author reports on her brief surveys of
Pakin, Mwoakilloa, and Pingelap. Given that And—an atoll only approximately seven miles
from the southwestern edge of Pohnpei’s outer reef—has evidence settlement as early as 2,000
years ago (Galipaud 2001), it seems likely that Pakin could have been settled by Pohnpeians (or
visited frequently as a resource) in a time frame similar to that of other low islands settled from
high island bases (see section 2.2.3.1). The primary difference, however, is that permanent
communities did not develop on either And or Pakin, at least not to the same extent as the
communities that developed on the other satellite atolls of Pohnpei such as Mwoakilloa,
Pingelap, and Sapwuahfik. It is likely that because the latter three atolls are so far away from the
main island—Sapwuahfik, for example, is approximately 90 miles from the southern edge of
Pohnpei—the communities of those atolls became self-sufficient over time and relied less on
high island resources, thus leading to permanent settlements and the eventual development of
speech systems that are distinct from Pohnpeian (viz. Mokilese, Pingelapese, and the Sapwuahfik
dialect of Pohnpeian,).
In the case of Pakin and And, because the atolls are relatively closer to Pohnpei, it is
likely that Pohnpeians frequently visited those low islands for their resources (e.g., fisheries,
coconut groves, coconut crabs, etc.) but returned to their homes in Pohnpei shortly thereafter.
Findlay [1851] 2013 summarizes Lütke’s reports of visiting And in 1828: “There was no
appearance of habitation, but they were visited at times, for they saw in one part a pile of stones
raised on a large blackish rock” (1083), which is most likely a description of the moahl ‘stones
used for pounding kava’ on top of the peitehl ‘large basalt rock on which kava is pounded and
prepared,’ overt signs the people had prepared and drank sakau ‘kava’—one of the most
important components of traditional Pohnpeian culture—on And prior to Lütke’s visit. Findlay
reports that the islands of And “belong to the chiefs near Roan Kiddi Harbour.14 They have no
permanent inhabitants, but are resorted to from May till September, for the hawksbill turtle
fishery. They are also visited at other times for supplies of cocoa-nut and bread-fruit” (1084).
Such patterns of resource exploitation continue today (e.g., the perception of And as a place for
excellent fishing, day trips for picnics and ecotourism, etc.).

14

“Roan Kiddi” is presently spelled <Rohnkitti>.
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This is not to say that no Pohnpeian communities existed on Pakin prior to Western
contact. During Mwehin Saudeleur ‘Period of the Saudeleurs’—one of the most important
periods of sociopolitical organization in Pohnpei and its environs—Pakin was specifically
included as one of the six major areas of the northern division of Pohnpei known as “Pwapwalik”
(Hanlon 1988:9, 13). It is likely that semi-permanent settlements developed on the atoll over
time. Lütke (1835–1836, 2:24) reports the following from his 1828 visit to Pohnpei and the
surrounding atolls: “Nous vîmes des hommes sur le groupe Paghenema, mais je ne puis decider
s’ils y ont un domicile fixe, ou s’ils y viennent seulement pour un temps” (We saw men on the
Paghenema group, but I cannot decide if they have a permanent home there, or if they come
there only for a time). The famous Irish beachcomber James F. O’Connell, who was living in
Pohnpei by the late 1820s, described the Pakin residents “as very close to Pohnpeians in terms of
culture and language” (Taboroši & Martin 2011:33). Findlay ([1851] 2013:1084) gives the
following description, based on an account in the November 1848 issue of Nautical Magazine:
“The westernmost island [of Pakin] is inhabited by a Pouynipète [(Pohnpeian)] chief, his family
and servants, in all about thirty souls; and this chief claims sovereignty over the whole of this
group.” The description also states that “[t]his place is celebrated for its canoe sails, which are
manufactured from the leaves of the pandanus tree, and which are eagerly sought after by the
natives of Pouynipète [(Pohnpei)]” (1084); this indicates that Pakin was utilized for its natural
resources by Pohnpeians who maintained sailing traditions even while living on a high island.15
One area of future research is determining if any of the nearby communities that maintained
traditional sailing—either atoll communities surrounding Pohnpei (such as Sapwuahfik or
Mwoakilloa) or even communities on the high island itself—mention in their traditional and
historical narratives interacting with a Pohnpeian-speaking community from Pakin, either due to
the former traveling to Pakin or vice versa. The name of the atoll is certainly known in the oral
histories of nearby atoll communities. A traditional narrative I recorded from a Pakin resident
named Mr. Anrot16 in May 2012 tells the story of five brothers who live on Oneop and two eels
who live on Kosrae. The mother eel searches for her son named Úúshele, who has been caught

The skills and knowledge to travel long distances with sailing canoes tended to erode on high islands much sooner
than on low islands.
16
The name “Anrot” is a pseudonym chosen by this consultant; he specifically requested of me to use that
pseudonym in academic publications when I acknowledge him.
15
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by the five brothers on Oneop in an uu ‘fish trap.’ Her travels take her from Kosrae to the outer
islands of Pohnpei—including Pakin—and then through the Mortlocks to Oneop.
Prior to Lütke’s 1828 visit to Pohnpei, And, and Pakin—the islands he collectively called
“les îles Séniavine” (commonly translated as “the Senyavin Islands”) (Lütke 1835–1836, 2:20) in
honor of their vessel Senyavin—the earliest account of a European sighting of Pakin is not
entirely clear. The Micronesian Seminar online resource Foreign Ships in Micronesia contains a
page focusing on Pohnpei.17 In that resource, the earliest mention of Pakin specifically is in
conjunction with Lütke’s 1828 visit. However, a Spanish expedition in 1595 commanded by
Pedro Fernandez de Ouiros on the vessel San Jeronimo could have possible sighted Pakin:
Spanish ship SAN JERONIMO, commanded by Pedro Fernandez de Ouiros, on a passage
to Manila from Santa Cruz. On Dec 23, sighted an island at 6° N of 25 leagues
circumference and well-populated. Ship almost went aground here. The island, later
called “Quirosa,” was almost certainly Pohnpei; the small islands of Ant were also seen.
(Micronesian Seminar n.d.:n.p.)
The two resources cited regarding this 1595 visit are Markham 1904, 1:113–114 and Sharp
1960:54 (cf. Brand 1967:136). An even earlier sighting of Pakin in 1529 is also possible:
“Spanish ship FLORIDA, Alvaro de Saavedra, on second attempt to recross (sic) the Pacific. On
Sept 14, came upon an island in 6° or 7° N that may have been Pohnpei or one of its outliers”
(Micronesian Seminar n.d.:n.p.); the resources cited for this account are Sharp 1960:20–21 and
Wright 1951:58.
During Lütke’s visit to Pohnpei and the surrounding atolls in 1828, he passed Pakin on
January 18, during which a canoe with six Pakin residents came out from the atoll to trade for
iron and cloth (Micronesian Seminar n.d.:n.p.). Another sighting followed in 1832, this time by
Captain L. Frazer who reported seeing Pohnpei and other small islands to the northwest, which
are undoubtedly the islands of Pakin (Frazer 1834:74–76, Osborne 1833:34–35, Riesenberg
1968:3). Whaleships also passed by Pakin and made contact with residents, including the
Splendid under the command of Captain Gustavus A. Baylies on February 21, 1848 (Baylies
1849, Micronesian Seminar n.d.:n.p.) and the Midas under the command of Captain Edward
Woodbridge on December 31, 1851 (Starr 1855).
The webpage is available here: http://www.micsem.org/pubs/articles/historical/forships/pohnpei.htm. (9 January,
2015.)
17
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The confluence of two events in the early twentieth century created the context that led to
the contemporary settlement of Pakin by people of Mortlockese origin. The first was the Good
Friday Typhoon that struck the Mortlocks on March 26, 1907 (Girschner 1907, Spennemann
2007). Spennemann (2007) provides a detailed account of the immediate effects of the typhoon
throughout the Carolines, including the Lower Mortlocks and several of the outer islands of Yap
Island such as Satawal Island and Woleai Atoll; he also details the damage relief efforts and the
various resettlement plans. There were especially devastating effects on the islets of Lukunosh,
Satawan, Té, where the storm had had destroyed infrastructure, stripped topsoil, and ruined taro
pits due to saltwater inundation. On Té Islet alone, 300 people—approximately half of the
population—were killed by a massive storm surge from the typhoon (Oleson 2007:1). The initial
response included providing food aid and developing plans to clean up the atolls, but there were
also plans to relocate people from the affected communities to places like Palau, Saipan, Chuuk
Lagoon, and Pohnpei. For example, local requests were made from the Lower Mortlocks
communities “to move a number of people who asked to leave to Pohnpei and Chuuk to live with
relatives and clans people” (Spennemann 2007: 11). Upon arrival on Chuuk, the chiefs there
were the ones “to pick out those relatives and clansmen who may remain on Chuuk. All the
‘unwanted’ were taken along to Pohnpei” (11). As a result of three separate evacuation trips from
the atolls of Satawan and Lukunosh to Pohnpei (May 1907, September 1907, and May 1908), a
total of 1,021 people were relocated (12). These evacuees primarily consisted of residents from
the islets of Lukunosh, Satawan, and Té.
Upon arrival, the evacuees “were quickly taken up by the Protestant missionaries and the
Pohnpeians. Since all Mortlockese were mainly Protestant, they were primarily sent to the [Kitti]
and [Madolenihmw] Districts” (12–13). Economic plans influenced the German administration’s
resettlement policies, as the officials saw the evacuees as potential workers in their colonies on
the islands of Sapian and Palau; returning the evacuees to their home atolls for repopulation was
not part of their administrative interests (16–17). On January 9, 1909, 600 Mortlockese evacuees
were transported from Pohnpei to Saipan. Over the next two years, the German administration
found that the relocated Mortlockese people were generally unhappy and did not adjust well to
their new circumstances (17–18). The administration also considered the prospects of
repopulating the evacuated atolls with their original inhabitants, people who could be relied on to
promote the copra trade (18–19). By the end of 1910 and early 1911, the majority of evacuees
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from the Caroline atolls affected by the Good Friday Typhoon returned to their original home
islands (19). This still left a sizeable population of Mortlockese refugees living in Pohnpei.
The second crucial event was the Sokehs Rebellion in 1910–1911, a turning point in
Pohnpeian-foreigner relations, specifically with the German administration at the time (Morlang
2010). Pakin provided a temporary place of refuge for the Pohnpeian insurgents from Sokehs
Island (Taboroši & Martin 2011:33). At the end of the failed rebellion, all of the Pohnpeians who
were living on Sokehs Island and Pakin were either executed or exiled to the islands of Palau to
work in phosphate mines (Oleson 2007:24).18 Their lands were confiscated by the German
administration and then given to the Mortlockese refugees who were brought to Pohnpei due to
the Good Friday Typhoon of 1907 (Taboroši & Martin 2011:33).
With the refugees’ acquisition of land rights in Sokehs Municipality in 1911 (Oleson
2007:24), they were now able to establish themselves in their new home. They settled in the
western side of Sokehs Island known as “Sokehs Pah,” the latter element a Pohnpeian term
meaning ‘below, under.’ These refugees from the islets of Lukunosh, Satawan, and Té
maintained distinctions in their relocated spaces, roughly corresponding to their own linguistic
and cultural distinctions among each other. They moved into various Sokehs Island kousapw,
which is the Pohnpeian term denoting ‘a section, a political unit of land, consisting of a number
of private homesteads.’ At the time of their settlement by the refugees in 1911, each kousapw
already had traditional Pohnpeian names: the Satawan refugees settled in Peidie, in the area
closest to the causeway that connects Sokehs Island with Pohnpei Island proper; the Lukunosh
refugees settled further north in Soledi; the Té refugees settled further north still in Roie. Over
time, the kousapw were more commonly identified by the Mortlockese names corresponding to
the refugees’ home islets: Peidie became known as “Satawan,” Soledi as “Lukunoch,” and Roie
as “Deh” (the Pohnpeian spelling of “Té”) (Panholzer & Mauricio 2003:99). These areas
maintained their kousapw status until 1985, when Sokehs Municipality was granted its charter
government, and at that time the sections reverted to their old Pohnpeian names (99). In
everyday practice, however, citizens of Pohnpei—Pohnpeians and Mortlockese alike—still refer
to the sections by their Mortlockese names.19 Over time, the Mortlockese refugees expanded

They were eventually returned to Sokehs Island under the Japanese administration.
A vivid example of this is when calling for a taxi in Pohnpei: dispatchers, drivers, and customers alike use the
Mortlockese names of these sections of Sokehs Municipality, even when speaking to each other in Pohnpeian.
18
19
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beyond Sokehs Island to other sections of Sokehs Municipality, especially Sekere, Likie, and
Palikir.20
I ascertained the historical account of Mortlockese movement to Pakin during summer
fieldwork on Pakin in 2014, with the invaluable assistance of Mr. Anrot. Our investigations
involved piecing together information ascertained from narratives from elders on Pakin and in
Pohnpei, as well the broader common knowledge of the community at large. During the German
administration, Pohnpeians were living and working on Pakin. With the end of the German
administration and the start of the Japanese one, the Pohnpeians staying on Pakin eventually
returned to Pohnpei. The movement of Mortlockese people to Pakin was motivated by two
parameters—one related to a Mortlockese cultural institution, and the other socioeconomic in
nature. Because the former is a culturally sensitive topic, I will not discuss it here. Regarding the
latter, Mortlockese people were working for various Japanese companies established in Pohnpei
during the Japanese administration, including the Nanyo Boeki Kaisha Company, also known as
the South Seas Trading Company, and more generally as Nambo or NBK (King 2015:n.p.,
Panholzer & Mauricio 2003). The first group of Mortlockese who were sent to Pakin to work for
the Nambo company were members of the Té community. The nature of their work is described
as sses faaú ‘piling rocks,’ perhaps the mining or dredging of limestone. A subsequent group of
people from Palikir also went out to Pakin to work; it is not clear if this group was primarily
Pohnpeian or Mortlockese, or both. The work on Pakin continued until the start of World War II.
The defeat of Japan led to the end of their administration and the beginning of the United
Nations-mandated US Navy administration of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. The
work on Pakin had since ceased, and there were no long-term residents on the atoll.
Each municipality of Pohnpei has a paramount chief with the title of Nahnmwarki. In
Sokehs, Mr. Kalio Artui took the title of Nahnmwarki from c. 1963 to 1972 (Cahoon n.d.:n.p.).
Nahnmwarki Kalio is notable for being the first man of Mortlockese origin to become the
paramount chief in Sokehs, as well as the fact that he was elected as paramount chief. During his
leadership, he investigated the status of Pakin, and he then declared it open for settlement. Most
of those who took that opportunity for settlement were Mortlockese people representing the
Three other sizeable communities of Mortlockese people reside in the southern regions of Pohnpei. One is a
diasporic community from Oneop Islet located in Madolenihmw Municipality. Another is a community living in
Kitti Municipality in the southern region of Pohnpei. The other is a diasporic community in Madolenihmw
Municipality originating from the islets of Piis-Emwmwar and Losap, a community that received an influx of people
from the in situ communities in the Mortlocks after World War II (Emerick 1960).
20
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Lukunosh, Satawan, Té, and Oneop dialect groups. Almost all of the current homesteads on
Pakin today originate from this movement under Nahnmwarki Kalio’s rule.
Ever since the initial settlement of Pakin by Mortlockese people to this day, the atoll
community has had extensive interaction with other peoples in a wide variety of dimensions.
Because atolls are relatively “insular” and small, the occurrence of meeting someone or
something “new” is relatively low, at least in comparison to living on a high island, or even
among several inhabited islets of an atoll. Because of this, it might then be tempting to focus on
the tangible event of a foreign visitor arriving at the atoll as the unit of interaction, that is, the
“variable” of the new event in contrast with the “constant” of the community. But as with any
island community (or simply “community,” for that matter), it is not only the event that is
important—that is, who visits, when they arrived, what they bring, how they got there, why they
visited, and so forth—in understanding patterns of interaction. One must also ascertain what
kinds of ripples are created, what kinds of networks are forged and persist, and then situate those
effects in the particular context of that community. An attempt at making any kind of
comprehensive list here of the patterns of interaction on Pakin for the past century would be
inadequate and unrealistic; rather, my ethnographic discussions in the following sections only
highlight the various instances of interculturality that emerge whenever a boat sails for Pakin,
and vice versa. I set my sights for the tip of the proverbial iceberg here—or rather, the “tip of the
coral pinnacle.”
A.5 Pakin social-ecological contexts. The following ethnographic discussions about socialecological contexts follow the same format as section A.3, but this time focusing on Pakin and its
residents. Most of my descriptions are based on my experience living and working on Nikahlap
Islet, the largest and most populated islet of Pakin, although my descriptions are largely
applicable to the other inhabited islets, as well. A common theme that emerges from the
discussion in the following sections is the unique interaction between Pakin and Pohnpei, both in
terms of the environment and culture.
A.5.1 Environment. As mentioned in section 2.3.2, Pakin consists of four permanently inhabited
islets, two sporadically inhabited islets, and several other uninhabited islets that are visited for
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various reasons (approximately 16 islets total). Figure 35 presents geographic information
derived from Taboroši & Martin 2011:38.
Total land area:

0.5 mi2

Reef area:

4.6 mi2

Reef outer perimeter:

14.3 mi

Reef inner perimeter:

9.8 mi

Lagoon area:

4.3 mi2

Lagoon maximum depth:

180.5 ft

Average rainfall:

177.2 in/year

Figure 35. Pakin geography
The triangular reef is shaped like an inverted mouth. Nikahlap is the largest islet, situated at the
northwestern edge of the atoll. On average, there are at least 100 individuals who reside on
Nikahlap Islet, corresponding to approximately 16 homesteads. Currently, approximately 15% of
the population of Nikahlap Islet are teenagers who attend high school at Pohnpei Island Central
School, located in Pohnpei in Kolonia Town (the municipality in which the state capital is
located); as such, they do not reside on Pakin during the school year (August–May), but they
usually return during the summer months for vacation. The inhabited sections of Nikahlap Islet
are as follows: Kuwou (westernmost), Leemal (inland), Iilik (furthest inland, a short distance
from the ocean side of the islet), Kulong (center of the lagoon side), Kútou (northeastern side),
and Sapwotou (northernmost side).
To the east of Nikahlap Islet is a set of uninhabited islets, the largest of which is called
Chemweina. Pakin residents often visit Chemweina Islet for its natural resources, especially to
catch manté ‘coconut crab’ (Birgus latro) and to harvest shékkis (Pemphis acidula). Chemweina
Islet is surrounded by six smaller islets. The southeastern most islet is actually a coral cay called
Omrang (< English home run), its large sandy surface providing a place where residents
sometimes play sports such as baseball and volleyball, and more commonly enjoy picnics, and
has even served as a landing site for helicopters. Approximately three miles to the southeast of
Nikahlap Islet lies Painpwel Islet, the permanent residence of primarily one family. Less than
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half a mile from Painpwel Islet lies Osechik Islet, where approximately five families reside
throughout the year. Between the islets of Painpwel and Osechik lies the small islet called
Károch. Approximately one mile to the south of Osechik Islet lies Mwanit Islet. One family lives
there throughout the year, and a handful of others join them intermittently. Between the islets of
Osechik and Mwanit lies another small islet called Olamwin. The islets of Painpwel, Károch,
Osechik, Olamwin, and Mwanit are collectively called Weité, a place name that is
morphologically analyzable as wei ‘the place of’ and té ‘small islet.’
One distinctive feature of Pakin is that its reef has natural entry/exit points that are
accessible only by small vessels such as canoes and fiberglass boats. The primary one is a short
and narrow taau ‘reef pass’ called Uurek located on the southwestern side of the reef. No large
ships can enter the lagoon; they must anchor outside the reef and small boats navigate the pass to
ferry passengers. This feature of Pakin’s reef is in contrast to most other atolls in the FSM in
which the natural passes are long and wide enough to allow even large ships to enter (although
some passes have been widened by human efforts). The Uurek pass can only be safely traversed
during high tide, and even then the boat captain and accompanying sailors must coordinate the
boat’s movement with the waves and currents moving through the channel. Entry and egress are
especially difficult during low tide or if the winds are blowing from the direction of letou ‘west’;
in these circumstances, alternate access points are used, with the vessel usually being pulled
across the reef. For this reason, Pakin’s primary pass has gained a reputation in the eyes of the
residents of Pohnpei and various visitors as being particularly dangerous. On the other hand, the
lack of a large pass connecting the inner lagoon to the ocean results in a lagoon that “is graced
with unparalleled water clarity, with visibility consistently over 100 feet” (Taboroši & Martin
2011:35). The traditional account about the state of Pakin’s primary pass involves two spirits,
Lien Pakin (meaning ‘the woman of Pakin’) and Lien Ant (meaning ‘the woman of And’). At
one point in the distant past, neither Pakin nor And had passes in their reefs. The two female
spirits decided to assist one another: Lien Pakin would work on the And pass, and Lien And
would work on the Pakin pass. Whereas Lien Pakin did an excellent job in creating a wide and
long pass for And’s reef, Lien And created a dreadful one.21
Because Pakin is relatively close to Pohnpei, which is one of the wettest islands in
geographic Micronesia, the average rainfall on the atoll “is somewhat above the low islands’
21

The rivalry between Lien Pakin and Lien Ant is explicated in various oral narratives told by Pakin residents.
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average” (Taboroši & Martin 2011:12). One can literally stand on the beaches of Nikahlap and
see rain clouds forming over Pohnpei in the distance; southeasterly winds then bring the
precipitation from the high island to the atoll. Like the Mortlocks, the mesophytic vegetation on
Pakin is delineated. Almost all of the floral species that are found on Pakin also grow in Pohnpei.
The islets of Chemweina are notable for the density of shia ‘mangrove’ (Rhizopora spp.) that
grow there. Pakin residents often bring back plants such as flowers and varieties of banana or
coconut from Pohnpei to grow on their properties; visitors to Pakin from Pohnpei often return
with specimens from the atoll.22 More detailed floral studies of Pakin are available in Buden
1996b.23
The same kinds of non-domesticated animals living in the Mortlocks also thrive on Pakin,
although the (sub)species of animals living in the Mortlocks will most likely be identical/very
similar to those found in Chuuk Lagoon, whereas those living on Pakin will be identical/very
similar to those found in Pohnpei. For example, Buden et al. (2013) classify the flying fox of the
Mortlocks (Pteropus pelagicus pelagicus) and that of Chuuk Lagoon and Nómwonweité
(Pteropus pelagicus insularis) as subspecies, previously classified as two monotypic species.
Similarly, the flying fox found on Pakin is the same species as that found on both And and
Pohnpei, Pteropus molossinus (Buden 1996a, 1996b). Pakin residents say that the kaluuf
‘mangrove monitor lizard’ (Varanus indicus) was brought to Pakin from Pohnpei by Japanese
occupants during the Japanese administration as a form of rat control, and eventually as a source
of protein. The marine species that characterize in the reef fauna of the Mortlocks also thrive on
Pakin. Other faunal studies of Pakin include Buden 1996b.24
Pakin’s coral reefs are praised by both residents and visitors. Similar to other atolls in the
FSM, Pakin’s “outer reef wall is quite steep and quickly plummets to deep blue” (Taboroši &
Martin 2011:35). Fishermen often spearfish on the side known as iilik ‘ocean side,’ that is, the
outer reef. Residents are keenly aware of fish spawning and feeding areas where specific types of
During the summer of 2013, after a lengthy visit of relatives and guests from Pohnpei, my host mother
humorously remarked that they so admired some of her flowers growing on her property on Nikahlap that they
brought some back with them to plant in Pohnpei, when in fact those flowers were originally from Pohnpei!
23
While there is a dearth of studies focusing on the flora of Pakin, there appear to be slightly more for And (e.g.,
McDermid et al. 2002), and many more for Pohnpei. Observations about the flora in the latter two areas will most
likely be applicable for the former.
24
In Buden et al.’s (2005) survey of butterflies in the eastern Caroline Islands, they report that they did not
encounter any butterflies on Pakin during their trips to the atoll, which only lasted a total of five days (97). I,
however, can attest to the presence of small white butterflies on Nikahlap called lipwekipwek, but I cannot make any
further comments that can contribute to their scientific identification.
22
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fish gather. In 2011, Pakin established three marine protected areas (MPAs) along its reef
(Conservation Society of Pohnpei 2012), a project that was several years in the making. Pakin is
the first atoll in the FSM to establish MPAs, as several already exist around the high islands of
the FSM.
Pohnpei and its surrounding atolls of Pakin and And lie in a part of the western Pacific
typhoon belt where storms tend to develop in the early stages, and then move westward as they
gain strength. As such, it is rare for strong typhoons to hit Pakin directly. The more immediate
and periodic threats come in the form of nóóter, a term that denotes ‘tidal surge,’ ‘large wave,’ or
even ‘tsunami.’ These surges can occur due to the confluence of factors like king tides, strong
trade winds, and waves from distant tsunamis and earthquakes. Two particularly destructive
surges that affected Nikahlap Islet in the past 50 years; on both occasions, infrastructure like
houses and adjoining buildings were destroyed, and some hand-dug wells were unusable due to
salt water intrusion. I experienced a nóóter first-hand during my Peace Corps service, on
December 8, 2008. The area in which I resided with my host family in the southern edge of
Nikahlap Islet experienced some non-damaging flooding, but the northeastern edge of the islet
was inundated with salt water and debris. For events like these, recovery measures come not only
from Pohnpei State in the form of food and materials, but also—and probably more
importantly—from local community assistance.
Freshwater resources on Pakin are restricted to rainwater collected through catchment
systems and hand-dug wells. The water from the latter is generally not suitable for drinking or
cooking, but suitable for all other uses. There are no municipal water services on Pakin. During
droughts, residents of Nikahlap Islet will sometimes travel by canoe or motorboat to the other
inhabited islets to retrieve water from their reserves, since those islets sustain a much smaller
permanent population than Nikahlap Islet. For further detailed information, see Taboroši &
Martin’s (2011) report on freshwater usage on Pakin.
A.5.2 Food. Most of the agroforest of Pakin consists of nú ‘coconut’ (Cocos nucifera), máái
‘breadfruit’ (Artocarpus spp.), and uush ‘banana’ (Musa spp.). Ever since the earliest
Mortlockese settlement of Pakin, residents have brought cultivars from Pohnpei to Pakin to grow
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on their own lands and to eventually share with neighbors, clansmen, and family.25 Uush
‘banana,’ for example, was essentially non-existent on Pakin prior to residents’ cultivation.
Keeping with their Mortlockese culinary heritage, residents often cook with arúng ‘coconut
cream,’ but they also follow Pohnpeian recipes that tend to lack coconut cream. The leerek
‘breadfruit season’ on Pakin usually begins in May and continues to August or September,
during which the southeasterly trade winds tend to cease and waters are calm; the leafang ‘windy
season’ begins in November and continues to April or May, during which the trade winds blow
fairly consistently and at great strength. In contrast to the Mortlocks, Pakin residents do not
consume pwula ‘taro’ (Colocasia spp.) on a regular basis. Rather, the staple starches in
contemporary contexts are máái, uush, and imported rais ‘rice.’ Pounded breadfruit pudding
called kkón—a staple in the Mortlocks—is commonly made on Pakin.
While most families have a small pwéél ‘taro patch’ within their homesteads, there are no
communal taro patches in the middle of the islet, compared to the inhabited islets of the
Mortlocks. To my knowledge, no residents on Nikahlap Islet raise taro gardens on any nearby
uninhabited islets, such as Chemweina Islet. Because of the reliability of máái ‘breadfruit’ and
uush ‘banana’ and the regular purchase of rais ‘rice’ from Pohnpei on a bimonthly basis, creating
maar ‘preserved breadfruit’ and maren pwula ‘preserved taro’ has fallen out of practice in the
past two generations of residents. On some atolls of the FSM, mwekemwek ‘Poynesian
arrowroot’ (Tacca leontopetaloides) is purposefully grown in gardens, but on Pakin, it is a plant
that is described as máár mwáál ‘grows wild’; it is extremely valuable as a source of starch that
augments dishes, especially soups that can feed a large family. Residents also buy pilaawa
‘flour’ and often make Japanese-style doughnuts called toonas for celebrations and fundraisers.
Like other residents of atolls, Pakin residents rely on the ocean as the primary source of
protein. The most common animals caught in the littoral zone are kúús ‘octopus,’ úúr ‘spiny
lobster’ (Panulirus versicolor), and ttó ‘clam attached to rocks’ (Hippopus sp.). Residents catch
common reef fish such as pwuláálei ‘orangespine unicornfish’ (Naso lituratus) and common
bottom fish such as arong ‘bluefin trevally’ (Caranx melampygus) on a fairly regular basis with
each outing. In my discussions with sóóuset ‘fishermen’ in the summer of 2013 and from general
observation over the years, I ascertain that the preferred fishing method of the current generation
Residents are keenly aware of the origin of their crops on their homesteads. They are able to trace back from
whom they obtained a clipping, seedling, and so forth.
25
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is ttil, which as a general term for night fishing encompasses a variety of techniques, including
searching for sleeping fish among coral heads and spearing them with slings known as likappish
or asafish.26 Less frequently caught animals in the lagoon include woon ‘green sea turtle’
(Chelonia mydas) and lópwút ‘moray eel’ (Gymnothorax flavimarginatus); catches of these
animals are newsworthy events to local residents and usually correspond to ainet ‘institutional
distribution’ of either the uncooked animal or the cooked food. The impetus for making iik sóól
‘salted and dried fish’ is usually related to a request for liffang ‘gifts,’ either from an individual
family member or on a larger scale to distribute during a celebration or for fundraising. Residents
do not generally salt and dry fish as a preservation method for their own supplies or as a source
of income. As of 2012, a small freezer powered by a centralized solar panel system was installed
on Nikahlap Islet, which residents use to store fish for personal consumption. Fish that are
caught to be sold at Pohnpei markets are stored in coolers with ice bought from Pohnpei.
Even though Pakin residents raise piik ‘pig,’ it is not a regular source of protein for two
primary reasons: (1) pigs are an integral part of traditional Pohnpeian culture, and any traditional
feast to which Pakin residents have obligations—feasts on Pakin or in Pohnpei—requires the
residents to provide pigs; and (2) in contemporary contexts, pigs are a fundamental monetary
resource for communities with subsistence economies, and Pakin residents are able to sell their
animals in Pohnpei. Other land-based sources of protein that are only occasionally eaten include
malek ‘chicken’ and manté ‘coconut crab’ (Birgus latro). On a more sporadic basis, residents
supplement their diet with pwóósh ‘canned food,’ a term that denotes any kind of canned meat.
The descriptions about the mósóró ‘cookhouse,’ the use of amwúsh ‘firewood,’ and
preparing the uumw ‘earth oven’ in the Mortlocks also apply to Pakin. Because the Pakin
community is integrated within the more stratified Pohnpeian culture (see section 2.3.4.4), ainet
‘institutional distribution’ is realized in a variety of parameters. In the context of Pohnpei, Pakin
residents participate in kamadipwen wahu, which is the presentation of the first harvest to the
two highest-titled chiefs of their municipality: the Nahnmwarki (the paramount chief of the
primary ruling line), and the Nahnken (the highest chief of the secondary line). This feast is
Another form of ttil ‘night fishing’ involves walking on the reef at night during a low tide and spearing fish caught
in léélé ‘tide pools.’ I recall during my summer 2014 fieldwork, one afternoon, my host brother had asked me if he
could borrow my Converse shoes (with thick rubber soles) in order to go ttil ‘night fishing.’ I agreed, but it did not
occur to me until much later that it was odd that he would ask for my shoes if night fishing usually involved
likappish ‘spearfishing with a sling,’ whereby one would need to wear fins. When I saw him later in the evening, he
returned to our homestead with a large catch, but he was completely dry and was wearing my shoes. I was perplexed
and asked him why he was dry—that led to his explanation of the “dry” method of ttil ‘night fishing’ on the reef!
26
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followed by kamadipwen kousapw, which is the presentation of gifts to the traditional leaders of
the local sections in which a village is situated. At the level of the islet community, ainet is
realized in the same ways as in the in situ Mortlocks communities: families share the resources
they have—catches, harvests, uncooked rice, sugar, coffee, prepared foods, and so forth—with
each other.
A.5.3 Families and households. Pakin residents trace their clan membership to the Mortlocks,
identifying both their ainang ‘matrilineal clan’ and afakkúr ‘patrilineal clan.’ To my knowledge,
the clans on Pakin are not associated with a specific fáál ‘community house.’ In lieu of fáálen
ainang ‘clan’s community house’ is the fáálen sóópw ‘village’s community house,’ which has
always been located on Nikahlap Islet. In the past six years, several new households have
emerged as the sarááfé ‘youth’ who were born in the 80s have been married, but the number of
homesteads appear to remain the same, at least on Nikahlap Islet. Partly due to a relatively small
population corresponding to relatively few ainang ‘matrilineal clans’ and the pressures of
exogamous marriage, Pakin youth often take Pohnpeian spouses (i.e., people whose L1 is
Pohnpeian and who are otherwise not connected to Mortlockese cultures or peoples).27 While
residents overtly discuss matrilocality as a feature of traditional Mortlockese culture, residence
appears to be bilocal on Pakin, and people who consider Pakin as their home yet who later marry
outside of Pakin tend to take permanent residence in Pohnpei.
A typical augmented nuclear family living on a homestead on Pakin consists of the heads
of household (i.e., husband and wife), their children (an average of five per woman who was
born in the 1950s–1960s), the surviving member(s) of the grandparent generation, and the
newest generation of children born to youth who have recently married. Through mwéúmwéú
‘adoption,’ children born in Sokehs Municipality or elsewhere in Pohnpei are raised on Pakin,
and vice versa. The Pohnpeian term peneinei ‘family’ has entered into the Mortlockese speech of
residents of Pakin and Sokehs as a conventionally borrowed lexical item (see section 2.3.5)
denoting the nuclear family and sometimes extended family. The Pohnpeian term is used
alongside the Mortlockese term áterenges ‘extended family’ with the same connotations. The
mwánneishi ‘first-born male’ and finneishi ‘first-born female’ is usually raised by the
I discuss briefly the implications these patterns of marriage have on the intergenerational transmission (Fishman
1991) of Mortlockese in section 2.3.5.
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grandparent. For example, in my own host family, my host parents’ finneishi ‘first-born female’
was raised by my host father’s parents; in turn, her own finneishi ‘first-born female’ was raised
by my host parents. My conversations with residents reveal a sharp distinction between
Mortlockese and Pohnpeian cultures with regard to how the first-born child is raised: in the
former, that child is ashengisheng ‘chershed,’ and is thus forbidden from doing chores or
engaging in strenuous work; in the latter, that child is forced to work as equally hard as his or her
siblings. The same kinship term patterns used by in situ Mortlockese communities are also used
by the Pakin community, with the notable exception that the endearment term of address for the
mother is Pohnpeian Nohno rather than Mortlockese Maama. The endearment term of address
for the father is phonetically identical in both languages, but spelled differently: [paapa] realized
as Pohnpeian <Pahpa>, but Mortlockese <Paapa>. In contrast to Bautista’s description of the use
of the term falang by the Satawan Islet community to denote the homesite and kinship
composition, I have not encountered that term in the speech of Pakin residents; they recognize
that falang is synonymous with mósóró ‘cookhouse,’ but the homesite is more commonly
referred to by possessed forms of nouns like iimw ‘house’ and fanéú ‘land,’ whereas kinship
composition is referred to by possessed forms of nouns like arames ‘person,’ faamili ‘nuclear
family,’ ainang ‘matrilineal clan,’ and áterenges ‘extended family.’
A.5.4 Interpersonal and sociopolitical organization. After several years of observing and
participating in the lifestyle of Pakin residents, I have seen how some gender distinctions in
cultural activities remain strictly enforced (e.g., certain foods are only cooked by women, certain
animals are only butchered by men, etc.), some are open to either men or women (e.g., faúfaú
sheinú ‘weave coconut leaves’ for thatching, pwpwo kkón ‘pound breadfruit pudding,’ etc.), and
some are extremely flexible with regard to one gender being allowed to do the opposite gender’s
work (e.g., a man who can lopwolopw ‘pound laundry,’ a woman who can engage in likappish
‘spearfishing with a sling’). Residents who were born in the 1950s–1960s say that the custom of
women lowering their posture in the presence of men was practiced by their parents and
grandparents, but it has largely fallen out of practice in their own generation and onward.28
Gender restrictions on taboo vocabulary are strictly enforced.
They pointedly contrast this falling out of practice with their observation that very traditional atoll communities of
Chuuk State (e.g., Nómwonpáttiw) and Yap State (e.g., Woleai) maintain this practice.
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Both sociocentrism and egocentrism—and the gradients in between—are at work in
social structure and interaction on Pakin, which, I imagine, describes any place around the world.
Visible displays of confrontation occasionally occur in both private and public settings; these are
very quickly addressed in other visible ways through practices of amwosamwos ‘apology,
forgiveness.’ In my experience as a teacher working in Pakin Elementary School during my
Peace Corps service (see section 2.4), I found that while it is generally true that students do not
prefer being singled out (e.g., to receive praise, to give an answer, to try Socratic methods of
discussion, to be reprimand, etc.), in other contexts students enjoy being competitive in the
classroom and becoming the sole winner in an academic or recreational contest. There is no
simple dichotomy of “individualized learning” versus “communal learning,” from my
experience. Residents of Pakin who were originally born and raised in the Mortlocks in Chuuk
State are aware of the historical alliances forged in the Mortlocks through warfare, intermarriage,
clan membership, and other interactions; however, I have not witnessed those in situ alliances
playing an overt role in the formation of social relationships among Pakin residents, or even in
Sokehs Municipality among Mortlockese people living there.
Because all Mortlockese people who are born and raised in Pohnpei are essentially
“bicultural”29 between Mortlockese and Pohnpeian cultures—a distinction they make with the
Mortlockese phrase ééraneian Mwoshulók ‘Mortlockese custom’ and the Pohnpeian phrase
tiahken sahpw ‘custom of the land’—the social structure of the Pakin community is much more
stratified than those of the in situ Mortlocks because of the nature of the highly stratified
sociopolitical system of Pohnpei.30 Pakin is officially a kousapw ‘section’ of Sokehs
Municipality. The chief who presides over Pakin has a Pohnpeian title—Sounihrek Pakein,
currently held by Mr. Pius Siten. His wife, Mrs. Yunis Siten, has the title Kidinihrek Pakein. He
is the one to give to each resident of Pakin a mwaar ‘title.’31 My host father on Pakin, Mr. Diego
Maipi, has the title of Nahnawan Sampah, which gives him the responsibilities of enacting
Sounihrek Pakin’s commands. As a term of address, Pakin residents call him either “Sounihrek”
or a shortened version “Souni,” but in general reference he is referred to as samwoolún Pakin
I do not use the term “bicultural” in an essentializing way, since the interculturality of Mortlockese communities
living in Pohnpei and on Pakin is made up of many components beyond just “Mortlockese culture” and “Pohnpeian
culture,” including influences from American, Filipino, Chuukese, and other Chuukic language-speaking cultures.
30
Even an attempt at a brief summary of Pohnpei’s sociopolitical structure would require lengthy discussion; for
further information, I direct the reader to Hanlon 1988.
31
My title is currently Aron Mwaar Pakin.
29
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‘the chief of Pakin,’ similar to samwoolún fanéú ‘chief of the land’ in the Mortlocks. Twice in
the recent past, the Nahnmwarki of Sokehs was a man born and raised on Pakin: Mr. Kalio Artui,
followed by his son Mr. Ioanes Artui (my host mother’s grandfather and father, respectively). As
a result, many—but not all—residents of Pakin are highly adept at meing, the three-tiered system
of honorific speech in Pohnpeian,32 especially residents who are children of the paramount chiefs
from Pakin. In addition to that linguistic repertoire, Pakin residents maintain Mortlockese
traditions of kapas pwéteete/ kapas amáfel ‘respectful language’ and tiirou/fairo ‘self-lowering
traditional greeting.’
The Pakin community is registered as a non-governmental organization in Pohnpei State
under the name “Pakin Community Association, Inc.” Their articles of pledge and by-laws
(signed and notarized on August 29, 2007) outline a democratic process of decision making,
which is in constant interaction with traditional governance.
A.5.5 Culture and the environment. As in the Mortlocks, land on Pakin serves not only as a
source of food, but as a fundamental part of their identity. My host mother has confided in me
that when she stays in Sokehs Municipality for extended periods of time, she feels restricted in
what she is able to do as she has no land there, but on Pakin she has the ability—the freedom—to
ensure economic independence, food security, and peace of mind for herself and her family. In
contrast to Nason’s (1975a) observations about the shift from kin group land tenure to
individualized land tenure on Ettal, the former remains the primary mode of land ownership on
Pakin, following matrilineal descent. Another contrast is that Pakin residents do not own plots of
leenómw ‘lagoon’ and leematau ‘ocean.’ Nevertheless, the waters in and around Pakin play
important parts in the daily existence of Pakin residents.
Residents who were born in the 1950s–1960s vividly recall the skills of their parents and
grandparents with waa sarak ‘sailing canoe’; some of these elders had the rank of paléú
‘traditional navigator.’ They often recount that loomw ‘a long time ago,’ during a time when
motorboats were not yet widely available and several months would pass before the next supply
ship would visit Pakin from Pohnpei, whenever their elders were stricken with the intense need
for cigarettes and other supplies like coffee, the men would sail to Pohnpei—even paddle
overnight in the event that there were no favorable winds! With the growing availability of
32

For more information on Pohnpeian honorific speech, see Rehg 1981:359–376.
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fiberglass boats and gas-powered engines, sailing traditions quickly faded. My discussions with
residents of Pakin—including my host father, whose own father was an accomplished paléú who
often traveled between Pakin and Pohnpei—reveal a deep sense of loss and regret that they have
not been able to maintain their sailing traditions on Pakin—an entire body of knowledge and
skills that was lost in just one generation. They do, however, recognize that contemporary
methods of transportation provide speed and reliability that make travel on the open ocean much
safer than in the past.
Living and working on Pakin has been an eye-opening experience for me with regard to
witnessing how local environmental knowledge is manifested in everyday speech, and how it is
passed on from one person to another. In May 2012 on Pakin, I had a discussion with Mr. Marco
about local marine resources in which he brought up his observations about the tandem growth
of máái ‘breadfruit’ and kúús ‘octopus’: as the former would grow larger and rounder, so would
the latter. He described that relationship as having the quality of manaman ‘supernatural power.’
This example—the belief that the land and ocean are interconnected via a fundamental cultural
concept—is but one manifestation of local environmental knowledge on Pakin. By the time
Pakin residents reach their mid-20s, they have amassed pools of knowledge about managing
local resources, knowledge that is acquired through a variety of learning methods, including
master-apprentice observation, direct explanation from elders, and personal trial-and-error. This
knowledge is transmitted in a variety of discursive modes, from anecdotes and small stories in
everyday conversation with a person’s cohort, to metaphorical expressions in a formal afalafal
‘speech’ during a ceremony.
In the past, the enactment of a pwaaú ‘taboo area/period’ on Pakin’s reef to manage
fisheries has been at the discretion of the samwoolún fanéú ‘chief of the land’ at the time. The
current MPAs on Pakin were established after agreement on a variety of levels, including
traditional leadership, municipal government, and state and national government. Apart from
Mortlockese cultural restrictions such as those that are put in place after funerals, I have
experienced how powerful communal/clan-based/family-based restrictions can be in daily life. I
recall vivid examples in young children, how they are aware of where they are allowed to kinikin
nú ‘harvest coconut’ to drink and where they are not allowed, unless they get permission from
the land owner. There are no seawalls on Pakin, and efforts to counter erosion include planting
coconuts on Omrang Islet.
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A.5.6 Island infrastructure. Residences on all the permanently inhabited islets of Pakin tend to
be situated on the lagoon-facing side, although quite a few homesteads on Nikahlap Islet are
located several yards inland. The sleeping areas of almost all homesteads have a cement
foundation, metal siding, and corrugated iron roofing. Other structures of the homestead—
cookhouse, bathing house, outhouse, firewood/copra shed, and so forth—are made with a mix of
imported and local materials (especially pandanus/coconut thatching and posts from local trees).
The young men of Pakin are exceptionally skilled builders, evidenced by a boom in the number
of local-style houses on Nikahlap Islet in the past eight years. Family graves are also located on
the homestead. In the past, Nikahlap Islet’s fáál ‘community house’ has been located in the
westernmost inhabited section of the islet known as Kuwou. Recently, the Pakin community
celebrated the completion of a new cement fáál, also located in Kuwou; the afiinún ‘dedication
ceremony’ took place in July 2013, with more than two hundred people from Pohnpei coming to
the atoll to take part in the festivities. Smaller fáál are located throughout Pakin as resting and
gathering places. Pakin Elementary School and the Catholic church buildind are the two other
large cement buildings on Nikahlap Islet, both situated in Kulong. A few years ago, the
Apostolic community on Nikahlap built a large fáál for their services in the Kútou section.
Because Pakin is a part of Sokehs Municipality, all municipal resources are located on
Sokehs Island; residents must travel to Pohnpei for access to dispensaries, police, notaries, and
so forth. State resources that residents often access include Pohnpei State Hospital, the
Department of Education, and state finance offices. Both Sokehs Municipality and Pohnpei State
have sent out vessels to Pakin during times of medical emergency. Regarding energy, almost all
homesteads on Pakin have at least one solar panel. In 2012, a large solar panel and battery
system was installed on the school building on Nikahlap Islet as communal source of electricity,
primarily to power a small ice generator and freezer. Lights sources for each homestead include
fluorescent lamps powered by solar-charged marine batteries, kerosene lamps, and smaller solarpowered lanterns portable lanterns. On some occasions, such as large feasts and celebrations,
residents use gas-powered generators. Residents use citizens band and single sideband radios to
communicate on municipal and state frequencies, and all residents rely on AM radio for access to
state, national, and international news. Currently there are plans to build a cellular tower on one
of the islets of Pakin, which would extend the cellular access from FSM Telecommunications
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Corporation to the atoll and its surrounding waters, which is especially useful as a safety measure
for travel to and from Pakin.
According to Section 3 of Article 7 of the Pohnpei State Constitution, the State provides
compulsory education; although not stated in the Constitution, elementary education (grades 1–
8) is compulsory in Pohnpei. Pakin Elementary School was established in 1985, originally a
local-style structure with two classrooms and a single teacher. Later, a cement school building
was constructed, extending the space to three classrooms and a small library. The student
enrollment each year ranges from 20 to 35 students, grades 1–8. After graduation, students attend
Pohnpei Island Central School for high school; most students from the outer islands of Pohnpei
attend this school. Young adults from Pakin have attended post-secondary school at both the
Pohnpei Campus (located in Kolonia Town) and the National Campus (located in Palikir) of the
College of Micronesia. Others have even attended post-secondary school elsewhere in the FSM
and in the US. Aside from the logistical challenges that outer island schools need to overcome,
students in Pakin Elementary School enter into a trilingual learning environment: while most
instruction is in Mortlockese, Pohnpeian is the official state language, and English is the national
language. Students are tested for proficiency in the latter two through State and National
standardized tests, respectively. At the State level, subjects include Pohnpeian language and
English reading comprehension. At the National level, subjects include math and reading, all in
English. Pohnpei State only advocates a bilingual education policy for Pohnpeian and English; as
such, no official materials are developed for teachers to use with students in communities in
which Pohnpeian is not the L1. I discuss other perspectives on the education system and my
experience as a teacher working in Pakin Elementary School in section 2.4.
A.5.7 Economy. Nason’s (1975a) description of Micronesian maritime cultures applies to Pakin,
as well. The earliest Mortlockese residents of Pakin maintained subsistence lifestyles centered on
fishing, taro farming, and agroforestry; pig farming at that time provided the primary source of
expendable income. Pakin residents often remark that with the rise of Pohnpeian fish markets in
the 1970s–1980s, there was a boom in fishing on Pakin to sell in Pohnpei, not only in size of
catches—sometimes reaching upwards of up to 700 or 800 pounds—but also frequency, with
back-and-forth trips being made several times a week. Accordingly, Pakin residents also
observed that such extensive fishing for economic gain led to a marked degradation of their
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fisheries. In contemporary contexts, the Pakin economy is mixed between subsistence lifestyles
(e.g., fishing, taro farming, and agroforestry for personal consumption) and monetary pursuits;
the latter is comprised primarily of fishing, pig farming, copra harvesting, and the making of
local products such as lé ‘coconut oil,’ mwiik sóól ‘salted and dried chili pepper,’ piruumw
‘broom’ made from soou ‘coconut midrib,’ and siokara ‘pickled sea food’ (usually kúús
‘octopus’ or ttó ‘clam attached to rocks’ (Hippopus sp.)). A black pearl farm has been developed
on Pakin with the goal of created a source of supplemental waged income for all residents. To
my knowledge, the teachers working in Pakin Elementary School are the only Pakin residents
who have salaried positions. Many people who were born and raised on Pakin during the 1950s–
1980s have found work (and more permanent residence, as well as marriage) in Pohnpei, and
some even abroad.
A.5.8 Cultural institutions. The duality of Pakin’s cultural identity is realized in the confluence
of cultural traditions, both Mortlockese and Pohnpeian. The cultural traditions and institutions I
discuss in section 2.2.4.8 about the Mortlocks also exist on Pakin, or at least did exist at one
point in the recent past. Residents often contrast Mortlockese recipes and methods of cooking
with those of the high island cultures of Chuuk Lagoon and Pohnpei. The oldest residents of
Pakin and their elders who have long passed away are the ones most associated with roong
‘traditional magic associated with the land’ and with awar and paút ‘black magic.’ Manaman
‘supernatural power’ is a concept that permeates everyday conversation (see my anecdote about
the discussion with Mr. Marco in section 2.3.4.5). Many individuals in the current generations
living on Pakin are highly adept with rawa ‘traditional healing massage,’ sáfei ‘traditional
medicine,’ and pwe ‘divination.’ The first church established on Pakin is the Catholic Church,
primarily because the overwhelming majority of Pakin residents come from the Soledi
(Lukunosh) and Peidie (Satawan) areas of Sokehs Island, and those communities are
predominantly Catholic. The Té (Roie) community is predominantly Protestant, and because that
community did not settle Pakin, there is no sizeable Protestant denomination on the atoll. The
Apostolic Church in Pohnpei has developed a large Mortlockese community of practitioners
primarily in the Sekere section of Sokehs Municipality, and due to family and clan ties with
Pakin, people from that community began proselytizing on Pakin.
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Knowledge and skill in performing tokia ‘stick war dance’ is another cultural institution
that has faded away with the older generations on Pakin. The “sitting dance” and other ngor
‘singing’-oriented genres, on the other hand, are immensely popular. Residents of Pakin form
groups among themselves and display their skills during celebrations of all kinds, including
religious and secular holidays and traditional feasts. The linguistic structure of Pakin residents’
original songs—both ngorún fal ‘church song’ and ngoor mwáál ‘secular song’—is a fascinating
area of study in of itself: songs that are sung in Mortlockese contain overtly Chuukese
characteristics, including replacing Mortlockese ʃ with Chuukese tʃ, changing the vowel quality
of lexical items (e.g., replacing PLMRT fanéú ‘land’ with Chuukese fénú ‘land’), and replacing
Mortlockese lexical items with Chuukese ones (e.g., Chuukese fókkun ‘really’ in lieu of
Mortlockese osson ‘really’). Songs that are sung in Pohnpeian, though, do not feature any kind of
intermixing of codes. Music on Pakin features a complex confluence of influences from Pohnpei,
Chuuk Lagoon, the in situ Mortlocks, and America. Regarding the performance of tittilap
‘story,’ I am fortunate to have been able to be an audience to sóóu tittilap ‘storytellers’ from all
of the present generations on Pakin;33 some individuals like Mr. Marco and Pahpa Andolin have
impressive repertoires featuring scores of original stories.
While Mortlockese styles of faúfaú ‘weaving’ are used on Pakin, both the carving of
tapwaanú ‘devil’s mask’ and falúfal ‘tattoo’ traditions did not persist from the Mortlocks to
Pohnpei (and by extension, to Pakin). One of the most notable aspects of Pohnpeian culture that
is present on Pakin is sakau ‘kava.’ The overwhelming majority of Mortlockese who are born
and raised in Pohnpei have adopted the cultural traditions associated with sakau. While sakau
does not grow on atolls, visitors to Pakin from Pohnpei often bring sakau during special events,
feasts, and celebrations. Several moahl ‘stones used for pounding kava’ and peitehl ‘large basalt
rock on which kava is pounded and prepared’ have already been brought to Pakin in the past. As
part of the preparation of sakau, residents use the bark of kiliffé ‘hibiscus’ (Hibiscus tiliaceus)
that locally grows on Pakin in lieu of bringing the plant from Pohnpei, called keleu in Pohnpeian.
While residents only participate in drinking sakau a few times a year on Pakin, most young
adults from Pakin gain competency in the process and customs related to sakau—including the
meing system of honorifics in Pohnpeian—during their time living in Sokehs Municipality,
I often hear remarks from people like my host father who wishes that I had met his father and others in that
generation who are revered as exceptional sóóu tittilap ‘storytellers.’
33
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usually starting in high school. Children also learn the fundamentals of Pohnpeian tiahken sahpw
‘custom of the land’ in formal subjects in elementary school as part of the State curriculum.
The remarks that Cholymay (2012:20–21) makes about “informal education” in the
context of Chuuk State also apply to the Pakin community. In discussions with young men on
Pakin who are accomplished sóóuset ‘fishermen,’ they remark that one of the most important
modes of initially acquiring their skills is observation during their childhood. For example, for
every outing—be it likappish ‘spearfishing with a sling,’ kóóu kúús ‘octopus hunting,’ úffat
‘clam collecting,’ and so forth—there is always someone who comes along with the task of woou
faat, denoting the carrying of the rope on which the catch is strung—although in contemporary
contexts, the faat ‘rope for the catch’ is replaced with a floating vessel like a cooler. This task is
commonly the responsibility of young children, who observe the fishermen from the canoe, reef,
or snorkeling at the surface. These young children also receive direct verbal instruction from
their elders and older siblings about specific fishing techniques, locations, and cultural
knowledge. As the child grows into adolescence and adulthood, he or she is constantly testing
the transmitted knowledge against first-hand experience. Conversations within their cohort—
their siblings, cousins, and clansmen—very often turn into competitions of who has the best
story; this is in effect the intragenerational transmission of local ecological knowledge related to
fishing through interactional discourse and narrative.
Like the Mortlocks, formal processes of master-apprentice instruction on Pakin depend
on the expert’s assessment of potential apprentices. In my discussions with sóóu rawa ‘massage
healers’ on Pakin, the choice of whom the expert trains is based primarily on the characteristics
of the young adult: the expert prefers to teach an individual who is letipeson ‘well-mannered’
rather than lamalam takia ‘boastful,’ and if no such individual can be found among the expert’s
own children, then an apprentice can be sought from outside the family. If the expert deems that
some kinds of knowledge (e.g., malevolent magic) are too dangerous to teach the next
generation, or if no one from the next generation is qualified, then the expert willingly allows
that knowledge to fade away with his or her own passing.34

The observation that experts willingly allow their knowledge to fade away presents a perspective on the issue of
the intergenerational transmission of culture that is not always openly discussed in the literature; academic
discourses often emphasize examples of cultural devolution or the breakdown of intergenerational transmission as
processes that “affect” communities, rather than exploring the issues of agency involved with conscious decisions to
protect local knowledge.
34
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A.5.9 Movement. Pakin is notable in being the closest permanently inhabited outer island to a
high island in the entire FSM (Taboroši & Martin 2011:32). During calm weather, a boat ride
from Pohnpei’s reef to Pakin’s pass takes less than one hour. Such close proximity facilitates
fairly constant movement between the Pohnpei and Pakin communities. The previous sections
(2.3.4.1–2.3.4.8) have illustrated in a variety of ways how elements of Pohnpei—in all its
dimensions (e.g., flora and fauna, money, food preparation methods, music, educational system,
language, etc.), from both Pohnpeian and Mortlockese peoples—make their way to Pakin, and
vice versa. Like other diasporic communities in the Pacific and around the world, while the
identity of the Pakin community is grounded in both their in situ homeland (i.e., the Mortlocks)
and in their (relatively) newer surroundings (i.e., Pohnpei State), a completely unique identity
emerges from their experiences on their home atoll.35
There are a variety of motivations for movement from other places to Pakin. In almost all
cases, movement to Pakin occurs via Pohnpei. Short-term visits (i.e., from a few hours to a few
weeks at a time) include those from extended family living in Sokehs Municipality and
elsewhere in the FSM, American expatriates working with non-governmental organizations,
missionaries, state and national government officials, and tourists who dive around Pakin’s reef.
Pohnpeian fishermen often fish around the outer reef. People who stay for months or years at a
time are usually either relatives from the in situ Mortlocks or Sokehs Municipality, or individuals
who marry into a Pakin family (i.e., matrilocal residence). Several members of the Pakin
community have also traveled beyond Pohnpei State for similar reasons: attending centennials
and jubilees in the Mortlocks, marrying into an outer island atoll community in Yap State or
Chuuk State, finding work abroad, joining the US Armed Forces, and so forth. As I learned early
on during my Peace Corps service—and continue to reflect on now—the Pakin community is
anything but insular and immobile.
A.6 Peace Corps experience. In this section, I provide a brief background of my role as a Peace
Corps Volunteer on Pakin (2006–2009), which has been fundamental in shaping my
ethnographic experience on Pakin and in the FSM more broadly. My decision to join the Peace
Corps after graduation from college was three-fold: (1) to engage in long-term volunteer work;
The investigation of the interaction of movement and identity on Pakin is an endeavor I must leave for future
study, but works such as Bautista 2010 lay the foundation for this kind of research.
35
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(2) to gain practical real-world experience learning a new language and living in the field before
applying to graduate school for linguistics; and (3) to experience a way of life similar to the rural
upbringing my parents and other family had in the Philippines prior to their immigration to the
US. While the former two reasons were driven by professional aspirations, the latter reason was
personally the most important to me. As I mention in section 1.2, my initial training as a Peace
Corps Trainee took place in Pohnpei, specifically in Madolehnihmw Municipality. After our
entire cohort of approximately 35 Trainees dispersed to our respective regions (viz. Kosrae State,
Chuuk State, Yap State, and Palau), the cohort who would eventually work in Pohnpei State
consisted of seven people, including myself. Two of us were assigned to outer islands: I was
assigned to Pakin, and another was assigned to Mwoakilloa. Both of us had the unique
experience of working one-on-one with our language teacher, whereas the other five who were to
work in Pohnpei Island proper were in a class together learning Pohnpeian.
As a recent college graduate with a degree in linguistics, I could not be happier with my
language learning scenario, as it was essentially an intensive fieldwork methods course, but one
with a practical goal of passing the language competency test as a requirement before our
swearing-in as Volunteers. In the course of the training period, I completed 80 hours of language
training, 60 hours of in-class cultural discussion, 20 hours of activity-based (outdoor) cultural
training, and 60 hours of technical training in education. My cohort and I stayed with nearby host
families during this training period. Even though I was going to live and work on Pakin in a
Mortlockese community, I decided to stay with a Pohnpeian host family in the Wapar section of
Madolenihmw Municipality. My training began on September 5 and concluded on November 11,
2006, the date of my cohort’s swearing-in ceremony as official Peace Corps Volunteers.
Shortly thereafter, I temporarily moved to Sokehs Municipality to the home of Sounihrek
Pakin, located in Soldei. I stayed with him for a few days as my host parents—Mr. Diego Maipi
and Mrs. Anastasia Maipi—made preparations for all of us to travel to Pakin together. During
this initial transition period, I realized very quickly that the Mortlockese I was learning in the
classroom during my training was different from the speech of the people around me in Sokehs
Municipality. I knew that my language teacher was originally from Kúttú Islet in the Mortlocks,
but I did not think that there was any kind of dialectal variation in Mortlockese. Within the first
few weeks on living on Nihaklap, I made quick adjustments in my vowels and diphthongs, and
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later on in my vocabulary. At that point, I was aware of the names “Satawan,” “Lukunosh,” and
“Té,” but I had no inkling of the sociocultural and linguistic patterns to which they correspond.
Indeed, what was most important to me during those first few weeks and months living
on Pakin was integrating into life with my new host family and the larger community. I
constantly asked myself, “How do I find normalcy in this new place?” Everything was so
unfamiliar. I had to learn how to úffúf shaan ‘draw water’ using a long rope tied to a plastic
bucket, which one throws into a well and pulls up hand over hand. I was constantly observing
how others walk, their gestures, and their gaze. I provided a monthly monetary contribution to
my host family, but I wanted to contribute in a more tangible way, so I joined my host father in
assak sho ‘cutting copra meat’ using a rounded dull blade, which I eventually got the hang of—
after a couple of scrapes and cuts on my palm. I am eternally grateful to my host family—my
host parents, their oldest son who is a year younger than me, the other children under their care,
and my host grandmothers—for bearing with me during what I can only imagine was an
awkward, humorous, and eye-opening time for all of us.36 Not only did they share their
hospitality with me, but also they opened their family to me in meaningful ways.
For me personally, the most important realization of this was their willingness to
continually speak to me in Mortlockese. In one sense, there was essentially no “choice” in the
code of communication in my host family: only my host brother had a fluent command of
English (and yet we only conversed in Mortlockese), I did not learn Pohnpeian except for the
most basic of phrases, and certainly Tagalog was not an option with anyone on Pakin. Rather, I
am grateful for their willingness to engage me in conversation, to correct my speech, and
especially to share tittilap ‘story’ with me on a regular basis. I especially valued the latter, for it
was an opportunity not only to be immersed in linguistic input in the target language, but also to
connect with the people around me in meaningful ways. They told me traditional folktales,
uruwon Pakin ‘history of Pakin,’ family genealogies, and fishing tales, all in the format of the
narrative. From a linguist’s and language learner’s point of view, narrative structure provides a
familiar backdrop against which new pieces of information are displayed, especially brand-new
vocabulary, syntactic structures, and discursive strategies. But in reality, a story is not just a

My host parents have remarked to me on several occasions how surprised they were that the Peace Corps
Volunteer who would stay with them and work on Pakin was a re Filipin ‘Filipino’ who was also a re wóón
‘Westerner.’
36
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story; it is social capital, the transmission of their knowledge to me, a virtual outsider who is
slowly finding his place as a member of their family.
My primary work assignment was to teach in Pakin Elementary School as a full-time
teacher. Over the course of my service, I taught all grade levels and all subjects with the
exception of the Vernacular courses about Pohnpeian. As a recent college graduate with only a
background in linguistics and limited tutoring volunteer experience, I felt like I was thrust into
the fire, especially during my first year of teaching. My initial strategy was to engage in English
language immersion in my classroom to give the students as much input as possible in their L3. I
observed my co-workers—only two permanent employees of the Department of Education, and
occasionally a teacher’s aide when money was available—engage in constant code-switching
between Mortlockese on the one hand as the primary language of instruction and Pohnpeian and
English on the other hand as the objects of study. I quickly learned that while rote memorization
is a strategy that both teachers and students employ, I wanted to ensure that the students in my
classes gained real comprehension in the subject matter. Completely on my own volition, I tried
scaffolding strategies in my English grammar and reading classes in which I used the
Mortlockese language as the background knowledge to activate, and then build upon that to
tackle the subject matter of the lesson plan. A prime example is in teaching the concept of
subject and predicate: because both Mortlockese and English are Subject-Verb-Object languages,
the linear order of the subject and predicate (i.e., Verb-Object) is similar enough that students
can recognize the pattern in both their L1 and the target L3.
I employed echoing often, either stating the content in Mortlockese first followed by
English, or vice versa. Later on in my service, I became more conscious of place-based strategies
in which the educator actively incorporates the students’ local contexts into the classroom. I saw
the need early on in my service. Our reading and grammar books were all imported from the US,
and they accordingly contained textual and visual examples drawn from American contexts:
railroads, pine trees, pizzas, video games, and so forth. While I appreciated the opportunities to
explain the foreign item or concept in Mortlockese—thus engaging in cross-cultural discussion
with the students—it was clear to me that I needed to try other strategies to keep the students’
interest and improve comprehension in the subject matter. I found myself looking forward to the
challenge of developing place-based strategies for teaching algebra, biology, and civil studies, as
I only needed to look to the world outside of my classroom for practical examples that were
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relevant to the daily lives of the students. For example, what better way could there be to study
the difference between angiosperms and gymnosperms than to locate such plants on Nikahlap by
taking the class on a mini-transect walk around the school?
I truly enjoyed my work experience in Pakin Elementary School, not solely because of
the professional experience I gained in the classroom, but because I was constantly in the
company of the best teachers I could ever have asked for—the students in my classes. The
process of learning Mortlockese never ended with my training in Madolenihmw Municipality. It
continued throughout my Peace Corps service, and it certainly continues now. While I was able
to engage in conversation with almost all of the adults on Pakin, I truly found value being in the
company of the students whom I was teaching, for they are fearless teachers outside of the
classroom. Never mind matters of keeping face or respecting elders or not bothering the
foreigner—when my speech was wrong, they were the ones to correct me. Outside of the
classroom or a learning environment, adults can be perhaps too conscious of keeping face, and
thus allow a linguistic mistake to slide. The students with whom I interacted on a daily basis,
however, were always ready to point out my mistakes.
I vividly recall one instance in which I was asking one of the students in my class a
question. By then, it was clear to all of the students—and probably the entire Pakin
community—that I was adopting PLMRT speech patterns, as that was the dominant code of my
host family and my cohort on Pakin. I asked a yes-no question, but instead of using the rising
intonation of PLMRT, I used the rise-fall pattern of the Satawan dialect (see section 2.2.5). I
vaguely remember that at that point in my service, I was becoming aware of the distinction
between the two question patterns; in all honestly, the Satawan pattern seemed “exotic” to me
since the Lukunosh pattern was essentially the same as an American or Tagalog pattern. Perhaps
in the spur of the moment, I wanted to make my speech sound less American and more
Mortlockese. One of the students near my desk heard me and immediate laughed, asking, Pwata
uaa ngiingin Satawan? ‘Why are you sounding like a Satawan person?’ I was probably too
embarrassed to remember my reply, but from that point on, I was careful in making sure I did not
purposefully mix my dialects and intonation patterns! In addition to that intonational awareness,
I learned mostly through trial-and-error the kinds of linguistic phenomena that mark youth
speech from adult speech, such as taboo vocabulary and morphosyntactic patterns. It would only
take one comment from an adult saying that I sound like a “kid” or that I used a taboo term with
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an older woman that is actually restricted to young men for me to recalibrate my speech—and to
think of more interesting sociolinguistic questions to one day investigate.
Apart from my primary work assignment in Pakin Elementary School, my secondary
projects included facilitating presentations from the Conservation Society of Pohnpei on Pakin
regarding their educational outreach programs and community planning for the atoll’s black
pearl farm, acquiring book donations to expand the school’s small library, and working with
community members to translate the Pakin Community Association, Inc.’s articles of pledge and
by-laws from dense English “legalese” to Mortlockese, which I was able to present to the
community orally and distribute in print for each household. A regular tour of service with Peace
Corps lasts 27 months total (viz. three months of training and 24 months of service). My service
would have ended on November 11, 2008, but I extended my service to end on May 29, 2009 for
three primary reasons: (1) by November 11, the school year was already well under way, and it is
an awkward transition point for both teachers and students; (2) no provisions had been made to
find a replacement teacher who would take my teaching load, either a local teacher or another
Peace Corps Volunteer, and I was uneasy leaving my fellow teachers in that situation; and (3) I
would be able to participate in the graduation ceremony at the end of the school year. I was also
grateful for the opportunity to spend just a little more time with my host family and friends
before having to officially leave them. By the fall of 2008, I was already working on my
application for the PhD program in Linguistics at UHM, as I knew that I wanted to build upon
these experiences on Pakin in an academic capacity at the US institution and department that has
perhaps the strongest ties to the region in terms of linguistic research and educational
applications.
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APPENDIX B: ELICITED PARADIGMS RECORDINGS LIST
CONSULTANT

Adaleen
Anrot
Arileen
Eison
Mahany

Mairem
Milson

Nika
Petrus

FILE NAME

EO1-071
EO1-072
EO1-073
EO1-003
EO1-005
EO1-007
EO1-030
EO1-031
EO1-078
EO1-079
EO1-050
EO1-051
EO1-052
EO1-053
EO1-054
EO1-055
EO1-056
EO1-085
EO1-086
EO1-035
EO1-036
EO1-037
EO1-038
EO1-039
EO1-089
EO1-090
EO1-032
EO1-033
EO1-041

PERSISTENT URL IN KAIPULEOHONE

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34711
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34712
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34713
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/32755
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/32757
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/32759
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34066
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34067
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34718
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34719
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34086
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34087
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34088
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34089
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34090
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34091
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34092
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34725
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34726
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34071
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34072
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34073
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34074
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34075
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34729
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34730
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34068
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34069
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34077
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APPENDIX B1: ELICITED PARADIGMS - ADALEEN
V-FINAL NATIVE
CITATION FORM
GIVEN TO
CONSULTANT

1. ʃʃa
‘blood’

1SG
2SG
3SG
1PL.INCL
1PL.EXCL
2PL
3PL
CONST

5.pɞʃɛ
‘leg, foot’
pɞʃeej
pɞʃɛɛmw
pɞʃɛɛn
pɞʃɛɛʃ
pɞʃɛɛmam
pɞʃɛɛmi
pɞʃɛɛr
pɞʃɛɛn
10. mwʉrɨn
‘behind (3SG or
CONST)’
mwʉri
mwʉrumw
mwʉrɨn
mwʉrɨʃ
mwʉrɨmam
mwʉrʉmi
mwʉriir
mwʉrɨn

3. pæ
‘feces’

4.fææn
‘underneath (3SG
or CONST)’

ʃʃaaj
ʃʃaamw
ʃʃaan
ʃʃaaʃ
ʃʃaamam
ʃʃaami
ʃʃaar
ʃʃaan

2. jaan
‘general
possessive
classifier (3SG or
CONST)’
jææj
jɔɔmw
jaan
jaaʃ
jaamam
jɔɔmi
jaar
jaan

pææj
pææmw
pææn
pææʃ
pææmam
pææmi
pæær
pææn

fææj
fææmw
fææn
fææʃ
fææmam
fææmi
fæær
fææn

6. rɛɛn
‘with (3SG or
CONST)’
reej
rɛɛmw
rɛɛn
rɛɛʃ
rɛɛmam
rɛɛmi
rɛɛr
rɛɛn

7. lɞllɞɞn
‘size of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɞllɞɞj
lɞllɞɞmw
lɞllɞɞn
lɞllɞɞʃ
lɞllɞɞmam
lɞllɞɞmi
lɞllɞɞr
lɞllɞɞn

8. mɞɞn
‘cost of (3SG or
CONST)’
mɞɞj
mɞɞmw
mɞɞn
mɞɞʃ
mɞɞmam
mɞɞmi
mɞɞr
mɞɞn

9. ŋii
‘tooth’

13. ɔɔn
‘top of (3SG or
CONST)’
ɔɔj
ɔɔmw
ɔɔn
ɔɔʃ
ɔɔmam
ɔɔmi
ɔɔr
ɔɔn

14. lɛɛmwɔɔn
‘mark of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɛɛmwɔɔj
lɛɛmwɔɔmw
lɛɛmwɔɔn
lɛɛmwɔɔʃ
lɛɛmwɔɔmam
lɛɛmwɔɔmi
lɛɛmwɔɔr
lɛɛmwɔɔn

11. faʉ̯nɨpwpwo
‘heart’

12. aron
‘beside (3SG or
CONST)’
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p ooj
aroj
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoomw
aromw
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
aron
faʉ̯nɨpwpwooʃ
aroʃ
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p oomam aromam
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoomi
aromi
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p oor
aror
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
aron
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ŋiij
ŋiimw
ŋiin
ŋiiʃ
ŋiimam
ŋiimi
ŋiir
ŋiin

15. usʉn
‘state of being of
(3SG or CONST)’
usii
usumw
usɨn
usʉʃ
usʉmam
usɨn ææmi
usɨn iir
usɨn

16. lɛɛluun
‘buttocks of (3SG
or CONST)’
lɛɛluuj
lɛɛluumw
lɛɛluun
lɛɛluuʃ
lɛɛluumam
lɛɛluumi
lɛɛluur
lɛɛluun

17. ʃʉʉ
‘bone’
ʃʉʉj
ʃuumw
ʃʉʉn
ʃʉʉʃ
ʃʉʉmam
ʃʉʉmi
ʃʉʉr
ʃʉʉn

18. lʉssʉn
‘remainder of
(3SG or CONST)’
lʉssʉj
lʉssumw
lʉssʉn
lʉssʉʃ
lʉssʉmam
lʉsʉmi
lʉssʉr
lʉssʉn

19. maas
‘eye, face’
masæj
masɔmw
masan
masaʃ
masamam
masami
masar
masan

20. salʉŋ
‘ear’
salɨŋæj
salɨŋomw
salɨŋan
salɨŋaʃ
salɨŋamam
salɨŋɔmi
salɨŋɛɛr
salɨŋan

21. aaw
‘mouth’
awæj
awɔmw
awan
awaʃ
awamam
awɔmi
awar
awan

22. faat
‘eyebrow’
fattii
fattumw
fattɨn
fattɨʃ
fatɨmam
fatʉmi
fattɨr
fattɨn

23. pwoot
‘nose’
pwootii
pwootumw
pwootɨn
pwootɨʃ
pwootɨmam
pwootʉmi
pwootɨr
pwootɨn

24. kɨllɛn
‘skin of (3SG or
CONST)’
kɨlli
kʉllumw
kɨllɨn
kɨllɨʃ
kɨlɨmam
kʉlʉmi
kɨllɨr
kɨllɨn

25. rææn
‘day (i.e.,
birthday)’
rææni
ræænumw
ræænɨn
ræænɨʃ
ræænɨmam
ræænʉmi
ræænir
ræænɨn

26. rooŋ
‘inherited magic’

27. aŋaaʃ
‘skilled;
skillfulness’
aŋaʃʃej
aŋaʃʃomw
aŋaʃʃɘn
aŋaʃʃɘʃ
aŋaʃʃɘmam
aŋaʃʃomi
aŋaʃʃɘr
aŋaʃʃɘn

28. aŋaŋŋaw
‘unskilled;
unskillfulness’
aŋaŋŋawej
aŋaŋŋawomw
aŋaŋŋawɛn
aŋaŋŋawɛʃ
aŋaŋŋawɛmam
aŋaŋŋawɛmi
aŋaŋŋawɘr
aŋaŋŋawɛn

C-FINAL NATIVE

roŋej
roŋomw
roŋɘn
roŋɞʃ
roŋomam
roŋomi
roŋɛɛr
roŋɘn
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29. aŋipwpwan
‘impudent;
impudence’
aŋipwpwanej
aŋipwpwanomw
aŋipwpwanɛn
aŋipwpwanɛʃ
aŋipwpwanɛmam
aŋipwpwanɛmi
aŋipwpwanɘr
aŋipwpwanɛn

30. nnʉr
‘shadow’

31. sɔɔr
‘birthmark’

nʉrrej
nʉrromw
nʉrrɛn
nʉrrɛʃ
nʉrrɨmam
nʉrrɨmi
nʉrrɛr
nʉrrɛn

sɔɔrej
sɔɔromw
sɔɔrɛn
sɔɔrɛʃ
sɔɔrɛmam
sɔɔrɘmi
sɔɔrɘr
sɔɔrɛn

32. fææl
‘community
house’
fæælej
fæælomw
fæælɛn
fæælɛʃ
fæælɛmam
fæælomi
fæælɘr
fæælɛn

33. ŋaŋa
ŋaŋaaj
ŋaŋaamw
ŋaŋaan
ŋaŋaaʃ
ŋaŋaamɘm
ŋaŋaami
ŋaŋaar
ŋaŋaan

34. rɨnæ
rɨnææj
rɨnææmw
rɨnaan
rɨnaaʃ
rɨnaamam
rɨnaami
rɨnar
rɨnaan

35. ŋuwɛ
ŋuwej
ŋuwomw
ŋuwan
ŋuwaʃ
ŋuwamam
ŋuwami
ŋuwar
ŋuwan

36. japɞ
japɞɞj
japoomw
japɞɞn
japɞɞʃ
japamam
japami
japɞɞr
japɞɞn

38. fofo
fofooj
fofoomw
fofoon
fofooʃ
fofoomam
fofoomi
fofoor
fofoon

39. lɨtɔ
lɨtɔɔj
lɨtɔɔmw
lɨtɔɔn
lɨtɔɔʃ
lɨtɞmam
lɨtɔmi
lɨtɔɔr
lɨtɔɔn

40. naʃu
naʃuuj
naʃuumw
naʃuun
naʃuuʃ
naʃumam
naʃumi
naʃuur
naʃuun

41. safʉ
safʉʉj
safuumw
safʉʉn
safʉʉʃ
safʉmam
safʉmi
safʉʉr
safʉʉn

43. taas
taasæj
taasomw
taasɨn
taasɨʃ
taasɨ
taasɨmi
taasɨr
taasɨn

44. ruŋak
ruŋakkæj
ruŋakkɔmw
ruŋakkɘn
ruŋakkɘʃ
ruŋakamam
ruŋakami
ruŋakkɘr
ruŋakkɘn

45. raal
raalej
raalomw
raalɛn
raalɛʃ
ralɛmam
ralɛmi
raalɘr
raalɛn

V-FINAL NONCE
37. ŋali
ŋalij
ŋalumw
ŋalɨn
ŋalɨʃ
ŋalɨmam
ŋalʉmi
ŋalɨr
ŋalɨn

C-FINAL NONCE
42. maraf
marafæj
marafomw
marafɘn
marafɞʃ
marafɞmam
marafɞmi
marafɞr
marafɘn
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46. wapam
wapamæj
wapamwomw
wapamɘn
wapamɘʃ
wapamam
wapami
wapamɘr
wapan

47. laamw
lamwmwej
lamwmwomw
lamwmwɞn
lamwmwɞʃ
lamwmwam
lamwmwi
laamwmwɛr
lamwmwɞn

48. safan
safanæj
safanomw
safanɛn
safanɞʃ
safanamam
safanami
safanɘr
safan

49. ʃaaŋ
ʃaaŋæj
ʃaaŋomw
ʃaaŋɛn
ʃaaŋɞʃ
ʃaŋamam
ʃaŋɘmi
ʃaaŋɘr
ʃaaŋan

50. ɞtap
ɞɞtaapej
ɞɞtaapomw
ɞɞtaapɛn
ɞɞtaapɞʃ
ɞɞtapɨmam
ɞtapɨmi
ɞtapɞr
ɞɞtaapɛn

51. raapw
rapwpwæj
rapwpwomw
rapwpwɞn
rapwpwɞʃ
raapwɞmam
raapwɞmi
rapwpwɛr
rapwpwɞn

52. ʃaŋar
ʃaŋaræj
ʃaŋaromw
ʃaŋarɛn
ʃaŋarɞʃ
ʃaraŋamam
ʃaraŋami
ʃaŋarɘr
ʃaŋaran

53. laaʃ
laaʃej
laaʃomw
laaʃɛn
laaʃɘʃ
laaʃɘmam
laaʃɘmi
laaʃɘr
laaʃɛn

54. farat
farattej
farattomw
farattɘn
farattɘʃ
faratɘmam
faratɘmi
farattɘr
farattɘn

55. saaw
saawæj
saawomw
saawɘn
saawɘʃ
sawɛmam
sawɛmi
saawɘr
saawɛn

56. ʉŋaj
ʉŋajæj
ʉŋajɔmw
ʉŋajɛn
ʉŋajɛʃ
ʉŋajɛmam
ʉŋajɛmi
ʉŋajɛr
ʉŋajɛn

62. pættɨri
‘battery,
pacemaker’
pættɨriij
pættɨriimw
pættɨriin
pættɨriiʃ
pættɨriimam
pættɨriimi
pættɨriir
pættɨriin

57. ʃaaʉ̯
ʃaaʉ̯ej
ʃaaʉ̯omw
ʃaaʉ̯ɛn
ʃaaʉ̯ɛʃ
ʃaaʉ̯ɛmam
ʃaaʉ̯ɛmi
ʃaaʉ̯ɛr
ʃaaʉ̯ɛn
V-FINAL BORROWED
58. kii
‘key’

59. kasto
‘movie’

60. piiksɞ
‘photo’

61. stoori
‘story’

kiij
kiimw
kiin
kiiʃ
kiimam
kiimi
kiir
kiin

kastooj
kastoomw
kastoon
kastooʃ
kastoomam
kastoomi
kastoor
kastoon

piksɞɞj
piksoomw
piksɞɞn
piksɞɞʃ
piksɞɞmam
piksɞɞmi
piksɞɞr
piksɞɞn

stooriij
stooriimw
stooriin
stooriiʃ
stoorimam
stoorɨmi
stoorɨr
stooriin
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C-FINAL BORROWED
63. pwuuk
‘book’
pwuukej
pwuukomw
pwuukɘn
pwuukɘʃ
pwukɘmam
pwukomi
pwuukɘr
pwuukɘn

64. sasiŋ
‘photo’
sasiŋej
sasiŋomw
sasiŋən
sasiŋɘʃ
sasiŋɘmam
sasiŋɘmi
sasiŋɘr
sasiŋən

65. ruumw
‘room’
ruumwej
ruumwomw
ruumwɘn
ruumwɘʃ
ruumwɘmam
ruumwɘmi
ruumwɘr
ruumwɘn
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66. lɔɔk
‘lock’
lɔkkej
lɔkkomw
lɔkkɘn
lɔkkɘʃ
lɔkkɘmam
lɔkkɘmi
lɔkkɘr
lɔkkɘn

67. sajs
‘size’
sajsij
sajsʉmw
sajsɨn
sajsɘʃ
sajsɨmam
sajsɵmi
sajsɨr
sajsɨn

APPENDIX B2: ELICITED PARADIGMS - ANROT
V-FINAL NATIVE
CITATION FORM
GIVEN TO
CONSULTANT

1. ʃʃa
‘blood’

1SG
2SG
3SG
1PL.INCL
1PL.EXCL
2PL
3PL
CONST

5.pɞʃɛ
‘leg, foot’
pɞʃeej
pɞʃɛɛmw
pɞʃɛɛn
pɞʃɛɛʃ
pɞʃɛɛmam
pɞʃɛɛmi
pɞʃɛɛr
pɞʃɛɛn
10. mwʉrɨn
‘behind (3SG or
CONST)’
mwʉri
mwʉrumw
mwʉrɨn
mwʉrɨʃ
mwʉrɨmam
mwʉrɨmi
mwʉrɨr
mwʉrɨn

3. pæ
‘feces’

4.fææn
‘underneath (3SG
or CONST)’

ʃʃaaj
ʃʃaamw
ʃʃaan
ʃʃaaʃ
ʃʃaamam
ʃʃaami
ʃʃaar
ʃʃaan

2. jaan
‘general
possessive
classifier (3SG or
CONST)’
jææj
jɔɔmw
jaan
jaaʃ
jaamam
jææmi
jaar
jaan

pææj
pææmw
pææn
pææʃ
pææmam
pææmi
pæær
pææn

fææj
fææmw
fææn
fææʃ
fææmam
fææmi
fæær
fææn

6. rɛɛn
‘with (3SG or
CONST)’
reej
rɛɛmw
rɛɛn
rɛɛʃ
rɛɛmam
rɛɛmi
rɛɛr
rɛɛn

7. lɞllɞɞn
‘size of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɞllɞɞj
lɞllɞɞmw
lɞllɞɞn
lɞllɞɞʃ
lɞllɞɞmam
lɞllɞɞmi
lɞllɞɞr
lɞllɞɞn

8. mɞɞn
‘cost of (3SG or
CONST)’
mɞɞj
mɞɞmw
mɞɞn
mɞɞʃ
mɞɞmam
mɞɞmi
mɞɞr
mɞɞn

9. ŋii
‘tooth’

13. ɔɔn
‘top of (3SG or
CONST)’
ɔɔj
ɔɔmw
ɔɔn
ɔɔʃ
ɔɔmam
ɔɔmi
ɔɔr
ɔɔn

14. lɛɛmwɔɔn
‘mark of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɛɛmwɔɔj
lɛɛmwɔɔmw
lɛɛmwɔɔn
lɛɛmwɔɔʃ
lɛɛmwɔɔmam
lɛɛmwɔɔmi
lɛɛmwɔɔr
lɛɛmwɔɔn

11. faʉ̯nɨpwpwo
‘heart’

12. aron
‘beside (3SG or
CONST)’
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p ooj
aroj
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoomw
aromw
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
aron
faʉ̯nɨpwpwooʃ
aroʃ
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p oomam aromam
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoomi
aromi
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p oor
aror
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
aron
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ŋiij
ŋiimw
ŋiin
ŋiiʃ
ŋiimam
ŋiimi
ŋiir
ŋiin

15. usʉn
‘state of being of
(3SG or CONST)’
usi
usumw
usʉn
usʉʃ
usumam
usumi
usʉr
usʉn

16. lɛɛluun
‘buttocks of (3SG
or CONST)’
lɛɛluuj
lɛɛluumw
lɛɛluun
lɛɛluuʃ
lɛɛluumam
lɛɛluumi
lɛɛluur
lɛɛluun

17. ʃʉʉ
‘bone’
ʃʉʉj
ʃuumw
ʃʉʉn
ʃʉʉʃ
ʃʉʉmam
ʃʉʉmi
ʃʉʉr
ʃʉʉn

18. lʉssʉn
‘remainder of
(3SG or CONST)’
lʉssʉj
lʉssumw
lʉssʉn
lʉssʉʃ
lʉssʉmam
lʉssʉʉmi
lʉssuur
lʉssʉn

19. maas
‘eye, face’
masæj
masɔmw
masan
masaʃ
masamam
masami
masar
masan

20. salʉŋ
‘ear’
salɨŋæj
salʉŋomw
salɨŋan
salɨŋaʃ
salɨŋamam
salɨŋami
salɨŋar
salɨŋan

21. aaw
‘mouth’
awæj
awomw
awan
awaʃ
awamam
awami
awar
awan

22. faat
‘eyebrow’
fattij
fattumw
fattɨn
fattɨʃ
fatɨmam
fatɨmi
fattɨr
fattɨn

23. pwoot
‘nose’
pwootij
pwootumw
pwootɨn
pwootɨʃ
pwootɨmam
pwootɨmi
pwootɨr
pwootɨn

24. kɨllɛn
‘skin of (3SG or
CONST)’
kʉllej
kʉllomw
kʉllɛn
kʉllɛʃ
kʉlɛmam
kʉlɨmi
kʉllɛr
kʉllɛn

25. rææn
‘day (i.e.,
birthday)’
rææni
ræænʉmw
ræænɨn
ræænɨʃ
ræænɨmam
ræænɨmi
ræænɨr
ræænɨn

26. rooŋ
‘inherited magic’

27. aŋaaʃ
‘skilled;
skillfulness’
aŋaʃʃej
aŋaʃʃomw
aŋaʃʃɘn
aŋaʃʃɨʃ
aŋaʃʃɨmam
aŋaʃʃɨmi
aŋaʃʃɘr
aŋaʃʃɘn

28. aŋaŋŋaw
‘unskilled;
unskillfulness’
aŋaŋŋawej
aŋaŋŋawomw
aŋaŋŋawɛn
aŋaŋŋawɛʃ
aŋaŋŋawɛmam
aŋaŋŋawɛmi
aŋaŋŋawɛr
aŋaŋŋawɛn

C-FINAL NATIVE

roŋej
roŋomw
roŋon
roŋoʃ
roŋomam
roŋomi
roŋor
roŋon
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29. aŋipwpwan
‘impudent;
impudence’
aŋipwpwanej
aŋipwpwanomw
aŋipwpwanɛn
aŋipwpwanɘʃ
aŋipwpwanɘmam
aŋipwpwanɘmi
aŋipwpwanɘr
aŋipwpwanɛn

30. nnʉr
‘shadow’

31. sɔɔr
‘birthmark’

nʉrrej
nʉrromw
nʉrrɨn
nʉrrɛʃ
nʉrrɨmam
nʉrrɨmi
nʉrrʉr
nʉrrɨn

sɔɔrej
sɔɔrʉmw
sɔɔrɨn
sɔɔrɨʃ
sɔɔrɨmam
sɔɔrɨmi
sɔɔrɨr
sɔɔrɨn

32. fææl
‘community
house’
falej
falomw
fælɛn
falɞʃ
falɛmam
falɨmi
falɘr
falɛn

33. ŋaŋa
ŋaaŋaj
ŋaaŋɔmw
ŋaaŋan
ŋaaŋaʃ
ŋaaŋamam
ŋaaŋami
ŋaaŋar
ŋaaŋan

34. rɨnæ
rɨnææj
rɨnææmw
rɨnææn
rɨnææʃ
rɨnææmam
rɨnææmi
rɨnæær
rɨnææn

35. ŋuwɛ
ŋuwej
ŋuwomw
ŋuwɛn
ŋuwɛʃ
ŋuwɛmam
ŋuwɛmi
ŋuwɛr
ŋuwɛn

36. japɞ
japɞɞj
japoomw
japɞɞn
japɞɞʃ
japɞɞmam
japɞɞmi
japɞɞr
japɞɞn

38. fofo
foofoj
foofomw
foofɘn
foofɘʃ
foofomam
foofomi
foofɘr
foofon

39. lɨtɔ
lɨtɔɔj
lɨtɔɔmw
lɨtɔɔn
lɨtɔɔʃ
lɨtɔɔmam
lɨtɔɔmi
lɨtɔɔr
lɨtɔɔn

40. naʃu
naʃuuj
naʃuumw
naʃuun
naʃuuʃ
naʃuumam
naʃuumi
naʃuur
naʃuun

41. safʉ
safʉʉj
safuumw
safʉʉn
safʉʉʃ
safʉʉmam
safʉʉmi
safʉʉr
safʉʉn

43. taas
taasej
taasomw
taasɨn
taasɨʃ
taasɨmam
taasɨmi
taasɨr
taasɨn

44. ruŋak
ruŋakej
ruŋakomw
ruŋakɘn
ruŋakɘʃ
ruŋakɨmam
ruŋakɨmi
ruŋakɘr
ruŋan

45. raal
raalej
raalomw
raalɘn
raalɘʃ
raalɨmam
raalɨmi
raalɘr
raalɘn

V-FINAL NONCE
37. ŋali
ŋalij
ŋalumw
ŋalɨn
ŋalɨʃ
ŋalɨmam
ŋalʉmi
ŋalɨr
ŋalɨn

C-FINAL NONCE
42. maraf
maraffej
maraffomw
maraffɘn
marafaʃ
marafamam
marafami
marafar
marafan
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46. wapam
wapamaj
wapamomw
wapaman
wapamaʃ
wapamamam
wapamami
wapar
wapan

47. laamw
laamwej
laamwomw
laamwɘn
laamwaʃ
laamwamam
laamwami
laamwar
laamwan

48. safan
safanej
safanomw
safanan
safanaʃ
safanamam
safanami
safanar
safanan

49. ʃaaŋ
ʃaaŋaj
ʃaaŋomw
ʃaaŋan
ʃaaŋaʃ
ʃaaŋamam
ʃaaŋami
ʃaaŋar
ʃaaŋan

50. ɞtap
ɞɞtapej
ɞɞtapomw
ɞɞtapan
ɞɞtapaʃ
ɞɞtapamam
ɞɞtapami
ɞɞtapar
ɞɞtapan

51. raapw
raapwej
raapwomw
raapwan
raapwaʃ
raapwamam
raapwami
raapwar
raapwan

52. ʃaŋar
ʃaŋarej
ʃaŋaromw
ʃaŋarɘn
ʃaŋaraʃ
ʃaŋaramam
ʃaŋarami
ʃaŋarar
ʃaŋarɘn

53. laaʃ
laaʃej
laaʃomw
laaʃan
laaʃɘʃ
laaʃamam
laaʃami
laaʃar
laaʃan

54. farat
faratej
faratomw
faratan
farataʃ
faratamam
faratami
faratɘr
faratan

55. saaw
saawej
saawomw
saawan
saawaʃ
saawamam
saawami
saawar
saawan

56. ʉŋaj
ʉʉŋajej
ʉʉŋawomw
ʉʉŋawan
ʉʉŋawaʃ
ʉʉŋawamam
ʉʉŋawami
ʉʉŋawar
ʉʉŋawan

62. pættɨri
‘battery,
pacemaker’
pættɨri
pættɨriimw
pættɨriin
pættɨriiʃ
pættɨriimam
pættɨriimi
pættɨriir
pættɨriin

57. ʃaaʉ̯
ʃaaʉʉej
ʃaaʉʉomw
ʃaaʉʉan
ʃaaʉʉɘʃ
ʃaaʉ̯amam
ʃaaʉ̯ami
ʃaaʉʉɘr
ʃaaʉ̯an
V-FINAL BORROWED
58. kii
‘key’

59. kasto
‘movie’

60. piiksɞ
‘photo’

61. stoori
‘story’

kiij
kiimw
kiin
kiiʃ
kiimam
kiimi
kiir
kiin

kastooj
kastoomw
kastoon
kastooʃ
kastoomam
kastoomi
kastoor
kastoon

pɨksɞɞj
pɨksɞɞmw
pɨksɞɞn
pɨksɞɞʃ
pɨksɞɞmam
pɨksɞɞmi
pɨksɞɞr
pɨksɞɞn

stoorij
stooriimw
stooriin
stooriiʃ
stooriimam
stooriimi
stooriir
stooriin
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C-FINAL BORROWED
63. pwuuk
‘book’
pwuukej
pwuukomw
pwuukɘn
pwuukɘʃ
pwuukɘmam
pwuukɘmi
pwuukɘr
pwuukɘn

64. sasiŋ
‘photo’
sasiŋej
sasiŋomw
sasiŋɘn
sasiŋɘʃ
sasiŋɘmam
sasiŋɨmi
sasiŋɘr
sasiŋɘn

65. ruumw
‘room’
ruumwmwej
ruumwmwomw
ruumwmwɘn
ruumwmwɘʃ
ruumwmwɘmam
ruumwmwɘmi
ruumwmwɘr
ruumwmwɘn
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66. lɔɔk
‘lock’
lɔkkej
lɔkkomw
lɔkkɘn
lɔkkɘʃ
lɔkkɘmam
lɔkkɘmi
lɔkkɘr
lɔkkɘn

67. sajs
‘size’
sajsi
sajsumw
sajsɨn
sajsɨʃ
sajsɨmam
sajsɨmi
sajsɨr
sajsɨn

APPENDIX B3: ELICITED PARADIGMS - ARILEEN
V-FINAL NATIVE
CITATION FORM
GIVEN TO
CONSULTANT

1. ʃʃa
‘blood’

1SG
2SG
3SG
1PL.INCL
1PL.EXCL
2PL
3PL
CONST

5.pɞʃɛ
‘leg, foot’
pɞʃeej
pɞʃɛɛmw
pɞʃɛɛn
pɞʃeeʃ
pɞʃɛɛmam
pɞʃɛɛmi
pɞʃɛɛr
pɞʃɛn
10. mwʉrɨn
‘behind (3SG or
CONST)’
mwʉrij
mwʉrumw
mwʉrɨn
mwʉrɨʃ
mwʉrɨmam
mwʉrɨmi
mwʉrɨr
mwʉrɨn

3. pæ
‘feces’

4.fææn
‘underneath (3SG
or CONST)’

ʃʃaaj
ʃʃɔɔmw
ʃʃaan
ʃʃaaʃ
ʃʃaamam
ʃʃaami
ʃʃaar
ʃʃaan

2. jaan
‘general
possessive
classifier (3SG or
CONST)’
jææj
joomw
jaan
jaaʃ
jaamam
jaami
jaar
jaan

pææj
pææmw
pææn
pææʃ
pææmam
pææmi
pæær
pææn

fææj
fææmw
fææn
fææʃ
fææmam
fææmi
fæær
fææn

6. rɛɛn
‘with (3SG or
CONST)’
reej
rɛɛmw
rɛɛn
rɛɛʃ
rɛɛmam
rɛɛmi
rɛɛr
rɛn

7. lɞllɞɞn
‘size of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɞllɞɞj
lɞllɵɵmw
lɞllɞɞn
lɞllɞɞʃ
lɞllɞɞmam
lɞllɞɞmi
lɞllɞɞr
lɞllɞn

8. mɞɞn
‘cost of (3SG or
CONST)’
mɞɞj
mɞɞmw
mɞɞn
mɞɞʃ
mɞmam
mɞmi
mɞɞr
mɞn

9. ŋii
‘tooth’

13. ɔɔn
‘top of (3SG or
CONST)’
ɔɔj
ɔɔmw
ɔɔn
ɔɔʃ
ɔɔmam
ɔɔmi
ɔɔr
ɔɔn

14. lɛɛmwɔɔn
‘mark of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɛɛmwɔɔj
lɛɛmwɔɔmw
lɛɛmwɔɔn
lɛɛmwɔɔʃ
lɛɛmwɔmam
lɛɛmwɔɔmi
lɛɛmwɔɔr
lɛɛmwɔɔn

11. faʉ̯nɨpwpwo
‘heart’

12. aron
‘beside (3SG or
CONST)’
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p ooj
aaroj
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoomw
aaromw
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
aaron
faʉ̯nɨpwpwooʃ
aaroʃ
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p oomam aromam
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoomi
aromi
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p oor
aaror
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
aaron
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ŋiij
ŋiimw
ŋiin
ŋiiʃ
ŋimam
ŋiimi
ŋiir
ŋin

15. usʉn
‘state of being of
(3SG or CONST)’
usʉj
usumw
usʉn
usʉʃ
usʉmam
usʉmi
usɨr
usʉn

16. lɛɛluun
‘buttocks of (3SG
or CONST)’
lɛɛluuj
lɛɛluumw
lɛɛluun
lɛɛluuʃ
lɛɛluumam
lɛɛluumi
lɛɛluur
lɛɛluun

17. ʃʉʉ
‘bone’
ʃʉʉj
ʃuumw
ʃʉʉn
ʃʉʉʃ
ʃʉʉmam
ʃʉʉmi
ʃʉʉr
ʃʉʉn

18. lʉssʉn
‘remainder of
(3SG or CONST)’
lʉssʉj
lʉssumw
lʉssʉn
lʉssʉʃ
lʉsʉmam
lʉsʉmi
lʉssur
lʉssʉn

19. maas
‘eye, face’
masæj
masɔmw
masan
masaʃ
masamam
masami
masar
masan

20. salʉŋ
‘ear’
salɨŋæj
salɨŋomw
salɨŋan
salɨŋaʃ
salɨŋamam
salɨŋami
salɨŋar
salɨŋan

21. aaw
‘mouth’
awæj
awomw
awan
awaʃ
awamam
awami
awar
awan

22. faat
‘eyebrow’
fatti
fattumw
fattɨn
fattɨʃ
fatɨmam
fatɨmi
fattɨr
fattɨn

23. pwoot
‘nose’
pwooti
pwootumw
pwootɨn
pwootɨʃ
pwootɨmam
pwootɨmi
pwootɨr
pwootɨn

24. kɨllɛn
‘skin of (3SG or
CONST)’
kɨlli
kʉllumw
kʉllɨn
kɨllɨʃ
kʉlɨmam
kʉlɨmi
kʉlliir
kɨlɨn

25. rææn
‘day (i.e.,
birthday)’
ræænij
ræænumw
ræænɨn
ræænɨʃ
ræænɨmam
ræænɨmi
ræænɨr
ræænɨn

26. rooŋ
‘inherited magic’

27. aŋaaʃ
‘skilled;
skillfulness’
aŋaʃʃej
aŋaʃʃomw
aŋaʃʃɘn
aŋaʃʃɘʃ
aŋaʃʃɘmam
aŋaʃʃɘmi
aŋaʃʃɘr
aŋaʃʃɘn

28. aŋaŋŋaw
‘unskilled;
unskillfulness’
aŋaŋŋawej
aŋaŋŋawomw
aŋaŋŋawɛn
aŋaŋŋawɛʃ
aŋaŋŋawɛmam
aŋaŋŋawɛmi
aŋaŋŋawɛɛr
aŋaŋŋawɛn

C-FINAL NATIVE

rooŋej
rooŋomw
rooŋɘn
rooŋɘʃ
roŋomam
roŋomi
rooŋor
roŋon
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29. aŋipwpwan
‘impudent;
impudence’
aŋipwpwanej
aŋipwpwanomw
aŋipwpwanɛn
aŋipwpwanɛʃ
aŋipwpwanɛmam
aŋipwpwanɛmi
aŋipwpwanɛr
aŋipwpwanɛn

30. nnʉr
‘shadow’

31. sɔɔr
‘birthmark’

nʉrrej
nʉrromw
nʉrrɛn
nʉrrɛʃ
nʉrrɨmam
nʉrrɨmi
nʉrrɨr
nʉrrɨn

sɔɔrej
sɔɔromw
sɔɔrɛn
sɔɔrɛʃ
sɔɔrɛmam
sɔɔrɛmi
sɔɔrɘr
sɔɔrɛn

32. fææl
‘community
house’
fæælej
fæælomw
fæælɛn
fæælɛʃ
fæælɛmam
fæælɛmi
fæælɛr
fæælɛn

33. ŋaŋa
ŋaaŋaaŋej
ŋaaŋaaŋomw
ŋaaŋaaŋɘn
ŋaaŋaaŋaʃ
ŋaaŋaamam
ŋaaŋaami
ŋaaŋiir
ŋaŋ

34. rɨnæ
rɨnæænej
rɨnæænomw
rɨnæænɨn
rɨnææʃ
rɨnææmam
rɨnææmi
rɨnæær
rɨnææn

35. ŋuwɛ
ŋuwej
ŋuwomw
ŋuwɛn
ŋuwɛʃ
ŋuwɛmam
ŋuwɛmi
ŋuwɛr
ŋuwɛn

36. japɞ
japɞɞj
japomw
japɞɞn
japɞʃ
jaamam
jææmi
japɞɞr
japɞn

38. fofo
foofoj
foofomw
foofon
foofoʃ
foofomam
foofoomi
foofoor
foofoon

39. lɨtɔ
lɨtɔɔj
lɨtɔɔmw
lɨtɔɔn
lɨtɔɔʃ
lɨtɔɔmam
lɨtɔɔmi
lɨtɔɔr
lɨtɔɔn

40. naʃu
naaʃʉʉj
naaʃuumw
naaʃʉʉn
naaʃʉʉʃ
naʃʉʉmam
naʃʉmi
naʃʉʉr
naaʃʉʉn

41. safʉ
saafʉʉj
saafuumw
saafʉʉn
saafʉʉʃ
safʉmam
safʉmi
saffʉr
safʉn

43. taas
taasej
taasomw
taasɨn
taasɨʃ
taasɨmam
taasɨmi
taasɨr
taasɨn

44. ruŋak
ruŋakkæj
ruŋakkomw
ruŋakkan
ruŋakkaʃ
ruŋakamam
ruŋakami
ruŋakiir
ruŋakan

45. raal
raalej
raalomw
raalɛn
raalɛʃ
ralɛmam
ralɛmi
raalɛɛr
raalɛn

V-FINAL NONCE
37. ŋali
ŋalej
ŋalomw
ŋalɨn
ŋaliiʃ
ŋalɨmam
ŋalɨmi
ŋaliir
ŋalɨn

C-FINAL NONCE
42. maraf
marafej
marafomw
marafɘn
marafɘʃ
marafɘmam
marafami
marafɘr
marafɘn
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46. wapam
wapamej
wapamwomw
wapamɞn
wapamɞʃ
wapamam
wapami
wapamɘr
wapamɞn

47. laamw
laamwej
laamwomw
laamwɞn
laamwɞʃ
laamwɞmam
laamwɞmi
laamwɞr
laamwɞn

48. safan
safanej
safanomw
safanɞn
safanɞʃ
safanɞmam
safanɞmi
safanɛɛr
safanɞn

49. ʃaaŋ
ʃaaŋɘj
ʃaaŋomw
ʃaaŋɘn
ʃaaŋɘʃ
ʃaaŋɘmam
ʃaaŋɘmi
ʃaaŋɘr
ʃaaŋɘn

50. ɞtap
ɞtapej
ɞtapomw
ɞtapɞn
ɞtapɞʃ
ɞtapɞmam
ɞtapɞmi
ɞtapɛɛr
ɞtapɞ

51. raapw
rapwpwej
rapwpwomw
rapwpwɞn
rapwpwɞʃ
rapwɞmam
rapwɞmi
rapwpwɞr
rapwpwɞn

52. ʃaŋar
ʃaŋarej
ʃaŋaromw
ʃaŋarɞn
ʃaŋaraʃ
ʃaŋaramam
ʃaŋarami
ʃaŋarɨr
ʃaŋarɛn

53. laaʃ
laʃʃej
laʃʃomw
laʃʃɘn
laʃʃɘʃ
laʃɘmam
laʃɘmi
laʃʃɘr
laʃʃɘn

54. farat
farattej
farattomw
farattɘn
farattɘʃ
faratɘmam
faratɘmi
farattɛɛr
farattɘn

55. saaw
saawej
saawomw
saawɘn
saawɘʃ
saawɛmɘm
saawɛmi
saawɘr
saawɛn

56. ʉŋaj
ʉŋajej
ʉŋajomw
ʉŋajɛn
ʉŋajɘʃ
ʉŋajɛmam
ʉŋajɛmi
ʉŋajir
ʉŋajɛn

62. pættɨri
‘battery,
pacemaker’
pættɨrijej
pættɨrijomw
pættɨrijɛn
pættɨrijaʃ
pættɨrijæmam
pættɨrijami
pættɨrijɛr
pættɨrijɛn

57. ʃaaʉ̯
ʃaaʉʉej
ʃaaʉʉomw
ʃaaʉʉɛn
ʃaaʉ̯ɞɞʃ
ʃaaʉʉmam
ʃaaʉʉmi
ʃaaʉʉr
ʃaaʉ̯ɛn
V-FINAL BORROWED
58. kii
‘key’

59. kasto
‘movie’

60. piiksɞ
‘photo’

61. stoori
‘story’

kijej
kijomw
kijɛn
kijaʃ
kijamam
kijæmi
kijar
kijan

kastooj
kastoomw
kastoon
kastooʃ
kastoomam
kastoomi
kastoor
kastoon

piksɞɞj
piksoomw
piksɞɞn
piksɞɞʃ
piksɞɞmam
piksɞɞmi
piksɞɞr
piksɞɞn

stoorijej
stoorijomw
stoorijɛn
stoorijaʃ
stoorijæmam
stoorijæmi
stoorijɛr
stoorijɛn
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C-FINAL BORROWED
63. pwuuk
‘book’
pwukkej
pwukkomw
pwukkɘn
pwukkɘʃ
pwuukamam
pwuukami
pwuukɘr
pwuukɘn

64. sasiŋ
‘photo’
sasiŋŋej
sasiŋŋomw
sasiŋŋɘn
sasiŋŋɘʃ
sasiŋŋɘmam
sasiŋŋɘmi
sasiŋŋɘr
sasiŋŋɘn

65. ruumw
‘room’
rumwmwej
rumwmwomw
rumwmwɘn
rumwmwɘʃ
rumwmwɘmam
rumwmwɘmi
rumwmwɘr
rumwmwɘn
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66. lɔɔk
‘lock’
lɔkkej
lɔkkomw
lɔkkɘn
lɔkkɘʃ
lɔkkɘmam
lɔkkami
lɔkkɘr
lɔkkɘn

67. sajs
‘size’
sajsi
sajsumw
sajsɨn
sajsɨʃ
sajsɨmam
sajsɨmi
sajsɨr
sajsɨn

APPENDIX B4: ELICITED PARADIGMS - EISON
V-FINAL NATIVE
CITATION FORM
GIVEN TO
CONSULTANT

1. ʃʃa
‘blood’

1SG
2SG
3SG
1PL.INCL
1PL.EXCL
2PL
3PL
CONST

5.pɞʃɛ
‘leg, foot’
pɞʃeej
pɞʃɛɛmw
pɞʃɛɛn
pɞʃɛɛʃ
pɞʃɛɛmam
pɞʃɛɛmi
pɞʃɛɛr
pɞʃɛɛn
10. mwʉrɨn
‘behind (3SG or
CONST)’
mwʉrij
mwʉrumw
mwʉrɨn
mwʉrɨʃ
mwʉrɨmam
mwʉrɨmi
mwʉrɨr
mwʉrɨn

3. pæ
‘feces’

4.fææn
‘underneath (3SG
or CONST)’

ʃaaj
ʃɔɔmw
ʃaan
ʃaaʃ
ʃaamam
ʃaami
ʃaar
ʃaan

2. jaan
‘general
possessive
classifier (3SG or
CONST)’
jææj
jɔɔmw
jaan
jaaʃ
jaamam
jææmi
jaar
jaan

pææj
pææmw
pææn
pææʃ
pææmam
pææmi
pæær
pææn

fææj
fææmw
fææn
fææʃ
fææmam
fææmi
fæær
fææn

6. rɛɛn
‘with (3SG or
CONST)’
reej
rɛɛmw
rɛɛn
rɛɛʃ
rɛɛmam
rɛɛmi
rɛɛr
rɛɛn

7. lɞllɞɞn
‘size of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɞllɞɞj
lɞllɞɞmw
lɞllɞɞn
lɞllɞɞʃ
lɞllɞɞmam
lɞllɞɞmi
lɞllɞɞr
lɞllɞɞn

8. mɞɞn
‘cost of (3SG or
CONST)’
mɞɞj
mɞɞmw
mɞɞn
mɞɞʃ
mɞɞmam
mɞɞmi
mɞɞr
mɞɞn

9. ŋii
‘tooth’

13. ɔɔn
‘top of (3SG or
CONST)’
wɔɔj
wɔɔmw
ɔɔn
wɔɔʃ
wɔɔmam
wɔɔmi
wɔɔr
wɔɔn

14. lɛɛmwɔɔn
‘mark of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɛɛmwɔɔj
lɛɛmwoomw
lɛɛmwɔɔn
lɛɛmwɔɔʃ
lɛɛmwɔɔmam
lɛɛmwɔɔmi
lɛɛmwɔɔr
lɛɛmwɔɔn

11. faʉ̯nɨpwpwo
‘heart’

12. aron
‘beside (3SG or
CONST)’
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p ooj
aroj
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoomw
aromw
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
aron
faʉ̯nɨpwpwooʃ
aroʃ
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p oomam aromam
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoomi
aromi
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p oor
aror
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
aron
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ŋiij
ŋiimw
ŋiin
ŋiiʃ
ŋiimam
ŋiimi
ŋiir
ŋiin

15. usʉn
‘state of being of
(3SG or CONST)’
usʉj
usumw
usɨn
usʉʃ
usʉmam
usʉmi
usɨr
usɨn

16. lɛɛluun
‘buttocks of (3SG
or CONST)’
lɛɛluuj
lɛɛluumw
lɛɛluun
lɛɛluuʃ
lɛɛluumam
lɛɛluumi
lɛɛluur
lɛɛluun

17. ʃʉʉ
‘bone’
ʃʉʉj
ʃuumw
ʃʉʉn
ʃʉʉʃ
ʃʉʉmam
ʃʉʉmi
ʃʉʉr
ʃʉʉn

18. lʉssʉn
‘remainder of
(3SG or CONST)’
lʉssʉj
lʉssumw
lʉssʉn
lʉssʉʃ
lʉssʉmam
lʉssʉmi
lʉssʉr
lʉssʉn

19. maas
‘eye, face’
masæj
masɔmw
masan
masaʃ
masamam
masami
masar
masan

20. salʉŋ
‘ear’
salɨŋej
salɨŋomw
salɨŋan
salɨŋaʃ
salɨŋamam
salɨŋami
salɨŋar
salɨŋan

21. aaw
‘mouth’
awæj
awɔmw
awan
awaʃ
awamam
awami
awar
awan

22. faat
‘eyebrow’
fattij
fattumw
fattɨn
fattɨʃ
fatɨmam
fatɨmi
fattɨr
fattɨn

23. pwoot
‘nose’
pwootij
pwootumw
pwootɨn
pwootɨʃ
pwootɨmam
pwootɨmi
pwootɨr
pwootɨn

24. kɨllɛn
‘skin of (3SG or
CONST)’
kɨllej
kʉllomw
kʉllɛn
kʉllɛʃ
kʉlɛmam
kʉlɛmi
kʉlɛr
kʉlɛn

25. rææn
‘day (i.e.,
birthday)’
ræænij
ræænumw
ræænɨn
ræænɨʃ
ræænɨmam
ræænɨmi
ræænɨr
ræænɨn

26. rooŋ
‘inherited magic’

27. aŋaaʃ
‘skilled;
skillfulness’
aŋaʃʃej
aŋaʃʃomw
aŋaʃʃɨn
aŋaʃʃɨʃ
aŋaaʃɨmam
aŋaaʃɨmi
aŋaʃʃɨr
aŋaʃʃɨn

28. aŋaŋŋaw
‘unskilled;
unskillfulness’
aŋaŋŋawej
aŋaŋŋawomw
aŋaŋŋawɛn
aŋaŋŋawɛʃ
aŋaŋŋawɛmam
aŋaŋŋawɛmi
aŋaŋŋawɘr
aŋaŋŋawɛn

C-FINAL NATIVE

roŋej
roŋomw
roŋon
roŋoʃ
roŋomam
roŋomi
roŋɛɛr
roŋon
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29. aŋipwpwan
‘impudent;
impudence’
aŋipwpwanej
aŋipwpwanomw
aŋipwpwanɛn
aŋipwpwanɛʃ
aŋipwpwanɛmam
aŋipwpwanɛmi
aŋipwpwanɛr
aŋipwpwanɛn

30. nnʉr
‘shadow’

31. sɔɔr
‘birthmark’

nʉrri
nʉrrʉmw
nʉrrɨn
nʉrrɨʃ
nʉrrɨmam
nʉrrɨmi
nʉrrɨr
nʉrrɨn

sɔɔrej
sɔɔromw
sɔɔrɛn
sɔɔrɛʃ
sɔɔrɛmam
sɔɔrɔmi
sɔɔrɘr
sɔɔrɛn

32. fææl
‘community
house’
fælej
falomw
falɛn
falɛʃ
falɛmam
falɛmi
falɘr
falɛn

33. ŋaŋa
ŋaŋaaj
ŋaŋaamw
ŋaŋaan
ŋaŋaaʃ
ŋaŋaamam
ŋaŋaami
ŋaŋaar
ŋaŋaan

34. rɨnæ
rɨnæj
rɨnɵmw
rɨnɞn
rɨnɞʃ
rɨnæmam
rɨnami
rɨnɞr
rɨnɞn

35. ŋuwɛ
ŋuwej
ŋuwomw
ŋuwɛn
ŋuwɛʃ
ŋuwɛmam
ŋuwɛmi
ŋuwɘr
ŋuwɘn

36. japɞ
jaapɞj
jaapomw
jaapɞn
jaapɞʃ
jaapɞmam
jææpɞmi
jææpɞr
jææpɞn

38. fofo
foofooj
fɞɞfoomw
foofɞɞn
foofooʃ
fofomam
fofomi
foofɞɞr
fofon

39. lɨtɔ
lɨtɔɔj
lɨtɔɔmw
lɨtɔɔn
lɨtɔɔʃ
lɨtɔɔmam
lɨtɔɔmi
lɨtɔɔr
lɨtɔɔn

40. naʃu
naʃuuj
naʃuumw
naʃuun
naʃuuʃ
naʃuumam
naʃuumi
naʃuur
naʃuun

41. safʉ
safʉʉj
safuumw
safʉʉn
safʉʉʃ
safʉʉmam
safʉʉmi
safʉʉr
safʉʉn

43. taas
taasej
taasomw
taasɨn
taasɨʃ
taasɨmam
taasɨmi
taasɨr
taasɨn

44. ruŋak
ruŋakej
ruŋakomw
ruŋakɘn
ruŋakɘʃ
ruŋakɘmam
ruŋakɘmi
ruŋakɘr
ruŋakɘn

45. raal
raalej
raalomw
raalɛn
raalɘʃ
raalɘmam
raalɘmi
raalɘr
raalɛn

V-FINAL NONCE
37. ŋali
ŋalij
ŋalumw
ŋalɨn
ŋalɨʃ
ŋalɨmam
ŋalɨmi
ŋalɨr
ŋalɨn

C-FINAL NONCE
42. maraf
marafej
marafomw
marafɘn
marafɘʃ
marafɘmam
marafɘmi
marafɘr
marafɘn
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46. wapam
wapamej
wapamwomw
wapamɞn
wapamɞʃ
wapamɞmɞm
wapami
waapɞr
wapɞn

47. laamw
laamwej
laamwomw
laamwɞn
laamwɞʃ
laamwɞmam
laamwɞmi
laamwɞr
laamwɞn

48. safan
safanej
safanomw
safanɘn
safanɘʃ
safanɘmam
safanɘmi
safanɘr
safanɘn

49. ʃaaŋ
ʃaaŋej
ʃaaŋomw
ʃaaŋɘn
ʃaaŋɘʃ
ʃaaŋɘmam
ʃaaŋɘmi
ʃaaŋɘr
ʃaaŋɘn

50. ɞtap
ɞɞtapej
ɞɞtapomw
ɞɞtapɛn
ɞɞtapɞʃ
ɞɞtapɘmam
ɞɞtapɘmi
ɞɞtapɘr
ɞɞtapɘn

51. raapw
raapwej
raapwomw
raapwɞn
raapwɞʃ
raapwɞmam
raapwɞmi
raapwɞr
raapwɞn

52. ʃaŋar
ʃaŋarej
ʃaŋaromw
ʃaŋarɘn
ʃaŋarɘʃ
ʃaŋarɘmam
ʃaŋarɘmi
ʃaŋarɘr
ʃaŋarɘn

53. laaʃ
laaʃi
laaʃʉmw
laaʃɘn
laaʃɘʃ
laaʃɘmam
laaʃɘmi
laaʃɘr
laaʃɘn

54. farat
faratej
faratomw
faratɘn
faratɘʃ
faratɘmam
faratɘmi
faratɘr
faratɘn

55. saaw
sawej
sawomw
sawɘn
sawɘʃ
sawɘmam
sawææmi
sawɛr
sawɛn

56. ʉŋaj
ʉŋajæj
ʉŋajomw
ʉŋajɛn
ʉŋajɘʃ
ʉŋajɘmam
ʉŋajɛmi
ʉŋajɛr
ʉŋajɛn

62. pættɨri
‘battery,
pacemaker’
pættɨriij
pættɨriimw
pættɨriin
pættɨriiʃ
pættɨriimam
pættɨriimi
pættɨriir
pættɨriin

57. ʃaaʉ̯
ʃaaʉ̯jej
ʃaaʉ̯jomw
ʃaaʉ̯jɛn
ʃaaʉ̯ʃ
ʃaaʉ̯jæmam
ʃaaʉ̯jæmi
ʃaaʉ̯ɨr
ʃaaʉ̯ɛn
V-FINAL BORROWED
58. kii
‘key’

59. kasto
‘movie’

60. piiksɞ
‘photo’

61. stoori
‘story’

kijej
kijomw
kijɛn
kijɘʃ
kijɛmam
kijæmi
kijar
kijɛn

kastooj
kastoomw
kastoon
kastooʃ
kastoomam
kastoomi
kastoor
kastoon

piksɞɞj
piksoomw
piksɞɞn
piksɞɞʃ
piksɞɞmam
piksɞɞmi
piksɞɞr
piksɞɞn

stoorij
stoorimw
stoorin
stooriʃ
stoorimam
stoorɨmi
stooriir
stoorin
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C-FINAL BORROWED
63. pwuuk
‘book’
pwuukej
pwuukomw
pwuukɘn
pwuukɘʃ
pwuukɘmam
pwuukɘmi
pwuukɘr
pwuukɘn

64. sasiŋ
‘photo’
sasiŋej
sasiŋomw
sasiŋɘn
sasiŋɘʃ
sasiŋɘmam
sasiŋɘmi
sasiŋir
sasiŋɘn

65. ruumw
‘room’
rumwmwej
rumwmwomw
rumwmwɘn
rumwmwɘʃ
rumwmwɘmam
rumwmwɘmi
rumwmwɘr
rumwmwɘn
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66. lɔɔk
‘lock’
lɔkkej
lɔkkomw
lɔkkɘn
lɔkkɘʃ
lɔkkɘmam
lɔkkɘmi
lɔkkɘr
lɔkkɘn

67. sajs
‘size’
sajsi
sajsumw
sajsɨn
sajsɨʃ
sajsɨmam
sajsɨmi
sajsir
sajsɨn

APPENDIX B5: ELICITED PARADIGMS - MAHANY
V-FINAL NATIVE
CITATION FORM
GIVEN TO
CONSULTANT

1. ʃʃa
‘blood’

1SG
2SG
3SG
1PL.INCL
1PL.EXCL
2PL
3PL
CONST

5.pɞʃɛ
‘leg, foot’
pɞʃeej
pɞʃɛɛmw
pɞʃɛɛn
pɞʃɛɛʃ
pɞʃɛɛmam
pɞʃɛɛmi
pɞʃɛɛr
pɞʃɛɛn
10. mwʉrɨn
‘behind (3SG or
CONST)’
mwʉrij
mwʉrʉmw
mwʉrɨn
mwʉrɨʃ
mwʉrɨmam
mwʉrɨmi
mwʉrɨr
mwʉrɨn

3. pæ
‘feces’

4.fææn
‘underneath (3SG
or CONST)’

ʃʃaaj
ʃʃɔɔmw
ʃʃaan
ʃʃaaʃ
ʃʃaamam
ʃʃɔɔmi
ʃʃaar
ʃʃaan

2. jaan
‘general
possessive
classifier (3SG or
CONST)’
jææj
jɔɔmw
jaan
jaaʃ
jææmam
jɔɔmi
jaar
jaan

pææj
pææmw
pææn
pææʃ
pææmam
pwææmi
pæær
pææn

fææj
fææmw
fææn
fææʃ
fææmam
fææmi
fæær
fææn

6. rɛɛn
‘with (3SG or
CONST)’
reej
rɛɛmw
rɛɛn
rɛɛʃ
rɛɛmam
rɛɛmi
rɛɛr
rɛɛn

7. lɞllɞɞn
‘size of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɞllɞɞj
lɞllɞɞmw
lɞllɞɞn
lɞllɞɞʃ
lɞllɞɞmam
lɞllɞɞmi
lɞllɞɞr
lɞllɞɞn

8. mɞɞn
‘cost of (3SG or
CONST)’
mɞɞj
mɞɞmw
mɞɞn
mɞɞʃ
mɞɞmam
mɞɞmi
mɞɞr
mɞɞn

9. ŋii
‘tooth’

13. ɔɔn
‘top of (3SG or
CONST)’
ɔɔj
wɔɔmw
wɔɔn
wɔɔʃ
wɔɔmam
wɔɔmi
wɔɔr
wɔɔn

14. lɛɛmwɔɔn
‘mark of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɛɛmwɔɔj
lɛɛmwɔɔmw
lɛɛmwɔɔn
lɛɛmwɔɔʃ
lɛɛmwɔɔmam
lɛɛmwɔɔmi
lɛɛmwɔɔr
lɛɛmwɔɔn

11. faʉ̯nɨpwpwo
‘heart’

12. aron
‘beside (3SG or
CONST)’
w w
fɔʉ̯nɨp p ooj
aroj
fɔʉ̯nɨpwpwoomw
aromw
fɔʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
aron
fɔʉ̯nɨpwpwooʃ
aroʃ
w w
fɔʉ̯nɨp p oomam aromam
fɔʉ̯nɨpwpwoomi
aromi
w w
fɔʉ̯nɨp p oor
aror
fɔʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
aron
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ŋiij
ŋiɨmw
ŋiin
ŋiiʃ
ŋiimam
ŋiimi
ŋiir
ŋiin

15. usʉn
‘state of being of
(3SG or CONST)’
usij
usumw
usun
usuʃ
usumam
usumi
usur
usun

16. lɛɛluun
‘buttocks of (3SG
or CONST)’
lɛɛluuj
lɛɛluumw
lɛɛluun
lɛɛluuʃ
lɛɛluumam
lɛɛlumi
lɛɛluur
lɛɛluun

17. ʃʉʉ
‘bone’
ʃʉʉj
ʃuumw
ʃʉʉn
ʃʉʉʃ
ʃʉʉmam
ʃʉʉmi
ʃʉʉr
ʃʉʉn

18. lʉssʉn
‘remainder of
(3SG or CONST)’
lʉssʉj
lʉssumw
lʉssʉn
lʉssʉʃ
lʉssʉmam
lʉssʉmi
lʉssɨr
lʉssʉn

19. maas
‘eye, face’
masæj
masɔmw
masan
masaʃ
masamam
masɔmi
masar
masan

20. salʉŋ
‘ear’
salɨŋæj
salɨŋomw
salɨŋan
salɨŋaʃ
salɨŋamam
salɨŋɔmi
salɨŋar
salɨŋan

21. aaw
‘mouth’
awæj
awɔmw
awan
awaʃ
awamam
awami
awar
awan

22. faat
‘eyebrow’
fattij
fattumw
fattɨn
fattɨʃ
fatɨmam
fatumi
fattɨr
fattɨn

23. pwoot
‘nose’
pwootij
pwootumw
pwootɨn
pwootɨʃ
pwootɨmam
pwootʉmi
pwootɨr
pwootɨn

24. kɨllɛn
‘skin of (3SG or
CONST)’
kɨllej
kullomw
kʉllɛn
kʉllɛʃ
kʉlɨmam
kʉlʉmi
kʉlʉr
kɨlɛn

25. rææn
‘day (i.e.,
birthday)’
ræænij
ræænʉmw
ræænɨn
ræænɨʃ
ræænɨmam
ræænimi
ræænɨr
ræænɨn

26. rooŋ
‘inherited magic’

27. aŋaaʃ
‘skilled;
skillfulness’
aŋaʃʃej
aŋaʃʃomw
aŋaʃʃɨn
aŋaʃʃɨʃ
aŋaʃɨmam
aŋaʃɨmi
aŋaʃʃɨr
aŋaʃʃɨn

28. aŋaŋŋaw
‘unskilled;
unskillfulness’
aŋaŋŋawej
aŋaŋŋawomw
aŋaŋŋawɛn
aŋaŋŋawɛʃ
aŋaŋŋawɛmam
aŋaŋŋawɛmi
aŋaŋŋawɘr
aŋaŋŋawɛn

C-FINAL NATIVE

rooŋej
rooŋomw
rooŋɘn
rooŋɘʃ
roŋomam
roŋomi
rooŋɘr
rooŋɘn
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29. aŋipwpwan
‘impudent;
impudence’
aŋipwpwanej
aŋipwpwanomw
aŋipwpwanɛn
aŋipwpwanɛʃ
aŋipwpwanɛmam
aŋipwpwanɛmi
aŋipwpwanɛr
aŋipwpwanɛn

30. nnʉr
‘shadow’

31. sɔɔr
‘birthmark’

nʉrej
nʉromw
nʉrɛn
nʉʉrɛʃ
nʉrɨmam
nʉrɨmi
nʉrɨr
nʉrɨn

sɔɔrej
sɔɔromw
sɔɔrɛn
sɔɔrɘʃ
sɔɔrɛmam
sɔɔrɛmi
sɔɔrɛr
sɔɔrɛn

32. fææl
‘community
house’
fæælej
fæælomw
fæælɛn
fæælɛʃ
fæælɛmam
fæælɛmi
fæælɛr
fæælɛn

33. ŋaŋa
ŋaaŋaaj
ŋaaŋaɔmw
ŋaaŋaan
ŋaaŋaaʃ
ŋaaŋamam
ŋaaŋəmi
ŋaaŋaar
ŋaaŋaan

34. rɨnæ
rɨnææj
rɨnææmw
rɨnææn
rɨnææʃ
rɨnææmam
rɨnææmi
rɨnæær
rɨnææn

35. ŋuwɛ
ŋuweej
ŋuwɛɛmw
ŋuwɛɛn
ŋuwɛɛʃ
ŋuwɛɛmam
ŋuwɛɛmi
ŋuwɛɛr
ŋuwɛɛn

36. japɞ (fapɞ)
fapɞɞj
fapɞɞmw
fapɞɞn
fapɞɞʃ
fapɞɞmam
fapɞɞmi
fapɞɞr
fapɞɞn

38. fofo
fofooj
fofoomw
fofoon
fofooʃ
fofoomam
fofoomi
fofoor
fofoon

39. lɨtɔ
lɨtɔɔj
lɨtɔɔmw
lɨtɔɔn
lɨtɔɔʃ
lɨtɔɔmam
lɨtɔɔmi
lɨtɔɔr
lɨtɔɔn

40. naʃu
naʃuuj
naʃuumw
naʃuun
naʃuuʃ
naʃʉʉmam
naʃʉʉmi
naʃuur
naʃuun

41. safʉ
safʉʉj
safuumw
safʉʉn
safʉʉʃ
safʉʉmam
safʉʉmi
safʉʉr
safʉʉn

43. taas
taasej
taasomw
taasɛn
taaʃaʃ
taasɨmam
taasʉmi
taasɨr
taasɨn

44. ruŋak
ruŋakæj
ruŋakɔmw
ruŋakan
ruŋakɞʃ
ruŋakamam
ruŋakəmi
ruŋakɘr
ruŋakɨn

45. raal
raalej
raalomw
raalɛn
raalɨʃ
raalɨmam
raalɨmi
raalɨr
raalɛn

V-FINAL NONCE
37. ŋali
ŋalij
ŋaliɨmw
ŋalin
ŋaliiʃ
ŋaliimam
ŋaliimi
ŋaliɨr
ŋaliin

C-FINAL NONCE
42. maraf
marafaj
marafomw
marafɘn
marafaʃ
marafamam
marafɨmi
marafar
marafɘn
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46. wapam
wapamæj
wapamɔmw
wapamɛn
wapamɞʃ
wapamam
wapamɞmi
wapamɞɞr
wapamɞn

47. laamw
lamwæj
laamwomw
laamwɞn
laamwɞʃ
laamwɞmam
laamwɞmi
laamwɞr
laamwɞn

48. safan
safanej
safanomw
safanɘn
safanɘʃ
safanɘmɘm
safanɘmi
safanɘr
safanɘn

49. ʃaaŋ
ʃaaŋæj
ʃaaŋomw
ʃaaŋɘn
ʃaaŋɘʃ
ʃaaŋɘmam
ʃaaŋɘmi
ʃaaŋɘr
ʃaaŋɘn

50. ɞtap
ɞɞtapej
ɞɞtapwomw
ɞɞtapɞn
ɞɞtapɞʃ
ɞɞtapɞmam
ɞɞtapɞmi
ɞɞtapɞr
ɞɞtapɞn

51. raapw
rapwpwaj
rappɔmw
rapwpwan
rapwpwaʃ
rapwpwamam
rapwpwɞmi
rapwpwar
rapwpwan

52. ʃaŋar
ʃaŋarej
ʃaŋaromw
ʃaŋarɛn
ʃaŋarɛʃ
ʃaŋarɛmam
ʃaŋarɛmi
ʃaŋarɛr
ʃaŋarɛn

53. laaʃ
laaʃej
laaʃomw
laaʃɘn
laaʃɘʃ
laaʃɘmam
laaʃɘmi
laaʃɘr
laaʃɘn

54. farat
faratej
faratomw
faratɨn
faratɨʃ
faratɨmam
faratɨmi
faratɨr
faratɨn

55. saaw
saawæj
saawɔmw
saawɘn
saawɘʃ
saawɘmam
saawɘmi
saawɘr
saawɘn

56. ʉŋaj
ʉŋajæj
ʉŋajomw
ʉŋajɛn
ʉŋajɛʃ
ʉŋajɛmam
ʉŋajɛmi
ʉŋajɞr
ʉŋajɛn

62. pættɨri
‘battery,
pacemaker’
pættɨriij
pættɨriɨmw
pættɨriin
pættɨriiʃ
pættɨriimam
pættɨriimi
pættɨrɨr
pættɨriin

57. ʃaaʉ̯
ʃaʉʉ̯ɨj
ʃaaʉ̯omw
ʃaaʉ̯ɘn
ʃaaʉ̯ɘʃ
ʃaaʉ̯ɨmam
ʃaaʉ̯ɨmi
ʃaaʉ̯ɨr
ʃaaʉ̯ɘn
V-FINAL BORROWED
58. kii
‘key’

59. kasto
‘movie’

60. piiksɞ
‘photo’

61. stoori
‘story’

keej
kijʉmw
kijɨn
kijɞʃ
kijoomam
kijoomi
kijɞɞr
kiin

kastooj
kastoomw
kastoon
kastooʃ
kastoomam
kastoomi
kastoor
kastoon

piksɞɞj
piksɞɞmw
piksɞɞn
piksɞɞʃ
piksɞɞmam
piksɞɞmi
piksɞɞr
piksɞɞn

stooriij
stooriɨmw
stooriɨn
stooriiʃ
storimam
storɨmi
stooriir
stooriin
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C-FINAL BORROWED
63. pwuuk
‘book’
pwuukii
pwuukomw
pwuukɨn
pwuukɨʃ
pwuukɨmam
pwuukɨmi
pwuukɨr
pwuukɨn

64. sasiŋ
‘photo’
sasiŋŋej
sasiŋŋomw
sasiŋŋɘn
sasiŋŋɘʃ
sasiŋɘmam
sasiŋomi
sasiŋŋɘr
sasiŋŋɘn

65. ruumw
‘room’
ruumwej
ruumwomw
ruumwɘn
ruumwɘʃ
ruumwɘmam
rumwoomi
ruumwɘr
ruumwɘn
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66. lɔɔk
‘lock’
lɔɔkej
lɔɔkomw
lɔɔkɘn
lɔɔkɘʃ
lɔɔkɘmam
lɔɔkomi
lɔɔkɘr
lɔɔkɘn

67. sajs
‘size’
sajsej
sajsʉmw
sajsɨn
sajsɨʃ
sajsɨmam
sajsʉmi
sajsɨr
sajsɨn

APPENDIX B6: ELICITED PARADIGMS - MARALEEN
V-FINAL NATIVE
CITATION FORM
GIVEN TO
CONSULTANT

1. ʃʃa
‘blood’

1SG
2SG
3SG
1PL.INCL
1PL.EXCL
2PL
3PL
CONST

5.pɞʃɛ
‘leg, foot’
pɞʃeej
pɞʃɛɛmw
pɞʃɛɛn
pɞʃɛɛʃ
pɞʃɛɛmam
pɞʃɛɛmi
pɞʃɛɛr
pɞʃɛɛn
10. mwʉrɨn
‘behind (3SG or
CONST)’
mwʉrej
mwʉrʉmw
mwʉrɨn
mwʉrɨʃ
mwʉrɨmam
mwʉrʉmi
mwʉriir
mwʉrɨn

3. pæ
‘feces’

4.fææn
‘underneath (3SG
or CONST)’

ʃʃaaj
ʃʃaamw
ʃʃaan
ʃʃaaʃ
ʃʃaamam
ʃʃaami
ʃʃaar
ʃʃaan

2. jaan
‘general
possessive
classifier (3SG or
CONST)’
jææj
jɔɔmw
jaan
jaaʃ
jaamam
jɔɔmi
jaar
jaan

pææj
pææmw
pææn
pææʃ
pææmam
pææmi
pæær
pææn

fææj
fææmw
fææn
fææʃ
fææmam
fææmi
fæær
fææn

6. rɛɛn
‘with (3SG or
CONST)’
reej
rɛɛmw
rɛɛn
rɛɛʃ
rɛɛmam
rɛɛmi
rɛɛr
rɛɛn

7. lɞllɞɞn
‘size of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɞllɞɞj
lɞlloomw
lɞllɞɞn
lɞllɞɞʃ
lɞllɞɞmam
lɞllɞɞmi
lɞllɞɞr
lɞllɞɞn

8. mɞɞn
‘cost of (3SG or
CONST)’
mɞɞj
mɞɞmw
mɞɞn
mɞɞʃ
mɞɞmam
mɞɞmi
mɞɞr
mɞɞn

9. ŋii
‘tooth’

13. ɔɔn
‘top of (3SG or
CONST)’
ɔɔj
ɔɔmw
ɔɔn
ɔɔʃ
ɔɔmam
ɔɔmi
ɔɔr
ɔɔn

14. lɛɛmwɔɔn
‘mark of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɛɛmwɔɔj
lɛɛmwɔɔmw
lɛɛmwɔɔn
lɛɛmwɔɔʃ
lɛɛmwɔɔmam
lɛɛmwɔɔmi
lɛɛmwɔɔr
lɛɛmwɔɔn

11. faʉ̯nɨpwpwo
‘heart’

12. aron
‘beside (3SG or
CONST)’
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p ooj
arɵj
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoomw
aromw
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
arɵn
faʉ̯nɨpwpwooʃ
arɵʃ
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p oomam arɵmam
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoomi
aromi
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p oor
arɛɛr
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
arɵn
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ŋiij
ŋiimw
ŋiin
ŋiiʃ
ŋiimam
ŋiimi
ŋiir
ŋiin

15. usʉn
‘state of being of
(3SG or CONST)’
usʉj
usumw
usɨn
usɨʃ
usʉmam
usʉmi
usiir
usɨn

16. lɛɛluun
‘buttocks of (3SG
or CONST)’
lɛɛluuj
lɛɛluumw
lɛɛluun
lɛɛluuʃ
lɛɛluumam
lɛɛluumi
lɛɛluur
lɛɛluun

17. ʃʉʉ
‘bone’
ʃʉʉj
ʃuumw
ʃʉʉn
ʃʉʉʃ
ʃʉʉmam
ʃʉʉmi
ʃʉʉr
ʃʉʉn

18. lʉssʉn
‘remainder of
(3SG or CONST)’
lʉssij
lʉssumw
lʉssʉn
lʉssʉʃ
lʉssʉmam
lʉsʉmi
lʉssiir
lʉssʉn

19. maas
‘eye, face’
masæj
masomw
masan
masaʃ
masamam
masɔmi
masɛɛr
masan

20. salʉŋ
‘ear’
salɨŋæj
salʉŋomw
salɨŋan
salɨŋaʃ
salɨŋamam
salɨŋɔmi
salɨŋar
salɨŋan

21. aaw
‘mouth’
awej
awomw
awan
awaʃ
awamam
awɔmi
awɛɛr
awan

22. faat
‘eyebrow’
fattii
fattumw
fattɨn
fattɨʃ
fatɨmam
fatumi
fattiir
fattɨn

23. pwoot
‘nose’
pwootii
pwootumw
pwootɨn
pwootɨʃ
pwootɨmam
pwootɨmi
pwootiir
pwootɨn

24. kɨllɛn
‘skin of (3SG or
CONST)’
kɨllej
kʉllomw
kɨllɛn
kɨllɘʃ
kɨlɨmam
kɨlɨmi
kɨlliir
kɨlɛɛn

25. rææn
‘day (i.e.,
birthday)’
ræænii
ræænumw
ræænɨn
ræænɨʃ
ræænɨmam
ræænɨmi
rææniir
ræænɨn

26. rooŋ
‘inherited magic’

27. aŋaaʃ
‘skilled;
skillfulness’
aŋaaʃʃej
aŋaaʃʃomw
aŋaaʃʃɘn
aŋaaʃʃɘʃ
aŋaaʃʃɨmam
aŋaaʃʃɨmi
aŋaaʃʃiir
aŋaaʃʃɘn

28. aŋaŋŋaw
‘unskilled;
unskillfulness’
aŋaŋŋawej
aŋaŋŋawomw
aŋaŋŋawɛn
aŋaŋŋawɛʃ
aŋaŋŋawɛmam
aŋaŋŋawɛmi
aŋaŋŋawɛr
aŋaŋŋawɛn

C-FINAL NATIVE

roŋŋej
roŋŋomw
roŋŋɵn
roŋŋɵʃ
roŋomam
roŋomi
roŋŋiir
roŋŋon
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29. aŋipwpwan
‘impudent;
impudence’
aŋipwpwanej
aŋipwpwanomw
aŋipwpwanɛn
aŋipwpwanɛʃ
aŋipwpwanɛmam
aŋipwpwanɛmi
aŋipwpwanɛɛr
aŋipwpwanɛn

30. nnʉr
‘shadow’

31. sɔɔr
‘birthmark’

nʉrrej
nʉrrʉmw
nʉrrɨn
nʉrrɨʃ
nʉrrɨmam
nʉrrɨmi
nʉrriir
nʉrrɨn

sɔɔrej
sɔɔromw
sɔɔrɛn
sɔɔrɘʃ
sɔɔrɛmam
sɔɔrɛmi
sɔɔriir
sɔɔrɛn

32. fææl
‘community
house’
fæælej
fæælomw
fæælɛn
fæælɘʃ
fæælɨmam
fæælʉmi
fææliir
fæælɛn

33. ŋaŋa
ŋaaŋaaj
ŋaaŋɔɔmw
ŋaaŋaan
ŋaaŋaaʃ
ŋaaŋamam
ŋaaŋami
ŋaaŋɘɘr
ŋaaŋaan

34. rɨnæ
rɨnnej
rɨnnomw
rɨnnɨn
rɨnnɘʃ
rɨnɘmam
rɨnɘmi
rɘnnɘr
rɘnɘn

35. ŋuwɛ
ŋuweej
ŋuwoomw
ŋuwɛɛn
ŋuwɛɛʃ
ŋuwɛmam
ŋuwɘmi
ŋuwɛɛr
ŋuwɛɛn

36. japɞ
jæppej
jæppomw
jæppɞn
jæppɞʃ
jæpɞmam
jæpɞmi
jæppɛɛr
jæpɞn

38. fofo
foofooj
foofoomw
foofoon
foofooʃ
foofomam
foofomi
foofɵɵr
foofoon

39. lɨtɔ
lɨtɔɔj
lɨtɔɔmw
lɨtɔɔn
lɨtɔɔʃ
lɨtɔɔmam
lɨtɔɔmi
lɨtɔɔr
lɨtɔɔn

40. naʃu
naʃuuj
naʃuumw
naʃuun
naʃuuʃ
naʃuumam
naʃumi
naʃuur
naʃuun

41. safʉ
safʉʉj
safuumw
safʉʉn
safʉʉʃ
safʉmam
safʉmi
safʉʉr
safʉʉn

43. taas
taasej
taasomw
taasɘn
taasɘʃ
taasɨmam
taasɨmi
taasɨr
taasɘn

44. ruŋak
ruŋakkej
ruŋakkomw
ruŋakkɘn
ruŋakkɘʃ
ruŋakɘmam
ruŋakɘmi
ruŋakkɛɛr
ruŋakkɘn

45. raal
raalej
raalomw
raalɛn
raalɛʃ
raalɘmam
raalɘmi
raalɘr
raalɛn

V-FINAL NONCE
37. ŋali
ŋallej
ŋallomw
ŋallɛn
ŋallɨʃ
ŋalɨmam
ŋalʉmi
ŋaleer
ŋalɨn

C-FINAL NONCE
42. maraf
marafej
marafomw
marafɘn
marafɘʃ
marafɘmam
marafɘmi
marafɘr
marafɘn
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46. wapam
wapammej
wapamwmwomw
wapammɛn
wapammɘʃ
wapammam
wapɔmmi
wapammiir
wapan

47. laamw
laamwi
laamwumw
laamwɞn
laamɞʃ
laamɞmam
laamɞmi
laamiir
laamɞn

48. safan
safanej
safanomw
safanɘn
safanaʃ
safanamam
safanomi
safaniir
safanɘn

49. ʃaaŋ
ʃaaŋej
ʃaaŋomw
ʃaaŋan
ʃaaŋɨʃ
ʃaaŋamam
ʃaaŋomi
ʃaaŋiir
ʃaaŋan

50. ɞtap
ɞtappej
ɞtapwpwomw
otappɛn
otappɘʃ
otapɨmam
otapɨmi
otappiir
otappɛn

51. raapw
raapwii
raapomw
raapwɞn
raapɞʃ
rapɞmam
rapɞmi
raapwiir
raapɞn

52. ʃaŋar
ʃaŋarej
ʃaŋaromw
ʃaŋarɘn
ʃaŋaraʃ
ʃaŋaramam
ʃaŋarɘmi
ʃaŋiir
ʃaŋan

53. laaʃ
laaʃej
laaʃomw
laaʃɘn
laaʃɘʃ
laaʃɘmam
laaʃomi
laaʃiir
laaʃɛn

54. farat
farattej
farattomw
farattɘn
farattaʃ
faratɘmam
faratɛmi
farɛttiir
farattɘn

55. saaw
saawii
saawomw
saawɘn
saawɘʃ
ʃawɘmam
ʃaawɘmi
ʃaawiir
ʃaawɘn

56. ʉŋaj
ʉŋajiij
ʉŋaʉ̯ʉmw
ʉŋajɨn
ʉŋaʉ̯ɞɞʃ
ʉŋaʉ̯ɞmam
ʉŋaʉ̯ɞmi
ʉŋaʉ̯ɨɨr
ʉŋaʉ̯ɞn

62. pættɨri
‘battery,
pacemaker’
pættɨriij
pættɨriimw
pættɨriin
pættɨriiʃ
pættɨriimam
pættɨriimi
pættɨriir
pættɨriin

57. ʃaaʉ̯
ʃaaʉʉej
ʃaaʉʉomw
ʃaaʉʉʉ̯ɘn
ʃaaʉʉʉ̯ɘʃ
ʃaaʉʉʉ̯ɘmam
ʃaaʉʉ̯ɘmi
ʃaaʉʉɛɛr
ʃaaʉʉ̯ɘn
V-FINAL BORROWED
58. kii
‘key’

59. kasto
‘movie’

60. piiksɞ
‘photo’

61. stoori
‘story’

kiij
kiɨmw
kiin
kiiʃ
kiimam
kiimi
kiir
kiin

kastooj
kastoomw
kastoon
kastooʃ
kastoomam
kastoomi
kastoor
kastoon

piksɞɞj
piksoomw
piksɞɞn
piksɞɞʃ
piksɞɞmam
piksoomi
piksɞɞr
piksɞɞn

stooriij
stooriimw
stooriin
stooriiʃ
stoorimam
stoorɨmi
stooriir
stooriin
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C-FINAL BORROWED
63. pwuuk
‘book’
pwuukej
pwuukomw
pwuukɘn
pwuukɘʃ
pwuukɘmam
pwuukɘmi
pwuukɛɛr
pwuukɘn

64. sasiŋ
‘photo’
sasiŋŋej
sasiŋŋomw
sasiŋŋən
sasiŋŋəʃ
sasiŋŋəmam
sasiŋŋəmi
sasiŋŋiir
sasiŋŋən

65. ruumw
‘room’
ruumwej
ruumwomw
ruumwɘn
ruumwɘʃ
ruumɘmam
ruumomi
ruumɞɞr
ruumwɘn
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66. lɔɔk
‘lock’
lɔkkej
lɔkkomw
lɔkkɘn
lɔkkɘʃ
lɔkkɘmam
lɔkkɘmi
lɔkkiir
lɔkkɘn

67. sajs
‘size’
sajsej
sajsomw
sajsɛn
sajsɛʃ
sajsɛmam
sajsomi
sajsiir
sajsɨn

APPENDIX B7: ELICITED PARADIGMS - MILSON
V-FINAL NATIVE
CITATION FORM
GIVEN TO
CONSULTANT

1. ʃʃa
‘blood’

1SG
2SG
3SG
1PL.INCL
1PL.EXCL
2PL
3PL
CONST

5.pɞʃɛ
‘leg, foot’
pɞʃeej
pɞʃɛɛmw
pɞʃɛɛn
pɞʃɛɛʃ
pɞʃɛɛmam
pɞʃɛɛmi
pɞʃɛɛr
pɞʃɛɛn
10. mwʉrɨn
‘behind (3SG or
CONST)’
mwʉrij
mwʉrumw
mwʉrɨn
mwʉrɨʃ
mwʉrɨmam
mwʉrɨmi
mwʉriir
mwʉrɨn

3. pæ
‘feces’

4.fææn
‘underneath (3SG
or CONST)’

ʃʃaaj
ʃʃaamw
ʃʃaan
ʃʃaaʃ
ʃʃaamam
ʃʃaami
ʃʃaar
ʃʃaan

2. jaan
‘general
possessive
classifier (3SG or
CONST)’
jææj
jɔɔmw
jaan
jaaʃ
jaamam
jææmi
jaar
jaan

pææj
pææmw
pææn
pææʃ
pææmam
pææmi
pæær
pææn

fææj
fææmw
fææn
fææʃ
fææmam
fææmi
fæær
fææn

6. rɛɛn
‘with (3SG or
CONST)’
reej
rɛɛmw
rɛɛn
rɛɛʃ
rɛɛmam
rɛɛmi
rɛɛr
rɛɛn

7. lɞllɞɞn
‘size of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɞllɞɞj
lɞllɞɞmw
lɞllɞɞn
lɞllɞɞʃ
lɞllɞɞmam
lɞllɞɞmi
lɞllɞɞr
lɞllɞɞn

8. mɞɞn
‘cost of (3SG or
CONST)’
mɞɞj
mɞɞmw
mɞɞn
mɞɞʃ
mɞɞmam
mɞɞmi
mɞɞr
mɞɞn

9. ŋii
‘tooth’

13. ɔɔn
‘top of (3SG or
CONST)’
ɔɔj
ɔɔmw
ɔɔn
ɔɔʃ
ɔɔmam
ɔɔmi
ɔɔr
ɔɔn

14. lɛɛmwɔɔn
‘mark of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɛɛmwɔɔj
lɛɛmwɔɔmw
lɛɛmwɔɔn
lɛɛmwɔɔʃ
lɛɛmwɔɔmam
lɛɛmwɔɔmi
lɛɛmwɔɔr
lɛɛmwɔɔn

11. faʉ̯nɨpwpwo
‘heart’

12. aron
‘beside (3SG or
CONST)’
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p ooj
aroj
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoomw
aromw
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
aron
faʉ̯nɨpwpwooʃ
aroʃ
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p oomam aromam
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoomi
aromi
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p oor
arɛɛr
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
aron
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ŋiij
ŋiimw
ŋiin
ŋiiʃ
ŋiimam
ŋiimi
ŋiir
ŋiin

15. usʉn
‘state of being of
(3SG or CONST)’
usij
usumw
usʉn
usʉʃ
usʉmam
usʉmi
usiir
usʉn

16. lɛɛluun
‘buttocks of (3SG
or CONST)’
lɛɛluuj
lɛɛluumw
lɛɛluun
lɛɛluuʃ
lɛɛluumam
lɛɛluumi
lɛɛluur
lɛɛluun

17. ʃʉʉ
‘bone’
ʃʉʉj
ʃuumw
ʃʉʉn
ʃʉʉʃ
ʃʉʉmam
ʃʉʉmi
ʃʉʉr
ʃʉʉn

18. lʉssʉn
‘remainder of
(3SG or CONST)’
lʉssʉj
lʉssumw
lʉssʉn
lʉssʉʃ
lʉssʉmam
lʉssʉmi
lʉssiir
lʉssʉn

19. maas
‘eye, face’
masæj
masɔmw
masan
masaʃ
masamam
masami
masɛɛr
masan

20. salʉŋ
‘ear’
salɨŋæj
salɨŋɔmw
salɨŋan
salɨŋaʃ
salɨŋamam
salɨŋami
salɨŋɘɘr
salɨŋan

21. aaw
‘mouth’
awæj
awɔmw
awan
awaʃ
awamam
awami
awar
awan

22. faat
‘eyebrow’
fattij
fattumw
fattɨn
fattɨʃ
fatɨmamam
fatɨmi
fattiir
fattɨn

23. pwoot
‘nose’
pwootij
pwootumw
pwootɨn
pwootɨʃ
pwootɨmam
pwootɨmi
pwootiir
pwootɨn

24. kɨllɛn
‘skin of (3SG or
CONST)’
kɨllij
killomw
kɨllɨn
kɨllɨʃ
kɨlɨmam
kɨlɨmi
kɨlliir
kɨlɨn

25. rææn
‘day (i.e.,
birthday)’
ræænij
ræænumw
ræænɨn
ræænɨʃ
ræænɨmam
ræænɨmi
rææniir
ræænɨn

26. rooŋ
‘inherited magic’

27. aŋaaʃ
‘skilled;
skillfulness’
aŋaʃʃej
aŋaʃʃʉmw
aŋaʃʃɘn
aŋaʃʃɞʃ
aŋaʃʃɘmam
aŋaʃʃɘmi
aŋaʃʃɛɛr
aŋaʃʃɘn

28. aŋaŋŋaw
‘unskilled;
unskillfulness’
aŋaŋŋawej
aŋaŋŋawomw
aŋaŋŋawɘn
aŋaŋŋawɘʃ
aŋaŋŋawɛmam
aŋaŋŋawɛmi
aŋaŋŋawɛɛr
aŋaŋŋawɘn

C-FINAL NATIVE

rooŋej
rooŋomw
rooŋɘn
rooŋoʃ
roŋomam
roŋomi
rooŋɛɛr
rooŋɘn
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29. aŋipwpwan
‘impudent;
impudence’
aŋipwpwanej
aŋipwpwanomw
aŋipwpwanɛn
aŋipwpwanɘʃ
aŋipwpwanɛmam
aŋipwpwanɛmi
aŋipwpwanɛɛr
aŋipwpwanɛn

30. nnʉr
‘shadow’

31. sɔɔr
‘birthmark’

nʉrrej
nʉrrʉmw
nʉrrɘn
nʉrrɘʃ
nʉrrɘmam
nʉrrɘmi
nʉrriir
nʉrrɘn

sɔɔrej
sɔɔromw
sɔɔrɘn
sɔɔrɘʃ
sɔɔrɘmam
sɔɔrɘmi
sɔɔrɛɛr
sɔɔrɘn

32. fææl
‘community
house’
falej
falomw
falɛn
falɘʃ
falɛmam
falɛmi
falɛɛr
falɛn

33. ŋaŋa
ŋaaŋej
ŋaaŋomw
ŋaaŋɘn
ŋaaŋaʃ
ŋaaŋamam
ŋaaŋæmi
ŋaaŋɛɛr
ŋaaŋan

34. rɨnæ
rɨnej
rɨnomw
rɨnɘn
rɨnnɘʃ
rɨnɛmam
rɨnɛmi
rɨnnɛɛr
rɨnɛn

35. ŋuwɛ
ŋuwej
ŋuwomw
ŋuwɛn
ŋuɛʃ
ŋuɛmam
ŋuɛmi
ŋuɛɛr
ŋuɛn

36. japɞ
jappej
jappomw
jappɛn
jappɞʃ
japɞmam
japɞmi
jappɛɛr
japɘn

38. fofo
foofooj
foofoomw
foofoon
foofooʃ
foofoomam
foofoomi
foofoor
foofoon

39. lɨtɔ
lɨtɔɔj
lɨtɔɔmw
lɨtɔɔn
lɨtɔɔʃ
lɨtɔɔmam
lɨtɔɔmi
lɨtɔɔr
lɨtɔɔn

40. naʃu
naʃuuj
naʃuumw
naʃʉʉn
naʃuuʃ
naʃuumam
naʃuumi
naʃuur
naʃuun

41. safʉ
safʉʉj
safuumw
safʉʉn
safʉʉʃ
ʃafʉʉmam
ʃafʉʉmi
ʃafʉʉr
ʃafʉʉn

43. taas
taasij
taasomw
taasɨn
taaʃɨʃ
taaʃɨmam
taaʃɨmi
taaʃɨɨr
taaʃɨn

44. ruŋak
ruŋakkij
ruŋakkumw
ruŋakkɘn
ruŋakkɘʃ
ruŋakɘmam
ruŋakɘmi
ruŋakkiir
ruŋakkɘn

45. raal
raalij
raalumw
raalɨn
raalɨʃ
raalɨmam
raalɨmi
raaliir
raaluun

V-FINAL NONCE
37. ŋali
ŋalij
ŋalumw
ŋalɨn
ŋalɨʃ
ŋalɨmam
ŋalɨmi
ŋaliir
ŋalɨn

C-FINAL NONCE
42. maraf
maraffej
maraffomw
maraffɘn
maraffɘʃ
marafɘmam
marafɘmi
maraffɛɛr
maraffɘn
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46. wapam
wapamaj
wapamwomw
wapamɘn
wapamɘʃ
wapamam
wapami
wapamɛɛr
wapamɘn

47. laamw
laamwej
laamomw
laamwɞn
laamwɞʃ
laamwɞmam
laamwɞmi
laamwɛɛr
laamwɞn

48. safan
safanej
safanomw
safanɘn
safanɘʃ
safanɘmam
safanɘmi
safaniir
safanɘn

49. ʃaaŋ
ʃaŋej
ʃaŋomw
ʃaŋɘn
ʃaŋɘʃ
ʃaŋɘmam
ʃaŋɘmi
ʃaŋɨɨr
ʃaŋɘn

50. ɞtap
ɞɞtapej
ɞɞtapomw
ɞɞtapɘn
ɞɞtapɞʃ
ɞɞtapɨmam
ɞɞtapɨmi
ɞɞtapɛɛr
ɞɞtapɘn

51. raapw
rapwpwej
rapomw
rapwpwɘn
rapwpwɘʃ
rapwɘmam
rapwpwɘmi
rapwpwɛɛr
rapwɘn

52. ʃaŋar
ʃaŋarej
ʃaŋaromw
ʃaŋarɘn
ʃaŋarɘʃ
ʃaŋarɘmam
ʃaŋarɘmi
ʃaŋarɨɨr
ʃaŋarɘn

53. laaʃ
laaʃej
laaʃomw
laaʃɘn
laaʃɘʃ
laaʃɘmam
laaʃɘmi
laaʃiir
laaʃɘn

54. farat
farattej
farattomw
farattan
farattɘʃ
faratɘmam
faratɘmi
farattɛɛr
farattɨn

55. saaw
saawej
saawomw
saawɘn
saawɘʃ
saawɘmam
saawɘmi
saawiir
saawɘn

56. ʉŋaj
ʉŋajej
ʉŋajomw
ʉŋajɛn
ʉŋajɘʃ
ʉŋajɛmam
ʉŋajɘmi
ʉŋajɛɛr
ʉŋajɛn

62. pættɨri
‘battery,
pacemaker’
pættɨriij
pættɨriimw
pættɨriin
pættɨriiʃ
pættɨriimam
pættɨriimi
pættɨriir
pættɨriin

57. ʃaaʉ̯
ʃaaʉ̯ij
ʃaaʉ̯omw
ʃaaʉ̯ɘn
ʃaaʉ̯ɘʃ
ʃaaʉ̯mam
ʃaaʉ̯mi
ʃaaʉ̯iir
ʃaaʉ̯ɘn
V-FINAL BORROWED
58. kii
‘key’

59. kasto
‘movie’

60. piiksɞ
‘photo’

61. stoori
‘story’

kiijej
kiijomw
kiijan
kiijaʃ
kiijamam
kiijɘmi
kiijɛɛr
kiijɛn

kastooj
kastoomw
kastoon
kastooʃ
kastoomam
kastoomi
kastoor
kastoon

piksɞɞj
piksɞɞmw
piksɞɞn
piksɞɞʃ
piksɞɞmam
piksɞɞmi
piksɞɞr
piksɞɞn

stooriij
stooriimw
stooriin
stooriiʃ
stooriimam
stooriimi
stooriir
stooriin
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C-FINAL BORROWED
63. pwuuk
‘book’
pwuukej
pwuukomw
pwuukɘn
pwuukɘʃ
pwuukɘmam
pwuukɘmi
pwuukiir
pwuukin

64. sasiŋ
‘photo’
sasiŋŋej
sasiŋŋomw
sasiŋŋən
sasiŋŋəʃ
sasiŋŋəmam
sasiŋŋɘmi
sasiŋŋiir
sasiŋŋən

65. ruumw
‘room’
rumwmwej
rumwmwomw
rumwmwɘn
rumwmwɘʃ
rumwmwɘmam
rumwmwɘmi
rumwmwɛɛr
rumwmwɘn
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66. lɔɔk
‘lock’
lɔkkej
lɔkkomw
lɔkkɘn
lɔkkɘʃ
lɔkkɘmam
lɔkkɘmi
lɔkkɛɛr
lɔkkɘn

67. sajs
‘size’
sajsii
sajsumw
sajsɨn
sajsɨʃ
sajsɨmam
sajsɨmi
sajsiir
sajsɨn

APPENDIX B8: ELICITED PARADIGMS - NIKA
V-FINAL NATIVE
CITATION FORM
GIVEN TO
CONSULTANT

1. ʃʃa
‘blood’

1SG
2SG
3SG
1PL.INCL
1PL.EXCL
2PL
3PL
CONST

5.pɞʃɛ
‘leg, foot’
pɞʃeej
pɞʃɛɛmw
pɞʃɛɛn
pɞʃɛɛʃ
pɞʃɛɛmam
paʃɛɛmi
pɞʃɛɛr
pɞʃɛɛn
10. mwʉrɨn
‘behind (3SG or
CONST)’
mwʉrij
mwʉrumw
mwʉrɨn
mwʉrɨʃ
mwʉrɨmam
mwʉrɨmi
mwʉrɨr
mwʉrɨn

3. pæ
‘feces’

4.fææn
‘underneath (3SG
or CONST)’

ʃʃaaj
ʃʃaamw
ʃʃaan
ʃʃaaʃ
ʃʃaamam
ʃʃaami
ʃʃaar
ʃʃaan

2. jaan
‘general
possessive
classifier (3SG or
CONST)’
jææj
joomw
jaan
jaaʃ
jææmam
jææmi
jaar
jaan

pææj
pææmw
pææn
pææʃ
pææmam
pææmi
pæær
pææn

fææj
fææmw
fææn
fææʃ
fææmam
fææmi
fæær
fææn

6. rɛɛn
‘with (3SG or
CONST)’
reej
rɛɛmw
rɛɛn
rɛɛʃ
rɛɛmam
rɛɛmi
rɛɛr
rɛɛn

7. lɞllɞɞn
‘size of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɞllɞɞj
lɞlloomw
lɞllɞɞn
lɞllɞɞʃ
lɞllɞɞmam
lɞllɞɞmi
lɞllɞɞr
lɞllɞɞn

8. mɞɞn
‘cost of (3SG or
CONST)’
mɞɞj
mɞɞmw
mɞɞn
mɞɞʃ
mɞɞmam
mɞɞmi
mɞɞr
mɞɞn

9. ŋii
‘tooth’

13. ɔɔn
‘top of (3SG or
CONST)’
ɔɔj
ɔɔmw
ɔɔn
ɔɔʃ
ɔɔmam
ɔɔmi
wɔɔr
ɔɔn

14. lɛɛmwɔɔn
‘mark of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɛɛmwɔɔj
lɛɛmwɔɔmw
lɛɛmwɔɔn
lɛɛmwɔɔʃ
lɛɛmwɔɔmam
lɛɛmwɔɔmi
lɛɛmwɔɔr
lɛɛmwɔɔn

11. faʉ̯nɨpwpwo
‘heart’

12. aron
‘beside (3SG or
CONST)’
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p ooj
aroj
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoomw
aromw
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
aron
faʉ̯nɨpwpwooʃ
aroʃ
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p oomam aromam
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoomi
aromi
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p oor
arɛɛr
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
aron
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ŋii
ŋiimw
ŋiin
ŋiiʃ
ŋiimam
ŋiimi
ŋiir
ŋiin

15. usʉn
‘state of being of
(3SG or CONST)’
usi
usumw
usɨn
usʉʃ
usʉmam
usʉmi
usiir
usɨn

16. lɛɛluun
‘buttocks of (3SG
or CONST)’
lɛɛluuj
lɛɛluumw
lɛɛluun
lɛɛluuʃ
lɛɛluumam
lɛɛluumi
lɛɛluur
lɛɛluun

17. ʃʉʉ
‘bone’
ʃʉʉj
ʃuumw
ʃʉʉn
ʃʉʉʃ
ʃʉʉmam
ʃʉʉmi
ʃʉʉr
ʃʉʉn

18. lʉssʉn
‘remainder of
(3SG or CONST)’
lʉssi
lʉssumw
lʉssʉn
lʉssʉʃ
lʉssʉmam
lʉssʉmi
lʉssiir
lʉssʉn

19. maas
‘eye, face’
massæj
massɔmw
massan
massaʃ
masamam
masæmi
massaar
masan

20. salʉŋ
‘ear’
salɨŋæj
salɨŋomw
salɨŋan
salɨŋaʃ
salɨŋamam
salɨŋami
salɨŋɛɛr
salɨŋan

21. aaw
‘mouth’
awæj
awomw
awan
awaʃ
awamam
awami
awɛɛr
awan

22. faat
‘eyebrow’
fatti
fattumw
fattɨn
fattiʃ
fattɨmam
fattɨmi
fattiir
fattɨn

23. pwoot
‘nose’
pwooti
pwootumw
pwootɨn
pwootɨʃ
pwootɨmam
pwootɨmi
pwootiir
pwootɨn

24. kɨllɛn
‘skin of (3SG or
CONST)’
kʉlli
kʉllumw
kɨllɨn
kɨllɨʃ
kɨlɨmam
kɨlɨmi
kɨlliir
kɨlɨn

25. rææn
‘day (i.e.,
birthday)’
rææni
ræænumw
ræænɨn
ræænɨʃ
ræænɨmam
ræænɨmi
rææniir
ræænɨn

26. rooŋ
‘inherited magic’

27. aŋaaʃ
‘skilled;
skillfulness’
aŋaaʃʃej
aŋaaʃʃomw
aŋaaʃʃɘn
aŋaaʃʃɘʃ
aŋaaʃʃɘmam
aŋaaʃʃɘmi
aŋaaʃʃɘr
aŋaaʃɘn

28. aŋaŋŋaw
‘unskilled;
unskillfulness’
aŋaŋŋawej
aŋaŋŋawomw
aŋaŋŋawɛn
aŋaŋŋawɛʃ
aŋaŋŋawɘmam
aŋaŋŋawɘmi
aŋaŋŋawɛɛr
aŋaŋŋawɛn

C-FINAL NATIVE

roŋŋej
roŋŋomw
roŋŋɵn
roŋŋɵʃ
roŋomam
roŋomi
roŋŋɛɛr
roŋon
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29. aŋipwpwan
‘impudent;
impudence’
aŋipwpwanej
aŋipwpwanomw
aŋipwpwanɛn
aŋipwpwanɛʃ
aŋipwpwanɛmam
aŋipwpwanɛmi
aŋipwpwanɛɛr
aŋipwpwanɛn

30. nnʉr
‘shadow’

31. sɔɔr
‘birthmark’

nʉrrej
nʉrromw
nʉrrɨn
nʉrrɨʃ
nʉrrɨmam
nʉrrɨmi
nʉrriir
nʉrrɨn

sɔɔrej
sɔɔromw
sɔɔrɛn
sɔɔrɘʃ
sɔɔrɘmam
sɔɔrɘmi
sɔɔriir
sɔɔrɛn

32. fææl
‘community
house’
fallej
fallomw
fallɛn
fallɛʃ
falɛmam
falɘmi
fallɛɛr
falɛn

33. ŋaŋa
ŋaaŋaaj
ŋaaŋaamw
ŋaaŋaan
ŋaaŋaaʃ
ŋaaŋaamam
ŋaaŋaami
ŋaaŋaar
ŋaaŋaan

34. rɨnæ
rɨnææj
rɨnææmw
rɨnææn
rɨnææʃ
rɨnææmam
rɨnææmi
rɨnæær
rɨnææn

35. ŋuwɛ
ŋuweej
ŋuwoomw
ŋuwɛɛn
ŋuwɛɛʃ
ŋuwɛɛmam
ŋuwɛɛmi
ŋuwɛɛr
ŋuwɛɛn

36. japɞ
japɞɞj
japoomw
japɞɞn
japɞɞʃ
japɞɞmam
japɞɞmi
japɞɞr
japɞɞn

38. fofo
foofooj
foofoomw
foofoon
foofooʃ
foofoomam
foofoomi
foofoor
foofoon

39. lɨtɔ
lɨtɔɔj
lɨtɔɔmw
lɨtɔɔn
lɨtɔɔʃ
lɨtɔɔmam
lɨtɔɔmi
lɨtɔɔr
lɨtɔɔn

40. naʃu
naʃuuj
naʃuumw
naʃuun
naʃuuʃ
naʃuumam
naʃuumi
naʃuur
naʃuun

41. safʉ
safʉʉj
safuumw
safʉʉn
safʉʉʃ
safʉʉmam
safʉʉmi
safʉʉr
safʉʉn

43. taas
taasej
taasomw
taasɨn
taasɨʃ
taasɨmam
taasɨmi
taasɨɨr
taasɨn

44. ruŋak
ruŋakkej
ruŋakkomw
ruŋakkɘn
ruŋakkɘʃ
ruŋakɘmam
ruŋakɘmi
ruŋakkɛɛr
ruŋakkɘn

45. raal
raalej
raalomw
raalɘn
raalɘʃ
raalɘmam
raalɘmi
raalɘɘr
raalɞn

V-FINAL NONCE
37. ŋali
ŋalij
ŋaliimw
ŋaliin
ŋaliiʃ
ŋaliimam
ŋaliimi
ŋaliir
ŋaliin

C-FINAL NONCE
42. maraf
maraffej
maraffomw
maraffon
maraffoʃ
marafomam
marafɞmi
maraffɞɞr
maraffɞn
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46. wapam
wapamej
wapamwomw
wapamɞn
wapamɞʃ
wapamam
wapami
wapɞmɞɞr
wapamɞn

47. laamw
laɔmwej
laɔmwomw
laɔmwɞn
laɔmwɞʃ
laɔmwɞmam
laɔmwɞmi
laɔmwɛɛr
laɔmwɞn

48. safan
safanej
safanomw
safanɘn
safanɘʃ
safanɘmam
safanɘmi
safaniir
safanɘn

49. ʃaaŋ
ʃaŋej
ʃaŋomw
ʃaŋɞn
ʃaŋɞʃ
ʃaŋamam
ʃaŋami
ʃaŋɛɛr
ʃaŋan

50. ɞtap
ʉtapej
ʉtapwomw
ʉtapɛn
ʉtapɞʃ
ʉtapɨmam
ʉtapɨmi
ʉtapɛɛr
ʉtapɛn

51. raapw
raɔpwpwej
raɔpwpwomw
raɔpwpwɞn
raɔpwpwɞʃ
raɔpwɞmam
raɔpwɞmi
raɔpwpwɛɛr
raɔpwpwɞn

52. ʃaŋar
ʃaŋarej
ʃaŋaromw
ʃaŋarɘn
ʃaŋarɘʃ
ʃaŋaramam
ʃaŋarɘmi
ʃaŋarɛɛr
ʃaŋarɘn

53. laaʃ
laaʃej
laaʃomw
laaʃɘn
laaʃɘʃ
laaʃɘmam
laaʃɘmi
laaʃɛɛr
laaʃɘn

54. farat
farattej
farattomw
farattɘn
farattɘʃ
faratɘmam
faratɘmi
farattɛɛr
farattɘn

55. saaw
sawwej
sawwomw
sawwɘn
sawwɘʃ
sawwɛmam
sawwɛmi
sawɛɛr
sawwɘn

56. ʉŋaj
ʉŋajej
ʉŋajomw
ʉŋawɛn
ʉŋawɛʃ
ʉŋawɘmam
ʉŋawɘmi
ʉŋawɛɛr
ʉŋawɛn

62. pættɨri
‘battery,
pacemaker’
pættɨrii
pættɨriimw
pættɨriin
pættɨriiʃ
pættɨriimam
pættɨriimi
pættɨriir
pættɨriin

57. ʃaaʉ̯
ʃaaʉ̯ij
ʃaaʉ̯omw
ʃaaʉ̯ɛn
ʃaaʉ̯iʃ
ʃaaʉ̯ɛmam
ʃaaʉ̯ɛmi
ʃaaʉ̯iir
ʃajjɛn
V-FINAL BORROWED
58. kii
‘key’

59. kasto
‘movie’

60. piiksɞ
‘photo’

61. stoori
‘story’

kiijej
kiijɔmw
kiijɛn
kiijaʃ
kiijamam
kiijɛmi
kiijɛɛr
kijɛn

kastooj
kastoomw
kastoon
kastooʃ
kastoomam
kastoomi
kastoor
kastoon

piksɞɞj
piksoomw
piksɞɞn
piksɞɞʃ
piksɞɞmam
piksɞɞmi
piksɞɞr
piksɞɞn

stoorii
stooriimw
stooriin
stooriiʃ
stooriimam
stoorijami
stooriir
stooriin
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63. pwuuk
‘book’
pwukkej
pwukkomw
pwukkɘn
pwukkɘʃ
pwukamam
pwukɘmi
pwukkiir
pwukkiin

64. sasiŋ
‘photo’
sasiŋŋej
sasiŋŋomw
sasiŋŋɘn
sasiŋŋɘʃ
sasiŋɨmam
sasiŋɨmi
sasiŋŋɛɛr
sasiŋɘn

65. ruumw
‘room’
rumwmwej
rumwmwomw
rumwmwɘn
rumwmwɘʃ
rumwmwɘmam
rumwmwɛmi
rumwmwiir
rumwmwɘn
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66. lɔɔk
‘lock’
lɔkkej
lɔkkomw
lɔkkɘn
lɔkkɘʃ
lɔkkɘmam
lɔkkɘmi
lɔkkɛɛr
lɔkkɘn

67. sajs
‘size’
sajsi
sajsumw
sajsɨn
sajsɨʃ
sajsɨmam
sajsɨmi
sajsiir
sajsɨn

APPENDIX B9: ELICITED PARADIGMS - PETRUS
V-FINAL NATIVE
CITATION FORM
GIVEN TO
CONSULTANT

1. ʃʃa
‘blood’

1SG
2SG
3SG
1PL.INCL
1PL.EXCL
2PL
3PL
CONST

5.pɞʃɛ
‘leg, foot’
pɞʃeej
pɞʃɛɛmw
pɞʃɛɛn
pɞʃɛɛʃ
pɞʃɛɛmam
pɞʃɛɛmi
pɞʃɛɛr
pɞʃɛɛn
10. mwʉrɨn
‘behind (3SG or
CONST)’
mwʉrij
mwʉrumw
mwʉrɨn
mwʉrɨʃ
mwʉrɨmam
mwʉrɨmi
mwʉriir
mwʉrɨn

3. pæ
‘feces’

4.fææn
‘underneath (3SG
or CONST)’

ʃʃaaj
ʃʃaamw
ʃʃaan
ʃʃaaʃ
ʃʃaamam
ʃʃaami
ʃʃaar
ʃʃaan

2. jaan
‘general
possessive
classifier (3SG or
CONST)’
jææj
jɔɔmw
jaan
jaaʃ
jaamam
jaami
jaar
jan

pææj
pææmw
pææn
pææʃ
pææmam
pææmi
pæær
pææn

fææj
fææmw
fææn
fææʃ
fææmam
fææmi
fæær
fææn

6. rɛɛn
‘with (3SG or
CONST)’
reej
rɛɛmw
rɛɛn
rɛɛʃ
rɛɛmam
rɛɛmi
rɛɛr
rɛɛn

7. lɞllɞɞn
‘size of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɞllɞɞj
lɞllɞɞmw
lɞllɞɞn
lɞllɞɞʃ
lɞllɞɞmam
lɞllɞɞmi
lɞllɞɞr
lɞllɞɞn

8. mɞɞn
‘cost of (3SG or
CONST)’
mɞɞj
mɞɞmw
mɞɞn
mɞɞʃ
mɞɞmam
mɞɞmi
mɞɞr
mɞɞn

9. ŋii
‘tooth’

13. ɔɔn
‘top of (3SG or
CONST)’
ɔɔj
wɔɔmw
wɔɔn
ɔɔʃ
wɔɔmam
wɔɔmi
wɔɔr
wɔɔn

14. lɛɛmwɔɔn
‘mark of (3SG or
CONST)’
lɛɛmwɔɔj
lɛɛmwoomw
lɛɛmwɔɔn
lɛɛmwɔɔʃ
lɛɛmwɔɔmam
lɛɛmwɔɔmi
lɛɛmwɔɔr
lɛɛmwɔɔn

11. faʉ̯nɨpwpwo
‘heart’

12. aron
‘beside (3SG or
CONST)’
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p ooj
aroj
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoomw
aromw
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
aron
faʉ̯nɨpwpwooʃ
aroʃ
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p oomam aromam
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoomi
aromi
w w
faʉ̯nɨp p oor
aror
faʉ̯nɨpwpwoon
aron
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ŋiij
ŋiimw
ŋiin
ŋiiʃ
ŋiimam
ŋiimi
ŋiir
ŋiin

15. usʉn
‘state of being of
(3SG or CONST)’
usi
usumw
usɨn
usʉʃ
usʉmam
usʉmi
usiir
usɨn

16. lɛɛluun
‘buttocks of (3SG
or CONST)’
lɛɛluuj
lɛɛluumw
lɛɛluun
lɛɛluuʃ
lɛɛluumam
lɛɛluumi
lɛɛluur
lɛɛluun

17. ʃʉʉ
‘bone’
ʃʉʉj
ʃuumw
ʃʉʉn
ʃʉʉʃ
ʃʉʉmam
ʃʉʉmi
ʃʉʉr
ʃʉʉn

18. lʉssʉn
‘remainder of
(3SG or CONST)’
lʉssi
lʉssumw
lʉssʉn
lʉssʉʃ
lʉssʉmam
lʉsʉmi
lʉssiir
lʉssʉn

19. maas
‘eye, face’
masæj
masɔmw
masan
masaʃ
masamam
masæmi
masar
masan

20. salʉŋ
‘ear’
salɨŋæj
salɨŋomw
salɨŋan
salɨŋaʃ
salɨŋamam
salɨŋami
salɨŋar
salɨŋan

21. aaw
‘mouth’
awæj
awomw
awan
awaʃ
awamam
awami
awar
awan

22. faat
‘eyebrow’
fatti
fattumw
fattɨn
fattɨʃ
fatɨmam
fatʉmi
fattiir
fattɨn

23. pwoot
‘nose’
pwooti
pwootumw
pwootɨn
pwootɨʃ
pwootɨmam
pwootɨmi
pwootiir
pwootɨn

24. kɨllɛn
‘skin of (3SG or
CONST)’
kɨlli
kʉllumw
kɨllɛn
kɨllɨʃ
kɨllɨmam
kɨllɨmi
kɨllɨr
kɨlɛɛn

25. rææn
‘day (i.e.,
birthday)’
rææni
ræænumw
ræænɨn
ræænɨʃ
ræænɨmam
ræænɨmi
ræænɘr
ræænɨn

26. rooŋ
‘inherited magic’

27. aŋaaʃ
‘skilled;
skillfulness’
aŋaaʃej
aŋaaʃʉmw
aŋaaʃɨn
aŋaaʃɨʃ
aŋaaʃɨmam
aŋaaʃɨmi
aŋaaʃɨr
aŋaaʃɨn

28. aŋaŋŋaw
‘unskilled;
unskillfulness’
aŋaŋŋawej
aŋaŋŋawomw
aŋaŋŋawɛn
aŋaŋŋawɛʃ
aŋaŋŋawɛmam
aŋaŋŋawɛmi
aŋaŋŋawɛɛr
aŋaŋŋawɛn

C-FINAL NATIVE

roŋej
roŋomw
roŋon
roŋoʃ
roŋomam
roŋomi
roŋɛɛr
roŋon
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29. aŋipwpwan
‘impudent;
impudence’
aŋipwpwanej
aŋipwpwanomw
aŋipwpwanɛn
aŋipwpwanɛʃ
aŋipwpwanɛmam
aŋipwpwanɛmi
aŋipwpwanɛr
aŋipwpwanɛn

30. nnʉr
‘shadow’

31. sɔɔr
‘birthmark’

nʉrri
nʉrrʉmw
nʉrrɨn
nʉrrɨʃ
nʉrrɨmam
nʉrrɨmi
nʉrriir
nʉrrɨn

sɔɔrej
sɔɔromw
sɔɔrɛn
sɔɔrɛʃ
sɔɔrɛmam
sɔɔrɛmi
sɔɔrɛɛr
sɔɔrɛn

32. fææl
‘community
house’
falej
falomw
falɛn
falɛʃ
falɛmam
falɛmi
falɛɛr
falɛn

33. ŋaŋa
ŋaŋaaj
ŋaŋaamw
ŋaŋaan
ŋaŋaaʃ
ŋaŋaamam
ŋaŋaami
ŋaŋaar
ŋaŋaan

34. rɨnæ
rɨnææj
rɨnææmw
rɨnææn
rɨnææʃ
rɨnææmam
rɨnææmi
rɨnæær
rɨnææn

35. ŋuwɛ
ŋuweej
ŋuwɛɛmw
ŋuwɛɛn
ŋuwɛɛʃ
ŋuwɛɛmam
ŋuwɛɛmi
ŋuwɛɛr
ŋuwɛɛn

36. japɞ
japɞɞj
japɞɞmw
japɞɞn
japɞɞʃ
japɞɞmam
japɞɞmi
japɞɞr
japɞɞn

38. fofo
foofooj
foofoomw
foofoon
foofooʃ
foofoomam
foofoomi
foofoor
foofoon

39. lɨtɔ
lɨtɔɔj
lɨtɔɔmw
lɨtɔɔn
lɨtɔɔʃ
lɨtɔɔmam
lɨtɔɔmi
lɨtɔɔr
lɨtɔɔn

40. naʃu
naʃuuj
naʃuumw
naʃuun
naʃuuʃ
naʃuumam
naʃuumi
naʃuur
naʃuun

41. safʉ
safʉʉj
safuumw
safʉʉn
safʉʉʃ
safʉʉmam
safʉʉmi
safʉʉr
safʉʉn

43. taas
taasi
taasumw
taasɨn
taasɨʃ
taasɨmam
taasɨmi
taasɨɨr
taasɨn

44. ruŋak
ruŋaki
ruŋakumw
ruŋakɨn
ruŋakɘʃ
ruŋakɨmam
ruŋakɨmi
ruŋakɛɛr
ruŋakɨn

45. raal
raali
raalumw
raalɛn
raalɨʃ
raalɨmam
raalɨmi
raaliir
raalɛn
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37. ŋali
ŋalij
ŋalumw
ŋalɨn
ŋalɨʃ
ŋalɨmam
ŋalʉʉmi
ŋaliir
ŋaliin
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42. maraf
marafej
marafomw
marafɘn
marafɘʃ
marafɨmam
marafɨmi
marafɘr
marafɘn
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46. wapam
wapamaj
wapamwomw
wapamɞn
wapamaʃ
wapamam
wapami
wapamar
wapaman

47. laamw
laamwej
laamwomw
laamwɞn
laamwɞʃ
laamwɞmam
laamwɞmi
laamwɛɛr
laamwɞn

48. safan
safanæj
safanomw
safanan
safanɞʃ
safanɨmam
safanami
safanɛɛr
safanɨn

49. ʃaaŋ
ʃaaŋaj
ʃaaŋomw
ʃaaŋɘn
ʃaaŋɘʃ
ʃaaŋɨmam
ʃaaŋɨmi
ʃaaŋɛɛr
ʃaaŋɘn

50. ɞtap
ʉtapej
ʉtapomw
ʉtapɛn
ʉtapɞʃ
ʉtapɨmam
ʉtapɨmi
ʉtapɛɛr
ʉtapɛn

51. raapw
raapwej
raapwomw
raapwɞn
raapwɞʃ
raapwɞmam
raapwɞmi
raapwɛɛr
raapwɞn

52. ʃaŋar
ʃaŋarej
ʃaŋaromw
ʃaŋarɛn
ʃaŋarɞʃ
ʃaŋarɨmam
ʃaŋarɨmi
ʃaŋarɛɛr
ʃaŋarɘn

53. laaʃ
laaʃi
laaʃʉmw
laaʃɘn
laaʃɞʃ
laaʃɨmam
laaʃɨmi
laaʃɛɛr
laaʃɛn

54. farat
faratej
faratomw
faratɨn
faratɛʃ
faratɨmam
faratɨmi
faratɛɛr
faratɨn

55. saaw
saawej
saawomw
saawɘn
saawɘʃ
saawɛmam
saawɛmi
saawɛr
saawɛn

56. ʉŋaj
ʉŋaji
ʉŋajomw
ʉŋajɛn
ʉŋajɛʃ
ʉŋajɛmam
ʉŋajimi
ʉŋajɛɛr
ʉŋajɛn

62. pættɨri
‘battery,
pacemaker’
pættɨriij
pættɨriimw
pættɨriin
pættɨriiʃ
pættɨriimam
pættɨriimi
pættɨriir
pættɨriin

57. ʃaaʉ̯
ʃaaʉ̯jej
ʃaaʉ̯jomw
ʃaaʉ̯jɛn
ʃaaʉ̯jɛʃ
ʃaaʉ̯ʉmam
ʃaaʉ̯ʉmi
ʃaaʉ̯iir
ʃaaʉ̯ɛn
V-FINAL BORROWED
58. kii
‘key’

59. kasto
‘movie’

60. piiksɞ
‘photo’

61. stoori
‘story’

kiij
kiimw
kiin
kiiʃ
kiimam
kiimi
kiir
kiin

kastooj
kastoomw
kastoon
kastooʃ
kastoomam
kastoomi
kastoor
kastoon

piksɞɞj
piksɞɞmw
piksɞɞn
piksɞɞʃ
piksɞɞmam
piksɞɞmi
piksɞɞr
piksɞɞn

stoorii
stooriimw
stooriin
stooriiʃ
stooriimam
stooriimi
stooriir
stooriin
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C-FINAL BORROWED
63. pwuuk
‘book’
pwukej
pwukomw
pwukɘn
pwukɘʃ
pwuukɘmam
pwuukɘmi
pwuukɛɛr
pwuukɘn

64. sasiŋ
‘photo’
sasiŋŋej
sasiŋŋomw
sasiŋŋɘn
sasiŋŋɘʃ
sasiŋŋɨmam
sasiŋŋɨmi
sasiŋŋɛɛr
sasiŋŋən

65. ruumw
‘room’
rumwmwej
rumwmwomw
rumwmwɘn
rumwmwɘʃ
rumwmwɘmam
rumwmwɘmi
rumwmwɛɛr
rumwmwɘn
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66. lɔɔk
‘lock’
lɔkkej
lɔkkomw
lɔkkɘn
lɔkkɘʃ
lɔkkɘmam
lɔkkɘmi
lɔkkɛɛr
lɔkkɘn

67. sajs
‘size’
sajsi
sajsumw
sajsɨn
sajsɨʃ
sajsɨmam
sajsɨmi
sajsiir
sajsɨn

APPENDIX C: METALINGUISTIC DISCUSSION RECORDINGS LIST
CONSULTANT

Adaleen
Anrot
Arileen
Eison
Mahany
Milson

FILE NAME

EO1-075
EO1-001
EO1-061
EO1-082
EO1-057
EO1-058
EO1-059
EO1-043

PERSISTENT URL IN KAIPULEOHONE

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34715
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/32753
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34097
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34722
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34093
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34094
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34095
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/34079
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APPENDIX C1: WRITTEN DECOMPOSITION TASK - ADALEEN
Identifying information has been redacted from this image.
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451

APPENDIX C2: WRITTEN DECOMPOSITION TASK - ANROT
Identifying information has been redacted from this image.

452

453

APPENDIX C3: WRITTEN DECOMPOSITION TASK - ARILEEN
Identifying information has been redacted from this image.

454

455

APPENDIX C4: WRITTEN DECOMPOSITION TASK - EISON
Identifying information has been redacted from this image.

456

457

458

APPENDIX C5: WRITTEN DECOMPOSITION TASK - MAHANY
Identifying information has been redacted from this image.

459

460

461

APPENDIX C6: WRITTEN DECOMPOSITION TASK - MILSON
Identifying information has been redacted from this image.
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APPENDIX D: TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS
The transcription conventions I use for this dissertation generally follow Du Bois 2006 (i.e.,
Discourse Transcription 2, or “DT2”) with a few exceptions, as noted below.
.
,
?
!
:
~

final intonation contour
continuing intonation contour
appeal intonation contour
booster
lengthening
truncated word; changed from single hyphen (-) as used in DT2 in order to disambiguate
the use of hyphens for morpheme boundaries
—
truncated intonation unit
(n.n)
pause (greater than or equal to .2 seconds, number rounded to nearest tenth of a second)
..
micropause (0.15 seconds and less)
/\
rise-fall pitch accent
X
one syllable of unclear speech
@
one pulse of laughter
[]
overlapping speech
[n n]
disambiguation of overlapping speech (subscript numbers)
<A>
allegro quality (faster speech); abbreviated version of <ALLEGRO> used in DT2
<F>
forte quality
<H>
higher-pitched quality; abbreviated version of <HI> in DT2
<L>
lento quality (slower speech); abbreviated version of <LENTO> in DT2
<P>
piano quality
<V>
voice/accent of another; abbreviated version of <VOX> in DT2
<@> laugh voice
+
latching; used instead of equal sign (=) as used in DT2 in order to disambiguate my use
of the equal sign for clitic boundaries
(H)
audible inhalation
(Hx)
audible exhalation
(TSK) click

smile voice; the symbol immediately preceding a word marks smiling during the word’s
utterance
(( ))
researcher’s comment
{[ ]}
phonetically transcribed material (not used in DT2)
Other exceptions to note:


While DT2 uses the first name in all capitals for the speaker labels, I only use the first
initial, in the interest of allowing for maximum space for the transcribed material.
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I do not use the tilde before a name (either in the speaker label or in the transcribed
material) to indicate that it is a pseudograph, since I make it clear in chapter 4 that I use
pseudonyms in my transcriptions.
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